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IN THE HOPE THAT THIS BOOK MAY LIVE,

I DEDICATE IT

TO THE MEMORY OF MY BROTHER-IN-LAW,

luintin ffiattg^j

OF THE CORPS OF GUIDES,

'Vl

ONE OF THE FIRST OF THE MANY GALLANT MEN WHO GAVE THEIR

LIVES FOR THEIR COUNTRY ON THE RIDGE BEFORE DELHI.

THE WORDS WHICH HE UTTERED,

WHEN, ON THE 9tH JUNE, 1857, HE RECEIVED THE WOUND WHICH
HE KNEW TO BE MORTAL,

DULCE ET DECOBUM EST PBO PATBIA MOBI,

WERE CHERISHED

AS A MOST PRECIOUS INHERITANCE BY HIS BROTHER,

P|igFam ffiattg^,

WHO, ENTERING THE SERVICE AFTER HIS DEATH,

WAS APPOINTED TO THE SAME REGIMENT, THE CORPS OF GUIDES,

AND BY UNFLINCHING GALLANTRY AND DEVOTION

WON FROM THE STERN FRONTIER MEN WHO COMPOSED IT THB
ESTEEM AND AFFECTION

WHICH THEY HAD BORNE TO QUINTIN.

FOLLOWING THROUGHOUT HIS NOBLE LIFE

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF HIS BROTHER,

HE EMULATED HIM IN THE MANNER OF HIS DEATH,

FOR HE TOO DIED LEADING THE GUIDES IN A GALLANT CHARGK
AGAINST THE ENEMIES OF ENGLAND,

AT FATHABAD, NEAR JALLALABAD, THE 2nD APRIL, 1879.

SIMILAR AS WAS THEIR LIFE,

SIMILAR AS WAS THEIR DEATH,

I WOULD NOT SEPARATE IN THIS DEDICATION

THE TWO GALLANT BROTHERS.

FAB NOBILE FBATBUM.

M Jt ^ o tro





PREFACE TO THE FOURTH YOLUME.

The present volume narrates the story of the storming of Dehh',
the subsequent clearing of the country in the vicinity of that
city, and the march to Agra and Kanhpur. It proceeds then to
deal with Sir Colin Campbell's journey from Calcutta to

Kanhpur ; his relief of the garrison of Lakhnao ; and his safe

escort of the women and children of that garrison to Kanhpur.
It devotes then a chapter to the attack of the Gwaliar contin-
gent on that central point, and to Windham's consequent
action ; another, to Colin Campbell's reply to their daring
aggression. Narrating, then, the movements of the several
columns of Walpole and Seaton, and of the main body under
Sir Colin, in the North-West ; the action of the Nipal troops
under Jang Bahadur ; and of the columns under Rowcroft and
Franks in the Azamgarh district and in eastern Oudh ; it pro-
ceeds to describe the four months' defence of the Alambagh by
the illustrious Outram ; then, the last movements which pre-
ceded Sir Colin's attack on Lakhnao; then, the storming of
that city. From this point the narrative returns to the Bengal
Presidency proper, and describes the outbreaks in eastern
Bengal, in eastern Bihar, in Chutia Nagpur, and their re-

pression ; deals then with the difficulties caused mainly by the
suicidal action of the Government in western Bihar

; gives in
fuU^ detail the splendid action of Lord Mark Kerr in the relief

of Azamgarh, one of the two instances * on record in which a
surprised army defeated the surprisers; proceeds then to the
campaign of Lugard, Douglas, and their lieutenants, against
Kunwar Singh and his brother Amar Singh, in western Bihar

;

describes the gallantry of Middleton, and the fertility of re-

source of, and striking success achieved by. Sir Henry Havelock.

* The other was that of Olive at Kavenpak, February 23, 1752.
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Returning to the North-West, it describes the campaigns in

Kohilkhand and north-western Oudh, detailing the skilful

movements of Hope Grant, of John Coke, and of Jones; the

fatal incapacity of Walpole ; the useless sacrifice of life before

Euiya, culminating in the death of Adrian Hope ; the gallantry

of Ross-Graves, of Cafe, of Willoughby, of Cureton, of Sam
Browne, of Hanna, and of many others ; the all but successful

daring and the death of the famous Maulavi ; and the untimely-

end of Venables and of the great William Peel. The last

chapter deals with the manner in which George St. Patrick

Lawrence, one of four noble brothers, succeeded, amid great

difficulties, in retaining British hold upon Rajputana.

In the preface to the first edition to this volume, published

nearly ten years ago (August 1879), I acknowledged the
generous reception which its immediate predecessor had met
with both in this country, in the Colonies, and in America.
" It was not possible," I added, " writing of events, many actors

in which survive, and to some of whom a record of their per-

formances cannot be palatable, that I should absolutely escape
hostile criticism." But the reception accorded to that volume
did not surpass the welcome which the same generous public
gave to that of which the present volume is something more
than a reprint. Large as was the edition printed, within three
weeks I was called upon to prepare a second, and I am informed
that the demand for it has continued to the present day.

This new edition has been thoroughly revised. I have not
jnly gone through it step by stejD with the original authorities^
but I have compared the text with the information I have received
since its first publication from several actors in the drama. In
this way I have acquired additional information of a valuable
character. The whole of this has been carefully utilised. I

\
have, in consequence, not only made additions to the original
text, but have re-written several portions of it. The result of

, the fresh information I have received has been, in almost every
instance, to confirm the opinions regarding individuals recorded
in the original edition. With respect to Hodson of Hodson's
Horse, whilst I still hold to the views previously expressed, I
have thought it only fair to the memory of that great soldier to
present the other side of the shield. A distinguished officer

who served throughout the siege of Dehli, to whom I com-
municated my intention in this respect, thus wrote in reply

:

'* I am glad to read what you tell me about Hodson's case. I
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can never understand why the other side should always make
him out such a bloodthirsty character. We may have heard other
things against his character; but I don't remember that at the
time he was looked upon by us as more bloodthirsty than
any one else. It should be remembered that it was a fight

without quarter ; there was no love lost on one side or the
other. His shooting of the princes (who, if brought in alive at
the time, were as safe to have been hung or shot as when I saw
their dead bodies lying in front of the Kotwali), must, to say
the least of it, have removed, very considerably, any chance
of rising among thousands of discontented ruffians then around
us."

I have dealt with this last argument in the text. It is

unnecessary, therefore, to repeat it here. It would seem that,
whilst the general consensus of opinion outside the camp of the
force which assailed Dehli was, and is, against Hodson in the
matter of the slaughter of the princes, his comrades on the spot
saw in the deed only an additional security for a small body of
men occupying but half of the city, the defences of which had
been stormed with great loss of life.

I wish to say, before I conclude, that no one is so thoroughly
aware as I am of the many imperfections and shortcomings of
this volume. Distant myself from the scene of action, for I was
at Calcutta attached to the Audit department of the Govern-
ment of India throughout the period of the Mutiny, I have had
but one desire, and that has been, to tell the truth, the whole
truth, without respect of persons. I believe I have succeeded
in unearthing some gallant deeds which no previous writer had
recorded ; which had not even found their way into the
despatches ; and, by dint of earnest and patient inquiry,
accompanied by much sifting of evidence, I have also been
able, in some instances, to transfer the credit for a gallant
achievement from the wrong to the right man. How difficult

' this is, no one can know who has not attempted the task. I

I

recollect well, that just before the first edition of this volume
appeared, whilst, in fact, I was engaged in examining the last

proofs in galleys, I met in the street a distinguished actor in
the scenes I had attempted to describe. He asked me when the
volume would appear. I replied that it was on the eve of
publication, and I should be greatly pleased if he would come
to my rooms and read the chapter in which his own gallant
achievements were specially recorded. He acceded at once to
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the request, came to my rooms, and sat down to read the sheets,

having first asked my permission to make pencil notes in the

margin. He sat reading six hours that day and two of the day
following. He then handed back the sheets, expressing his

general approval, but adding that I should find in the margin a

few notes which might be useful. When he had left me I

looked at the notes. The chapter was one in which I had
taken all the pains in my power to unearth the deeds of brave

men. The reader will imagine my surprise when, on looking at

the notes written by my visitor in the margin, I saw attached

to my description of every one of the gallant deeds enumerated,

these words: " This is a mistake: I did this." For the con-

tention to have been true my visitor must have been ubiquitous,

for some of the deeds occurred on different parts of the field,

almost at the same moment. Yet my visitor was an officer of

the highest character, a great stickler for truth, and who would
not knowingly have deviated from the straight line for a

moment. But his imagination had overpowered him. The
campaigns of 1857-8 had been the great event of his life. By
degrees he had come to regard them as the only event. And,
his mind constantl_y dwelling on the subject, he had come to

regard himself as the only actor. This, I admit, is the worst
case I met with ; but I have had other experiences almost as

curious.

Perhaps the reader will pardon me if I mention another fact

personal to myself, which may perhaps serve to point a moral.

Stationed as I have said, at Calcutta in 1857, I had viewed
with the greatest indignation the tardy measures of repression

adopted by the Government early in that year. I had but
recently come down from Kanhpiir, where, as officer in charge
of the commissariat department, I had witnessed the dissatis-

faction of the sipahis of the regiments there stationed, when, in

the dead of night, Sir James Outram crossed the Ganges for the

purpose of annexing Oudh. I stated, at the time, to the
authorities all I had seen, and when the outbreak took place at

Barhampur I did my best in my small way—for I was still

only a subaltern—to convince them that the disaffection was
general. But, apparently deaf to evidence, they pursued their

own course, in the manner I have attempted to describe in the

third volume. I kept my indignation within bounds until

Lord Canning went down to the Legislative Council, and
in two houi-s passed a Gagging Act for the press. Ee-
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garding this as a deliberate attempt to prevent the truth,

hitherto well set forth by the Calcutta newspajDers, from reaching
England, I sat down to write a triie record of the proceedings

and events. A portion of this record appeared in England in,

I think, Anpjiist of the same year, in the form of a pamphlet,
entitled, " The Mutiny of the Bengal Army." This pamphlet at

once attracted attention ; was quoted by the late Lord Derby
in the House of Lords; and obtained, on that occasion, the
name of the " Bed Pamphlet," by which it is still remembered.
I completed it up to the fall of Dehli the same year, and the

second part had a sale almost equal to the first. I could not
carry it on further because I was wrecked off' the coast of

Ceylon in February 1858, and lost all the materials I had
collected. It happened that, many years later, in 1871, I made
the acquaintance of the late Sir John Kaye. We speedily

became intimate, and we had many discussions over the events
of 1857-8. One day he told me that when my " Eed
Pamphlet " had appeared he had regarded it with horror ; and
that one of the secret objects he had in his mind when he
undertook to write the history of the Mutiny, was to prove
that the " Red Pamphlet was not to be trusted. " But," he
added, " having since gone over the same ground, I am bound
to tell you, that, however I may still differ from some of your
conclusions, I have found your facts accurate throughout, and I
shall state the fact in my preface to my third volume." I re-

turned to India the following year, and I suppose Sir John
forgot his intention, for in his third volume the promised
testimony did not appear. I only mention it here to show how
the truth of my narrative forced conviction even upon the mind
of a man deeply prejudiced against my book the moment he
himself had occasion to examine the sources whence its state-

ments had been derived.

The sons of Great Britain have, during the building up of
their vast and magnificent empire, accomplished wonders. But
of all the marvels they have achieved there is not one that can
compare \\ i the re-conquest, with small means, of the great
inheritance which had suddenly, as if by the wave of a
magician's wand, slipped from their grasp. They were called
upon at a moment's notice, without any previous warning, that
is rather, without any symptom which their clouded vision
would accept as a warning, to attempt, on the instant, a task
which it had taken the valour of Clive, the sagacity of Warren
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Hastings, and the genius of Wellesley, half a century to accom-

plish. Not for a second did they flinch from the seemingly

unequal struggle. They held out, they persevered, they pressed

forward, they wore down their enemies, and they won. It was
the greatest achievement the world has ever seen.

How did they do it? The one ambition of my life yet

remaining to me is to answer that question ; to tell who really

were the men who thus conquered the impossible. I have
spared no pains to relate the story clearly, truly, and without
favour. Proud of being an Englishman, I desire to place on a

record that shall be permanent the great deeds of my country-

men. Lord Beaconsfield never wrote more truly than when he
said that everything depends on " race." Other races have
accomplished great things under exceptional circumstances.

They have been aided by the genius of their leader, by the

inferiority of their oppouents, by a combination of events in

their favour. But the race which inhabits these islands has
known how to triumph, not only unaided, but when heavily

handicapped by Fortune. It has triumphed, often despite the
mediocrity of its leaders ; despite enormous superiority of
numbers against it ; and when circumstances around seemed
combined to overwhelm its representatives. As these have
triumphed before, so will they triumph again. Their invinci-

bility is due to the fact that, never knowing when they are

beaten, they persevere long after the period when races, less

persistent, would have abandoned the contest in sheer despair.

G. B. Malleson.
27, West Cromwell Boad.

May l8t, 1889.



LIST AND SHOET DESCRIPTION OF PLACES MEN-
TIONED IN THIS, AND NOT DESCRIBED IN THE
PRECEDING VOLUME.

Alambagh, The, is a garden in the suburbs of Lakhnao, literally " The Garden
of the World," within an enclosure of 500 square yards. There is a
building within the garden, containing many rooms in the second story.
The Alambagh was built by the last King of Oudh, Wajid Ali, as an
occasional residence for a favourite wife. Within the garden is Sir Henry
Havelock's tomb, surmounted by an obelisk with an inscription written
by his widow. The place commands the road from Lakhnao to Kanhpur.

BihAr, Eastern, a division of Bihar, called also, from its chief station,
Bhagalpur, on both sides of the Ganges, between western Biliar and'
Bengal proper, with an area of 20,492 square miles and a population of
eight millions. It comprises the districts of Munger, Bhagalpur, Purnia,
the Sautal Parganalis, and Eajmahall.

ChatbAsa, the capital of tlie Kolhan, or Land of the Kols, in the Singhbhum
district of Chutia Nagpiir (the south-west frontier agency). It has a
population of 6,000, but at its annual fair, which is famous, and held at
Christmas time, upwards of 20,000 pilgrims are present. It lies on the
right bank of the Kiver Roro.

Chatr Manzil, The, a handsome building in Lakhnao, lies to the north-east
of the gaol, on the west bank of the Gumti. It was built by Nasiru 'd
din. In 1857 it was surrounded by a high brick wall, which has since
disappeared.

ChatrI, a town and municipality in the Chutia Nagpur district.

Chutia NIgpur, a mountainous district lying between Southern Bihar,
Western Bengal, Orisa, and the Central Pjovinces. It is called Chutiil
Nagpur from Chutia, near Ranchi, the residence of the Eajahs of
Nagpur. It is chiefly inhabited by aboriginal tribes, snch as the Kols,
Oraons, Mundas, Bhumij, and Korwas. It contains tlie districts of
Hazanbagh, with an area of 7021 square miles; of Lohardaga, with
11,404; of Singhbhum, with 4503; of Manbhum, with 4921; and of
tributary Mahalls (districts), with 12,881 square miles. The highest
summit of the mountainous range is attained at Parisnath, 4500 feet
above the sea. The chief towns are Hazaribagh, Eanchi, Chaibasa,
Parulia, and Palamau.
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Chitragaon, incorrectly spelt Chittagong, is a hilly division in eastern

Bengal, between the Pbeni and Nap rivers. It comprises the districts of

Chitragaon (called Islamabad by the Emperor Aurangzib), of Noakliali,

or Bhalua, and of Tipaiah and Hill Tiparah. The district of Chitragaon

is bounded to the west by the sea.

Dhakah, strangely called Dacca by the early settlers, despite the fact that

there is no letter "c," except in combination with an "h," in the

language of the country of which it is a town, derives its name from

Dhak, tiie Butea frondosa. It lies on the Vuri Ganga river, and is the

chief town of the district and division of the same name. The division

is bounded on the north by the Garo hills, on the east by the Silhat

district and Hill Tiparah, on the south by the Noakhali district and the

Bay of Bengal, and on the west by the Jasar, Patna, Bogara, and
Eangpur districts.

Dabjilixg, a mountain sanitarium in the division of Koch Bihar, near

Sikkim. The sunitarium lies about 7000 feet above the sea. The
distance from Calcutta is 246 miles, the whole of which can be travelled

on a rail and steam-tramway.

DiLKUSHA, The, literally "the heart-expanding; the exhilarating," is a

villa outside the city of Lakhnao, built by Saadat All Khan, in the

centre of an extensive deer-park. It stands about three-quarters of a

mile S.S.E. of the Martiniere. The building is now used as a hospital.

Farhat Baksh Palace, the, was the royal palace in Lakhnao from the time

of Saadat Ali Khan II. till 1850.
'
It stands to the east of the Observa-

tory and overlooks the river. The throne-room, known as the Kasr-i-

Sultan, or Lai Barahdari, was set apart for Eoyal Durbars. The gaol,

considered the healthiest gaol in India, adjoins this palace to the south.

Gandak, The. There are three rivers of this name—the Great, the Lesser,

and the Little. The Great Gandak rises in the Nipal hills, and flows

through the districts of Gorakhpur, Champaran, Muzafiiarpur, Saran,

and Patna, near which city it falls into the Ganges. The Lesser
Gandak rises also in the Nipal hills, and flows through the districts of

Gorakhpur and Saran, uniting in the latter district with the Ghaghra.
The Little Gandak rises on the northern boundary of the Saran district,

flows in a soutli-easterly direction for about 120 miles, then enters the
Tirhut district, traverses it in the same direction for about seventy miles,

where it joins the Baghmati, which, in its tuni, falls into the Great
Gandak.

GhAghra, The, also called Gogra, the chief river of Oudh, rises in the Nipal
hills, traverses in Oudh the districts of Kheri, Bahraich, Gondali, Barah
Banki, and Faizabad; then, in the north-west provinces, those of Basti,

Gorakhpur, and Azamgarh ; then, in western Bihar, the district of

Saran. It falls into the Ganges at Chapra, after a course of about
600 miles.

Ghazipur, chief town of the district of the same name in the Banaras
division, so called after its founder, Malik Saiyid Masiid Ghazi, in

a.d. 1330. Lord Cornwallis, who succeeded Marquess Wellesley as

Governor-General of India, died here in 1805. The district is bounded
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on the north by the Azamgarh and Saran districts ; on the west by those

of Jaunpur and Banaras, on the south by that of Sliahabad. Its chief

rivers are the Ganges, the Ghaghra, the Sargu, and the Giimti.

GoRAKHPuR. The division thus called is bounded to the north by Nipal, to

the east by the Gandak, to tlie south by the Ghaghra, and to the west by
Oudh. The capital, also called Gorakhpur, is on the left bank of the

Rapti. It has an imambarah (a kind of mosque) built by one of the

rulers of Oudh, and near it is the temple of Gorakhnath, worshipped by
the Jains. 'J he means of communication in this district still leave

much to be desired.

GiJmti, The, rises in the mountains north of tlie Shahjahanpur district. It

flows through the districts of Kheri, Lakhnao, and Sultaupur, in Oudh,
and through those of Jaunpur and Banaras, in the North-West Provinces,
falling into the Ganges seventeen miles north-east of Banaras. The
length of its course is about 5U0 miles.

GWaliar, tlie capital of the dominions of Sindhia. It lies on the Subanrekha
river, sixty-six miles south of Agra. Within its limits may be compre-
hended the famous hill fort on an isolated rock 300 feet luKh, and about
three miles in circumference ; the Lashkar, or standing camp of the
Maharajah, extending several miles from the north-west end of the rock;
the old town along its eastern base; and the cantonment of Murar, on
the Chambal, to the north, occupied, before the Mutiny, by the Gwaliar
contingent, officered by British officers.

TJie dominions of Sindhia, known under the generic term " Gwaliar,'*
consist of several detached districts, covering an area of 29,067 square
miles, and having a population of 3,115,857 souls. Of the districts so
detached, the principal is bounded on the north-east by the Chambal,
which divides it from the British districts of Agra and Itawah; on the
east, in a very tortuous line, by Bundelkhand and the Sagar districts

;

on the south by the native states of Bhopal and Dhar; on the west by
those of Rajgarh, Jhalawar, and Kota ; and on the north-west by the
Chambfd, which separates it from the states of Karauli and Dholpur.
The chief rivers are the Chambal, which receives the Chumbla, the
Sipri, the Chota Kala Sind, the Niwaj, and the Parvati, the Narbada,
and the Sind.

Imambarah, The great, in Lakhnao, is a kind of mosque, built by one of the
kings of Oudh, formerly contiguous to, now incorporated in, the
Machhi Bhawan. Its central hall, 163 feet long, 53 feet broad, and 49J
feet high, has an arched roof without supports. The curve of the arch is

68 feet, and the wall is 16 feet thick. The Imambarah is 303 feet
long from east to west, 160 feet broad, and 62J feet high. The reader
will find an admirable description of this building, and of the other
buildings in the great northern cities of India, in Murray's Handbook of
the Bengal Presidency, compiled on the spot by Captain Edward
Eastwick.

ItAwah, the chief town of the district of the same name, lies on the left
bank of the Jamnah. The district forms part of the Agra division. It
is bounded to the north by the Mainpuri and Farrukhabad districts; to
the west by the Agra district, from which it is separated by the
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Jamnaii, and the Gwaliar state ; to the south by the Jamnah ; and to

the east by the Kauhpilr district. The town lies sixty-three miles
south-east from Agra.

Jagdi'spur, a town in the Shahabad district of the Patna division (western
Bihar), ninety miles east of Banaras. About it, in and prior to 1857,
were tlie ancestral estates of Kunwar Singh.

Jaipur, capital of the state of the same name in Rajpiitana. The state has
an area of 15,250 square miles, and a population of two millions. It is

bounded on the north by Bakanir and Hisar : on the east by Alwar and
Bhasalpur; on the south by Karauli', Gwaliar, Bundi, Tonk, Mewar,
and Ajmi'r; in the west by Kishngarh, Marwar and Bikanir. The
centre is an elevated tableland, 1500 feet above the sea. The capital of
the same name was founded by Rcijah Jai Siogh II. in 1723, and
partially rebuilt and beautified by Rajah Ram Singh in 1843-0. It lies

140 miles west from Agra, 150 south-west from Dehli, and 400 north-
west from Allahabad.

JoDHPUR, or MAR\i'AR, is a native state in Rajpiitana, lying to the east of
Jaisalmir and Bikanir, having an area of 37,000 square miles, and a
population of a million and three quarters. Its principal river is the
Luni. The capital, Jodhpur, is a town surrounded by a wall, in which
are seventy gates, each named after the place to which it leads. A fort,

built on a rock 800 feet above the level of the court at its base,

commands the city.

Kadam Rasul, a brick building in Lakhnao, about 300 yards to the east of

the Shah Najaf. The literal meaning of its name is " the foot of the
prophet."

KaisarbIgh, the, a palace in Lakhnao built by the last of the kings of Oudh,
Wajid All Shah. It was begun in 1848 and finished in 1850, at a cost,

including furniture and decorations, of £800,000. It includes the
Badshah Manzil, built by Saadat Ali II., previously the private residence
of the King. The ladies used to occupy apartments round the magni-
ficent square beyond the Lakhi gate, so called from liaving coat a lakh of
rupees. For a detailed description vide Murray's Bengal.

Kalpi, a town in the Jalaun district, N.W.P.. on the right bank of the
Jamnah, was a very important place under Muhammadan rule. It

lies forty-five miles south-west of Kanhpiir.

KInauj, a town on the Kali Nadi, near its confluence with the Ganges, in
the Furrukhabad district. Before the Muhammadan invasion it was the
most famous city in India. It is now too ruinous for the ordinary
geographer to do it reverence. Yet it was mentioned by Ptolemy
(a.d. 140). Here Humayun was finally defeated by Sher Shah, in May,
1540.

Katak, a town and district in Orisa, strangely miscalled by the barbarians
who first visited it " Cuttack," which misnomer has been as barbarously
perpetuated and retained. The district, covering an area of 3178 square
miles, and watered by the Mahanadi, and its branch, the Katjuri; by
the Brahmani, and its branch, the Kharsua ; and by the Baitarani ; is

hilly in its western, and low and swampy in its eastern sections. The
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population is about a million and a half. The town of the same name,
also called Katak Banaras, lies on the right bank of the Mahanadi. It

was built, 1200 a.d., by Anang Bhim Deo, King of Orisa.

MoTi Mahall, The, includes three buildings in Lakhnao. That, properly

called by the name, is at the north end of the enclosure. It was built

by Saadat Ali Kiian. Along the river face Ghazi u'd din built the

Mubarak Manzil to the east of the old bridge of boats, and the Shah
Manzil close to the bridge. In this latter used to take place the wild
beast fights so dear to tl.e rulers of Oudh.

MuLTAN, the chief town and fortress of the district of the same name, lying

between the Satlaj, the Chinab, and the Ravi, and having a population
of over half a million. The town lies four miles from the left bank of

the Chinab. It is one of the bulwai'ks of India.

NiPAL, an independent state in the mountainous range to the north of
Bihar and Oudh. It is 500 miles long from east to west, and about 160
broad. It is mostly mountainous ; but behind the lower range of the
Himalayas are long, narrow, fertile valleys, about 4000 feet above the
level of the sea, well watered and cultivated. The population numbers
two millions. Of these 270,000 are aboriginal, called Newars, Buddhists.
The remainder are Gurkhas, who conquered the Newars about the year
1700 A.D.

OeisI, once a Idngdom, then a province; now a division, comprising the
districts of Katak, Piiri, or Jaganath, Baleswar, sometimes, but in-

correctly called Balasor, and nineteen tributary Mahalls. The division
is bounded on the nortli and north-east by Chutia Nagpur and Bengal

;

on the east and south-east by the Bay of Bengal ; on the south by the
Madras Presidency ; and on the west by the Central Provinces.
Exclusive of the Tributary Mahalls, it has an area of 9053 square
miles, and a population of nearly four millions. Consult Murray's
HandhooJc to Bengal for a graphic account of the journey from Calcutta
to Puri and Katak.

PuRNiA, a district in Eastern Bihar (q. v.) between Bhagalpur and Nipal,
with an area of 4957 square miles, and a population of a million and
three quarters. The chief station, also called Purnia, lies on both banks
of the Little Kusi river, 78 miles to the north-east of Bhagalpur ; 283
miles north-west of Calcutta ; and 98 miles south-west from Darjiiing.

RA-JPUTiNA, a tract of Western India, so called from its being inhabited
mainly by Rajputs. It is bounded on the north-east by the Panjab and
North-Western Provinces ; on the south-east by the Indur and Gwaliar
states ; on the south-west by Barodah and the districts of Bombay ; on
the west by Sindh ; and on the north-west by the state of Bahawalpiir.
It has an area of 129,750 square miles, and a population slightly in
excess of ten millions. The states within it, all of which are under
British protection, are, Bikanir, east of Bahawalpiir ; Jaisalmir, south-
west of Bikanir ; Kishngarh, between Ajmir and Jaipur ; Karauli,
between Jaipur and Dholpiir; Alwar, north of Jaipur and west of
Mathura ; Tonk ; Dholpur ; Udaipiir or Mewar, south of Ajmir ; Donga-
pur ; Banswara, south-east of Dongapur ; Partabgarh, north of Bansward;
Jaipur ; Jodhpur, or Marwar ; Bharatpur ; Bundi ; Kota ; Jhalawar ; and
Sirohi.
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HamgangA, the eastern, a river of the Kumaun district rising on the

southern declivity of the main chain of the Himalayas, at an elevation of

9000 feet. It holds a course generally south-easterly for about fifty-five

miles, to Ramedar (in the Kumaun district, 1500 feet above the sea-

level), where it unites with the Surja.

Bamganga, the western, rises in the southern declivity of the slopes of the

Himalayas, not far from the eastern river of the same name ; runs for

twenty miles in a south-easterly direction ; then becomes south-westerly,

and so continues to its exit from the hills, ninety miles from its source.

Ten miles further on it takes a southerly direction, holds it for fifteen

miles, then receives, on its right, the waters of the Koh, and a little further

on, on its left, those of the Suuka. Sixty miles lower it is augmented by
the waters of the Deoha or Garah. Ten miles below this last confluence it

falls into the Ganges nearly opposite the ancient city of Kanauj (q. v.).

Its whole course is about 373 miles.

KoHILKHA^•D, a division of the North-West Provinces, bounded by the

Gauges, by Oudh, and by Kumaun, and watered by the Ramganga, the

Kosila, the Ganges, and the Ghaghra. It has an area of 10.882 square

miles and a population slightly in excess of five millions. It is divided

into the districts of Bijnaur, Muradabad, Badaun, Bareli, Shahjahanpur,

and the Tarai Parganahs. It includes also the territory of the Nawab of

Rampur.

BA.PTI, The, rises in the sub-Himalayan ranges of Nipal, and, after many
windings, enters the plains of Oudh, which it traverses in a south-

easterly direction for ninety miles, passing through the Bahraich and
Gondah districts. After running 400 miles it falls into the Ghaghra
shortly before that river joins the Ganges. Its tributary, the Burha
Rapti, has a course of 134 miles.

Sttah Najaf, The, a palace built in Lakhnao by Ghazi u"d dm Haidar, the

first king of Oudh, in memory of a town in Arabia, where Ali, the

successor of the Prophet, was buried. It stands about 350 yards to

the east of the Moti Mahall, and 180 yards south of the west bank of

the Gumti. It is a white mosque of scanty elevation, with an enormous
dome.

SiLHAT, sometimes but barbarously spelt "Sylhet," is a district in the

Dhakah division, having an area of 5440 square miles, and a population

of over 1,700,000 souls. The northern, eastern, and southern parts of

the district are hilly. Its principal river, on the banks of which lies

the chief station, also called Silhat, is the Surma, which rises in Kachhar
and falls into the Brahmaputra. Its chief products are lime, timber,

oranges, ginger, and tea.

S6n, The, rises in the elevated table-land of Amarkautak in the Bilaspur

district of the central provinces, at about 3500 feet above the sea level,

and flows northerly through an intricate chain of hills till it strikes the

Kaimur range, the dividing range between the Jabalpur and Shahabad
districts. From this point it takes an easterly course till it falls into

the Ganges, about ten miles above Danapur, having meandered about

465 miles. In its lower section, of upwards of 160 miles, it first flows

across the British district of Mirzapiir, and then, passing into western
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Bihdr, separates Shahabad from Gaya and Patna. The Son is crossed
by the grand trunk road from Calcutta to the north-west on a stone
causeway, and lower down, near Koelnar, the East India railway has
been carried across it on a lattice girder bridge.

TAra, or Ta-rawali, KoTHf, Tlie, the observatory, or star house, at Lakhnao,
was built by Nasir u'd din Haidar under the superintendence of Colonel
Wilcox, Astronomer Royal. In 1857 the famous Maulavi, Ahmad
Ullah, of Faizabad, had his head-quarters here, and here were held the
councils of war.

TiRHuT, a district in western Bihar, between Nipal and the Ganges, with an
area of 6343 square miles and a population of four and a half millions.

It is watered by the Ganges, the Gandak, and the Baghmati. To the
north of it are the swampy forests of the Tarai. It comprises the towns
of Muzaffanpiir, Hajfpur; near it, Sonpur, famous for its fair, and
Darbangha, the seat of the Tirhut Rajahs. The district produces indigo,
cereals, sugar, tobacco, opium, and saltpetre.

TisTA, The, flows from the Chatamu Lake, Thibet, through Sikkim, for
about ninety-seven miles, marking the boundary between the Sikkim
and Darjiling districts for some distance till it receives the waters of the
Great Ranjit. It then turns southward, and traverses the Darjiling and
Jalpaiguii districts in a south-easterly direction, then the Rangpur
district. In the two last-named districts it is navigable, though naviga-
tion is often difficult. Finally, after a tortuous course of 313 miles from
its source, it falls into the Brahmaputra. The Tista is noted for frequent
and violent changes in its course.
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HISTOEY OF THE INDIAN MUTINY.

BOOK X.—THE EECONQUEST OF THE NORTH-WEST.

[September—December 1857.]

CHAPTER I.

THE STORMING OF DEHLI.

I TAKE up the history of the siege of Dehli from the 1st Sep-
tember. Nicholson's great victory at Najafgarh,
gained the 25th August, had not only forced the ^^^f*

^'

enemy within their defences, but had ensured the DeWf!^^^
'^^

safety of the siege-train then in progress from
Firuzpur. From that moment, then, preparations were set on
foot for the carrying out of active operations for the capture of
the place.

It was not, indeed, without much misgiving that the com-
mander of the besieging army, Major-General Archdale Wilson,
had given his consent to the adoption of a measure the success

of which, he considered, would depend on accident.* In an
elaborate letter, addressed on the 20th of August to the chief

engineer, Major Baird Smith, General Wilson, dwelling with
considerable emphasis on the difficulties that had
attended the progress of the siege—on the fact that fe^s

%^^

he and his army had in reality occupied the position
^.'J®'"*^

of a besieged force—-had announced his intention of
commencing offensive operations against the city on the arrival

* His own words were: "It is evident to me that the results of the
proposed operations will be thrown on the hazard of a die."
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of tlie siege-train from Firuzpur, tliougli with no " liope of being

able to take the place until supported by the force from below."

He concluded his letter—the contents of which he intended to

send to the Governor-General as a justification of his conduct

—

with a request that Major Baird Smith would favour him with

such remarks and emendations as his experience as Chief

Engineer might suggest.*

* The entire letter, a perusal of which will make clear the position before

Dehli at the date on which it was written (20th August, 1857), runs as

follows :
" A letter has been received from the Governor-General urging our

immediately taking Dehli, and he seems angry that it was not done long ago.

I wish to explain to him the true state of affairs : that Dehli is seven miles

in circumference, filled with an immense fanatical Musalman population,

garrisoned by full 40,000 soldiers armed and disciplined by ourselves, with

114 pieces of heavy artillery mounted on the walls, with the largest magazine

of shot, shell, and ammunition in the Upper Provinces at their disposal,

besides some sixty pieces of field artillery, all of our own manufacture, and
manned by artillerymen drilled and taught by ourselves ; that the Fort itself

has been made so strong by perfect fianking defences erected by our own
engineers, and a glacis which prevents our guns breaking the walls lower

than eio-ht feet from the top, without the labour of a regular siege and sap

—

for which the force and artillery sent against it has been quite inadequate

;

that an attempt to blow in the gates and escalade the walls was twice

contemplated, but that it was considered, from the state of preparation

against such attack on the part of the rebels, such an attempt would in-

evitably have failed, and have caused the most iiTeparable disaster to our

cause ; and that, evtu if we had succeeded in forcing our way into the place,

the small force disposable for the attack would have been most certainly lost

in the numerous .-treets of so large a city, and have been cut to pieces. It

was, therefore, considered advisable to confine our eflbrts to holding the

position we now occupy, which is naturally strong, and has been daily

rendered more so by our engineers, until the force coming up from below

could join to co-operate in the attack. That since the command of the force

has devolved on me I have considered it imperatively necessary to adopt the

same plan as the only chance of safety to the Empire, and that I strongly

urge upon his Lordship the necessity of his ordering General Havelock's, or

some other force, marching upon Dehli as soon as possible. The force under

my command is, and has been since the day we took our position, actually

besieged by the mutineers, who, from the immense extent of suburbs and
gardens extending nearly to the walls of the town, have such cover for their

attacks that it has been very difficult to repel them, and at the same time to

inflict such a loss as would deter a repetition of them. They have frequently

been driven back with loss, but they immediately take refuge under the grape

fire of their Ltavy guns on the city walls, and, on our retirement, re-occupied

their former positions ; every such attack upon them has entailed a heavy

loss upon our tmops, which we can ill spare, and has done us little good. I

shall be reinforced by a siege-train from Firuzpur by the end of this or the

beginning of next month, when I intend to commence more oftensive

operations against the city ; but I cannot hold out any hope of being able to
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Who and what sort of a man was he to whom the commander
of the besieging army, at this important conjuncture, made his

earnest ajopeal ? Major Baird Smith was an honour
even to the Corps of Engineers. To a knowledge

^^^'"'^ s^^*^-

founded on extensive reading, to a mind which had thought
out the several "problems pertaining to Indian administration,

he added a power of prompt and decisive action rarely bestowed
except upon the senior wranglers of the University of Nature.
He had travelled much, had mastered the several methods in

which, in the countries of continental Europe, science, and
especially the engineering science, had been laid under contri-

bution to develop the latent forces of nature ; and in India, had,
as the administrative agent to whom was entrusted the comple-
tion of the Ganges Canal, applied the experience thus acquired
to the perfection of that great work. The genius which could
grasp great schemes of administrative reform was equally at
home in the performance of those duties with which the military
side of his profession brought him into contact. Chief Engineer
of the army before Dehli, he had brought to the performance
of his duties the large mind, the profound knowledge, the
prompt decision which had characterised him in his civil work.
Neither the shock and pain caused by a wound, nor the weak-
ness and emaciatifm produced by a severe attack of camp
scurvy, aggravated by diarrhoea, depressed his spirit or lessened
his energies. Refusing to be placed on the sick list, though
assured that mortification would be the consequence of a con-

tinued use of his wounded leg, Baird Smith clung to the last

to the performance of his duty. The advice which he gave to

General Wilson proved that never was his courage higher,

take the place until supported by the force from below. As an artillery

officer, I have no hesitation in giving my opinion that the attack on Dehli,
garrisoned and armed as it now is, is as arduous an undertaking as was the
attack on Bharatpur in 1825-26, for which 25,000 troops and 100 pieces of
artillery were not considered too large a force. I enclose a return of the
original force which was sent down to capture this strong place, and also a
return of tiie present effective force, including sick and wounded, from which
his Lordship will see how desperate would have been any attempt to take the
city by assault, more especially as the mutineers keep a large portion of their
force encamped outside the city wall:^, who, on our assaulting the city, could
easily attack and capture our camp, with all our hospitals, stores, and
ammunition, unless a strong provision was made against it. Something of
this sort I intend forwarding to the Governor- General, and sliall be glad if

you will return this with such remarks and emendations as your experience as

B 2
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never were the tone and temper of liis mind more healthy, than
when, bowed down by two diseases and suffering acutely from his

wound, he seemed a livid wreck of the man he once had been.

It was to such a man that Wilson appealed. The answer
was clear, emphatic, decisive. Baird Smith was for action, for

prompt and immediate action. True it is, he
The reasons reasoned, the besieofed are more numerous than the
which influ- -, • i •/ • -i • -

enced Baird bcsicgcrs ; true it IS their resources are greater,
Smith to ad- their position is formidable, their defences are stron&\
VISG 1IUIX1G-" *

diate action. But in war something must be risked. In his

opinion the risk of a rejoulse in a well-contrived and
well-organised assault was infinitely less than the risk which
would attend the waiting during a long and uncertain period

for reinforcements from below. The waiting for reinforcements

involved inaction—an inaction which might last for weeks.
Such inaction, at a time when the Panjab, denuded of its last

troops, was quivering in the balance, involved a risk greater

even than the risk of a repulse before the walls of the city.

Nor was this last danger so great, in Baird Smith's estimation,

as the General seemed to consider. He believed that it would
be possible, by skilfully preparing and effectively delivering an
assault, to reduce it to a small proportion. He gave the fullest

expression, in his reply, to these convictions, and concluded by
urging the General to prepare for and to deliver that assault

without delay—before the enemy should have time to strengthen
his position within and without the beleaguered city.

These arguments, forcible, clear, based on logic and reason,

had their natural effect on General Wilson. Though he did

not share to the full Baird Smith's opinions as to the probable

•

ds
^^^'^^''^ ^^ ^^ assault, he was brought to regard the

though with-' risk which would thus be encountered as consider-
ont being ablv Icss than the risk which would be involved by
convinc6u* •^ *^

inaction. He yielded * then, and directed the Chief
Engineer to prepare a plan of attack.

* General Wilson wrote thus on Baird Smith's memorandum :
" It is

evident to me that the results of the proposed oi^erations will be thrown on
the hazard of a die ; but, under the circumstances in which I am placed, I am
willing to try this hazard—the more so as I cannot suggest any other plan to

jiieet our ditficulties. I cannot, however, help being of opinion that the

thances of success, under such a heavy fire as the working parties will be
txposed to, are anything but favourable. I yield, however, to the judgment
If the Chief Engineer."
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The reluctant assent of General Wilson threw, practically,

npon the shonldera of his Chief Engineer the responsibility for

the assault. Far from shrinking from the burden, Baird Smith
eagerly seized it. In conjunction with his second in command,
Captain Alexander Taylor, a most able and inde-

fatigable member of the same corps, one of those men
an^' xaTo^^

who, once tried in difficult circumstances, are found prepare a

to be indispensable, he submitted a plan—previously assJJl
prepared, but subject to alteration resulting from
daily-gained experience—simple, bold, and effective—easily

workable, on the sole condition of heart)- and zealous co-opera-
tion and obedience on the part of his subordinates. The result

showed how well placed was the confidence bestowed by the
Chief Engineer in the officers serving under his orders.

Before adverting to that plan, I propose to lay before the
reader a short description of the defences of, and the approaches
to Dehli.

The characteristic features of the place were, at the time,
thus officially described by Baird Smith :

" The
eastern face rests on the Jamnah, and during the Thefortmca-

season of the year when our operations were carried DeSif?

on the stream may be described as washing the base
of the walls. All access to a besieger on the river front is there-
fore impracticable. The defences here consist of an irregular
wall, with occasional bastions and towers, and about one half
of the length of the river face is occupied by the palace of the
King of Dehli, and its out-work, the old Mughul fort of Selim-
garh. The river may be described as the chord of a rough arc
formed by the remaining defences at the place. These consist
of a succession of bastioned fronts, the connection being very
long, and the out-works limited to one crown-work at the Ajmir
gate, and martello towers mounting a single gun at such points
as require additional flanking fire to that given by the bastions
themselves. The bastions are small, generally mounting three
guns in each face, two in each flank, and one in the embrasure
at the salient. They are provided with masonry parapets
about twelve feet in thickness, and have a relief of about sixteen
feet above the plane of site. The curt lin consists of a simple
masonry wall or rampart sixteen feet in height, eleven feet
thick at top, and fourteen or fifteen at bottom. This main wall
carries a parapet loop-holed for musketry, eight feet in height
and eight feet in thickness. The whole of the land front is
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covered "by a berm of variable width, ranging from sixteen to

thirty feet, and having a scarp wall eight feet high. Exterior

to this is a dry ditch, of about twenty-five feet in width, and
from sixteen to twenty feet in depth. The counterscarp is

simply an earthen slope easy to descend. The glacis is a very
short one, extending only fifty or sixty yards from the counter-

scarp. Using general terms, it covers from the besiegers' view
from half to one third of the height of the walls of the place.

The defences, in a word, are ' modernised ' forms of ancient

works that existed when the city fell before Lord Lake's army
in 1803. They extend about seven miles in circumference, and
include an area of about three square miles. On the western
side of Dehli there appear the last out-lying spurs of the

Aravalli mountains, and represented here by a low ridge, which
disappears at its intersection with the Jamnah, about two miles

above the place. The drainage from the eastern slope of the

ridge finds its way to the river along the northern and the

north-western faces of the city, and has formed there a succes-

sion of parallel or connected ravines of considerable depth. By
taking advantage of these hollow ways admirable cover was
constantly obtained for the troops, and the labour of the siege

was materially reduced. The whole of the exterior of the place

presents an extraordinary mass of old buildings of all kinds, of

thick brushwood, and occasional clumps of forest trees, giving

great facilities for cover, which, during the siege operations at

least, proved to be on the whole more favourable to us than to

the enemy."
Such being the place, the plan of assaulting it traced by

Baird Smith and Taylor may thus be described.

It was inevitable that the attack should be made on the
northern face of the fortress—the face represented

aSk.^'
^ hy the Mori, Kashmir, and Water bastions, and the

curtain walls connecting them. These connecting
curtains were merely parapets, wide enough only for musketry
fire. It had been in the power of the enemy greatly to

strengthen these defences by pulling down the adjacent

"buildings, and on their ruins erecting a rampart, from which
a continued fire of heavy guns should be concentrated on an
attacking force. In neglecting, as a rule, to use the advantage
thus open to them, the rebel leaders added another example to

many preceding it, of the absence from their councils of a really

capable commander. The neglect was likely to be fatal to
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the defence, for it enabled the besiegers to concentrate on
the curtains a fire sufficient to crush the defenders' fire and
to effect breaches through which the infantry could be launched
against the town.
The plan of the Chief Engineer, then, was to crush the fire

of the Mori bastion at the north-west corner of the city. That
fire silenced, the advance on the extreme left, which was
covered by the river, would be secure, and there the assault

would be delivered.

The simple wisdom of this plan will be at once recognised.

In the first place the advance was effectually covered

by the river on one flank, and partially so by trees and^SomJ
and brushwood in front. The assault delivered, the

assailants would not be at once involved in narrow streets,

but there would be a space comparatively open in which they
could act.

On the 6th September all the reinforcements which could be
expected, together with the siege-train, had arrived

in camp. The effective rank and file, of all arms, j,^^^*

amounted to eight thousand seven hundred and number of

forty-eight men, of whom three thousand three
force^^^^^^"^

hundred and seventeen were Europeans. In line

with, and acting with them, were two thousand two hun-
dred native levies from Kashmir, and some hundreds from
Jhind.

The evening of the 7th was fixed upon for the commencement
of the tracing of the battiries which were to assail

the northern face of the city. On that day General ^^
*

"Wilson issued to the troops an order, in which he announced to

them that the time was drawing near when he
trusted their labours would be over, and they would General

be rewarded for all their past exertions, and for the nounces^to"

fatigue still before them, by the capture of the city,
fn^gj.'jjorto

'*

Much, he reminded the infantry, still remained to assault.

be accomplished. They had to aid and assist the
engineers alike in the erection of the batteries and in acting as

covering parties ; and, when the way should be
smoothed for them by the scientific branches of the Se infantry!^

service, they would have to dare death in the
breach. When it should come to that point it would be
necessary for them to keep well together, to push on in compact
and unbroken masses.
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As for tlie artillery, their work, General Wilson warned
them, would be harder than any they had till then

lery,^^^^^' encountered. He expressed, at the same time, his

confidence that the members of that branch of the

service would bring to the performance of that harder work the

same cheerfulness and the same pluck which had characterised

their labours up to that time.

Eemindiug the troops of the cruel murders committed on
their officers and their comrades, as well as on their

regarding wives and children, General Wilson declared that,

tbe^foe!
^ whilst the troops should spare the women and children

who might fall in their way, they should give no
quarter to the mutineers.

Upon the regimental officers he impressed the necessity of

keeping their men together, of preventing plunder,
to the of carrying out the directions of the engineers. The
officers^

^ Major-General concluded by asserting his confidence

that a brilliant termination of their labours would
follow a zealous enforcement by the troops of his directions.

Before detailing the work which, on the evening of the 7th,

followed the issue of this order, it is necessary to inform the

reader that at the suggestion of Major Charles Eeid,* who
commanded on the ridge, a light battery had been erected on
the night of the 6th upon the plateau of the ridge close to the

Sami' House. The object of this battery, known as

Mtte'ry. Eeid's battery, was to keep the ground clear and to

protect the contemplated new heavy battery. No, 1,

during its construction. Eeid's battery contained eight light

pieces, six 9-pounders, and two 24-pound howitzers, and was
commanded by Captain Eemmington.
To return.—On the evening of the day on which General

Wilson's order was issued the engineers commenced their work.

In pursuance of the i esolve to trace out a battery, the fire from
which should crush the Mori bastion. Captain

Taylor and Alexander Taylor, assisted by Captain Medley,

No. i^attery. proceeded at sunset, accompanied by half-a-dozen

sappers, to Hindu Eao's house. A site had pre-

viously been selected to the left of the Sami' House, below the

lidge on the open plain, and within seven hundred yards of the

Mori bastion. Sand-bags had been taken down on the night of

* Now General Sir Charles Eeid, G.C.B.
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the 6tli and covered over with grass and brushwood. These
were found untouched by the enemy. The two engineers at
once set to work to trace a battery on this spot. The battery,
styled No. 1 battery, was divided into two sections.

The right section, commanded by Major Brind,* lllti^^!'

intended to receive five 18-pounders and one 8-inch
howitzer, was to silence the Mori bastion, and to prevent it

from interfering with the real attack on the left ; the left

section, armed with four 24-pounders, under the command of
Major Kaye, was designed to keej) down the fire from the
Kashmir bastion until the order to assault it should be given.
These two sections were to be connected by a trench
which, carried on beyond the left section, would section.

<)ommunicate with the deep nullah close to the rear,

and form a sort of first parallel, giving good cover to the
guard of the trenches.

The tracing of this battery had but just been completed
when a strong covering party of Eeid's Gurkhas
arrived. Camels with fascines and gabions followed, JompfS.^
and the work progressed rapidly during the night.
The working parties were but little disturbed by the enemy,
three well-directed showers of grape from the Mori alone
reaching them.

In order to draw off the enemy's attention as much as
possible, Major Eeid, who was with Taylor and Medley, sent
directions to Captain Eemmington to keep up a
constant fire on the Mori bastion. This had the ^efififr^
desired effect, for the Mori at once opened on Eeid's *'^® }^^^^

battery and the Sami' House, and did not again
molest the working parties. Indeed the enemy did not discover
till the day dawned this fresh work upon which the besiegers
had been engaged. Much to their dismay they beheld Brind's
battery all but completed. Though great efforts had been

* Afterwards General Sir James Brind, K.O.B. He died at a ripe age last
year (1888). General Wilson's orders in writing, and verbally given by
the Assistant Adjutant-General of Artillery, Edwin Johnson, were to the
effect that Major Brind, commanding the Foot Artillery of the Dehli Field
Force, was to command the Key, or No. 1 battery ; Majors Frank Turner and
Edward Kaye being attached for the subordinate command of the right and
left wings. Major Turner being struck down by serious illness, the left wing
was placed under charge of Major Kaye, supervised throughout by Major
Brind.
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made, however, all was not ready in it, and but one gun was in

position as the morning of the 8th dawned. The

At dawn of
rebels on the Mori bastion were not slow to notice

day the the results of the work of that long night. Instan-

disTOver taneously they took measures to demolish it. With.
thenew the daj'light there poured on the barely armed

battery showers of grape and round shot. So
terrible and so incessant was the fire, that almost every man
who ventured from the protection of the battery was knocked
over. To this storm the defenders of the battery had but one

gun to reply. Major James Brind, one of the heroes
Brind'8 of this loug sicgc, who, as already stated, commanded
exertions. the entire No. 1 battery, noting this, dragged, by

great exertion, a howitzer to the rear, and fired over

the parapet at the Mori. The fire of the enemy still poured
in, however, fierce, incessant, relentless. Emboldened by the

weakness of the British reply, they even thought

Stemptto^^ it might be possible to carry by assault the newly
carry the made battery. With this object they despatched

baffled!
^ ^ bod}^ of cavalry and infantry from the Labor gate.

This little force, emerging from the gate with
resolution, took at once the direction of the battery. But they
had not gone far when they encountered a hot fire from the
18-pounder and howitzer in the right section of No. 1 battery,

from the guns on the ridge, and the light guns on the plateau.

This threw them into confusion—a confusion changed into a

rout by the opportune discharge of a volley of grape from
Brind's battery. The volley sent them back faster than they
had come. All this time the men in this batter}" had been

working hard, and, though pelted incessantly from
The right the Mori bastiou, they soon succeeded in finishing a

armed!
^^ second platform, then a third, soon after a fourth

and a fifth. On the completion of each platform the

gun placed on it opened at once on the enemy. The eifect

of the fire, thus gradually increasing, was soon felt on the Mori.

In Mai(jr Brind the officers and men possessed a
Major Brind i x* ^

renders the commamier 01 great perseverance, rare energy, a
Mori harm- strong will, and a thorough knowledge of his

profession. Under his skilful direction the shot

from the battery told with tremendous and unceasing effect on
the masonry bastion. Gradually the fire from it diminished;

by the afternoon it ceased altogether. The bastion was then
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a heap of mins, and although the enemy, displaying rare^

courage, managed to replace the heavy guns in succession to
those knocked over, and to discharge them at the battery, the
want of cover made it deadly work, and their fire soon
languished. One part of the Engineer's plan had thus been
carried out. The Mori bastion had been made harmless.
Heavy fire was, however, continued upon it from the right
section and from the ridge until the night before the assault
was delivered.

Whilst the right section of the battery had thus been blazing
away at the Mori, the 24-pounders in the left section

under Major Kaye had been doing their work well, lectio?*

their fire directed on the Kashmir bastion. This
fire was continued day and night until noon on the 10th, when,
the batteiy caught fire from the constant discharge
of our own guns. The sand-bags first caught the is destroyed

flame, then the fascines, made of dry brushwood, Se?oth.'^

and at length the whole battery was in a blaze,

which it was feared might extend to the right section and
expense magazine.

Lieutenant Lockhart,* attached to Eeid's Gurkhas, was at
the time on duty with two companies of the regiment
in the connecting trench between the two sections. Gallantry

The necessity to extinguish the fire was so apparent Lockhart"^^*

to him, that he at once suggested to Major Kaye
whether it might not be possible to save the battery by working
from the outside and top of the parapet. Kaye replied that he
thought something might be done if a party were to take sand-
bags to the top, cut them, and smother the fire with the sand.
Lockhart instantly jumped on to the parapet, followed by six
or seven Gurkhas, and began the work in the manner suggested.
The enemy were not slow to discover what had happened, and,
determined that the flames should not be extinguished, they at
once brought every gun to bear on the blazing battery, pouring
in a deadly fire of grape and musketry. Two of the Gurkhas
fell dead, and Lockhart rolled over the parapet with a shot
through his jaw. The shot, penetrating through the right
cheek, passed under his tongue, and went out through the left

cheek, smashing the right jaw to pieces."|' The men, however,

* Lieutenant Lockhart afterwards commanded, as Colonel Lockhart, the
107th Foot,

t The noble example set by Lockhart was witnessed by Major Reid, andi
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persevered, and eventually succeeded, by means of the sand
from the sand-Lags, in extinguishing the fire, but the section

was destroyed.

To return to the 7th. At the same time that the batteries

just referred to were traced on the right, preliminary arrange-

ments for the real attack had been made on the left. On the
evening of the 7th, Kudsiabagh and Ludlow Castle were
occupied by strong pickets. No opposition was offered to this

occupation, the mutineers being impressed with the idea that

g^ ^ g the real attack would be made on the Mori. With
Tracingof thcsc two posts strongly occupied as supports, the
battery engineers were able, on the evening of the 8th, to

trace out battery No. 2. This trace was made in

front of Ludlow Castle, and five hundred yards from the
Kashmir gate. Like battery No. 1—called, after the command-
ant, Brind's battery—it was divided into two portions, the

right half being intended for seven heavy howitzers and two
18-pounders; the left, about two hundred yards distant, for

nine 2-i-pounders. The fire from these two portions was in-

tended to silence the fire from the Kashmir bastion, to knock
XIway the parapet right and left that gave cover to the defenders,

mentioned as a case worthy, lie considered, of the Victoria Cross. Un-
fortunately Reid's pencil reports, like many more despatches of his written
daily from the ridge in pencil and under fire, were destroyed by General
Wilson, as, being written in pencil and not in the regulated form, he could
not consider them as " official." It thus happened that, when General Wilson
penned his final despatch, he had none of Keid's pencil notes and reports to

refer to. Reid subsequently represented that his recommendations had not

been attended to ; that he had again and again brought to notice the gallant

conduct of the ofiicers of the 60th Rifles and others who had served under him
;

and at length he himself sent in a supplementary despatch, through Colonel

Norman, then Acting Adjutant-General. The reply he received was that in

Lord Clyde's opinion "the time had altogether passed for publishing any
further despatches relative to services of officers at Dehli, which, however
meritorious, are now of old date." This was in February 1859. Prior to this,

Reid had been urging General Wilson to take notice of his recommendations.
But it was in vain. Neither his pencil notes written under fire, nor his

reports after the siege, were ever properly attended to, and many deserving

officers were consequently left unrewarded. Among these was Captain John
Fisher, second in command of the Sirmiir Battalion, who was on the ridge

with the regiment throughout the siege, who commanded it during the

assault, and who was the only officer out of nine who escaped being wounded.
This officer did not even receive a brevet. For the same reason Major Reid's

appreciatory mention of the services of the Engineer and Artillery officers,

•expressed in the strongest language, remained unpublished.
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and to open tlie main breacli by whidi the place was to be
stormed.*

Warned by the experience of Brind's battery, no attempt was
made to complete battery No. 2 in one night. On the 8th the
tracing alone was completed. The wisdom of this cautious
mode of proceeding was made clear the following
day, when a sharp fire of shot, of shell, and of The enemy

musketry was opened from the Kashmir and Water Spon iu

bastions, and the Selimgarh, on the positions newly
occupied. Little damage, however, was effected, and the work
was pushed forward during the nights of the 9th g^

and lOtb. Before dawn of the 11th the battery had '

^^ '

been completed and armed, and it was then unmasked. Major
Campbell commanded the left section of it, and Major Kaye

—

transferred from the ignited left section of battery No. 1—the
right, but the former officer having been wounded on the evening
of the 11th, Captain Edwin Johnson,f Assistant Adjutant-
General of Artillery, then serving in the battery, succeeded to
the command, and held it to the moment of assault, when he
resumed his place on General Wilson's staff.

The third battery was not completed before that night. This
battery was traced by Captain Medley the evening
of the 9th. With a boldness which was not rare, * ^'^

but the display of which, in this instance, testified to remark-
able negligence on the part of the enemy, the engineers, sup-
ported by volunteers, both officers and men, from the Artillery
and 9th Lancers, traced this battery within one hundred and
sixty yards of the Water bastion. Seeking for a fit site for the
battery, the director of the attack. Captain Medley, discovered a
small ruined building, an out-office of the Custom House—

a

large edifice within one hundred and sixty yards of the Water
bastion, and totally unoccupied by the enemy. Captain Medley
took possession of the Custom House, and determined to trace

* These and the other details describing the plans of the engineers have
been taken chiefly from a work entitled A Year's Camjxdgning in India. This
book—written by Captain, afterwards Lieutenant-Colonel, Julius George
Medley, K.E., himself a distinguished actor in the scenes he describes—gives
an account of the proceedings at this memorable epoch of the siege, which
maybe almost styled authoritative, confirmed as it has been by the testimony
of distinguished officers who took part in the preliminaries to the assault.
Colonel Medley died about five years ago.

t Now Lieutenant-General Sir Edwin Johnson, G.O.B.
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the battery inside the small ruined building referred to, the
outer wall of which would conceal the work and give cover to

the workmen. This daring measure completely succeeded.
Though the enemy, suspecting something, though not the actual
truth, peppered our workmen incessantly, these never flinched.

When one man fell another would take his place.* Working
in this way, the battery was finished and armed by the night
of the 11th.

Another battery, No. 4, for four heavy mortars, commanded

Batter No 4 ^^ Major Tombs, was traced and armed on the night
of the 10th in a safe spot in the Kudsiabagh itself,

ready to open fire when required.

The mutineers had by this time become alive to the fact that
it was not from the right, but from the left, that the

The enemy real attack was to issue. With an alacrity worthy
point from of the highest praise they at once decided upon

nttack is to
Hieasurcs which, if commenced but forty-eight hours

be made, earlier, would have effectually baffled the attack.

Seeing the effect which the fire from the still masked
"batteries must produce, they set to work to mount heavy guns
along the long curtain. In other convenient nooks, out of

reach of the fire of the attack, they mounted light guns.
Taking advantage, too, of the broken ground before

and take them, they made in one night an advanced trench

. repel it. parallel to the left attack, and three hundred and
fifty yards from it, covering the whole of their front.

This trench they lined with infantry.

The heavy guns could not be mounted behind the long
curtain in time to anticipate the attack ; but at

T^ey^open daybreak, on the morning of the 11th, the light

new batteries, guns abovc alluded to opened an enfilading attack

from the right, whilst the muskets from the infantry

* Panrli did not know what we were at, but at any rate he knew the

people were working in that direction, and he served out such a liberal supply
of musketry and shell that night that the working party lost thirty-nine men
killed and wounded. It was wonderful indeed to see with what courage the
men worked.

" They were merely the unarmed Pioneers I have described above, and not

meant to be fighting men. With the passive courage so common to natives,

as nian after man was knocked over, they would stop a moment, weep a little

ovi r their fallen friend, pop his body in a row along with the rest, and then
work on as before."

—

Medley.
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in the new trench began a hot and unceasing fire. For a time
there was no answer. But at 8 o'clock the two
sections of No. 2 battery, unmasked, replied. They Effective

began with a salvo from the nine 24-pounders—a No.2batSry.

salvo greeted by cheers from the men in the battery.

The effect was marked and decisive. As the site of the breach
was struck huge fragments of stone fell, and the curtain
wall disappeared in the ditch. The defenders on the Kashmir
bastion attempted to reply, but in ten minutes their fire was
silenced.

For the rest of the day the guns of No. 2 battery continued to

pound away at the walls. It was an exhilarating sight to

watch the stone-work crumbling under the storm of shot and
shell, the breach getting larger and larger, and the 8-inch shells,

made to burst just as they touched the parapet, bringing down
whole yards of it at a time.*

During the night the mortars from No. 3 battery kept the
enemy on the alert with incessant fire. But the rebels were by
no means idle. The light pieces already alluded to,

reinforced by a heavy gun, playing from martello
are^^orS^'^

towers and from holes in curtain walls, maintained destruction in

a constant and most effective front and enfilading batteries!^

^

fire on Nos. 1 and 2 batteries. This fire constantly
raked our batteries from end to end. So terrible and so effec-

tive was it, that, at last, one of the guns of No. 1 battery was
withdrawn from playing on the breach and placed in the
epaulment to keep down, if possible, the enfilading fire. But
even this did not prove very effectual. At one time General
Wilson was inclined to make a rush at these guns from the
right I and spike or capture them. But their position, within
grape-shot of the curtain wall, rendered an attack on them
difficult, and certain to be attended with loss. On the other
hand, No. 3 battery would be completed on the morrow, and it

was hoped that the effect of the full power of the artillery

would be decisive.

* Medley.

t In fact. Major Reid actually was instructed to make a night attack c.
the position, and four companies of Guides and Gurkhas were told oft

supplied with spikes for the purpose. At the same time the battery near the
Sami' House received orders from Major Reid to cover the attack and draw
off the enemy's fire. Just then orders arrived from General Wilson counter-
manding the attack.
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At 11 o'clock on the morning of the 12th, Greathed, of the
Engineers, aided by some native sappers, unmasked
the embrasures. The battery was commanded by

Major Scott, with the gallant Fagan as his second in command.
In another minute the six guns of the battery

Sensfife?"^ Opened fire. The effect was tremendous. The
enemy's guns were dismounted or smashed; the

Water bastion was beaten into a shapeless mass, and in a few
hours the breach seemed almost practicable. But

SeffeT" the rebels showed no faint heart. Though their

guns were silenced, they continued to pour in so

heavy and continuous a musketry fire that the air seemed alive

with bullets. The loss of life was consequently severe. Fagan,
who, in his over-anxiety to see the effect of the first salvo, had
raised his head above the parapet, was shot dead. Still further

to embarrass the attack, the enemy opened from the other side

of the river an enfilading fire, which, though not so effective or

so destructive as that carried on from martello towers, was still

sufficiently annoying. But our gallant artillerymen never

flinched. Throughout the day all the batteries poured in a

fire from fifty guns and mortars on the devoted city.

exerS^iof The heat was intense, the labour was severe, the
the'Bengai danger was enormous. But during the long hours

^^'
of the day, and of the night which slowly followed,

those daring officers and men, sustained by the conviction that

to their unflagging energies was entrusted a task necessarj^

for the triu^mph of the British cause, stood firmly to their

guns, resisting every weakness of the flesh, their hearts joined

in one firm resolve, rejoicing in the sight of the

Snued'^fire
destruction made by their guns, their mortars,

effects and their howitzers on the walls which had so

SefenSs. long bidden them defiance.* The fire continued

that day, that night, and the day following, the

* "At different times between the 7th and 11th," wrote Major Baird

Smith in his despatch, " these batteries opened fire with an efficiency and a

vigour which excited the unqualified admiration of all who had the good

fortune to -witness it. Every object contemplated in the attack was ac-

complished with a success even beyond my expectations ; and I trust I may
be permitted to say that, while there are many noble passages in the history

of the Bengal Artillery, none will be nobler than that which will tell of ita

work on this occasion."
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enemy still responding, and with considerable effect. On
tlie afternoon of the 13tli, General Wilson, in consultation
with Baird Smith, thought that two sufficient breaches had
been made. He accordingly directed that they should be
examined.
For this dangerous duty four young engineer officers were

selected. Medley and Lang for the Kashmir bastion,

Greathed and Home for the Water. The two first- neerstent'to

named officers made their first attempt as soon as it examine the

was dusk, but they were discovered and fired at. ^^^^
^^'

They determined, therefore, to postpone the examination till

10 o'clock. To facilitate the accomplishment of his task,
Medley requested the officers commanding the
batteries to fire heavily on the breach till 10 o'clock, Lang^^^'''*

then to cease firing. He then arranged that six

picked riflemen of the 60th Eifles should accompany himself
and his companion, and that an officer and twenty men of the
same regiment should follow in support, halting at the edge of
the jungle while they went on to the breach. Should the
officer see that the two engineer officers and party were being
cut off, he was to bring his men to their support, sounding his
whistle for them to fall back. Should, on the other hand, one
of the examining party be wounded, or should the party require
support, they were to whistle for him to advance.

It was a bright starlight night, and there was no moon. Just
before the two officers and their party started, an
8-inch shell from the enemy buried itself deep in set out for

ground close to them, burst and covered them with bast^n^.^'""^

earth. A minute later and the gongs sounded 10.

The firing suddenly ceased. The explorers were at once on
their feet, and, drawing swords, and feeling that their revolvers
were ready to hand, began to advance stealthily into the
enemy's country.

Safely, and without discovery, the two officers and their six
followers reached the edge of the ditch. Not a soul
was to be seen. The counter-scarp was sixteen feet They i each

deep, and steep. Lang slid down it ; Medley then tiie dit^u?

passed down by the ladder, and with two of the
men descended after Lang, leaving the other four to cover the
retreat. In two minutes more they would have
reached the top of the breach. But careful and descend into

stealthy as had been their movements, they had not
VOL. IV. G
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"been quite noiseless. Just at tliat moment they lieard several

men running from the left towards the breach,

en^m^^nth
^^^®5^' "therefore, re-ascended, though with some

aier?f
°° ^ difficulty, and, throwing themselves on the grass,

waited for events. Prone in the deep shade, they
could see, without being seen, against the clear sky, not twenty

yards distant, a number Tof dusky forms. They
edJT

^^ * ^ watched them as they loaded their muskets. The
moments were exciting, but the excitement did not

prevent Medley and his comrade from carefully examining, from
the ground where they lay, the longed-for breach. They saw

that it was large, that the slope was easy of ascent,
find the and that there were no guns in the flanks. They
tSief^^*^ had had experience that the descent was an easy

one. It would be desirable, they felt, to r'^^h the
top, but the dusky figures would not move, and any attempt to

surprise them would be uncertain, and would involve possibly
the loss of some, if not all, of their party. Besides, they had
really gained the knowledge they had come to acquire. Medley,
therefore, determined to be satisfied and to fall back. But how
to fall back ? There was but one way. Medley suddenly gave

a preconcerted signal. At once they all started up
Ssafe^y!'^^^ and ran back. A volley followed them, but ineffec-

tively. Untouched, they gained their own batteries

in safety.

Greathed and Home had not been less successful in their

expedition. They had examined the Water bastion

;

Greathed and and, although they had found that the musketry
the^relXat parapets had not been so destroyed as they would

bastiJ?*Tc
^® *^® cannonade were to be continued a day

ticabie. or two longer, they reported the breach prac-

ticable.

With these two reports before him, Baird Smith did not
hesitate. The dangers of delay, the worn-out state

Baird Smith of the men in the batteries, far outweighed any
wSnto consideration which the condition of the musketry

*^^^*^u*t^
parapets in the Water bastion might suggest. He

once. at once, then, advised General Wilson to deliver

the assault at daybreak the following morning.
In such a matter the General commanding could not but

act on the advice thus tendered him. General Wilson
immediately issued the necessary orders. To Brigadier
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General Nicliolson, of the Bengal Army, whose triumphant
march through the Punjab and subsequent vie- j

^
tory at Najafgarh had made him the hero of the cepts the ad-

campaign, was assigned the command of the first assfgnfthe

column, destined to storm the breach near the Kash- commands of

mir bastion, and escal ade the face of the bastion. This LsauitSg^

column was composed of three hundred men of H.M.'s columns.

75th Eegiment under Lieutenant-Colonel Plerbert; First coiumu.

of two hundred and fifty men of the 1st Fusiliers*
^''^''^'^''

under Major Jacob; and of four hundred and fifty men of the
2nd Punjab Infantry, under Captain Green ; in all, one thou-
sand men. The engineer officers attached to this column were
Lieutenants Medley, Lang, and Bingham.
The second column was commanded by Brigadier William

Jones, C.B., of H.M.'s Gist Regiment. It was formed
of two hundred and fifty men of H.M.'s 8th Eegi-

^^f^^'J^

ment, under Lieutenant-Colonel Greathed; of two Brigadier

hundred and fifty men of the 2nd Fusiliers,t under Jones?'"'

Captain Boyd ; of three hundred and fifty men of
the 4th Sikh Infantry, under Captain Rothney; in all, eight
hundred and fifty men. This column was to storm the breach
in the Water bastion. The engineer officers attached to it were
Lieutenants Greathed, Hovenden, and Pemberton.
The command of the third column was confided to Colonel

Campbell, H.M.'s 52nd Foot. It was composed of
two hundred men of the 52nd, under Major Vigors ; column,

of two hundred and fifty men of the Kumaun Bat- Coionei

talion, under Captain Eamsay ; of five hundred men ^^"^ ^

of the first Panjab Infantry, under Lieutenant Nicholson : in
all, nine hundred and fifty men. The duty assigned to it was
to assault by the Kashmir gate after it should have been blown
open. The engineer officers attached to it were Lieutenants
Home, Salkeld, and Tandy.
The fourth column was commanded by Major Keid of the

Bengal Army. It consisted of the Sirmur Battalion,:|:

the Guide Corps, and such of the pickets, European Fourth

and native, as could be spared from Hindu Rao's Sij^Eeid.
house; in all (of these) eight hundred and sixty

* Now 1st Battalion Royal Munster Fusiliers.

t Now 2nd Battalion Eoyal Munster Fusiliers.

X Now the Prince of Wales's Own Gurkhas.

c 2
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men. But, in addition, there was a portion of the contingent

of the Maharajah of Kashmir, commanded by Captain Eichard
Lawrence, and consisting of twelve hundred men. The task

assigned to this column was to attack the suburb Kishanganj,

and to enter the Labor gate.* The engineer officers attached

to this column were Lieutenants Maunsell and Tennant.

The fifth, or reserve column was commanded by Brigadier

Longfield of H.M.'s 8th Regiment. It was composed
Fifth column, as foUows : two hundred and fifty men, H.M.'s 61st

Longfield. Eegiment, under Lieutenant-Colonel Deacon ; four

hundred and fifty men, 4th Panjab Infantry, under
Captain Wilde ; three hundred men, Biluch Battalion, under
Lieutenant-Colonel Farquhar ; three hundred men of the Eajali

of Jhind's auxiliary force, under Lieutenant-Colonel Dunsford
;

in all, one thousand three hundred men. To these were subse-

quently added two hundred men of the 60th rifles, under Lieu-

tenant-Colonel John Jones of that regiment, detailed in the

first instance to cover the advance. This column, acting as a

reserve, was to follow the first column. The engineer officers

attached to it were Lieutenants Ward and Thackeray.

The officers appointed to the command of the five assaulting

columns were, then, Nicholson, Jones, Campbell,

mandereof Ecid, and Longfield. They were all picked men,
the assault- fitted alike by nature and by training for the task
™^ ^ °

" about to devolve upon them. Of Nicholson it is un-

necessary to say much. His exploits in the Panjab, and but a

^ few days before at Najafgarh, had made him the pa-

ladin of the army. The commander of the second

column, Brigadier William Jones, had served at Chilianwala
and at Gujrat ; had co-operated in the destruction of

the enemy after that crowning victory by pursuing

* This was the plan laid down by Genera] "Wilson, Had Eeid attempted

to follow it literally, that is, to enter by the Labor gate, his troops would

have been exposed to the fire of the left face of the Labor bastion, of the right

face of the Burn bastion, and to the musketry fire from the loop-holed curtain

connecting both bastions, which had been untouched by our artillery. Ruid

wrote to General Wilson to say that his column would be destroyed if he

attempted anything of the sortj and proposed that, after taking Kishanganj

and the suburbs, he should leave the Jammu contingent in the fortified sand,

and follow the dry bed of the canal, where his troops would be under rover

the whole way to the Kabul gate, which, he had arranged with Nicholson^

fchould be opened for him from the inside.
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them, at the head of his regiment and a troop of artillery, to

the Khaibar pass ; and, during the siege of Dehli, had dis-

tinguished himself as brigadier of the 3rd Infantry

Brigade. Colonel Campbell, commanding the third ^™^ ^

column, was the colonel of the 52nd. He had commanded his

regiment with distinguished gallantry at Sialkot, where it

formed part of Nicholson's force.

Major Eeid, of the fourth column, belonged to the Bengal
Army. Major Charles Eeid had served in Sindh
under Sir Charles Napier, throughout the Satlaj and
Burmese wars, and had ever distinguished himself not less by
energy and daring, than by readiness of resource and presence

of mind. During the siege, whilst the remainder of the attack-

ing force had occupied the old parade ground, covered by the

ridge, Eeid alone had held the ridge. All the pickets detached
from the main force to various points on the ridge had been
under his orders, and his only. The posts thus under his

command had included the main picket at Hindu Eao's house,

the Observatory, the Sami' House, the Crow's Nest, and the

Sabzimandi. On the positions so indicated he had, between the

8th June * and the 14th September, repulsed no less than
twenty-six attacks, displaying a daring, a coolness, and a
presence of mind not to be surpassed. On the 17th June, with
a small force of four companies of the 60th Eifles, his own regi-

ment, the Sirmur Battalion, and twenty-five sappers, he had
stormed the strong position of Kishanganj, destroying the
enemy's batteries stationed there, and returning the same even-
ing to his position on the ridge. Brigadier Long-

^^^
field, commanding the reserve column, was brigadier

of the second brigade during the siege. His conspicuous ser-

vices fully entitled him to the post which was assigned him on
this memorable occasion.

It was 3 o'clock in the morning. The columns of assault

were in the leash. In a few moments they would be slipped.

What would be the result? Would the skill and daring of

* Major Keid's services in the mutiny commence from even a prior date.

He marched with his regiment from Dehra on the 14th May, 1857, and by hia

vigorous action in the distuihed district of Balandshahr, opened com-
munications with Mirath and Aligarh, and with the seat of Government in
Calcutta, a service of vital importance, for which he received the thanks of
the Governor-General in Council.
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the soldiers of England triumpli against superior numbers
defending, and defended by, stone walls ; or would

Sept. 14. rebellion, triumphing over the assailants, turn that

mous^stake
triumph to a still greater account by inciting by

dependent on its means to its aid the Panjab and the other parts

the assault*, ^f India still quivering in the balance ? That,
indeed, was the question. The fate of Dehli was in

itself the smallest of the results to be gained by a successful

assault. The fate of India was in the balance. The repulse

of the British would entail the rising of the Panjab

!

It had been decided that, whilst the first and second columns
should direct their attack against the breaches near

assauu?^'^
° ^^^ Kashmir and Water bastions, an explosion party

should steal ahead and blow up the Kashmir gate,

through which the third column should then effect an entrance
into the city. The explosion party consisted of Lieutenants
Home and Salkeld of the Engineers ; of Sergeants Smith,
Carmichael, and Corporal Burgess, alias Grierson, of the

Sappers and Miners ; of Bugler Hawthorne, H.M.'s 52nd Light
Infantry ; and of eight native sappers. It was covered by two
hundred men of the 60th Rifles, under Lieutenant-Colonel
Jones of that regiment. The dutj^ devolving on the Sappers
and Miners and their officers, was, it is almost needless to state,

to blow up the Kashmir gate ; that of Bugler Hawthorne was
to announce, by means of his bugle, to the storming party, that

the explosion had done its work completely.

Though preparations had been made to advance to the

assault a little after 3 in the morning, some slight

second^Vnd delay occurrcd, and the da}' was dawning ere the

^^rVt^^^"^"^
columns were in motion. All this time the besiegers'

batteries were pouring in a heavy and continuous

fire—a fire which the enemy, always on the alert, answered
with rockets, shells, and round shot. It was amid the din and
tumult caused by this artillery duel that, just after dawn, the

first, second, and third columns started on their tremendous
>rrand. General Nicholson had the general management of

the attack. He looked quiet but anxious. General Wilson rode

up just as the columns were advancing, evidently full of

anxiety.* No wonder that he was anxious, knowing, as he did

* Medley. The General and staff remained at Ludlow Castle and the
assault took place. "I well remember," writes to mc Colonel Tmnbull ^Yho•
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know, the enormous issues at stake on tlie result of the dawning
clay's work.
The columns advanced as far as the ground opposite Ludlow

Castle. There they halted. The first column then
moved sharply to the left to take up its position in

Jress^oThe
Kudsiabagh, there to wait for the signal ; the second ground oppo-

went further to the left, and formed up behind No. 3 Ssti^e?'^^''''^

battery; the third remained on the high road,

to await there the bugle-sound which was to summon them to

the Kashmir gate. The signal for the assatdt of the first and
second columns was to be the sudden advance of the skirmishers
of the 60th Eifles.

The columns having taken up their positions, Nicholson gave
the signal. The Rifles at once dashed to the front.,11 J.T 1 1 1 • • T • Nicholson
With a cheer, extending along and skirmishing gives the

through the low jungle—which at this point extends ^^^^^ ^^

to within fifty yards of the ditch—and opening at

the same time a fire on the enemy on the walls. At the sound
of their advance, the engineer officers attached to the first

column, previously posted on the edge of the jungle whence
the column was to advance towards the breach, waved their

swords to show the way to the stormers. The fire from our
batteries had ceased, whilst that of the enemy, now thoi on ^hly
alive to the nature of the contest, continued incessant. Through
this fire Medley and Lang and the ladder-men advanced at a
quick walk till they reached the edge of the cover.

Then, forming their ladder-men into a sort of line,
n^ers^oft'he

they rushed to the breach, closely followed by the first column

storming party, and in a minute gained the crest of breach!^^

the glacis. They were here in the open exposed to

a terrific and unceasing fire from the breach and the open
parapet walls, which told with fatal effect. So
continuous was it that for ten minutes it was Jntsare^met

impossible to let down the ladders. " Man after ^ ^ terrible

man was struck down, and the enemy, with yells

and curses, kept up a terrific fire, even catching up stones from

was then serving on his staff, "leaving our horses outside, on his asking
whether any one knew the way np to the top of Ludlow Castle. I led the
way—we were all on foot—up the grand drive to the house. The General,
behind me, when a shell tore up the ground, across the road, between us

—

turned round ; the General smiled, and merely said :
' All right

; go on.'
"
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fhe breach in tlieir fury, and, dashing tliem down, dared the
assailants to come on." * But, undaunted by these cries and by
the fire by which they were accompanied, the British soldiers

did push on. They succeeded at length in getting two of the
ladders into the ditch, and instantly the officers led their men

down them."!" Once in the ditch, to mount the escarp

sperafe valour and scramble up the breach was the work of an
gain the instant. But the enemy did not wait for them.
DrGfl.Cil «/

The insulting yells and curses ceased as the whilom
utterers hurriedly vacated their position. " The breach was
won, and the supporting troops pouring in fast, went down the
ramp into the main-guard below." J

Whilst the first column was thus carrying out, with daring
and success, the work assigned to it, the second,

^^umT^^ under Brigadier William Jones, C.B., had not been
less occupied. Led by its engineers, Greathed and

Hovenden, the column advanced towards the breach in the
Water bastion. By some mistake the supporting

it^tun^offto
party of the stormers pressed forward on the right

the right and of the party, and, rushing to the counterscarp of the

rampart. curtaiu, slid into its ditch, climbed its breach, and
won the rampart. The stormers of the 8th,§

however, most of them carrying ladders, followed the engineers
to the Water bastion. They had to make a slight

The stormers detour to the right to avoid some water in the ditch,

King's and, being in the open, they were exposed to the full

fury of the enemy's fire, which, at this point, was
incessant and well directed. The two engineer officers fell,

severely wounded, and of the thirty-nine ladder-men, twenty-
nine were struck down in a few minutes. But here,

gain the as at the Kashmir gate, British valour was not to be
Watergate, daunted. The ladders were at length placed and

the breach was carried by the survivors, twenty-five

* Medley, who is my chief authority for all the details of the assault.

f The storming parties pushed on, two ladders were thrown into the ditch,

and a brave oflQcer, Fitzgerald, of H.M.'s 75th Eegiment, who was killed

directly afterwards, was the first to mount. As soon as I saw my first ladder

down, I slid down into the ditch, mounted up the escarp, and scrambled up
the breach, followed by the soldiers."

—

Medley.

X Medley.

§ Captain Baynes, Lieutenants Pogson and Metge, and seventy-five rank
and file.
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in number, headed by Captain Baynes, next to whom in
seniority was Sergeant Walker.
Meanwhile the remainder of the column, which had entered

by the curtain breach, had done wonders. Their entrance into

a vital point of the defences, where an attack had not been
expected, for the moment paralysed the enemy.
Brigadier Jones, who, in command of the column,

jJSiTs^pressea

had displayed great gallantry, took advantage of the forward to

disorder into which his sudden attack had thrown late!^^^'^^

the defenders, to clear the ramparts as far as the
Kabul gate, on the top of which he planted the column flag,*

carried by a private of the 61st, Andrew Laughnan.
Before recording the proceedings of the third column, I

propose to follow the explosion party, on whose action tho
movements of that column were to depend.
The composition of this party has already been given. Posted

in front of the third column, it advanced straight on
the Kashmir gate, in the face of a very hot fire, party^^^'''"''

Undeterred by this fire. Lieutenant Home and four
men, each carrying a bag of twenty-five pounds of powder,
pushed on through a barrier gate, which was found
•open, across the ditch, to the foot of the great double Splendid

gate. So great was the audacity of this proceeding, Home
*^ ^

that, for a few seconds, it completely paralysed the
enemy. Firing only a few straggling sliots, they closed the
wicket with every appearance of alarm, and Home, after laying
his bags, had time to jump into the ditch unhurt. Salkeld was
not so fortunate. Before he could reach the gate the enemy had
recovered from their panic, and, divining his object, had taken
prompt measures to thwart it. From either side of
the top of the gateway, and from the open wicket Saikeid lays

close by, they began to pour upon him and his party ?s woSed!'
a deadly fire. Salkeld, nevertheless, laid his bags,
but was almost immediately after shot through the arm and
leg, and fell back disabled on the bridge. He
handed the portfire to Sergeant Burgess, bidding Burgess and

him light the fusee. Burgess, trying to obey, was are™uedL

ehot dead. Sergeant Carmichael then seized the port-

* This flag was presented by Sir William Jones to Her Majesty the Queen
on the 1st January, 1877, the day of the proclamation of Her Majesty's title of
Empress of India.
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fire, lighted tlie fusee, but immediately fell, mortally wounded.
The other sergeant. Smith, thinking that Carmichael had
failed, rushed forward to seize the portfire, but noticing the

fusee burning, threw himself into the ditch. The
Wonderful next moment the massive gate was shattered with a
Smith.

°

tremendous explosion. Home at once ordered Haw-
thorne to sound the bugle-call.* Fearing that in

the noise of the assault the sound might not be heard, he had it

repeated three times. The 52nd, anxiously awaiting

the™dvancr the signal, did not hear it ; but their colonel, the
*^ ^^ gallant Campbell, who also commanded the column,

in front of which he had posted himself, noticing

the explosion, and expecting the call, asked, not hearing it

himself, whether it had reached the ears of
Campbell does not hear c a.\ ixi* rri i r.j
the sound, but orders ^ny 01 tnose about him. i hough no one had

the ex'^iokn''
^^^'''''^ heard it, Campbell felt that at so critical a

moment action was better than standing stilL

He at once ordered the advance. The column responded
eagerly. The 52nd gallantly led the way, and in

'c^lmu. less than a minute after the bugle had sounded they
dashed on over the bridge, and entered the city just

as the other columns had won the breaches.

f

Colonel Campbell, on gaining the main-guard inside tha
gate, at once re-formed his column, and pushed on

puSsrato ^i^li ^^^ intention of occupying the Kotwali, and,
within sight if possible, the Jami Masjid. He cleared the Water
5ij^jid/™^ bastion, within which some of the enemy were still

lurking, the church, and the enclosure known as

the " Dehli Gazette compound," and forced his way through the

* A more daring and gallant achievement than that of the officers and
non-commissioned officers mentioned in the text has never been recorded.

Their subsequent fate cannot but inspire interest. Burgess and Carmicliael

were killed on the spot; Salkeld, Home, Smith, and HaMthorne were recom-
mended by General Wilson for the Victoria Cross. But Salkeld succumbed
in a few days to the severe wounds he had received; Home met his death
sliortly afterwards at Mulagarh ; Smith and Hawthorne survived, to receive-

the honours tbat they had so nobly earned. When Salkeld was dying. Sir

Archdale sent an officer on liis staff, Lieutenant Turnbull, of the 75th, to give
him a bit of red ribbon, representing the Victoria Cross, to see whether this-

uiight stimulate him, and, as was hoped, save his life. All he could say was i

'• It will be gratifying to send it home."

t Lieutenant Home's Report; Bulger Hawthorne's Statement; Medley;
Bayley's Assault of DeliU.
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Kashmir gate bazaar. A gun which commanded the line of
advance was carried by a rush of a party of the 52nd, under
Lieutenant Bradshaw, who, however, paid with his life on the
spot the penalty of his daring. Still pressing forward,
Campbell reached the gate opening on the Chandni Chauk.
Forcing this, he advanced without much opposition, except
from a musketry fire from a few houses. A sudden turn of the
road brought him within sight of the Jami Masjid, its arches

and gates bricked up, impossible to be forced without powder-
bags or guns, rendered safe against assault from mere infantry.

Unwilling to forego the chance of storming this

formidable position, Campbell remained in front of suppwTre-

it for half an hour, under a fire of musketry from {1^?^^"/'-'^,

the houses, in the expectation of the successful
''^^^ "^^

advance of the other columns. But as time went on, and there
were no visible signs of the approach of the one or the other,

Campbell deemed it advisable to retire on the Begam Bagh, a
large enclosure. He held this place for an hour and a half,

exposed to a heavy fire of musketry, grape and canister. Here
I must leave him whilst I trace the progress of the fourth
column.
Much depended on the success of its attack. Commanded by

Major Eeid, it was designed to move from Hindu
Eao's house, on the right, against the suburbs of Attack of the

Kishanganj and Paharipiir, with a view of driving cohimn.

the enemy thence and effecting an entrance at the
Kabul gate after it should be taken by General Nicholson.
The successful advance of the first, second, and third columns
depended, then, very much on the result of this flank attack.

Major Eeid's column, composed of detachments from eight
different regiments, eight hundred and sixty men in
all, with a reserve of twelve hundred infantry of ^'^ column

the Jammii contingent, formed up at 4.30 a.m. on guns!^°*^°

the Grand Trunk Eoad, opposite the Sabzimandi
picket. Before 5 a.m. the column was ready, but the four
horse artillery guns which were ordered to accompany the
column had not arrived. Presently the guns came up, but tlitj

officer reported that there were only suflicient gunners to man
one gun. Eeid had no intention of taking one gun into action
contrary to the rules of the service, so he directed the officer to
obtain the full complement of gunners as soon as possible. It
was now broad da;) light, and Eeid was anxiously listening for
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the explosion (tlie blowing in of tlie Kashmir gate), which was
to have been the signal to advance, when he heard musketry

fire on his right, and soon discovered that the party

troops^SST <^f the Jammii troops, fonr hundred infantry and
^y^eidto four guns, which he had ordered to proceed direct

sion, become" from the camp at 3.45 a.m., for the purpose of

theenemy^*^
making a diversion by occupying the Idgar, had
become engaged with the enemy. No time under

these circumstances was to be lost, so he at once pushed on
with the column without the horse artillery guns, and more
than half an hour before the attack of the other columns.
The detachment of the 60th Eifles, under Captain Muter,

was thrown out in skirmishing order to the right of

advances. ^^® road, while a feeling party of the Guides was
sent a short distance ahead of the column. When

within sixty yards of the canal bridge, Eeid discovered that

the enemy had manned their breast-works across the road, as

also one work running parallel to the road, and that both of them
had been considerably strengthened during the night. The
head of the column approached the first line of breast-works,
within fifty yards, when the enemy poured in a tremendous
volley. The 60th Eifles meanwhile closed to the left, and with
the Sirmur Gurkhas, made a dash, and instantly drove the
enemy from his first line of defence. They at once retreated

on their second line. Meanwhile a steady fire was kept up by
the enemy from the loop-holed wall of Kishanganj, eighteen
feet high, which completely commanded the position now
gained by the head of Eeid's column, and many of his men
fell. Reid, who was standing on the parapet of the canal

bridge, now observed that the enemy had been reinforced from
the city. They came in thousands down the dry bed of the
canal over which Eeid was standing, and a large body appeared
on the road, hesitating apparently whether they should drive

our men from the breast-work already gained, or attack the
detachment of the Jammii troops on the right, which had never
approached the Idgar—a result of their starting from the camp

nearly an hour after the time laid down. Guns at

menffe^y ^^^^ time, whilst the enemy stood in a mass on the
Reid from road, would have been invaluable, and would have

artiiie^I° proved of the greatest service to Reid, but, though
the guns had been sent, no gunners, through some

unacooTintable mistake, were available to man them.
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Eeid was just about to feign an attack in front of the
Kishanganj heavy batteries, whilst he should direct

a real one in their flank and rear, when he was st^ifckdown.

knocked over the j^arapet of the bridge with a

musket-shot wound in the head, his engineer officer. Lieutenant
Maunsell, who was standing near him, being struck in th©
same place. Uj) to this time, Eeid states in his despatch, " all

was going on admirably, the troops were steady, and well in

hand, and I made sure of success." How long he lay on the
ground insensible is not known—all thought he was dead—but
when he came to his senses he found himself on the back of one
of his Gurkhas. He then saw the party of the Jammii contin-

gent on his right hard pressed. He sent for Captain
Lawrence, who was his second in command, and, On reviving

presently meeting him, directed him to take com- ove™com-

mand and to support the right. The reserve, under I?™**
\^

Captain Lawrence, consisting of twelve hundred Lawrence.

infantry of the Jammii contingent, was in rear of

the column. The detached party of four hundred infantry

destined for the Idgar had, meanwhile, become perfectly dis-

organised. They rushed into the main column, and caused the
greatest confusion, making it difficult to distinguish friend

from foe.

The interval which had elapsed between the fall of Major
Eeid and his handing over the command to his successor had
been very disastrous to the attack. Whether Major Eeid,

had he not been struck, would have succeeded, must ever
remain a matter for conjecture. The officer to whom he
resigned the command was a very capable man. He was one
of " the Lawrences," and in the many positions of trust he had
occupied under the Government had always served with credit

and success. On this occasion he was not wanting to the
reputation of the family. Succeeding to the command at a
moment when, to use the emphatic language of the late Sir

Herbert Edwarcles,* " the day was lost," he did all that it was

* In consequence of a statement made in a pamphlet reflecting on Captain
Lawrence, the matter connected with the command of the column after Major
Reid's fall, was referred to Sir Herbert Edwardes, whose opiniDU, therefore,

may be accepted as final. Sir Herbert's words are : "Major Lawrence would
have appeared as having done the best with a command to which he
succeeded when the day was lost."
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possible for a brave and capablo commander to do. Before the
command was made over to him, before even he was aware that
Eeid had been wounded, many of the officers who had been
carrying out Eeid's instructions, receiving no orders, and
recognising that the attack had failed, had resolved to fall

back. Falling back, they came upon CajDtain Lawrence, to
whom they reported themselves, and who, finding matters had
proceeded so far, directed all his efforts to ensure that the
retreat should be orderly. Meanwhile a fresh com])lication had

arisen. Captain Muter of the 60th Rifles, who was
Captain with the attacking column, seeing Major Eeid fall,

^Sl^*? and apparently regarding Captain Lawrence in the
orderly light Only of a political officer attached to the

despite many Kashmir force, assumed the command of the portion
difficulties, of the column with which he was serving. This

caused considerable confusion ; Cajotain Lawrence
however, succeeded in asserting his authority, and, finding that
there was no ho^oe of obtaining the artillerymen who had been
applied for, and that the enemy, pressing forward on the right
flank of the column, threatened his rear, he retired leisurely

and in good order on the batteries behind Hindu Eao's
house. The attack on the Idgar, conducted by a

the attack of portion of the Kashmir troops under Captain Dwyer,
pulsed. was still more unfortunate. The Kashmirics,

greatly outnumbered, were not only repulsed, but
lost four guns.

The repulse of the fourth column greatly increased the
difficulties of the assault. I left the first and second

Disastrous columns, to which I must now return, victorious

other Sumns iuside the breach. Nicholson at once collected

°f the fourth^
the great body of his column on the square of the

column. mainguard, then, turning to the right, pushed
forward along the foot of the walls towards the

Labor gate. The second column, under Brigadier Jones, had
previously cleared the ramparts, and, passing the Mori bastion,

had planted their flag, in the manner already indicated, on
the summit of the Kabul gate. Nicholson advanced beyond
this in the hope of feeling the support of the fourth column.
But we have seen that the attack of this column had
failed, and it was this failure which now rendered the
position of the advanced assailants difficult and dangerous in

the extreme.
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In pnslimg along the foot of tlie walls towards tlie Lahor
gate onr troops had been assailed by musketry fire from the
houses in the place, and by grape and round shot fiom the
fc^elimgarh and the palace. This, however, had not impeded
the advance. Biit when the column had reached the western
extremity of the town, and ascertained that, by the failure of
the fourth column, the defences there were still in the hands of
the enemy, they saw that their entire position was altered, and
that they had before them another struggle at least as serious

as that which they had but just then overcome.
The Labor gate of the city was the gate which led to the

Chandni Chauk or principal street of the city.

This 2:ate was commanded by a bastion about two- Position of
the Tj^hor

thirds of the way between it and the Kabul gate. gate.

But to reach this bastion not only had narrow
-eets, the houses in which were strongly manned, to be forced,

't the left of the attacking party would be ex-

posed to a very heavy fire from the enemy now
co^fcenfrTte

concentrating there. It was a prospect such as to in the narrow

make the boldest leader pause. Nicholson was a iiigtoVt!^^'

nan of great daring, but there were men with him
it the time, not less brave, who pointed out to him that under
the circumstances in which he found himself it would be wise
to be content with establishing himself in the houses which
dominated the position, and await intelligence before advanc-
ng further. Seymour Blane of the 52nd, who acted as
his brigade-major, strongly pressed this advice upon him.
Major Jacob of the 1st Fusiliers, a most able and gallant
officer, and who commanded the regiment on the occasion,

supported this view. But Nicholson was impatient
to press on. He believed that delays were dan- ^ixfeurS)^^

gerous, that the fullest advantage should be taken, force them,

lit the moment, of the successful storm. More than m^onstrances'

two hours had already elapsed since his men had
Jr^?^^^^"

stood triumphant on the breach. A firm footing in

the city had been gained. But this was not in itself sufficient.

The repulse of the fourth column had renewed the hopes of the
enemy. To destroy these it was necessary, in the opinion of
Nicholson, to penetrate into the city.

In front of the column was a lane, tolerably straight, about
ten feet wide, but narrowed in places by projecting buttresses
or towers with parapets. Where these buildings existed the
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roadway was narrowed to about tlu'ee feet.* The city side of

the lane was bounded by houses with flat roofs

rfth"po^^ and parapets. Xot only were all these buildings
tion occupied strongly oocupied by the enemy, but the lane was

enemy. further defended by two brass guns ; one, about a

hundred and sixty yards from its opening, pointed

in the direction of the advance ; the second, about a hundred
yards in rear of the other, commanding it. Behind both was
a bullet-proof screen, whilst, projecting as it were, from the wall,

was the iDastion commanding the Labor gate, armed with heavy
pieces, and capable of holding a thousand men.

It was this formidable position that Nicholson decided to

attack whilst yet the enemy might still be under the

influence of their defeat at three out of the four points

attacked. On receiving the order, his men dashed gallantly

up the lane, took the first gun with a rush, and then pushed
on to the second. But within ten yards of this they were
assailed by a fire of grape and musketry, and volleys of stones

and round shot, thrown by hand, so severe that they recoiled

under the terrible and ceaseless shower. There was no shelter

for them, and the^^ were forced to retire. It would
Gallantry of \)q difficult to paint in colours too bright the exer-

ants,
*^'

tions of their officers. Conspicuous amongst these

was Lieutenant Butler of the 1st Fusiliers. This

officer penetrated up to the bullet-proof screen already men-
tioned. How he escaped with his life was a marvel. At the

screen two bayonets were thrust at him which pinned him be-

tween them as if he were between the prongs of a fork. There
lie stood, unable to advance or to retire, until, firing his revolver

down the loop-holes, he forced the men who were thrusting at

him to withdraw their weapous.j

The assailants were, I have said, forced to retire. Only,

however, for a few moments. Re-formed, they

driven^back again advanced. Again they captured the first gun,

which was spiked by Captain Greville, 1st Fusiliers;

again they dashed at the second. As they rushed on, their

leader, Major Jacob of the 1st Fusiliers, a cool,

daring, and accomplished officer, was mortally

* " The 1st Bengal Fusiliers in the Delhi Campaign," an article contributed

to JBlacliwoocVs Magazine fur January 1858.

f
" The 1st Bengal Fusiliers in the Dehh Campaign."
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wounded. Lying tliere on tlie ground, knowing his hour had
come, the gallant Jacob called to his men to press j^^^^ .^

onward. But the fire was tremendous. Wemyss, struck down,

Greville, Caulfield, Speke, Woodcock, Butler, all 2^ny officers

officers belonging or attached to the 1st Fusiliers, ofth^ist

were in turn struck down. The men, greatly dis-

couraged, were falling back a second time, when Nicholson
rushed to the front. His voice never rang more
nobly, his presence was never more inspiring, than

JJ^*^'^*^^^^^

when, waving his sword, he summoned the men to to the front,

follow where their general led. But the broken
order could not be restored in a moment, and, before a suffi-

cient number of men could respond to the call, John
Nicholson was struck down by a bullet which byVbJuet!^'*

pierced his body.
The wound was mortal, and Nicholson knew it to be so.

But neither the agony of the pain, nor the certain approach of

death, could quench the ardour of that gallant

spirit. He still called upon the men to go on. He SemeL'in.""
insisted on lying there till the lane should be
carried. But he was asking dying, as he had asked living, that
which was all but impossible. Without artillery, the enemy's
position was too strong to be carried. Soldiers not accustomed
to be baffled, the same men who that morning had carried the
walls by escalade, had recoiled twice before it. In that lane
alone eight officers and fifty men had fallen. There
was nothing for it but to retire. The fallen hero areVuhnJre'iy

was th^n carefully removed to his tent, and the men forced

fell back on to the Kabul gate. Nicholson still

lived, and, the lungs being uninjured by the ball, the doctors
had some hope of his life. He alone had the certain conviction
that the triumph for which he had prepare.d would escape his
grasp.

By the fall of Nicholson the command of the Nicholson

first and second columns, now established at or commS^°
near the Kabul gate, devolved on Brigadier Jones, Jones.

C.B.

Whilst tlje infantry were thus contending with alternate
success and mishap to establish themselves in the
imperial city, the cavalry were not less actively cavalry,

employed outside the wails. It had never been
absolutely certain that all the four columns would succeed in

VOL. IV. D
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their attack, whilst it was tolerably clear that the failure of

any one of them wonld entail a counter assault from the

victorious enemy. It was necessary likewise that the flanks of

the assaulting columns should be efficiently covered. With
wise prevision, then, General "Wilson had directed Brigadier

Hope Grant to move with the greater part of his cavalry and
a troop and a half of Horse Artilleiy at the time of the assault

to the vicinity of No. 1 battery, to check any attempt to take

our storming columns in flank by sortie from the Labor and
Ajmir gates, and to hold himself in readiness to act as circum-

stances might require.

Hope Grant, taking with him two hundred men of the 9th

Lancers, four hundred of the Sikh horsemen, and a

StSSS! troop and a half of Horse Artillery, under Major
Tombs, moved to the point indicated. Handling

his men skilfully, he eff'ectually covered the assaulting columns.

Moving onwards as the columns advanced, he then took up a

position under the walls of the city, covering the batteries.

Here he remained, ready for further action, till the moment
when the movement of the enemy on his right showed him
that the fourth column had been repulsed. In fact, the enemy
following up that column had thrown themselves into the houses
and gardens near Kishanganj, and now opened a heavy musketry
fire on the cavalry. Hope Grant at once ordered the Horse
Artillery to the front. Tombs galloped up, unlimbered, opened
fire, and compelled the enemy to fall back. As they did so,

the guns on the Bum bastion opened out on the cavalry. At
a distance of five hundred yards, drawn up for

sencepro- action, though compelled to remain inactive, their
duces a ma- presence on the spot constituted a material aid to

on the the infantry then endeavouring to make good their

movements
position vdthin the city. For two hours they stood

to receive. General Wilson, alive to their danger,

promptly despatched Captain Bourchier's battery to aid them.
But the round shot from the Burn bastion continued to empty
saddle after saddle, or to dismount officer after officer. 'Sine

officers of the Lancers had their horses shot under them. Con-

The iiant
spicuous OH either side of this gallant regiment

displayed the were the scarlet-clad horse of Dighton Probvn,

K'ofSe and the Panjabis of John Watson in their slate-

compu'.scry colourcd garments. Gallantly they stood, conscious
inaction.

^^^^ ^-^^^ cxposing their lives without the power of
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Tetaliating they were serving the common cause. At the end of
about two hours the cavalry were further reinforced by about two
hundred of the Guides and Gurkhas. Shortly afterwards came
the intelligence that the infantry had established their positions

within the town. Then, and then only, did Hope Grant with-
draw leisurely to Ludlow Castle, satisfied that he had not only
prevented the enemy from following up their victory over the
fourth column, but had occupied their attention with a very
considerable result on the main operations.

We have now to consider the operations of the The reserve

reserve column. column.

The commander of this column, Brigadier Long-
iield, having previously detached the wing of the Biluch
battalion, three hundred strong, to the right of No. 2 battery,

followed No. 3 column through the Kashmir gate, and cleared
the College gardens. One portion of the column, consisting of
the 4th Panjab Eifles and some of the 61st Eegiment, occupied
these gardens ; wliilst another, composed of the Jhind Auxiliary
Force and some of the 60th Eifles, held the Water bastion,

the Kashmir gate, Colonel Skinner's house, and the house of
Ahmad Ali Khan, a large, commanding building.

The position of four out of the five columns of the attacking
force as the evening set in may thus briefly be
described. The entire space inside the city from Resuitsof

the Water bastion to the Kabul gate was held by work,

the first, second, and fifth columns. The fourth
column, repulsed in its attack on Kishanganj, was holding the
batteries behind Hindu Eao's house. We have still to account
for the third column. I left that column, gallantly led by
Colonel Campbell, holding a large enclosure parallel with the
Chandni Chauk, called the Begam Bagh, anxiously expecting
assistance from the other columns, and exposed to a heavy fire

of musketry, grape, and canister.

The failure of the first column in its attempt to master the
lane leading to the Chandni Chauk, and the repulse
of the fourth column, account for the leaving in an ^feTrnfo
unsupported position of Colonel Campbell. In support ac-

advance of, and without communication with, the tSrd'coiuinn.

other columns ; in the vicinity of a position strongly
occupied by the enemy ; liable to be cut off from the main
body; the position was eminently dangerous. But Colonel
Campbell knew himself, and he knew the men he commanded.

D 2
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They were eager to dare, anxious to press on. But the Jami
Masjid had been made impregnable to an attack from infantry,

and the Brigadier had neither artillery to beat down, nor
powder-bags to blow up, the obstacles in the way of his men.
Under these circumstances, taking a soldierly view of the

situation, he had occupied the Begam Bagh, resolved to

hold it till he could communicate with head-quarters. Whilst
occupying this position he was rejoined by the Kumaun
Battalion, belonging to his column, but which had in the

advance diverged to the right, and had occupied the Kotwali.

An hour and a half elapsed, however, before he was able to

communicate with head-quarters. Then, for the first time, ho
learned that the first and second columns had not been able to

advance beyond the Kabul gate, and that he could not be sup-

ported.

A glance at the plan of Dehli will make it evident, even to

non-military readers, that with the main body

ward^even^ unablc to penetrate beyond the Kabul gate, it would
ing, falls be injudicious for the third column to attempt to

chSch?*^' told the Begam Bagh during the night. Colonel
Campbell, then, leisurely fell back on the church,

the nearest point at which he touched the reserve column.
Placing the 52nd in the church, he occupied Skinner's house
with the Kumaun Battalion, and posted the 1st Panjab Infantry
in the houses at the end of the two streets that lead from the
interior of the city into the open space around the church.*
At the head of these streets guns had previously been posted.

I cannot leave the record of the achievements of what was
accomplished on this terrible day without making some more
particular reference to the special duties which devolved on the
artillery.

When the third column entered the city through the Kashmir
gate, it was followed by Major Scott's light field battery

(No. 14). Heavy fighting was going on in the streets. Two
guns, under Lieutenant M. M. FitzGerald, were at once sent to
Ahmad All Khan's house on the right of the College gardens,

to support the 60th regiment, which was soon after joined by
the 52nd. Two guns, under Lieutenant Minto Elliot, joined

the Biluchis and 61st regiment in the College gardens, where
Lieutenant ElKot was soon dangerously wounded. The

* Major Norman's Narrative in the Blue Bopk, No. 6, 1858.
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remaining two guns, under Lieutenant Aislabie, joined

Nicholson's column just as it had been compelled to retire to

the Kabul gate, and assisted in all the subsequent fighting of
that column until the capture of the Labor gate. FitzGerald
.and Elliot's giuis were more or less actively engaged in all the
street-fighting that took place on the left and in the centre,

including the capture of the magazine and bank. The losses of

the battery in men and horses were considerable, but not greater

than were to be expected when manoeuvring in narrow streets

under constant musketry fire from the houses.*

A review of the work of the 14th September, 1857, will show
that though the British loss had been heavy, though
•all had not been accomplished which it had been ^JS^'
hoped to accomplish, yet not only had great obstacles heavy losses

been overcome, but a solid base had been obtained foSurther
whence to continue and complete the work. In less operations

than six hours the army had lost sixty-six officers, gamed?"

^nd eleven hundred and four men in killed and
wounded. Four out of five of the assaulting columns were
within the walls, but the position which they held was extended,
and, owing to the failure of the fourth column, their right
flank was threatened. The enemy were still strong in numbers,
strong in guns, strong in position. They, too, had had success

as well as reverses, and they had not yet abandoned all hope of
ultimate victory.

The first care of the assailants was to secure as best they
could the posts that they had so dearly gained.

That night the engineers who were still fit for duty giSneK''"'
^—they were but few, for out of seventeen ten had secured

been struck down during the assault—were sent to night.^*
*

fortify the advanced positions. Here they threw up
barricades, and loop-holed and fortified the houses commanding
ihe approaches. To maintain the flank communications between
the heads of the several columns strong pickets, throwing out
vedettes, were established.j"

* They remained in the city, horses in harness, without relief until late on
the 17th of September, when they were seat back to Ludlow Castle very used
up. A detachment of the gunners, under Lieutenant Aislabie, was retained
in the College gardens until the 20th of September. They manned some
heavy mortars and howitzers there, and shelled the palace and the bridge of
boats.

t Medley.

41185
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Such was tlie result of the assault of the 14th September.

At the cost of a very heavy loss of life a firm
Review of the lodgment had been trained. The five assaulting;
losses of the ,

° , j i • r xi r^ a ^ n
day. columns numbered, exclusive oi the Kashmir (Jon-

tingent, five thousand one hundred and sixty men.

Of these, eleven hundred and four men and sixty-six officers, or

about two men in every nine, had been killed or wounded.
Amongst the brave men who were killed or died of their

wounds, were Nicholson, of whom I shall write further on;

Jacob of the 1 st Fusiliers ; Speke, 65th Eegiment Native

Infantry ; Salkeld, Engineers ; Roper^ 34th Foot ; Tandy,
Engineers; Fitzgerald, 75th Foot; Bradshaw, 52nd Light

Infantry ; Webb, 8th Foot ; Eenfray, 4th Panjab Infantry

;

Pogson 8th Eegiment ; MacBarnett, Davidson, and Murray,

doing duty resiDecfcivel}^ with the 1st Fusiliers, the 2nd Panjab

Infantry and the Guides. The number of wounded officers

amounted to fifty-two, of whom eight were Engineers. All

these officers were but a type of the unreformed British army.

They were men in whom their soldiers had confidence, whose
physical energies had not been neutralised by a premature exer-

cise of the powers of the brain, who had learned their duties in

the practical life of camps, who were ever to the fore in manly
exercises in cantonment, as eager as able to lead their men on
the battle-field. Honour to their memory ! However Jimited

their acquirements might have been regarded by examiners,

they at least knew how to lead their men to victory !

The determination not only to hold the ground already won^
but to continue further operations, was not arrived

General Wii- at by General Wilson without considerable hesitation,

to wThTraw'^ The success achieved, important as it was, had not
from the po- coiTCsponded—I wiU not say to his anticipations,

gained, ^ for he had never been very confident-—but to his

hopes. The repulse of the first and fourth columns,

the mortal wound of Nicholson, the tremendous loss in killed

and wounded, the conviction he personally acquired that

evening that the city had yet to be taken,—all these considera-

tions combined to work on a nature never very sanguine or

self-reliant, and now enfeebled by anxiety and ill-health. The
General's first thought had been to withdraw the assaulting

columns to the positions they had so long held oti the ridge.*

* Colonel Turnbull, then on Sir Archdale Wilson's staff, writes me that the
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From this fatal determination General Wilson was saved by
the splendid obstinacy of Baird Smith, aided by the

soldier-like instincts of Neville Chamberlain. What Sed by the

sort of a man Baird Smith was, I have recorded in a remon-

previous page. Neville Chamberlain had been cast BafrdTcoith

in a mould not less noble. A soldier almost from J^^^k^V^?
the hour of his birth, Neville Chamberlain united
to the most complete forgetfulness of self a courage, a
resolution, a coolness equal to all occasions. The only fault

^'hat the most critical could find with his action was that he
was too eager to press forward. If a fault, it was a noble fault

—a fault which the critics carefully avoided. But, warring
against Asiatics, to go forward is never a fault, and I have been
assured, not by one but by many, that Chamberlain's personal
daring had contributed greatly to inspire with confidence the
soldiers he commanded.

Chamberlain was Adjutant-General of the Army. He had
been a consistent counsellor of bold and daring measures, and
he had more than once, after repulsing a sally of the enemy, led
the counter-attack which had driven him headlong within the
city. In one of these daring pursuits he had been severely
wounded, and it was this severe wound which had j)revented
him from taking an active part in the actual assault. But from
the summit of Hindu Eao's house he had witnessed all the
events of that memorable day. The repulse of the fourth
column, and the demonstration made by the enemy to pursue
that column, seemed for a moment indeed to imperil his position,

and he had summoned the native guard to the roof to defend
the threatened magazine. This danger was averted by the
action, already recorded, of Hope Grant and the cavalry. But
this episode in no degree diverted the attention of the Adjutant-
General from the other events. He noticed the first successes
of the other columns; then the check—the apparently insur-
mountable check—evidently a bar to further progress on that
day. To Chamberlain its significance was clear and unmis-
takable. There was but one course to pursue. To hold at

statement in the text had been disputed. He adds :
•' Even if the General had

some idea of the kind, he had every excuse. The very plan which had been
urgently pressed upon him had failed; the columns had been stopped and
di'iven back ; and, instead of taking the whole city, we merely held a short
line of rampart in a city some seven miles round." There can be no doubt as
to the correctness of the statement in the text.
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any cost, the positions taken, to fortify them, and to make them
the base of a fresh attack at the earliest moment. Unable to

move himself, he sent to the General a record of his convictions,

accompanied by an earnest request that he would hold the
ground for the night.

Would the written request of the Adjutant-General, not

actually on the spot, have alone sufficed to turn the General
from the course which a personal inspection had at once
suggested to him ? It is doubtful. The General undoubtedly
believed that the safety of the army would be compromised by
the retention of the positions they had gained. Fortunately,

Baird Smith was at his elbow. Appealed to by
reToiute™^*

^ General Wilson as to whether he thought it possible

W'lson**'
for the army to retain the ground they had won,
his answer was short and decisive, " We must do so."

That was all. But the uncompromising tone, the resolute

manner, the authority of the speaker, combined to make it a

decision against which there was no appeal. General Wilson
accepted it.*

The following day, the 15th, was devoted to the securing of

Se t 15
^^® positions gained, to the establishing and making

^ '
" use of mortar batteries to shell the city, the palace,

and the Selimgarh, to the restoring of order, and to the arrang-

ing of means for putting a stop to indiscriminate plundering.

That our truops were permitted to carry out this programme
with but slight disturbance from the enemy,

STheS. shows how truly Baird Smith and Chamberlain
had judged the position. It is not too much

to affirm that a retrograde movement on the 15th would,

for the time, have lost India. As it was, whilst a mortar
battery, established by our engineers in the College gardens,

effected considerable damage in the enemy's defences, and our

men, under the cover of that fire, were able to occupy and
fortify some houses in front of the position taken the previous

* Many other officers gave the General the same advice. Amongst others,

prominently, his Assistant Adjutant-General of Artillery, Captain Edwin
Johnson, who shared his tent. This officer not only constantly urged General
Wilson to see the matter through to its bitter end, but sustained him in his

hours of depression, and by his tact, judgment, and practical ability, con-

tributed to bring his mind into a state willing to accept the advice of

Chamberlain and Baird Smith. All the foremost officers of the army,

Kicholson, Jones, Bope-Grant, Keid, and others, had been all aloug in favour

of decisive action.
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evening, the enemy's fire from Selimgarh. and the magazine
was comparatively ineffective. Already the depression of
failure, which our retirement would have changed into the
joy of triumph, was beginning to weight their efforts very
heavily.

I have said that measures were taken on the 15th to restore

order and to put a stop to indiscriminate plundering.

The fact is, that the part of Dehli which our troops pilSSi the

had occupied was the part which abounded in stores way of the

containing intoxicating liquors. What a temptation
^^°p^*^^-

this would be to men faint from work of the severest character,
and subjected for months to deprivations on the ridge, may
easily be conceived. The indulgence in half an hour's unchecked
impulse might paralyse the force. The danger was imminent,
for the advanced guards fell victims to the snare. But it was
met promptly and with energy. The General ordered that the
whole of the liquor should be destroyed, and the order was, to a
very great extent, carried out.

The morning of the 16th dawned hopefully. During the
night and in the early morning the enemy evacuated
the suburb of Kishanganj, whence they had, on the Kishangaiij is

14th, rej)ulsed the fourth column. The besiegers at evacuated by

once occupied the position, and captured five heavy *^^ rebels,

guns which had been left there by the enemy. The great
strength of the place made a deep impression on them, and they
could only wonder why it had been evacuated. The fire from
the English batteries also had, by this time, effected a breach
in the magazine, and a party, consisting of H.M.'s 61st Regi-
ment, three companies of the 4th Panjab Rifles, and the wino-
of the Biluch Battalion, was detached, personally directed by
the General, to storm it. They did storm it with
but little loss to themselves—three men only being and the ma-

wounded—another proof of the growing depression stormed!

of the enemy. The capture was of the highest im-
portance, the magazine containing a hundred and seventy-one
guns and howitzers, most of them of the largest calibre, besides
ammunition of every kind.

On the afternoon of the same day, the enemy made an attempt
to recapture the magazine, as well as the workshops adjoining
it. They advanced under cover of the fire of some guns in
front of the palace gate, carried the workshops, but were driven
back from the magazine, and ultimately from the workshops
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also. On this occasion, Lieutenant Eenny of the Artillery

displayed great coolness and contempt of death. For, mounting
on the roof of the magazine, he pelted the enemy with

E«nny ° shells which were handed to him with their fuses

burning !

*

It would be natural to imagine that the fact that the army
could not only hold its own, but make an impression upon the

rebels so formidable as that implied by their abandonment of
Kishanganj, and their feeble defence of the magazine, would have

inspired the General with a confident hope as to the
Jontinued ultimate issue. But he was still desponding, and,

of Wilson. with Nicholson dying and Chamberlain unable to

take an active part in his operations, it needed all

the exertions of the engineers, than whom it would have been
impossible to have collected a more daring and energetic set

of men,| to induce him to sanction the necessary forward
movement.

* The 5th troop 1st Brigade (Native) Bengal Horse Artillery was the only
battery of native artillery which remained faithful to us when it had the

chance of mutinying. It was quartered at Jalandhar when the mutiny
occurred there. Lieutenant Renuy then marched it to Dehli. On the 9th of

July, after the fanatic attack by the rebel cavalry on the right of our camp, it

was thought advisable to take away its guns and horses as a precautionary

measure. The native officers and men begged to be allowed to prove their

loyalty, and were placed in charge of the mortar battery on the ridge, which
they manned and worked without relief until the end of the siege.

On the 14th of September Lieutenant Renny took some of these native

gunners into the city with him. They carried by hand a couple of 12-pounder
mortars, and were usefully employed in shelling the houses and streets in

front of our attack. Lieutenant Renny himself earned the Victoria Cross for his

gallant conduct recorded in the text, at the attack on the magazine, and the

loyalty of his troop was a striking proof of his personal influence. "When the

city had fallen, guns and horses were restored to his men, and the 5th troop Isi*^

brigade did gallant service in the Rohilkhand campaign.

t Pre-eminent amongst these were Alexander Taylor, of whom Baird Smit
thus wrote :

" He ^vas, throughout, my most able and trusted subordinate ;

*

George Chesney. at a later period author of the Battle of Dorldng ; Fred
Maunsell and Henry Brownlow, both shot down in the assault ; Julius

Medley, who to ability and daring added a genius for organization of no
common order.

The tone of General Wilson's mind, at this particular period, may be
gathered from his correspondence. " We took possession," he wrote at 2

o'clock on the afternoon of the 16th, " of the magazine this morning with the

loss of only three men wounded. This advances us a little, but it is dread-

fully slow work. Our force is too weak for this street-fighting, when we have

to gain our way inch by inch ; and, of the force we have, unfortunately there
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On the 17tli and 18tli the advance was pushed still further.

The brain-task fell to the engineers, it having been
decided to avoid the line of the streets and to sap ^^p*- i'^-^^-

through the houses. In this way the bank, Major p^ledZoa
Abbott's house, and the house of Khan Muhammad th- i7th ana

Khan were taken, and the besiegers' posts were engineers
^

brought close up to the palace and the Chandni
Chauk. During these days, too, the positions on the right and
left, indicated by the Kabul gate and the magazine, were
brought into direct communication by a line of posts.

Nor were the artillery silent. Whilst the steady progress of
sapping was going on, the heavy mortars and guns
in the magazine, and tbe recovered and re-armed artuSy-^^

batteries of the enceinte bastions and gates were at

work, pouring a continuous flight of shells into the city and
palace. Of the enemy's resistance it may be said that, though
continuous, it was not characterised by the determination whicli
had marked their conduct on the 14th. They had read their

doom, and, though they still fought, their hearts were inspired
neither by the hope of victory nor by the energy of despair.

Many had abandoned the city. The courage of those
who remained was still undaunted, but hopelessness ^^^ ^^^^s*-

of success had weakened their mental energies, slackens.

Partly to this cause, partly likewise to the skill of
the attack, it was due that the British losses on those days were
small.

The position of the attacking force on the evening of the 18th
has thus been described :

" The line of the canal may
be said to have been our front ; on its bank some ^^ '

light mortars were posted, to clear the neighbourhood of the
Labor gate ; while light guns were posted at the main junction
of the streets, and sand-bag batteries erected to prevent the
possibility of a surprise." * The establishment of communica-
tions between the extreme right and left has been alreadj'^

mentioned. In the rear everything was our own.

is a large portion, besides Jammu troops, in whom I place no confidence.
I find myself getting weaker and weaker every day, mind and body quite
worn out. The least exertion knocks me down. I walk with difiiculty, and
fully expect in a day or two to be laid altogether on my bed. . . We have a
long and hard struggle still before us ; I hope I may be able to see it out."

* Eight Months' Cam^^aign against the Bengal Sepoys, Bourchier.
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Still all was not couleur de rose. On tlie morning of that day
an attack on the Lahor gate had been directed,

attack on the and failed. Greathed, who directed that attack at
Ldhor gate h^q head of a column composed of detachments from

the 8th, the 75th, and a Sikh Eegiment, and sup-

ported by fifty men of the 1st Fusiliers, had to advance up a

narrow lane leading into the Chandni Chauk through a gate at

the end of it. This gate had been closed, and behind it dwelt
the unknown. Greathed had led his men up the narrow lane,

but as he approached the end leading into the Chandni Chauk
the gate was suddenly thrown open and displayed to his as-

tonished gaze a 2-i-pounder pointing at the assailants. This
gun opened suddenly with grape on the column, whilst simul-

taneously from the houses on either flank poured a smart and
continuous fire of musketry. No wonder that the men recoiled.

They were enormously outnumbered, and occupied a cramped
position, which gave no play for manoeuvring. Greathed drew
them back, and, bringing a 6-pounder to the front, ordered a

-charge under cover of the smoke. But all was in vain. For a
moment indeed the hostile gun appeared to be in the possession

of his men ;
* but the odds were too great, the position too

confined ; and the enemy were thoroughly on the alert. Eecog-
nising, after a fresh repulse, that the attack had failed, Greathed
gave the order to retire. He effected his retreat in good order

and without loss, the enemy not venturing to enter the lane.

The repulse of Greathed's column filled the mind of General
Wilson with despair. " We are still," he wrote, that

effect^n^"^^ Same day, " in the same position in which we were
General yesterday. An attemj)t was made this morning to

take the Labor gate, but failed from the refusal of

the European soldiers to follow their ofiicers. One rush, and it

would have been done easily; but the}' would not make it.

The fact is, our men have a great dislike to street-fighting

;

they do not see their enemy, and find their comrades falling

from shots of the enemy who are on the tops of houses and
behind cover, and get a panic, and will not advance. This is

very sad, and, to me, very disheartening. We can, I think,

hold our present position, but I cannot see my way out at all.

I have now only three thousand one hundred men (infantry) in

* BlaclacoocVs Magazine. January 1858. The writer of the article is known
to the author : his statements may be relied upon.
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the city, with no chance or possibility of any reinforcements.
If I were to attempt to push on into the city, they would be lost

in such innumerable streets and masses of houses, and would
be annihilated or driven back." The reader will remark that,

desponding as are these words, they mark a step in advance of
those uttered on the evening of the 14th. Then, General
"Wilson was inclined to retire to the ridge to save his army. On
the 18th, though he still doubted of ultimate success, he felt he
could hold his own.
On the 19th action of a different character was taken. A

glance at the plan will show the position, previously
described, attained on the evening of the 18th.

^^*' ^^'

Immediately in front of our right was the Burn bastion, no
longer supported by the presence of a strong hostile

force in Kishanganj and Taliwari. Now the Burn SSion."^
bastion commanded the Labor gate, and with it the
Chandni Chauk ; and, though from the British advanced post in
the Bank that important street could be occupied, it would be
difficult to maintain it and to push on oj^erations against the
palace and the Jami Masjid until the remaining strongholds on
the enemy's left should be occupied.

To the clear minds of the Chief Engineer and of his principal
coadjutor, Captain Alexander Taylor, the require-
ments of the position were apparent, With the Alexander

concurrence, then, of the former. Captain Taylor Sthorisldto

obtained from the General an order to the Brigadier "^^^^ through

commanding at the Kabul gate to place at his bastion.'"^

disposal, for operations on the following morning, a
bod}' of men to work through the intermediate houses, and thus
to gain the Burn bastion. Whilst this gradual and necessarily
somewhat slow process was being adopted, a column of about
five hundred men, taken from the 8th, and 75th, and the Sikh
regiment, proceeded, under Brigadier William Jones, to attack
the Labor gate.

The sapping party, directed by Captain Taylor, gradually
made their way through the detached houses
situated between the Kabul gate and the Burn i^^g^P*"!?

bastion, annoyed only by a constant musketry fire jone"^*
^^^

maintained by the enemy upon such of their number
as were forced to show themselves. Progressing, as it were,
»tep by step, they succeeded, as night fell, in occupyitig a house
which completely overlooked the Burn bastion. From this
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place they were able to pour a commanding fire upon the
occupants of tlie lattei", and they did this with so much efi'ect

that the enemy, convinced of the impossibility of holding it,

evacuated it during the night. Brigadier Jones then pushed
forward his men, and found it deserted. But his men were in

a very unruly condition. Much brandy had fallen into their

hands, and it was difficult to keep them steady.*

The news brought to the General that night (19th) by Lieute-

nant Turnbull of the 75th, attached to his staff, of
The immense the capture of the Burn bastion, could not fail
gam of the , • i • 'j. t. • • r
capture. to revive his sx3irits. it was an immense gam ; for

the possession of that bastion was the certain key to

the capture of the Labor gate. So impressed was General
Wilson with the importance of the conquest that he sent some
officers of his staff to spend the night in the bastion, and to take

measures for its retention. The precaution, wise though it

was, was not needed. The enemy by this time were thoroughly
cowed, and, far from thinking of recovering the j)lace, were
hurrying out of the city as fast as their legs could cany
them.
The capture of the Burn bastion was the beginning of the

g^ ^ 20 ®^*^- Early the following morning (the 20th)

joneTcarries Brigadier Jones's column, pursuing the advantage
theLiihor of the previous evening, carried the Labor gate
^^*^'

with a rush ; the Garstin bastion fell also to their

prowess. The Brigadier then received instructions to divide

his force, and, whilst detaching one portion up the Chandni
Chauk to occupy the Jami Masjid, to proceed with the re-

mainder towards the Ajmir gate. The opportune arrival of

Major Brind and his artillery caused the Brigadier to confide to

him the command of the first portion. Brind,

theUm? having under his orders, in addition to his own men,
^lasjid: the 8th Ecgiment and the 1st Fusiliers, marched

at once to the Jami Masjid, and carried it without
difficulty. He had no sooner occupied it than he perceived

The men were in a very unruly state .... Much brandy, beer, and
other intoxicating liquors were left so exposed by the enemy, that it would
seem they had almost been left about purposely; and though the of&cers

endeavoured to persuade their men that the liquor was poisoned they did
not succeed .... One old soldier, a thirsty soul, taking up a bottle of
brandy, and lookipg at it, said :

" Oh no, Sir, the capsule is all right

—

Exshaw and Co.—^no poison that.''

—

Blackwood's Magazine, January 1858.
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tliat the one thing wanting to assure the complete capture of

the city was to assault the palace, promptly and
without delay. He, therefore, on the spot, wrote ^1^*8 WiSon
a pencil note to the General reporting his success, to attack the

and urging him to an immediate attack on the royal P^^ace.

residence.

Meanwhile Jones had penetrated to the Ajmir gate. Almost
simultaneously the main body of the cavalry, going
round by the Idgar, found the camp of the mutineers

^ife^^^u^^a-

^^

outside Dehli evacuated, and secured the clothing, tion of the

ammunition, and plunder left by the rebels in the ^^*®*

hurry of their flight.

General Wilson responded to Brind's note by ordering the
advance of the column at the magazine to attack

the palace. The decreasing fire from the battle- aforcT^^^

ments of the residence, famous in history, famous against the

in romance, of the descendants of Babar, had made
it abundantly clear that the last representative of the family
which had for so long ruled in Hindustan had, with his family
and attendants, sought refuge in flight. When the British

troops (the 60th Eifles), pressing forward, reached the walls, a
few fanatics alone remained behind, not to line them, for their

numbers were too few, but careless, of life, to show to the very
last their hatred of the foe they had so long defied. Powder-
bags were promptly brought up, and the General,

anxious in the generosity of his heart, to do honour ^ptured.

to the man who had helped to blow up the Kashmir
gate, sent for Home to apply the match. The gates were
then blown in, and the British troops entered and hoisted the
British flag. The Selimgarh fort had been occupied even a
little earlier. Its capture was effected in a manner which
demands a separate notice.

Some short time before the assault on the palace gate,
Lieutenant Aikman, with a small party of Wilde's Sikhs, had
been directed to feel his way to the left. Aikman,
the most daring and intrepid of ra-^n, knew the f^«™the^^
grcmnd thoroughly; and having received, as he Seiimgarh.

imagined, permission to act on his own judgment,
he resolved to effect an entrance into the Selimgarh from the
rear, and hold the enemy as in a trap. Accordingly he doubled
round to the Calcutta gate, forced it open, and pushed on to
the Selimgarh. The few men in that fort fled on his appearance,
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and escaped across the river. Aikman's attention was tlien

turned to tlie gateway at the narrow passage leading from the
Selimgarh to the rear of the palace. This passage connected the
rear gate of the palace with an arched gate over the fort, over
which was a parapet. Were he able to gain possession of this,

he could stop the escape of multitudes till the storming i^arty

should reach them from the front. Thus thinking, he acted

without hesitation, shot the sentry at the gate opening on to

the drawbridge leading into the rear of the palace, and placed
his men in the best position to defend it. He then, with the

assistance of the Sergeant-Major of Eenny's troop or battery,

set to work to spike the heavy guns directed against the Water
tiastion. He was in possession of the gate and drawbridge when
the gates of the palace were blown in. The rush of the fugitives

was not so great as had been anticipated, so extensive had been
the flight on the two preceding days. But some at least were
kept back. A more gallant or well-thought-out act was not
performed even during that long siege.*

In the afternoon of the same day General Wilson, having
given dii'ections for the establishment of posts at the various

gateways and bastions, took up his quarters in the imperial

palace.

The appearance of Dehli after the capture of the palace, the
Selimgarh, and the Jami ]\lasjid had placed it in

ofSn after
^^^ hands of the British, has thus been graphically

the capture, described by a gallant officer who took part in the

assault and in the subsequent operations.!
" The demon of destruction," wrote Colonel Bourchier,

"seemed to have enjoyed a perfect revel. The houses in the

neighbourhood of the Mori and Kashmir bastions were a mass
of ruins, the walls near the breaches were cracked in every

direction, while the church was completely riddled by shot and
shell .... In the Water bastion the destruction was still

more striking. Huge siege-guns, with their carriages, lay

about see:mingly like playthings in a child's nursery. The
palace had evidently been hastily abandoned. The tents of

Captain de Teissier's battery, stationed at Dehli when the mutiny
broke out, were left standing, and contained plunder of all

* Official report of Major Wilde, commanding ith Sikh Infantry,

t Eight Months' Campaign against the Bengal Sepoys, by Colonel Greorge

Bourchiei, 03., R.A.
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sorts. The apartments inhabited by the roj^al family combined
a most incongruous array of tawdry splendour with the most
abject poverty and filth. The apartments over the palace gate,

formerly inhabited by Captain Douglas, who commanded the
palace guards, and Mr. Jennings the clergyman, were denuded
of every trace of the unfortunate party which had inhabited
its walls, and with whom, not manj^ months before, I had spent
a happy week. It was with a sad and heavy heart that I
paced its now empty rooms, which could tell such terrible tales

of the scenes there enacted."

Dehli was now virtually won. But, though the strong places
had been occupied by British troops, thousands of the mutineers
were still in the vicinity, armed, and ready to take advantage
of any slackness of discipline. The very relief of guards and
batteries was still a matter of danger and difficulty, nor did the
event of the following day, which deprived the rebels of their
nominal leader, lessen in any material degree the magnitude
of the risk.

The King of Dehli, his family, and his personal adherents
had shown themselves as easily depressed by
adversity as they had been cruel and remorseless Dehi?^'^^^^

when Fortune had seemed, in the early days of the
revolt, to smile upon them. The result of the events of the
14th September had produced upon the mind of the g^

King effects jDi'ecisely similar to those which had, ^^ '

for the moment, mastered the cooler judgment of the British
commander. We have seen that General Wilson, surveying
his position on the evening of the 14th, declared that a prompt
retreat to his original position could alone save the army.
Baird Smith and Neville Chamberlain forced him, so to speak,
to remain. On the other side, the King and his advisers,

deeply impressed by the successful storm of the assailants, and
not considering that success outweighed, or even balanced, by
the repulse of the first and fourth columns, rapidly arrived at
the conclusion that, unless the British should retire, the game
was up. There was no Baird Smith at the right
hand of the King to point out to him how many

xhe^^ersist
chances jet remained in his favour if he would but ence of the

profitably employ the small hours of the night; no pi'^gSsthe
Neville Chamberlain to urge him, above all things, adherents of

to dare. When the morning of the 15th dawned,
^i^^^'"--

and the British were seen to have retained their positions, to be
VOL. IV. E
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making preparations for a further advance, the hearts of the

King and his advisers fell, and they began even then to discount

the future.

Still, as long as the Selimgarh, the palace, the Jami Masjid,

and the Lahor gate were held, no active measures for retreat

were taken. But when, on the nip;ht of the 19th,

Their success ^^^ Burn bastion, virtually commanding the Labor
completes the gate and the Chandni Chauk, was captured, the
espon -ncy.

^j^^^^gj^^^ -f.]^<^^ ^iSid been the uppermost in every heart

found expression. That thought was flight.

The commander-in-chief of the rebel army, the Bakht Khan,
whom we have seen exercising so strong an influence

Bakht Khiin at Bareli,* evacuated the city that night, taking

King^t^oac- with him all the fighting men upon whom he could
company the depend. Ways of egress, that by the bridge of boats

mgS.^^
^ ^ and those by the Kbairati and Dehli gates, were

still open to them ; and of these they availed

themselves. Bakht Khan exerted all his eloquence to induce

the Kiug to accompany him. He represented to him that all

was not lost, and though the English had gained their strong-

hold the open country was before them, and that, under the

shadow of his name and presence, it would be still possible to

continue the war, always with a chance of success.

Had Bahadur Shah possessed a spark of the persistent nature

or the vigorous energy of his ancestors, of Babar,

vadiiates. or Humayun, or of Akbar, that appeal had not been
made in vain. But he was an old man—one of that

class of old men who have exhausted youth in their teens, and
who become, with increasing years, more and more nerveless

and irresolute. It is probable that throughout the mutiny the

King had been a mere pupj)et in the hands of the others.

Whilst the siege lasted the chiefs of the army had sustained

their power over him by promises of ultimate victory. But
with impending defeat their influence vanished ; and the old

King, acted upon by events, was in the humour to fall under
any spell which might seem to promise him immunity for his

misdeeds.
The secret Such a spell was at hand. Of all the nobles

mh?Bakhsh about him the wiliest was Ilahi Bakhsh Mirza,
Mirzi. whose daughter was the widow of the eldest son

Vol. III. page 203, note.
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of the King. It is probable that in the early days of the mutiny
the connsels of Ilahi Bakhsh had been strongl}^ in favour of
vigorous action. But he had a keen eye for probabilities. The
events of the 14th and 15th September had read to him no
doubtful lesson. He foresaw the triumph of the English—

a

triumph fraught with ruin to himself and his family unless he
could turn to account the few days that must still intervene.

He did turn them to account. Having made all his plans, he
listened, without speaking, to the eloquent pleading
made to the King by the commander-in-chief, Bakht ^^

K^"'^t^
Khan. When all was over, and when Bakht Khan had Ws purpose,

departed with a promise from the King that he would
meet him the following day at the tomb of Humayun, Ilahi

Bakhsh persuaded the Mughul sovereign to accompany him to his

house for the night. Having brought him there, he moulded him
to his purpose. He pointed out to him the hardships which would
follow his accompanying the army, assured him of its certain

defeat, and then, showing the other side of the shield, indicated
that a j^i'ompt severance of his cause from the cause of the
sipahis would induce the victorious English to believe that, up
to that moment, he had acted under compulsion, and that he
had seized the first opportunity to sever himself from traitors.

These arguments, urged with great force upon one whose brain
power, never very strong, was waning, had their effect. When,
the next day, the King of Dehli, his zenana, his sons,

and his nobles, met the rebel commander-in-chief at ,
^^^!*

^°'

the tomb of Humayun, he and they declined to refuses^to

accompany him. Eather than undergo the fatigues, accompany

the perils, the uncertainties attendant on the pro-

longation of a contest which they had encouraged, they
deliberately preferred to trust to the tender mercies of the
conqueror. What those tender mercies were likely to be did
not seem to trouble much the degenerate Mughuls. They
promised, at all events, a quick decision—a decision preferable
to the agony of suspense.

Bakht Khan and the rebel army then went their way,
leaving behind the royal family and a numerous
crowd of emasculated followers, the scum of the

J,.^'"^^®^
palace, men born never to rise above the calling Sfi.

^*^^^

of a flatterer or a scullion. So far had the plans of
Ilahi Bskhsh Mirza succeeded. The next step was more
difficult. It involved the betrayal of his master.

E 2
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Difficult, the task was not insurmountable. Chief of the native

agents maintained by the English to obtain correct

onilhi"^"^^ information regarding the movements of the enemy
Bakhsh during the siege, was Munshi Eajab Ali, a man
^" "

possessing wonderful tact, cleverness, assurance,

courage—all the qualities which go to make up a spy of the

highest order. He possessed to the full the confidence of the

English administrators, and he was true to his employers.

With this man Ilahi Bakhsh opened communications. Eajab

Ali requested him simply to detain the royal family for twenty-

four hours after the departure of the rebel army, at the tomb
of Humayun, and to leave the rest to him.

Kajab Ali communicated the information he had received to

Hodson of Hodson's Horse ; Hodson at once rode

down to the General's head-quarters, communicated
catedtoCap- the uews, and requested permission to take with
tain n.

^^^ ^ party of his men to bring in the King. I

have evidence before me which it is impossible to doubt that

General Wilson was inclined to treat the King of Dehli as a

man who had placed himself outside the law. His instincts

were in favour of awarding to him condign punishment. It was,

then, with the greatest difficulty that those about him persuaded

him to add to ihe consent he gave to Hodson's request the

condition that the King, should he surrender, must be brought

in alive. Hodson, taking fifty of his troopers with him, galloped

down toward the tomb.

Who was Hodson ? Some men are born in advance of their

age, others too late for it. Of the latter class was
Hodson. Daring, courting danger, reckless and un-

scrupulous, he was a condottiere of the hills, a free-lance of the

Middle Ages. He joyed in the life of camps, and revelled in

the clang of arms. His music was the call of the trumpet, the

battle-field his ball-room. He would have been at home in the

camp of Wallenstein, at the sack of Magdeburg. In him human
suffering awoke no feeling, the shedding of blood caused him
no pang, the taking of life brought him no remorse. The
certaminis gaudia did not entirely satisfy his longings. Those
joys were but preludes to the inevitable consequences—the

slaughter of the fugitives, the spoils of the vanquished.*

* "If I get into the palace," he h ad written on the 30th of August, " the

House of Taimur will not be worth five minutes' purchase, I ween."
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Hodson rode off, full of excitement, towards the tomb of

Humayim. As he approached that time-honoured
structure he slackened his pace, and, making way

^'STiire^^^
cautiously to some ruined buildings near the gate- the King.

way, posted his men under their shade. Having
taken every precauti ui, he then sent to announce to the King
his arrival, and to invite him to surrender.

Within the tomb despair was combating with resignation.

The favourite wife of the last of the Mughuls,
anxious above all for the safety of her son, a lad witwn^be

not old enouirh to be imi^licated in the revolt, and tomb of

, , ,

^
,

^
. , ' . Humdyun.

yet not too young to escape massacre, was imploring
the old man to jdeld on the condition of a promise of life ; the

mind of the old man, agitated by a dim recollection of the
position he had inherited and forfeited, by despair of the present,

by doubts of the future, was still wavering. Why had not he
acted as Akbar would have acted, and accompanied the troops

to die, if he must die, as a king ? What to him were the few
years of dishoDour which the haughty conqueror might vouch-
safe to bim ? Better life in the free plains of India, hunted
though he might be, than life in durance for him, a king ! But
then rushed in the ffital conviction tho.t it was too late. He
had decided when he dismissed Baklit Khan ! The Frank and
his myrmidons were at his door !

Yet still the difficulty with him was to act on that decision.

His mind was in the chaotic condition when every-
thing was possible but action. For two hours, then, JJrreudefs on
he hesitated, clutching at every vague idea only to condition

reject it; his wife, his traitorous adviser, his sur- be^pared.^^

roundings, all urging upon him one and the same
counsel. At last a consent was wrung from him to send a
message to Hodson that he would surrender provided he should
xeceive from that officer an assurance that his life should be spared.

On receiving this message Hodson gave the promise.* Then,

* Four days later Hodson wrote in liis journal :
" I would much rather have

t)rouglit him (the King) into Dehh' dead than living." He in the same
journal recorded his acquittal of the King of active participation in the
revolt.

Hearing, some four months later, that his sparing of the King's life had
been construed into personal leniency on his part, he wrote :

*' I see that
many people suppose that I had promised the old King hia life after he was
•caught. Pray contradict this."
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issuing from Ms cover, lie took post in the open space in

front of the gate of the tomb, standing there alone

ceives th?" to receive the royal prisoner. Preceded by the Queen
King as a ^nd her son in palanquins, the King issued from

'

the portico carried in a similar conveyance. Hodson
spurred his horse to the side of the palanquin and demanded of

the King his arms. The King asked if his captor were Hodson
Bahadur. Receiving an affirmative reply, the King asked for

a promise from the Englishman's own lips of his life and of the

lives of his wife and her son. The promise given, the arms
were surrendered, and the procession moved towards the city.

The progress was slow, and for a great part of the journey the

palanquins were followed by a considerable number of the

King's retinue—men never dangerous, and now thoroughly

cowed. These gradually dropped off as the Lahor gate was
approached. By that gate Hodson entered, traversed

and makes the Chandni Chauk, and brou2;ht the Kino; to the
him over to-r,, ii- tt-j^ c
Sir A.Wilson. Palacc, he having expressed a desire to see feir

Archdale Wilson. But Sir Archdale refused to see

him, and deputed his Aide-de-camp, Lieutenant Turnbull, to see

him placed under a European guard in the Begam's palace.

Turnbull executed this order.

So far Hodson had acted as a chivalrous officer of the nine-

teenth century. But the spirit of the condottiere now came into

play. The same active agents who had informed
Hodson learns him of the whercabouts of the King now came to

Ktog*s^sons tell him that two of the King's sons and a grandson,
and a grand- jj^en who were reported to have taken part in the

captured. massacre of May, had not accompanied the rebel

army, but were concealed in the tomb of Humayun
or in its vicinity. The information excited all the savage

instincts of Hodson. These men could not stipulate
Sept. 21. fQi- mercy. He might himself " rid the earth of

wfth^^'hun- those ruffians." He rejoiced in the opportunity.*
dred uoopers The following morning, then, having obtained per-

them^*^^^ mission from the General to hunt down the princes,

he started, accompanied by his second in command,

" In twenty-four hours I disposed of the principal members of the House
of Tuimur the Tartar. I am not cruel, but I confess that I did rejoice in the

opportunity of ridding the earth of these ruffians."—Letter from Hodson,
23rd September, 1857.
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Lieutenant McDowell, a hundred troopers, and his two spy-
informers, Munshi Kajab Ali and Ilahi Bakhsh Mirza, and rode
for Humayun's tomb. The three princes, Mirza Khazar Sultan
Mirza, Mughul Mirza, and Abii Bakht Mirza, were in the tomb,
attended by a considerable number of the scum of the people

—

the same who, the previous day, had seen, without resistance,

their King carried off, and who were not more prepared to

resist now. It is true that the more daring among them, seeing
the approach of Ilodson, implored the princes to resist, offering

to defend them to the last. Better for the princes,

ten thousand times better for Hodson's reputation, proSeto
if the offer had been accepted. At least, then, the $*P:^^"^

^^^^^

Englishman would have been able to aver that he
killed his enemies in fair fight. But, with the example of their
father before them, the princes hoped to gain the promise of
their lives by negotiation. For two hours they
implored that promise. Hodson steadily refused it. They surrea-

Their spirits weakened by the useless effort, the mercy and

three princes then surrendered to the mercy and generosity.

generosity of the conqueror.

They came out from their retreat in a covered cart. Similar
carts conveyed the arms, of which Hodson, in the meanwhile,
had deprived the crowd. Hodson placed troopers on either side

of the cart which bore the princes, and directed it towards the
Labor gate. The people, the same miserable population who
had previously followed the King, followed this procession also.

Between them and the cart containing the princes were a
hundred of Hodson's far-famed horsemen. There was no real

danger to be apprehended from them. They were too cowed to

act. Hodson would have rejoiced had they displayed the
smallest intention to resist. He wanted blood. His senses
were blinded by his brutal instincts. Five-sixths of the journey
from the place of capture to Dehli had been completed without
the display of the smallest hostility on the part of the crowd.
Despairing, then, of any other mode of gratifying his longings,
he made the pressure of the mob upon his horsemen a pretext
for riding up to the cart, stopping it, and ordering the princes
to dismount and strip to their under garments. Then, address-
ing the troopers, he told them in a loud voice, so as

to be heard by the multitude, that the prisoners He shoots

were butchers who had murdered English women witSna^miie

and English children, and that it was the will of ''^^^^''-
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the Government that they should die. Then, taking a carbine

from the hands of a trooper, he shot dead his three unresisting

captives

!

The question as to whether Hodson was justified in taking
the lives of the princes has been much debated. To

Hod&or?s ac?. many of the foremost men in India it has appeared

as a brutal and unnecessary murder. To them it has

seemed that it would have been just as easy to convey the

princes safely into camp as it had been to convey the King.
Such too, has ever been my opinion, and, notwithstanding all that

has been said on the other side, I am still inclined to that view.

But there is no doubt that the general feeling in the camp of

the army, excited with the capture of Dehli, justified Hodson.
To this day men whose names cannot be mentioned without
respect consider that the action he took was necessary for the

safety of the British force. " No one," argue the supporters of

this view, " unless he had been at Dehh during the time, can
form a true opinion on the question. Our small force was
about 6,000 strong when we assaulted. In the assault we
had about 1,400 killed and wounded. We had been opposed
by a force of about 40,000. These had evacuated the city,

and had gone no one knew whither. The General had been
reluctantly induced to spare the King's life, for his name and
that of his son still served as a tower of strength to the hadmcC-

dshis (scum) within the city. These, no doubt, would only

have been too glad to turn upon us if they dared. The shooting

of the princes at once deprived them of any one to look to.

And, whether the deed were right or wrong, we feel assured

that in their death the final blow was given to any kind of

attempt at the reversal of our victory, either in the neighbour-
hood of Dehli or to the north of it."

Whilst admitting the force of these remarks, and acknowledg-
ing the strength of the argument that those on the spot were
best able tu judge of the necessity of the case, and that these

generall}^ condoned the action of Hodson, I am bound to record

my conviction that it still seems to me to have been unnecessary.

The argument that the shooting of the two princes deprived

the rebels of any one to look to will not hold water. The King
was still alive. If Hodson had spared the lives of the princes,

they would have been thrust into the same confinement as the

King. One prince, too, had been spared. The rebels knew
that the House of Taimur was still represented. In my judg-
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ment, then, the shooting of the princes still remains one of the
most painful episodes connected with the Mutiny.

It is now time to return to the city. I left it on the evening
of the 20th, its outer defences fully occupied by the British

troops. On the following morning began the work of securing
the inner streets and gulleys. To Major James Brind—known
in the camp for his gallantry, for his untiring energy, for the
earnest and persistent manner in which he had pounded the
enemy, as " Brind of the batteries "—was allotted the task, in
conjunction with the Chief Engineer, of ensuring the safety of
the gateways and posts.

A more high-minded, a more gallant, or a more merciful
officer than Major James Brind never lived. Every soldier

knew, and every soldier loved him. He brought to his task all

the characteristics which had gained for him respect and
affection. But that task was no light one. The scum of the
rebel army still lurked in the place, hiding in mosques or
buried in underground receptacles. As Major Brind went about
it he was again and again startled by reports of cold-blooded
slaughter of his soldiers, of their being enticed by a promise
of drink into the dark corners of the city and there basely
murdered. He found that numerous gangs of men were
hanging about, prepared to interfere with the reliefs of the
batteries and posts, and that it was even possible they might
attempt to surprise the garrison. The time was critical. It
was necessary to show the rebels that we were prepared for

them. Major Brind, therefore, determined to make
an example of the first gang of assassins who might Sil'dt^'y
be caught. Just at the moment a murder of an murderers

atrocious character was reported to him. Collecting diaries?'^'

a few artillerymen, Brind hastened to the spot,

stormed the mosques and houses where the murderers and their
associates were assembled, ordered the perpetrators to be
executed, and made over the remainder to the authorities.

This act of vigour, combined with acts of the same nature
carried out by other commanding officers, had a wonderful effect.

The remainder of the rowdy element quitted the city, and from
that day forth there was neither murder nor disturbance.
Major Brind was then able to continue, in comparative freedom
from alarm, his task of making the gateways and other
military posts as secure as possible from attack. Colonel Burn,
an officer not attached to the force, but who, being on let ve at
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the time, had. joined it, was, on the 21st, nominated militaiy

governor of the city.

One sad event remains yet to be chronicled—the death of the

heroic man who, sweeping across the Panjab, had come down to

reinforce the besieging army, to inflict a deadly blow on the

enemy at Najafgarh, and to command the storming party on
the 14th. After lingering for eight days, John

Sept. 22. Nicholson died. As fortunate as W^olfe, he lived

son dies.^

^
' long enough to see the full success of the attack he
had led with so much daring. At the age of thirty-

seven he had gained the highest rank alike as an adminis-

trator and as a soldier. There never lived a man who more
thoroughly exemplified the truth of the maxim that great

talents are capable of universal application. Whatever the

work to which he had applied himself, he had succeeded.

His mastery over men was wonderful. His penetrating glance

never failed in efi'ect. It was impossible to converse with
him without admitting the spell. With all that, and though
he must have been conscious of his power, he was essen-

tially humble-minded. " You must not compare me with
Herbert Edwardes," he said to the writer in 1851. In ap-

pearance, especially in the eye and the contour of the face»

he bore a striking resemblance to Lord Beaconsfield, as Lord
Beaconsfield was when, as Mr. Disraeli, he first became leader

of the Opposition. The resemblance had been remarked by
many when he visited England in 1850. What he might have
become it is difficult to guess. It is difficult because it would
be hard to put a limit to his career. Looking at the point

whence he started, at the reputation he had acquired at the age
of thirty-seven—the reputation of being the most successfu]

administrator, the greatest soldier, the most perfect master of

men—in India, it is impossible to believe that he would have
fallen short of the most famous illustrations of Anglo-Indian

history, for to all the military talents of Olive he united a scrupu-

lous conscience, and to the administrative capacity of Warren
Hastings he joined a love of equal justice for the rights of all.

The stronghold had fallen, "the first great blow struck at

the rebels' cause." * The total loss of the army.
Remarks on f^gm the 30th May to the final capture on the 20th

e siege.

September, had amounted to nine hundred and

* Medley.
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ninety-two killed, two thousand seven hundred and ninety-five

wounded, and thirty missing, out of a force never numbering
ten thousand effective men. But, in addition to these, many
had died from disease and exposure,

" In the history of sieges," wrote at the time an officer, in

words the truth of which the lapse of thirty years has con-

firmed,* " that of Dehli will ever take a prominent place. Its

strength, its resources, and the prestige attached to it in the

native mind, combined to render formidable that citadel of

Hindustan. Eeasonably might the Northern Bee or the Invalids

Busse question our ability to suppress this rebellion if they
drew their conclusions from the numerical strength of the little

band that first sat down before Dehli. But the spirit that

animated that handful of soldiers was not simply the emulative
bravery of the military proletarian. The cries of helpless

women and children, ruthlessly butchered, had gone home to

the heart of every individiial soldier and made this cause his

own. There was not an Englishman in those ranks, from first

to last, who would have consented to turn his back on Dehli
without having assisted in meting out to those bloody rebels

the retributive justice awarded them by his own conscience, his

country, and his God.f It was this spirit that buoyed them up
through all the hardships of the siege, that enabled them, for

four long months of dreary rain and deadly heat, to face disease,

privation, and death, without a murmur."
It was indeed an occasion to bring out the rare qualities of

the British soldier, to show how, under the untoward
circumstances of climate, of wet, of privation, he can JoWie"*^^^

be staunch, resolute, and patient whilst waiting for

his opportunity, daring when that opportunity comes. With

* The Bed Pamphlet
t This was written in Calcutta, on the spot, in October, 1857, before the

details of the siege had become known. Lieutenant, now Colonel TurnbuU,
then on the Staff of Sir Archdale Wilson, writes me that it is not quite accurate.
" I had once," he writes, " to take a message from Colonel Wilson (as he then
was) to Sir Henry Barnard, to say that the Artillery could do nothing more,
and that all we could do was to sell our lives as dearly as we could."
Again with reference to the remark in the text that no one wonld have
consented to turn his back on Dehli :

" We were three times on the verge of
a retreat ; I do not think this tells against us, but on the contrary only shows
what a desperate state we were in more than once ; a state which has never
been properly realised, nor, as far as the men were concerned, ever
appreciated or rewarded."
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him, too, can claim equal laurels the splendid Gurkha regiment
of Charles Eeid, the magnificent frontier warriors

Smradesf of ^^^ Guide Corps, the cavalry regiments of Probyn,
Watson, and Hodson, the levies from the various

parts of the Panjab. These men were worthy to vie with the

British soldier. Their names, unfortunately, do not survive for

the advantage of posterity ; but their commanders live to speak
for them. They, in their turn, will leave the stage of this

world. But, when the tale is told to our children's children, the

names of Barnard, of Nicholson, of Baird Smith, of Neville

Chamberlain, of Charles Eeid, of Hope Grant, of John Jones, of

Eoberts, of Edwin Johnson, of Alec Taylor, of Tait,

SieU'gT'''^ of James Brind, of Lockhart, of Turnbull, of Seaton,

of Hodson, of Daly, of Tombs, of Eenny, of Jacob, of

Probyn, of John Coke, of Watson, of Medley, of James Hills, of

Quintin Battye, of Speke, of Greville, of Aikman, of Salkeld, of

Home, and of many others—for the list is too long—will be
inquired after with sympathy, and will inspire an interest not
inferior to that with which the present generation regard the

achievements of their forefathers in Spain and in Flanders.*

« •

* Colonel Tui'DbuU points out that it is a very strange fact that, whilist

officers were allowed two years' service for being at the Alambagh, no similar

boon was granted for the much harder service before, and in Dehli. Yet, he
cjontinues, " the siege of, and the assault of Dehli cost the lives of more officers

and men than did the combined actions, (1) of Haveloek, from his departure

from Allahabad to the first relief of Lakiiuao; (2) of Outram's defence of

Lakhnao; (3) of Sir Colin Campbell's ridief of Lakhnao in November, 1857 ;

(4 ) of Outram's defence of the Alambagh ; (5) of Windham's defence of

Kanhpiir
;
(G) of Sir Colin Campbell's storming of Lakhnao

; (7) of Sir

Hugh Pto&e's campaign of Central India
; (S) of Wliitlock's campaign. The

losses in these eight actions were less by two hundred than the loss sustained

during the siege and assault of Dehli alone. That loss amounted to 3835 in

killed and wounded, not including the native contingents. The Artillery

lost 25 per cent, of their number. Yet how disproportionate were the

rewards." The real reason was that there was no Commander-in-Chief
engaged before Dehli to insist upon the just claims of the gallant men who
served before it.— Vide Appendix A.
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CHAPTER II.

THE AGRA SURPRISE, AND THE DUAB.

Deeply sensible of the fact that a victory not followed up is

a victory thrown away, General Wilson prepared,

as soon as he felt his hold upon Dehli secure, to wiison

detach a force in the direction of Balandshahr capture"?*^^

and Aligarh to intercept, and, if possible, cut off the ^^^li-

rebels.

Had Nicholson lived, it had been the General's intention to

bestow upon him the command of this force. On his death
it was thought in camp that it would be offered to

the commandant of the cavalry brigade. Brigadier aforte
™°

Hope Grant. The presence of this gallant and able ^wards

officer was, however, still thought necessary at Dehli,
^^^'

The officer selected was Lieutenant-Colonel Edward Greathed,
commanding the 8th Foot.

The force consisted of two thousand seven hundred and
ninety men, composed as follows :

—

Captain Remmington's Troop of Horse Artillery,

five guns .......
Captain Bkmt's Troop of Horse Artillery, five guns
Major Bourcbier's Battery, six guns .

Sappers
H.M.'s 9tli Lancers
Detachments, 1st, 4th, and 5th Panjab Cavalry,

and Hodson's Horse ....
H.M.'s 8th and 75th Regiments .

Ist and 4th Regiments Panjab Infantry

Europeans. Katives.

60 —
60 —
60 60— 200

300 —
— 400

450 —
— 1,200

930 1,860

" Never," wrote a distinguished member of the force,* " never

* Eight Months' Campaign against the Bengal Sepoy Army during the

Mutiny of 1857, by Colonel, now'General Sir George Boucbier, K.C.B.
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did boys escape from the clutclies of a schoolmaster with greater

glee than we experienced on the 21st September, when

Sonsof'^*" ^^ received our orders to proceed on the following
officers and moming to the plain in front of the Ajmir gate,

Sg^Dehir^' where a column was to be formed under the command
of Colonel Greathed, H.M.'s 8th Foot, destined to

scour the Gangetic Duab." With the exhilarating feelings

sufficiently indicated in the above extract, the force I have

t 24 detailed marched on the morning of the 24th by way
^^ '

' of the Hindan in the direction of Balandshahr.

Crossing the Hindan, and passing through Ghazi-ud-din

Xagar, the force reached Dadri, twenty miles dis-
sept. 26-27. tant, on the 26th. There it was clearly proved that

Sroys^^^ri "^^^ Gujar inhabitants of the place had sacked the
and comes on loyal town of Sikandarabad and committed other

the rebel's.^ depredations. Their own homesteads were in con-

sequence destroyed. Pushing on, Greathed reached

Sikandarabad on the 27th. Here he found himself upon the

track of the enemy, a body of their cavalry having evacuated

the place only on the day preceding. The distance from
Sikandarabad to Balandshahr is about eight miles. Five miles

from the latter is the fort of Malagarh, a place which had been
held for upwards of three months by Walidad Khan, a partisan

of the royal family of Dehli, and connected with it, it was said,

by ties of blood. To expel Walidad Khan from Malagarh was,

then, the first object of Greathed's mission.

Starting in the early hours of the 28th, the column
reached at daylight four cross roads within a mile

Sept. 28. ^^^ a half of Balandshahr. One of these cross roads

Balandshahr. led to Malagarh. Balandshahr was immediately in

front of the column.
Noticing that a picket of the enemy's cavalry, stationed at

the cross roads, fell back before his advanced cavalry of the

British force on Balandshahr, Greathed divined at once that

that station was the true point of attack. Despatching, then,

to the left front two Horse Artillery guns, and forming a

reserve under Major Turner to protect his baggage, he ad-

vanced, his troops well in hand, towards that town.

The rebels had occupied a position in front of the town, at a
point where two roads leading to it converged. The

ttSer^bei*'^
position was well wooded, abounding in high crops,

and in gardens, the walls of which were lined with.
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infantry. Their guns were in tlie centre, concealed by the

crops.

On this position Greathed marched, four guns of Kemming-
ton's troop moving on by the main road ; Bourchier's

battery, supported by a squadron of the 9th Lancers
o^Sof*^'^

and the squadron of the 5th Panjab cavalry, ad- attack.

vancing on the right, the remainder of the cavalry

with the other two guns of Eemmington's troop under
Lieutenant Cracklow, on the left ; the 8th and 75th Foot and
the 2nd Panjab Infantry being at the same time pushed forward
through the gardens and houses of the civil station. Eemming-
ton's guns pounded the enemy in front, while Bourchier
advanced till he could gain a position to open a cross fire on
their flank. He soon obtained such a position, and opened fire.

The rebels, recognising their position to be untenable, fell back

;

the British centre immediately pushed forward, and drove
them headlong into the town.

Meanwhile the cavalry under Major Ouvry and Cracklow's
ffuns had circled round to the left, and thous>:h-,.,-,. , n V The cavalry
exposed m their progress to a severe nre irom a turn the

sarai * which the enemy had fortified, and from the enemy's

gaol, which momentarily checked them, they carried

all before them. Their loss, though heavy, was not out of

proportion to the results obtained by their dash. The advan-
tage they had gained was followed up by the
infantry and the remainder of the cavalry, and the Jome^^p"nd
rout of the rebels was completed. Four hours after complete the

the halt at the cross roads, the town, three guns, a enemy.^*^*^^

quantity of baggage and ammunition, were in the
hands of the victorious troops. The enemy lost about three
hundred men, the victors forty-seven in killed and wounded.
The wisdom of forming a reserve to cover the baggage was

justified by the results. For no sooner had the
main column advanced to attack the town than a 4e baggage"

flying party of the enemy made a dash at the jepuised with

baggage. Major Turner, however, beat them ofi*,

and Lieutenant Probyn, with the squadron of the 2nd Cavalry
following them up, killed several of them.

Lieutenant Watson, 1st Panjab Cavalry, and Lieutenant
Blair, 9th Lancers, greatly distinguished themselves in this

* A traveller's resting-place.
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action. Of Lieutenant Roberts, Assistant Quartermaster-
General, so distinguislied in later years, now the commander-
in-cbief in India, who tbrougbout bis brilliant career was ever
foremost when real service was required, Captain Bourcbier,

who witnessed and sbared bis beroic efforts, writes tbat be
" seemed ubiquitous."

Malagarb was, bowever, tbe main object of Greatbed's bopes,.

and be at once reconnoitred witb a view to attack

Oct.
2." it. But tbe blow inflicted at Balandsbabr bad

Greathed penetrated to Malagarb. Tbe rebels evacuated it in

M k' arh
*° ^ panic, leaving bebind tbem all tbe plunder tbey

bad collected tbere.

Greatbed immediately occupied Malagarb, and issued orders

to destroy its fortifications. In carrying out tbis operation an
accident happened, bj' wbicb the engineer, Lieu-

d'^'th^f
L' tenant Home, was unhappily killed on the spot.

tenant Home. Home was an officcr of great distinction and greater

promise. He was the sole surviving officer of the

gallant band who bad blown up tbe Kashmir gate on the

morning of tbe 14th of September. For tbat act, one of many
deeds of skill and daring, he had been promised the Victoria

Cross. To die by accident after having survived the storming
of the Kashmir gate seemed a hard dispensation ; but, though
Home did not live to reap the fulness of bis reward, he had at

least known bow his former splendid service was appreciated by
his comrades.

From Balandsbabr tbe column marched, 3rd October, to

Khurja. On entering this town the soldiers were

Khur*aand
g^'^^^ed by a sight calculated above all others to

its skeleton, excite their feelings of resentment to boiling pitch.
" As we entered Khurja," writes Colonel Bourcbier,

"a skeleton Avas stuck up on tbe roadside, exposed to public

gaze, against a wall. Tbe head bad been severed from the

body, and cuts in the shin-bones were apparent, inflicted by
some sharp instrument ; and, in the opinion of a medical com-
mittee, tbis skeleton was that of a European female."

Khurja was on tbe high road to Aligarh. It bad twenty-six

thousand inhabitants, and was a place of some imjDortance, for

it paid a considerable revenue. The civil officer attached to the

column was, therefore, strongly opposed to the prosecution of

any measures of retaliation against tbe townspeople. Moved by
bis remonstrances, Greatbed, despite the unconcealed indigna-
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tion of his men, spared Khurja, iDuslied on to Aligarh, two
marches in advance, where he believed he should meet a
considerable force of the rebels.

The enemy, however, had evacuated Aligarh and taken
to the open, and the place was substantially un-
defended. Greathed launched his cavalry in gil'slSh
pursuit of the rebels ; caught them in their headlono- ^"^ pushes on

flight; and killed some two hundred and fifty o^f
*° ^^^^^'^'^^•i-

them. The British had only three men wounded. Leaving,
then, a garrison in Aligarh, Greathed pushed on to Akbarabad]
and was fortunate enough to surprise it with two notorious
rebel chiefs within its walls. The two chiefs, Mangal Singh
and Maitab Singh, were tried and summarily executed.

Greathed now pushed forward in the direction of Agra, from
which place "epistles, imjDloring aid in every language, both
dead and living, and in cypher, came pouring into camp."*
On the 9th October he was at Bijaigarh, forty-eight miles
distant. Near this place, the troops came upon a house belong-
ing to an indigo factory, containing all its furni-
ture uninjured, and having servants in attendance. ^''*' ^•

The contrast presented by the undisturbed appear- ^nhefoT'
ance of this property to that offered by the other bearance of

houses, deserted by their owners, in the disturbed
^^"^ '^^^^''

districts, and which were found plundered and destroyed, struck
the officers and men. The owner, an Englishman, had fled to
Agra. From Bijaigarh, in consequence of the urgent entreaties
he received from Agra, Greathed sent forward at midnight the
cavalry and horse artillery by forced marches. Four hours
later he followed with his infantry, using the utmost speed,
mounting his men on elephants, carts, and camels. The de-
spatches he received on the way became, as he pro-
ceeded, more and more urgent. "His credit was
at stake," he was told, " if Agra were attacked and „

^"^-^^-i^^-

he so near." Thus implored, he pressed on with recefvef
the utmost expedition, overtook his artillery and "Jf^Jsfor
cavalry, and with them crossed the Jamnah at the Stench
bridge of boats under the walls of the fort of Agra

^''''^^^'^^

on the morning of the 10th.
To account for the urgent requisitions of the Agra garrison.

* Bourchier'b EigJd Months*Campaign.
VOL. IV.
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it is necessary to give a brief narrative of tlie occurrences at

tliat place from tlie time we left it.

We left Agra on the 9tli September. The deatb of Mr.
Colvin had left Mr. E. A. Eeade the senior civil

Sept. 9. officer in the Xorth-vrest Provinces. To 2:reat
The condition -xr i i ^ • Ji j
of Agra capacity tor work, a clear brain, and a large under-

standing, Mr. Eeade added the rare virtue of abso-

lute disinterestedness. Conscious that inter arma silent leges,

Mr. Eeade at once wrote to the Supreme Government, recom-
mending that until order were restored the administration

should be vested in the hands of a military chief, and promising
his hearty co-operation in any capacity. Pending the orders

of Government, Mr. Eeade, though the senior officer, retained

only his office of Financial Commissioner.
Even before Mr. Colvin's death, Agra had been agitated by

the rumour of another attack. The 23rd Xative Infantry,

which, it will be recollected, had mutinied at Mau on the night
of the 1st July—^joining itself to the mutinous contingents of

Central India—those of Mehidpur, of Malwa, and of Bhoj^tal

—

and to the rabble of the Native States, had re ached Gwaliar.
There, by the loyal exertions of Maharajah Sindhia, in active

correspondence with the political agent. Major Charters

Macj^herson, residing in the fortress of Agra, they had been
detained the whole of the month of August. To detain them
so long the Maharajah had strained his authority ove^; his

followers, and was at times in imminent personal danger. To
restrain them longer was impossible. Early in September,

then, this force of Central Indian mutineers, joined

the^Seefs by a number of Gwaliar malcontents, though not,
o^centrai it is believed, by any of the regular army of that

State, broke loose from the capital, and marched on
Dholpur. This place lies nearly midway between Gwaliar and
Agra, being distant but thirty-four miles from the latter. The
presence, then, of a large force of the three arms^ at Dholpur
constituted an undoubted threat to the fortress of Agra.

So much was known at the time of Mr. Colvin's death. It

was impossible to attempt to disturb the intruders

who are em- by detaching from the fortress of Agra any portion

tS^compui- ^^ ^^® small garrison upon whom the safety of so

Borr silent many thousand lives depended. Thus it happened

garrison?^
^"^^

that "the rebels, emboldened by the silent attitude of

the English, began gradually to feel their way
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towards Agra. Sending out detacliments from Dliolpiir about
the 11th Sej^tember, they spread over the districts

of Khairagarh, Fathpur-Sikri, Iradatnagar, and
^

'

Fathabad, expelling from them the native officials in the pay
of the British Government.
The storming of Dehli, instead of lessening, aggravated for

the moment the difficulties of the British authorities

in Agra. For, although the assault of the 14th Thedifflcui-

September at Dehli had resulted only in a partial A^-agSrison
success, yet the persistence of General Wilson, on momentarily

the 16th and 17th, had had the effect of inducing bf^faUof
the more soft-hearted of the rebels to quit the town. i>ehii.

A considerable body of these men, led by a
Shahzadeh named Firuzshah, bent their way from Dehli
towards Mathura, reached that place on the 26th September,
and joining there the rebel Sipahis of the regular

army—men mainly of the 72nd Native Infantry, ^^*' ^^'

led by one Hira Singh, a Subahdar of that regiment—effected a
junction with the rebels from Central India.

To combat the facts and rumours surging about him, Mr.
Eeade, in conjunction with Lieutenant - Colonel
Cotton, commanding the garrison, issued orders, on ^^P*- ^^^

the 19th September, to set to work at once to level ukeMn^con-
some obstacles which interfered with the free play sequence by

of the guns mounted on the fcu't, and to mine some amhorSes.

of the more prominent buildings, including the
great Mosque, which were in dangerous proximity to the
walls.

On the 30th September an order from Calcutta ^^p*- ^^^

was received at Agra, nominating Colonel Hugh Fri^?jj Jb?^
Fraser, C.B., of the Engineers, to act as the is appoWed'

Governor-General's Chief Commissioner for Agra SssLSer!"

and its dependencies.

Three days prior to the installation of Colonel Fraser,
official intelligence had been received in Agra of the com-
plete success of the British arms in Dehli, of the capture of
the King, and the slaughter of his two sons and grandson. It
was then anticipated that a column of the Dehli force, released
from its siege operations, would at once be despatched to
Agra by Gurgaon and Mathura on the right bank of the
Jamnah.

Great, then, was the consternation in the fortress when the
F 2
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news arrived that though a column under Colonel Greathed
had been despatched south-eastwards, it had crossed

^oS' io~
*^^ Jamnah and had taken the route of Khurja

Reason for the ^^^ Allgarh. To the minds of the British within
urgent appii- the fortrcss there was present always the possibility

toGr°yhed. that Grcathcd's force, regarding Agra as secure in

the strength of its fortifications, might push on
towards Kanhpur or Bareli, leaving the Agra garrison threat-

ened by the rebels of whom I have spoken. Hence it was
that the urgent applications I have referred to were sent to

Colonel Greathed,—applications imploring him to make the best

of his way to Agra, to relieve the garrison there from their un-
pleasant predicament, and to re-establish the Government of
the North-west Provinces.

That these urgent applications should have been misunder-
stood, and have been the cause of some merriment

Reason why among the officers of Greathed's force, is scarcely

tiu*^ns JrusedT" Surprising. The officers and men of that column

G^^trS^*
^^ ^'^^^ ^°^' more than three months occujDied a position

force. before Dehli, exposed to the fire of the enemy, to

rain, and heat, and privations of every sort. They
were fresh fiom the storming of the imperial city, and worn by
exposure, by fatigue, by watchings,* their minds were scarcely

tuned to listen to entreaties for help from men who, however
anxious and wearisome their position, seemed to have enjoyed
comparative ease in the shelter of the fortress.

We have already seen how Colonel Greathed, responding to

the entreaties pressed upon him with so much urgency, turned
off the Grand Trunk Eoad and hurried by forced marches to

the threatened capital. When at sunrise on the morning of

* "We went," writes Mr. C. Raikes (Notes on the Agra Revolt), "to the
royal bastion this niomino:, to see Colonel Greathed's movable column
cross the bridge—Sikhs, Lancers, three batteries of Horse Artillery, and
skeletons of two Queen's regiments. This column came in by long forced

marches, owing to an express sent out by Colouel Eraser. From the bastion,

we went down to the Delili gate. The Queen's Sth passed within three

yards of us. ' Those dreadful-looking men must be Afghans,' said a lady
to me, as they slowly and wearily marched by. I did not discover they
were Englishmen till I saw a short clay pipe in the mouth of nearly the

last man. My heart bled to see these jaded, miserable objects, and to think
of all they must have sutfered since May last, to reduce fine Englishmen to

such worn, sun-dried skeletons."
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the lOth he marched his force over the bridge of boats, cheered

by the 3rd European Regimeut on the bas-

tions, to the Slates of the fort, he was informed Greathed reaches
' o '^. ^

Agra and is m-
that the enemy, alarmed at nis approach, formed that the

had retired beyond the Kari Nadi, a stream
rSf^SIed?''"

about nine miles distant.*

The force halted on the public road in front of the fortress,

whilst the A&'ra authorities and Colonel Greathed
^ T j_- T . .1 1 ' r • Difference of

were debating about the choice oi an encamping opinion as to

ground. Two hours were spent in this discussion—
JJ^ ^?oumf

'

a dreary two hours for men who had just completed
a forced march of forty-eight miles. The " local executives,"

touched doubtless by the sunburnt appearance of the troops,

were all for encamping them " in a series of gardens overgrown
with brushwood, where the guns would not have had a range
of fifty yards, and where the cavalry could not possibly act,"

but Greathed was too much of a soldier to accede, without urgent
remonstrance, to such a proposition.

Ultimately, Greathed's proposal that his men should encamp
on the parade ground, a magnificent grassy plain, with not

* An attempt^has been made to deny this. In his official report, Mr. Phillips,

Magistrate of Agra, quotes a memorandum by Mr.—now Sir William—Muir,
that " there was no intimation given to Colonel Greathed, by any of the
authorities, on the morning of the 10th, that the enemy were recrossing."
But the presence of the enemy was either unknown or disbelieved, for I find
it stated in a manuscript journal of a very high official :

" Major Hennessy,
Commandant of the Agra Militia, had been on picket duty duriog the
previous night (9th) with militia-men, mounted and foot, at the Metcalfe
Testimonial and the cemetery beyond it. Eis loarning of the approach of the
enemy, though some of his scouts had been fired upon, was disregarded. Such
ivas the confidence that the arrival of Colonel Greathed's force would deter any
attempt, that his repeated remonstrances led to his being summarily remanded
to the Fort. The same information, given by one of Mr. Mitirls spies, was
scornfully rejected.*' Kejected—by whom? Certainly by the Agra autho-
rities. Mr. Muir himself, writing the same day to Sir Hope Grant, says,
*' It was a most complete surprise in one sense to us, but a greater one to them
(the rebels).'' Major Norman, now General Sir H. Norman, K.C.B., wrote
in 1858 :

" The head authorities at Agra informed Colonel Greathed that the
insurgent force frum Dholpm- was beyond the Kari Nadi, ten miles from
cantonments, across which they would find difficulty in passing ....
This information was given in positive terms." It is clear, then, that con-
vinced in their own minds, that the enemy had crossed the Kari Nadi, and
were ten miles distant, the Agra officials conveyed their convictions on this
point to Colonel Greathed. It was, perhaps, unwise in him to trust to
this.
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an obstacle within three or four hundred yards of it, and
at that distance only a few high crops, were

Greathed allowed to prevail. The camp was marked out,

loStand the horses were picketed, and the men went to

tJr^^adr
t^^i^ breakfasts. Some of the officers hastened

ground.^ into the fort, others from the fort poured into the
camp, followed or accompanied by men of all sorts,

who seized the long-wished-for opportunity of communicating
with their friends of the outside world.

The men in the camp, having swallowed a hasty meal, were
variously occupied. Some, pending the arrival of

Gr^heds ^-^^ baggage, now slowly coming up, had thrown
themselves on the ground and were fast asleep

;

some were talking to their friends ; some were assisting to

pitch the few tents that had reached the ground.

prepare to" The long march had caused the camp to be pervaded
rest after "^y ^n air of listlessness and languor, common to

men who have but just completed an undertaking
of more than ordinary labour. Not a sign betokened an enemy.
As far as the eye c luld reach, the horizon was clear. The high
crops and trees which shut in the view at no great distance

were stirred only by the breeze. After their long fatigues it

seemed as though the weary soldiers were to enjoy at last a day
of repose.

This sense of security was scarcely justified by the certain

proximity of the enemy, and by the absence of an;y^ effort being
made to ascertain whether the conjectures of the Agra officials

were correct. It was soon disturbed in a very sudden and
remarkable manner. Four natives, apparently conjurors, and

beating tom-toms, came strolling up to the advanced
They are guard of the 9th Lancers. On the sergeant in charge
the enemy, ordering them off, one of them drew a sword from

under his clothes and cut him down. Another
sergeant moving up to the rescue was also wounded. These
men were soon despatched by the troopers, but, before the

alarm had reached the rear, round shot " from out the

blue " came pouring into the camp. The familiar sound was
sufficient for the soldiers of Dehli. The assembly was sounded,

though the call was scarcely needed. To start to

fclnn'up™^^^ their feet, seize their muskets, mount their horses,

and man the guns, was the work of an instant.

But while this was doing the cannonade spread terror among
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tlie camp followers, and surprise and consternation among the

visitors.*

The enemy's horse, appearing as if by magic on the scene,

took prompt advantage of the surprise, charged the still motion-

less artillery, and had sabred the gunners of one gun, when a

dashing charge made upon them by a rapidly formed
squadron of the 9th Lancers, drove them back in

ci?IJ.te''of ti^g

disorder. It cost the squadron dear, for CajDtain 9th Lancers.

French, the squadron leader, was killed, and Lieu-

tenant Jones, his subaltern, was dangerously wounded and cut

up when dismounted. Greathed, who had hurried to the spot

a few minutes after the attack had begun, lost not a Greathed

moment in taking the necessary measures. He de- deploys his

ployed his line and directed Watson to move off with
a portion of his irregular cavalry to turn the enemy's left flank.

The line when advancing was joined by Pearson's 9-pounder
battery, which had been despatched from the fort

on the first arrival of Greathed's column. This brhljshis

gallant officer, whose distinguished conduct has Pu"^"^^***^

already been mentioned,"!" had brought this battery

again into a state of efficiency by substituting for the native
drivers, who had wholly deserted after the disastrous affair of

the 5th July, volunteers from the Eurasian fugitives in the
fort.i He now arrived at an opportune moment on the right of
the line where there was no artillery, and where the infantry
were giving ground under the fire of some heavy
guns of the enemy which commanded the road along S^eSemy^"^
which their centre was advancing. As Pearson drives back

pressed forward, the limbers of three of these were ^^
^^^'

* "Such was tlie terrible panic among the latter," writes Sir George
Bourcliier, K.C.B., an eye-witness and actor in the drama, " that those otficei-s

who had gone into the fort and were eager to get back to their posts could
not stem the torrent of affrighted beings; an ofiScer of the Dragoons in
attempting it was fairly carried off his legs and borne back with the crowd.
Not satisfied with legitimate means of escape, the gun horses in many cases
were seized as they were being led to the guns, and were found next morning
in the fort.''

t Note, Vol. III. pages 181-5.

X It is but justice to these men to record that, in consequence of tlieir
admirable beliaviour on this and on other occasions, Lord Canning asked
Captain Pearson if he would undertake to raise a battery of them. But there
were several reasons why it was deemed inexpedient to give a permanent
character to the experiment.
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blown lip and captured. Simultaneously the cavalry under

Ouvry, with all the guns on the left under Turner, dashed

forward with all speed. The rebels, who had not believed it

possible that a surprised force could so quickly organise itself

for an active advance, relaxed their efforts under the continuous

and combined pressure. As the pressure became greater, they

were seen to be giving way on all sides. A well-timed charge

by Watson and Probyn completed their disorder
;

disorderTs"^
^ uor though, with their usual tactics, their cavalry

completed by attempted to make a diversion by threatening the
ecavary.

^g^^p^ were they succcssful. A second charge of the

Lancers and two squadrons of Hodson's Horse sent them back
more quickly than they came.

Colonel Cotton had by this time arrived from the fort w4th
the 3rd Europeans, and, as senior officer, had as-

Cott?n^ sumed the command. Detaching two companies of
arrives with this regiment to strengthen the Panjab infantry on

peans and^"^*^' the right flank, where the enemy were still contesting
assumes ^^^q ground uudcr shelter of some high crops, he

urged the whole line forward in pursuit. The rebels

fell back in hasty disorder by the Gwaliar road, nor did they
make a halt even at their camp, which was found standing about

midway between Agra and the Kari Nadi. Here the infantry,

completely tired out, were halted, but the pursuit was continued

with great vigour and success by the artillery and cavalry.
" Once only," says Colonel Bourchier, " did they,"

The enemy the rebels, " make a stand. A few rounds of grape,

pursued. howcvcr, Scattered them in all directions, and the

cavalry were soon among their flying ranks, doing

great execution. For seven miles the road was one continued

line of carts, guns, ammunition waggons, camels rushing about

without their drivers, and baggage of every description— all of

which fell into our hands. Not a gun or a cart recrossed the

stream ; all became prize owing to the rapidity with which the

victory was followed up on the opposite bank. A few cavalry

troopers made their appearance, but soon disappeared after a
few rounds from the Horse Artillery. Thirteen

Tiieir guns pieccs of ordnancc, with an enormous quantity of
andammum- » . .

'

i , • , \r i It, j.

tion taken. ammunition, were brought into camp. Much that

was useless was destroyed ; and the enemy's camp,

with the villages on which it abutted, was burnt."

No victory could have been more rapid or decisive. It was
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especially creditable to the troops who had that morning marched
into Agra, and whom neither fatigue nor hunger,
nor want of sleep, could stop Avhen an enemy was

JJ^"*
^^^ *o

within their grasp. Bourchier's 9-pounder battery whowon^t.

had marched thirty miles without a halt before the
action began. From first to last Greathed's cavaliy and
artillery had marched at least over sixty-four miles, and the
infantry fifty-four miles of road, in less than thirty-six hours,
only after that to move through the fields and fight a general
action. It was a splendid performance—well marched, well
fought, well followed up. The force did not return to their
camp before 7 o'clock in the evening.

But it was a surprise ! Yes—but a surprise also to the rebels.

They were not aware, until the sleeping camp had
been startled into activity by the fire of their guns, Js^.^reau?^
that it was Greathed's force which lay before them, the^rebeis as

They believed they had to do only with the garrison Brfush.

ofAgra. In adjusting the balance, then, of surprises,

it must be admitted that the rebels had more reason than the
British to regret the want of a careful look-out.

The column halted at Agra the three days following the
battle. A supply of ammunition was obtained from
the fort, and the wounded were sent into the hospital '^^^ column

which had been improvised in the Moti Masjid. days^ to refit.

Here they were attended not only by the medical
officers but by the ladies, whose zealous and tender exertions
have been recorded in a previous volume.*

Whilst the column lay halted at Agra a change in the
command of it was inaugurated.

Brigadier Hope Grant was Lieutenant-Colonel of the 9th
Lancers. Left behind at Dehli in command of the
cavalry, he had felt keenly his separation from his

^^^

splendid regiment. He could not, however, devise, nor could
General Penny—commanding at Dehli, in the absence of
General Wilson, who on the fall of the place had proceeded on
sick certificate to the Himalayas—devise any jDlan by which he
could serve with the column to which his regiment was
attached. For he was senior to Greathed, and General Penny
did not possess the power to supersede that officer. One
morning, however, when ruminating over the sad fate which

* Vol. III. pages 190-2.
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compelled him to be inactive, Grant received a letter from Mr.
(now Sir William) Muir, the Secretary to the Government of

the North-West Provinces—a letter beguQ on the morning of

the 10th October, and concluded while Greathed was beating

the rebels—in which occurs the folloT^dng passage : " You are

to come on as sharp as you can. . . . You are to come
is directed to on at once in the mail-cart if j)Ossible." Grant,

Agraan? doubting the authorit}^ of Mr. Muir to confer
assumecom- npon him the command of a movable column,

Siumn. showed the letter to General Penny, who, reading
through the lines, directed Grant to proceed to

Agra, and gave him a written order to assume command of the

column.
The column had left Agra for Kanhpur before Grant, hurrying

night and day, reached that place. He overtook ^it, however,
at Firuzabad, the third march out of Agra, and at

TOmm^^r^ once assumed command. Pushing onwards, he
reached Mainpiiri, evacuated by its rebel Eajah, on

the I9th, and arrived at Kanhpur on the 26th October. The
monotony of the march had been broken but once,

Oct. 19-29. i3y a skirmish, on the 2ord, of a squadron of the 9th

K^hpur, Lancers and two squadrons of the Panjab cavalry

with some five hundred rebels, on the Kali rivulet,

near Kanauj. The skirmish had terminated in the complete
defeat of the rebels ; Lieutenant Dighton Probyn

Gang?s*'^^ pursuing them as far as the Ganges, and capturing

four guns, a large quantit}^ of ammunition, and two
store carts. At Kanhpur arrangements were made whereby the

strength of the column should be increased, by additions

principally to its infantry, to about five thousand
men. On the 30th, Grant crossed the Gauges for

the Alambagh, but, in consequence of orders from the Com-
mander-in-Chief, he halted within a few miles of it, near the

village of Banthra, situated in a fine plain four miles

i^?hT^Sf' on the Lakhnao side of the Banni bridge, there to
beyond the await the arrival of the Commander-in-Chief, Sir

n ge.
Q^Yin Campbell, on his way to commence operations

for the final relief of Lakhnao. To gain this position. Grant had

a skirmish with the rebels who had occupied the village of

Banthra. He drove them out of it, however, without loss, and
captured the only gun they possessed—a 9 -pounder, the

property of the East India Company.
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Simultaneously with the advance of Greathed's column to
relieve Agra, a considerable body of native levies,

raised and commanded by Yan Cortlandt—an officer JSiandt
of foreign extraction who had served under Eanjit
Singh, and had subsequently to the campaign of 1845-6 accepted
civil office under the British Government—proceeded to restore

order in the districts to the north-west of the imperial cit3\

Van Cortlandt was well qualified for the task. He had had
great experience of native soldiers, and he had shown on many
an occasion, notably ^vhen he assisted Herbert Edwardes in that
gallant officer's campaign of 1848, that he could make them
fight. On this occasion his work was comparatively
easy. The laro-e villages all over the district sub- l^^^'r^f \^^.«'., c50

^ districts to

mitted without a blow; many mutinous soldiers the north-

surrendered to him ; the roads were opened ; and on ZlhU.^
the 26th September he had so far reduced the large
district of Rohtak to submission, that it was possible to re-

establish the civil authorities, and even to collect revenue.
Another column, under Brigadier Showers, the commanding-

officer ofthe 2nd European Eegiment, was despatched
on the 2nd October to clear the districts to the west

shi^^eis' ro-

and south-west. This column consisted of portions of ceeds to the

the Carabineers, of a portion of Hodson's Horse, and Shiest.
the Guide Cavalry, of a field battery and two or three
heavy guns and mortars, of the 2nd European Eegiment, the
2nd Gurkhas, and a Eegiment of Sikh Infantry. The first

destination of this column was the fort of Jajhar, on the
way to which place it had to march within a few miles of
Ballabgarh.*

The Eajah of this place had certainly admitted the authority
of the King of Dehli. It is more than possible, it is

probable, that he had to choose between such a BaikbgS^^^
course and destruction. Certain it is, that when he
heard that the British force was in the vicinity of his capital, he
drove out in his carriage to meet it. The British
officer with whom he came in contact was the

^^^'^^'^•

notorious Hodson. Hodson has recorded his opinion that the
Eajah and his followers deserved to be exterminated ; but the
orders not to interfere with the native chief of Ballabgarh had
been so positive that he was constrained to allow him to return,

Also called, but incorrectly, Ballamgarh.
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and the force, striking away from the road to Ballabgarh,

marched through the Eewari district in the direc-

takes^Riwdri, tion of Jajhar. The fort overlooking the town of
Jajhar, and Ecwari was taken without opposition. Jajhar was
anaun

. ^^^^ reached and occupied, the Nawab having made
his submission on the 18th. The still stronger fort of Kanaund

in the same district, armed with fourteen ojuns, and
Oct 18 <zj '

containing five lakhs of rupees, surrendered the

following morning to the Carabineers and Hodson's Horse, both

having marched forty-one miles in fifteen hours. Being then
on the borders of the sandy desert, Showers returned

Oct. 19. -tQ Dehli. In the course of his expedition he had

retoms! occupicd four forts, burnt many villages, and taken

about seventy guns and £80,000, besides much
ammunition and many horses. He had captured or forced to

surrender, two princes, the Nawab of Jajhar, and

fxp^tion.^'' the Eajah of Ballabgarh,* and one notorious par-

tisan, Hakim Abdul Hak, chief of Gurgaon. The
last-named was most justly hanged immediately after the return

of the column to Dehli.

Showers's column had scarcely returned to Dehli when in-

telligence reached General Penny that the rebels,

The rebels, reinforced by the mutineers of the Jodhpiir legion,

theJodhpik"^ had beaten the troops of the loyal Eajah of Jaipur
legion, renew ^nd reappeared in great force in the districts which
cesses.

" had but just been traversed, reoccupying Eewari.

It became necessary, therefore, to organise and
despatch a second force to restore order. A column composed of

the 1st Fusiliers, under Captain Caulfield, the 7th Panjab
Infantry, under Godby, a troop of Horse Artillery—the 3rd
Brigade—under Colin Cookworthy, a heavy battery of 8-inch

howitzers and 18-pounders, under Gillespie, a portion

inTiSSer^ of the Corps of Guides, under Kennedy and Sandford,
Gerrardto ^ud the Multaui horsc under Lind, was ordered on
repres

. ^^^.^ duty. The dii'ection of it was bestowed upon
Colonel Gerrard, an officer of merit and distinction trained in the

1st Fusiliers, and who then commanded that regiment.

Gerrard marched from Dehli on the 10th of November,
reached Eewari, fifty miles south-west of the imperial

Nov. 10-13.
q\^j^ on the 13th, and reoccupied the fort without

* The unfortunate Kajah was subsequently tried and hanged at Dehli.
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opposition. Here he was joined by two squadrons of the
Carabineers. At Kanaund, which he reached two
days later, he was met by a detachment of the -JJSby
Hariana Field Force—of the three arms, including, detachmeuts

in addition to the police and native levies, the 23rd Stafford.

Panjab Infantry—under Captain Stafford. Thence
he pushed on over a very sandy plain difficult to traverse to

Narnul, where, it was understood, the enemy had mustered in

force.

It was true that on the morning of that very day, the 16th
November, the rebels had occupied the village of

Xarnul in considerable force. They occupied it, ^^^' ^^'

however, only to prove for the fiftieth or sixtieth meanwhile

time in this memorable year, that neither strono- had occupied
,

*^
, .n Narnul.

positions, nor numbers, nor personal courage, will

avail when there is no leader able to take full advantage of
those positions, of those numbers, or of that valour.

Never was there a stronger exemplification of the ^Jielxiid posi-

harmlessness of lions, when the lions are led by tion—and the

asses. Narnul was a very strong place. It lay p°revented

under a hill about four hundred feet high, which tjieir keeping

formed part of a ridge extending some miles to the
south-east. It was covered in front—the front facing the road
by which the British force would have to advance—by low
walls, forming admirable defensive cover. A large and well-
filled tank with steep banks, standing much above the sur-
rounding plain, distant only about two hundred yards from
the village, and commanding the road to it, afforded another
strong position, which infantry might advantageously have
occupied. The ground to the left was broken and uneven, but the
plain in front was level and broad, admirably adapted to the
movements of cavalry, in which arm the rebels were very strono-.

Such was the position occupied early on the morning of the
16th November by the rebel army, flushed with
recent victory over the Eajpiit levies of Jaipur. It The rebel

was clear that their leader, Sancand Khan, a near S^he'^^'^"^
relative of the Nawab of Jajhar, was well aware Kngi'share

that a British force was moving against him, for he J^ainsrhim.

had specially selected the strong position of Narnul
as one against which that force would spend its strength in
vain. But, although the country people were well disposed
towards him, he made no effort to procure information re-
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garding his enemy's movements. He posted no vedettes, lie

sent out no scouts. Wielding a numerous

SfSiiS^poSs^ cavalry, he trusted entirely to his own eye-
neither vedettes nor sight to learn when and in what manner the

British would advance.

It would appear that he expected the British early on the

morning of the 16th. But when the clock struck

^e EnguJh eight, then nine, and when then the hands began to
had not come point towards ten, and not a single speck of dust was
h° vacates visible on the horizon, he gave them up for the day,

^^•S^*^'*^
and retiring to his camp, near a dilapidated fort of

the same name, about two miles in the rear, there

gave orders to his men to dismount and eat. He thus delibe-

rately abandoned, though for the short space of only one hour, a

position which it would have required all the dash, all the

energy, all the exertions of the small British force, numbering
altogether about two thousand five hundred men, to carry.

That hour w^as fatal to him.

The fact was, that the impediments in the road between
Kanaund and Narnul had terribly—though, owdng

had for-^^^'^^
to the incompetence of the rebel leader, fortunately

tunateiyre- —delayed Gcrrard's advance. The distance to the

BiitiBh.
^ fort of Narnul was but fourteen miles, and Gerrard

had started at 1 o'clock in the morning. Yet, in the
first instance, the enormous difficulty experienced by the
artillery in traversing the narrow and sharp-angled streets of

Kanaund, and, in the second, the depth of the sand in the road
which followed, so hindered the advance, that in ten hours they
were only able to accomplish twelve miles ! At 1 1- o'clock

Gerrard reached the village of Narnul, now guiltless of the

presence of an enemy.
How he and his officers grumbled at the inevitable delay,

may ^vell be imagined. Not one of them could

smooths*^ imagine that Fortune w^as working for them—that

am'^ Sr* ^^® blind goddess was really removing the difficulties

in front and plotting to spare the lives of many—to

give them in the plain the easy victory which, though still

certain, would have been difficult and bloody in the village.

At Narnul, I have said, Gerrard saw no signs of the enemy.
The difficulties of the march had greatly fatigued his men. He
therefore halted while a dram was served out, and the men
devoured the small store of food which each had carried with
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him. They had hardly finished this frugal meal when " a

slight clond of dust was seen to rise over a gentle swell of the

ground to the left in front." * Another smile from Fortune

!

Sanand Khan had withdrawn his men for an hour ^j^

that they might break their fast at the encampment return to

near the ruined fort : he was now returning, hoping posS*^^^''
to reoccupy his strong position !

In a moment the British infantry stood to their arms, the
cavalry were in the saddle. A trooper belonging to

the Corps of Guides rode to the front to reconnoitre, ^qq^**^^

As he nears the rising ground a bullet strikes the connoitres.

ground close to him. But prior even to that

evidence of the presence of the enemy he had seen enough. He
turned to report to his commanding officer, but before he could
reach him the rebel horsemen showed themselves in

numbers moving from left to right along the crest of showThS"-

the rising ground. Meanwhile Gerrard had ordered reives iu

an advance, the Carabineers and the Guides on the
right, linked to the centre by a wing of the 7th Panjab
Infantry, and six light guns. In the centre the 1st Fusiliers,

the heavy 18-pounders, which it had cost so much trouble to
drag across the sand, a company of the Guide Infantry, and the
23rd Panjab Infantry. To connect the centre with
the Irregular Cavalry and Multani Horse on the Svanc*e«.

left, and protected by the Sikh Infantry, were four
light Sikh guns. In front of all rode Gerrard, a handsome
man, with bright dark eyes and wavy grey hair, his red coat
covered with decorations, conspicuous on his white Arab,
surrounded by his staff. So steady were the movements, it

might have been an ordinary field-day.

The trooper of whom I have spoken had scarcely rejoined his
regiment when the enemy's guns opened with grape on our
right. There replied to them first the light guns of the
assailants; next the big eighteens and an 8-inch howitzer.
Many hostile saddles are emptied ; so the rebels,
thinking this poor work, mass their cavalry on their ^^^^

cavalry

left, and come down with a shout. But the move- hosts^joila!

ment has been foreseen, and the Carabineers and
Guides, moving up at the same moment, gallop to meet

* Blacliwood's Magazine, June 1858. The writer of the article was present
at the affair.
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them. About midway between the two lines the rival

hosts join.

It was a gallant conflict. Never did the enemy light better.

There was neither shirking nor flinching. Both

JoDflictT*^^ sides went at it with a will. The Guides were
commanded by Kennedy,* " the worthy son of a

worthy sire," and he led them with a skill and a daring which
could not be surjDassed. The Carabineers, splendidly led by
Wardlaw, who commanded the entire cavalry, equalled, if they
did not surpass, their former splendid achievements. Never
was there a charge more gallant, and certainly never were the
British Cavalry met so fairly or in so full a swing by the rebel

horse. As the rival parties clashed in deadly shock, the artil-

lery fire on both sides was suspended as it were by instinct,

the gunners gazing with outstretched necks at the converging
horsemen.
The result was not long doubtful. Though the enemy fought

with the courage of despair, though they exposed their lives

with a resolution which forbade the thought of yielding, they
were fairly borne down. The Carabineers and the Guides forced

them back, cleaving down the most stubborn foemen, till the
remainder, overpowered, sought safety in flight. Then Wardlaw
and Kennedy, mindful of the mistake of Prince Eupert, gathered
up their men, and, instead of pursuing the routed horsemen of

the enemy, wheeled suddenly round to the left, and came down
with a swoop on the enemy's guns. The shock was irresistible ;

the gunners who stood were cut down. Leaving the guns, the
cavalry then went on to prevent any rally on the part of the
enemy's horse. Scarcely, however, had they passed by when

the enemy's infantry and gunners, recovering from

conflict
.^^^'^^ their panic, pushed forward, re-took their lost

guns, and opened fire on our advancing infantry.

They were not allowed to continue for long this hazardous
game. For, the 1st Fusiliers, coming up with a run, reached
the guns after two rounds had been fired, and recaptured them.
On the British left the cavalry movement had not been so

successful. The Multani Horse, new levies, had

oi^theTeft?* iiot displayed the alacrity to come to close quarters

which their comrades on the right had so conspi-

cuously manifested. In vain did their gallant commander,

* Now Major-Gen eral Kennedy, C.B.
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Lieutenant Lind, dash amongst the foe. But few at first

followed him. Noting this, the Field Engineer, Lieutenant

Humphrey, who that day acted as Aide-de-Camp to Gerrard,

rode up to the hesitating mass, called upon them to follow him,

aijd charged single-handed the rebel horse. Then the Multanis

followed, not, however, until the gallant Humphrey had been
unhorsed and cut down, receiving a severe wound in his right

arm ; another, slighter, on the left side of his body ;
" while

a third entirely divided his leather helmet and thick turban
which covered it, fortunately without injuring his head." He
subsequently recovered.

But the action was over. The right and the centre had won
it, and the charge of the Multanis, tardy though it

was, completed the good work of their comrades.
Jo^^ietd^

The enemy, beaten and in disorder, fell back defeated,

through the gardens and broken ground on their

left, in full retreat to their camp. The British followed them
up with vigour, each arm vying with the other. It was on
this occasion that the Horse Artillery performed a feat un-
surpassed even in the annals of that splendid

regiment. It is thus recorded by an eye-witness :
*

gaUant^feat!
**

" On turning up from the left, the Artillery got into

a ploughed field, which was separated from the road by a mud
wall fully three feet high. At this, Dawes's troop, this day
commanded by Captain Cookworthy,f rode at full gallop. On
they come—over go the leaders, nicely both together, next
follows the centre pair, and lastly the wheelers take the leap

;

then, with a sort of kick and a bump, over goes the gun on to
the hard road. The Fusiliers were so delighted that they
gave a willing cheer, while the Sikhs, who witnessed the feat,

said nothing for some time, but looked on with
open mouths and eyes ; at last, ' Truly that is won- Bengal^

derful
!

' burst from their lips spontaneously." | Artillery.

* BlackiooocVs Magazine, June 1858.

t Now Major-General Colin Cookworthy.

X The credibility of this story has been questioned by a reviewer, who,
I venture to believe, was not present on the occasion. The feat was, never-
theless, witnessed by Dr. Brougham, then attached to the 1st Fusiliers,

and by many others. General Cookworthy still happily lives, and, if appealed
to by the reviewer, will be able to satisfy that gentleman, if any evidence
short of that of his own eyesight can satisfy him, that the writer ia
BlackwoocVs Magazine, who was present, told the exact truth.

VOL. IV. G
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Of such was tlie old Bengal Artillery, unsurpassed and unsur-

passable !

Colonel Gerrard, the commander of the column, had ridden in

front the whole time. He was the only man of the force—his

orderly officer, Captain Osborn alone excepted—dressed in red,

the infantry wearing the khaki,* or dust-coloured uniform,

then authorised for service in the field. As in the fight, so

in the pursuit, Gerrard maintained his prominent
Gerrard, position. He pushcd forward, directing the men,

pursuu,^ ^ till he reached a rivulet with partially wooded
banks. On these banks he drew in his horse, whilst

he directed the movements of the troops to the other side.

To him, thus sitting on his white Arab and giving directions

calmly, one of his staff officers. Lieutenant Hogg, suddenly

pointed out a man on the opposite bank taking deliberate aim
at him. Just then the man fired, but missed. Hogg entreated

the Colonel to move back. Gerrard replied that he would move
in a minute, but that he must see what was going on. But,

before he did move, the man had reloaded and fired.

This time his aim was true. Gerrard fell mortally

wounded, and died in two hours.

By the death of Gerrard the command devolved upon Captain
Caulfield, then commanding the 1st Fusiliers. But,

Cauifieid before the intimation of his promotion reached him,

mand. the troops, carrying out Gerrard's plan, had crossed

the rivulet, and had stormed the enemy's camp.

The action, however, was by no means over. The rebel horse,

rallj'ing on the right, made a sudden charge on

makra*"""^
Lind's Multauis and recaptured two of their lost

sudden guus. Their success, however, was but momentary.

victoiyf^ Two companies of the Fusiliers, under Lieutenant
Warner, charged and recovered the guns, whilst the

main body of the regiment, under McFarlane, expelled the

rebel infantry from the still remaining buildings

Mied'^ ill the fort of Narnul. The rebels then dispersed,

leaving in the hands of the victors the eight guns,

their camp, and the fort.

The next day Caulfield gave the force a rest, only sending
out parties of horse to ascertain the direction in

Nov. 17-23.
^j^^^j]^ ^-j^Q enemy had fled. This direction proving

* EhdM, the Hindustani for « dusty."
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io be the soutli-east, towards the dominions of the Eajah of

Alwar, Canlfield sent off on the 19 th to follow them.
The rebels were, however, invisible. On the 23rd
the force reached Paltaoli. Here it was joined by-

its new commander, Lieutenant-Colonel Seaton, C.B.,

sent for that purpose from Dehli. To that place

Seaton marched the force to prepare it to escort to

the camp of the Commander-in-Chief at Kahnpiir a
large convoy of grain and stores—covering above
eighteen miles of road. Here I must leave him, to return
once more to Calcutta, there to note how the Commander-in-
Chief selected by Lord Palmerston to crush the mutiny was
preparing to carry out his task.

Seaton is

sent to

replace
Gerrard

;

he returns to

Dehli pre-
paratory to

marching
towards
Kdnhpur.

Q 2
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BOOK XI.—THE RE-CONQUEST OF OUDH.

CHAPTEE I.

PREPARATIONS AND ACTION IN BENGAL.

Sir Colin Campbell had arrived in Calcutta on the 13th of
August. At that moment affairs were seemingly at

tmvs^ their worst. The North-west Provinces, Dehli,
throughout Kohilkliand, and Oudh were lost. The Panjab was
ardvai°f

^ fermenting. Central India was in a state of veiled

Cam^tSi
rebellion. The very existence of the English in

India was depending upon the early capture of
Dehli, and Dehli still held out.

The latest accounts received from the districts occupied by the

rebels were far from reassuring. The British force before Dehli

was believed to be more besieged than besieging. The British

garrison in Agra was known to be isolated ; cut off from com-
munication with the outer world. All that men knew of
Lakhnao was that the small British force there had sustained

a defeat in the field, aud was shut in an enclosure, not in a
military point of view defensible, charged with the care of a
large number of women and children ; that Havel ock, after two
heroic efforts to relieve them, had been forced to fall back upon
Kanhpiir.

But, if these accounts were sufficient to dishearten, the private

information received was scarcely calculated to console. Every
day made the loyalty of the Sikhs more questionable. Ever}'-

day increased the difficulty of Sindhia to restrain

hold on the ^^^ troops from a movement against Agra, or, more
country de- to be dreaded still, upon Kanhpur. Every day

every dly. relaxed our hold upon the princes of Eajpntana
and of Bundelkhand, whilst fiom the TVestern

Presidency there came unmistakable symptoms that order in
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the southern Maratha country could be maintained only by a
strong and vigorous hand.

What was Sir Colin Campbell's position? What were his

means ? Thanks to the skill, the energy, the daring

of a few men who had come to the front in the |nd?that,

heart of the crisis—to Neill, to Frederick Gubbins, though cer-

to Vincent Eyre, and to William Tayler—the British areVem!'^^^

held Allahabad and the important cities between t^erehas

that fortress and Calcutta, of Banaras, of Ghazipur, dissemination

and of Patna. The occupation of these three salient
Jf SShsiS

points enabled them to hold four others of lesser

though of great importance, and by their means to command
the great river artery between Calcutta and Allahabad. But
the holding of these posts involved the occupation of them by
troops whose services were urgently needed in the field. This,
too, at a moment when the reinforcements from England were
only beginning to arrive.

The distance by river between Calcutta and Allahabad is

eight hundred and nine miles. When Sir Colin
Campbell arrived, no troops were available for

[Joopt^vaii-
active purposes. Two regiments indeed, the 5th able for

and 90th, had been despatched to join Havelock's ^rposes.

force at Kanhpur. All the others were employed
in keeping open the river communication between Calcutta
and Allahabad.

It is true there was the grand trunk road—Mr. Beadon's
famous line of six hundred miles, though in point of fact the
distance was somewhat less. But along this road the railway
extended only to Eaniganj, a hundred and twenty miles.
Thence it was necessary to march, and the route
was not only long, but, as events proved, in spite

une?tin^°n'd
of Mr. Beadon, it was liable to be traversed by the always, In

rebels. The troops marching upon it, therefore, bemgbroken.
might at any moment be diverted for other duties.

The refusal of Lord Canning's Government in the month of
July to order the disarming of the native regiments
at Danapiir had added still further to the difficulties

Jf^'Lo^d^''
of the new Commander-in-Chief. Two regiments Canning's

of foot and a battery of artillery were thus diverted
I'^SThe

'^
^

from the general plan—the plan which had made D^n^pfir

Lakhnao the point at which the first great blow regiments

was to be dealt—in order to quell a rebellion which, stm feit.
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had tlie members of the Government of India been unfettered

b}' sophisms and theories, would never have occurred—the
rebellion in western Bihar.

But, if Sir Colin Campbell had no men with whom to operate,

it mio-ht be imaffined that the Government had at
Want of fore- -, ,^ -iir-U' xv i -i

sight of the least provided lor mm resources to be made avail-

f^?emment
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ troops expected from China and from
England. It was mainly for that object, it will be

recollected, that Sir Patrick Grant had decided to remain at

Calcutta. There could not be a greater delusion. Dreaming
of reorganisation, sanguine that the coming troops would at

once settle the business. Sir Patrick, and, following him, his

colleagues, the members of the Government, had opened wide
their mouths in expectancy. They had done but little, and
that little had been almost forced upon them by the energy of

the town-Major—Major Cavenagh.* Under his inspiration

some arrangements had been made for the recex3tion of the

* I regret that, iu describing in the earlier editions, somewhat in detail,

the stimulating effect on the provisions of means for the equipment and
progress of the army produced by the arrival of Sir Colin Campbell
in Calcutta in August 1857, I should have seemed to undervalue the

services of a most distinguished officer, Major Orfeur Cavenagh. I

take the earliest opportunity of endeavouring to supply the omission. The
Government of India had not under its orders in Calcutta an officer more
deserving, or who rendered in that city such excellent service as did Major
Cavenagh. In the early stages of the mutiny, and before the arrival of Sir

Colin Campbell, it was Major Orfeur Cavenagh who, as town and fort-major

of Fort William, had officially represented to the Government the necessity

of being prepared to receive the expected reinforcements. He had suggested
that he should be allowed an assistant who should superintend all dis-

embarkations, render any assistance to commanding officers on their

arrival, and have under his charge a staff of servants to be kept complete
and allotted to troops on their arrival. As usual, Cavenagh's suggestions were
negatived, though permission was given him to entertain the servants should
he consider it necessary to do so. On this permission he acted, and,
throughout the mutiny, under his own superintendence, he kept up a body of

native servants. Eventually a disembarkation officer was appointed, not,

however, as assistant to the town-major. To enable this officer to carry

out his duties successfully, Cavenagh directed his own subordinates to

recognise him as his deputy, and afford him every aid as though he
were his assistant. The only occasion on which Sir Colin did attempt to

interfere with Cavenagh's arrangements for the disposition of the troops in

Calcutta was with respect to the Cavalry recruits. The result was so unsatis-

factory that Cavenagh was not interfered with a second time. The sixth
volume will contain in fuller detail the services rendered by this officer.
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expected troops. But no means of transport liad been prepared
;

no horses, either for cavalry or artillery, had been provided

;

Enfield rifle ammunition was deficient, and no effort had been
made to supi^ly the deficiency ; flour was even running out,

and nothing had been done to procure a fresh supply
;
guns,

gun-carriages, and harness for field batteries were either unfit

for service or did not exist; and, though the gun-foundry of

Kasipiir was at their door, no fresh orders had been given to

the superintendent.* Sir Colin Campbell's first care was to

supply these deficiencies. He moved the Govern-
ment to the purchase of horses on a large and campbeUhas

necessarily an expensive scale ; to indent on England
^ictof

°""'^^

for Enfield rifle ammunition whilst stimulatiug the

manufacture of it on the spot ; to procure flour from the Cape

;

to cast field guns at the Kasipur foundry ; to manufacture
tents ; to make up harness. Before the end of August Sir

Colin had quintupled the activity of the " departments," and
had infused even into the Government a portion of his own
untiring energy.

Nor w^as his attention confined to the pieparations necessary
for the troops before they could stir one loot from
Calcutta. Those troops were to move forward—but

JJe Govern-
how? I have given a description, in outline, of the menttoor-

two routes which were open to them—the river tSuock'traiii

route and the land route. But useful, and in some to convey

respects superior, as the river route had been in AifaMMd.
the months of June, July, and August, Sir Colin
could not but feel that, with the cessation of the rainy season,

the river would fall, and the way by it would become tedious

and uncertain. He therefore resolved to do all in his power
to improve the land route and to quicken the means of transport.

With this view, under his inspiring pressure, the Government
established the bullock train. This train was composed of a
number of covered waggons, in each of which a fixed number
of European soldiers could sit at ease. To draw these, a pro-

portionate number of bullocks were posted at stages all along
the road. The starting-point of the bullock train was the
railway terminus at Raniganj, a hundred and twenty miles
from Calcutta. The soldiers, leaving the train, were supposed
to enter the bullock carriages and to travel in them all night

* BlackwoocVs Magazine^ October 1858.
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and in the early hours of the morning and evening, resting

for food during the heat of the day. This scheme was soon

"brought to perfection, and was made to work so

'usolt'"^^ as to hand daily in Allahabad two hundred men
brought to fresh and fit for work, conveyed in the space of a
per ection.

fQ^^j^igj^^t from Calcutta.

But, I have said, Mr. Beadon's famous line of six hundred
miles, once already rent in twain, was still far from

wS'^^ safe. Constant revolts rendered it less and less so

threatened every day. The Eamgarh battalion, stationed at

{?aveSed°by' Eauchi, ou the left of the road, had broken the
the bullock "bands of discipline, and menaced all the salient
^^^'

points within easy distance of that station. Similarly,

on the right of the road, the remnants of the Danapiir garrison,

of the 5th Irregular Cavalry, and, subsequently, the mutinous

portion of the 32nd Native Infantry, had joined the levies of

Kunwar Singh, and had spread consternation along the central

portion of the line. These mutinous bands constituted the

great difficulty of Sir Colin Campbell. Not that they were

sufficiently formidable to check a British force. Could thej

have been found collected, a regiment or two of Europeans

would have annihilated them. But, spreading over a vast

tract of country, they harassed every district and threatened

every post. For the moment Sir Colin's one care

oJde^r?p°atroi '^as to cusurc the safety of the small parties travel-
parties to lij^g along the Trunk Eoad in the bullock train,
secure 1. ^^ attain" this end he formed movable columns, of

about six hundred men each, infantry and artillery, to patrol

the road. This measure, successful in so far that it secured

the passage of the troops, was less so in another way. It

afforded to the civil authorities the temptation of

SuSs^af- diverting some of the troops to small and com-
fordedtotbe parativcly unimportant local operations on the

S\o u?e°"' flanks, " so that," says a well-informed writer, " at
these troors one period, out of about two thousand four hundred

pfses^om?-'^' men who were proceeding by the different routes to

iiresistibie
Allahabad, one thousand eight hundred were, on
one pretence or another, laid hold of by the civil

power, and employed for the time being in operations extra-

neous to the general plan of the campaign." *

* BlacJiicoocVs Magazine, October 1858.
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The efforts initiated by Sir Colin Campbell to produce re-

sources and to ensure the safety of the road were beginning to

bear good fruit when most of the troops diverted by
Lord Elgin from the China Expedition arrived. chiSaExpe-?

These consisted of the 93rd Highlanders, the 23rd
caicuwa

*''''

*

Fusiliers, three companies of the 82nd Foot, two
companies Koyal Artillery, and one company of Sappers.

About the same time also, that is during September and in

the first week of October, there arrived from the Cape of Good
Hope a company of Royal Artillery with fifty-eight horses and
about five hundred of the 13th Light Infantry. To hurry-

forward these troops had now become a matter of the greatest

necessity. In the interval before their arrival Dehli had, it

is true, fallen, but Lakhnao had not been relieved; so far

from it, the British force that had reached our
garrison in the Residenc}^ besieged itself by the bylhe^?eten-

rebels, had been thus withdrawn from active opera- tJon of ou-

tions, and had left a gap on which an enterprising inTakS?,^
€nemy might act with fatal effect.

The rebel troops of Gwaliar were displaying unwonted
activity, and it certainly was in their power at this particular
period to cut the British line in two, and sever communications
between Calcutta and Kanhpur. To press on troops

quickly to Allahabad, where equipments were being prSmpt and

prepared, became then an imperative duty. To this ^^^^"^'^ "^ea-

end every exertion was made. Horses were taken
bodily from regiments which had mutinied, and were pressed
into service. The Military Train Cor]3S, composed to a great
extent of old dragoons, was formed, by means of some of the
horses thus become available, into a cavalry regiment, and they,
too, were sent on with the rest.

But before a single man of the China expeditionary Corps
had left Calcutta, there had set out from that city,

in river steamers, a gallant body of men, gallantly IndpJaS*?"''
commanded, destined to cover themselves with
glory in a series of actions for which they had no special
training. In another part of this history I have alluded to the
arrival in Calcut+a of H.M.'s shi2:)S Shannon and Pearl, and of
the offer made by Lord Elgin to place those vessels with their
respective crews at the disposal of the Governor-General. The
offer was accepted, and, on the 18th August, Captain
William Peel had started for Allahabad in the river

"°" ^^*
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steamer Chunar with a flat in tow, conveying four hundred and
fifty men, six 65-cwt. 8-inch hollow shot or shell guns, two
24-pound howitzers, and two field-pieces. Captain Peel took

with him also a launch and cutter belonging to the Shannon*
Captain William Peel was a man who would have made his

mark in any age and under any circumstances. To an energy
that nothing could daunt, a power that seemed

wSuImPeei. uever to tire, he added a freshness of intellect, a

fund of resource, which made him, in the expressive

language of one of his officers, " the mainspring that worked the

machinery." Bright and joyous in the field, with a kind word for

every comrade, he caused the sternest duty, ordered by him, to

be looked upon as a pleasant pastime. " The greatness of our

loss we shall in all probability never know," wrote Dr. Russell, on
learnin^i of his untimely death from small-pox. And, in ti'uth,

that reflection of the genial correspondent represents the exact

measure by which to gauge the value of Peel's services. Start-

ing from Calcutta on an expedition unprecedented in Indian

warfare, he conquered every obstacle, he succeeded to the very
utmost extent of the power to succeed. He showed eminently

all the qualities of an organiser and a leader of men. Not one

single speck of failure marred the brightness of his ermine.

His remarkable success in a novel undertaking, on an untried

field—a success apparently without an effort—was in itself a

proof that, had he survived, his great powers might have been

usefully employed in larger and more difficult undertakings.

There must have been something Yery much above the common
in the man who, not exercising supreme command, was able to

stereotype his name in the history of his native land. Yet
William Peel accomplished this. To the chaplets of fame
placed by his father on the altar of his country, he, still young,

added another not less immortal.

Peel reached Allahabad on the 2nd September. There he was
joined on the 20th of the following month by the second party

* The following oflScers accompanied Captain Peel : Lieutenants Young,
Wilson, Hay, and Salmon, K.N. ; Captain Gray and Lieutenant Stirling,

R M. ; Lieutenant Lind of the Swedish Navy ; the Re v. G. L. Bowman

;

Dr. Flanagan ; Mr. Comevford, Assistant Paymaster ; Messrs. M. Daniel,

Garvey, E. Daniel, Lord Walter Kerr, Lord Arthur Clinton, ami Mr. Church,
midshipmen; Messrs. Brown, Bone, and Henri, engineers; Mr. Ihompson,
gunner ; Mr. Bryce, carpenter ; Mr. Stanton assistant-clerk ; and Messrs..

Watson and Lascelles, naval cadets.

—

The Shannoii's Brigade in India.
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from the Shannon* By this junction the number of his brigade
was brought to five hundred and twenty men, exclusive

of officers. The Pearl brigade, of a hundred and fifty- Sga^e'"''"^

five men, under Captain Sotheby, R.N., was shortly
^2[th\ d

after placed at the disposal of the authorities of Patna.

We left Sir Colin Campbell in Calcutta engaged in " organis-
ing victory." We have seen how in September and
the first week of October he had been gladdened Moretroops

*

by the arrival of troops from China and the Cape, reach

how he had at once sent them to the point of
^^^^"^•

rendezvous in batches of two hundred daily. During the next
fortnight there had arrived the remainder of the 82nd Foot, a
hundred and ninety-eight men of the 38th, H.M.'s 34th, a
hundred and forty-four men of the 42nd Highlanders, and
a hundred and two recruits for the local European regiments.
These were quickly followed by six hundred and twelve men
of the Eoyal Artillery, nine hundred and three of the Eifle
Brigade, 2nd and 3rd battalions, two hundred and ninety of
the 42nd Highlanders, three hundred and fifty-two of the
54th Foot, six hundred and twenty-seven of the 88th, and
eight hundred and eighty-three recruits. Having placed uj^on
a] thoroughly-well organised basis the scheme for despatching
these reinforcements as expeditiously as possible to the front,

Sir Colin Campbell, with the Army Head-quarters and Staff,

set out, on the 27th October, by post for Allahabad.
The operations of Sir Colin Campbell demand an entire

chapter to themselves. It will be advisable that,

before ente] ing upon them, I should clear the road
^f^

narrative

behind him, and place before the reader a general road behind

view of the transactions in Bengal and Bihar since canSbSi
Vincent Eyre's splendid gallantry had redeemed the
mistakes of the Government in those important provinces.
The large division of Bhagalpur, comprising the districts of

Bhagalpur, Hunger,f Piirnia, and Santalia, and the
subdivision of Eajmahall, was governed by Mr.

^^^^aipur.

* The second detachment from the Shannon consisted of a hundred
and twenty men, under Lieutenants Vanghau and Wratislaw; Mr. E. H.
Vemey, mate ; Mr. Way, midshipman ; and Mr. Eicliards, naval cadet.

t Munger, strangely transmogrified by the early English settlers into
" Monghyr," is a very ancient town, on the right bank of the Ganges, famous
for its iron manufactories. It was made the capital of Bihar by Mir Kasim
in 1760.
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George Yule as Commissioner. The division constituted the

eastern moiety of the province of Bihar. The headquarters
were at the station of Bhagalpiir, on the Ganges, two hundred
and sixty-six miles westward of Calcutta.

Mr. George Yule* was a good speciman of a manly, true-

hearted gentleman. He was essentially a man of

Yuie^^**^^*
action. His even-handed justice had gained for him
—what was rare in those days—the confidence alike

of the native raiyat and the European planter. Both classes alike

trusted him, and both were prepared to obey his orders without
hesitation or murmur.
Up to the time when the native garrison of Danapur broke

out into revolt, there had been no signs of disaffection

troopTS^^ in the Bhagalpiir division. The troops quartered

Fhl™ there—the 5th Irregular Cavalry, with their head-

quarters at Bhagalpiir, the 32nd stationed at Bausi,

and the 63rd at Barhampiir, had, with the exception noted in

the preceding volume,"!" displayed no inclination to follow the
example of theii* mutinous brethren. The conduct of Major
Macdonald on the occasion in question had greatly impressed
the men of the 5th, and the strong will of that courageous man
had repressed the smallest inclination on the part of his soldiers

to manifest the sympathies which, subsequent experience

proved, they held in secret. The men of the corps had,

subsequently to the event of the 12th of June, been detached
to various stations in the division, as well to divide them as to

overawe the turbulent classes.

Although ruling over a native population numbering, besides

the Santals, about six millions, Mr. Yule had
outset,'^tri'es to main- Considered it unnecessary to ask for, or to

fiiro'^'e^an trw T' acccpt, the scrviccs of a European detach-

ment, however small. He believed that, if

the districts contiguous would but remain loyal, he would be

but the thn atening ^^1®» with the help of his assistauts and the
aspect of affairs forces planters, to maintain order in Bhagalpiir.mo e am a ew.

|j^ ^.^ ^^^ Successfully, till the third week
of July. But when, during that week, the mutiny of the

12th Irregular Cavalry and the native regiments quartered

at Ddndpiir threatened the loss of western Bihar, he deemed

* Afterwards Sir George Yule, K.O.S.I.

t Vol. III. page 24.
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it prudent to detain at Bhagalpiir ninety men of the oth
Fusiliers, then being towed up the river, and to despatch fifty

men of the same regiment to garrison the important fortress

of Munger.
The proceedings of the native soldiers of the Danapiir

garrison, almost invited to mutiny by the supine
action of the Supreme Government, combined with eastern Bihar

the immediate rising of Kunwar Singh to render the '^{'^^^ ^^4°^-

condition of eastern Bihar dangerous in the extreme. ^"^ ™^ ^^'

Not only was it impossible any longer to rely upon the native
soldiers in that province, but it had become necessary, for the
security of life and property, to prove to the disaffected that
the head wielding executive power was thoroughly aware
of the danger, and that the hand was thoroughly ready to

meet it.

IVIi'. Yule, as a practical man, accustomed to command, was
well aware that occasions may arise when an active demon-
stration is the best defence. Such an occasion had, in his
opinion, arisen in eastern Bihar, and he prepared to act
accordingly.

Fore-resolved, it was necessary to be fore-armed. His first

act, then, had been to press into his service the
detachment of the European troops passing by, and The securing

secure Bhagalpiir and Munger. The importance of poiS^^^ir
this precautionary measure can scarcely be over- division as-

rated. The occupation of those two stations, both navTgI?k.nof

salient points on the Ganges, was absolutely the Ganges.

essential to the free navigation of that river, and it

must be remembered that in July, when Mr Beadon's line of
six hundred miles had been broken, the Ganges constituted the
only safe highway between Calcutta and Allahabad.

Great as was the advantage thus gained, another, second only
to it in importance, naturally followed. The native

troops stationed at Barhampur had not, up to that and stops

time, thanks to the timid policy of the Government, tion b-tween

been disarmed. Had Bhagalpiir and Munger not
affected of

been occupied by Europeans, the armed mutinous eastern and

soldiers scattered over western Bihar would have vSTtT
held uninterrupted communication with their

brethren on either side of them, and a general insurrection

would probably have ensued.

But the occupation of those stations cowed the disaffected
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for the time. They were content to wait. The fate of eastern

who now wait for Bihar now depended on the result of the
the result of the siege of Arah. To that spot the eyes of the
^'^^^° ^^ '

natives were turned with an excitement
daily increasing.

One rather remarkable circumstance deserves to be noticed.

Ill news generally, it is said, flies quickly. But it

The natives is a fact that, throughout the troubled times of the

fnciinrdTo^ mutiuy, ucws betokening evil to the rebels did not
trust the fly siirelv to their friends. It was not that the
DGWS XQ6V
receive. rebels failed to transmit to those friends a true

record of events. But that record came, not written

on paper, but by word of mouth. The result was that, when
the news was bad, the men who received it, impatient of in-

action, and confident of ultimate success, refused to believe it.

T'heir sanguine natures induced them to imagine that the

Europeans had invented the bad news and had caused it to be
conveyed to them by men whom they had suborned. They
proceeded to act then, in very many cases, as though the bearing

of the news were exactly contrary to the actual meaning of the

words in which it was conveyed.

So it happened on this occasion. The 5th Irregular Cavalry
in the districts round Bhagalpiir had, in common

The 5th irre- with the othcr native soldiers in the province, waited

fn e'a^t^ern'^'^ long for the rcsult of the leaguer of Arah. Had
Bihar mutiny, they not waited, but broken out, the difficulties of

the British position in Bihar would have been enor-

mously increased. But they delayed action until they should

hear of its fall. On the 14th August information reached the

men of the 5th that Arah had been relieved by
Tbeytryto Eyre. They believed this story to be a weak in-

32nd, vention of the enemy—that the contrary had
happened. That night, therefore, they deserted,

and pushed with all speed for Bausi, where the 32nd Native
Infantry were stationed.

But, before the mutineers of the 5th Irregulars reached the

32nd Native Infantry, the men of that regiment had received

positive proof of the utter and absolute defeat of their brethren

at Arah and Jagdispiir. Mr. Yule, too, with an energy worthy
of the occasion, had despatched to their commandant. Colonel

Burney, a special messenger, warning him of the departure

in his direction of the 5th. Burney was a capable man, a
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splendid linguist, and thoroughly conversant with the native

character. He harangued his men, and made it

palpably clear to them that, whether they should Jhe^^iiXmie

march eastward or westward, they would march to of Coionei

destruction. He spoke eloquently, and with effect, them^^'
^^^^

When the 5th Irregulars, then, on the 16th, pre-

sented themselves at Bausi, they were received by the 32nd
with bullets and bayonets. The 5th, baffled in their hopes,

continued their course via Rohni to Arah.
For the moment the active measures of Yule had conjured

from eastern Bihar all danger. It was, however,
otherwise in the neighbouring district of Chutia Nagpiir.

Nagpur. This mountainous district lies between
southern Bihar, western Bengal, Orisa, and the Central
Provinces. It is called Chutia Nagpur from Chutia near
Ranchi, the residence of the Rajahs of Nagpur. It is chiefly

inhabited by aboriginal tribes, such as Kols, Oraons, Mundas,
Bhumij, and Korwas. Its chief military stations were Hazari-
bagh, Ranchi, Chaibasa and Parulia.

At Hazaribagh there was quartered in July 1857 a detach-
ment of the 8th Native Infantry ; at Ranchi, the
headquarters and artillery of the local Ramgarh
battalion ; and at Chaibasa and Parulia, detachments of that
battalion. The acting Commissioner of the district was Captain
Dalton.

The news of the mutiny of the native garrison at Danapiir
and of the rising of Kiinwar Singh, reached Hazaribagh on the
30th July. The detacliment of the 8th Native
Infantry at once mutinied, and drove their

|^f,'^V"„*J'Jhe'^
officers and the civil authorities from the tiny^atmnapi™""

station.

Those were still the days of confidence. Almost every officer of
the native army, whilst admitting and deploring the disaffection
of other regiments, believed implicitly in the loyalty
of his own men. When, then, intelligence reached k?tbfp^!
Doranda, the civil station adjoining Ranchi, that the vince gene-

troops at Hazaribagh, only sixty miles distant, were *
ymumy.

shaky, the officer commanding at that station despatched Lieu-
tenant Graham with thirty horsemen of tbe Ramgarh Irregular
Cavalry, two companies of tbe Ramgarh battalion, and two guns,
to Hazaribagh, to disarm them. Graham marched, but he had
not reached the second stage before Captain Oakes met him
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with the information that the detachment of the 8th Nativo
Infantry had mutinied the previous day. That same night his

own infantr}^ mutinied, seized, in spite of his protestations, the-

guns and ammunition, as well as four elephants, the property
of Captain Dalton, and marched back to Eanchi, breathing
hostile imprecations against the Europeans there stationed. The
cavalry remained staunch.

Captain Dalton and a few European ofScers were at Eanchi^
They received timely information of the revolt.

Captain The defence of the place was impossible. They
dons°Ra^ncM' remained there, however, till the latest safe moment^
and proceeds ^nd then proceeded to Hazaribagh, now abandoned
Mgh. by the rebels, and whither Lieutenant Graham

with a few horsemen who had remained faithful had
preceded them.
The stations of Eanchi and Doranda fell into the hands of

the rebels, who plundered the treasury, fired

IndDomndr^^^""'^' canuon at the church, released the prisoners,

and destroyed private property.

Meanwhile, Dalton, ably seconded by the officers of the
Eamgarh battalion and the cavalry, by his own

mSsuIes ^^^^^ officers, Captains Davies and W. H. Oakes, was-

taken by exerting himself to restore order in Hazaribagh. In

SstSe order, this he was loyally assisted by the Eajah of Eam-
garh. This petty chief placed at the Commissioner's

disposal some forty or fifty armed men. With the aid of these

men, and of the few native horsemen and foot soldiers who had
remained faithful, Dalton not only tranquillised Hazaribagh,

but he recovered a large quantity of the property seized by
the rebels, and captured many of them. In a few days he
was able to re-open the courts, and to transact official business

as usual.

At Parulia and at Chaibasa, the other posts in Chutia Nagpur
occupied by native troops, scenes had taken place

ChaiMsl^'^'^ similar to those enacted at Eanchi and Hazaribagh.
On the 5th August, the Sipahis of the Eamgarh

battalion, stationed at those places, mutinied, plundered the

treasury, released the prisoners, and sacked the private houses

of the Europeans. These, few in number, fell back upon
Eaniganj.
The Eajah of Eamgarh, at the time that he afforded to the

Commissioner of Chutia Nagpiir the aid in armed men of which
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I have spoken, had expressed his strong conviction that it

would be difficult to hold Hazaribagh against the

surging influences around it, unless European troops
Jffhe R°-au°'

should be sent to occupy it. He had therefore of Eiimgarh.

pressed upon Captain Dalton the necessity of asking

at once for a European regiment.

Captain Dalton asked for a European regiment. It was but
natural and proper that he should do so. But how
was it possible for the Government to comply ? applies for

Dehli had not fallen. The districts below Kanhpur
J^J^'f

^°

were in the state which I have endeavoured to

describe in the opening pages of this cliapter. Sir Colin
Campbell had just arrived, but Sir Colin Campbell
had not a soldier to dispose of. When an arm^^ was iv^JlLbie.

urgently required at Kanhpiir, it was not in his

power to do more than to organize transport for the troops

which were to come, but which had not arrived.

It happened, however, that the Government had other re-

sources at its disposal, and that it was possible other resources at

to use these for the double purpose of tran- the disposal of the

quillising Chutia Nagpiir and of then lending a
^'^ernment.

hand to the force which was concentrating at Allahabad.
The native soldiers of the army of the Madras Presidency—

-

those of one regiment, the 8th Light Cavalry, excepted—had
not been tainted by the mutinous spirit which had
disgraced their brethren in the Bengal army. In- armj?^*^*^'^^

heritors of the fame of the men who had fought the
French soldiers of Lally, who had helped to wrest Southern
India from the grasp of Haidar Ali, the Madras Sip^ihis had
come forward, on the first bursting of the storm, to offer their

services, had begged—to use their own touching language

—

" to be granted an opportunity of proving their faithful attach-

ment to the Government which had cherished them." After
some hesitation, the Government of India responded favourably
to the request thus pressed upon them. On the 5th August,
the 27th Regiment Madras Native Infantry, and a wing
of the 17th Eegiment Native Infantry, landed in Calcutta.

They were speedily followed by the remaining wing of

the 17th Eegiment, some native artillerymen, a company
of sappers, half of the E Troop Horse Artillery, and a little

later by a Rifle battalion composed of the Rifle companies
of the 1st, 5th, 10th, 24th, 36th, 49th, and 54th Regiments of

VOL. IV. II
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Kative Infantry, the whole under the command of Brigadier

M. Carthew.
Of Brigadier Carthew I shall have to speak more in detail

further on. It will suffice here to state that to a

Carthew!!' tliorough knowledge of his profession he combined
great quickness of military vision, the capacity and

the nerve to strike at the right moment. All that he did, he did

thoroughly and well, "^^'ith larger opportunities it cannot be
doubted that he would have achieved great things.

Besides the trooj^s of the Madras Army already enumerated,

there were others marching by land from Katak in
The Madras eastern Bengal. Among these was the 18th Madras
stitme oie" Native Infantry, under the command of Lieutenant-

:XTat .he
Colonel Fischer.

, , , , ,
disposal of These Madras troops constituted the further re-

ment.^^^"^"' sources at the disposal of the Government of India

to which I have alluded, and which enabled them
to give a satisfactory reply to Captain Dalton's requisition for

European troops.

They pointed out to him, in effect, that the moment the
artillery, then daih^ expected from Madras, should

Government arrivc, a Considerable force would be sent to restore
to Dalton's order ; that one column would proceed along the

grand trunk road to Barhi and Hazaribagh, the

other direct to Paniliaand Ranchi. The Government expressed

a hope that until these reinforcements should arrive Captain
Dalton would be able to maintain himself at Hazaribagh.

But this Avas just what Captain Dalton could not at the

moment do. Matters became so threatening that he,

Dalton!'*^
^^ accompanied by his few adherents, was forced, on

the 1 3th, to fall back on Bagoda. Here he remained
for a few days, when he was joined by a hundred and fifty of

Rattray's Sikhs, under Lieutenant Earle. With these men,
Dalton reoccuj^ied Hazaribagh.
But the mutineers were still at large, and although the

Government, grown wise by experience, had en-

SfeGovem-"^
deavoured to prevent any augmentation of their

ment. forccs by the disarming, on the 2nd August, of the
63rd Native Infantry, the 11th Irregular Cavalry,

and the troops of the Nawab Nazim at Barhampur, yet the
presence of a considerable body of revolted soldiers of all arms
in the vicinity of the grand trunk road—the line of six hundred
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miles—constituted a danger which it was necessary to meet,
and meet quickly. The danger was increased by
the sudden mutiny, accompanied by the murder of enhanced by

their officers, of two companies of the 32nd Native S!''
"''""

Infantry at Deogarh in the Santal districts.

The Government therefore revised their plans. Renouncing
their intention of working on two lines, they
directed Colonel Fischer, commanding a detach- Fischer \a ordered

ment of Madras troops, to mass them, and ^nHSibS!
march by way of Dorancla on Hazaribagh.

Fischer received this message at Barhi on the night of the 13th
September. He bad with him his own regiment, a few Sikhs, a
detachment of the 53rd Foot, and two guns.

Before the message arrived, he had ascertained that the
mutineers had left Chutia Nagpiir, probably for
Rhotasgarh : he submitted that instead of marching Fischer de^-

on Hazaribagh, he should move to intercept them in P^t^^®* a de-

their retreat. This was agreed to in principle, but 53rd™mder

other contradictory telegrams from headquarters ^wids
disarranged Fischer's plans. When at length he Dorand^.

received the orders to carry out his own ideas, he
had already despatched Major English with a hundred and
fifty men of the 53rd and a hundred and fifty Sikhs towards
Doranda.

Whilst English was marching on Doranda, Rattray, with two
hundred Sikhs, was intrenched at Dehri, and Fischer,
with the main body, was moving towards Jalpa. SrecYed tl

No one knew where the enemy was. "It is in- protect the

credible, but a fact," wrote Colonel Fischer, on the ^'"""^ '°^'^'

24th September, to the Chief of the staff at Calcutta, " that the
Ramgarh mutineers, with their guns, are moving about in a
small province, and not an official, civil or military, can tell

where they are to be found." A careful consideration of
probabilities induced Fischer, however, to think that Chatra, a
town in the Hazaribagh district, would prove to be their place
of refuge. He reported the circumstances and his opinion to
the Chief of the staff. The answer he received took the form
of a direction to cease all operations against the insurgents and
to confine himself to protecting the grand trunk road. The
same post conveyed instructions to Major English to assume
charge of the operations in Chutia Nagpur under the direct
orders of the Commander-in-Chief.

H 2
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Major Englisli marched then on Chatra, reached that place

at 9 o'clock on the morning of the 2ud October, and

English to
encamped on the west side of the town. That

operate officer's forcc now consisted of a hundred and

SurgenS eighty men of the 53rd Foot, a hundred and fifty

English Sikhs, and two guns, in all about three hundred and
enemy at fifty men. The rebels amounted to three thousand.
Chatr^, Nothing daunted, English attacked them, and, after

a resistance lasting over an hour, completely defeated

them. The survivors fled in great disorder, hotly pursued for

some distance, leaving in the hands of the victors
and com- fQuj. guns and waggons complete, forty carts laden

feats {hem. with ammunition, ten elephants, twenty-nine pairs of

ordnance bullocks, and several boxes of treasure.

The loss of the British amounted to forty-two killed and
wounded : that of the enemy was never accurately known.

This action removed the greatest danger from the grand
trunk road. Though English's detachment, in the

is^then'^ieft'^
pressing circumstances of the times, was not allowed

to the protec- to remain in the province, Rattray's Sikhs were left

Rattray. there, and these excellent soldiers, under the

guidance of their active and energetic commander,
proved themselves fully competent to make head against the

insurgents in Chutia Nagpur and in the districts immediately
to the north and east of it.
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CHAPTER II,

THE SECOND RELIEF OF LAKHNAO NOVEMBER, 1857.

Sm Colin Campbell left Calcutta for Allahabad on the 27th
October. The insecurity of the road was almost illus-
trated by his capture.* The two revolted companies Sir Coiin

of the 32nd Native Infantry had pushed northwards, llTotZ^r"
travelling on the elephants they had purloined. Sir
Colin and his staff travelled without an escort. They reached
Sherghati in safety. Again setting out, they had
proceeded ten or twelve miles, when a turn of the ^P^ ^^s ?

road revealed to the driver of the foremost carriage "ap^tured!'"^

fourteen elephants laden with native soldiers, and
escorted by some twenty-five sawars. Fortunately the bullock
train with a British detachment was some short distance behind.
On this train the carriages at once fell back. But for the good
look-out and prompt action of the drivers, the Commander-in-
Chief could not have escaped capture—and worse.

* A few hours before the occurrence narrated in the text Sir Colin met,
travelling by " dak gdri " (post) to Calcutta, Lieutenant Turnbull of the
78th, late A.D.C. to Sir Archilale Wilson, conveying duplicate despatches to
Calcutta, with the account of the successful assault on Dehli.

It is interesting to note how, in those difficult limes, an energetic officer

was able to traverse the long distance between Delili and Calcutta. Sir
Archdale Wilson had left Dehli the 4tli of October. On leaving he entrusted
to Turnbull duplicate despatches for Lord Canning, giving full particulars of
the assault. Turnbull started, accompanying reinforcements for Greathed's
column ; reached that column the day after the fight at Agra ; then pushed
on to Kanhpiir; then by " ddJc gdr€" to Allahabad and Banaras; thence by
mail-cart to Kaniganj. Meeting Sir Colin in the manner already noted, he
pushed on to Calcutta, and reached Government House early the 31st May,
being the first European to reach the Presidency from the zone north of the
Mutiny since its outbreak.
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On the evening of the 1st November, Sir Colin arrived at

Allahabad. The troops of the Line and the Naval

oieyr3 ^^ Brigade, pushed to that station by the energy of the
AUahiiMd are Coinmander-in-Chief, had, under his instructions,

strong de- left it in strong columns or detachments for Kanhpur.

Sh^^J^^ Some of these had reached that place without
encountering an enemy on the road. The case was

otherwise with the column of which a detachment of Peel's

Naval Brigade, under Peel himself, formed a considerable portion.

One detachment of the Naval Briga^le, consisting of a hundred
men and four officers, escorting the siege train, had

BrigSrand left Allahabad for Kanhpur on the 23rd October

;

menu^***^^"
^^^ second detachment, under Peel himself, followed

on the twenty-eighth. Accompanying this second
detachment, were a wing of the 53rd Regiment, a company of the

93rd, drafts for diflferent regiments, and a company
commanded Qf l^oyal Engineers, the whole under the command
PoweiL° of Colonel Powell, C.B., of the 53rd. It is with thit>

last detachment that I have at present to deal.

This column reached Fathpiir, about midway between

Powell learns Allahabad and Kanhpur at midnight of the 31st
atFathpur Octobcr. That afternoon, information had reached

rebels are Powcll that the revolted regiments of the Danapiir
close at hand, garrison, the same whom Eyre had driven out of

Bihar, their ranks swollen by other mutineeis, were then
occupying a strong position at the village of Kajwa, some
twenty-four miles north-west of Fathpiir. Their numbers were
estimated at, in round numbers, two thousand Sipahis, and about
the same number of untrained adherents.

Kajwa is rather a famous place in Indian history. Here it

. was, in January 1659, that Aurangzib gained the
empire of Hindustan by a decisive victory over his

brother Shuja. Close to the town is a spacious garden, walled
and turreted, flanked by enclosures, capable, when held by good
soldiers, of offering a solid resistance to an advancing foe.

Moreover, troops occupj'ing this place barred the road to any
column marching from Fathpiir to Kanhpur.

Powell possessed the truest instincts of a soldier. He had
been in Fort William in command of his regiment

Poweul C.B. when the mutiny broke out. He had watched every
turn it had taken, and throughout, when our

fortunes seemed lowest, had proclaimed his certain confidence
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in the ultimate success of our arms. He had panted for action.
Now, unexpectedly, the opportunity came to him. He marched
on at once to Fathpur and arrived there at midnight. That
night he made all his preparations for a forced march and an
attack on the following morning.
At half past 5 o'clock on the morning of the 1st November,

Powell set out with a detachment, increased before
coming into action to five hundred and thirty men. JaiSst^th?

It consisted of a hundred and three officers and men ^beis at

of the Naval Brigade under Peel ; one company of '^"'^
'

Royal Engineers, under Captain Clarke ; two conijianies (one
hundred and sixty-two men) of the 53rd ; one company of the
93rd, under Captain Cornwall, and a company made up of the
men of different detachments, under Lieutenant Fanning. It
had two 9-pounder guns, under Lieutenant Anderson. Captain
William Peel was the second in command.

It was not till 3 o'clock on the afternoon of the following
day that Powell came in sight of the enemy. He
saw at a glance that he had them. Instead of Nov. 2.

taking advantage of the walled garden and the oflheeQlmy"
buildings in Kajwa, they had placed their right on
open ground, covered by some sand hillocks, forming a sort of
embankment ; their left on higher ground on the other side of
the road. They had three guns posted on the road, two
somewhat in advance, the third on a bridge near the village

behind. A field of standing corn in front of their position
concealed their skirmishers.

Powell attacked at once. Pushing the enemy's skirmishers
out of the corn-fields, he made a dash at the
two foremost 2;uns, the fire of which had Poweii attacks them

;

T J. ^- L 1 Tx IS killed just as he had
done great execution amongst his men. He captured two guns.

had just secured these when he fell dead
with a bullet through his forehead. The command then de-
volved on Peel.

Whilst the 53rd, under Powell, had been marching on the
guns, the JSaval Brigade, on the right, had
forced back the enemy's left. The position Mcl^hrJnem/\^LSr
of the battle was then changed. The enemy,
driven back on the left, now faced the road, and the British,
whose right had been thrown forward, faced

them. Peel gave them no time to rally. S?el?nTwTanJ'^
Posting a strong force to becure his new defeats them.
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position, lie carried his troops round the upper end of the

embankment, cut the enemy's force in two and drove them
from their positions, capturing their camp, two of their guns,

and a tumbril.

Pursuit was impossible. The infantry had marched seventy-

two miles in three days, and Peel had no cavalry.

acUon!^
* ^ His losscs, too, had been severe, amounting in killed

and wounded to ninety-five. That of the enemy
was estimated at three hundred. The captured guns and
tumbril, as well as a third gun, and three tumbrils, abandoned
by the rebels in their flight, were brought into camp the same
evening. Peel then regained the high road and pursued his

march to Kanhpiir.

This successful action was fought the day Sir Colin Campbell
arrived at Allahabad. It made the way clear for

SirCoUn hi s further progrcss. Sir Colin stayed at Allahabad

AUahiibftd, Only ouc day. He did not quit it, however, until he
had perfected all the arrangements for the districts

he had left, those especially by which a force under Colonel

Longden, of the 10th Foot, was to clear of rebels the
and, pushing

^^^^^^^^ ^f Azamgarh and its neighbourhood. The
movements of this force will be referred to hereafter.

The Commander-in-Chief reached Kanhpur on the 3rd
November. Kejecting the counsels which conceited

Klnh\? '^^^ attempted to thrust upon him, he had resolved,

Nov. k before doing anything else, to relieve Lakhnao.
Oudh was the ulcer which had up to this time

swallowed up all the reinforcements which had been pushed up
from Calcutta, which was attracting to it the hardened warriors

released by the fall of Dehli. At all costs the heart

marcron^
^ of Oudh must be pierced : Lakhnao must be really

Lakhnao conqucred bcforc a single step could be taken to

subdue enemies still rising up on many sides.

I use the expression, " still rising up," advisedly. It had
been very generally believed that the fall of Dehli

diateTStof would terminate the revolt. It did nothing of the
gie fall of goj^t. It is true that it saved India : that is, occun-ing

add to the when it did, it prevented the insurrection of the

thi BrUish
Panjab. On the other hand, it added greatly to the
number of our enemies in the field. The rebellious

Sipahis, cooped up till its fall in Dehli, spread in detachments
Qver the country. But, perhaps, its most important result was
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the manner in which it affected ^the trained soldiers of the
Maharajah of Gwaliar.

In the volume immediately preceding I have narrated how,
whilst the troops of Sindhia had mutinied, Sindhia

himself had remained loyal to his British overlord, sindhfdandon

Sindhia continued loyal to the end. When, on the
^onthTtn'^'^

22nd September, he received certain tidings of the

complete conquest of Delili, his joy could not contain itself. At
last he was free from the tension that had almost killed him.
He could breathe : he could talk : he could even laugh. It

often happens that sudden transition from anxiety to its

opposite can find relief only in exaggerated expressions of
pleasure. It was so in this instance. Sindhia's joy was so

unmistakable, that the trained soldiers, whom till then he had
succeeded in detaining at Gwaliar under various pretences,

broke loose from his grasp, and sought a chief who would lead

them against the English. After brief negotiation they agreed
to the terms offered by the Eani of Jhansi and her confederate,

Tantia Topi, the Maratha chief, who, under the orders of Nana
Sahib, had superintended the massacre of Kanhpur. Tantia at

once assumed command of the rebel forces. A wary, capable,

astute man, he alone of all the natives brought by the mutiny
to the front—Kunwar Singh and the Oudh Maulavi alone

excepted—showed any great qualities of generalship. Tantia
was a man to be feared. Fortunate was it for the British that

the Gwaliar soldiers had not earlier placed themselves under his

orders, for his first act on taking up his office was to march
them southwards to occupy a position which should threaten
Kanhpur.
A weaker mind than that of Sir Colin Campbell might have

been deterred, by the action of Tantia Topi, from
leaving Kahnpur with a small garrison and marching wS^^
to a contest which must be desperate, and might be prompted sir

doubtful, at Lakhnao. But, in war, something nTarch.^^in the

must always be risked. The information from od^lSb^'
Lakhnao was to the effect that the store of pro-

visions could not well last to the end of the month. There we
had our soldiers, our women, our prestige. That was the de-

cisive point—and Sir Colin had a way of always striking at the
decisive point.

Before he reached Kanhpur, then, he had made all his arrange-
ments for an advance on Lakhnao. I have already stated that
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Hope Grant's column had reached Kanhpiir on the 26th October,

and had been there increased to an effective strength

pot?«on'^*"
^ of five thousand five hundred ; that he had crossed

beyond the {]^q Gansres on the 30th, and, pushino; forward, had
Bannf bridge. &

,
i

• i x -o ' i ^v,encamped on the plain between ±5anni and the

Alambagh, to await there the arrival of Sir Colin. In this

position Grant formed the point d'appui upon which all the

detachments and store carts, as they came up, were to mass
themselves. Daily there arrived something in the way of pro-

visions and carriage—for the certainty of having to carry back
Avith him the women and children had not been lost sight of by
the Commander-in-Chief.

Sir Colin Campbell joined Hope Grant on the 9th. The

^ ^ g interval—from the 3rd to the 9th—had been ispent

by tlic Commander-in-Chief in arranging for the

protection of his base—that base being K;inhi)ur. He left

behind him at that station about five hundred

Jt^Klnhpiir^'^ Europeans. These consisted of four companies of

the 64th Eegiment, strengthened by men beLmging
to other regiments to four hundred and fifty men ; forty-seven

men of the Naval Brigade ; and some eighteen or twenty
artillerymen. There were besides a few Sikhs, who, with the

artillerymen, manned a field battery of four guns, which had
l)een hastily improvised. This garrison was |)l;iced under the

command of Major-General Charles A Windham,

brwin"d1ram. C.B., of Ecdau celebrity. Windham was directed

by the Commander-in-Chief to place his troops

M'ithin the intrenchment which, on the reoccupation of Kanhdiir

by Havelock in July, had been hastily constructed on the river

;

not to attack an}' enemy unless by so doing he could prevent

the bombardment of the intrenchment ; to send into Oudb, by
wings of regiments, the detachments of European infantry

which might arrive ; on no pretext to detain them unless he
should be seriously threatened, and, even in that

Instructions casc, to ask for instructions from the Commamkr-in-
windham. Chief. Windham was authorised, however, to keep

back the brigade of Madras native troops, expected

the following day, the 10th November, until the intentions of

the Gwaliar contingent should become developed.

Having, by these instructions, secured, as he believed, his

base, Sir Colin Campbell started on the 9th, accompanied by
his staff, to join Hope Grant's camp in the sandy plain four
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miles beyond Banni. He reached it that afternoon, had a
cordial meeting with Hope Grant and his old friends

of the Dehli force, and, after a short conversation, ?ir^°J}°

gave his orders for the following day. In pursuance S^t.
^^^

of these orders, Colonel Adrian Hope was sent forward
to the Alambagh, the following day, in charge of a large convoy
of provisions. The provisions were to be left there, and the
carts laden with sick and wounded to be sent back to Kanhpiir.
That same day a portion of the siege-train, escorted by the
Naval Brigade, arrived in camp. This had been expected.
But it had been preceded by an arrival which had not been
altogether anticipated. Suddenly, in the early

morning of the 10th, there presented himself to the ^^v. lo.

astonished gaze of Sir Colin Campbell, a European
j^fng^st?^

gentleman, disguised as a native, and who, in that Coiin from

disguise, had managed to make his wslj through the Sency!^^'

beleaguering forces, carrying on his person impor-
tant despatches. His name was Kavanagh. To understand
thoroughly the nature of the information he brought, I must
ask the reader to retnni with me to Lakhnao, and to view the
Residency on the morrow of the arrival of the relieving force

under Outram and Havelock.
On the night of the 25th September, the advanced portion of

Havelock 's force had entered the Residency. They
were followed the next morning by all but the rear-

September.

guard. Thanks to the splendid exertions of Colonel Haveiock^n

Nnpier, R.E., and the valour and skill of Crump, of
^enc^^^'"

Olpherts, of Eraser, of Private Duffy—of the artillery

—of Lowe of the 32nd, who covered the movement, of Dodgson
and of others, the wounded men and the guns were brought
safely to the new ground occu^^ied by the British, and to which
reference will be presently made, on the 27th. It had been
already discovered that the advent of Outram's force constituted
not a relief but a reinforcement ; that means of transport for
the ladies and children, the sick and the wounded, were wanting

;

that an enormous addition had been made to the hospital list

;

and that, even had transport been available, the combined
force was not strong enough to escort it to Kanhpiir. But one
course, then, remained open to Outram, and that was to hold
the Residency until he should be effectively relieved by Sir
Colin Campbell.

Outram's first care was to provide accommodation for the
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largely increased force. With this view, he at once caused

The manner the palaccs extending along the line of the river,

Sit^^^'ro-
*^® Tarawala Kothi, the Chatar Manzil,* and the

vide^accom- Farhat Bakhsh, to be occupied, the enemy's works

S?iic?^8ed and guns in the vicinity being at the same tioie

force. destroyed.

These pusts were taken on the morning of the 26th Septem-

ber. One party, composed of a hundred and fifty
Tijepaiaces ^^^ q£ j.]^^ 32nd Regiment, under Captain Lowe,
along the commanding that regiment, attacked the rebels in

tiren*"^^ the Captain Bazaar, drove them into the Giimti with

loss, and captured three large and four small guns.

Another, composed of the 13th Native Infantry, under Lieu-

tenant Aitken, assaulted the gateway leading to the Farhat

Bakhsh palace, and carried it with considerable loss to the enemy.

It was mainly in consequence of these sorties that the palaces

above mentioned fell into the hands of the British.

These new posts were held by the troops forming Havelock's

command, and were under his personal orders. The
iin occupie

. ^^^ garrisou, reinforced by the Madras Fusiliers,

continued, under Brigadier Inglis, to occupy their posts in the

Eesidency. There remains to be mentioned the

bigh^^*°^' Alambagh. The reader will remember that this

place had been occupied by Havelock on the 23rd

September, and that he bad stored there the baggage of the

force, and left in it a guard of two hundred and fifty men. This

small party had under its charge many of the wounded, several

of whom speedity became convalescent and able to bear arms.

Separated from the Residency as was the Alambagh by the city,

which was still and was likely to remain in the hands of the

rebels, it was very defensible. A fortified enclosure, the garri-

son brought to defend it tAvo heavy guns and two 9-pounders,

besides other guns taken from the enemy. They had ammuni-
tion and water, every necessary of life except a large store of

provisions. It was very desirable to maintain the position as a

touching point for a relieving army. But the want of provisions

constituted a difficulty. Outram therefore instructed Major

* Tarawala KotM, literally " the Star Mansion :

" the Observatory,

built for one of the Kings of Oudh under the superintendence of Colonel

"Wilcox, Astronomer Royal ; Chatar Manzil, literally '^ the Umbrella Palace ;

"

Parhat Bakhsli is a proper name.
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Mclntyre, 78tli HigUanders, the senior officer at the post, to

hold it as long as he could do so, and only in case of absolute
necessity to fall back on Kanhpur.
To rid himself entirely of his native cavalry, useless inside a

fortified enclosure, Outram, at an early period after

his arrival, directed Lieutenant Haidinge to en- io\ft*rS?/

deavour to arrange so that they should all quit the
c^^JJf

^^^

enclosure in the dark of the night, and, if successful
^^"^^ ^^'

in this, make at once for Kanhpur. Hardinge got his men
under arms and endeavoured to lead them out. But the sound
of his horses' hoofs was the signal for a heavy and concentrated
fire upon them from the loop-holed houses of the streets through
which they had to pass—a fire so heavy and so concentrated
that the attempt had to be abandoned. It was clear

that the enemy were well on the alert. The result ^"* t^^

was that the horses, reduced in the absence of grass bafiS^him.

to feed on the bark and branches of the trees, died
in great numbers, and those that survived became so emaciated
as to be utterly unfit for service.

The six weeks which followed the arrival of Outram's force

have not been inaptly described as the blockade.

His arrival had terminated the siege. The danger DiflFerence

of being overwhelmed by the masses of the enemy pSTpHor,
had in a great measure passed away. But, in and that

spite of this change in their condition, events toth?rTnef,

were of frequent occurrence which served to keep
up the soldierly excitement of the garrison. There was
only this diff'erence in the feeling. Before the reinforce-

ments had reached it, it had generally been the excitement of
defence ; it had now become the more stirring excitement
of attack.

On the 27th September, for instance, a party of the 1st

Fusiliers, and some men of the 32nd Eegiment,
under the command of Maior Stephenson, made a ^^5*^^"^^*^^

.' n .-, c J. 1 • • xi 27thSeptem-
sortie lor the purpose oi taking some guns m the ber.

enemy's Kanhpur battery. The British troops

were met by a very heavy fire from the enemy, and, although
they succeeded in spiking three of the enemy's guns, they were
unable to bring them back within the defences. On their

return, they were exposed to so destructive a fire from the tops
of houses and loopholes that they found it most difficult to

carry in their killed and wounded. One sergeant, severely
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wounderl, must have been left on tKe ground, had not a private
of the 32nd, William Dowling by name, in the most gallant
mariner, and with the assistance of Captain Galway 1st Madras
Fusiliers, carried him to a place of safety. Lieutenant Huxham
of the 48th Native Infantry, was wounded.*
The unexampled losses which the 32nd Regiment had

suffered may be o^athered from the fiict that, on this
The 32nd • -

1

i i i x • j.

Foot. occasion, they were commanded by Lieutenant
Warner, of the 7th Light Cavalry, solely becau-e

there were no regimental officers available. Tried as this

gallant regiment had been during the siege, its men were yet
detailed for every sortie and for every attack.

Thus, on the 29th September, three sorties were made
simultaneously. One of these proceeded from the

forties
S ^^^^ square of the Brigade Mess ; the second from

Their results, the Sikh Square ; the third from the Redan. The
part}' charged with the last-named sortie, and which

I will distinguish as the third party, composed of two hundred
men, with a reserve of a hundred and fifty, from the 32nd and
5th Fusiliers, drove the enemy from their guns, and advanced
till they came to a lane commanded by an 18-pounder. In this

advance they lost Captain McCabe of the 32nd, a most dis-

tinguished officer, who was then leading his fourth sortie.

Major Simmons of the 5th Fusiliers was also shot dead ; and, it

being ascertained that no further advance could be made
without considerable loss, the party was recalled. The second
party, from the Sikh Square, commanded b}" Lieutenant
Hardinge, was composed of men from the 32nd, 78th, and 1st

Madras Fusiliers, two hundred in all, and supported by some
men of the 13th Native Infantry, under Lieutenant Aitken.
They succeeded in demolishing several houses and batteries.

The first party, from the Brigade Mess, commanded by Captain
Shute, and composed of men from the 32nd, 64th, and 84th,

succeeded in destroying a 24-pounder gun, and in spiking two
mortars, and four native guns of small calibre. Their loss was i

very severe, quite disproportionate to the service rendered.
Again, on the 2nd November, Lieutenant Hardinge led a party
composed of the 32nd, 84th, 1st Madras Fusiliers, and seven

* For his conduct on this occasion, following on previous acts of distin-

guished gallantry, Private "William Dowling, of the 32nd Foot, received the
Victoria Cross.
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artillerjmen, to destroy some guns on tlie Kanhpiir road. This
was done effectively and almost without opposition.

To write a detailed account of these operations would
require a volume devoted wholly to the siege of Lakhnao.
Dealing with a large subject, I unwillingly confine myself to
a simple statement of deeds in which every man was a hero.
In these the officers of the Indian army were not
one whit behindhand. Constantly recurring are Jndm^nl7
the names of Wilson, Aitken, Ouseley, Apthorp, the Indian

Forbes, Graham, and Cubitt, of the Infantry ; the ^™^'

Engineers, McLeod Innes, Anderson, and Hutchinson; there
were, too, many others. Some, not less prominent, and whose
names will be found mentioned further on, were killed. With
them, too, Thornhill of the Civil Service, one of the most
daring of men.*
On the 2nd October, Outram, finding that the October,

garrison were greatly annoyed by a fire from a Napier

very strong battery—known as Phillips's Garden nps?Grrden
battery, on the Kanhpiir road—ordered out a party battery,

formed of detachments from several regiments under

* As a proof of the fidelity and gallantry of the native troops, I may
mention that every native officer of the 13th Bengal Native Infantry was
either killed, wounded, or died during the siege. The Subahdar-Major of the
regiment, Amar Singh, a gallant old Kajput, received two wounds at Chinhat,
but struggled back into the Kesidency with the beaten troops from that

fatal field, and served throughout the siege and for many years afterwards
as Subahdar-Major of the Regiment of Lakhnao.

Debidfii Misr, the drill liawaldar of the 13th, got through the siege

without a wound, m spite of iiis conspicuous gallantry, and was for many
years subsequently, after the retirement ofAmar Singh, Subahdar-Major of the
Regiment of liakhnao.

Hira Lai Misr, a Sipahi of the 48th, at the commencement and throughout
the siege was the right-hand man of Captain James, the head of the Com-
missariat. He displayed the greatest gallantry and intelligence, and died a
few years ago a Subahdar of the Regiment of Lakhnao. He, like many of the

distinguished native officers, who served throughout the defence, received a
village in perpetuity.

Many other gallant Sipahis, especially of the 13th, may be mentioned.
Seoraj Sin^h (severely wounded on the 20th June under Loughnan, de-

fending Innes's post), Indra Singh, both Sipahis of the 13th when the siege

commenced, and native officers when Sir Colin Campbell came to the relief

of the Residency, ai'e worthy of mention, as are Anuka Singh and Hira
Singh, both Sikhs ; Ramnarain Pandi, who greatly distinguished himself, under
Lieutenant Aitken, in the sortie of the 26th of September. All ranks of

this gallant regiment, the 13th, as well as the 48th and 71st Native Infantry,

received the Order of Merit.
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Colonel Napier to storm it. Napier conducted the attack

witli his usual combination of science and daring;, and took the

battery—a very strong one—with the loss of two

thr^ee^^^n?!' i^^n killed and eleven wounded. He captured three

guns—two 9-pounders and a G-pounder. There was
nothing strange in this : but it was remarkable that he sliould

have rescued a private soldier of the Madras
Remarkable Fusilicrs, who had been three days in the power of
rescue of a ^- --i j. xi • i

• -x 'ri,
soldier. the encmj, without their knowing it, 1 he man

had fallen down a well, and had remained there,

undiscovered by the rebels who were occupying the place.

Outram had been very much impressed with the advantage
which mubt accrue from adopting the direct

SSivours^'to
Kanhpiir road as the mode of communication with

open out the the Alambagh. To carry out this idea, he directed
K^impur

^^^j^j. xialiburton, of the 78th Highlanders, to

extend the position in that direction, working from
house to house. This operation, which was full of danger, was
begun on the 3rd. The next day Haliburton was mortally

wounded. Stephenson of the Madras Fusiliers, who succeeded
him, shared the .same fate on the 5th. Still the work was
persevered with. Several houses were pierced through. At
V .. V «, ^ last, on the 6th, a large mosque was reached. This
but is baffled.

' ' o
2\ -j. ^^ ^place was ol great strength m itseli, and was

occupied in considerable force. To reduce it would have
required more extensive operations than, in the state of the

garrison, would have been convenient. The operations, therefore

were relinquished, but ihe intermediate houses were blown up
and the 78th were located in the garden, in which rested the
battery captured an the 2nd. This became an important
permanent outpost, and not only protected a considerable

portion of the old intrenchment, but connected it with the
palaces which had been occupied on the 26th and 27th.

The work of mining and countermining, so remarkable
during the siege, was, during the blockade, still

ofthe^wOTk"^ further developed under the superintendence of
of mining and ColoDcl Napier. Ably seconded by the engineer

mining' ofiBcers, Crcmmelin, Anderson, McLeod Inues, Hutch-
inson, Eussell, Limond, and by others, all the efforts

of the enemy in this direction were frustrated. The post to

which I have alluded as occupied by the 78th Highlanders, and
called Phillips's garden, from its situation outside the intrench-
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ment, offered temiotations to the enemy's miners which were
irresistible. But Hutchinson successfully countermined them.The Sikhs of the Firuzpur regiment (Brasyer's) became very

It on '? ^''''^' ""'''^ ^^^^^J^ l>affled the enemy. Some of
the o2nd trained during the siege, likewise made themselves
reiqarkable for their dexterity. For general purposes, acompany of miners was formed of volunteers from the several
corps, and placed under the orders of Captain Crommelin. These
"soon gave him the ascendancy over the enemy, who were
lolled at all points, with the loss of their galleries and mines,
and the destruction of their miners in repeated instances " *

i he occupation of Phillips's garden by the 78th Highlanders
formed a part of the plan conceived by Outram for
relieving tM old garrison from all molestation on tle'BJS'^
its east, nofth-east, and south-east faces; that is position are

from the Kanhptir road to the commencement of
'^^""^"'^•

the river front. The plan was completed by the occupation as
outposts ot three strong positions commanding the road to the
iron bridge. Whilst these posts and that held by the 78th
received the brunt of the enemy's attacks, the defences of the
original mtrenchment were thoroughly repaired, and new
batteries to mount thirteen guns were constructed.
The effect of the occupation of these outposts on the enemy

was remarkable. During the siege they had
occupied positions within a few yards of our in- Altered tac-

trenchments. From these they were now driven rlbe?s*^'
back to a distance so great, that their musketry fire
had no chance of doing mischief inside the old position. They
accordingly, with considerable skill, altered their tactics. They
withdrew their guns to a point whence the balls would clear
the outer defences and fall within the intrenchment. The plan
was ingenious, and was so far well worked that the point of fire
was constantly shifted. But for one defect, it might have been
very damaging. That defect consisted in want of confidence

* Sir James Oiitram's official report. "I am aware," wrote Outram in
ttie same report, "of no parallel to our series of mines in modern war.
Iwenty-one shafts, aggregating two hundred feet in depth and three
thousand two hundred and ninety-one feet of gallery, have been executed.
Ihe enemy advanced twenty mines against the palaces and outposts; of
these they exploded three which caused us loss of life, and two which did no
injury

;
seven bad been blown in, and out of seven others the enemy have been

driven and their galleries taken possession of by our miners."
VOL. IV.

J
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in the success of the plan, which produced, therefore, want
of continuity in the working of it. This defect was fatal.

On the 9th of October, the garrison were cheered by news
that Dehli was completely in our power; that

The garrison the King was a prisoner ; and that Greathed had

complete sue- sct out to lead a brigade to Kanhpiir. This news
cessatDehii ^^s confirmed the following day by the further

bed's march, intellicjence of the victory gained by Greathed at

Balandshahr.
From this date the chief enemy to combat was impatience.

Eelief was a question of time, and, if relief would but arrive

before the 20th November, Outram felt that all would be well.

He ought to have known that his stock of provisions would last

much longer. But on this point an utterly mistaken
November, imprc-sion prevailed. Outram believed, from the

gaiSirlythe information officially given him, that, even on the
quantity of rcduccd scalc of ratious allowed, the supplies in the

5tock!'°°^
^^ Eesidency vroiild not feed the force longer than the

20th. But this was an entire misconception on the

part of the supply department. The supplies would have lasted

for a far longer period. The error might have had evil con-

sequences. For it was mainly the belief that Outram's supplies

were nearly exhausted that iufluced Sir Cob"n Campbell to

march to Lakhnao before disposing of Tantiji Topi and the
Gwaliar troops. And the non-disposal of them by him almost
landed us in disaster.

Still, though the greatest enemy was impatience, the eiforts

of the enemy outside the walls never slackened;

SS^ofTbr^"
^^^^' ^®^*® *^^y wholly without effect. Between the

siege. 25th September and the 10th November, Lieutenant
Graydon of the 4-ith Native Infantry, an excellent

officer, in command of Innes's post, was shot dead while
supeiintending the works beyond that post. I have noticed
the death of McCabe whilst gallantly leading his fourth sortie.

Captain Hughes of the 57th Native Infantry, doing duty with
the 32nd, was mortally wounded at the attack of a house which
formed one of the enemy's outposts. Captain Lowe, com-
manding the 32nd, was severely wounded. Wounded also

were Browne, Edmonstone, and Assistant-Surgeon Darby, of
the same regiment. On the south side of the intrenchment
the fire continued to be specially galling, several bullets entering
the loop-holes. Complete exposure on this side was certain
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death. On the 4tli NoA^ember, Dashwood, of the Bengal army,
a veiy_ gallant officer, lost both his legs by a round shot, whilst
sketching in the Eesidenoy compound. He had been warned
by a first shot passing near him, but he would not stir.

On the 6th November, news reached the garrison that Hope
Grant had encamped on the ground on the Lakhnao
side of the Banni bridge, and that he was to wait ws^ofltS'
there for Sir Colin Campbell, whose arrival at advance of

Kanhpur was also announced. ^'P' ^'^°*-

It now became a point with the generals to devise some plan
of communicating with the Commander-in-Chief.
Sir James Outram had previously forwarded to the visesTplan
Alambagh a despatch for Sir Colin, in which were of communi-

contained plans of the city and its approaches, and Se'cSm-*^
his own ideas as to the best mode of effecting the mander-in-

junction of the relieved with the relieving forces.
^^^^*

He had advised the Commander-in-Chief to make a detour from
the Alambagh to the right of the Dilkusha, and to advance
thence by the Martiniere and Sikandarbagh. By means of a
preconcerted signal,^ he ascertained that his despatch had
safely reached the Alambagh. The success of this mode of
communication suggested the improvising of a semaphore
telegraph, and the idea was no sooner conceived than it was
carried out.*

But, though written descriptions might be useful to the
Commander-in-Chief, their value could iu no respect
equal that which might be conveyed by an intelligent fnlhi%S^^
member of the garrison, by one who had undergone son for per-

the siege and withstood the blockade, and who could mSnlc'Sn
cast the light of personal experience on the in- witbSirCoiin

sufficient description of a despatch. But where was ^°^^
^

a man to be found who would dare the risk—who would under-
take to penetrate the serried lines of the enemy, knowing that
death was synonymous with discovery ? Disguise was necessary,
an almost impossible disguise, for the fair skin of the European,
the light hair, the foreign accent, could scarcely escape detection

* "All necessary particulars," writes Mr. Martain Gubbins, "beiuo-
fortunately found under the head ' Telegraph,' in the Penmj Cyclopsedm
in my library, the General ordered the immediate erection of a semaphore on
the top of the Residency, and copies of the necessary instructions were sent
to the Alambagh."

I 2
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To ask a man to attempt this was to ask him to encounter

something worse than death in its ordinary aspect, to expose

himself to the ignominious fate of the spy !

To ask a man to dare this risk was, every one felt, impossible.

But every one felt, at the same time, that it was a risk which it

was most desirable should be undertaken. Such was the common
thought : such the whisper of the garrison. It has often been

found, amongst Englishmen, that the occasion produces tho

man. It produced him, even on this, when the
Thomas risks of death were enormous, and when the death

Kavanagh, would be an ignouiinious death. A clerk in one of

the civil offices, by name Thomas Henry Kavanagh,
caused General Outram to be informed, some time on the 9th

November, that he was prepared to traverse in disguise the

hostile lines, and to convey a letter to the Commander-in-Chief
in his camp near Banni. Mr. Kavanagh's ofter was the more

heroic, inasmuch as, of all the garrison, he was
notwith- perhaps the most difficult man to disguise. Tall,

thoroSiy^ taller than the ordinary run of natives, he was very
European f^^y—fair of a frecklv fairness—and his hair flittered

istics. as gold. But, perfectly cognisant of these drawbacks
to disguise, Mr. Kavanagh offered himself. General

Outram loved a gallant deed : but, brave as he was, and loving

bravery in others, he yet shrunk from exposing a man blindly

to the consequences of a deed such as that which Kavanagh
proposed. He told him frankly the risks he ran,

traversTuie** the almost Certain fate that would befall him. But
enemy's lines Kavanagh had made up his mind. Dangers there

^ ^ " ' were, he knew. But, having in view the all-

important consequences of his mission, he would brave them.
Having made up his mind, and received his commission,

Kavanagh proceeded to disguise himself. He chose

Ihol?.'''^
^^ the garb of a Badmash—a native " swashbuckler "—

'

a soldier for plunder, of the sort which abounded
in the ranks of the rebels. He put on a pair of tight silk

trousers, fitting close to the skin, a tight-fitting muslin shirt,

and over this a yellow silk short jacket. Round his waist he
bound a white waistband, over his shoulders he threw[a coloured

chintz cloth, on his head he placed a cream-coloured turban, his

feet he inducted into the slipper-like shoes worn by the natives

of India. His face down to the shoulders and his hands down
to the wrist, he caused to be stained with lamp-black dipped in
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oil. His hair lie cut short. Tlius disguised, and wearing the shield

and sword peculiar to the swashbuckler, Kavanagh, at 9 o'clock

on the evening of the 9th November, accompanied by
^^

a faithful native spy, by name Kanauji Lai, set out.

His journey, though not without its alarms,* proved that
Mr. Kavanagh had not counted vainly on his brave
and resolute heart. He could not, indeed, reach the '^^'^' ^^'

Alambagh, but, passing by it, he fell in on the morn- succeeds,

ing of the 10th, with a party of Panjab Cavalry, by
v^hom, after receiving their warm greeting and hearty con-
gratulations, he was escorted to Sir Colin Campbell.
The information thus received by that gallant commander

supplied the one link which, till then, had been wanting to his

complete mastery of the position. The following

morning his engineer park arrived, and orders were
issued for an advance the next day. But that afternoon Sir

Colin devoted to an inspection of the men with whom he was to

accomplish the relief of the long-beleaguered garrison—to deal

the first deadly blow at the revolters of Oudh. Who and what
were those men ? They were composed mainly of

the remnants of regiments which had already
cam^b u'

fought and bled against the mutineers. They force,

were, of the Line, the 8th, a wing of the 53rd, the

75th and 93rd Regiments; of Sikhs, the 2nd and 4th Panjab
Infantry ; of Cavalry, the 9th Lancers, and detachments of the

1st, 2nd, and 5th Cavalry, and of Hodson's Horse ; of Artillery,

sixteen guns, all tried at Dehli ; a few Bengal sappers, and
some Panjabi pioneers ; and of the Naval Brigade, two hundred
and fifty men, with eight heavy guns, and two rocket tubes,

mounted on light carts. The total number of fighting men,
European and Native, was estimated at three thousand four

hundred men.
Such were the men whom Sir Colin Campbell inspected on

the afternoon of the day prior to the advance.

"The scene," writes one who was present on the ^''* 9*^^^? ^^"

occasion,! " was striking. The small army was ^^^^
^

* Mr. Kavanagh wrote an account of this journey, Hoiv I Won the

Victoria Cross, Ward and Lock. He died, in St. Thomas's Hospital, about

five years ago (1883).

t 'BlackicoocVs Magazine, October 1858. The writer was, I believe, Sir

Archibald Alison, whose share in the events, the description of which will

follow, gave brilliant promise of the soldierly excellence which has followed.
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drawn up in quarter-distance columns in the centre of a vast

plain, surrounded hj woods. On the edge of these the pickets

were posted. A mere handful it seemed. The guns of the troops

and batteries who came down from Dehli looked blackened
and service-worn, but the hor.-es were in good condition, the

harness in perfect repair, the men swarthy, and evidcDtly

in perfect fighting trim. The 9th Lancers, with

ferentcos- their bluc Uniforms and white turbans twisted
tnmesand round their forage caps, their flagless lances, lean
^^^

' but hard}^ horses, and gallant bearing, looked the

perfection of a cavalry regiment on active service. Wild and
bold was the carriage of the Sikh cavalry, riding untamed-
looking steeds, clad in loose fawn-coloured robes, with Jong
boots, blue or red turbans and sashes, and armed with carbine

and sabre. Next to them were the worn and wasted remains
of the 8th and 75th, cla'l entirely in slate-coloured cloth. With
a wearied air, they stood grouped round their standard—war,
stripped of its display, in all its nakedness. Then the 2nd and
4th Panjab Infantry, tall of stature, with eager eyes overhung
by large twisted turbans, clad in shoii; sand-coloured tunics

—

men swift to march forward in the fight—ambitious both of
glory and of loot. Last stood, many in numbers, in tall and
serried ranks, the 93rd Highlanders. A waving sea of plumes

and tartans they looked, as, with loud and rapturous

Si^*cSHrb°^
cheers, which rolled over the field, they welcomed

the 93rd; their veteran commander, the chief of their choice.

It was curious to mark the difference between the
old Indian troops and the Highlanders in their reception to Sir
Colin. Anxious and fixed was the gaze of the former as he^

rode do^vn their ranks—men evidently trj'ing to

rans of^Dehii. measure the leader who had been sent to them from
so far. Enthusiastic beyond expression was his

reception by the latter. You saw at once that to him was
accorded their entire confidence—that, under him, they would
go anywhere and do anything."

At sunrise the following morning the troops advanced. The
plan upon which Sir Colin Campbell, well instructed

jNov^ 12. "by gii. James Outram and possessing the advantage
operations. of the presence by his side of Mr. Kavanagh, had

determined, was to move on the Alambagh ; to store

within that enclosure all the ttnts, and, having drawn to himself
the detachments still in rear, to make, with a wide sweep, a
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flank march to tlie right, on the Dilknsha park and the
Martiniere ; starting afresh from these points, to force the
canal close to its junction with the Giimti ; then, covered by
that river, to advance, up its right bank, on the Sikandarbagh.
This point once secured, a portion of the force could make a
dash southwards on. the barracks north of Hazratganj, and
having seized them, would erect three batteries to play on the
outworks of the Kaisarbagh. The main body, meanwhile, forcing
the Shah Xajaf and the Moti Mahall, w^ould open out the w^ay for
a junction with Outram. To support this operation, Outram
would co-operate by a heavy fire on the intermediate positions
held by the enemy from all the guns in the Eesidency ; having
forced these, he would move out, with all his sick and wounded,
women and children, and treasure, between the Giimti and the
Kaisarbagh, and effect a juQction with the Commander-in-Chief.
It was based upon the plan drawn up by Outi am, and transmitted
to Sir Colin by the hands of the gallant Kavanagh, on the 9th.*
To carry out this plan, the little army set out at sunrise on

the morning of the 12th November. It had marched
barely three miles when the advanced guard, headed advancS^
by a squadron of Hodson's Horse, commanded by
Lieutenant Gough, striking the road leading to Jalalabad,"|"

came at once under the fire of some light guns,
covered by a line of field-works. The moment the Ji^ncS^and
sound was heard. Captain Bourchier brought up his G.^ugh pur-

field battery, and opened a fire which soon silenced rebei?^

the hostile guns. The rebels then attempted to

remove these guns, but Gough, dashing forward, was amongst

* Vide x\ppendix A. Objection has been taken to the statement made in
the text to the effect that Sir Colin Campbell's plan was based on tlie plan
furnished by Outram. It has even been asserted that Sir Colin's plan.differed,
in all respects save one, from that proposed by Outram. But Sir Colin
Campbell admitted that he deviated from Outram's in one particular only.
To avoid street fighting he kept away from the ambush indicated by Outram,
and took his course by the open ground near the Gumti. The question,
then, resolves itself into this : Outram, anxious to assist Sir Colin by con-
veying to him the knowledge he had acquired on the spot, transmitted to
him, by the hands of the daring Kavanagh, most valuable information ; Sir
Colin used that information largely though not blindly, that is, he carried
out the main plan, though he did not rigidly adhere to all the details.

Outram's plan will be found detailed in Appendix B., I have ascertained that
it was drawn out by himself alone. In stating, then, in the text, that Sir
Colin's plan was based on Outram's, I am stating the literal truth.

t Jalalabad, Anglice, " the town of splendour."
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tliem like lightning, and drove them from the field with the

loss of two of their pieces.

No further opposition was offered to the progress of the force

to the Alambagh.* That same evening the camp
encamp?near was pitched closc to that enclosure : tut, as it thus
the Aiam- came under the fire constantly directed by the

enemy on that place, its position had to he changed
to another, which brought it under cover of the Alambagh.
Here the force halted for the following day.

The Alambagh was, at this time, held by Major Mclntyre of

the 78th Highlanders, nine hundred and thirty

Mgh^
^^' Europeans, a few Sikhs, and eight guns. Mcln tyre's

original garrison of two hundred and eighty men
had been from time to time augmented by parties from Kanhpur,

escorting the provisions which had maintained his

Mcintyr? garrison. It is a proof of Major Mclntyre's skill,

energy, and arrangement, that although from his

first occupation of the post, on the 25th September, to the date

of his relief—a period of forty-nine days—he had been inces-

santly annoyed by the fire of the batteries erected by the enemy
about the place, he had only lost one European soldier, and
that two only had been wounded. The native camp-followers
and the cattle had, however, suffered severely.

On the evening of the 12th he was, I have shown, relieved.

Nov 13
"^^^^ following day Avas devoted by Sir Colin Campbell
to making ar/angements for a decisive advance on

the 14th. First he despatched a small brigade, under the
command of Colonel the Hon. Adrian Hope of the

carries tiie^^ 93rd Highlanders—an officer of great attainments

iS?'^^^^'''
^^^ brilliant promise—to take possession of the fort

of Jalalabad, in the right rear of the position at

Alambagh. Hope found that the fort, which might have been
advantageously held, being constructed of thick mud vnth.

good flanking defences, had been evacuated. He therefore

rendered it useless by blowing in one of its faces, and returned.

Whilst one brigade was engaged in this operation,

madTon'the ^^^' Colin causcd to be stacked within the enclosure
13th for an all the camp equipage not required for the hard

foUowSgday. work in prospect. He directed, also, that whilst

supplies for fourteen days for himself and the troops

* Alambagh, Anglice "'the Garden of the Universe.''
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in Lakhnao should accompany him, every soldier should carry in

his haversack provisions for three days' consumption. Then, too,

he received his last reinforcements from Kanhpur, distributed

to their several regiments the men brought up by various de-

tachments he found in the Alambagh, and made a fresh division

of his force into brigades. By successive reinforce-

ments, and the junctions with the Alambagh garri- ^^^7*??^"

son, the force had now been augmented to about five force

;

thousand men of all arms,* with forty-nine guns.
It was then thus re-arranged : the 75th regiment, not three
hundred strong, and which had suffered much from previous
service, was directed to occupy the Alambagh, aided

by fifty Sikhs of the regiment of Firiizpiir, and a de- {?'t^i*?^"K

tachment of artillery under Captain Moir. The ment,

detailing of these troops for the purpose indicated
reduced the force effective for field operations to about four
thousand seven hundred men.
The naval brigade, commanded by Captain William Peel,

consisted of two hundred and fifty men of the crew
of the Shannon, seamen and marines, having with ^^ ^^^^

them eight heavy guns and howitzers, drawn by artfiiery,

bullocks, and two rocket tubes mounted on light

carts. Vying with these in zeal and ardour was the artillery

brigade, composed of Travers's 18-j)0under battery, Eemming-
ton's and Blunt's troops of Horse Artillery, half a troop of
Madras Horse Artillery under Captain Bridge, and Bourchiers
battery. This brigade was commanded by Brigadier Craw-
ford, E.A.
The cavalry brigade, commanded by Brigadier Little, was

composed of two squadrons of the 9th Lancers, and
one each of the 1st, 2nd, and 5th Panjab Cavalry,

^^^^'^^^'

and of Hodson's Horse.
The Engineers' Department, commanded by Lieutenant Len-

nox, E.E., was composed of a company of Royal En-
^^^ en in r

gineers, a company of Madras Sappers, a few Bengal ^
engineers.

Sappers who had served at Dehli, and two companies of newly-
raised Panjab Pioneers.

* Naval Brigade and Artillery, four hundred and fifty ; cavalry, nine
hundred ; infantry, three tliousand five hundred and fifty ; sappers, two
hundred ; heavy guns, twelve ; mortars, ten ; light field guns, twenty-
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The infantry brigades were the third, the fourth and the fifth.

The third, commanded by Brigadier Greathed, was
^^ ^' composed of the remnant of the 8th Eegiment ; of

a battalion of detachments of three regiments shut up in

Lakhnao : and of the 2nd Panjab Native Infantry. The fourth,

led by Brigadier Adrian Hope, was the strongest of all. It was
composed of the 93rd Highlanders and a wing of the 53rd, the

former fresh from England, the latter from Calcutta ; of the

4th Panjab Infantry, and a weak battalion of the regiments

shut up in Lakhnao. The fifth brigade, commanded

KeSra? by Brigadier Russell, was composed of the 23rd
supervision of Fnsiliers and a detachment of the 82nd Eegiment.
the force.

g^pg Grant, with the rank of Brigadier-General,

had the general direction of the force under the supervision of

the Commander-in-Chief.*

On the evening of the 13th Sir Colin rode out to reconnoitre.

The following morning, at 9 o'clock, the troops

TheTrderto having first partaken of a good breakfast, he gave
advance is the Order to march. The advance was made from
^^^^''

the right, through the fields, crossing the several

roads leading from the city at right angles. The enemy had

not evidently anticipated this circuitous movement, as, whilst

their scouts watched the route of the British from the tops of

trees, small bodies of them were seen hastily endeavouring to

throw up cover at the several points by which it was likely

that the head of the advanced column would turn towards the

city.

The turning movement was made at the point expected, and
the advance, bringing forward their right shoulders,

and carries moved directly on the wall of the Dilkusha park.

Bhl
^ ^" Up to this moment no opposition had been offered

by the rebels ; but, as the advance neared the en-

closure, a heavy matchlock fire was opened upon it from the

left. Reinforcements were at once sent to the front, and the

British guns opened upon the group whence this fire proceeded,

and silenced it. Some rebel skirmishers then showed them-

selves emerging from the park, but the British skirmishers,

horse, foot, and artillery, advancing, drove them speedily back,

and pushed them through the grounds of the Dilkusha park,

over the crest of the plateau, to the Martiniere, about a mile

* Sir Hope Grant's Incidents of the Sepoy War, page 179.
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below it, on tlie banks of the Giimti. The Dilknsha was thus
carried, almost without a blow.

This operation, described though it be in a few lines, had
occupied two hours. The loss on both sides had been incon-

siderable, as the enemy did not stand to receive, but retreated

after discharging their pieces. The work had been easy for

the assailants, and they were ready for more.

They did not halt then in the Dilkusha, but, running and
cantering across the joark, j)ressed on to the Mai ti-

niere. The rebels were in advance of them, and the skirmishers

sight of these men running in panic had inspired Jj^ii'itthe

their comrades, entrusted with the defence of the

Martiniere, to do something to check the pursuit. They suc-

ceeded, by considerable exertions, in turning two guns on the
advancing cavalry, but, before they could produce any per-

ceptible effect, Bourchier and Remmington opened upon them.
Their fire was quickly followed by discharges from Travers's
18-pounders, and from a heavy howitzer brought up by Captain
Hardy, R.A. Many rounds had not been fired when the
infantry, composed of a battalion made up of companies from
the 5th Fusiliers, the 64th and 78th Foot, and the 8th Foot,
commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Hamilton of the 78th, came
up, dashed down the slope, and carried the Marti-
niere, the enemy not waiting to receive them, but ^rryV^^"^
retreating across the canal with all speed, followed
by our cavalrj-. In the course of the pursuit Lieutenant
^\'atson* of the Bombay Army, commanding the
squadron of the 1st Panjab Cavalry, encountered

J^'^Jf^^'u

and slew in a hand-to-hand encounter the leader encounter!'^

of the enemy's party, a native officer of the 15th
Irregular Cavalry. Watson had a narrow escape, his opponent
having discharged his pistol at him within a few feet of his body.
Both these important places having been carried, and the

ground up to the edge of the canal being held by
our troops, it devolved upon the Commander-in-

canf^bSi
Chief to make arrangements for securing his new makes ar-

position. He accordingly brought up Adrian Hope's Jo^boSg^
brigade (the 4th), and arranged it in position in the ground up

the gardens of the Martiniere. He located there ofthecauai.

likewise Eemmington's troop of horse artillery.

* Now Lieutenaut-General Sir John Watson, KC.B. and V.C.
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Eussell's brigade (the 5tli) he posted on the left in front of the

Dilknsha, whilst on the plain in front of the Martiniere, occupy-
ing a line drawn from the canal on their right to the wall of

the Dilkusha park on their left, he placed Little's brigade of

cavalry and Boiirchier's battery. Somewhat later in the after-

noon, in pursuance of orders issued by Six Colin, with a view
to guard his communications with the Alambcigh from being
cut off by a turning movement on his left, Brigadier Eussell

pushed forward several companies of his infantry to occupy two
villages on the canal, covering the left of the British position.

These arrangements had not been made one moment too soon.

They were hardly completed, when it became evident,
The enemy from the massino; of troops on their centre, that the
prepare to ^ , ^. .

attack him; enemy were contemplating an aggressive move-
ment. To gain information as to its probable nature,

Captain Grant of the 9th Lancers galloped forward to recon-

noitre. He was received by a crashing musketry fire, which,
however, left him unscathed. Little at once ordered Bourchier

to the front, supporting him with his cavalry. It

had bf^e?pre- '"^as then sccu how wise had been the occupation of
"^io^siy ^^s- the two villages already referred to, for the enemy,

creeping down to the bed of the canal, had oj^ened

upon them a heavy and continuous fire ; but as soon as Bour-
cbier's guns opened upon their supporting masses they fell

back very rapidly to the city. A few more discharges cleared

the canal bed.

Little, having accomplished his mission, withdrew to the
Martiniere compound, and orders were at once issued

a sbtom'^^
for a night bivouac. But scarcely had the horses

attempt ; been untraced than the enemy, regathering courage,
made a second and more desperate attempt to turn

the British position. About four hundred yards to the proper
right of the wall of the Dilkusha park, as one faces the canal,

is the bridge connecting the Martiniere plain with the Hazrat-
ganj main street. It was on this bridge that the rebels now,
about 5 o'clock in the afternoon, came down in great numbers
and with several guns.

If they had counted on finding the British troops unprepared,
they were disappointed. Stealthy as had been their

b^^A^^*^^*^
movements, they had been watched by a man who

Hope, never missed an opportunity. As they approached
the bridge Adrian Hope brought up his brigade
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witli an alacrity not to be surpassed. The 93rd he placed
lining a mud-wall opposite the bridge. On either side of them
were the 53rd and the 4th Panjabis. Remmington's troop
galloped at once to the front, closely followed by the remainder
of the artillery, and opened fire on the enemy. The cavalry
were handy. As each successive regiment came up, it lined

the banks of the canal.

Bourchier's battery and Peel's 24-pounders occupied a position

on some high ground on the left of the bridge,

whence they were able to direct a concentric fire wmlara^Peei

on the angle formed by the canal near the bridge,
^Jf^^'^"^"

and where the enemy were massed in large numbers.
Their fire speedily " crushed " * the enemy out of this position.

Then Adrian Hope, forming up his brigade, pushed across the
bridge, drove back the enemy with heavy loss, and secured a
lodgment on the other side. The attack of the rebels had failed.

f

Then did the British troops bivouac for the night, Adrian
Hope's brigade, flanked by Bourchier's battery, two
guns of the naval brigade, and a troop of cavalry, forThe uigS!

on the canal; Russell's brigade on their right;

Greathed's in the rear ; the bulk of the artillery on the high
ground to the left, and the cavalry on the summit of the plateau
round the Dilkusha house behind the centre. The men slept

with their arms by their side, ready for prompt action.

The following day, the loth, was spent in making prepara-
tions for the grand advance. The Dilkusha palace

^^^ ^^
was to be made a second depot for the stores and
baggage, which would have needlessly encumbered an army
that had to fight in the streets. The heavy baggage,
consisting of everything pertaining to the officers nSiandefs,
and soldiers, had been placed in charge of a commands

strong rear-guard, commanded by Lieutenant -Colonel gulrdf'^"

Ewart, H.M.'s 93rd Highlanders. This officer, whose
splendid gallantry was soon to be displayed in a position more
advanced and still more dangerous, had had no easy time of it.

Although his men had been under arms on the 14th at the

* BladnvoocVs Magazine, June 1858.

t In this action our force lost two very promising oflSicers, Captain Mayne,
of the Bengal Artillery, and Captain Wheatley, of the Carabineers, doing
duty with the 9th Lancers. A few hours before, Wheatley, talking with
some comrades of the approaching Christmas, had remarked, " I wonder
how many of us will then be alive." He was a very gallant officer.
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same time as tlie rest of tlie army, his progress, charged as he
was with a large convoy, had necessarily been slow. The
enemy, hovering about the main force, but afraid to attack it,

had singled out the rear-guard as their prey. The attacks

which they made upon it were incessant. But,

Bi^tlSd ^e^l ^^^^^ ^y ^^^^^ of the Bengal, and Crawford
Crawford, be of the Eoyal, Artillery, Ewart beat back every

ever^lttack. assault. The attacks had, however, necessarily

delayed him, and he was unable to bring his convoy
into camp before the loth. He brought it then, having accom-
plished skilfully a difficult and harassing task.

Then did Sir Colin make his final arrangements. The whole
of his heavy baggage, his supplies for fourteen days,

meifS'ade he storcd in the Dilkusha. Into the palace all the
attiieDUku- giQ]j ^j^^ wounded were conveyed. Defences were

thrown up round that building, and a force was
detailed to guard it. This force consisted of five field guns,

half the 9th Lancers, the Military Train, a squadron of Panjab
Cavalry, and the remnant of the gallant 8th, about three

hundred strong—the whole under the command of Brigadier

Little of the 9th Lancers.

But, though the 15th was a day of preparation, the enemy
did not leave the fighting qualities of our soldiers

and nigh™°*^^ Untested. About mid-day, huge masses of infantry

advance
*^^ Supporting two horse artillery guns, made a strong

demonstration against the extreme right of the

British position. Their pickets, however, were on the alert,

and, the guns (two guns of the Madras Native Horse Artillery)

speedily opening fire, the enemy fell back. As the point thus
threatened was that from which it was intended to make the
advance the following morning, Sir Colin deemed it advisable

to draw the enemy's attention to another quarter. He accord-

ingly a little later in the day made a strong reconnaissance in

front of our extreme left, and subsequently massed all our
artillery on that point. He further directed that, during the

night, a fire of mortars should be directed on the point opposite

our left, so as to keep the enemy's attention fixed there, whilst

silence should be preserved at the other end of the line.

Having made all the arrangements which skill and foresight

Sir Colin signals to
^ould suggcst. Sir Colin signalled to Sir James

Ontram iiis intention Outram, by a code previously arranged, that
to advance.

j^^ would advance on the morrow.
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Early on the morning of the 16th the heavy guns were
withdrawn from the advanced pickets on the canal,

and the detachments of Adrian Hope's brigade
which had been sent to the front rejoined their regiments.
The men first breakfasted. Then, a strong body of
cavalry, with Blunt's troop of Horse Artillery and Jn?he^mhf
a company of the 53rd, forming the advance guard,
moved forward from the extreme right. The way crossed the
canal, then dry ; followed then for about a mile the bank of the
Gumti, led them through a narrow line, through thickly wooded
enclosures, and then made a sharp turn to the left on to a i^oad

which, turning again, ran between low mud houses, for about
a hundred and twenty yards parallel to the Sikandarbagh.
Following the advance guard marched Adrian Hope's brigade

;

then Eussell's; then the ammunition and engineers' park.
Greathed's brigade, now reduced by the retention of the
8th at the Dilkusba, remained till mid-day occupying the
position on the canal, so as to protect the left rear of the main
hodj. It then followed the remainder of the force as its rear
guard.
The precautions taken by Sir Colin the preceding afternoon

and evening had been successful, for the enemy's attention had
been completely diverted from the line of advance he had
contemplated. His advanced guard, then, marched along the
bank of the Giimti, through the lane and enclosures,

without meeting an enemy. Suddenly it made the
advance'^^^

sharp turn to the left already described. Then the comes in con-

enemy for the first time took the alarm. First from enemy"^
*^^

men occupying huts and enclosures in advance of the
building, then from the mass of men in the Sikandarbagh*
itself, poured an overwhelming fire on the troops forming the
advance. Their position was, in a military point of view,
desperate, for they were exposing their flank to the enemy.
For a distance of a hundred and twenty yards to the walled
enclosure of Sikandarbagh, they were broadside on to the

enemy's fire. Our officers saw the position clearly.

Before a shot had been fired a staff officer remarked
pos^J^n?^"^

to his right-hand comrade, " If these fellows allow

* The Sikandarbagh, Anglice " the garden of Alexander," is a high-walled
enclosure about a hundred and fifty yards square, with towers at the

angles.
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one of us to get out of this cul de sac alive, they deserve every
one of them to be hanged,"*
The .situation was indeed critical. The gallant 53rd (one

company only), in skirmishing order, lined indeed the enclosures

bordering on the lane ; but their numbers were few, and the

fire of the enemy was concentrated ; the cavalry were jammed
together, unable to advance, and the high banks on either side

seemed to offer an impassable barrier to artillery.

But only " seemed." Up the steep bank the daring Blunt
led his gallant troop, and, " conquering the im-

ga^iLiftiy o'/ possible," brought them, guns and all, into an open
space between the Sikandarbagh and another large

loop-holed building, exposed as he galloped on to a terrific

cross-fire. Here unlimbering, with remarkable coolness and
self-possession, he opened with his six guns on the Sikandarbagh.
Never was anything done better.

AVhilst Blunt was engaged on this gallant deed, Adrian Hope's
brigade, disengaging it.self, had come up with a rush

Adrian ^ujj driven the enemy first from the enclosures

brigade. bordering the lane, and then from the large building

of which I have spoken opposite the Sikandarbagh.

This gave it access to the open space on which Blunt had
unlimbered. Travers followed with his heavy

h?'*rav^'^*^
battery, and, the sappers and miners having de-

battery, molished a portion of the high bank, he too was able,

by the aid of the infantry, to bring two of his

18-pounders into position and to open fire against the angle of

the enclosure. In less than half an hour their fire opened a hole

in the wall which might be practicable for stormers.

Meanwhile the infantry of Adrian Hope's brigade, after the

achievement already related, had been ordered to lie

^i^s*?* down, covered by a small bank and some trees. But
darbiigh. the moment the breach was considered practicable

the bugle-sound gave the signal for assault. It was
made by the 93rd Highlanders and the 4th Panjab Eifles,

supported by the 53rd and a battalion of detachments.

Springing to their feet, the Highlanders under Lieutenant-

Colonel Ewart, and the Sikhs under Lieutenant Paul, dashed

* Blackwood's Magazine, October 1828. The writer of the article quoted
either made or heard the remark. He was, as I have already stated, himself

a distinguished actor in the campaign.
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forward. " It was," writes an eye-witness,* " a glorious msli.
On went, in generous rivalry, the turban of the Sikh and the
dark plume of the Highlander. A native officer of the Sikhs "

—Subahdar Gokal Singh, specially mentioned by the Commander-
in- Chief in his despatch—" waving his talwar above his head„
dashed on full five yards in front of his men. The Highlanders,
determined not to be left behind, strained nerve and limb in the
race. Their officers led like gallant gentlemen, shaking their
broadswords in the air. Two young ensigns springing over a
low mud wall gave the colours of the regiment to the breeze.
Paul with voice and accent urged on his wild followers." All
ran towards the hole—a small hole in a bricked-up doorway,
about three feet square and about the same distance from the
ground. A Sikh of the 4th Rifles reached it first, but he was
shot dead as he jumped through. A similar fate befell a
Highlander in his track. A young officer of the 93rd, Eichard
Cooper by name, outstripping the majority of his

comrades, was more fortunate. Flying, so to speak, coSperf

through the hole, he landed unscathed. " His jump
into it," wrote the gallant Blunt, who witnessed it, " reminded
me of the headlong leap which Harlequin in a panto-
mime makes through a shop window, and I thought at the

time that if he was not rushing to certain death life would be
very uncertain to those first making entrance by that ugly blind

hole." Cooper was almost immediately followed by Colonel

Ewart of the 93rd ; Ewart by Captain John I. Ewart,

Lumsden, of the 30th Native Infantry, but attached Lumsden,

as interpreter to the 93rd Highlanders; Lumsden by three privates

of that regiment, they again by eight or nine men, Sikhs of the

4th Panjab Rifles and Highlanders. Another officer. Captain

Burroughs! of the 93rd, also penetrated within the enclosure,

but was almost immediately attacked and severely wounded.
Altogether, besides the three officers, about a dozen men, Sikhs

and Highlanders, had jumped within the enclosure, when, from

* BlackiooocTs 3Iagazine, October 1 858.

t Colonel Ewart wrote me in December 1880. " I cannot tell you positively

who was first in througli the hole. Captain Burroughs claimed the honour,

and certainly he was in before me, as, when I jumped through, I noticed him

inside with his head bleeding from a sabre cut." On this I would observe,

that possibly Captain Burroughs entered by another aperture. The pre-

ponderance of evidence goes to show that through "that ugly blind hole"

the officers jumped in the order stated in the text.

VOL. IV. K
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some reason yet undiscovered, the supply from outside suddenly
sto]3ped. The enclosure in which these fourteen men

SMdis^iid^
found themselves was a hundred and fifty yards

Highlanders Square, with towers at the angles, and in the centre

of the eastern face a building, consisting of a room
opening out into a courtyard behind it, the grass growing

all over the ground of the enclosure sufficiently high

enemy's*'^
^ to conccal the enemy from view. There were, how-

waiied en- ever, two pathways—the one to the left leading to

the gate ; the other, to the right, to the building in

the centre of tlie eastern face.

Losing not a moment after he had daringlyjumped in, Cooper
dashed along the path to the right, closely followed

EwK'Lums- by Ewart, Lumsden, and about a dozen soldiers,
den, and their Xo Other officer accompanied them. Following the

path, they reached an angle of the enclosure, turned
it, and in three seconds more found themselves in front of the
square building I have already described. There were rebels

in front of it, rebels within it, rebels in the court-

Sce^-nft^the yard behind it. But on this occasion, as on so many
enemy's others, bolducss was prudence. The rebels outside,

astonished by the sudden appearance of the three

British officers and their following, ignorant of their numbers,
and believing, it may be presumed, that the main entrance had
been forced, ran hurriedly into the building, and attempted to

make their way through a small door into the courtyard behind.

The three officers and their men dashed after them, and a hand-
to-hand encounter ensued. Cooper, after greatly

slashed ^ distinguishing himself and laying many low with a
across the sword wielded by an arm of more than ordinary

strength, was singled out by a native officer of the
regiment of Lodiana, and received from him a slash across the
forehead at the same moment that he laid his antagonist dead
at his feet. Lumsden, emulating Cooper, was clearing a way
for himself, when he was killed by a musket shot.* Ewart, forcing

his way into the courtyard, pushed forward with his following

* Colonel Ewart wrote me. after the appearance of the second edition of this

work :
" Lumsden behaved in a most gallant manner, immediately before his

fall I saw him waving his sword over his head, at the same time calling out

:

"Come on,'men, for the honour of Scotland.' He belonged to Aberdeenshire,
and was a fine fellow. His conduct was the more creditable, as, being only an
interpreter, he need not have joined the stormers.
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against the men at tlie other end of it. Some of these men had
muskets, some swords and shields. They allowed
Ewart to approach within ten yards of them, when SaSg'the
those who had muskets fired a volley. Fortunately splendid

they fired high. One ball pierced Ewart's bonnet, of Ewar^he
The few Highlanders and Sikhs then rushed at them,

^°u5)Tfui^
and a desperate hand-to-band encounter ensued.
One tall rebel, armed with sword and shield, singled out
Ewart for destruction, but that gallant officer

was beforehand with him, and shot him, and five mainde/o?"

others who followed him, dead with his revolver, the storming

Still in the end numbers might have prevailed, when
at the critical moment the bulk of the Brigade, Highlanders,
the Sikhs, and the 53rd, poured in to the rescue.

How these had forced their way remains now to be told.

Impatient of the delay which would be caused by
jumping singly through a narrow hole, the bulk of teen delayed,

the storming party had turned to the left to force

a way by the gate of the enclosure. This gate was locked and
barred ; and although the men used all their efforts, firing their

pieces at the lock, some time elapsed before it gave way. But at

last it yielded, and the 93rd and Sikhs dashed through it.

Almost simultaneously the 63rd forced a barred window to the

right of it and joined in the rush to the rescue of Ewart, of

Cooper, still fighting in spite of his wound, and their comrades.

I have been particular in describing in full detail the services

of these two gallant officers, both belonging to the

93rd Highlanders, of Lumsden attached to the same The splendid

regiment, and of Burroughs, not only because they ewS^^
°^

and the ten or twelve men who followed them were Cooper, and

the first to penetrate within the enclosure of the notSedand
'

Sikandarbagh, nor because their action had a direct unrewarded,

effect on the ultimate issue, holding, as they did,

the rebels in check while the main body of the storming party

were engaged in endeavouring to force an entrance by the main
gate, but because, whilst many officers were mentioned in the

despatch,* the splendid services of these two gallant men did

* •' The attack on tke Sikandarbagh had now been proceeding for about an

hour and a half, when it was determined to take the place by storm through

a small opening which had been made. This was done in the most brilliant

manner by the remainder of the Highlanders, the 53rd and 4th Panjab

Infantry, supported by a battalion of detachments under Major Barnston."—

K 2
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not receive even a bare notice. It is fit that, even after the

lapse of twenty years, history should atone, as far as atonement
is possible, for official neglect.

To return, I have already stated that, whilst Ewart and
Cooper and their small following were making fierce head
against the mass of rebels opposed to them, a considerable body
of the 93rd and the 4th Panjab Eifles, outside the enclosure,

had, by strenuous exertions, succeeded in forcing the
ThestOTmers niain doorway, whilst the 53rd had driven in the

the rebels. window on its right. Through these, and through
Cooper's hole, which the sappers had succeeded in

enlarging, the stormers poured as fast as they could make their

way. As they entered, the rebels fell back into the towers at

the angle of the enclosure, and opened a heavy and continuous

musketry fire on our men, occasionally diversifying this mode
of fighting by descending to a hand-to-hand encounter.

toes^a^iour. In One of these. Colonel Ewart succeeded in cutting

^t8*dT d^rs^
down two native officers who guarded a colour, and
in capturing the colour,* which he presented with

his own hand to Sir Colin Campbell.

The fight for the possession of the enclosure was bloody and
desperate, the rebels fighting with all the energy of despair.

Official Despatch of Sir Colin Campbell, dated 18th November, 1857. It

will be observed that neither Ewart nor Cooper is mentioned. Yet Cooper's

splendid deed was well known in camp. I have seen letters from dis-

tinguished oflficers stating that he waspointed out to them as the man " who had
leapt into the breach." When, a few days later, the officers of the 93rd were
called upon to elect from among themselves one member whom they considered

entitled to receive the Victoria Cross for distinguished conduct and bravery

under fire in the field, although the majority of the officers voted for Captairi

W. D. Stewart, many voted for Ewart and Cooper. No other officer was
voted for. " On that occasion," wrote three years later one, not the least

distinguished amongst them, "I, for one, gave my vote in Cooper's favour,

conscientiously considering that he had justly earned the distinction ....
I know that this was the opinion of others besides myself .... Cooper and
Ewart both deserved to receive the Victoria Cross." Yet their gallant deeds

were not even mentioned. It is true that Colonel Ewart was subsequently

made a Companion of the Bath and Aide-de Camp to the Queen, but Cooper
was left out in the cold—where he still remains.

* This was another splendid deed buried till now in silence. Ewart had
observed the colour in question in one of the rooms into which the rebels

had retreated. He determined to get possession of it, and made a dash
quite unassisted, at the room. He found the entrance to it defended by two
native officers armed with talwars, each on either side of the doorway. He
fought them both and killed them, receiving himself two sabre cuts.
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Nor did the struggle end when our men forced their way-
inside. Every room, every staircase, every corner of the
towers was contested. Quarter was neither given
nor asked for, and when at last the assailants were After a

masters of the place more than two thousand rebel sfaughtS,

corpses lay heaped around them. It is said that, of the sikanW.

all who garrisoned it, only four men escaped, but gafned!

€ven the escape of four is doubtful.

Meanwhile, whilst detachments of the 93rd, of the 53rd, and
the 4th Paijjab Rifles were gradually overcoming
resistance in the enclosure, some companies of the ThcBar-

93rd and 53rcl, supported by two guns of Blunt's Sred.
^*^'

battery, had pushed forward through the opening,
and following the plain nearly southward for almost half a
mile, had attacked and eifected a lodgment in a large building
called " The Barracks," and which formed at about half the
distance the angle of the rectangular road, used in contradistinc-

tion to the direct road which connected the Sikandarbagh with
the Kaisarbagh. In this attack Captain Stewart, of

the right wing of the 93rd, greatly distinguished Captain

himself by capturing two guns which commanded ^^^^

'

the approaches to the Barracks.

But the shorter road from Sikandarbagh to the Eesidency
ran directly westward between the large loop-holed building,

stormed in the first instance by Adrian Hope's brigade and the

Sikandarbagh itself, across an open plain about twelve hundred
yards broad. " About three hundred yards along this road

there is a small village, with garden enclosures round it
;

"

while about two hundred and fifty yards further on, and a
hundred yards to the right of the road, stood the Shah Najaf,*

a large mosque, situated in a garden enclosed by a

high loop-holed wall. This wall is nearly square ^ajaf.

and very strong. Between it and the plains is a

thick fringe of jungle and enclosures, with trees, and scattered

mud cottages, which make it impossible to get a distinct view
of the place until you come close on it. Between it and the

Sikandarbagh, amidst jungles and enclosure, to the right of the

little plain, was a building on a high mound called the Kadam
Rasul." t

* So called from ' Najaf/ a town 98 miles from Baghdad, where All, the

successor of the Piophet Muhammad, was buried,

t Blackwood's Magazine, October 1858.
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The afternoon was now waning, and Sir Colin Campbell
deemed it essential to carry the Shah Najaf. The

termhie^ to" Operation was dangerous and most difficult. Success,
carry the to most men, would have seemed uncertain. Failure

^^^^
' was ruin. Of all the actions in the campaign this

was the most critical. How it was done has been described

by an actor in the scene, with a vigour of touch and with life-

like freshness which it is impossible to surpass. I have read

nothing which conveys the scene more vividly to the mind. I

am sure, then, I shall be pardoned, if, instead of using my own
language, I borrow the account of the daring action from one

who saw it, and who wrote what he saw.*
" Hope," says the writer, taking up the story from the point

where I left it, " having now drawn off his brigade from the

Sikandarbagh, led it against the village, which he cleared and
occuj^ied without much difficulty ; while Peel brought

to tliea?toc£ "lip ^is 24-pounders, mortars, and rocket frames, and
placed them in battery against the Shah Najaf in

an oblique line, with their left resting on the village. The
musketry fire which streamed unceasingly from that building

and the surrounding enclosures was most biting and severe

;

and after nearly three hours battering it was still unsubdued.

An attempt, made with great gallantry by Major Barnston

with his battalion of detachments, to drive the enemy from the

fringe of jungle and enclosures in front, by setting fire to the

houses, proved unsuccessful ; but on the right the Kadam Easiil

was assaulted and carried by a party of Sikhs.
" In the narrow lane leading up from the rear, meanwhile,

the utmost confusion prevailed. The animals carry-

ki^thTknr''^
ing the ordnance and the engineer supplies, unable to

commuui- advance from the enemy's fire in front— unable to

Serean^*^ get out on either side, and pressed forward by those

in rear—got completely jammed, insomuch that an
officer, sent to bring up ammunition and all Greathed's dispos-

able infantry to the now hard-pressed front, had the utmost
difficulty to get the men on in single file ; whilst, some houses

having been wantonly set on fire by the camp-followers, the

passage was for a time entirely blocked up ; and it was only

when the flames were abating that a string of camels, laden

with small-arm ammunition, which was urgently required by

* BlacTcicood's Magazine, October 1858.
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tlie troops engaged, coiild with great risk and toil be forced
through the narrow and scorching pass. Even then, however,
the confusion near the Sikandarbagh had got to such a pitch,
that all passage had become impossible ; and, had it not been
that a staff officer discovered a by-path leading into a broad
road which abutted on the Sikandarbagh, neither men nor
ammunition could have been brought up.

" In front of the Shah Najaf the battle made no way. The
enemy, about 4 o'clock, got a heavy gun to bear
upon us from the opposite bank of the river, and

makefno*^
their very first shot blew up one of Peel's tumbrils, way against

whilst their deadly musketry had obliged him to NajS"^^
withdraw the men from one of his pieces and
diminished the fire of the others. The men were falling fast.

Even Peel's usually bright face became grave and anxious.

Sir Colin sat on his white horse, exposed to the whole storm of

shot, looking intently on the Shah Najaf, which was wreathed
in volumes of smoke from the burning buildings in its front,

but sparkled all over with the bright flash of small arms. It

was now apparent that the crisis of the battle had come. Our
heavy artillery could not subdue the fire of the Shah Najaf ; we
could not even hold permanently our present advanced position

under it. But retreat to us there was none. By that fatal

lane our refluent force could never be withdrawn. Outram, and
Havelock, and Inglis, with our women and children, were in

the front, and England's honour was pledged to bring them
scatheless out of the fiery furnace. What shot and shell

could not do, the bayonets of the infantry must accomplish.

But the crisis was terrible. Even as the fate of the French
empire hung at Wagram on the footsteps of Macdonald's

column, so did the fate of our Indian dominions depend that

day on the result of the desperate assault now about to be

undertaken.
" Collecting the 93rd about him, the Commander-in-Chief

addressed a few words to them. Not concealing the

extent of the danger, he told them that he had not
^'^^j.f°g°eg

intended that day to employ them again, but that the 93rd,

the Shah Najaf must he taken; that the artillery

could not bring its fire under, so they must win it with the

bayonet. Giving them a few plain directions, he told them he

would go on with them himself.
" To execute this design, Middleton's battery of the Eoyal
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Artillery was to pass Peel's guns on the right, and, getting as close

as possible to the Shah Najaf, to open a quick and well-sustained

fire of grape. Peel was to redouble his, and

utuhTh^^bayoner'^ the 93rd to form in column in the open plain,

close to the village, ready to rush on.

"Middleton's battery came up magnificently. With loud

Middieton
cheers, the drivers waving their whips, the gunners
their caps, they galloped forward through that

deadly fire to within pistol-shot of the wall, unlimbered, and
poured in round after round of grape. Peel, manning
all his guns, worked his pieces with redoubled

energy, and under cover of this iron storm, the 93rd, excited to

the highest degree, with flashing eyes and nervous tread, rolled

on in one vast wave. The grey-haired veteran of

many fights rode, with his sword diawn, at their

head. Keen was his eye, as when in the pride of youth he led

the stormers of St. Sebastian. His staff crowded round him.
... „ Hope, too, with his towering form and gentle smile,
Adrian Hope. "

, i i n •
i •

j. u-x.was there, leading, as ever was his wont, the men
by whom he was loved so well. As they approached the
nearest angle of the enclosure, the soldiers began to drop fast

;

but, without a check, the}' reached its fijot. There, however,
they were brought to a stand. The wall, perfectly entire, was
nearly twenty feet high, and well loop-holed; there was no
breach, and there were no scaling-ladders. Unable to advance,
unwilling to retire, they halted and commenced a musketry
battle with the garrison. But all the advantage was with the
latter, who shot with security from behind their loops, and the

Highlanders went down fast before them. At this

Na^af baffles
^^^® nearly all the mounted officers were either

themau. woundcd or dismounted. Hope and his aide-de-

camp were both rolling on the ground at the same
moment, with their horses shot under them : his major of

brigade had just met with the same fate: two of Sir Colin's

staff had been stricken to the earth : a party, which had pushed
on round the angle to the gate, had found it covered so well by
a new work in masonry as to be perfectly unassailable. Two
of Peel's guns were now brought up to within a few yards of

the wall. Covered by the fusilade of the infantry, the sailors

shot fast and strong ; but, though the masonry soon fell off in

flakes, it came down so as to leave the mass behind perpen-
dicular, and as inaccessible as ever.
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"Success seemed now impossible. Even Hope and Peel,

these two men, iron of will and ready of resource,

could see no way. Anxious and careworn grew Sir Success

Colin's brow. The dead and wounded were ordered possible.

'

to be collected and carried to the rear. Some rocket

frames were brought up, and threw in a volley of these fiery

projectiles, with such admirable precision, that, just skimming
over the top of the rampart, they plunged hissing into the
interior of the building, and searched it out with a destroying
force. Under cover of this, the guns were drawn off. The
shades of evening were falling fast—the assault

could not much longer be continued. Then, as a ^urce^drSn
last resource—the last throw of a desperate game— Hope at-

Adrian Hope,* collecting some fifty men, stole movement^"'^

silently and cautiously through the jungle and
brushwood away to the right, to a portion of the wall on which
he had, before the assault, thought he perceived some injury to

have been inflicted. Beaching it unperceived, a narrow fissure

was found. Up this, a single man was, with some difficulty,

pushed. He saw no one near the spot, and so helped up
Hope, Ogilvy (attached to the Madras Sappers), AUgood the
Assistant-Quartermaster-General, and some others.

The numbers inside soon increased, and as they did ^cceeds.

so they advanced, gradually extending their front.

A body of sappers, sent for in haste, arrived at the double : the
opening was enlarged, the supports rushed in. Meanwhile,
Hope's small party, pushing on, to their great astonishment,
found themselves almost unopposed. Gaining the gate, they
threw it open for their comrades. The white dresses of the
last of the garrison were just seen gliding away amidst the
rolling smoke into the dark shadows of the night. Panic-
stricken apparently by the destruction caused by the rockets,

and the sudden appearance of some of the assailants within the
walls, they fled from the place and gave up the struggle just
when victory was secure.

" Never had there been a harder-fought day,"]* but never was
a result gained more satisfactory."

* I believe that, in point of fact, Adrian Hope's attention was drawn to this
portion of the wall by Sergeant Paton, 93rd, who was the first to discover its

weakness. For this act Paton received the Victoria Cross.

t It was an action almost unexampled in war."

—

Sir Colin CampbelVa
Despatch, 18th November, 1857.
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A lodgment had been gained for tlie night. Every man fell

now that the work was virtually accomplished. It is true that

between the position gained and that occupied by Outram
there were still buildings which the rebels would fight to

maintain. But those buildings taken all together did not equal

one Shah Xajaf. The men who had, under the circumstances

narrated, stormed that mosque, might justly feel confident

that the difficulties of the morrow could not be insuperable.

No wonder that " there was joy now in every heart—there

was light in eveiy eye."

The order then wag given to bivouac for the night. The
main body of the 93rd garrisoned the Shah Najaf; another

portion of that regiment, under Colonel Ewart, occupied the

barracks, already adverted to. The troops not occupying these

two posts lined the roads, maintaining the communications
between the three points—the Barracks, Sikandarbagh, and
the Shah Najaf. The field hospital for the wounded was
established in some huts oj)posite the Sikandarbagh, which
might be regarded as the central point of the position taken up
for the night. The men lay down in line with their arms in

their hands.

Whilst they are sleeping I may advert, I fear too briefly, to

some of the deeds of gallantry accomplished during

hSdonyto ^^^^ eventful day. Not all the brave actions per-
deserving formed ou the battle-field can come under the

d2p«Shes. notice of a commander; nor coming under his

notice, are they alwa^'s mentioned. The stereotyped

foi-m of despatch-writing prevailing in, if not i;eculiar to, the

British army necessitates the mention of all officers on the staff

of the commander, of the divisional and brigade commanders
and their staffs, of the officers commanding regiments and
batteries, of all heads of departments. Not to mention any one

of these officers is to disgrace him. It follows that such stereo-

t\ped mention is without real value. This hard-and-fast rule

is unjust. It ma}" sometimes happen that a particular staff

officer or a particular regimental commander fails to distinguish

himself, that he makes serious blunders. Such matters are at

once known in the camp. But, when the despatch appeals, the

capable finds himself bracketed in one chorus of praise with the

incapable, the clear-headed with the dullard, and the general

public knows no difference between them. Hence, I repeat,

the stereotyped praise of despatches is really without value.
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But there is some praise which is not stereotyped. Such is

the praise, for instance, awarded for special deeds of

daring. Applause of this sort is real and genuine. How justice

Yet, while its genuineness when aj)plied cannot be done.

questioned, it is undeniable that many greatly dis-

tinguish themselves whose names are never brought forward.
No stranger can be sure, when addressing an officer of the
British army, that he is not speaking to an undecorated hero.

I have mentioned, in the proper place, the splendid achieve-
ments, in the early part of the day, of Ewart, of
Eichard Cooper, of Lumsden, and of Burroughs. J/thedTy!
Those " undecorated heroes " were undoubtedly the
men who made the first entrance into the Sikandarbagh. But
on a day when so many distinguished themselves they were not
the only heroes. One non-commissioned officer and two privates
of the 93rd, Dunley, Mackay, and Grant, effected their entrance
into the Sikandarbagh by the hole through which Cooper had
leapt, though after him, and gallantly supported their officers.

More fortunate than these, they received the Cross for their
daring. Sergeant Munro of the same regiment received the
Cross for distinguished conduct in the same enclosure. In the
53rd Eegiment, Lieutenant Ffrench, and Privates Kenny and
Irwin, and, in the 84th, Captain the Hon. H. A. Anson,*
deservedly received the Cross for conspicuous daring in the
capture of the Sikandarbagh. Later in the same day. Captain
Stewart of the 93rd secured the Cross for the capture of two of
the enemy's guns at the Barracks. I have already mentioned
Sergeant Paton of the 93rd.-|- The Cross was given to this
daring non-commissioned officer "for distinguished personal
gallantry in proceeding alone round the Shah Najaf under an
extremely heavy fire, discovering a breach on the opposite side,

to which he afterwards conducted the regiment, by which means
that important position was taken." There were many others
not less deserving even than this man. What could exceed the
gallantry of Blunt of the Bengal Horse Artillery, taking his
guns over an " impossible " wall, and calmly unlimbering on the
plain between a heavy fire on either side of him ; the imper-
turbable coolness of William Peel, the daring of Travers, of

* Captain Anson's gallant conduct at Balandshahr, already mentioned
had previously entitled him to the Cross.

*

t Page 137, note.
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Middleton, of Bourchier, of Longden, of Walker, of Hardy

—

killed fighting with, his guns,—of Ford, of Brown, and of

Bridge—all gunners, Ko3'al and Bengal ? " It is impossible,"

wrote Sir Colin Camphell, "to draw any distinction between

any of these officers. They all distinguished themselves under

very arduous circumstances." Of Adrian Hope I have already

spoken. The bare statement of his action is sufficient. Not
less deserve to be mentioned the two Alisons, sons of the

historian, Paul, MacQueen, Biddulph, Oldfield, Barnston, Wood,
Keen, Welsh, McNamara, Lumsden—killed at the Sikandar-

Ig^gli^—all of whom were spoken of in the camp. But the list

is too long, for there are many others.

Whilst the men are still sleeping on their arms, it is fit, too,

that I should state that, during the hours employed
Outram, by the troops under Sir Colin Campbell in attacking

dS!°Sen-' the Shah Najaf, the Eesidency garrison, under Sir
deavouring Jamcs Outram, were using all their efforts to effect

^versioif. a diversion. They captured some of the positions to

the east of the Eesidency, and from these maintained

a continuous fire of guns and mortars on the rebels. I shall give

a more detailed account of their proceedings in the proper place.

But I must not omit to record here the fact that, whilst our

men had been struggling onwards, winning with

Jfthrrebeis difficulty thosc important posts, the enemy had
during the threatened their flanks and their communications.
^^

They had attacked, fortunately without result, the

Martiniere and the Dilkusha, and had even shown themselves

in force on the road to the Alambagh. They were

resoivSo*
sccn, too, in numbers on the opposite bank of the

wait for the Gumti. What would have been the position of the

SreTa'tuck. army, with the enemy all about it, and the lane by
which it had advanced completely blocked up, had

the attack on the Shah Najaf failed, the reader may imagine.

Happily, it did not fail.

The British and Sikh troops, lying in unbroken order, their

arms by their sides, slept the sleep of men who
S'e'mt'"^ had earned their rest that sixteenth night of No-

vember. They were awakened early in the morning
of the 17th, not by their own bugles, but by the bells of

the city and the beating of the enemy's drums. It

of thTiniil^ seemed as though an attack was imminent. The
British soldiers sprang up with alacrity, each man
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in his place, ready for action. But the enemy did not come on.

Sir Colin Campbell was, therefore, able to carry out his own
plan and to choose his own time.

His plan was, first, to carry the Mess-house, a large masonry
building, defended by a ditch twelve feet broad,

surmounted by a loop-holed wall behind, about
^JaS^fS'the

midway between the Shah Najaf and the Kaisarbagh. i7th.

The Mess-house carried, the Moti Mahall, lying due
north of the former, and on the direct road from the Shah Najaf
to the Residency, would be the next point of attraction. Could
the Moti Mahall be carried, a junction with Outram would be
the certain consequence. That alone would be a good day's

work. Much would still remain to be accomplished. The
strong positions of the Kaisarbaach—covered by the ^

Tara Kothi—and oi the Isegam s palace, covering cuities

the vast city behind them, would still remain in the ^^^^

occupation of some 30,000 unsubdued foes, and it

was in the face of these that Sir Colin would have to withdraw
the women and children, the sick and the wounded.
Knowing all this—that absolute success on the 17th would

be the prelude to difficulties of a new kind on the

18th and the days following the 18th—Sir Colin SirCoiin

marked the commencement of his operations on left flank;

the first-named day with great caution. First, he
deemed it advisable to secure his left flank. It was true that

he had a force at the barracks, connected with the Sikandar-

bagh ; but, as the enemy commanded all the massive buildings

south of the Barracks, and even to the eastward of them, it

would not be difficult for them to make a detour, avoiding the

Barracks, and to act on our left rear. To prevent this, Sir

Colin detached the 5 th Brigade under Brigadier Russell to carry

the house called Banks's house and four bungalows
close to the Barracks, to convert them into military toSTck^^
posts. To make the i)lan clear to the reader, I may Banks's

state that Banks's house occupied a position on the bungafows!^^

edge of the city, on the city side of the canal,

directly south of the Barracks, and somewhat south of an
imaginary straight line, from west to east, drawn from the
Kaisarbagh to the canal. The four bungalows were to the
north of it, close to the Barracks. A direct road led from
Banks's house across the canal to the Dilkusha. It will thus
be seen that, possessing now the Barracks and the Dilkusha, the
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occupation of Banks's house and the bungalows would sever the

communication between the Kaisarbagh and the Dilkiisha and
would cover the left rear of the attacking force.

Having thus made arrangements to secure his communica-
tions, Sir Colin directed William Peel to open fire

S^onTdlr^ with his heavy guns on the Mess-house—formerly
the Mess- the Mess-housc of the 32nd Foot. He "was de-

termined to use his guns as much as possible in

taking it." * The fire continued from the early morning till 3

o'clock in the afternoon. At that hour, the musketry fire of the

enemy having been almost completely silenced, it appeared to

Sir Colin that the Mess-house might be stormed without much
risk. He ordered on this duty a company of the 90th Foot,

under Captain "Wolseley,t and a picket of the 53rd,
The troops sixty strong, under Captain Hopkins, Major Barn-

storm it. ston's battalion of detachments under Captain Guise

of the 90th,1 and some of the 4th Panjab Kifles,

Tinder Captain Powlett.

The feat of arms devolving upon these men to attempt was
no light one. The Mess-house, a building of considerable size,

was surrounded by a loop-holed mud wall, covering a ditch

about twelve feet broad, scarped with masonry. The ditch

was traversed by drawbridges, but whether these were down or

up was unknown to the storming party.

Never was a daring feat of arms better performed. Leading

Captain ^^^ ^^^ ^* ^^^ doublc across the intervening space,

Hopkins exposcd to a hot fire from the neighbouring build-
storms It,

ings, Hopkins of the 53rd, known as one of the most
daring men in the British army, reached the mud wall of

which I have spoken, dashed over it, crossed the drawbridge,

fortunately left down, and entered the Mess-house. He had
but just gained the place when Eoberts, now the Commander-
in-Chief in India, galloped up, handed him a Union Jack, and
requested him to hoist it on one of the turrets. Followed by
one of his men, Hopkins climbed upon the roof, and, giving

three cheers, planted the flag on the summit. The cheers were
responded to by a shout from his men, but the flag had not

been up ten minutes before a round shot cut the staff, and sent

* Six Colin Campbell's Despatch, dated 18th November.

t Now Lord Wolseley.

X Major Barnston had been severely wounded the previous day in the
attack on the Shah Najaf.
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it down into the garden. Again did Hopkins plant it, and
again was it knocked down. He asked to hoist it again, but,
just at the moment, an order arrived from the Commander-in-
Chief forbidding the further display of it. Whilst searching
for the flagstaif in the garden, Hopkins had come across Sir
Colin, and the latter, after a brief colloquy, placed him in
command of the Mess-house. He did not quit it till relieved the
following morning by Captain Eolleston of the 84th.*

Simultaneously Wolseley, moving on a different point, had
attacked the houses to the right of the Mess-house, whilst Irby,
with a company of the supports, attempted to clear those on the
left. Both attacks were successful, and the rebels, driven out,

fled in panic to the Moti Mahall.

The victorious stormers followed the fleeing enemy, Wolseley
being determined to push his advantage to the
utmost. He had, it is true, no orders to attack the the enemy\o

Moti Mahall, but the inborn instinct of the soldier
Jliahaii^'

had taught him that nothing tended so much to

bloodless victory as immediate pressure upon a defeated foe.

He hurried on therefore to the wall of the Moti Mahall, but the

opposition offered was great, and the wall was solid, and the
gateway had been blocked up. He had, therefore, to send back
for the sappers. These promptly came up, and

-, T -'^A ,. .
-t^

, .^ -^ ^^
. which, after

succeeded alter a time m making narrow openings a keen resist-

in the wall. Through these Wolseley and his men
gJ^Q^jfj;^^®

eagerly rushed, and attacked the network of build-

ings within. The resistance they encountered was, however,
stout and even desperate, every room being contested. At
length, however, he expelled the enemy, and the Moti Mahall,

the last building held by the rebels on the line communicating
with Outran! and Havelock, came completely into British

possession.!

An open space, nearly half a mile in width, still intervened

between the assailants and the advanced positions of Outram

* In previous editions the credit of the flag incident was erroneously given

to Captain Wolseley. The error was corrected in the Appendix to the 3rd

Volume, corresponding to the 5th of this edition, published in 1880.

t In his life of Lord Wolseley Mr. Lowe states that the Commander-in-
Chief was very angry with Captain Wolseley for thus exceeding his instruc-

tions, though the result was so satisfactory and bencticial. Ultimately Sir

Colin's anger cooled down, and he recognised the value of the achievement,

accomplished with so much dash and gallantry.
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and Havelock. This space was exposed to a heavy musketiy
fire from the Kaisarbagh and could not be crossed without
imminent risk. But the risk did not prevent the two gallant

generals and their staff from crossing the space to meet the

Commander-in-Chief. They started—eight officers and one
civilian. They were Outram, Havelock, Napier (now Lord
Napier of Magdala), Vincent Eyre, young Havelock (now Sir

Henry Havelock), Dodgson, the Deputy Adjutant-General, the

aide-de-camp Sitwell, the engineer Russell, and the gallant

Kavanagh. They had not gone many paces before they were
seen by the enemy, and the musketry fire from the Kaisarbagh
redoubled. Napier was struck down, young Havelock was
struck down, Sitwell and Russell were struck down. Outram,
Havelock, Eyre, Dodgson, and Kavanagh, alone reached the

Moti Mahall uninjured. Then, to borrow once again the

appropriate language of Sir Colin Campbell, "the relief of the

garrison had been accomplished."

The conversation between the Commander-in-Chief and his

four visitors, though animated and joyful, was not

^vebck long. The visitors had to return across the terrible

Dodgson, and spacc. They sct out at a run. Outram and

retum.^^ Kavanagh were able to keep it up. But Havelock,
weak and ill, soon tired. Turning to Dodgson, he

exclaimed, " I can do no more, Dodgson, I can do no more.'*

Dodgson, than whom no braver, no more modest,

Dod^^on^*^^ and no more deserving soldier ever lived, at ouce

supported the gallant veteran. Resting on Dodgson,
then, the illustrious soldier traversed, at a slow and measured
pace—the only pace of Av^iich his strength was capable—the
ground still remaining to be gone over, the enemy's balls

striking all around them, at their feet, just short of them, just

before them, just behind them, but all missing their mark,
I propose now to devote a few moments to explain in detail

the manner in which Outram and Havelock had

ingsofout-* accomplished their portion of the allotted task. I

H^elock
^^^^ Outram on the 9th November, sending off the

devoted Kavanagh, disguised as a native, to the

camp of the Commander-in-Chief. From that date Outram was
made aware, by means of preconcerted signals, of each move of

Sir Colin Campbell's force ; of his successive arrivals at the

Alambagh and the Dilkusha, and of his movement against the

Sikandarbagh and the Shah Najaf on the morning of the 16th.
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The time, so long and eagerly looked for, had now
when it would be possible for the troops pent up in
the Residency and the adjoining buildings to co-

^°^'i^«

operate actively with the relieving force. With his assumes com-

usual self-denial, On tram once again assigned to the Xance
*^^

illustrions Havelock the honour of conducting this

critical operation. In pursuance of his instructions, Havelock
selected from his division a body of about twelve hundred men,
and held them in readiness, on the first signs of the successful
storming of the Sikandarbagh, to drive the enemy from the
strong positions which would still intervene between him and
the advancing columns of the Commander-in Chief.

The force selected by Havelock consisted of a hundred and
sixty men of the 5th Fusiliers, under Lieutenant
Mara ; of forty-eight of the 64th Regiment, under ^^ jj^*^^^*'"'"

Captain Shute ; of a hundred and sixty of the 84th, vance.

under Captain Wills ; of a hundred and forty-two
of the 78th Highlanders under Captain Lockhart; of a hundred
and eighty-one of the 90th Light Infantry, under Lieutenant-
Colonel Purnell ; of a hundred of the Regiment of Firiizpiir,

under Lieutenant Cross. Of artillery, he had three batteries of

heavy guns, howitzers, and mortars, commanded respectively

by Vincent Eyre (with the rank of Brigadier), Olpherts, and
Maude, R.A. Each column was likewise accompanied by a party

of miners, with tools and powder-bags, under the command
of an engineer officer. The engineer officers were Russell,

Hutchinson, and Limond. To these also was attached Captain

Oakes. The reserve was composed of two hundred men from
the 5th Fusiliers, 78th Highlanders, and Regiment of Firiizpiir.

Havelock had occupied the Farhat Bakhsh palace. It was his

intention, as soon as the attack on the Sikandarbagh
should be pronounced, to blow up, by means of pian!"*^

mines previously prepared, the outer wall of the

Farhat Bakhsh palace, and open a continuous fire upon the enemy
from the heavy batteries which had been constructed behind it.

As soon as that fire should produce a certain effect, the infantry

would rush forward and storm two buildings between Farhat

Bakhsh palace and the Moti Mahall, known as the Haran-khana *

and the steam-engine house. Under these, mines had been

constructed. It may be convenient to state that, on the two

Anglic^, Deerliouse.

VOL. IV. L
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batteries constructed beliind the outer wall of the Farhat Bakhsh
were mounted four 18-pounder guns, one 8-inch iron howitzer,

four 9-pounder field guns, and two 24-pounder field howitzers.

In position behind these were six 8-inch mortars, under Captain

Maude, K.A.
At about 11 o'clock Havelock learned that the advancing

force was operating against Sikandarbagh. He at
He gives onco gavo ordcrs for the explosion of the mines
action, undcr the outer wall of the Farhat Bakhsh. It

happened, unfortunately, that the result of the

explosion was not nearly so effective as he had hoped, and it

devolved upon the batteries to complete the work which the

mines had only very partially accomplished. Vincent Eyre
and the officers serving under him were, however, in no way
discouraged. A continuous fire, lasting over three hours, not
only demolished the remaining obstacles of the wall, but
produced a very considerable effect on the buildings beyond it.

So great was it, indeed, that at 3 o'clock Havelock formed his

columns of assault in the square of the Chatar Manzil—outside

the battered wall of the Farhat Bakhsh—and ordered his en-

gineers to fire the mines laid under the two buildings beyond.
At a quarter past 3, two of the mines of the Haran-khana

exploded with good effect. A quarter of an hour

thee^lSy's ^^^^^ '^^^ signal for assault was given. "It is

position as imjDOSsiblc," wrotc Havelock in his despatch, " to

engSe* house, describe the enthusiasm with which this signal was
received by the troops. Pent up in inaction for

upwards of six weeks, and subjected to constant attacks, they
felt that the hour of retribution and glorious exertion had
returned." Their action corresponded to the feelings which
swayed it. Dashing forward with a cheer, they carried the

Haran-khana, then the engine-house, and were thus in a

position to extend their hands to their friends of the advancing
force, as soon as these should have captured the Moti Mahall.

I have already shown how this was done.
" The relief of the garrison was accomplished." Yes—but to

quote once again from the gallant writer whose

raities^" account of Lord Clyde's campaign is a masterpiece
that yet of description of military movements,* "a most
remaine

. (difficult and dangerous task still remained. The

Blackwood^s Magazine, October 1858.
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garrison, with women and children, sick and wounded, guns and
stores, had to be withdrawn ; and to efifect this in the face of
the vast force of the enemy was no easy task. One narrow
winding lane alone led to the rear, and through it the whole
force had to be filed. To protect the march of the convoy, the
whole of the immense line, extending from the ruined walls of
the Residency to the wooded park of the Dilkusha, required to
be held, and this gave a most hazardous extension to our forces
—far too weak for the maintenance of so extended a position.

To keep any considerable reserve in hand was impossible."
The circumstances were indeed such as to merit the earnest

care and consideration which the Commander-in-
Chief devoted to them. Fortunately, Sir Colin campbeuis

Campbell was a man of iron nerves, of splendid ^^tuU*^
^p"

resolution. He could act promptly and steadfastly

even when confronted by so great a difficulty as that which
now presented itself. His plans were quickly formed. The
enemy still occupied the Kaisarbagh in great force. From the
Kaisarbagh they threatened the flank and the left rear of the

British army. To permit an enemy so numerous to occupy a

position so strong and so threatening whilst carrying out the

delicate operation which it had now devolved upon Sir Colin

Campbell to attempt, was more than any prudent commander
could agree to. Sir Colin's first object, then, was to silence the

fire from the Kaisarbagh. This silenced, two lines of retirement

might be open to him.

I have already stated* that on the 17th November Sir Colin

had detached the 5th Brigade, under Brigadier gj i^^g^

Eussell, with some artillery and rockets, to carty

the house called Banks's house and four bungalows, adjacent to

the Barracks, with a view of converting them into military

posts covering his left rear. Russell found the

positions well fortified, and strongly garrisoned. Rufsdrcar.

But he was equal to the occasion. The four ries Banks's^^

bungalows were first stormed. A detachment of the bungalows.

2nd Panjab Infantry', led by a gallant subaltern,

Lieutenant Keen, was then pushed forward to Banks's house.

This officer occupied that house without difficulty and remained

there with fifty Sikhs, during the remainder of the operations

for the relief of Lakhnao. His position was extremely

* Page 141.

L 2
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dangerous, for the enemy were in great numbers, and, in his

comparatively isolated position, he might at any moment be over-

whelmed before assistance could reach him. But he showed
a bold front which daunted the enemy.
The chain of posts covering the British left rear was now

complete. The proper right of this chain was the

pSon^ Barracks, occupied by Lieutenant-Colonel Ewart and
three hundred of the 93rd, its proper left Banks's

house; the right centre was formed of the four bungalows
referred to, the left centre by gardens. But, precisely at the

moment when Russell's brigade had succeeded in occupying the

right centre and left of the position, there rose in the minds of

the rebels the conviction that such occupation barred to them
the road by which they intended to operate, and that they must

at any cost expel the British. Throughout the
Nov. 18. j^.gj^^ ^f ^-^^ -^rj^-^ ^^^ during the whole of the 18th,

bytheiS^. then, they kept upon the right and right centre

of the position, a vigorous and unceasing fire from
muskets and from an 18-pounder. Had it been Sir Colin

Campbell's intention simply to occupy these posts

STretenUon ^l^il'^t his large convoy was being withdrawn by the
of the post line he had advanced, this incessant fire, however
was impor-

annoying, would have had no important result. But
Sir Colin Campbell having resolved, as I have shown,

to dominate in the first instance the fire of the Kaisarbagh, and
thus to secure properly a second line of retirement by the
Barracks and Banks's house, the line of posts had become a
base from which to attack and occupy certain buildings between
them and the Kaisarbagh. In this view the heavy fire kept
up by the enemy during the 18th possessed a far greater
importance.

The first building Eussell had decided to attack was the
hospital, the nearest important post to the four

noitrStor°"
1^'i^i^g^lo'^s and the Barracks. But, before he could

roads.^ move, it was necessary to silence the enemy's fire.

This could only be done by means of artillery. Early
on the morning of the 18th, then. Sir Colin directed Colonel
Biddulph of the Bengal Army, head of the Intelligence Depart-
ment, to proceed in company with Major Bourchier, to
reconnoitre the roads leading to the Barracks and the canal,

with the view of discovering whether guns could not be taken
down to co-operate with Eussell.
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To no nobler and more zealous men could this dangerous task

have been entrusted. Bonrchier, to whose splendid

services I have already referred, was one of the rndBMduiph.

most daring officers of his unsurpassed regiment
—the Bengal Artillery. Biddulph was cool, intelligent, and a
thorough soldier. They quickly found a road, and then with
the utmost speed brought down a 9-pounder and a 24-pound
howitzer, and four 5j-inch mortars. The gun and the howitzer
were placed in position in front of the bungalow, on the
extreme right, the mortars behind the bungalow.
The fire then opened. Brigadier Eussell was almost immedi-

ately placed hors de combat by a contusion.* Colonel
Biddulph then assumed the command. The fire wounded.*

continued with great effect, and the rebels withdrew
their 18-pounder. Biddulph then organised a column for an
attack on the hospital. But as he was explaining
his plans to the officer next to him in command, E^kmld^
Lieutenant-Colonel Hale of the 82nd, a bullet, which
had previously traversed the cap of the latter, penetrated his

brain.

Hale then assumed command. At 4 o'clock in the afternoon,

he led his column to the assault, covering it with a
quick fire from the 24-pound howitzer. Traversing Smman™
some intermediate gardens, he attacked the hospital.

The resistance, however, was obstinate, nor did he drive out the
enemy until they had inflicted a severe loss on his column. Nor,
unfortunately, was he able to maintain himself in

the hospital after it had been stormed. Its thatched no^progress^^

roof was kindled by the enemy, and the heat of the
flames alone forced him to retire. He withdrew, then, in perfect

order, to his original position.f

* The story is thus told by Colonel Bourchier (Eight Months' Campaign
against the Bengal Sepoys) :

" The 18-pounder (rebels') was not about one
hundred and twenty yards distant, and, to avoid giving notice to the enemy of
our iutentions by opening an embrasure, the muzzle of the 9-pounder was
crammed through a hole that a shot had just made. The riflemen declared they
had not been able to load again. As we fired, so did they. A cloud of dust
is all I remember. Brigadier Russell, Captain Ogilvy, and I were on our
backs. Poor Russell had just been grazed on the back of the neck : the clods
broken from the wall had knocked us over."

t Colonel Bourchier thus mentions a gallant deed, performed on this

occasion, which deserves a permanent record in history. "Lieutenant
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Whilst tlie struggle, followed by the retirement, had been

going on at the hospital, the rebels, thinking that

Sack^the" the Central position, that between the Barracks and
centre Sikandarbagh, must have been thereby weakened,
^^^ ^*^'~

attacked the pickets in considerable force. But
Sir Colin Campbell, attentive to every detail, was no sooner

cog-nisant of the situation, than he himself brought up
Eemmington's troop of Horse Artillery, a company of the 53rd,

and a company of the 23rd, to meet the attack. These were
absolutely the only troops of which he could dispose, but they

were sufficient. The conduct of Eemmington's

cfnducfof troop elicited the admiration of the whole army.
Remming- " Captain Ecmmington's troop of Horse Artillery,"
on 8 roop.

^j.^^g g^j. Colin, " was brought up, and dashed right

into the jungle with the leading skirmishers, and opened fire,

with extraordinary rapidity and precision. Captain Eemming
ton distinguished himself very much. I superintended this

affair myself, and I have particular pleasure in drawing your
Lordships' attention to the conduct of this troop on this

occasion as an instance of the never-failing readiness and
quickness of the horse artillery of the Bengal Service." The
attack was repulsed.

Thus ended the 18th. The British had maintained the

position covering their left rear, but had made no
The roads on substantial progress towards gaining a second line of

reconnoitred, retirement. The difficulties experienced in seizing

the posts which would command such a line

rendered it advisable once more to reconnoitre the ground
between the positions actually held and the canal, to ascertain

whether it was possible, adandoning the projected line of

retirement by the direct road from Sikandarbagh to Banks's

house, to withdraw the guns and the troops by one of the
unmetalled roads behind the bungalows already occupied.

Harrington, Bengal Artillery, and another officer (whose name I regret I

never knew) belonging to H.M's service, with a gunner of artillery and a
di'ummer of infantry, did most gallant service. A man of the storming
column had been wounded and left in the garden for an hour and a half.

The drummer stuck by him, and dashed into the picket to report the fact.

The Httle party above mentioned, under a very hot fire, rushed out and
brought in the wounded man. As they left the picket, a round shot struck

the ground under their feet. ' Lieutenant Harrington received the Victoria

Cross.
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The reconnaissance showed that the roads in that locality,

though heavy, were practicable for artillery. On
receiving a report to this effect, Sir Colin determined ^^^ ^^^ found

to withdraw his force by the road by which he foT^L^^
had advanced. He therefore directed Colonels
Ewart of the 93rd, Hale of the 82nd, and Wells of the 23rd,
commanding the posts covering the left rear, simply
to maintain their positions, whilst he would himself

sir^CoUn's

personally superintend the delicate operations pianofretire-

of the withdrawal, by the road already traversed, of
^^^^'

the sick and the wounded, the women and the children. The
order was simple, comprehensible to the meanest capacity, and
was carried out to the letter.

On the morning of the 20th, whilst Captain Ogilvy, already
mentioned in these pages, was, under the direction

of Colonel Hale, engaged in intrenching the positions

covering the left rear, Sir Colin Campbell began to

carry out the withdrawal. As a preliminary measure^ William
Peel, on the morning of that day, opened on the
Kaisarbagh a tremendous fire from his heavy guns. ^ensTre^on^
This fire continued during that day, the day theKaisar.

following, and the 22nd, increasing every hour in ^gnaS^ct.
intensity. It gradually assumed the character of a
bombardment. The enemy suffered enormous losses, and on
the evening of the 22nd three breaches in the walls of the
Kaisarbagh invited assault. They expected it. The rebels

Such, however, was not the intention of Sir Colin, expect an

The iDombardment had, in fact, been used to cover cove^oV""'*'^'^

the withdrawal of the women and children, sick which expec-

and wounded. Long before it concluded, these had Coiin wuh-

reached the Dilkusha in safety. The effecting of ^''^'^^'

the three breaches on the evening of the 22nd was used to
carry out the retreat of the glorious garrison of Lakhnao.
Whilst the rebels passed that night in devising measures to
meet the assault which they expected on the morrow, the
garrison which had so long held them at bay, the veterans of
Inglis's force, the victors in many fights of Havelock's and
Outram's, began, at midnight, their retirement. The guns
which they could not carry away they rendered useless. Then,
" behind the screen of Campbell's outposts, Ingliss's and Have-
lock's toilworn bands withdrew. Then these began also to
retire ; the pickets fell back through the supports, the
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supports glided away between the intervals of the reserve—the

reserve, when all had passed, silently defiled into

moiS?e<L'^^ the lane—thick darkness shrouded the movement
from the gaze of the enemy—and, hours after the

position had been quitted, they were firing into the abandoned
posts. Hope's brigade, which had so nobly headed the advance,

had also covered the retreat. Before daylight on the 23rd, the

last straggler had quitted the camp at Dilkusha." *

Whilst the Commander-in-Chief was thus effecting the well-

planned retirement, in the security gained by his
HowHaie^ skilful operations against Kaisarbagh, his lieu-

leftrear. tenants, Hale, Ewart, and Wells, covering his left

rear, had remained occupying the positions they had
gained and intrenched. During the three days of the bombard-
ment of the Kaisarbagh, the rebels had never relaxed their

musketry fire against those positions. But they had attempted
no assault. The fact that they made no attempt at all is another
remarkable proof, added to the many already cited, of the

absolute deficiency of military ability amongst their leaders.

For Banks's house was not only entirely separated from the

other posts, but it was garrisoned only by fifty Sikhs, who might
have been overwhelmed ere succour could have reached them.
But no such attempt was made, and Hale and his lieutenants,

as soon as he had ascertained that the Commander-

ir^&Jin'aT
i^'Chief had advanced far enough on his line of

the Diikush^, retreat, evacuated the barracks and bungalows, and
fell back on the Dilkusha by the road which had

been selected after the reconnaissance of the 19th. They re-

joined the main force at this place early on the morning of

the 23rd.

The re-united force remained at the Dilkusha during that
day and the ensuing night. But there was no rest

^my\aits, for ofificer or private. The detachment parties who
but does not j^ad come up with the relieving force had to be

distributed to their several regiments ; carriages

had to be allotted; arrangements for the formation of the
convoy of the women and children imder responsible officers

had to be made. In a word, there was made on this day a

reorganisation of the whole force to remain in operation as far

as the Alambagh.

Blackwood's Magazine, October 1858.
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Looking back from this place—the first halt—after the
successful relief, I find a sincere pleasure in paying

^^^ ^^ ^^

the tribute of the historian to the splendid exertions

of one arm of the service, whose place on the field of action

has not yet been specifically mentioned. The storming of the
Sikandarbagh, of the Shah Najaf, of the Moti Mahall, of the
bungalows adjacent to the Barracks, was the united work of

the artillery and the infantry ; the bombardment of the Kaisar-

bagh, of the artillery and the sailors. During this time the
cavalry, ever read}^ always on the alert, prompt to take advan-
tage of every opening, had been engaged in covering advanced
movements, in keeping up the long line of communications,
and in repelling the counter attacks of the enemy on the
extreme right.

Such services were necessary to the safety of the force, and,
though they might be less prominent, they were

-r-h i i ad
not inferior in value to those of the other arms.
The names of Little and of Ouvry, of Probyn, of Watson, of
Younghusband and of Gough, still live in the memory of those
who served under them.

Nor, when writing of the halt at the Dilkusha, dare I omit
to chronicle the one mournful event which tinged
the joy of the relief. That day Havelock, who had

^JJ^^^''^
been long ailing, passed away to his last home. He
had lived long enough to hear that his Queen and his country-
men had appreciated his noble qualities, that his name had
become a household word among the homes and the hearths of
England.
The life of Havelock had been a life devoted to his profes-

sion. He had made the strict performance of duty
his polar star. Gifted with military abilities of a

very high order, and conscious that he possessed those abilities,

he had borne without repining the sapping torment of slow
promotion, and its inevitable results—employment in positions
below his capacity. But every trial of Fortune had found
Havelock cheerful, resolute, and devoted. To the smallest
office he gave his best abilities. And, whilst thus labouring,
he had striven also to prepare himself for the eventualities

which were to follow.

A story is told of the famous Scot-Austrian Marshal^ Loudon,
that, when he was a Major on frontier duties in Croatia, he
used to spend his leisure in studying an enormous map of tho
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Austrian dominions. This map lie had placed on the floor of

one of his rooms. His wife, jealous of this devotion, burst

open, one day, the door of his study, and, seeing Loudon on his

knees, tracing a particular route on the map, exclaimed, in a

pet, " 1 wonder what pleasure you can find in eternally study-

ing that map ? " Loudon, turning to her, replied :
" Leave me

alone, my dear; the knowledge I am now acquiring will be
useful to me when I become a Marshal of the Empire." Not
only did Loudon become a Marshal of the Empire, but he came
also to be recognised as the one Austrian general whom the

great Frederick respected.*

Similar was the course pursued by Havelock. He studied

all his life for the future. Similar, too, was the result. When
the opportunity did come, he used it in a manner which
electrified his contemporaries, which gained for him the con-

fidence and devotion of his soldiers. His daring march from
Allahabad to Kanhpiir against enemies excited by the slaughter

of our countrymen ; the splendid defiance of rule which he
showed by, to effect a great end, fighting the battle of Kanhpiir
with a river in his rear ; the skill with which he gained it

;

the inspired audacity which characterised his marches into

Oudh ; the confidence with which he resolved, at all risks, to

hold on to the position he had taken up at Kanhpiir—a position

in a military sense false, inasmuch as his communications
were liable to be severed ;—all these deeds stamp him as a

general of the very first order. He was bold and daring in

conception, prompt and sudden in execution, persistent and
unshaken in his resolves. The jealousy of men, in whose
hands the opportunities granted to Havelock would have
shattered, has attempted, since his death, to diminish his

glory. But the poisoned darts have rebounded, blunted, from
the iron cuirass of the warrior. His deeds speak for them-
selves. The incidents of that Kanhpiir campaign will live,

an imperishable record of his glorious qualities. The statue

which adorns Trafalgar Square, whilst it -^vill show his outward
form to the generations which shall have known him not, will

whet their curiosity to inquire regarding the early training

* On one occasion after the Seven Years' "War, when Joseph II. entertained

Frederick at Neustadt", in Moravia, Loudon had modestly taken a seat towards
the end of the table on the opposite side to that on which Frederick was seated.
* Come up to here and sit near me," called to him the latter. " I would rather

tee you by me than opposite to me."
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and later deeds of one who, in a short and glorions campaign,
illustrated all the qualities which, combine to form a com-
mander of the first rank.

HaYelock died on the 24th. On the morning of the 26th
his remains were consigned to a humble grave in

the Alambagh. His gallant son, the leaders who F^^^i^^'Ki,

had been associated with him, Campbell, Grant, Aiamb^gh.

Outram, Napier, Inglis, and others, and a crowd of

officers, followed him to his last resting-place. He had fought
a good fight : he had died, as he had lived, in the performance
of duty.

To return. On the afternoon of the 24th, Sir Colin, having
made all his arrangements, marched with his men
and the train of women and children whom they hlscoavoy"**

guarded, leaving Outram's division, in front of the Tf^mM^h
Dilkusha, to cover his retirement. That evening
Sir Colin, with his long convoy, reached the Alambagh. The
rebels had made no demonstration against Outram, and that

officer, having received a supply of carriage from Sir Colin, fell

back and rejoined his chief on the 25th. As Outram
was preparing to fall back, the rebels showed them-
selves for a moment—only, however to disappear. They had
not forgotten the rough lessons of the precedirg days.

With the junction of the divisions of 1h3 army at the
Alambagh came the necessity for making a new
distribution of it. Three matters pressed themselves butfoVofthe

particularly on Sir Colin's attention, viz. the safe ^[^^J^*u®
transport of the ladies and children to Kanhpiir, the ^

'

necessity of dealing with the Gwaliar mutineers, and the
occupation by a sufficient force of the Alambagh. The second
of these matters was a cause of considerable anxiety, inasmuch
as Sir Colin had for many days received no communication
from General Windham, commanding at Kanhpiir, and it was
impossible to say how circumstances had gone with him sub-
sequently to the 9th November.
The third matter was, naturally, that first settled. Sir Colin

decided on the 26th that Sir James Outram should remain at
Alambagh with a force augmented to about four thousand men
of all arms, twenty-five guns and howitzers, and
ten mortars. Outram would thus occupy a position outram
threatening Lakhnao, and would retain it till the ordered to

Commander-in-Chief, having placed his convoy in AiTmMgh!^^
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safety and disposed of the Gwaliar mutineers, should return, to

act offensively against the city of Lakhnao. To maintain the

communication with Kanhpur, a p^st at the Banni bridge, up
to that time occupied by the wing of a Madras native regiment
and two guns, was strengthened by a detachment of European
troops.

Having made this disposition on the 26th, Sir Colin set out

for Kanhpur at 11 a.m. on the 27th. He had with
Nov. 21. ^^Yui about three thousand men, including the wasted

fheremaiSder I'^mnant of the 32nd Eegiment, and the few sur-

of the force vivors of the native pensioners who had responded

Sahp^r; to the Call of Sir Henry Lawrence. Under the

convoy of the troops were the ladies, the children,

the sick and the wounded, numbering altogether about two thou-

sand, and the treasure which had been rescued from

^^^ Lakhnao. That same evening Sir Colin encamped at

the Banni bridge. Tn repl}' to an inquiry as to

whether any communication had been received from Kanhpur,

but can hear
"^^^ officer there commanding re]3orted that not only

nothing of bad he heard a cannonade during^ that day, but
Windham.

-i • xv j •
i

*^

during the day previous also.

This information was of an alarming nature. If Windham
had been overwhelmed, the rebels would certainly

Siouw w??d- ^^^^ destroyed the bridge of boats, and the British
ham have would be cut off from their own provinces, which for

wheinS!" the moment would be in the power of the rebels.

There was nothing for it but to march on with the

utmost expedition. Early on the following morning, the

force pressed onward. " At every step the sound of a heavy
and distant cannonade became more distinct ; but mile after

mile was passed over, and no news could be ob-

A cannonade taincd." * Just before noon, however, a native who
the distance, had been concealed behind a hedge, ran forward, and

delivered a missive to the Staff at the head of the

advance guard. "He had a small rolled-up letter in the Greek
character, addressed ' Most urgent, to General

topenXg dislste?to Sir Coliu Campbell, or any officer command-
windham, unless he ino; troops ou the Lakliuao road.' The letter
were speedily relieved. °j,-'-t, i • ^ j —i J_^ ^was dated two days previously, and said that,

unless affairs shortly took a favourable turn, the troops would

* BlacliivoocVs Magazine.
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have to retire into tlie intrenchment ; that the fighting had
been most severe ; and that the enemy were very powerful,
especially in artillery. It concluded by expressing a hope that
the Commander-in-Chief would therefore see the necessity of
pushing to their assistance with the utmost speed." *

The information contained in this note converted into

certainty the impressions which the sound of the cannonade
had produced. It deepened the anxiet}^ of the leaders, the
impatience of the troops. The scene that followed has thus
been painted by an eye-witness :—f " The impatience and
anxiety of all became extreme. Louder and louder
grew the roar—faster and faster became the march—

J^^^ folk)wed
long and weary was the way—tired and footsore described by

grew the infantry—death fell on the exhausted witness.

wounded with terrible rapidity—the travel-worn
bearers could hardly stagger along under their loads—the sick

men groaned and died—but still on, on, on, was the cry."

After progressing in the usual order for a short
time, the tension became too great for Sir Colin. The tension

Leaving the infantry to march on with the convoy, SkSiin;^'^

he pressed forward with the cavalry and horse
artillery. On reaching Mangalwar, about five miles on the
Lakhnao side of the Ganges, he halted his troops, directed the
artilleiy to fire salvoes to announce the approach
of assistance, and galloped forward with his staif, in

J?
announces

mingled hope and fear regarding the condition in by saWoes^

which he might find the bridge of boats. As he
approached the river a glance dissipated every doubt on this
head. Through the glimmering light, for evening
had set in, the bridge was seen to be intact, then gallops

Flames rising in every direction, mingling with the staff/

light of the setting sun, showed that the enemy
must have taken the city and a large part of the cantonments;
that the tents intended for the ladies and children, the sick and
wounded from Lakhnao, and the stores of clothing intended for
the^ defenders of the Residency, must have been destroyed

;

whilst the artillery fire occasionally directed at the bridge, and

* A Lecture on the Relief of Lucknoiv, by Colonel H. W. Norman, C.B.
Sir Colin stated that he received three notes in succession, vide Bourchier's
Eight Months^ Campaign.

t Blackwood's Magazine, October 1858.
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musketry fire near tlie river bank, proved that a sharp crisis

was impending. In a word, to use the language of
^as a glimpse ^n officer on Sir Colin's staff, "the veil which had
aster SO long shrouded us from Windham was rent asunder,

and the disaster stood before us in all its calamity." *

What that disaster was, and how it came about, will form

the theme of the next chapter. I leave Sir Colin

SrossThe°^^ and his staff galloping, on the dusky evening of the
bridge into 28th November, across the bridge, the preservation

^ ^"^"
of which might yet enable him to repair the evil

that had been accomplished.

Blackwood's Magazine^ October 1858.
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CHAPTER III.

THE GWALTAR CONTINGENT AND WINDHAM AT kInHPUR.

In the preceding chapter I mentioned that when, on the 9th
November, Sir Colin left Kanhpur to join his army
in the plain beyond Banni, he had left at that ^

P >*•

station about five hundred Europeans and a few Sikhs under
the command of Major-General C. A. Windham. On the 6th
November, in a memorandum addressed to that officer, he had
directed him to occupy and improve the intrenchment which
Lad been constructed on the river; to keep a careful watch
over the movements of the Gwaliar force; to send into
Oudh, b}^ detachments of wings, unless he should be seriously
threatened, any European infantry that might arrive ; but to

detain, if he should think fit, the brigade of Madras
native troops, expected the following day, until the Sttrucuons
intentions of the Gwaliar contingent, expected to given to

arrive at Kalpi* on the 9th, should become developed. wSlm,
In case of any pronounced movement towards
Kanhpur on the part of that force, General Windham was
directed to make as great a show as possible of the troops at
his disposal by encamping them conspicuously and in extended
order in advance of the intrenchment, which, however, was to
be sufficiently guarded. On no account was he to move out to
attack, unless compelled to do so by force of circumstances, in
order to save the intrenchment from being bombarded.

* Kalpi lies on the right bank of the Zamnah in the Jalaun district. It
was a place of great importance in the times of the Mughuls.
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It is a proof alike of the careful supervision whicli Sir Colin

Campbell exercised over the generals subordinate to bim, but

placed in independent command, and of the anxious
supplemented attention which he devoted to that particular posi-

memoSn^'^ tion, that, two days later, he sent to General Windham
dum still a second memorandum, in which he entered in full

Su!^ detail into the possibilities before that officer. E very-

movement of the Gwaliar troops was provided for

;

the corresponding action of General Windham was defined;

and the retention of certain troops and the despatch into Oudh
of others were again insisted on.

General Windham prepared at once to carry out the direc-

Windham tions of the Commander-in-Chief in their most
takes steps esscutial point. The rendering of the intrenchment

Sk^Shi's^ secure against any attack was that point. The
orders. intrenchment guarded, though it did not absolutely

protect, the passage of the river, the commissariat stores, and

two of the hospitals. Windham, then, at once took measures

to clear the glacis and the country beyond it, to extend and
strengthen the works, and to train men to work the guns. For

the intrenchment he had nine guns worked by a

hifdisposai. detachment of the Naval Brigade commanded by
Lieutenant Hay, K.A. Six field guns would, he

expected, arrive with the Madras force on the 10th. He had,

besides, two 9-pounders and one 24-poimder howitzer, with
ammunition in their waggons. But, there being no gunners

attached to these guns, Windham set to work to train some
Sikh soldiers for that purpose.

Meanwhile, Tantia Topi was preparing to establish his claim

to generalship. Well served by his agents, Tantia
Tantia Topi j^^d received very minute and very timely inform-

K^ipf. ation regarding the movements of Sir Colin

Campbell. He arrived with the revolted Gwaliar
contingent at Kalpi on the 9th November. Kalpi lies on the

right bank of the river Jamnah, forty-six miles south-west

from Kanhpiir. The direct road between the two

hetVt^^ places ran through the villages of Bhognipiir and
gjpiand Suchandi. From Suchandi to Kanhpiir the dis-

^^'
tance is fourteen miles, the road being intersected

at the fourth mile-stone by the Pandu rivulet, at the eighth

by the Ganges canal. Another line, which led to positions a

little to the north-east of Kanhpiir, must now be referred to.
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Leaving Kalpi, and passing throngli Bliognipiir, this road, just

about midway from the latter to Suchandi, branches off to

Akbarpiir. Thence, running nearly north, it touches the

Pandu rivulet at Sheoli, and then, taking a turn to the north-

west, crosses at a distance of four miles the Ganges canal,

and, prolonging itself for two miles, reaches the village of

Sheorajpur on the grand trunk road about three miles from
Sarai Ghat on the Ganges, and twenty-one miles north-west

of Kanhpiir.

To march on Kanhpiir, Tantia had first to cross the Jamnah.
There was no one to oppose the passage. He had left at Jalaun
his treasure and impedimenta. Kalpi he garrisoned

with three thousand men and twenty guns. Then, hopes of the

on the 10th, he crossed the Jamnah. The passage
^2nder°^"

effected, Tantia, determined not to make too decided

a demonstration until Sir Colin Campbell should have absolutely

committed himself to the relief of Lakhnao, and, hoping that

the rebel troops there would find means to detain him at least

the time necessary for the perfect carrying out of his own
scheme, moved slowly forward with about six thousand men
and eighteen guns to Bhognipiir. Leaving here

twelve hundred men and four guns, he advanced by ^^ occupies
Akbarpiir to Sheoli and Sheorajpur, occupying the the salient

first-named place with two thousand men and six Jweeu kLl-
guns, Sheoli with the same number and four ptirandthe

guns, and Sheorajpur with one thousand men and ^^^^ '

four guns.

These operations, beginning about the 10th November, were
completed about the 19th. Their effect was
completely to sever the communications SunicIIfotVeJ^eeT'
between Kanhpur and the west and north- Kjinhpur and its

west—the country on which it had been ^^pp y-^^^'-^y-

mainly dependent for its supjDlies.

Windham had been neither blind nor indifferent to the
movements of the enemy. He was duly informed

Effect of
of the passage of the Jamnah and the occupation of Jdntiii Topfs

positions reaching to the Ganges, some twenty miles ^^wSlm.
to the north-west of his position. What did this

movement forebode ? Some thought that the march He divines

on the Ganges at a prudent distance from Kanh- whicractuatf

piir indicated an intention to cross unmolested therebei

into Oudh to act there on the rear of Sir Colin ^^
^^'

VOL. IV. M
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Campbell. Windham was not of this opinion. Crediting

Tantia Topi with raerely natural acuteness, he could not

"believe that he had any other intention but that of taking

advantage of Sir Colin's absence to crush him at Kanhpur. He
believed, in fact, that Tantia would act as a general in his

position ought to act.

Yet, believing this, convinced of it, he had still those positive

and reiterated orders of the Commander-in-Chief
CommTini- which required him to forward into Oudh by de-
cates to bir "i

_ .
>^

Colin the tachmcnts of wings oi regiments the ±juropean

moTCments. troops as they should arrive. General Windham,
whilst obeying these instructions, made an urgent

representation to Sir Colin Campbell, informing him of the

disquieting reports he was daily receiving regarding the

movements of the Gwaliar contingent, and requesting per-

mission to retain such troops as he might consider absolutely

necessary for the defence of the place. Pending a repl}^

he continued to forward the incoming detachments towards

Lakhnao.
On the evening of the 14th November the required permission

arrived. On the morning of that day the Madras

SSion^o^^^" brigade, commanded by Brigadier Carthew, had
detain Euro- inarchcil into Kanhpur. It was but a shadow of its
pean roop

. ^^^.^^j. ^^^f. One of the regiments of which it had
been composed, the 17th Native Infantry, had been left, bj-

superior orders, at Fathpur, to maintain the commu-

Carthew^
nication between Allahabad and Kanhpur. Carthew

arrives; brought with him, then, only the wing of one native

regiment, the 27th, four 9-pounders, manned by
natives, and two manned by Europeans. Between this date

and the 26th the force was increased by successive

deSchment3^ Companies or drafts of the 34th, 82nd, 88th
of^Eurcpean Ecgimcnts, of the Eifle Brigade, and by the remain-
regimen s.

^^^ wing of the 27th Madras Native Infantry.

But the course of the narrative will show that not all of these

were retained.

Windham was now more at ease. On the 17th, following

the instructions he had received, he took up a posi-

Takes up^a tion beyond and to the west of the town, near the
position west junction of the Dehli and Kalpi roads, and encamped

' there. This camp, composed of detachments from

the 34th, 82nd, 88th, and Eifle Brigade, and of the right wing
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of the Madras Native Eegiment, the 27th, with six guns, was
p]aced under the command of Brigadier Carthew.
Windham thus entirely followed out his orders,

J^g'^tri?'*^^
making a show of his troops, encamping them
cons[)icuoiisly, at the same time that he covered the town
aud with it the buildings between the town and the intrench-
ment, some of which had been prepared for the reception of
the Lakhnao ladies, and in others of which supplies had been
stored.

Matters so continued till the 20th. On that date Windham
had become aware of the movement of the Gwaliar
contingent I have already described, and of their Son w?th^Se
occupation of strong positions stretching from Kalpi Commander-

to Sheorajpiir. Nor was this all. Up to the 19th S^ses!^
he had received intelligence of the successful

attacks made by the Commander-in-Chief on the Sikandarbagh
and the Shc4h Najaf. But from that date all commu-
nication from Lakhnao, even from the Alambagh,
ceased ; while, to add to his perplexity, he received, leums that

on the 22nd, information that the enemy had brw^ehaa
surprised and defeated the police force stationed been sur.

to guard the Banni bridge, on the high road to
^^^^^'

Lakhnao

!

The occupation of the Banni bridge by the rebels might, if

permitted to continue, lead to fatal consequences

;

for Windham could not know how, since the 19th, batches
it had fared with Sir Colin Campbell. It was troops to re-

quite possible, with thirty thousand still uncon- brid|f*^*'
quered rebels in Lakhnao, that he might jet have
to fight hard for it. Under these circumstances the conduct
of Windham was marked by great judgment and great
self-denial. Not caring to consider, in the presence of this
possibly great danger, that Tantia Topi and his trained
soldiers were pressing upon him, he deliberately diminished
his force to re-open the commimications with Lakhnao. At
3 o'clock on the morning of the 23rd the right wing of the
27th Madras Native Infantry, with two 9-pounder guns manned
by Europeans, marched by his orders, to re-occupy the Banni
bridge.

Notwithstanding the permission he had received, and on
which he had acted, to detain at Kanhpiir tiae European
troops who might arrive, Windham had felt from the first

M 2
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that the showy position he had, in obedience to orders, taken

up beyond the city, would in no way defend

iJthoTOiShiy Kanhpiir in case of a serious attack, tjnder no
aware of the circumstances could he prevent the enemy from

and danger bombarding the bridge with their heavy guns,

t^fon^^^"^^'
'^^® extent of the position, too, would prevent its

proper defence with even the larger number of

troops at his disposal, while, in the event, almost certaia

were he attacked seriously, of having to fall back on the

intrenchment, the city and the houses I have spoken of would
fall into the enemy's hands. With respect to the intrench-

ment, it should be borne in mind that, though Windham had
done much to strengthen it, it was not, in a military sense,,

defensible.

Windham was a brave and adventurous soldier. His posi-

tion not being, in point of fact, defensible, he asked

wl^irc^^ta"*
himself whether an aggressive defence mii^ht not

a plan of present better chances of success. Thinking the

dffencel^^ matter over, he devised a scheme whi-h he was
prepared to carry out, and, on the very day on

which he had taken up the position at the junction of the Dehli

and Kalpi roads—the 17th November—he transmitted this

scheme to Lakhnao to obtain for its execution the sanction of

the Commander-in-Chief.
This scheme was based on the honoured principle of taking

advantage of the separation from each other of the

the'scheme. enemy's posts and of destroying them in detail.

The enemy had taken up positions, as already

stated, at Bhognipiir, Akbarpur, Sheoli, and Sheorajpiir.

Between the two last-named villages at the distances of three

miles and two miles flowed the Ganges canal. Windham
conceived the idea of transporting twelve hundred men in the

night by this canal, taking his guns along the towing-path, and
falling upon one or other of the positions (Sheoli or Sheoraj-

piir), overwhelming it, always able to fall back on Kanhpiir
before the enemy from Akbarpur could reach it.

To the request containing this j)lan Windham received no
answer. The roads were closed. Meanwhile he

S^T^^i-om^"^
had simply maintained his position and had sent off

sir Colin, ti'oops, as already mentioned, to regain the Banni
bridge. But he had every day fresh causes for

disquietude. The very day that he had heard of the defeat of
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the police force at tlie Banni bridge information reached him
that rebels were crossing over from Oudh to swell the ranks of
Tantia Topi's force. It was necessary to take some decisive
step. He hesitated to attempt a plan so opposed to his
instructions as the canal-plan without special sanction. But
something must be done. Windham knew, from his reading,
from his instincts, from conversation with officers experienced
in Indian warfare, that the most certain mode of defeating an
Asiatic enemy is to march straight against him. At
half past 8 o'clock on the morning of the 24th, then, pLSn oT

*

he broke up Lis camp, and, marching six miles south- theKaipi

westward, took up a position close to the bridge by
which the road to Kalpi crosses the canal. The position was
comparatively strong, for his entire front was covered by the
canal, and he was still nearer to the intrenchment than
the enemy.
The Gwaliar troops, noting Windham's forward movement,

regarded it as a challenge. They accepted it.

That very day the detachment at Akbarpiir set out ac^^^M?
for Suchandi. Between this village and the canal, challenge,

about midway, runs the Pandu rivulet. The rebels to thT pSdu.
reached Suchandi on the 24th ; the banks of the
Pandu on the 25th. As soon as information of this movement
reached Brigadier Carthew he despatched a special messenger
with it to the G-eneral. Windham at once galloped to the camp,
and reached Carthew's tent a little after midnight—during the
first hour of the 26th.

Windham at once made his plans. Dividing his force into
two brigades, he placed Carthew at the head of the
first, composed of the 88th Connaught Rangers, four Windham

companies of the 2nd battalion Rifle Brigade, and attarkthem.

four 6-pounder guns, manned by natives. The
second brigade, consisting of the 34th Regiment, four companies
of the 82nd, and four 9-pounder guns, drawn by bullocks and
manned by Europeans and Sikhs, he gave to Colonel Kelly
of the 34th. Windham had also at his disposal a hundred
native troopers and ten men of the 9th Lancers. With this

force he determined to take the initiative the following morn-
ing. His plan was to deal the most advanced division of
the enemy a heavy blow ; then, returning to his base, repeat,

should occasion offer, the same tactics on another portion of
their force.
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Before daylight of the 26th, Windham, having taken
precautions to guard his baggage, to protect the

noUres!"' canal bridge, and to observe the enemy on the

side of Sheorajpiir, rode forward to reconnoitre. He
found the rebels posted beyond the Pandu rivulet, then nearly

dry. They numbered about two thousand five
andadvances bundred infantry, five hundred cavalry, and they

had six guns of large calibre. Windham at once-

sent back orders for his troops to advance. The order was-

forthwith obeyed.

Carthew led forward his brigade from the right, the men of

the Kifle Brigade leading in skirmishing order.
Carthew 'p^-^e euemv were seen in masses in front of a lartL-e
SiIgIICCS til©

enemy's fire, topc of trees, but as tho skirmishcrs approached they
moved to their right. This movement completed,

their guns in the tope opened a very heavy fire. The balls

passed over the skirmishers and fell right into the 88th, who^

were following them, knocking over many officers and men.
Carthew brought his guns into position as quickly as possible,

and, opening upon the enemy, silenced their fire,

pushfngon wlierevipon Kelly, from the position on the left, led
the 34th, the 34th at the guns, and captured three of them
Sei?Sins. (two 8-inch iron howitzers and one 6-pounder gun).

Such, in brief, was the story of the main fight. I

may add that, j^rior to Colonel Kelly's attack, a portion of hm
regiment had repulsed a charge of the enemy's cavalry. These
did not appear again until later in the day, but it will be seen

that they then made their presence felt.

The capture of the guns was followed by the flight of the
enemy, who were pursued for some distance.

Windham Windham then drew off his troops and marched back

SThedtyr^ towards the city. This retrograde movement in-
but, threat- spired the enemy with courage, and their cavalry,

enemy^
^ Coming to the front, became so insolent that

cavalry, Windham halted and deployed his troops. It was-

no part of the enemy's game, however, to attack the

British force in the open, so they again drew off. Windham
then marched his force to a new position near the

rfew pStton town across the Kalpi road, immediately in front of
^ossihe some brick-kilns. A letter from the Commander-

in-Chiefs camp had reached him to the effect

that all was well, and that the arm}' was marching towards-
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Kanlipiir. Windham hoped, then, that the blow he had in-

flicted that day might serve as a deterrent to the enemy
at least till the Commander-in-Chief should arrive. Their
loss had been severe ; his own amounted to ninety-two killed

and wounded.
But the leader of the rebel army was no fool. The blow

dealt by Windham, far from frightening him, had disclosed to

his astute mind the weakness of the British leader. A force,

completely victorious, does not as a rule fall back beyond the
position it had occupied before the action had commenced ; nor,

in falling back, does it allow itself to be threatened
with impunity by the troops it had defeated. But T^ntiiiTopi,

these things had happened to the little army of windham's
Windham. It had been victorious on the field—a

J^^^^f"^^^'
fact proved by the capture of three of the enemy's attacrwrn,

guns. But the necessities of his position had forced

Windham, after his victory, to fall back, threatened by the
enemy's horse, to a position nearer to the city than that he had
occupied before the battle. Tantia Topi read then the
necessities of Windham's position as he would have read an
open book, and, with the instincts of a real general, he resolved
to take advantage of them.

Far, then, from allowing Windham the respite of twenty-
four hours, which would, that General hoped, bring the
Commander-in-Chief to his aid, Tantia Topi directed

that portion of his force which had engaged at inSaTk.'"*^

Suchandi the previous day to stand to their arms at

daybreak, ready for a forward movement, but to withhold that
movement until the detachments at Sheoli and Sheorajpiir,

which would march in the night, should open fire on the right
flank of the British. That fire was to be the signal for r

general attack.

Meanwhile, Windham, hoping much from the blow he had
delivered the previous day, had not the less j^re-

pared for possible eventualities. His troops stood to
gj^ndin'^"'

their arms at daybreak. But, as there were neither tiieVfelisive,

signs of an enemy, nor any certain information as to

his movements, they were dismissed, at 9 o'clock, to their
breakfasts. The General, after partaking of hia morning meal,
ordered up two 24-pounder guns, drawn by bullocks, and
manned by seamen of the Shannon, and then went to recon-
noitre. The aspect of afi'airs evidently did not satisfy him, for
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at 11 o'clock lie sent down to the camp an order for the whole
force to stand to their arms. An hour later, just as the British

gun ill the intrenchment fired the mid-day signal,

at n*oon^^*^ he rode into camp. He had scarcely arrived when a

heavy cannonade was opened on the right flank of the

Briti.sh. Almost simultaneously a shell exploded over the trees

in their front. It was evident that an attack in force had
begun on all points.

Cool and prompt in action, Windham at once directed

Brigadier Carthew, with the 3-ith, two companies of the 82nd,

and four 6-pounder guns, to take up and hold a position on the

right, defending the approaches to the town by the Bitliur

road. Carthew at once moved off, detaching the

Carthew to^
^"^^^^ ^^ occupy some gardens on the left of his

repulse the positiou, throwing some fifty men of the 82nd into

wsrighT some ruined huts on its right, and covering the

guns in the centre with the remainder of the two
companies of that regiment. As his brigade, so to call it, was
marching to the points indicated, the enemy opened fire upon

it at a long range. But so effective was the reply

succeed!. from the 6-pounders and Enfields, so steady and
continuous their fire, that the rebels ceased their

attack on that side.

In the front, forming the extreme left of his position,

Windham had not been so fortunate. He had there

front'^orT'f
"^^^^ Companies of the 2nd battalion Eifle Brigade,

position. ' the 88th Regiment, two 9-pounder guns, and two
24-pounder howitzers and two 24:-pounder guns

manned by seamen of the Shannon. To the right of this posi-

tion, in a wood midway between it and that occupied by
Carthew, was posted the main body of the 82nd.

Windham placed the guns in the centre of his position,

supporting them by the Eifle Brigade and the 88th on either

flank. Before the first gun had been fired, he proceeded
himself to the right to watch the attack in that quarter, leaving

the left brigade in charge of Colonel Walpole of the Eifle

Brigade. The 24-pounder guns were then pushed to the front

60 within sight of the enemy.* The enemy, on sighting them,
fired the first shot from a gun they had placed on the road.

The British guns at once replied, but they had not fired two

* The Shannon Brigade in India, page 36.
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Tounds when the rebels opened fire with grape and cannister

from batteries in front and on the right flank of Windham's
position. So superior, from their immense su-

periority in the number of guns, was their fire, that The great

Windham, on his return, an hour later, from the ofErebeis
right brigade, found that liis men were getting all in artillery

the worst of it.* The rebel leader, with great ^if^^^^^^^^

judgment, kept back his infantry, and fought
Windham with his artillery alone. The advantage he derived
from his greatly superior numbers was enormous, for those
numbers enabled him to form a semicircle round the British
position. Any attempt on the part of Windham to break
through this semicircle at any point would have placed it in the
power of the rebel leader to lap over and overwhelm his far

inferior force.

Windham used all the means in his power to make head
against the enemy. Their flanking fire he attempted
to silence by turning upon it one of the 24-pounders pisftionuu-

worked by the men of the Shannon. But all would tenable,

not do. The position was not tenable against an faiiTbackon

enemy superior in numbers and who fought only thebnck-

with their guns. To add to his misfortunes, the
bullock-drivers, not liking the prospect, deserted as fast as they
could, and, as a final blow, ammunition began to run short.

Orders were accordingly given to fall back on the brick-kilns,

a little to the left of the position Windham had
taken up on the night of the 26th. Windham at and orders

the same time sent for the 34th to reinforce him, Carthewto

and directed Carthew, by an order twice repeated, to ^^ *^" ^*°^®'

fall back also on the brick-kilns.j

Cfirthew, meanwhile, had held the position on the right, and
with the force at his disposal he could have con-
tinued to hold it.

_
But, at this moment, Windham, wSam '

to protect his retiring movement, sent for the bulk i^ad rein-

of the 34th. This regiment, which had covered left witMhe
itself with glory by its repulse of the enemy, was
accordingly sent to reinforce the left brigade. It thew,

* The casualties had been severe. Amongst the officers, Lieut. Hay, K.N
,

commanding the detachment of tlie Shannon men, had been severely wounded.'
He wa< afterwards kdled in New Zealand.

t Windham stated subsequently that he afterwards countermanded that
order, but the countermand never reached Carthew.

34th, taken
from Car-
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found that "brigade in considerable disorder. The two big guns
had been for the moment abandoned, and the men were falling

back disheartened. The 34:th came up in time to

M??^ck ^^-^^ ^^® initiative in dashing at the big guns, and,

with the aid of the sailors, in Ijringing them on with

the retreating column.
But the retiring movement had served as a signal for the

enemy to advance. They crowded on in numbers.
The enemy firino; their guns. The Eno'lish fell back, confused
lollow

and in disorder, on the brick-kilns. Here it was
hoped a stand might be made. It was 5 o'clock, and Windham,

thinking the position now reached might be held,
Windham ^iTid anxious for the condition of the right brigade,

fherfght. weakened by the withdrawal of the 34th, left

General Dupuis, E.A., in command, ^^dth orders to

hold the brick-kilns, if possible, and galloped to the right.

But before he could reach the right brigade the order to

retire, which he had sent to it, had had its fatal

Fatal effect of effect. It is true that, weakened by the withdrawal

rSerafed'' of the 34th, the bri-adc could with difficulty hold
order to Car-

j-f^s ground against the enemy pressing on it. But,

back. coping bravely with the difficulty, Carthew did hold
it. So convinced was he of the value of the pos'-

tion, that he did not act on the first order which he received.

The second order was imperative. He was forced to obey his

general, and he fell back.*

"When Carthew 'reached the brick-kilns, confusion seemed
woi'se confounded. The carriage cattle had been

Great confu- driven off, whilst the tents of the encampment had
bdck-kiins. been struck, and, with most of the heavy baggage,

were lying in disorder on the earth. Just then, an
order reached Dupuis to fall back on the intrenchment. Wind-
ham, as he was riding to look after his right brigade, had
received intelligence that the rebels, turning the extreme right

* Captain Drury, who was Brigadier Carthew's brigade-major on tkis

occasion, thus described the situation in a letter to a friend at Madras :
" The

other position " (Windham's) " of the force had not fared so well, and the

General sent for the 34th to strengthen the encamiDmeut. Shortly afterwards

we were ordered to return to the encampment and occupy some brick-kihis

immediately in its rear. This order was repeated, and it was not until the

second time that we commenced falling back to the place directed. This
order was a grave error. General Windham says he sent a countermand
afterwards. That never came."
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of his extended position, had occupied the lower part of the
city, and were then attacking his last stronghold. For-
tunately, at the moment a detachment of the 2nd
battalion Eifle Brigade arrived opportunely from The rebels

Fathpur. Windham, placing himself at their head, SSench-^

drove the enemy from the lower part of the town, ment.but

at the same time that he sent the order to Dupuis back.

to fall back on the intrenchment. This movement
had been just begun when Windham, riding towards the
force after the exploit just recorded, personally directed

Carthew to take two companies of the 88th and his four
6-pounders, to return to the position he had
vacated on the right, and, on reaching the St'^onThSrench-'
Bithiir road, to fall back on and occupy the !?^°*\^'\* ^i^'^'^*^ ^^^:
,, , rni • 1 M T 1 1 i. J.

thew to defend his right.
theatre, ihis building lay about a quarter

of a mile south of the intrenchment, and was filled with stores

and clothing for the troops.

Whilst the main body, abandoning tents and the soldiers'

kits, fell back on the intrenchment, "pursued by the enemy
and harassed by musketry,"* Carthew moved to the
right to execute Windham's latest order. Between Carthew

the suburb through which he had to pass and the the right,

Bithur road were the abandoned lines of a native
regiment. On debouching from the suburb, he saw the enemy's
skirmishers feeling their way down the road toward the in-

trenchment. They were exposing their right flank to Carthew,
but the moment tliey saw him they fell back in soldier-like

style and occupied the abandoned lines I have spoken of. But
Carthew, sending his men at them with the bayonet,
drove them out in fine style, and as far as the and drives

Bithur road. Here he came upon their guns, which enemy,
^

at once unlimbered and opened fire. But Chamier's
four 6-pounders were at hand. They had had to make a short
detour to avoid the narrow streets, but they came up with all

possible haste, and, worked magnificently by the swarthj^
gunners of the Madras army, they silenced and drove back the
guns of the enemy. Had Carthew had four companies instead
of two, he would have captured the enemy's guns. But it was

* Tlie Shannon Brigade in India, page 36. A private letter from a soldier
of the 34th says :

" They took all our kit and encampment, which we saw
burning during the night."
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growing dark, and his few men were dispersed in s"kirmisliing

order. He could not rally in time a sufficient number for a

rush.

Carthew had, however, completely fulfilled his instructions.

I He had gained the Bithtir road. Here he halted,

th^tSr?^ alike to collect his men and show a front to the

enemy. But the enemy had had enough of it. He
then fell hack, unmolested, on the theatre—the one officer in

high command who had been victorious in every encounter on
that eventful day

!

The theatre constituted now the centre of a chain of outposts,

forming a semicircle about a quarter of a mile in front of the

intrenchment. The left of this semicircle rested

He halts here on the canal, the right in an outwork on the river

bTrrk;adi?g a Gangcs. This outwork was occupied by the 64th.
bridge over a Carthew's small force, having just barricaded a

in Ms^tront. bridge in their front over a narrow but deep nullah,

bivouacked on the road near the theatre. The 88th

occupied the road leading from the canal to the town. The
remainder of the force and the guns were withdrawn within

the intrenchment.

The laurels of the day rested certainly with the rebels.

They had driven back the British force, had com-
Remarkson pelled it to renounce the defence of the town. With
the day°

^ a little morc enterprise they might probably have
cut it oif altogether. The fact is, Windham occupied,

with seventeen hundred men, a very extended position, and he

attempted to defend this position against an enemy computed,

erroneously, I think, at twenty-five thousand trained soldiers,

but who probably numbered fourteen thousand. It is possible,

however, that if he had been content with holding the position

he had taken up on the night of the 26th, near the brick-kilns,

he could have maintained it. For the right flank of that posi-

tion was covered by Carthew's brigade and by the linking

detachments of the 82nd and 34th. But, by pushing his own
brigade forward on the Kalpi I'oad to a position in which its

whole front and right flank were exposed to the enem} 's fire,

he virtually invited defeat. When he at last ordered Dupuis to

fall back on the brick-kilns it was too late. His ill-judged

order to Carthew, resisted as long as possible by that officer, to

abandon the position he had successfully defended, gave an

opening to the enemy to penetrate on his right. When, after
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the evil had so far worked its effect as to necessitate the order
to DujDiiis to fall back, Windham attempted to repair it by
sending back Carthew to his old position, Carthew did, indeed,
by a display of skill and daring, prevent the mischief from
becoming irremediable. But the position at the brick-kilns,

which might have been maintained, had to be abandoned and
the town to be sacrificed.

The night passed quietly. The British, that is to say, were
not assailed. But the glare of the flames, and the
tumult outside their position, proclaimed the triumph that fofiowed.

of the rebels. A great anxiety reigned within the
British lines. Windham passed the night in consultation with
the officers he most trusted. At one time he hoped to be able
to redeem the past by a night attack on the rebels, but he
could obtain no trustworthy information as to the locality of

the enemy's guns. Nothing remained to him, then, but to

make the best preparations to repel the renewed attack to be
expected on the morrow.
That night Windham issued to the senior officers of his force

the instructions for carrying out the plan upon
which, after mature consideration, he had decided. SuS^hT
To Colonel Walpole—commanding five companies of structions for

the Rifle Brigade under Lieutenant-Colonel Woodford,
two companies of the 82nd Eegiment under Lieutenant-Colonel
Watson, and four guns—two 9-pounders manned by
Madras gunners, and two 24-pounder how^itzers fe^ucVen/

manned by Sikhs, under Lieutenant Green, E.A.— ^^ f^^.*°
he confided the defence of the advanced portion of ^

^^ ^'

the town on the left bank of the canal, that is, the portion in
the left rear of the brick-kilns separated from them and from
the rest of the town by the canal; to Brigadier
Carthew—having under him the 34th, commanded
")y Lieutenant-Colonel Kelly, the flank companies of the 82nd,
nd the four Madras o-pounders under Lieutenant Chamier

—

the defence of the Bithiir road, in a position more advanced
than, and a little to the right of, that occupied the previous
day. The intrenchment was entrusted to the care of the 64th
under Brigadier N. Wilson, who was also to guard ^^

against a turning movement on the right by
establishing a post at the Baptist Chapel; whilst Windham
himself, having under him the 88th Eegiment
commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Maxwell, should ISf!^^""
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defend the portion of tlie town nearest the Ganges, on the left

bank of the canal.

Before the action has begnn, the imi^artial reader cannot but
be struck hj the disproportionate force allotted to

Dispro]X)r- Brigadier Carthew. That officer had to defend the

aiiouedto key of the position. He had proved his capacity

ke^'^o/the
^^^^ ^^^ before

; and yet to him, occupying the post

position. which was certain to draw upon him the weight of

the enemy's attack, a force was assigned not larger

than that given to Walpole, whose position was far more
defensible.

At daylight on the 28th the several movements indicated
took effect. Carthew pushed across the bridge he

afte?ad.'
^^'^ barricaded the previous evening with the 34th

yaucing, and guns, covering his flanks with the two
tofiirba^ck companies of the 82nd. He had just reached the
and de. point at wliich the road turned off to the position he
fend ttiG • •

bridge. was to occTipy a little to the right, when the
Assistant Quartermaster-Genera!. Captain M'Crea,

brought him an order from the General to fall back on to the
bridge. This position, then, Carthew took up, covering his

left with two companies, occupying with three the ruined
houses in the front and on the flanks of the bridge, and keep-
ing the remainder at the bridge. The detached party on the
right consisted of one company of the 34th, commanded by

Captain Stewart. The house it occupied was a

Stuart. lofty building with a flat roof, and from this roof
Stewart noticed the advance of the enemy's artillery

to a position whence their guns could bear with decisive effect

on the bridge. A zealous, intrepid officer, beloved by the
regiment, Stewart posted his men in positions whence they
could pick off the enemy's gunners. Thej" succeeded in this

task beyond their hopes, in spite of the grape and round shot
which came pouring upon them. This state of things continiTed

for more than two hours, from half-past 9 o'clock till noon, the

enemy pouring in shot and shell, the 34th and 82nd replying

Successful ^vitb musketry, and Chamier's two small guns*
•defence doing all the mischief of which they were capable.

Carthew.'^ The cncmy made no way, but their artillery fire

* The other two had been withdrawn, most unnecessarily, to defend the
Allahabad road.
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did considerable execution, and thougli they, too, suffered

severely from the British fire, their immense superiority in

numbers enabled them to fill up vacancies as they occurred.

This was the state of affairs on the right at 12 o'clock. On
the left Walpole had received the attack of the

enemy. But the enemy's attack on the left bank of
^^i^^ig^oQ

the canal, though made in force and with great the left.

resolution, was but the adjunct to his main attack

on the right. The left advanced position was not the decisive

point of the scene of action, yet on this point the British were
posted in numbers sufficient to beat back the enemy ; and,

though Windham from his post to the rear of them sent and
brought up supports, those supports were not required

to ensure the repulse of the enemy, for Walpole windS's"
had achieved that result without them.* A real conduct at

general, having under his command in reserve a juncture.

fine British Eegiment such as was the 88th, seeing

that Walpole was able to hold his own, would at once have
hurried to the scene of action, which the lay of the ground and
the importance of the position to be gained there must have
shown him to be the decisive scene. The stores, clothing,

and impedimenta of all sorts were on the side which Car-

thew was defending—not where Walpole was successfully

fighting.

But Windham did not possess the coup-d'oeil of a general.

Instead of hurrying to the support of Carthew, he
despatched to him, at 12 o'clock, his Assistant order to^*"

Quartermaster-General, Captain M'Crea, to direct
^dv?n^*°

him to advance once again up the road, and
promising him that the 64th Regiment under Brigadier

K, Wilson would make a parallel advance on his

right. To cover this movement of the 64th, M'Crea
took with him, to strengthen that regiment, forty men of a
company of the 82nd, till then under Carthew's orders.

I'hat the reader may more clearly comprehend the move-
ments which followed, I may here state that after crossing

* " On the left advaace, Colonel Walpole, with the Eifles, supported by
Captain Greene's battery, and part of the 82iid Regiment, achieved a com-
plete victory over the enemy, and captured two 18-pounder guns. The glory

of this well-contested fight belongs entirely to the above-named companies and
artillery."—General Windham's Despatch, 30th November 1857. The italics

are mine.
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the bridge tlie road runs iip the centre of a parade-ground

about six hundred yards long and two hundred

on wMch°*^ yards wide, traversed by a watercourse, and having
they were houses on both sides of it. On the advance being

sounded, the three companies which till then had

occupied the ruined buildings in front and on the flanks of the

bridge pushed across the plain in skirmishing order,

S^nces. in spite of a continual shower of grape from three guns

posted at the further end of it. When within about

one hundred j^ards of these, Captain Stewart, who was leading

his men in splendid style, was shot through the thigh. The
adjutant of the 3-ith, Leeson, at once supplied his place, but

the fire from the front and from the buildings on either side

was so hot that it was impossible to reach the guns.

To gain breath, the men lay down in the water- course of

which I have spoken, whilst Carthew, mounted, in

Tfrnih^r^^*^^
the middle of the parade-ground, endeavoured to

progress collcct a sufficient number of men to make a rush at

Svahy "t^^ enemy. But, crippled by the paucity of his

numbers—a paucity cuused by the necessity of

guarding his left fiank—his efforts in this respect were fruitless.

He was more successful, however, in his attempt to bring

Chamier's two guns to the front. These, unlimU^riug, replied

to the enemy's fire; and, splendidly served b}' the Madras
gunners, in the course of twenty minutes not only silenced it,

but compelled the enemy to withdraw their pieces. Then was
the chance if Carthew had but had one squadron of horse at his

disposal. He had not a single trooper ; and just at the moment
he discovered that Wilson's attack on his right had failed, and

that his right rear was threatened by the rebels.

Captain M'Crea , taking with him forty men of the 82nd, had
directed Brigadier Wilson to move to the front paral-

repuSed?'^^ lei with Carthew. The two companies covered the

advance, harassed by a fire from six guns in position

in their immediate front.* When within about a hundred

* General Windham writes thus in bis Despatch :
" Brigader Wilson thought

proper, promoted by bis zeal for tbe service, to lead bis regiment against four

guns placed in front of Brigadier Carthew." Brigadier Wilson did nothing

of the sort. The guns upon which be advanced were nearly half a mile from

tbe guns in front of Cartbew's troops. Tbey were, as stated in the text,

covering the line upon wbich Windham himself had, by the mouth of M'Crea,

ordered Wilson to advance.
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yards of these guns, the skirmishers charged them and for a
few minutes had them in possession. Unfortunately the main
hody were too far behind, and the rebels, recovering
from their first panic, came on in overwhelming thew'srigirt.

numbers, and cut to pieces many of the heroic

band of skirmishers. There fell here Brigadier Wilson,
Captain M'Crea, Captain Morphy, Major Sterling, Lieutenant
McKenna, Lieutenant Gibbins, all nobly fighting. The sup-
ports came up only in time to cover the retreat of the few
survivors.

Windham had thus engaged, without sup- Criticism on Windham

ports, his entire right wing on the decisive -unctnm
**'''' '"'''

point of the scene of action. The available

supports were in his own hand on a side part of action, never
intended bj" the enemy to be the decisive point. The advance
in parallel lines on the right, ordered by himself, had,
owing to one of those accidents always likely to occur in war,
failed. Carthew had indeed repulsed the enem}^, but he had
no men to follow him up. The 64th had been repnlsed, and
their repulse endangered Carthew*s right. Now was the
moment when supports would have been invaluable. They
might even have changed the face of the day.

His right rear threatened—for the 64th had been gradually
forced back on the intrenchment—Carthew very
gradually, and showing a bold front to the ever- Cartiiewfaiis

increasing enemy, fell back on the bridge. But old position,

how different was his position here to what it had
been in the morning ! Then, the bridge was the centre of a
chain of posts, both flanks being guarded, and his

front covered. Now, the flanking parties had fallen defenslwef

^

back and he was isolated.

Still, Carthew knew the importance of the position, and he
resolved to hold it as long as he could. But the
enemy's attacks became more and more furious,

^^f,^^^^^,^®
the number of his guns increased and their fire defend's!^^^

became more concentrated. Still Carthew did not
move. He had but two guns with which to reply, but the
gallant Chamier and the sturdy Madrasis worked them with
a will.

But every moment was pregnant with some new danger for

him. The rebels, climbing to the roofs of the houses which the
retirement of the 64th and of the detachment which connected
VOL. IV. N
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him witli tliat regiment Lad left empty, poured upon the gallant

soldiers of the 34th a stream of fire. But the un-

?he^34thl°^ conquered soldiers of that splendid regiment still

held on. Twice did they clear the streets in their

front, twice the Church compound on their right. But the

continuous stream of fire of which I have spoken
andincreas- -^yould not allow them to hold the positions they had
S^the^enemy. gained at the point of the bayonet. More than that,

the enemy shifted their position so that Chamier's

guns could no longer bear on any vital point, whilst the fire

from the roofs caused the defenders to drop fast.

A strong reinforcement might still have saved the position.

Oarthew sent for it. Pending its arrival this gallant leader

went amongst the men, cheering them, and keeping them to

their work. Even when the position had become practically

untenable, when the enemy had all but turned his

Canhew? flanks, and when the party he had sent under
splendid Coloncl Simpsou of the 34:th to keep open his com-
enaci y, miinications was forced back, he still held on. Still

the reinforcements did not come. At last, when it was absolutely

certain that unless he were to retire he would be cut
he is at last gff, Cartliew reluctantly gave the order—to give

faUback. ^ which when he could no longer hold out he had the

authority of Windham—to fall back on the in-

trenchment.*
All this time where was Windham ? Windham was with

the victorious left wing, where his presence was not
Carthew and needed. What he was precisely doing, or why he
^\mdham. ^^^ ^^^ hasten to strengthen the key of his position,

* " I have not the slightest hesitation," wrote, on the 11th December 1857,

Lieutenant-Colonel Simpson of the 34th to Brigader Carthew, " in giving my
opinion about the brigade retiring from the position we held on the brid.ae on tlie

evening of the 28th November. It is my firm conviction that you had no other

aternative—that if you had not retired the brigade would have been cut off,

as the enemy were completely outflanking us on our left. By your orders I

sent round two companies of this regiment to check them, which they did for

the moment, but could not make a stand, as they in turn were quite out-

flanked on their left. When the two officers commanding those companies

(ofiicers in whom I have the greatest confidence) came back and told me what

was going on, and, from what I saw myself, I spoke to Colonel Kelly, Colonel

Gwilt, and one or two more of the regiment, and I myself, and I think others,

told you that if we did not retire we should be cut oflf. You then, re-

luctantly, gave the order to retire."
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may never be known. He never attempted to explain his

action. In his dispatch he endeavoured, in the most un-
generous manner, to cast, by implication, the blame of the defeat

on Carthew. " Brigadier Carthew," he wrote, " of the Madras
Native Infantry, had a most severe and strong contest with the

enemy from morning to night; but I regret to add that he felt

himself obliged to retire at dark." This passage convej^ed to

the mind of Sir Colin Campbell the impression that Brigadier
Carthew had, at a critical period, retired from his post without
orders; and, on the 9th December, he animadverted very
severely in an official memorandum on such conduct. When
Carthew received the memorandum he took it at once to

Windham, who—it will scarcely be credited— advised him not
to reply to it. But Carthew had too nice a sense of his own
honour to act upon such advice. He not only replied to it, but
forced from Windham an acknowledgment that he himself had
given the Brigadier authority to retire when he could no longer
maintain his position. Upon this. Sir Colin Campbell not only
withdrew his censure, but expressed his regret that under an
*' erroneous impression " he should have given pain to a
meritorious officer.*

But,—to return to the question,—where was Windham ? I

* Lieut. Charles Windham, R.N., wrote me in 1880, objecting to the
account, as given in the text, of the events of the day, especially to the
imputation of want of generosity on the part of General Windham towards
Brigadier Carthew. Mr. Windham enclosed a pamphlet which his father

had written on the subject, the perusal of which, before I had written my
history, would, Mr. Windham wrote, have caused me to omit " all allusion to

a circumstance which, whilst entirely beyond the control of the general in

command, was the one which, above all others, contributed to that result," viz.

" the misfortune wliich befell the civil town—Kanhpiir." The pamphlet sent

me by Lieut. Windham consists mainly of an attempt to cast the blame of the
defeat upon an officer whose name is not mentioned. Having read it, and
having with a view to this edition carefully re-read all the authorities upon
which my account is based, I find no reason whatever to alter a single line

of this narrative. It is supported in every particular by evidence which
cannot be controverted. Before I published it, I sent the chapter in proof to

more than one of the oflBcers engaged in the battle upon whose judgment and
fairness I could rely, and they testified, in letters I possess, to its absolute
correctness. I believe I have rendered fiQl justice to General Windham.
To say that he committed^one error is not a charge which affects his reputation

as a gallant soldier who, on a day of great trial, did many things extremely
well. It is pleasing to read that, in the pamphlet sent me, he writes thus of

General Carthew :
" No one at Cawnpore (Kanhpur) did better service than

this officer."

N 2
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As he is fall- have already stated that Carthew had sent for

thfw^l-^ceKes reinforcements. He received them in the shape of
reinforce- two companies of the Eifle Brigade, as he was falling
menta,

hack, just in time to cover his retreat. Had Carthew
not begun his retreat, the reinforcement was too small to be of

much avail. Windham states that he himself took

rlumtlr,^° down this reinforcement, and, returning, ordered up
two companies of the 82nd. But it was too late

—

the mischief had been done; a strong reinforcement an hour
earlier might have saved the position. It was not

i^'time. to be saved by sending on small supports in

piecemeal. Under cover of the riflemen Carthew
fell back in good order within the intrenchment. It was then

Cjuite dark.

He and his officers and men had been for thirty-six hours
almost without food and sleep. He had exposed

SS!'lId\he himself to the hottest fire throughout the day. His

w!,°P^^ cool and calm courage had been the admiration of
"" '

'

everyone. His efiorts had been splendidly supported

bv all under his command. In the 34th alone three officers

had been killed and eight wounded. The total number of

killed and wounded in Windham's operations up to the night

of the 2Sth amounted to three hundred and fifteen. Carthew
brought back with him all his guns.

The plain account I have given of the day's proceedings

requires little comment. That Windham was justi-
windham'5 £gj ^^ deciding to make an aggressive defence
a£eTeSsive

~
. ^ Q^ . ^ , .

defence pro- caunot, I think, be questioned. It is the opinion

Kinhp^fiJ.^ of those best qualified to form an opinion that,

regard being had to the enormous superionty of the

rebels in artillery, a purely defensive system would have
ensured the destruction of his force, and the occupation of

Kanhpiir by the rebels, with consequences—Sir Colin and the
women and children of the Lakhnao ganison being on the

other side of the river—the evil extent of which it would be
difficult to exaggerate. Windham, by his military instincts,

saved the country from this dis&ster, and he is entitled to all

the credit due to a daring initiative. That the action might
have been more skilfully fought is certain ; but the aphorism of

Napoleon, that in war victory is to the general who makes the

fewest mistakes, must never be forgotten. Mistakes will be
made ; and it should be remembered that this was the first time
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that Windham had held an independent command in the

field.

Both wings fell back that evening into the intrenohment.

The town of Kanhpur, ^he theatre and the houses,
j^ggtruction

full of clothing and stores, or prepared for the consequent

reception of the Lakhnao ladies, fell into the hands
defeat.^'***'''

of the rebels.

But before the right wing had reached the intrenohment,

whilst Carthew, nobly daring, was still holding on to the

Baptist Chapel, an event full of importance had occurred. Sir

Colin Campbell had arrived, the precursor bv a few houi's of

his army.
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CHAPTEK IV.

SIR COLIN CAMPBELL RETRIEVES WINDHAm's DISASTER.

The second chapter of this book left Sir Colin Campbell, followed

b}' his staff, crossing the bridge of boats into Kanhpur. The
shades of evening were falling, and the light was the short

twilight which in India follows the setting of the sun. As he
ascended at a gallop the road leading to the gate, some men of

the Rifle Brigade, posted on the rampart, recognised their

general, and their loud and repeated cheers announced his ar-

rival alike to Windham's soldiers and their enemy,

reaches^he Windbam was within the intrencbment, and Sir
intrench- CoHn had hardlv reached him when a demand for

reinforcements arrived from the Baptist Chapel—

a

proof that even then Carthew was still, with the small means
at his disposal, attempting the impossible. The reinforcements

were sent, but they arrived too late, and Carthew fell back in

the manner already related. With his arrival within the in-

trencbment the fighting for the night ceased.

Sir Colin remained some time with Windham, listening to his

Nov. 29. report and asking questions. He then communi-
cated to him his plans. He would recross the river

After conver- to his cam}) ; as soon as possible the next morning
wSham, drive the rebels with his guns from the positions
returns to his they had taken up near the bridge, and then send over

^'
his infantr}^ Sir Colin then rode back to his camp

" into which, all night, the guns, stores, women, and sick con-
tinued to stream." *

Early the folloT\dng morning Sir Colin proceeded to execute
his plans. Peel's heavy guns had reached the ground, from
their march of thirty miles, only an hour before sunrise. The

Norman's UelieJ of Luchnow.
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astute leader of the rebel army had noticed with the early light

of the morning the ma.^s of soldiers filling the plain

on the Oudh bank of the river, and that sight had tw^^^«

told him that unless he could break the bridge his brgk^the

chances of ultimate victory wonld melt away, mt toatl

there was yet time to break the bridge. He had

therefore brought down his heaviest guns to the positions on

the banks of the river whence he had the previous day driven

the 64th, and had opened upon it a heavy, but fortunately an

ill-directed, fire. Sir Colin CampbeU had foreseen g.^^^^^^

that the rebels would try this last chance. Allowing, foreseeing the

then the men cf the Naval Bri-ade but one hour
baffles tiiem.

for rest and food, he despatched them at sunrise to a

point above the bridge of boats whence they could play on the

enemy's guns. The artillery fire from t}ie intrenchment was

directed to the same point. For some time the artillery combat

appeared not unequal, but gradually the guns of the British

asserted their superiority. Then commenced the passage of the

cavalrv, the horse artillery, and of Adrian Hope s brigade As

they crossed, dark masses of smoke mingled with sheets of flame,

arisincr from the store-laden buildings so well defenaed by

Carth?w the previous day, proved that the enemy had given up

the contest for the bridge, and that they had set tire The enemy

to the stores to cover their change of position. But
^Vd'^ -JT.

it was yet possible that they might attempt a counter-

stroke on the weakened camp, crowded with non-combatants,

on the Oudh bank of the river. The upper course of the river

was in their possession; they had numberless boats at their

command. What could be easier than to take advantage of the

divided state of the British force and overwhelm the

weaker portion? But the contingency had entered grCohn^_

into the calculations of Sir Colin. By 9 o clock he surestomeet

had crossed the troops I have already mentioned. X^^'^T""

On reaching the Kanhpur bank he dii'ected tliese to every attack.

take up a position facing the city, their right resting

on a point near the intrenchment, their left stretching towards

the grand trunk road. As soon as they had done xjie passage

this, Sir Colin crossed himself and established his ^^^f;^J-P«

headquarters on the Kanhpur side, leaving Brigadier without a

inodis to protect the convoy until all the troops should
^f/^^^^'^t^^g

have passed over. At 3 o'clock in the afternoon the soth.

passage of the convoy commenced. During that Nov. so.
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afternoon, during the ensuing night, and till 6 o'clock on the

evening of the 30th, the passage of the convoy and of the troops

forming the rear-guard continued. Practically it was not in-

terrupted by the rebels, and by the hour I have mentioned it

was accomplished. The ladies and children, sick and wounded,
were taken across the canal to a camp on the plain near " the

mouldering remains and riddled walls of the position Wheeler
had held so long."

The rebels still continued to hold the town and the line of

the canal passing through it to the westward. They

SerelSr
^^ were in considerable numbers, had a strong force of

artillery, were flushed with victory, and they had as

their leader a man of very great natural ability. They were
evidently resolved to try conclusions with Sir Colin, and they
had perhaps some reason for believing that even Sir Colin might
find it a very difficult, perhaps an impossible, task to drive them
from the position they had occupied.

That position was, indeed, extremely strong. " Their left," to

Great
quoto from the actor in the scene whose graphic

strength of joumal I havo so largely used,* " was posted among
their position,

^j^^ wooded high grounds, intersected with nullahs,

and thickly sprinkled with ruined bungalows and public build-

ings, which lie between the town of Kanhpur and the Ganges.
Their centre occupied the town itself, which was of great extent,

and traversed only by narrow winding streets, singularly sus-

ceptible of defence. The portion of it facing the intrenchment
was uncovered ; but from the camp of our army it was separated

by the Ganges canal. . . . Their right stretched out behind
this canal into the plain, and they held a bridge over it, and
some lime-kilns and mounds of brick in its front. The camp of

the Gwaliar contingent was situated in this plain, about two
miles in rear of the right, at the point where the Kalpi road
comes in." The reader will be able the better to picture to

himself the position if he will bear in mind that the right of the

enemy was in the position whence they had dislodged Windham
on the 27th ; the left, that whence they had driven Carthew
and Wilson on the 28th ; and that the town, between the two,

and up to the Ganges canal, formed the centre. This position

was held by an enemy whose numbers were at the time com

Blackwood's Magazine, October 1858.
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puted at twentj'-five thousand men, with forty guns. It is

certain that, even granting the correctness of this Their

computation, the number of their trained soldiers numbers,

(lid not exceed fourteen thousand.

To attack a position so strong, and so numerously guarded,
Sir Colin felt that he would require the services of

all the men of whom he could dispose. It was then, ^^rj to®"°^^'

obviously, a main condition to despatch to Allahabad attacking

the ladies and children, the sick and wounded, before *^^°^'

engaging in an action. Victorious though he felt he would be,

the presence of the convoy near the battlefield, whilst constitut-

ing a danger to its members, would deprive him of the troops
necessary to protect it against contingencies. His first care,

then, was to arrange for the despatch of the convoy.
I have already stated that, by 6 o'clock on the evening of

the 30th November, every man, woman, and child
had crossed into Kanhpur. The days of the 1st, ^^- 1-3-

2nd, and 3rd December were devoted to the perfect- sirCoiin

ing of arrangements for the despatch of the convoy dS^^tSS
to Allahabad. The rebels did not fail occasionally ladies and

to remind the Commander-in-Chief of their presence. Mi^mi.
On the first they attacked the British outposts.
Although they were not in great force, and were easily repulsed
they managed, nevertheless, to effect some damage. Ewart, of
the 93rd, whose gallantry at the storming of the Sikandarbagh
will be remembered, had his left arm carried away by a round
shot, his regiment being at the time under cover of the un-
finished barracks. On the 2nd the rebels opened a ^j^^

very brisk cannonade, apparently pointed at the try^t^°S-

tents occupied by Sir Colin Campbell and the head- '"''p* ^''^^

quarter staff. The cannonade became so pronounced, that the
Commander-in-Chief detached a body of riflemen to occupy some
houses near the canal, commanding the position occupied by the
battery which was annoying him. This movement compelled
fnto enemy to withdraw.
At length the arrangements for the transport of the convoy

were completed. The communications between
Kanhpur and Allahabad, interrupted during Sir

Jart^^^^'if
Colin's absence, had been restored, and, on the night night of the

of the 3rd December, the convoy, composed of the b^J.^^^°^"
women and children who had survived the dangers
and trials of the siege of Lakhnao, of the wounded ^^ ^'
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who liad shared those dangers and trials, or who had bled

to relieve them, started for Allahabad. If for them war ceased

thenceforth to be an affair of personal concern, inasmuch as

they were no longer exposed to the fire of the enemy, the

memory of its dread effects could not fail to accompany them.

The sufferings of more than a lifetime had for many of that

gentle cohort been crowded into the brief period of three

months. There were few amongst them who had not ex-

perienced the loss of some one near and dear to them, of a

husband, a child, a relation; and, rescued though they were,

many were still leaving behind to the chances of death from a

ruthless enemy the one dear companion, without whom the

burden of life would be indeed hard to bear.

Eelieved from the anxiety which the presence of such a

The attack convoy within his lines could not fail to produce,
delayed till g^j, Colin Campbell prepared to attack the enemy,
should be out One strong reason moved him to delay still for a few
of distance,

^ays. For, whilst the convoy was near, it was
always possible for the rebels, though beaten in action, to double

round and destroy it. He wished, too, to arrange for the dis-

position of those slightly wounded men whom it had not been
considered necessary to despatch to Allahabad. These were
brought within the intrenchment.

In spite of the check given to them on the 2nd, the rebels still

continued their attacks on the British position. On
The rebels ^he 4th, the}^ floated down the Ganges a number of

vourto harass fire-boats, which, carried by the current against the
Sir Colin. bridge of boats, should set it on fire. This attempt

Dec. 4-5. was detected in sufficient time to cause it to be
frustrated. On the afternrion of the 5th, they

opened a heavy fire of artillery on the left pickets, whilst they
threatened, or seemed to threaten, to turn that flank with
infantry. The enemy's artillery fire gradually extended along
their whole front. It needed a considerable display of troops

and a continuous fire from the British guns to force them to

cease their attack. Sir Colin Campbell determined it should be
their last. He would himself take the initiative the next day.

I have already described the position held by the rebels. The
reader will not have failed to perceive that whilst it

'^^^t^of tir^
was strong, and, in a military sense, unassailable in

position of the the centre and on the left—as, whilst that left rested
'^^^^ on the Ganges, both it and the centre and part of
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tlie right were enormously strengthened by the possession of
buildings, bridges, narrow streets, and winding lanes— the
extreme right was comparatively weak. It was weak because
it rested almost without cover on a broad plain, intersected only
by the canal. This canal, whilst it covered the centre and
right, could be crossed in front of the latter only by two bridges.

Whilst assailable with difficulty in front, the right was thus
liable to be turned and driven in on its centre. This turning
movement promised, moreover, another advantage. The troops
executing that movement would naturally seize the Kalpi road
—which formed, so to speak, a prolongation of the ground occu-
pied by the enemy's right wing ; and the seizure of that road,
by depriving the Gwaliar troops of their natural
line of retreat, would drive them, were the execu- ^°' ^'

tion to correspond with the design, into the British net. This
idea decided Sir Colin's plans. He resolved to mass the largest
number of troops on his left- the decisive point

—

to attack and defeat the enemy's right before it
Ir'^coTto'^^^

could receive assistance from the centre ; then,

taking possession of the Gwaliar camp, establish himself on the
Kalpi road, and striking at the enemy's communications, compel
him to renounce the strong positions occupied by his centre and
left.

One word as to the number and composition of the enemy's
force. I have already said that it has been com-
puted at twenty-five thousand men with forty guns. Reasons for

But, I repeat, it is difficult to believe that more numffofthe
than one half of these, or, at the outside, fourteen SSofthe
thousand, were trained soldiers. The Gwaliar con- enemy.

tingent was composed of four companies of artillery,

two regiments of cavalry, and seven regiments of infantry, a
total of about seven thousand men. There may have been in
addition an equal number of trained Sipahi regiments, bome of
which had attached themselves to Nana Sahib—who commanded
on the left—in the earlier period of the mutiny, others which
had come in from Bundelkhand and (,'entral India. The re-
mainder of the force consisted of the adherents of the Eani of
Jhansi, attached to the Gwaliar troops on the right; and of the
undisciplined and irregular followers of Nana Sahib and of
other discontented landowners on the left.

Sir Colin's Campbell's force consisted of about five thousand
infantry, six hundred cavalry, and thirty-five guns. His in-
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fantrywere divided into four brigades. That called the 3rd,

^ ^ commanded by Brigadier Greathed, consisted of the

composition wasted remnant of the 8th, of the 64th, and of the

forS^
^"*''^ 2^^ Panjab Infantry ; the 4th, under Adrian Hope,

was composed of the 53rd Foot, the 42nd and 93rd

Highlanders, and the 4th Panjab Eifles; the 5th, commanded
by Inglis, counted the 23rd Fusiliers, the 32nd Eegiment, and
the 82nd ; the 6th, led by Walpole, was formed of the 2nd and
3rd battalions Eifle Brigade, and a detachment of the 38th Regi-

ment. The cavalry was the same as that which we have already

seen doing such good service at the relief of Lakhnao— the

9th Lancers, and detachments of the 1st, 2nd, and 5th Panjab

Cavaliy, and Hodson's Horse, commanded by the same gallant

leader. Brigadier Little. The artillery consisted of the guns
of the Naval Brigade, led by William Peel, of the troops

of Blunt and Remmington, of the batteries of Bourchier,

Middleton, Smith, Longden, and Bridge, commanded in chief

by Dupuis. The engineer brigade, the same as that which
had served in Oudh, was commanded by Colonel Harness.

To Windham was consigned the command of the intrench-

ment—a command, it will be seen, of considerable import-

ance. Hope Grant acted, nominally, in command of the whole
force, but his real position was that of second to Sir Colin

Campbell.
The advanced positions of the British force occupied the

suburb called Generalganj, an old bazaar of very considerable

Position occu-
extent along the canal, facing the centre of the

pied by the enemy. This post had been held since the 30th
British force. ^^ breathed, and upon him and his brigade had

fallen the brunt of the skirmishing of the subsequent days.

Sir Golin's plan of attack was simple. Whilst Greathed should

SirCoiin's
continue to occupy his position facing the enemy,

plan of "Windham was to open on the enemy's left from the
attack.

intrenchment a very heavy fire, so as to draw the

attention of the rebel leaders to that point. The rest of the

infantry, meanwhile, were to be massed in contiguous columns

behind, and covered from view by, the old cavalry lines, build-

ings to the left rear of Greathed's position, and communicating

by a cross road running immediately in their rear, at a distance

of rather less than half a mile, with the grand trunk road. Aa
soon as Windham's fire should produce the intended effect,

the turning movement would be attempted. To facilitate this*
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certain orders were given to Greathed and to the other briga-
diers, the purport of which the narrative of the action will
disclose.

Early on the morning of the 6th December, Sir Colin Camp-
bell struck his camp, and, to avoid the slightest risk

of accident, despatched it to the river side under a begSs the

guard. This having been accomplished, and the men ^ftj"" ^t 9

having breakfasted, Windham, at 9 o'clock, opened ethDecember

fire. The enemy promptly replied, and in a few
^rtmer^'^^

°^

moments the earth shook with the noise of a terrific
^^^'

artillery combat. Under cover of this fire, the infantry were
massed in the position I have indicated, whilst the cavalry and
horse artillery were held in readiness, at the same
time, to cover the turning movement and to make a

^^' ^'

detour to the left, and, crossing the canal by an unguarded
bridge about a mile and a half further up, to threaten the
enemy's rear, and to cut him off or intercept him when
defeated.

The artillery duel continued about two hours. It then
gradually slackened, and Greathed, in pursuance of
his instructions, moved forward on to the canal, mSceaafaise

occupying the houses near it and from them opening ^^^^^
°^ *^^

a severe musketry fire on the enemy's centre. At
the same time the main body proceeded to carry out the plan
confided to them.
The position assigned to each brigade may thus be stated.

Walpole, with the sixth, immediately on Greathed's
left, was to cross the canal above the town, and, ad- pJie.^H^e'"
vancing along its face, was to mask every gate, and andingiis'

prevent the enemy from affording assistance to their Sthe right.

right wing. Meanwhile, on his left, which was the
extreme left, Adrian Hope would debouch with the fourth bri-

gade, supported by Inglis with the fifth, and carry out the
turning movement.
When, then, the fire of the artillery slackened, and the rattle

of Greathed's musketry was heard, Walpole, assisted ^aipoie
by Smith's battery, dashed with his riflemen at the crosses the

bridge, crossed the canal, and moved along the out- ^°*^'

skirts of the western face of the town. As he did this, a strong
fire opened from the heavy guns of the Naval Brigade, and from
Bourchier's and Longden's batteries massed on the left.

The fire ha^] scarcely opened when Adrian Hope brought his
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brigade into the open, supported by tliat of Inglis, and covered
by the cavalry and horse artillery. The dust raised by the
progress of the latter effectually concealed from the enemy the

movements of the infantry. They marched to the

toM^he^^^ leftj ^^ the direction given by the cross road already
right of the indicated. Suddenly, when they reached a point

rather be,yond a line parallel with the brick-kilns

which played so prominent a part in Windham's fight of the 27th,

the infantry brigades brought forward their left shoulders—the
cavalry and horse artillery still continuing their forward move-
ment parallel with the canal. Hope had covered his advance
with the Sikhs of the 4th Panjab Eifles in skirmishing order,

supported by the 53rd. As these gallant men pushed forward,

there opened upon them a very heavy fire of shot and shell

from the enemy's guns posted behind the canal. At the same
time masses of the rebel infantr}^ protected by the brick-kilns

and by mounds formed by the operation of brick-making, poured
in a rattling fire of musketry. But the attacking troops were

not to be baulked. The Sikhs, splendidly supported

&f ?hr" ^J the 53rd, rushed on at the double, and, driving
4th Panjab the cuemv from the mounds, gained for themselves
Sikhs and the *^, • i , r\ t

^
. ^

53rd. a momentary shelter. Onlj' momeutar}^, however.
Obeying an order conveyed to them, they rushed at

the bridge over which the rebels had fallen back. But the

bridge had been well cared for by the enemy. Upon it guns
were pointed, whilst the rallying infantry of the

an^onhe' enemy, recovering heart, again poured upon the
enemy at the skirmishers inccssant volleys. For a moment the
*^^'

struggle seemed doubtful, when a rumbling sound
was heard, and William Peel and his sailors, dragging with

them a heavy 24-pounder, came up with a run,

brings np^r^ dashcd through the skirmishers, planted the gun on
24-ponnder the bridge, and opened fire. The effect of this

opens re.

gp;[gj^(jj(j ^^^^j ^^g giectric. Whilst it roused the
assailants to the wildest enthusiasm, it completelj^ cowed the

enemy. Highlanders, Sikhs, and 53rd, dashing by the gun, or

fording the canal, rushed on the enemy, and, cap-

for^°*^
^^ turing their guns, drove them back in the wildest

disorder. The Gwaliar camp was now almost within
their grasp. But, before the infantry could reach it, the

andtheenem
^^^tcry of the gallant Bourchier, always in the

arebeateuT^ front, passed them at a gallop, and, unlimbering.
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opened fire. In a few minutes the infantry had repassed them,
and the Gwaliar camp was their own.*

Sir Colin Campbell joined his two left brigades at the enemy's
camp. His measures had been completely success-

ful. Windham's bombardment of the rebels' left ?fZeactii?^

had concentrated their attention on that quarter

;

tlien Greathed's threatened attack on their centre so far im-
posed upon them, that they made no attempt, as a really capable
general assuredly would have done, to pierce that—the weakest
point of the British line ; Walpole had successfully prevented
the centre from debouching by the western faces of the town to

support their right. Adrian Hope and Inglis, Peel, Bourchier,
and the gallant officers with their brigades and batteries, had
done the rest. There was but one drawback to his complete
satisfaction. The guide sent with the cavalry and horse artil-

lery had misled them, and they were not on the spot

when the camp fell into our hands. They came up areVuraS
shortly afterwards, however, in time to join in the a^ongthe

pursuit which Sir Colin at once directed along the
^p^^^^ •

Kalpi road, and which was continued by Sir Colin in person to

the fourteenth milestone."]"

It was a great victory. The most formidable portion of the
enemy's army, the Gwaliar contingent, had been completeness

completely defeated ; their camp, with all their
over the*^*^^^

stores, magazines, and a part of their materiel, had Ow^Uiir

been captured. In a word, the right wing of the ^^°^^^-

* *' So complete was the surprise, so unexpected tlie onslaught, that the
chapatia were found heating upon tiie fires, the bullocks stood behind the
hackeries, the sick and wounded were lying in the hospitals ; the smith left

his forge, and the surgeon his ward, to Hy from the avenging bayonets.

Every tent was found exactly as its late occupants had sprung from it."

—

BlacJcivoocVs Magazine, October 1858.

t " For two miles without a check the pursuit was carried on by the battery
alone" (Bourchier's), "accompanied by Sir Hope Grant and his staff. Four
times in that distance did we come into action, to clear our front and flanks,

until General Grant, thinking wisely we were too far from our supports, deter-
mined to wait until the cavalry arrived. A halt was called ; not until it was
required, for the liorses, though in the condition of racers, had felt the pace.

A small cloud coming nearer and nearer is seen on the left. The head of the
cavalry column debouches from a grove. The order for a further pursuit is

given. The cavalry spread like lightning over the plain in skirmishing order.

Sir Colin takes the lead. The pursuit is continued to the fourteenth milestone,
assuming all the character of a fox-hunt."—Bourchier's Eight Months' Cam-
paign against the Bengal Sepoys.
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rel^el army, its head, its brain, had been severed from the

body.
The centre and left of the enemy were thus cut off, shut np

The centre and left still in Kanhpur. They had but one line of pos-
shut np in Kanhpur.

^i^^Iq retreat, that by the Bithur road.

On the Bithur road, due north of the city, and immediately
in rear of the enemy's left, was a large tank, known

Srllt.^"''^ as the Subahdar's Tank. As the Commander-in-
Chief had cut them off on the right, and Greathed

and Windham had imposed upon them in front, the occupation

of this position would, Sir Colin Campbell felt, force
Sir Colin, ^}^g surrender of the entire force of the enemy.
before pursu- _-. „ i i i i -i ^ i
ingtheGw^- Beiore, then, he had started to pursue the beaten

semis'^Mans- ^ght wing, he Ordered a force to occupy it at once.
field to occupy Whether he felt his presence more necessary with
Tetve&u^^ the pursuers, or whether, in the generosity of his

heart, he desired to give a chance to one of his

generals, I know not. But, considering the regard, almost
amounting to affection, he felt for the officer whom he did select

for this duty, it is, I think, probable that he was anxious to give
him an opportunity of distinguishing himself as a commander.
This officer was the Chief of the Staff, Major-General William
Mansfield.

General Mansfield was, in many respects, a remarkable man.
Tall, and soldierly in appearance, it was impossible

nSeid. ^^'"^ any one to look at his face without feeling cer-

tain that the man before whom he stood possessed
more than ordinary ability. Conversation with him always
confirmed this impression. Mansfield was a man of more than
ordinary ability. He could write well, he could speak well, he
was quick in mastering details, he possessed the advocate's
ability of making a bad cause appear a good one. He had that
within him to procure him eminence in any profession, except-
ing one. He was not, and could never have become, a great
soldier. Possessing undoubted personal courage, he was yet not
a general at all, except in name. The fault was not altogether
his own. Nature, kind to him in many other respects, had
denied him the penetrating glance which enables a man to take
in, on the instant, the exact lay of affairs in the field. His
vision, indeed, was so defective that he was forced to depend
for information regarding the most trivial movements upon the
report of others. This was in itself a great misfortune. It
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was, in tlie case of Mansfield, made Irreparable by a hauglitmess
and innate reserve wliicli shrank from reliance tipon any one but
himself. He disliked advice, and though swayed, perhaps too

easily, by those whom he loved and trusted, he was impatient
of even the semblance of control from men who were brought in

contact with him only officially and in a subordinate position.

Hence it was that, when in independent command, unable to

take a clear view himself, he failed to carry out the action

which, to so clever a man, would undoubtedly have recom-
mended itself, had he had the leisure to study it over a map, in

the solitude of his closet.

General Mansfield took with him the whole of the infantry with
which Sir Colin had turned the enemy's right wing. The troops

with the exception of the 23rd and a wing of the withMans-

38th, which he left to guard the captured camp. ^ '

It was about 2 o'clock in the afternoon. Mansfield advanced,
the Rifles skiimishing in front, the heavy guns fol-

lowing, then the main body, the 9.']rd Highlanders tinvards^thr

in reserve. The position on which Mansfield was |ubahdar's

ordered to march— and which, if properly occu-

pied, would completely cut off" the enemy—was one to the
north of and close to the Subahdar's Tank. Driving the enemy
before him, he marched to this point, and there halted.

He then ordered the infantry to lie down. He could not see,

and would not believe, that he had placed them in a consequence

position where they could not act, and in which, if ofhisdefec-

the enemy had had any audacity, they might easily

have been cut off from the rest of the force. But the enemy
had but one idea, that of escaping. The troops were held back,
apparently to facilitate their escape. Their indignation was
unbounded. More than one senior officer pointed

out to Mansfield the golden opportunity he was Se troop^."

""^

losing. But he could not be persuaded to do more
than to withdraw his infantry from the false position in which
he had placed them. He still insisted on keeping back his men,
whilst the horse and the foot and the artillery of the rebels filed

down the road to Bithur.

This passive action not only rendered the movement to the

Subahdar's Tank useless, but, in accordance with The enemy

the invariable rule of warfare of India, it emboldened Sd^e'Sed,

the enemy to venture an artillery attack upon the and carry oft

stationary British. This, indeed, was repelled, but BitiTu?^^
*

VOL. IV.
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Mansfield still allowed the enemy to carry off all tlieir guns
without let or hindrance.*

The left wing and centre of the enemy thus succeeded in

making good their retreat on Bithur. Thus it came about that

the victory, though great, was not absolutely decisive, for

Mansfield's inaction had made it necessary to follow it up with
another blow.

Giving his men one clear day's rest, Sir Colin detailed a body

Dec. 8. ^^ troops for this duty on the 8th. The ofiicer he
Sir Colin rests selected this time to command was Hope Grant—

a

his troops. ^j,-g^^ daring, noble-hearted soldier.

At 1 o'clock in the afternoon of the 8th, Hope Grant set

out on his mission. He had with him Adrian Hope's bri-

then detaches g^dc, composcd of the 42nd and 93rd Highlanders
Hope Grant to and 4th Panjab Eifles ; five hundred and fifty-one

escaped^^ ^ cavalry ; Middleton's field battery, Eemmington's
rebels. troop of horsc artillery, and a hundred sappers, or

about two thousand seven hundred men of all arms. It was
known that the rebels had retreated by the Bithur
road ; but, as it was considered far from improbable

that they might attempt to cross into Oudh by the Sarai ferry,

about three miles from Sheorajpur, Grant had received discre-

Monary power to change his route in that direction.

In the coiirse of his march Grant, careful to examine the

He traces the
traccs of the retreat, satisfied himself that the rebels

route they had had taken the road leading to the ferry. He there-
taken.

^^^,^ continued his march, halting only at sunset for

a light meal, direct to Sheorajpiir. He reached that place a

little before daj'light. Leaving here, under a small guard, the
impedimenta not absolutely necessary for combat. Grant dashed
across the country with the bulk of his force for the ferry.

When within about a mile of it, he galloped to the front to

* " Their gims might have been taken," wrote Mansfield, in his despatch,
*' but I refrained from giving the necessary order, being aware that it was con-
trary to your Excellency's wish to involve the troops among the enclosures
and houses of tue new cantonments,'" &c. Whether Sir Colin Campbell
was satisfied with this explanation may be doubted. Let the reader contrast
the notice in h"s despatch, without comment, of Mansfield's inaction, with his
laudatory remarks in the same despatch on Hope Grant's operations two days
later. With respect to the absolute correctness of the account in the text of
I>Iansfield's opeiations, I appeal with confidence to the surviving officers of the
93rd and of the other regiments present on the occasion.
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Teconnoitre. Whilst thus engaged, the men of his escort were
fortunate enough to capture alive a trooper of the rebel force.

From this man Grant learned that he had arrived in time ; that
the rebel guns were on the banks of the river, and that the
crossing was to take place that day. Having satisfied himself
that the man had told the truth. Grant sent back
orders for the cavalry, guns, and infantry to come on
with all speed. The remainder of the story is best
told in the words of the noble and gallant soldier who com-
manded.* " The narrow road ran sometimes parallel to, and
sometimes through, a sort of quicksand. Under a high bank,
^nd close to the river, we found the long-sought-for 24-pounder f
embedded up to its axle-trees. We had great difficulty in
getting our guns over this bad ground ; but at last we reached
sounder soil, and then we advanced rapidly. As
soon as we came within one thousand yards of the them,^^^**

-enemy, a tremendous fire opened upon us ; but
Lieutenant Warren, a fine young fellow, who commanded the
leading guns, never stopped until within five hundred or six

hundred yards of the rebels, when he opened fire on them. In
a, few minutes Captain Middleton joined him with the remainder
of the battery. Captain Remmington now galloped up with
his troop, and came into action in an excellent position behind
a bank, at a range of two hundred yards or less. This concen-
trated artillery-fire told with such terrible effect upon the
enemy, crowded into a mass, with their guns, bullocks, baggage,
that they gave way and retreated as fast as possible along
the river bank, where it would have been difficult to pursue
them in force, owing to the marshy state of the ground. How-
ever, the irregular cavalry managed to overtake and to cut up
some of them. My gallant regiment, the 9th Lancers, was in
support of our batteries. We captured fifteen of
the enemy's guns, with the finest bullocks I ever thel^guns.

saw, belonging to the Gwaliar contingent. We were
only just in time ; for, as we came up to the ferry, we found
the rebels preparing to embark the guns in some boats which

* Incidents in the Sepoy TFixr, compiled jfrom the private journals of General
Sir Hope Grant, G.C.B.

t This was one of the two 24-pounders captured in the Kalpi road on the
6th, but which mysteriously disappeared whilst our troops were continuing
the pursuit.

2
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they had collected for the purpose." A gallant and effective

deed of arms, told in the modest language eminently

Hop? Grant, characteristic of the chief actor in the scene ! But
Hope Grant was as modest as he was daring, as care-

less of self as he was prodigal of his zeal. His forced march of

twenty-five miles, and the prompt movement which followed it,

enabled him to repair to a great extent the mismanagement at

the Subahdar's Tank on the 6th.

The rebel army was now utterly crushed. In the two days'

Results of the ^S^^*' *^® ^*^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^' ^* ^^^ ^^^^ thirty-two

fighting on the guns, a stroug position, and a vast number of killed.
•

^*^ *"^ ^^^- The two parts of which its army was composed had
been for ever separated ; the one driven headlong to KaljDi ; the

other, prevented from crossing into Oudh, had fled without its

guns to Bithur, there still within our reach. These great
results had been accomplished by the British with a loss to

them of only ninety-nine killed and wounded !

*

The battle established the right of Sir Colin Campbell to be

Sir Colin
regarded as a great commander. In attacking with

Campbell as fivc thousaud men an army of fourteen thousand
a general. regular troops, in addition to some odd thousands of

irregulars, occupying a very strong position, it was nece.'^sary to

run some ribk ; and there can be no doubt that in leaving
Greathed's weak brigade, not exceeding a thousand men, to
guard his centre whilst he massed the rest of his army against
the extreme right of the enemy, Sir Colin did leave an opening
of which a Napoleon or a Frederick would have taken advan-
lage. But the great thing for a general is to know when to
dare. Sir Colin knew that the opponents' general was neither
a Napoleon nor a Frederick, and that the soldiers he commanded
were neither Frenchmen nor Prussians. He felt that with his

actual opponents he could take liberties which they would not
resent. It is true that he risked his centre, but the false attack

which it made reduced all danger in that quarter to a minimum.
Knowing his enemy, as he did, it was a sound and daring policy,

a policy certain to obtain the end he was aiming at—that of
preventing an attack—to order Greathed to feign an onslaught
on the enemy's position at the moment he was about to hurl the

* The oflScial return was : two subalterns, one sergeant, ten rank and file,

killed; two field ofiScers, three captains, four subalterns, one staff-sergeant^

five sergeants, seventy-one rank and file, wounded.
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Isulk of his forces against their right wing. This movement
would appear to the enemy the necessary corollary of the heavy
artillery fire to which they had been subjected from the intrench-
ment. The plan succeeded, as it eminently deserved to succeed.
Completely imposed upon, the enemy's centre and left remained
quiet whilst their right was being destroj^ed. They allowed
the centre to be hemmed in in front by Greathed's weak brigade,
and on the right by Walpole—and why? Simply because
Greathed and Walpole played offensive and not defensive parts.
Sir Colin understood Indian warfare well, and he knew that
attack almost invariably made up for inferiority in numbers.
The theoretical weakness in his plan of attack was, then,

under the circumstances of the case, no weakness at

all. The plan was admirably adapted to the occasion,

and the execution was worthy of the general. It was no barren
victory. One section of the rebel army did indeed escape,
though with heavy loss, to Kalpi, but the other, forced to eva-
cuate the town, was pursued to the Ganges, and deprived of its

power for mischief on the banks of that river.

Nor did Bithur itself escape. Sir Colin Campbell, on receiving
from Hope Grant a report of his success, directed

that officer to march at once on the residence of Nana destroyed.

Sahib and destroy it. Grant set out on the 11th.

He found the place evacuated. He carried out his orders by
blowing up the temple and burning the palace. Amongst the
booty discovered in a large well contiguous to the palace were
" some curious pots, lamps which seemed of Jewish manufacture,
and spoons of a barbaric weight. All were of the purest metal,
and all bore an appearance of antique magnificence."

Of the large programme Sir Colin Campbell had sketched out
for his opeiations in the North-west Provinces and
Oudh, the two first had now been accomplished. He JkcSs^'
had relieved Lakhnao, and he had utterly defeated plans have

the rebel army threatening Kanhpur. His way was pfSe^df^"^'

now clear for the performance of the third act of the

drama—the opening communications between Kanhpur and the
Panjab. This accomplished, he would be free to take vengeance
on Lakhnao, and to reconquer Eohilkhand.

It is necessary that the reader should bear in mind that,

whilst the main action of the campaign rested Minor parts

with the army led by the Commander-in-Chief, of the great

there were other actors who contributed effectively, considered.'^
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thougli on a smaller scale, to bring to a perfect conclusion

the general scheme which had been sketched ont. In a pre-
vious chapter* I have referred to the order given to Colonel

Seaton to escort a convoy from Aligarh to the south-west. His
movements, which would also serve to reopen completely com-
munication with the north-west, will be noticed in the next
chapter. I shall then have to transport the reader to the east

and north-east, to witness the other operations, conducted by
columns under Brigadiers Franks and Kowcroft, and by the
Nipalese force under Jang Bahadur, having for their object tO'

co-operate in the fourth great movement contemplated by Sir

Colin Campbell—the re-conquest of Lakhnao.
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CHAPTER V.

FURTHER OPERATIONS IN THE DUIB.

After the decisive actions of the 6th and 9th Decemher, Sir
Colin Campbell was naturally desirous to push on-

wards whilst the memory of the defeat of the rebels movements
should be yet fresh in the minds of the combatants bampered by

and their sympathisers. But there was one material Sriige.

difficulty in the way of his progress. His means of

transport were restricted. It liad taxed his energies to the
utmost to procure carriage in sufficient abundance to serve for

the transit of the ladies and children, sick, and wounded, he
had rescued from the Residency. These, to the number of at

least two thousand, had been sent to Allahabad. In leaving
Outram with four thousand men at the Alambagh, he had
supplied him with the means of moving his troops in case of
necessity. For his own entire army, forced to march rapidly a
distance of fifty miles, he had not retained the wherewithal to

enter upon a harassing campaign. He could equip a column,
but not an army. The supply of camels from
northern and central India was cut off. He was ^^^ ^^'

forced, then, to remain inactive until the carriage conveying the
convoy of ladies should return from Allahabad.

This carriage did not reach Kanhpur till 23rd December. Mean-
while Sir Colin had been maturing his plans. Fath- The carriage

garh—the Fathgarh whose Nawab, the Nawab of arrives,

Farrukhabad, had cast in his lot with the rebels, and had aidc'l

the mutinous Sipahis in the destruction of our countrymen*

—

Fathgarh was the first point to be attacked. The occupation

of this i^lace, about midway between Allahabad and Dehli,

would complete the command over the Duab, which had been
secured only partially by the reconquest of Dehli and the main-

* Vide Yolume III. pp. 230-2.
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tenance of Agra and Allahabad. That point regained, Eohil-

khand would still remain to be conquered and Lakhnao to be
regained. To quench the embers of the insurrection in the
minor places on the left bank of the Jamnah, and to the east of
Allahabad, flying columns would, it was hoped, prove sufficient.

Sir Colin Campbell's movements against Fathgarh were
planned with his usual ^caution. Availing himself

detaches
^^ o^ Scatou's march from Aligarh, he directed Walpole

Waipoie to to make a semicircular sweep by the Kalpi road via
ampuri.

Akbarpur to Itawah and Mainpuri, at once threaten-

ing the Kal^pi force and clearing of rebels the districts depen-
dent upon Agra. At MainjDuri Walpole would effect a junction

with Seaton, who was to wait for him there. These, unitiug
their forces, were then to march on Fathgarh, upon which place

the Commander-in-Chief would move by the direct road from
Kanhpur. In recounting these separate movements, I propose
to follow first Walpole, then Seaton ; then, leaving the two
combined, to proceed to the leader, who had the shortest distance

to traverse, and upon whom it would devolve to fight the decisive

battle.

Walpole, taking with him the 2nd and 3rd battalions Rifle

Walpole Brigade, a detachment o8th Foot Bourchier's battery,
marches on Blunt's • trooj) of horsc artillery, and one company

^*'
of sappers, set out on the morning of the 18tli

December. The column marched by Akbarpur to Ttawah with-
out adventure of any kind. Itawah had been plundered in the
early days of the mutiny.* It was now a wreck ; the church,

the court-house, the private residences were in ruins ; but it was
held by the rebels.

On learning of Walpole's approach the majority of these men
A few fanatic

evacuatcd the place. A few fanatics, however, occupy-
rebeisbarhis ing a covered, square, loop-holed enclosure, deter-
^*"^' mined to hold on to the last. Few in number, armed

only with muskets, they were animated by a spirit fiercer even
than the spirit of despair—by a determination to die martyrs
to their cause. Walpole reconnoitred the place. It was, for a
place to stop an army, insignificant. It could easily be stormed.
Yet to storm it in the face of its occupants would cost valuable
life, and it seemed that easier and less costly means were
available.

* Volume III. pp. 106-8.
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These easy means were at first tried. Hand grenades were
thrown in ; an attempt was made to smoke out the rp, ,I'll' -r> n • .

i lie place
occupants with burning straw. But all m vain, theyoccnpy

Through their loop-holes the rebels poured in a con-
^^^lownup.

stant and effective fire on the assailants, and for three hours
kept them at bay. At last it was resolved to blow up the whole
place. For this purpose Bourchier, aided by Scratchley of the
Engineers, made a mine, with a number of his gun cartridges.
The explosion of this conferred on the defenders the martyrs'
honours they coveted. It buried them in the ruins.

This happened on the 29th December. The column marched
without further adventure to Mainpuri, and the fol-

lowing day, the 3rd February, joined Brigadier ieac£^
Seaton's force at Bewar, fifteen miles distant, on the J^ampdri.

I'oad to Fathgarh.
Meanwhile Seaton, appointed to the command of the force

ordered to escort to Kanhpur a large convoy of grain
^^^^

and sto'es,* had set out on the 9th December for of seaton'^s

'^

Aligarh. He had under him, of artillery, two hun- ^^^^'

dred and thirty -three men, manning six 9-pounder guns, two
6-pounders, two 18-pounders, one 8-inch howitzer, and two
5J-inch mortars ; of cavalry, a squadron of the Carabineers, and
M few of the 9th Lancers, a hundred and forty in all, and Hodson's
Horse, five hundred and fifty strong, led by Hodson ; of infantry,
the 1st Fusiliers, three hundred and seventy-six strong ; the
7th Panjab Infantry, five hundred and forty strong ; of sapper?,
a hundred and twenty. He was joined on the march by Wale's
Horse and some Sikhs.

The night before Seaton left Dehli he was informed that a
considerable body of rebels had assembled in the
Aligarh district, and that they were threatening to fnfthat\Tr"
attack the small force with which Colonel Farquhar rebels are in

held it. With characteristic vigour, Seaton, in spite d^stricl^^'"^

of his convoy, proceeded to Aligarh by forced marches.
Arriving there, he placed his convoy under the guns of the
Aligarh fort, made arrangements for a field hospital, rid himself
of every ounce of extra baggage, and, taking with
him a small portion of the fort garrison (a hundred

J^a^St^them
men of the 3rd Europeans) under Major Eld, set out
to join Farquhar. He found him encamped at a place called

* Vide page 83.
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Gangari, close to tlie suspension bridge over tlie Kali river.

The enemy were believed to be some thirteen miles distant,

d sends
Seaton at once, then, crossed the river, marched a

Hodson to mile and a half, encamped in some fields, and sent
reconnoitre,

jg^^^so^ ^o the front to reconnoitre.

Whilst Hodson, accompanied by Major Light of the Bengal
Artillery, a very gallant and skilful soldier, were

Seat»n and galloping to the front to reconnoitre, Seaton and the

are breakfast- other officers sat down to their breakfasts, whilst the

tobreakfas? Hien, hungry after their march, watched the cook-

boys as they prepared for them the same stimulating

meal. The officers had breakfasted, the men were about to sit

down to their breakfasts, already placed, smoking hot, before

them, when the alarm called them, fasting, to their posts. Half
a minute before, Light, galloping at full speed, had

^armis brought the information that the rebels were ad-
sonnded. vancing on both flanks. At once all was bustle and

animation. The infantry, without waiting to put on their coats,

turned out, as in the Dehli days, with their muskets and side-

arms. The cavalry were in their saddles in less than three

minutes. The gunners, always on the alert, were not a whit
behindhand. In less time than it has taken to de-

tnrn out.^st- scribc it, all arms of the force, thus suddenl}^ alarmed,
™8- were in their places. On the extreme right were the

Carabineers and Lancers ; on the extreme left Hodson 's Horse

;

the 1st Fusiliers and a hundred men of the 3rd Europeans were

in the centre behind the guns; on the left of the 1st Fusiliers

were the Sikhs and Eifles.

Seaton moved forward to meet the enemy. He had scarcely

Seaton ad- ^®* ^^^ troops in motion when Hodson rode up and
vancesagainst reported to the Brigadier that he had seen the rebels
the rebels.

gQnie miles in front filing through a village with

guns ; that, having watched their further proceedings, he had
sent on Light to make his report. Hardly had he finished

speaking when the heads of the enemy's columns appeared in

sight—two large bodies, one on each flank. Their infantry

soon followed, filling up the gap between the two. Seaton at

once ordered the guns to the front. These at once opened on
the enemy. The hostile guns replied, and though the reply

was feeble, yet from the position they had taken up they wer©
able to rake the British line. Seeing this, Wardlaw of the

Carabineers, who had received discretionary orders, charged th©
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enemy's battery. The guns turned at once upon the gallant

soldiers led most gallantly. But nothing stopped GaUant
them. Out of the five officers with the Carabineers, charge of the

three, Wardlaw, Hudson, and Vyse, fell dead ; the <^^^^^^«^'^«-

lieutenant of the bandful of Lancers charging with ^^o, in spite

them, Head, was dangerously wounded, whilst of the of losses, cap-

men six were killed and eleven wounded ; but the
^^^

^
^™^'

guns were captured ! The cavalry were then led by the only
surviving officer, Lieutenant Eussell, along the fields, and hi&

men, making good use of their carbines, cleared out the enemy
without further loss.

Whilst this was happening on the right, Hodson on the left

had dashed with his regiment against the Hudson overthrows the

enemy's horse, and had overthrown them. enemy on the right.

The infantry did not pause to receive. Throwing away their

arms, they ran to hide themselves in the fields and ravines, or
to continue their flight over the country. They had ^he enemy
lost all their guns, one 9-pounder and two 6-pounders, completely

and—what was of greater importance—had received ^
^**^ *

" great discouragement." It appeared that they had no idea
that Seaton had come up ; they hoped to have to do
only with Farquhar's small force of Baluchis. The takeJ

™^

discovery that a considerable European force was
marching through the districts was a warning to them that
from that time forth their occupation was gone

!

This fight received from the name of the town near which it

was fought the title of the combat of Kasganj. That town was
occupied tbe following morning. It was a strong place, filled

with brick houses, possessing a handsome mosque seatonoccu-
remarkable for its curious roof and numerous mina- piesK^s-

rets, surrounded by old gardens, encompassed with ^^°'''

strong mud walls, and, if well defended, would have been hard
to take. Seaton then pushed on to Sahawar, and
the next day, the 17th, to Patiali. When, however,

topS^i^^'''^
passing through a village about two miles ofi" this

place, a few shots were heard, and Hodson, who was where, hear-

with the advanced guard, sent word that the enemy's rebels *he
t.'utposts had fired their muskets, and galloped off. sends Hodson

On receiving this report, Seaton brought all his men noJSS!'^'

through the village, then halted, and served out
bread and grog to the men, whilst Hodson and the engineers
went to the front to reconnoitre.
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In about twenty minutes Hudson returned to report that the

enemy had formed across the road, barring the

"orts'Sr" entrance to Patiali; that their right and right centre
position occu- were resting on some large ravines, on the right face

eiemy!
*^^ and front of which earthworks had been thrown up ;

that their left centre and left were posted in front

of gardens and enclosures, covered on the extreme left by their

cavalry, posted in an open country. In front of the centre of

their position, and about half a mile from it, was a small village,

through which the}' had calculated the British force would
advance. They had laid their plans accordingly.

On hearing this report, Seaton disposed his force for action.

On the right he massed Hodson's Horse, the Cara-

ws pSn?™^ bineers and Lancers, and some light guns ; in the

centre the Europeans ; on the left the native infantr}^

and the heavy guns. His plan was to turn their left flank.

Occupying, then, the small village of which I have spoken
with a few men, and thus constituting that village

battiew^ith the left of his position, he brought four guns to the
an artillery front ou the extreme right, and sent four more to

take up a position almost enfilading the enemy's

position from left to right. But before these could unlimber

the enemy opened fire from a battery of twelve gunSo In a few

minutes, however, the British guns replied, and the duel com-

menced in earnest. The artillery contest lasted about thirty

minutes, the cavalry and infantry meanwhile being halted.

But, as the fire from the British guns had, during those thirty

minutes, been gradually gaining on that of the enemy, when that

time elapsed, Seaton could contain himself no longer. Giving
the order to the infantry to advance, he charged

fng^'gaSt himself at the head of the cavalry. The enemy did
with his not await that charge. They broke and fled, and
cava ry.

^rj^eu the infantry, which had advanced on receiving

the order, readied the spot, they found that their efforts were not

required : they had been forestalled by their gallant Brigadier.*

* " On we move, and, to our surprise, without receiving a shot from the

enemy, whose guns, we found, on reaching their position, had been captured

by Colonel Seaton, who had led the Staif and l.orse artillery, with some few

of Hodson's Horse. In fact, seeing the enemy wavering, this bold charge, led

by Seaton. decided matters, so far as the guns were concerned."

—

The 1st

Bengal Fusilitrs after the fall uf Delhi {Blackicood's Magazine). The writer

of the article was at the tiine attached to the 1st Fusiliers.
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The gallant charge of Seaton decided the day ; but it did not
stop the slaughter. The Carabitieers, the Lancers, Hodson's
Horse, and the Artillery " got in " among the fleeing

enemy, and pursued them for seven miles, taking are pursued

blood for blood. It is computed that not less than
tereJl^"^'^'

six hundred of the rebels succumbed in the pursuit.

On the side of the British the loss was singularly small, one
man only having been killed and three wounded. The number
of guns taken amounted to thirteen. Amongst the trophies
captured on this occasion were the elephant, the silver howdah,
and the sword of the Hakim, hereditary commander-
in-chief of the Nawab of Farrukhabad. The Hakim fSLred?
himself had been killed by Hodson. In the choice tary com-

of an open position in front of one very defensible, he SS^^""^'
had clearly demonstrated that the qualities which
go to form an efficient commander-in-chief are not hereditary.

Seaton halted three days at Patiali, chiefly to give time to

the administrative officers to reorganise their estab-

lishments and settle the countrj'-. This halt showed onthecoun-

him the marvellous effect which his triumphant
*\Jt?*^^^

march had produced. On all sides the rebels were
falling back, terrified, on Fathgarh, or endeavouring to cross

the Ganges into Oudh. Some bodies of them, of whose move-
ments he heard, and against whom he despatched a small force,

fled on the appearance even of a reconnoitring party !
* Seaton

thought, then, that he might fairly return for his convoy.
Accordingly on the 21st he retraced his steps. On the 22nd,

when within a few miles of Kasganj, he was met by
Godson ds

Mr. Cocks, the Civil Commissioner of the division, poses of two

with the information that a notorious rebel, named ^^ted rebels.

Jowahir Singh, who had fought against him at Patiali, had
doubled round, and had returned with one son, wounded in that
engagement, to Kasganj. Hodson was at once sent to the front
to dispose of the question. He disposed of it in his own manner.
He killed the son ; the father, taken prisoner, was tried by a
military commission and blown from a gun that evening. He
deserved his fate, for not only was he in receipt of a pension

* " On the appearance in the distance of the reconnoitrino; party they had
fled precipitately. The officer went over the ground on which they had been
encaiixped, and found their food still cooking on the fire, their pots and pans,
and all their baggage standing "apart. The fear of us had fallen on all the
district round about."

—

From Cadet to Colonel, by Sir Thomas Seaton, K.C.B.
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from the British Government as a native officer, but be was
receiving also the emoluments attaching to the Order of British

India, of which he was a member.
From Kasganj Seaton sent Major Eld to escort the cajDtured

guns to Aligarh and to despatch the convoy thence
Seaton under charge of the escort with which he furnished

the convoy, him. He then resumed his march to ttah. There
he received information that the Rajah of Mainpuri,

^^]£Spdri. a debauchee, named Tej Singh, had raised a force

with the intention of barring the road to him.

Upon Mainpuri, then, Seaton marched, via Karauli.

At Karauli, fourteen miles from Mainpuri, Seaton learned

Learns on his from his scouts that the young Eajah had drawn up
march that

j^jg little forco in position across the road from
the rebel .

i
. .

Rajah is in Karauli just above the junction with the grand

uppoS his" trunk road leading to Agra ; that he had occupied
progress. walled gardens on either side of the road, and had

covered the road itself with field-works.

Seaton's plan was instantly made. When within a mile of

the enemy's position, he turned off from the main

SSeuvres ^^^^ ^7 ^ P^*^ ^^ *-^® right, hiding his movement,
as far as possible, by the dust made by the cavalry,

until he had gained a position whence he could rake the enemy's
line from left to right. In vain did the enemy bring their guns
to bear on him. Seaton continued his movement until he had
reached the point he was aiming at. The British guns then

opened. Two rounds were sufficient. The enemy fled in dis-

order, abandoning, on the field and in the fort, which
ajd defeats ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ attempt to defend, eight guns. Their

loss cannot be properly estimated ; it did not probably
exceed a hundred. Seaton's amounted to two wounded

!

The action near Mainpuri was fought on the 27th December.

Seaton halts Scaton halted in the vicinity of that XDlace till the
at Mainpiiri. 31st, whilst Hodson of Hodsou's Horse made a daring

posertoopen and most successful effort to open communications
commttnica- ^^h the Commander-in-Chief Many gallant deeds
tion with the ^ ^ . j • i . j.

Commander- were performed during the mutiny, but not one
m-chief. exceeded this in cool and deliberate courage.

My opinion of Hodson has been already recorded. He was a

Hodson in- frce-lance of the Middle Ages. But, if his action
valuable as a towards the unarmed and captive princes of the

ffien'^ House of Taimur proved that the instincts of the
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natural savage reigned strong within him, his fearlessness,

his contempt of danger, his joy in the battle, his ever cool

brain, made him invaluable as a partisan leader. When a

risk for the general good was to be undertaken, Hodson always
came forward to undertake it. In matters affecting, or likely

to affect, him physically, he never counted the cost. He was
invaluable to a commander. Was information regarding the

enemy's movements required, Hodson would get it. Was a

delicate movement at a particular period of a battle considered

essential, the execution of it was entrusted to Hodson. Always
in the position where his presence was needed, always the first

to detect a false movement, always with his life in his hand
ready to risk it, Hodson could not fail to be the right-hand man
of his general. " He is indefatigable," said Seaton, to General
Penny, when asking for his services—" a soldier of the highest

<;lass ; I have unbounded confidence in him, and would rather

have him than five hundred more men."
The undertaking to which he now devoted himself was one

requiring nerve, intelligence, and activity of the

highest order. Seaton's camp was at Mainpuri. The u^SlSu-^
Commander-in-Chief was reported to be at Gursu- he proposed

liaganj, about forty miles from Mainpuri, marching ^nshf*™'

from Fathgarh. But the country between the two
places was the country into which the rebels, so often beaten,

had been driven, and though some, doubtless, had reached
Fathgarh, others had lingered on the road. The rebels beaten
at Mainpuri must of necessity be there.

Still, it was very advisable to attempt to open out communi-
cations with the Commander-in-Chief, and, the task being
difficult and dangerous, Hodson naturally volunteered

to execute it. His offer was accepted, and on the ffj^^etr'^

morning of the 30th he set out, taking with him his start on their

second in command, M'Dowell, a very gallant officer, ermS"^
and seventy-five of his own men. He carried on his

person Colonel Seaton's despatches.

Hodson rode straight to Bewar, fourteen miles distant. There
lie left all his escort except twenty-five men. With these and
with M'Dowell he continued his course to Chhibramau, another
fourteen miles, where he again made halt.

From this point he determined to push on to Gursuhaganj
accompanied only by M'Dowell. The distance was
about twelve miles. Leaving, then, the twenty-five escort°behind,
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they reach
native troopers in Chliibramau, the two officers rode

their destina- on alone. They reached Gursuhaganj in safety, only

thTchief^stiii to find, however, that the Commander-in-Chief's
distant from camp wa^ at Miran-ki-sarai, some fifteen miles

further ofi".

The situation was alarming. The villagers reported that the

rebels, seven hundred strong with four guns, were
Alarming within two miles of the place. But hesitation never

Stu^tion; entered into the calculations of Hod son. He and his

^usb^on'and
comrade continued their journey, and reached the

sain the
" headquarter camp, without adventure, at 4 o'clock

S'Slt^"'^ in the morning. They had ridden fifty-five miles in

ten hours, without change of horses.

It happened that on the road between Chhibramaii and
Gursuhaganj, Hodson had bestowed alms upon a

AVhiieheis native. A very short time after he had left the

road\etra- former placc, it had been entered by a party of two

ocral^b thousand rebels on their way to Fathgarh. These
the rebels. men overpowered and killed the troopers, and, having

gathered from the villagers that Hodson and his

companion would return, they resolved to lay wait for them.

Meanwhile, Hodson had been splendidly received by Sir Colin

Campbell, had been closeted with him the greater part of the

day, and had dined with him. At 8 o'clock in the evening, he

and M'Dowell set out on their return journey. They
M^Dowetr^ proceeded without adventure till within five or six
start to miles of Chhibramau. Here they were stopjDcd by

the native whom Hodson had befriended in the

wamed^of morning, with the information that Chhibramau was
the danger occupied by the rebels, who were on the look-out for
threatenmg

^^^q^^ j^ ^r^^ j^^ar midnight, the moon was bright,

and the wind cold. It was neither the time nor

place for deliberation, nor did Hodson require it. He deter-

mined to push on. Dismounting, then, from their horses, he

and his companion led them to the soft unmacadamised strip

which forms the border of an Indian road, and,,

bJidJSl'they followed by the native, walked on. They gradually
escape the approachcd Chhibramau : they entered it : they saw
« anger,

^^^ camp of the enemy : they heard the hum of

voices: but they reached unseen the further end of the village.

On emerging from it, they dismissed their guide, with a promise

from him to join them in their camp, remounted, and rode on.
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At Bewar they were met by a party which Seaton, hearing of
the surprise at Chhibramau, had sent out to look for ^ ^
,1 and return.
them.

Seaton, indeed, alarmed at the reports brought in by the

troopers left at Bewar, had moved on to that place on gg^ton effects

the 31st. Here he remained with his convoy till a junction

the 3rd January, when, as already related, Brigadier ^^ * ^° ^*

Walpole joined him there. Seaton's force came at once under
the orders of that officer.

VOL. IV.
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CHAPTEE YI.

MOVEMENTS PEELIMINARY TO THE RE-CONQUEST OF OUDH.

It is time now to return to the Commander-in-Chief.
The carriage necessary for the movement of the force under

his command returned from Allahabad on the 23rd

Campbdi December. Sir Colin marched from Kanhpiir

Fath^arh^"^
on the 24th. Clearing the country lying between
the main road and the road by which he had

despatched Walpole Avith his left brigade, and stripping the

Ganges of boats with a brigade on his right, Sir Colin reached
Miran-ki-sarai on the 30th. It was at this place that he met
Hodson in the manner I have related in the preceding chapter.

The following day he reached Gursuhaganj. Here a road

branches off from the main road, and leads the traveller over the

Kali Nadi, traversed by a suspension bridge at a distance of five

miles from the junction of the roads to Fathgarh.

The advance of the Commander-in-Chief had been acting on
the various detachments of rebels in the manner of a

dri?enfrom loaded net sunk in a stream, followed by men wad-
aii sides to- ing, and drawn upwards by men on both banks.

gaA. * " Walpole and Seaton prevented escape on one side,

Sir Colin drove his victims u]d on the other. There
was one outlet, however, which neither commanded, and for this

the harassed tribe was now making. The outlet was Fathgarh.
The Kali Nadi barred the entrance of a hostile force into

Fathgarh. But I have said that it was spanned by
mine, too^^" a suspcnsiou bridge. The rebels, jammed into the

'fo' \°h?'
pl^ce from all sides, some fleeing from Seaton, some

bridge over from Walpole, some from the Commander-in-Chief,

NadL""^^
began, recovering from their panic, to reflect that

their last chance of safety la}' in the removal of the
suspension bridge. But this reflection, like so many that
occurred to them in this camjDaign, came just too late.
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However, on tlie 31st, they sent down a party to destroy the
bridge. Had they worked with a will, they might They begin
have succeeded. But, though they effected some their work of

damage that night, they left the piers and the main ^^struction,

chains intact, hoping, it may be supposed, to deal with them on
the morrow.

But, for the destruction of the bridge there was to be no
morrow. Early on the morning of the 1st January, ^^^ ^^^

Sir Colin detached Adrian Hope's brigade, reinforced checked by

with two 24-pounders and odo 8-inch howitzer, under
nanHope.

Lieutenant Vaughan of the Naval Brigade, and some engineers,

sappers, and cavalry, to the Kali Nadi, with orders to drive
away the enemy and to repair the bridge in case it should be
found damaged. On the approach of Adrian Hope
the rebels fled, and the engineers and sappers, covered

by a strong infantry picket, at once set to work to repair the
damage done to the bridge. They laboured with so much
earnestness that day and through the night, that by half-past

7 o'clock the next morning the bridge was in a fit state to be
traversed.

The labours of the British troops had but just been completed,
and the sailors, who had helped in the work, were
on the river-bank washing their garments, when the ^^^ ^^^j^

Commander-in-Chief and his staff arrived to examine reconnJitrS

the position. Halting, Sir Colin noticed a large beyoM^Se
village, facing the bridge, at a distance of about bridge.

three hundred yards, flanked on its right by some
tall trees. In front of the village was a small square building,

which proved afterwards to be a toll-house. The road from the

river-bank gradually ascended to a point beyond the village,

which it intersected.

Sir Colin had had barely time to make these observations

when the rebels, who till then had kept out of sight. The rebels

poured into the village, and opened a heavy mus- open fire

ketry fire upon the group of which the Commander- ^^°^ ™*

in-Chief was the centre. Under cover of this fusillade, they
brought up two guns, and opened fire on the pickets sent across

to guard the bridge-head, and on the bridge itself. Sir Colin

at once sent orders to the main body of his troops, then about
four miles in rear, to push on. Till they could come up, he
directed Adrian Hope to hold the bridge, but on no account to

attack the enemy.
p 2
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Adrian Hope at once detached the 53rd across the bridge to

Adrian Hope rfeir>force the pickets, directing them to extend
keeps them Tinder cover of the bank, and to keep up thence a
in check.

-j^^^^ musketry fire. One wing of the 93rd he kept
Jan. 2. -^ hand, ready, if necessary, to support the skir-

mishers. The other wing had been detached to guard the ford,

three miles lower down the stream.

The 53rd, crossing the bridge, found a partial, though inade-

quate, cover from the mounds and ridges of earth
The 53rd lie ^ i ji , n • j.r i i t • i

down beyond and the tall grass covering the bank. Lying down
the bridge here, they opened on the enemy a very effective fire.

Meanwhile, Vaughan's three g'ans crossed the bridge,

and, taking up a position close to a yellow bungalow near its

northern end, opened fire on the village.

Still the rebels continued their fusillade ; and their leader,

noting that a gun placed under cover of the toll-

mtnnts one^" houHB would swccp the bridge, brouglit up one of his
^f^«=»^™y'3 pieces to that position between 2 and 3 o'clock, and

opened from it. The effect was most damaging to

the British, one shot alone killing or wounding eight men.
This practice continued for some time, when the guns of the

Kaval Brigade, splendidly directed by Yaughan, succeeded in

dismounting the piece and blowing up the tumbril.*

The gun which had caused so much destruction had scarcely

The 53rd ^-*^®^ dismounted when the 53rd, disregarding their

rash to the orders to remain where they were, made a simul-
^^^^^'

taneous rush to the front on the toll-house, clearing

out the enemy. Sir Colin was furious at this disobedience, and
vainly tried to check it.f The men of the 53rd had heard

* The manner in which this work was done reflects so much credit on all

who were concerned in it, that it merits a notice more detailed than that which
I have given in the text. " Lieutenant Yau;/han now pointed and fired one of

our gnns at the small gun of the enerny, which was concealed beliind the

comer of a hciu.se, and annoying us much. His first f;hot stiuck the roof of

the house : hi.s second struck the angle of the wall ahout half-way down ; and
a third dismounted the gun and destroyed the carriage. Captain Peel, who
was standing Vjy, said: 'Thank you, Mr. Vaughan; perhaps you will now be

so good as to blow up the tumbril.' Lieutenant Vaughan fired a fourth .shot,

which passed near it ; and a fifth, which blew it up and killed several of the

enemy. ' Th.ink you,* said Captain Peel, in his blandest and most courteous

tones ,• 'I will now go and report to Sir Colin.'"

—

The Shannrm's Brigade in

India. E. H. Verney.

t " The Commander-in-Chief was terribly annoyed, and, riding up to the

regiment, pitched into it welL But these wild Lishmcn were incorrigible
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that they were to be relieved, and tliey were determined to be
in tbe front. There was nothing for it but to support them.
Fortunately, the heads of the main column were now at hand.
The 93rd crossed the bridge in support of the 53rd, whilst
Greathed's brigade, following, advanced up the slope to the left,

flanked on the extreme left by the cavalry led by Hope Grant.
As the infantry advanced on the village, the enemy abandoned
it. Upon this, Hope Grant, taking on his men round at a trot,

caught the enemy as they were emerging from the complete
other end, and, charging in echelon of squadrons, defeat of the

completely broke them. Then despair seized upon ^^ ^ ^'

the rebel mass ; breaking their ranks, throwing aside their

arms, they fled in wild confu.^ion ; but the horsemen were upon
them and amongst them, and the slaughter was terrible ; for

several miles they rode along, spearing and cutting down at

every step ; and the progress of their swift advance might be
marked by the smoke of exploded tumbrils curling up amidst
the dark-green trees." *

The rout of the enemy was complete. Eight guns, several

colours, palanquins, and ammunition waggons fell into the
hands of the victors. The rebels did not cease their They flee into

flight even when they reached the fort of Fathgarh, Rohiikhand.

but, hastily seizing on all that was portable in their camp out-

side that fort, hurried in panic and dismay across the same
river which many of them had crossed but six short months
before, arrogant with the pride of revolt, thirsting for the

blood of the officers whom whilom they had sworn to obey!
They fled into Eohilkhand.
The ovation the Commander-in-Chief received from his

soldiers that evening is thus described by an eye-

witness, one of the gallant actors in that stirring by^be^ol-^
^

scene : " Their return from this " (the return of the
J|5;^*«

^''"

cavalry from the pursuit) " was a stirring sight of

war. In front came the 9th Lancers, with three captured
standards at their head ; the wild-looking Sikh horsemen rode
in the rear. As they passed the Commander-in-Chief he took
off his hat to them, with some words of praise and thanks. The
Lancers shook their lances in the air and cheered ; the Sikhs

"Whenever he began to speak, a lot of them exclaimed, as loud as they could,
' Three cheers fur the Commander-in-Chief, boys !' until at length he himself
\vas obliged to go away, laughing."—Hope Grant's Incidents.

* Blackwood's Magazine, October 1858.
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took up tlie cry, waving their sabres above their heads. The
men carrying the standards gave them to the \\dnd ; the High-

land brigade, who were encamping close by, ran down and

cheered both the victorious cavalry and the veteran Chief,

waving their bonnets in the air. It was a fair sight, and

reminded one of the old days of chivalry. When Sir Colin rode

back through the camp of the Highlanders, the enthusiasm of

the men exceeded description." *

Sir Colin's losses amounted to four men killed, two officers

and eight men wounded. Those of the enemy were naturally

much greater.

I have mentioned the skilful conduct of Vaughan of the

Naval Brigade at this action, but I cannot quit the

Roberts?
'^^ subject without referring to the gallantry of Roberts,

the same Eoberts who at a later period won so much
honour and distinction in Afghanistan, and who, at the time I

am writing, holds the high office of Commander-in-Chief in

India. In pursuing the rebels, this officer, then a lieutenant,

came suddenly upon and engaged two sipahis with a standard,

cut one of them down, and captured the standard. Continuing

his onward course, he cut down another sipahi, who was
keeping a trooper at bay. For these acts, succeeding many
others of a similar character, Roberts received the Victoria Cross.

Sir Colin halted for the night some twelve miles from Fath-
garh. Early the next morning he marched for that

Sir Colin placc, blew open the gate of the fort, and entered

Sthgarh, without opj)osition. So great had been the previous
confidence, and so complete the present panic of the

rebels, that they had left in the fort uninjured a valuable stock

of timber, stored for the purpose of making gun-carriages ;

steam-engines; guns of all sorts; and a large quantity of sol-

diers' clothing. They had even neglected to cut the bridge of

boats communicating across the Ganges with the opposite bank.
This bridge was at once secured.

The next day Walpole's column, strengthened by Seaton's,

and escorting the convoy previously mentioned,
and there marched into Fathsrarh. The army thus concen-
Ills flying trated amounted to more than ten thousand men,
columns. ^^^ supplied wlth camp equipage and means of

Jan 4. transport.

* Blackwood's Magazine, October 1858.
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Thus was accomplislied successfully the third portion of the
original programme of the Commander-in-Chief.
Communication with the north-west had been re- p^rtiSJ^fhis

established : the Duab had been cleared of rebels, programme

Those rebels had escaped into Rohilkhand. That pSed,
province and the province of Oiidh still remained in

open revolt. The dealing with them was to constitute the
fourth scene of the drama.

It was the opinion of Sir Colin Campbell that the three

months of cold weather which yet remained to him
misfht be most profitably employed by following the ^^''^^J^^,

.

• X T> 1 -11 -u ^ -DA- A J.1,
Campbell is

enemy into Konilkhand. By stamping out the in favour of

rebellion in that province he would, he believed, Rowikhand
assure the more easily the submission of the whole of before re-con-

the north-west. The separate forces then operating, oS?^
as will be hereafter described, in western and central

India, in Eajpiitana and in Bundelkhand, would at the same
time restore order and tranquillity throughout those parts of
India. Oudh alone would remain; and Sir Colin was of

opinion that Oudh, hemmed in by the Gurkhas in one ex-

tremity, and by troops whom he would dispose in summer
quarters from that extremity to the further border, might wait
his pleasure—might remain, that is to say, for some months
longer in the hands of the rebels, until the ensuing cold season
would permit his troops to operate more effectually in that

country. Rightly regarding his European troops as the main-
stay, the backbone of his army, he was unwilling, if it could be
avoided, to expose them to the exhaustion and loss inseparable

from a hot-weather campaign—a campaign carried on under
circumstances which would often require the employment of

small detachments, hurried and forced marches, exposure to the
mid-day sun, and possibly to the heavy autumnal rains.

But, in the opinion of the Council of the Government of

India, the political exigencies of the time were so

pressing, that they overbore considerations which, pSers^tha™^

if prompted partly by sound rules of military science, *
ugg^^Jf

^"

were dictated in the main by regard for the health Lakhnao

and preservation of the European soldier. Lord ^eaueiSt^
Canning and the members of his Council were
guided in the views they propounded by two great principles :

the one, that no rest should be given to the rebels—that they
must be attacked and pursued until they should submit; the
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other, tliat the main object of the next movement should be the

re-captiire of Lakhnao. These were cardinal points with the

Government. Fitting in with them, too, was another conside-

ration, which, if of a less pressing character, was yet not unim-

portant. I allude to the co-operation of the Gurkhas, led by

the Prime Minister of Kipal, Jang Bahadur. These troops, ten

thousand in number, were occupying a position from which they

could co-operate effectively with the British in Oudh. Were Sir

Colin to deal immediately with Oudh, they would join in the

action. But it could not be expected, if the Oudh campaign were

adjourned, that these men, natives of the Himalayas, would

remain during the hot and rainy seasons in the plains exposed

to a climate with which they were naturally unfitted to cope.

There are few, I think, who would be disposed now to ques-

tion the wisdom of the course recommended by the
ArgumeEts Government of India. It seems to me that every

S/'^cou^e^ consideration favoured its adoption. Alike in war

ifoi-d^Sn^
and in politics, it is always advisable to strike a

Bing. decisive blow at the most important of the exposed
points of an enemy. In this case Lakhnao was that

point. Lakhnao taken, the heart of the rebels would be broken.

No other great rallying-place would remain to them. So long,

on the other hand, as that regal city should remain in their

possession, their adherents would continue to nourish hope, and
it would require more than ordinary tact and care to prevent
the renewal ofuprisings in parts which had been already overrun.

Again, of the two provinces, Eohilkhand and Oudh, the latter

was by far the most formidable, the most important. The j^aci-

fication of Eohilkhand would produce little or no effect on the
men of Oudh. On the contrary, the re-conquest of Lakhnao
would be felt in every village and in every corner of Eohil-
khand. To this must be added the important consideration
that whilst Outram was, with some difficulty, holding the
Alambagh with nearly four thousand men, rebels from all parts
of India were daily crowding into Lakhnao. This fact alone
would show that the case of Lakhnao was the more pressino-.

The necessity of dealing in the first instance a deadly blow at
Lakhnao was insisted upon with so much force by

m^Sn- ^^^^ Canning that it became a law to the Com-
t?Lord'^Cai!'

i^ander-in-Chief. It devolved, then, upon him to
idng'I views' niake his preparations to carry into effect the settled

plan.
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At Fatligarh, situated on the Ganges, at tlie south-western
extremity of the border-line between Oudh and
Eohilkhand, Sir Colin was occupying a position of Advan-

no small advantage. It effectually barred the en- position

trance into the re-conquered districts of mutineers
sScvJil^at

from the capital of Eohilkhand—Barelf—seventy- Fatbgarh.

seven miles distant ; from the north-western divi-

sion of Oudh ; and from Lakhnao. The river-line between
Fathgarh and Kanhpur was strongly held, there being inter-

mediate posts at Bithnr and Miran-ki-sarai. It was impossible
for Sir Colin Campbell to undertake the contemplated measures
against Lakhnao without the aid of a siege-train. Now, the
siege-train was at Agra. The distance between Agra
and Kanhpur, the point whence the advance on The road

Lakhnao must be made, is a hundred and seventy- KanhpSrand

nine miles. The road passed through Itawah, whence 4ctXn"the
Walpole had but recently expelled the rebels, and left flank,

in the vicinity of districts cleared by Seaton. The
victory near Fathgarh and the occupation of that place by Sir
Colin had made the road safe against attacks from the left

whilst the siege-train should be on its way.
Scarcely less secure was it from danger on the right. For,

although the broken remnant of the Gwaliar con-
tingent was supposed to be at Kalpi or in its Ji^hJ'.^

*'^®

vicinity, the men forming it could scarcely have
recovered from the heavy blow and sore discouragement in-

flicted upon them on the 6th December. It seemed almost cer-

tain, too, that they would feel in their rear the effects of the
fiuperhuman efforts which it was known were being made by
the British troops in Central India and in Bundelkhand to get
at them ; whilst the fact that Kanhpur was guarded by a
brigade under Inglis, that the communications with Allahabad
were j)reserved by a Madras brigade under Carthew, and that
those between that place and Banaras were protected by another
brigade under Franks, left them, in reality, but one line upon
which they could act against the siege-train—the line by
Akbarpur, and that was the line which Walpole had but very
recently cleared, and along which no force could march from
Kalpi without exposing its right to Kanhpur and Bithur.
The siege-train was then ordered from Agra. Whilst it was

on its way, Sir Colin had time to organise the measures he
<;onsidered necessary to secure his conquests and to facilitate
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his movements. To guard the position at Fathgarh and the

districts to the west and south-west of it, including

m^kSpre- Itawah, Mainpuri, and Miran-ki-sarai, he required
parationsfor ^^-^ officer of more than ordinary intelligence and

decision, weU acquainted with the natives, and

capable of an-iving at and acting on a decision. For this com-

mand he selected Colonel Seaton. What Seaton was may be

gathered from the account I have given of his march from

Dehli to Bewar. A gallant soldier, shrinking from no respon-

sibility, always ready to give his life for his country, he was
just the man to hold a position full of difficulty and danger.

The post that was offered him came emphatically within that

category. For, to hold Fathgarh and the districts which Fath-

garh covered. Sir Colin proposed to leave him only two weak
English regiments,—one of which only, the 82nd, was at Fath-

garh—the 7th Panjab Infantry, a 9-pounder field battery, and
three hundred and fifty newly raised native horsemen; this,

too, when fifteen thousand rebels were within seven miles of

Fathgarh! But, difficult as was the task, Seaton was equal

to it.

Meanwhile, Sir Colin endeavoured to amuse the Eohilkhand
rebels. His great object was to mislead them—to

mamEuwes iuipress them with the idea that Bareli was the
so as to in- objcct of his attack. Immediate^ after occupying

that^Eohii-^ Fathgarh, he had sent Adrian Hope's brigade to

ob-^^f
^^ ^^^ scour the country in the vicinity. On Hope's return,

learning that a force of fifteen thousand men had
assembled at the town of Allahganj on the banks of the Eam-
ganga river, some seven or eight miles distant. Sir Colin sent
Walpole's brigade, with guns, cavalry, and sappers, to make a
demonstration against them. Walpole's orders were to make as
much display as possible, but not to commit himself to an en-
gagement across the river. He carried out these orders to the
letter ; he made as though he would repair the bridge, which
the rebels had broken down, across the Eamganga ; and, to add
to the delusion, Sir Colin rode out himself and made a careful
reconnaissance of the spot. The ruse succeeded admirably, for

the rebels were completely deceived, and, for a time, became
rooted to the left bank of the river.

Whether suspicion gradually dawned upon them, or whether
they were well served by their spies, I do not knowo But it is

certain that, after remaining in this position ten or twelve day&.
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they detached a body of five thousand men to attempt an incur-
sion into the re-conquered districts. These men,
crossing the Eamganga at a point above that watched defeSs the^^

by Walpole, marched to a ferry on the Ganges, rebels at

called Surajghat, about twelve miles above Fath-
garh, crossed that river, and occupied the village of Shamsabad.
At ten o'clock on the evening of the 26th January, Adrian
Hope's brigade, consisting of the 42nd, the 93rd, the 4th Panjab
Eifles, Eemmington's and Blunt's troops of Bengal Horse Artil-

lery, two squadrons of the 9th Lancers, and half of Hodson's
Horse, was sent to attack them. Marching all night, Adrian
Hope found the enemy at 8 o'clock in the morning posted at
Ihe village of Sutia, half a mile from Shamsabad. As soon as

the rebels saw the English their guns opened fire. Hope did
not reply till well within distance ; but, when he did reply, it

was with considerable effect. At the fifth discharge the rebels
broke and fled. Hodson and the 9th Lancer squadrons were
amongst them at once, and, though the rebel cavalry fought
well, the slaughter of them was great. The British loss did not
exceed five or six killed and about twenty wounded. Amongst
those wounded mortally was M'Dowell, the gallant second in
command of Hodson's Horse, the companion of Hodson in many
a daring enterprise. Hodson himself was wounded in two
places. The enemy were pursued eight or nine miles. Those
who escaped re-crossed the Ganges into Rohilkhand, leaving
four guns in the hands of the victors.

Meanwhile, in order the better to relieve pressure on Seaton's
small brigade. Sir Colin Campbell had arranged with
the Chief Commissioner of the Panjab, Sir John l^^lZt
Lawrence, that a force should be organised at Eurki before

for the purpose of entering Eohilkhand from the Zk^r""
north-west. This column, he had reason to believe,

would be ready to set out on this expedition on the 1st Febru-
ary. It was now approaching that date ; Hope's victory at
Sutia had been severe enough to impose prudence on the rebels
for a few days ; the siege-train was well on its way to Kanhpiir

;

Seaton had had a week to examine the lay of the districts com-
mitted to his care and prudence; there was no reason for further
delay. Sir Colin was anxious to return to the place which was
to be his base in the new campaign, to see how the works he
had ordered to cover the bridges were progressing, to be pre-
sent there to receive the siege-train, and to despatch it across
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tlie Gauges to tlie first advanced position on the Lakhnao road

—

tlie station of Unao. He left Fathgarh, then, on the 1st Febru-

ary, followed by the cavalry and the horse artillery, and, making
forced marches, reached Kanhpur on the 4th. Hope's brigade

and the artillery park started the same day by regular marches,

whilst Walpole's brigade, strengthened by a portion of that

which Seaton had brought down, stayed a few days longer, to

cover to the last the communications with Agra. But by the

23rd February all had crossed the Ganges into Oudh. On the

sandy plains between Unao and Banni were massed engineers,

artillery, horse, foot, commissariat waggons, camp-followers,

the most eJBficient European army ever ranged in the plains of

India. It counted seventeen battalions of infantry, fifteen of

which were British ; twenty-eight squadrons of cavalry, in-

cluding four English regiments; fifty-four light and eighty

heavy guns and mortars. They are there on the eve of their

departure. The morrow will see them start for the rebellious

city, the capture of which will be so fatal to many among them.
I must leave them for the moment ; for before I describe their

deeds it is fitting that I should narrate the manner in which
Jang Bahadur and Franks had been co-operating from the
south-east, and how Outram and his gallant companions were
bearing up in the Alambagh.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE ADVANCE INTO EASTERN OUDH.

Among the offers of assistance which, in the early days of the
revolt, had been made to the Governor-General
was one of peculiar significance. Jang Bahadur, oS at at^™^

the virtual ruler of the independent Hill State early date to

which, touching the British territoiy at Kumaun, tie revolt?
^^^^

extends all along the north-east border of Oudh,
then rejoining British territory at a point in the Gorakhpur
district due north of the station of the same name, continues
the touch to within a few miles of Darjiling— Jang Bahadar
had, in the month of May, placed the whole military resources
of Nipal at the disposal of the Governor-General. The in-

dependent position occupied by Nipal, the known ability of
the man, who, though only Prime Minister, wielded all real

authority in the country, the certainty that the overthrow of
the British could scarcely fail to offer great opportunities to an
able general commanding a compact and well-disciplined army,
gave to Jang Bahadur's proposal the appearance of being
inspired by a pure and generous friendship. Few untravelled
independent rulers would have acted in a similar manner. But
Jang Bahadur had but a few years previously visited Europe.
This visit had enlightened him on many points, and on one
point in particular. It had convinced him that, under all

circumstances, England would be able to maintain her hold on
India. It became therefore with him a matter of interest to

support the stronger combatant.
Lord Canning thanked Jang Bahadur for his offer, but it was

not till some time in the month of June that
The offer aft r

he accepted it. In pursuance of the agreement some delay, is

between the contracting parties, Jang Bahadur in *<^c^pted;

July despatched three thousand Gurkhas from Khatmandu.
These, entering the British territory at a point north of
Gorakhpur, marched on that place, and reached it at the end
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of tlie montli. Their arrival was tlie signal for tlie disarming

of the Sipahis stationed there (1st August). The neighbouring

stations of Azamgarh and Jaunptir were then in
and a few the throes of anarchy. Vainly had the heroic

are sent to°the Ycnables, the indigo-planter, who had been stead-
^.^jgarh

f^gj. among the faint-hearted, struggled and fought

for order. It is true that on the 1 6th July, after a

gallant fight of the few against many, he had repulsed the

rebels in an attack on Azamgarh. But, after the victory, his

own followers had shown symptoms of mutiny, and he and the

few Europeans who followed him had been forced, on the

30th July, to retreat on Ghazipur. To restore order, then,

in Azamgarh and its vicinity, the^ arrival of the Nipalese troops

was opportune. They occupied Azamgarh on the 13th August,
and Jaunpur on the 15th. Meanwhile, on their evacuating it,

Gorakhpur was taken possession of by rebels from Oudh, com-
manded by one Muhammad Husen.
The Government of India, to ensure concert between these

allies and its own troops, had transmitted orders
British officers^

-fco the military authorities at Banaras to appoint
the Government Certain officers, left unemployed by the mutiny of

tTwps!^^
'^^^^^ their regiments, to join and act with the Nipalese.

In obedience to these orders. Captain Boileau and
Lieutenants Miles, Hall, and Campbell came to Jaunpur and
took up the duties assigned to them. Two or three weeks
elapsed before an opportunity offered of testing the quality of
the allied troops, but in the third week of September the
approach to Azamgarh of a large body of rebels gave an occasion
of which they eagerly availed themselves.
Azamgarh was the point threatened. Lieutenant-Colonel

Wroughton, commanding at Jaunpur, deemed it
Azamgarh advisable then to detach the Sher regiment of
threatened. Nipalese, twelve hundred strong, and two guns, to

reinforce that station.

The Nipalese left Jaunpur at 10 a.m. on the 18th -September,
marched forty miles that day, and reached Azamgarh at 6 o'clock
in the evening. It had transpired, meanwhile, that the rebels
were encamped at or near a village called Manduri, ten miles
distant ; and, it being surmised that they were ignorant of the
arrival of the Nipal reinforcement, it was determined to surprise
them. Accordingly, at half past 1 o'clock the next morning, the
Sh^r regiment again set out, accompanied by Captain Boileau as
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Englisli officer in charge of the force, by Mr. Wynyard the judge,

by Mr. Venables, the gallant planter, whose recent

services I have just referred to, and by three TheNip^i

other officers, Mandnri was reached a little after Mr. venabies

sunrise. The rebels were found strongly posted,
defeatThe'rebeis

their centre covered by the village, and their

flanks protected by fields of sugar-cane, then at their full

height. Nothing daunted, the Nipal colonel, Shamsher Singh,

formed his men up in five columns, and dashed at that strong
position. Their onslaught was so fierce, that in ten minutes
the rebels were in full flight, leaving on the fleld three brass

guns. They lost about two hundred men killed and wounded.
On the side of the Nipdlese two were killed and twenty-six
wounded. Mr. Wynyard, in his report of the action to his civil

superiors, alluded in the highest terms to the conduct of the
Nipal troops. Eegarding Mr. Yenables, who commanded the
cavalry, he wrote ;

" He was always where fighting was hardest
;

he was first up at the first gun taken, and killed three men with
his own hand." *

This victory had an excellent effect. Up to that time the British
authorities had felt some hesitation in employing
their allies against the rebels, but with the victory

fonoXe^d*^u^
^*

of Manduri all uncertainty vanished. To march
fifty miles in two daj^s, and then to win a battle in an unknown
country, would have reflected credit on veteran soldiers. The
success obtained on this occasion not only filled the English
officers with confidence, it emboldened them to follow up the
step already taken. On the 27th September, Colonel Wroughton,
accompanied by the civil officers of the district, marched with
another party of Nipal troops from Jaunpur against, and
occupied, Mubarakpur—the stronghold of a rebel Eajah, Iradat
Khan ; took that chieftain prisoner ; tried, and hanged him.
Proceeding onwards, Wroughton and the Nipal troojDs pacified

the entire district. On the 29th, the authorities at Azamgarh
made a similar demonstration from that place, and with similar

success. Atraolia, the stronghold of the rebel leader Beni
Madhu, was occupied, its fortifications were destroyed; and,
although Beni Madhu escaped, he quitted the district. Up to
the borders of Oudh order was thus for the time restored.

* So sensible were the rebels of the immense service rendered by Mr.
Venables to his country that they oflfered a reward of five hundred rupees for

his head.
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To support the Nipal troops, tlie Government had, in

September, directed the despatch from Bandras of
A detachment of ^ small forcc, consisting of three hundred and

BeuUrom^^^ twenty men of the 10th Foot, two 9-pounder guns,

Lon^den^"^^'^
a Small detachment of European artillery, and a

hundred and seventy of the 17th Madras Native

Infantry, under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Longden of

the 10th Foot. But, before this small force could reach the

scene of action, the Oudh rebels had again crossed the frontier,

and had encountered and been beaten by the Nipalese at Kudya
on the 19th October, and at Chanda on the 30th of the same
month.* The last-named action was severe enough to merit

a separate record. The rebels, numbering from four to five

thousand men, were strongly posted and had seven guns. The
Nipal troops counted only eleven hundred men with two guns.

The battle, obstinately contested, terminated in the complete
defeat of the rebels, with a loss on their side of three hundred
killed. Four of their guns were taken. But the victory was
dearly purchased. Lieutenant-Colonel Madan Man Singh and
eleven men were killed, and fifty-nine were wounded. The
gallantry of the Nipal troops had been conspicuous. Of one of

them. Lieutenant Gambhir Singh, it is related in the official

account of the action that, " single-handed, he took a gun, cutting
down five of the artillerymen, and w^ounding and driving away
two others." This gallant ally was covered with wounds, but
eventually recovered.

Longden reached Jaunpur just after the action of Chanda.
Three days after his arrival (4th November) the

tSefitrioiia.
Oudh rebels, to the number of one thousand, with
two guns, again crossed the Oudh frontier, and

seized the fort of Atraolia. The attention of Longden was at
once called to the fact. Uniting his force to that of the Nipalese,
he marched out at once, and, on the ninth, cannonaded the
place so vigorously, that the enemy evacuated it during the
night.

But the fact that the British territory was still liable to
invasion, and that the British troops, though strong enough to

repel an isolated attack, were not strong enough to defend the
whole frontier, and might be forced, under certain circum-

* Kudya is a village twelve miles to tlie west of Xzamgarh ; Chanda is in
the Sultanpur district of Oudh, thirty-six miles from Jaunpur.
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stances, to fall back on Banaras, induced tlie Government of
India to conclude with the Nipal Government a

new arrangement. In virtue of this, it was ar- conciudls?^^"*

ranged that Jang Bahadur should proceed him- arranpement

self to the scene of action with a force of nine Bahadur^for

thousand picked troops, and that to this force
b^^wmlSf^'^

Colonel MacGregor should be attached with the
rank of Brigadier-General. At the same time measures were
taken greatly to increase the British force on the eastern frontier

of Oudh. Large reinforcements were sent to the Jaunpur force,

and that force so strengthened was placed under the command
of one of the ablest officers in the British Army, Brigadier-
General Franks, C.B. Similarly, another mixed
force was organised in western Bihar by Colonel The British

Eowcroft to move from Tirhiit along the Gandak SreDgthened.'^^'

towards Gorakhpur. These three separate cor2?s

d'armee had but one primary object,—to clear the British

districts to the north of Banaras and east of Oudh ; as soon as
these districts should be cleared, one corps would remain in

observation, whilst the other two would march to co-operate
with Sir Colin Campbell in his attack on Lakhnao. It will be
necessary, then, to deal with the three separately.

Rowcroft's force was composed of thirty men of the Royal
Marines, a hundred and thirty of the Pearl Xaval
Brigade under Sotheby, three hundred and fifty

crof"gfo^c7"
Nij^al troops, fifty men of the Bengal Police

Battalion, and four 12-pounder howitzers, two of which were
mountain-train guns. It occupied an intrenched camp at Mirwa,
about forty-nine miles from Chapra. Seven miles distant, at

Sobanpur on the west bank of the little Gandak,* lay a small
rebel army, computed to consist of twelve hundred regular
Sipahis, and four thousand armed adventurers, of whom a
hundred were mounted, with four guns. On the
morning of the 26th December, Rowcroft, who had Sbanp'ut'^'
waited for the arrival of the Goraknath Nipal
regiment from Sigauli, marched to attack the rebel force.

* There are three rivers called '' Gandak "—the great, the lesser, and the
little. The last rises on the northern boundary of the Chapra district

(western Bihar), flows in a south-easterly direction for about a hundred and
twenty miles, then leaves the district of' Cljapra and enters that of Tirhut,
which it traverses in the same direction for about seventy miles, when it joins

the Baghmati. The united streams subsequently fall into the great Gandak.
VOL. IV. Q
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Their position was strong on two ont of its three objective

points. They occupied a village, covered in front by a tank

with high banks, and on the right by a tope of trees : the left

was comparatively uncovered. Rowcroft halted witliin half a

mile of the place and rode forward to reconnoitre. He resolved

to render useless the enemy's strong positions in the centre and
on the right by turning his left. He did this with great

coolness and success. The Nipal trooj^s behaved splendidly

under fire. Sotheby of the Naval Brigade managed the

artillery with great skill. The Minie rifles of the Eoyal
Marines, directed by Lieutenant Pym, produced a striking

effect. The result was that the enemy, attacked a little after

10 o'clock, were completely beaten hj half past 1, forced back
from Sobanpur, and followed six miles further to Majauli, and
thence driven across the Gandak, with the loss of one large iron

gun. Eowcroft followed up his victory the next day by
crossing the river and destroying the homesteads of the leading

rebels. Then, in pursuance of instructions he had
Ghaghra for rcceivcd from Brigadier-General MacGregor, under
ordeis. whose ordcrs he had been placed, he marched to

Burhat Ghat on the river Ghaghra, there to await further

instructions.

Jung Bahadur's little army, meanwhile, setting out from
Nipal, had crossed the British frontier. On the

Jung Bahadur 23rd December, it reached Bhetia, eighty-two

territory?
^ milcs cast of Gorakhpur. Here it was joined by

MacGregor. Continuing its march, it crossed the
river Gandak on the 30th, and arrived in the vicinity of Gorakh-
pur on the oth January. Gorakhpur was occupied by the rebels,

but by rebels disheartened, divided in purpose, and hopeless of

and beats the
success. When attacked, then, the following

rebels at morning by the Nipal army, they made but a feeble
Gorakhpur.

resistance, but fled across the Eapti,* leaving seven
guns in the possession of the conquerors. These lost but two
men killed. Seven were wounded. The loss of the rebels
amounted to about two hundred.

The Eapti takes its rise in the sub-Himalayan ranges of Nipal, and,
flowing round a long spur of mountains, enters the plains of Oudh, which it

traverses in a south-easterly direction for ninety miles, passing through the
Bahraich and Goudah districts ; it finally joins the Ghagbra after a course of
four hundred miles.
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The civil administration was at once re-established in Gordkh-
pnr. The British districts were cleared of rebels.

At the same time, awaiting the time when the Civu adminietra-

Nipal force at Azamgarh should cross the Ondh GoraSpur/^"
frontier in co-operation with that under General
Franks, MacGregor transmitted orders to Rowcroft to ombark
his little force in boats and ascend the river.

Before Rowcroft came up, the moment referred to had arrived,

and Jang Bahadur, starting from Gorakhpiir on the

14th February, reached Barari, on the left bank of fp^^oaches

the Ghao:hra * on the 19th. On the evenin o; of the Nip^i
fbrcp

that day, Rowcroft anchored within four miles of

that place, and landed on the right bank. There, on the
morning of the 20th, he was joined by a brigade of the Nipal
force, with six guns. Rowcroft then received orders to bring
up his boats to Phiilpur, so as to allow of their being used for

the passage of the remainder of the Nipal force at that place.

But, before he could carry out this order, information reached
Rowcroft that Phulpur was occupied by the rebels. Accordingly
he marched on that jDlace, drove the rebels from it ^^^ defeats

and captured three of their guns. Then, bringing the rebels at

up his boats, he made of them a bridge spanning PJ^^ipur.

the stream, and allowed the Nipal troops to cross. It was then
arranged that Rowcroft, with the Pearl Brigade, the Yeomanry
Cavalry, which had joined him, and two Nipal regiments, should

occupy Gorakhpur, to keep open the communications, whilst

Jang Bahadur should march via Sultanpur on Lakhnao.
Crossing the Ghaghra, Jang Bahadur marched to Ambarpur

on the 25th February. The road to that place was
commanded by a small fort, having a triple line of Jang Bah^-

defence within a bamboo jungle, and defended by oudh,

thirty-four men. It was necessary to storm this

post, for, though it might be turned, its continued occupation by
the rebels would enable them to act on the communications of

the advancing force. The Nipal troops, then, were sent against

it. It was defended with so much vigour and
resolution, that the assailants lost seven men killed gtrongXt.^

and forty-three wounded before they gained posses-

sion of it. The defenders died, all, at their posts.

* The Ghaghra is the chief river of Oudh. It rises in the sub-Hipaalayan

ranges of Nipal, traverses Oudh and. western Bihar, and falls into the

Ganges at Chapra after a course of about six hundred miles.

Q 2
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The effect of this capture was great, for two days later the-

rebels evacuated a larger fort occupied by two hundred men,

towards which the Nipalese were advancing. Neither their

passage across the Gumti near Sultanpur, nor their further

progress to Lakhnao, was disturbed by the enemy. They

March 10-11, reached the vicinity of that city on the 10th March,
1858 '

and moved into line with the British army on the

11th, in full time to take part in the capture of that city.

I propose now to turn to General Franks. On the 29th

November that officer had been appointed to com-
Generai mand the troops in the Azamgarh and Jaunpur dis-

tricts. The force at his disposal consisted of about

five thousand live hundred men—of whom three thousand

two hundred were Nipalese—and twenty guns. His own
brigade was composed of the 10th, 20th, and 97th.

his force;
jh^q^^^ ^^^q g^|^ Company 13th battalion, and 8th com-

pany 2nd battalion Eoyal Artillery ; detachments of the 3rd

battalion Madras, and of the fifth battalion Bengal, Artillery,

and a detail of native artillery. The Assistant

Adjutant-*^ Adjutant - General of the force was Captain H.
General

; Havclock, SOU of the famous general, and who had

served under Franks, as Adjutant uf the 10th Eegiment, for six

years. This gallant officer, on learning the nomination of his

old colonel to the command of the force, had at once applied ta

serve with it ; and on the application being granted, though.

still suffering from severe wounds, had hastened to join.

Franks was officially informed that his main duties would
consist in protecting Banaras against attack, in pre-

his instructions.
^gj^|.|j^g -^]^g rebels from crossing the Ganges into

Bihar, in recovering British districts occupied by them. It

was at the same time impressed upon him, in a memorandum,
that the safety of Banaras was the prime, the main consideration,

to which every other \n as to be subordinated.*

Nevertheless, the Lieutenant-Governor uf the Central Provinces,
Mr. J. P. Grant, in communicating this memoran-

SSf'^ tlum to Colonel Franks, wisely supplemented it with
?iventohimby a description of the state of the frontier, of the

rebel chiefs, of their following, of the positions

they had taken up, as well as of the probable moans of offence

* Lord Canning's Memorandum, dated 29th November, 1857, addressed to

Colonel Franks.
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and defence at their disposal. This memorandum, written

clearly and with accurate knowledge, proved of inestimable

value.

By the end of December, Franks had organized his force, and

had placed it in strong defensive positions, show- He shows a bold

ing a bold front to the invader. His right front to the

column was near Azamgarh. His centre some i^^^^^-

miles in front of Jaunpur, and his left at Badlaptir. Though
the attitude taken up imposed on the rebels so far as to prevent

them from hazarding an attack, it did not hinder them from

pillaging and plundering the districts about a hundred and

twenty miles to the west of Jaunpur.

The leader of the rebels was called Mehndi Husen. He called

himself Nazim of Sultanpur. Like many men
who rise to the surface in a period of riot and dis- Sder

^^^

order, he was an adventurer, whose main object

in life was to secure for himself something tangible out of the

general wreck. He had under him about fifteen ^^^ ^.^ ^^^^^
thousand men, mostly matchlock-men, of whom
not more than a third could be depended upon to fight. The

rebel leader had his headquarters at Chanda, a town thirty-six

miles from Jaunpur, on the direct road from that station to

Snltanpur ; but his lieutenant, Fazal Azim, occupied a strong

position at Saraun, just fourteen miles north of Allahabad.

His outposts were within four miles of that place.

Franks had no regular cavalry. He had, indeed, thirty-eight

mounted policemen, known as the Banaras Horse,

commanded by Captain Matheson. To compen-
^°^Jf°^«'^

sate as far as possible for the deficiency, he had cavalry

mounted twenty-five men of the 10th Foot, and

placed them under the command of Lieutenant Tucker of the

Bengal Cavalry. The services rendered by these men can

scarcely be exaggerated, but their numbers were insufficient to

eff'ectively follow up a victory. It would have been easy for

him, with the force at his disposal, to beat the pseudo Nazim or

his lieutenant; but a barren victory—a victory which could

not be efficiently followed up—would be useless. The Govern-

ment and the Commander-in-Chief were equally alive to the

necessity that Franks should be supplied with horsemen in suf-

ficient numbers, and they did all that seemed to was attempted

them possible under the circumstances. But the to be supplied,

supply could only proceed by detachments. The first of these,
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composed of two squadrons of the Bays, and four liorse artillery

guns, was despatched from Allahabad on the 20th of January

to reinforce him.

As soon as he heard that cavalry were on their way to join

him, Franks (21st January) moved forward with
Franks moves ]^jg j^gf^ column, numbering fourteen hundred men,
orwar .

^^ whom eight hundred were Nipalese, and six

guns, to Sikandra, seven miles from Saraun. He found that

Fazal Azim, with ei>;ht thousand men and fourteen guns, was

still at that place. Fazal Azim heard at the same time of the

arrival at Sikandra of General Franks. The country all about

Saraun being open, he broke up his camp that night^ and
advanced to Nasratpur, a very strong position,

The enemy held then by an ally, an influential talukdar,

sfrong'poS^n. Beni Bahddur Singh. In this position, extremely

strong by nature, and the approach to which had

been rendered more difficult by art, the two friends hoped

to be able to give a good account of any assailant, even though

that assailant should be British.

Franks learned next morning of the retreat of the rebels.

He could not attack them at once, for his cavalry

Franks waits for l^^l not come up, and he had directed them
his cavalry, to join him at Sikandra. The day ofthe 22nd, then,

was devoted to preparing for the move, which
he thought would scarcely be delayed beyond the morrow.

Franks meanwhile gathered all the information possible regard-

ing the enemy's position, and, whilst receiving this, he erected

a kind of stockade, or fortified enclosure, there to leave his

baggage whilst he should march on the enemy.
In this way the day passed, anxiously towards the closing

hours, for the sun set, and no cavalry aj)peared.

which arrives. At last, about eight o'clock, they arrived, accom-
panied b}" four horse artillery guns. There was

no more hesitation. Next morning Franks sent his men in two
columns against the enemy. The strength of the position did

not stop them; Nipalese rivalled European. With the loss

of only six men slightl}' wounded, the stronghold
Franks attacks was captured ; the rebels hastily fleeing to save as

re^tis!*
^ ^ many of their guns as possible. Two of these

were captured ; but the density of the jungle, in

the first instance, and the difiicult nature of the ground beyond
the jungle, in the second, greatly impeded the action of the
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cavalry, and the rebels, acquainted witli the by-paths, were
able to carry the remainder across the Oudh frontier.

After the action, Franks was forced, in obedience
to orders, to his reo:ret, to send back the cavalry T^^, ?^^\7u^??^
, 1 n 1 /i , J .

o
' J back to Allahabad.

to Allaiiabad.

Having destroyed the rebel stronghold, Franks moved to
, Saraun, re-established the civil authorities in the
districts bordering on Allahabad, and then re- Franks moves to

turned to Badlapur, preparatory to an advance by at siigramS*^^'^
"^ultanpur on Lakhnao. Thence he moved eight
uiiles in advance to Singramau, close to the frontier, there to
await the action of Jang Bahadur, on his right, at Gorakhpur.
We have seen how the arrival of Eowcroft at Gorakhpur

on the 19th February had loosened the hands of the and advances
Xipal Maharajah. Franks set out the same day for to suitanpiir.

Sultanpur. The distance was thirty-three miles, but the greater
portion of it was occupied by the rebels. Their advanced post,
Chanda, thirteen miles from Singramau, was guarded by eight
thousand men, of whom two thousand five hundred were Sipahis
trained by British officers; and another strong corps of ten
thousand men lay within a few miles of them.

Franks, I have said, marched on the 19th from Singramau.
His plan was to move rajiidly and defeat the
enemy's forces in detail, and he carried out his

chaS'^^^^
programme to the letter. Eeaching Chanda about
eight o'clock in the morning, he found the place occupied by
the rebel corps I have already mentioned. This corps, eight
thousand strong, had eight guns, a good position, and every
incentive to make a sturdy resistance. Its com-
mander, a civil officer, named Banda Husen, had des- Pjoceedings

, -, J 1 .1 X • of the enemy.
patched very early that morning express messengers
to his chief, the psejiclo-Nazim, Mehndi Husen, informing him
of the approach of the British, and begging him to move up
with his following of ten thousand men to his support. Could
he resist but for three hours, that support was assured to him.
But the impetuous onslaught of the British and Nipalese

was not to be withstood even for three hours. Sipahis
from four trained regiments were there, but they ft^tacSand
were there only to give way, almost without a serious def ats Banda

effort. After a contest, which did not oust the allies "^®°'

a single man, Chanda was occupied, and the enemy were pur-
sued three miles further to Eampura.
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At Eampiua Franks halted—onl}^ for two hours. He had

"become aware that the reinforcements tinder Mehndi Husen
were on their way, and he had made up his mind to deal with

them before the}' should recover from the panic which the

defeat of the Chanda force would certainly inspire. He took

ground, then, to the left, and occupied the village

t?usen^^°'^^
of Hamirpur. Mehndi Husen was in full march for

Chanda when he learned from some fugitives of the

defeat of his lieutenant. Surprised as he was, he still hoped to

retrieve the day. After a short halt for reflection, he made a

circuit, and, as the shades of evening were falling, he appeared

on the left rear of Franks's position. But Franks was not so

to he caught. At once changing front, he dashed at the rebels.

Surprised, when they had hoped to surprise, they made but the

semblance of resistance, and then fled in disorder. Owing to

the lateness of the hour, Franks pursued them but a short

distance : he then bivouacked on the ground he had occupied

before the action.

The loss of the allies in these two actions amounted to only
eleven wounded—a proof of the slightness of the re-

both^^es
sistance. That of the enemy cannot be accurately

computed ; but the speed of their flight and the

paucity of cavalry with the victors would induce the belief that

it was not considerable.

The pseudo-^azim rallied his forces at "Wari, intent on re-

newing the struggle. Between the contending

both°panfes*° armies and Sultanpur was a ver}' strong fort, sur-

BdbV°n°^
rounded by a jungle, and completely commanding

^^^'
the approaches to that town—the fort of Budhayan.

The Nazim was thoroughlj- well aware of the importance
of this position, and he resolved to secure it. But Franks
possessed a knowledge not inferior and a determination
at least equal. He possessed, too, this advantage, that at

Hamirpur he occupied a position from which he could deal a
blow at any enemy who should attempt to attack Budhayan from
Wari. The Nazim did, nevertheless, make the attempt, and in
a manner which entitled him to some consideration as a general.
It was far from his desire to encounter the English in the plain.

The recollection of the battle of the previous day was strong
within him. But he was anxious to mislead his enemy, and
gain a post fjom which he could defy him.
But he failed. Do what he would, Franks always put himself
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in his way. After a long day of manoeuvring, it came to

this,—that the army which was ready to fight a

battle would gain Budhayan. The Nazim would do Franks out-

everything but that. Franks would do everything the°SImf

including that. The greater daring gained the day,

and on tlje afternoon of the 21st Franks occupied the strong-

fortress. The IS'azim, baffled, though not discouraged, made a

long detour, and turning the town of Sultanpur, took up a

position at Badshahganj, two miles beyond it, ready

there to dispute the further progress of the allies; who takes up

on this point, he rallied all his scattered partisans, "

pog^S' near

and the troops of Banda Husen. Here, too, he was Suittinpur.

joined by Mirza Gaifur Beg, a general of artillery

under the ex-king of Oudh, who had been sent from Lakhnao
for the express purpose of assuming the command and of driving

back Franks. He assumed the command, but he did not drive

back Franks.
Franks had halted at Budhayan on the 22nd to await the

arrival of the Labor Light Horse and the Pathan
cavalry, urgently required and anxiously expected. Franksis

But, as these had not arrived on the early morning
JoTcrw?fh-

of the 23rd, he felt constrained to act without them, out cavalry.

He set out, then, at 6 o'clock in the morning of that

day, to attack the enemy.
The position which (Taffiir Beg occupied was very formidable.

It may thus be described. His whole front was
protected by a deep and winding nullah, which ran

J/'^j^p^^*^*]^'

into the Gumti. The main body extended in a atsuulnpui.

line, a mile and a half in length, in the plain behind

that nullah, the left resting on the Sultanpur bazaar, the centre

placed behind tbo ruined lines of the police battalion ; the right

covered by a range of low hillocks in advance of the village

and strong masonry buildings of Badshahganj. The nullah

which covered his front was crossed by the road leading to

Lakhnao, and which Franks must traverse. To prevent such a

movement, Gaftur Beg placed his principal battery on this road.

The rest of his guns were distributed along his front, three

being posted in the village near the bazaar on his extreme left,

six in the masonry buildings of Badshahganj on his right.

Formidable though the position was, it had one great fault.

It could be turned on its right. The road from
j^g^j^j^^^g

Allahabad to Lakhnao, to the south-west, crossed
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tlie nullali at a point out of reach of the enemy's fire, and led

to ground behind their right. Gaffiir Beg had forgotten this,

for he had pushed neither cavalry nor scouts in that direction.

Franks marched, as I have said, at 6 o'clock in the morning.

At about 9 o'clock, or a few minutes after, his

Franks de- advance guard, composed of the twenty-five mounted
tectsthe men of the 10th Foot, and thirtj-eight men of the

ttiSebei?*
^^ Banaras Horse, which constituted his only cavalry,

position. caught sight of the enemy's outposts on the nullah.

Franks at once halted his force. He had detected

the weak point in the position of the enemy, and had resolved

to profit by it.

Feigning a front attack, occupying the enemy by a demon-
stration which had all the appearance of being real,

iufSn^ur ^® moved his infantry and light guns obliquely to

the left, and seized the AUababad road. The feigned

attack so completely concentrated upon it all the attention of

the enemy, that they heeded not the movement of the infantry

brigades, and those brigades had reached a position completely

in rear of the enemy's right before the latter had the smallest

suspicion that the_y were not in front of them. Their surprise,,

when the Anglo-Indian force deployed and attacked, may be
surmised. In vain did they attempt to rectify the error, to

bring their guns round to the new front :—it was too late. The
English pushed forward with a decision that allowed no time to

repair mistakes. In advance even of the skirmishers, a gallant

officer of Engineers, who had during the siege of Lakhnao
rendered the most splendid service, Macleod Innes,

innes!°'^
sccurcd the first hostile gun, as the rebels were
abandoning it. Falling back from this, the rebels

rallied round another gun further back, from which the shot
would, in another instant, have ploughed through the advancing
columns. Macleod Innes noticed the danger. He never stopped
to consider, but galloping up, alone and unsuppijrted, he shot

the gunner as he was about to apply the match, and remaining
undaunted at his post, the mark for a hundred match-

gaiiaiSr^y.'^^'^
lockmen who were sheltered in some adjoining huts,
kept the artillerj^men at bay till assistance reached

him.* The British line then swept on, and its left soon reached the

* For this splendid act Macleod Innes—who, happily, still survives

—

received the Victoria Cross.
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bigh road to Lakhnao. A mimite later and it had captured the
central battery. Franks himself, cap in hand, led the skirmishers
of the 10th Foot right up to the guns, which the enemy's gunners
served to the last, dying at their posts. After this, the battle
was over. Fugitives in vast numbers, who had left

behind them twenty guns (one 32-pounder, two The enemy

24-pounders, two 18-pounders, four 12-pounders, one defeated,

9-pounder, and ten smaller pieces), their camp, their

baggage, and their ammunition, covered the plains, followed by
the British horsemen and the infantry. How many of them
were killed or wounded it is impossible to record. " Had the
Lahor Light Horse and Pathans reached me six

hours sooner," wrote Franks, " when the whole plain hut not effl-

was covered with fugitives, whom the utmost efforts sSfoJ'^nt
of my infantry could not overtake, their loss would of cavalry,

have been considerabl}^ heavier." The casualties on
the side of the British amounted to two killed and five wounded.
The cavalry referred to—augmenting the cavalry force under
Franks to six hundred sabres—arrived on the ground shortly

after the action was over.

The next morning Franks was joined by the Jalandhar
Cavalr3^* This body of horse, raised on the Guide
principle under the auspices of Colonel Lake, Deputy who arrive

Commissioner of Jalandhar, only a few months action.

^

before, and equipped and drilled by Lieutenant
Aikman, had marched from the Satlaj to join Franks in an
incredibly short space of time—the last mcirch cover-

ing forty miles. " I did not expect you for a fort- Aikman joins

night," exclaimed Franks, as he welcomed Aikman :

Jlf^Q^^jf
" had I known you would have been here, I would cavaky.

at any cost have postponed the action." It will be
seen that, though too late to share in the battle of Sultanpur,

Aikman was to inaugurate the arrival of his new levies by an
action not yielding in brilliancy to any performed in the
campaign.
The road to Lakhnao %Aas now apparently open, and there

seemed little chance of any further opposition being
offered. But on the early morning of the 1st March,

o^Aikml?**
Aikman, who had been posted for the night three

miles in advance of the camp with a hundred of his men,

* This regiment was subsequently absorbed into the 3rd Sikh Cavahy.
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learned that a "body of five himdred rebel infantry, two
hundred cavalry, and two guns, under a noted rebel chief,

Mansab Ali, who had long evaded pursuit, occupied a position

three miles off the high road, on the banks of the Giiniti. This

was quite enough for Aikman. Despatching a trooper to Franks,

iDCgging him to send up in support the cavalry and the guns,

lie led his men to the spot, charged the enemy, totally defeated

them, killed more than a hundred of them, and drove the

survivors into and across the Gumti, capturing the two guns.

This gallant and successful charge was made under every dis-

advantage of broken ground, and partially under the flanking

fire of a hostile fort. Nothing could exceed the splendid daring

displayed by Aikman on this occasion. For some time he was
at sword's point with several rebels at the same time, and from
one of them he received a severe sabre-cut across the face. The
cool and resolute courage with which he continued to fight

inspired his men with the supreme resolution which caused the
combat to terminate in the successful manner I have described.*

The cavalry and the guns arrived after the fight was over.

After this crowning event of his victorious march, Franks
pushed on, and, on the morning of the 4th, reached a mosque a

mile beyond the town of Amethi, eight miles from Lakhnao.
He had received orders from the C< 'mmander-in-Chief to advance.

Learning, however, that the fort of Daurara, two miles to the

right of the road, was occupied by a large body of the rebels

with two guns, Franks, apprehensive that that body, if un-
molested, might annoy his long train of baggage, resolved to

drive them out.

The resolution in itself was perfectly sound, but the mode in
which it was carried out left much to be desired.

It^DuXS. Against the fort Franks detached, with a body of
cavalry, onl}- two horse artillery guns. In vain did

Havelock protest, as far as he could protest, urging the general

to use the two 24-pounder howitzers which were available.

Franks was obstinate. The result was that the two horse
artillery guns, moved up successively to four hundred, three
hundred, and even two hundred yards of the fort, failed to

breach the walls or to silence the matchlock fire of the rebels.

Subsequently the 24-pounder howitzers were brought uj), the

* Lieutenant, afterward Lieutenant-Colonel, Aikman received the Victoria

Oross for tiiis gallant act. He died in the autumn of 1888.
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outer defences were forced, and the hostile guns we e captured;

but the rebels barricaded themselves in a house guarded by a

massive gate, and still bade defiance to the British. The shot

from one of their own guns which had been turned against this

making no impression upon it, and a fire kindled againt it pro-

ducing no effect, and the only engineer officer, Macleod Innes,

having been severely wounded while trying to burst the gate

open, Franks determined to ^a ithdraw. The force then resumed
its march and joined Sir Colin the same evening.*

This was the last action which signalised Franks's successful

march from the borders of eastern to central Oudh.
He joined Sir Colin on the night of the 4th March, Resuitsof

having, in thirteen days, marched a hundred and campalg^n.

thirty miles, beaten an enemy immensely superior in

four general actions, and captured thirty -four pieces of ordnance,

with the small loss of thirty-seven officers and mei\ killed and
wounded. Such leading needs no comment. Franks was known
as one of the best regimental officers in the British army. This

short campaign stamped him as qualified to take very high
rank among its generals. The repulse at Daurara was little

more than an accident, arising from over-confidence.

It is true he was well supported. In Captain, now Sir Henry,
Havelock, he had an Assistant Adjutant-General,

who combined to a vigorous frame an ardent love of

his profession and a clear head, able to detect the weak points

of an enemy's position, and to devise the means of profiting by
his faults. Havelock was a born general, and, possessing as he
did the entire confidence of Franks, his intuition may be dis-

cerned in every action but one of this short campaign. That
one was the last. Against the attack with insufficient means,

when sufficient means were available, Havelock protested with
all the energy of his nature. Had his advice been followed, the

great opportunity which had been in the grasp of Franks would
not have been denied him.
But there was another gentleman attached to Franks's staff",

whose services deserve special mention. I allude to p .

,

Mr. Patrick Carnegy, of the uncovenanted service, caruegy.

* Tt was believed that this clieek had import mt consequences for Franks.

He had been selected by Sir Colin to command the corps d'aimee which was
to act on the left bank of the Giimti; but when, it is said, Sir Colin heard of

tiie slap on the face he had received at Daurara, he struck his name out and
substituted that of Outram.
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The son of a general officer in tlie service of the Company,
Patrick Carnegy had wanted the interest which in those days

was required to obtain for a man a commission in the military

service. Forced to become a civilian in the uncovenanted
grade, Carnegy had brought to the performance of his duties

an intelligence, an industry, and a zeal which would have
won his spurs in any profession. He worked his way up
steadily. He gained the confidence of the Government and the

affection of the people. His tact and judgment enabled him to

steer clear through every crisis. In Franks's camp he had charge

of the intelligence department, and in this office his knowledge
of the people, their language and their customs, made him
invaluable. Brought constantly into connection with Havelock,
who was scarcely less distinguished as a linguist, a desire to

attain the same ends in the same plain straightforward manner
brought about an intimate friendship, in itself most advan-
tageous to the public service.* " His information regarding the

enemy has proved so correct," wrote General Franks, " that on
it alone the whole of my operations might have been planned

:

he has always accompanied me in the field, and assisted in

carrying orders under the heaviest fire." Another non-military
gentleman, Mr. Yenables, whose services will be
more specially referred to further on, rendered

splendid service in this campaign. Colonel Longden, of the
10th Foot, showed, too, special qualifications for the

°^ ^°"
service in which he was employed, that of com-

manding the advanced guards of marksmen and light guns.

The troops led by these men from the eastern side of the
province have at last been brought to the scene of action, their

part in which is to be so brilliant. But before I narrate their

deeds, or the deeds of their comrades now marching from
Kanhpur, it is fit that I should briefly tell how

The story Outram had borne his part in the period which had
Outram. clapscd siucc the Commander-in-Chief, on the 26th

November, had entrusted to his untiring energy the
safe keeping of the Alambagh, and to his watchful eye a super-
vision over Lakhnao.

* In subsequent years IMr. Carnegy rose as high in the service as it was
possible for an uncovenanted officer to rise Had he had a commission, or
had he entered tlie Civil Service, there is scarcely any position in India to

which he might not have attained. He died about four years ago.
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CHAPTER VIII.

OUTRAJI AT THE ALAMBAGH.

In the second chapter of this book,* I stated that on the 26th
November Sir Colin Campbell, marching with his large convoy
to Kanhpiir, had left to occupy the Alambagh and to threaten
Lakhnao, until he should return, Major-General Sir James
Outram, with a force of between three and four thousand men
of all arms, and twenty-five guns and howitzers, f As the
period of Sir Colin Campbell's return is now approaching, it
is fit that I should relate how Outram and his gallant warriors
had comported themselves during the more than three months
which intervened between the departure and the return of the
Commander-in-Chief.
The Alambagh, « the Garden of the World," was one of the

royal gardens, being a square of five hundred yards,
enclosed by a wall about nine feet high, and CDtered The Aiamby a handsome gateway. In the centre was a bagh.

^°'"

double-storied garden-house of masonry. The
garden had been full of fruit trees; but these had been cut
down, and all traces of them had disappeared. The wall, on
the city side, had been strengthened by a strong ramp of earth

;

and an interior earthen ramp or traverse had been thrown all
round the centre building to protect it from the enemy's fire.
Well-formed earthen bastions had been erected at each angle,'

* Page 155.

t The European force consisted of three hundred and thirty-two artillery-
men, two hundred and ninety-two cavalry, two thousand seven hundred and
seventy-one inlantry

; the Native, of a hundred and eight artillerymen
seventy-seven cavalry, and eight hundred and sixty-two infantry or in all
four thousand four hundred and forty-two. But, of these, five hundred and
forty were detached to the Banni bridge. The infantry regiments were the
5th, the 95th, the 84th, the 98th, the 90th, the 1st Madras Fusiliers the
Fu-uzpur Regiment, the 27th Madras Native Infantry, and the Madras
Sappers.
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and the face of the enclosure next the road was protected by a
ditch. It lay on the right of the high road coming from
Kanhpiir, at a distance of about two miles from the outskirts of

the city of Lakhnao.
Outram did not occupy the Alambagh with his main force.

Holding it with a small detachment and a few guns,
Position be pitched his camp in the open, about half a mile

omramf ^ behind it. He thus occupied a position across the

road, extending to the right and lelt on either side ;

on the right as far as the fort of Jalalabad, and covered on all

points by batteries, trenches, and abattis ; on one or two by
some happily situated swamps.
The artificial defences I have indicated were not thrown up

at once, ihej were developed as the energy of the
The enemy enemy sliowed them to be required. But that enemy
heartened by had received a lesson so severe in the storming of

^thdrawai!"^
the Sikandarbagh and of the Shah Najaf, and in the
bombardment of the Kaisarbagh, that several days

elapsed ere he ventured to show himself on the track of tha
conqueror who had robbed him of his prey. Nor was it till

the early days of December that any indications of life or
movement whatever were visible on his part. But on the 2nd
December it became apparent that he had recovered heart, and
that he was preparing an attempt to dislodge Outram.
The British right, resting on the fort of Jalalabad, was

tolerably secure. The leader of the rebels, the
Their leader famous Maulavi, known as Ahmad Shah, far from
Q6V1SGS fl,

Bkiifui plan meditating an attack in that quarter, had devised a

Ontram! plan, not at all despicable had it been carried out
with sufficient force and with energy, whereby,

amusing the whole front of the British, he should suddenly turn
their left, and, pouncing on the Banni bridge, hem them in
between two fires.

Recovering The manner in which the Maulavi prepared to

the^*^brinto
®^®^'^*^ "tl^is plan indicated a return of confidence.

workout His men began, in the first week of December, to
their plan. throw up batteries in front of the British left.

"When these were completed, they proceeded to extend them
towards their proper left, opposite the right centre of the
British. A\ hil>t these works were in progress, they threatened
the British position, skirmishing up to within grape distance,

but always making their attacks in fronts They repeated these
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attacks until the gunners of Outram's force came to look for-
ward to a daily visitation as a matter of course.
At length, on the 22nd December, the rebels threw off the

mask, and attempted to carry out the programme
they had drawn up. They sent a detachment of The rebels

four thousand infantry, four hundred cavalry, and ™uck!^*''''

four guns, to march by the villages of Gaili and
Badrup to Banni, and there, in the rear of the British force,

to intrench themselves, severing the communications with
Kanhpiir.

The plan was skilful, and, had it been as skilfully executed,
it might have greatly embarrassed the British. But,
two days before it was executed, it had been betrayed Jad ^eea

°

to Outram by his spies. Possessing thus the inesti- betrayed to

mable advantage of complete acquaintance with his
*^"*''""-

enemy's designs, Outram determined to play their own game
against them ; and, whereas they were trying to sever his com-
munications with Kanhpur, he determined to see if he could cut
them ofi" from Lakhnao.
The rebels set out on the night of the 21st December, reached

the village of Gaili, and, occupying a position

between that village and Badrup, encamped for the P^g^^^^^
night. In that position they were not quite cut off OutraS
from Lakhnao, for the left of their position was but fiX™^^*"
half a mile from the Dilkusha, which had, since

Sir Colin's departure, been strongly re-occupied by the in-

surgents.

Against the rebels so encamped, Outram started very early

on the morning of the 22nd, with a force consisting

of twelve hundred and twenty-seven infantry, under SSs them
Brigadier Stisted, a hundred and ninety cavalry,

under Major Eobertson, and six 9-pounder guns, under Captain
Olpherts. At daybreak he came upon them. Sending his centre

against their main position, with his left he drove them from
Gaili, doubling them back on Badrup. Surprised, the rebels

scarcely attempted resistance as these manoeuvres were being
carried out. They lost their four guns and an ele-

phant. At Badrup Stisted again attacked them, and and drives

forced them to relinquish their hold. They then the DiikushT

changed their line of retreat, and fell back on the
Dilkusha. The pursuit then ceased, and in sufficient time.

For the detachments from the main rebel army, hearing the
VOL. IV. R
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uproar, were crowding from the Dilkuslia to retrieve the day.

They arrived in time only to receive their beaten comrades.

The loss of the rebels exceeded fifty killed. That of Outrani

amonnted to two killed and some eight or ten wounded.
This repulse considerably checked the enemy's ardour, and

durino; the three weeks that followed they but once

weeks- com- made a manifestation of attack. On this occasion

thrcouri?^' they confined themselves to a long cannonade, in-

of the rebels effective against the British position, but too suc-
returns

ccssful in killing a most prominent artillery officer.

Lieutenant D. Gordon. Nothing further occurred till the 12th

January. But on that day the rebels made a supreme effort

for victoiy.

Circumstances seemed to favour them. They were well

served by their spies, and they had learned that on

on learning the 8th January Outram had weakened his force by
that Outran!

f-Q-Qj, hundred and fifty infantry, eisfhty cavalry, and
has weakened n.inx j.^. v j.

his force. four guns, detached to protect a convoy ot empty
carts—to be laden and returned—he was sending

into Kahnpiir.

A rebel partisan, named Mansab Ali, was at this time in the
district, in communication with the main body of

Keasons for the Lakhnao rebels. The task had been assigned to

th?fo^ixe!^ liiffl to hover about the main line of British commu-
nication, and to harass and, when possible, to cut off

small detachments and convoys. It had become known to

Outram that early in January this man had deceived consider-

able reinforcements from Lakhnao. Hence it was that he
had detached a large covering party with the convoy I have
alluded to.

The Lakhnao rebels waited till they believed that the convoy
and its escort had reached Kanhpur. They then, on the morn-
ing of the 12th January, made their long-meditated attack.

They came out in force—to the number, it i^ estimated, of
thirty thousand. Massing this large body opposite

make^thei^r ^^^ extreme left of Outram's position, they gradually
supreme extended so as to face his front and his left flank,

thus covering nearly six miles of gi'ound. Threaten-
ing mth their left, their right centre and right advanced to the
real attack.

Outram waited till the enemy's movement should take some
ascertainable form. He allowed them, therefore, to extend

—
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even round his left flank. But the moment their advance was
sufficiently pronounced he dealt, with rapidity, the
counter blow he kept ready for delivery. Forming Outram

up his two brigades, the one consisting of seven pilus?^^'^^^

hundred and thirteen, the other of seven hundred and
thirty-three European troops, to face the front attack of the
enemy, he directed the ever-daring Olpherts to take four horse
artillery guns, and, supported by a detachment of the Military
Train, to dash at the overlapping right of the enemy. The
protection of the rear of the position in case it should be
threatened, was confided to the volunteer and native cavalry.

With the dash and energy eminently characteristic of the
man, Olpherts took out his guns at a gallop,

and, pushing to the front, opened fire on the rebel Olpherts foils

masses just as they had begun the second overlapping dght?^"^^
^

movement, to gain the rear of the British position.

The vigorous assault made by Olpherts complete^ disconcerted
them. Renouncing their turning efforts, they fled in confusion
and dismay.

Whilst Olpherts was thus delivering a decisive blow on the
extreme right, a repulse, scarcely less signal, had
been inflicted upon the rebel troops opposed to the ^°y^ ^^^^^

British left centre. These advanced with considerable

spirit into a grove of trees in front of the picket commanded by
Captain Down, of the Madras Fusiliers, and usually occupied by
him. Down allowed them to come rather near ; then, dashing
at them with the bayonet, drove them back with loss. Whilst
the enemy were thus being repulsed in their attacks on the left

and the left centre, they had not been idle on the British right.

This part of the British line was covered by the fort of Jala-
labad, upon which some rough repairs had been executed, and it

was considered comparatively unassailable. Knowing this, and
deeming it probable that because the fort was considered strong
it would be therefore weakly garrisoned, the rebel leader, whilst
threatening, as we have seen, the left, and making on that side

a noisy demonstration, had quietly massed a large body of
infantry against the picket connecting the right with Jala-
labad, and, bringing their three guns to the front, opened upon
that picket a heavy fire. But here, too, Outram was equal to
the occasion. Bringing to the front, from the left of the right
brigade, detachments of the 5th Fusiliers and Brasyer's Sikhs,
and two guns ofMoir's bullock batterv, he took up a position which

R 2
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gave him tlie right flank of the enemy, and then opened upon
that flank. The efi'ectwas instantaneous. The rebels

Outram foils abandoned the advanced position, evacuated the vil-
their left,

^^^^ ^^^^ -^^^ Occupied, and, though for a time they

continued the fire from their guns, their practice was bad, and

caused no damage.
Simultaneously with the attack Just described, the enemy

advanced against the Alambagh, and established

d??ve?Sk themselves in a thick cover close to that enclosure.

from the From this, about 12 o'clock, they advanced into the
Alambagh,

^^^^^ Here, howevcr, they became exposed to a

heavy fire from Maude's guns and riflemen, and were soon

driven back.

By 4 o'clock in the afternoon the rebels were in full retreat

and the rebels ou all sidcs. Their losses must have been con-

faii back. sidcrablc. Outram's amounted, on that day, to only

three wounded.
The serious manner in which the rebels were affected by

their repulse and their losses was manifested in a

Sfiuen^e^s ^^^^T curioiis manner. The natives of India are

affecting the peculiarly influenced by religious influences. They
natives.

believe in fortunate days and periods—days and
periods peculiarly auspicious for producing certain results. It

happened that the most learned pandit in Lakhnao had declared

on the 12th January that, unless the British were driven from

their position within eight days from that period, they never

would be expelled ; and, moreover, that the period in question,

from the 12th to the 20th inclusive, was peculiarly favourable

to effecting their expulsion. In consequence of this prophecy,

it had been resolved by the rebels to give the British no rest

throughout the period indicated.

But, when the attack, prepared with so much foresight, and
delivered with all the skill of which they were capable, failed,

their spirits sank to zero; and, in spite of the pandit, they
remained quiescent on the 13th and two following days. Nor
was it till the 16th that they made their second attempt.

But though they made no attack on the British position, they
did attempt to intercept the convoy. The active

TheMau- ^j^^j determined Maulavi had sworn that he would
Javi s oath, . tit

capture the convoy and ride back into L/akhnao

through the British camp. He left Lakhnao with a considerable

force without baggage, on the night of the 14th, turned the
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British camj), and took up a position from which he could
advantageously pounce on the convoy. Everything seemed to
favour him. A violent dust-storm was blowing towards the
direction whence the convoy was approaching, and its leader
had no warning. But again did Outram's prescience baffle him.
Reports as to the Manlavi's movements had reached that general,
and he, noting how the weather seemed to favour an attack,
ordered out Olpherts with two guns and a detachment of the
Military Train, on the road to Banni. He subsequently sup-
ported this small body with the rest of the battery and the
Military Train, a detachment of Wale's Horse, and the 90th
Light Infantry.

Olpherts revelled in danger. He possessed the coup-cVoeil of a
dashing leader, was ready in resource, and quick to

act as circnmstances miy^nt require. He waited for oipherts's

the enemy till he came in the open, and then opened performance.

on them and killed or dispersed them. The Maulavi was
wounded and narrowly escaped capture.

Early on the morning of the 16th, between 1 and 3 o'clock,

the convoy returned with supplies to the camp. The
force was thus increased again by about four hundred Jonv?"safeiy

men. No attack was anticipated, and many officers arrives in

were about to unpack and distribute some of the
^^^^^^'

private stores arrived, when, about 9 o'clock, the enemy made
a sudden and very formidable attack on a picket guarding a

battery in the process of erection, between Jalalabad and the

camp. No guns were mounted here, and the picket

had to fall back on the intrenchment ; but the ^eri*htV"
alarm had no sooner been given than Brasyer's repulsed by-

Sikhs, ready for any emergency, rushed to the front, fiiSsf^'^

and, rallying the picket, put the enemy to flight

and captured their leader, attired in the imaginary costume of
the god Hanuman.* He turned out to be a Brahman, very
influential with his countrymen. The enemy's loss was severe.

On the left the rebels confined themselves for several hours
to a cannonade on the position. Their attack, though
it ranged along the whole front, seemed specially TJ^^tonthe

directed against the picket occupying a village on
the extreme left. Their grape and round shot came in very
thick at this point, but beyond sending their cavalry within

* "Haniiman," the deity who takes the form of the monkey.
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a thousand yards of the British front, only to be driven back,

they made no demonstration with the other arms

back^^" till evening had set in. But as soon as it was dark
they pushed forward masses of infantry again.st the

villa<^e. The officer commanding at this point was Major Gordon,
75th Eegiment. Gordon allowed the enemy's masses

and^olpherts. "^o approach within eighty yards, and then opened
upon them with three guns and musketr}^ and drove

them off immediately. The left rear was guarded l»y Olpherts

with four horse battery guns and a detachment of the Military

Train. With these he beat back the cavalry demonstration

above indicated. The British loss from the enemy on this

occasion amounted to one killed and seven wounded.
The failure on this occasion completed the discouragement of

the rebels. From that time forth until the loth

warden the February ihey confined themselves to demonstrations,
15th Feir.u- to attempts to cxcitc alarm—and to incessant bugling.

enemy cease Outram's spies announced attacks for given dates,

force*'^^^^^
but the dates passed by and the attacks were not
made. Meanwhile the conviction seemed to be

stealing into their minds that they were bound to a losing

cause. They heard of the loss of Fathgarh, and rumours
even reached them of the capture of Barelf. This conviction

was not slow in producing discord in their councils,
Contentions and blows between rival chieftains. On the 22nd
rSeS ^ January the troops led by the Moulavi, and those

obeying the orders of the Begam came to a sharp
encounter, resulting in the slaying of about a hundred men.
All this time the advance portion of Sir Colin's force was

approaching, and on the 23rd January Outram
Outran! received a reinforcement of ten guns escorted by a

forcements. part of the Sith Eegiment. To counterbalance this,

the remnants of the heroic 75th, of Dehli renown,
left on the 14th February for the Himalayas.
At last, goaded by the Maulavl, who, after a brief imprison-

ment by the Begam's party, had escaped and re-assumed his
ascendancy in the rebel councils, the enemy hazarded

Sack^oi^""'
an attack on the loth. They attempted their

the^isthr favourite plan of turning the left. But Outram was
ready for them. The 90th turned out, and Olpherts,

always full of zeal, galloped to the front with his guns, accom-
panied by the cavalry of the Military Train. When within
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four hundred yards of the rebels, Olplierts iinlimbered and
ponred in round after round. The rebels could
not stand it, but broke and fled. The British wmbidf."*"^"''"'
lost one man killed and one wounded.
On the morning of the 16th the rebels threatened to renew

the attack, but, after a o;reat deal of show, they ^ ,

,. T T j-i -1 J.1
"^ Further vain

retired, in the evening, however, they came on manifesta-

ao;ainst the whole British front as thouo:h thev were tionsofthe

.

~
rm T r i

'^
-,

rebels.m earnest, i hey made tour separate advances, and
retired as often, coming under musketry fire only on one point,

the extreme left of the British. But, finding the picket on the
alert, they made no serious attack even here. Their advances
were accompanied by yells and shouts and the clang of brass
instruments. This day they admitted to a loss of sixty killed

and wounded.
Stores were now coming in daily from Kanhpur, and the

movements of the various brigades of Sir Colin
Campbell's force had become so pronounced as to determine to

spread conviction amongst the rebel leaders that
SsrassauSf

unless they could, within the next five or six days,

succeed in their projects against Outram, they would be for

ever baffled. They determined, therefore, to try one last grand
assault—an assault better planned, on a larger scale, and more
sustained than any of its predecessors. Having ascertained

from their spies that it was the custom of the General and a

large proportion of officers and men to attend church-parade
early on Sunday morning, they fixed upon an earty hour on the

following Sunday, 21st February, for their great blow.

They had calculated correctly. The men of the right brigade

were attending a church parade, the General being

Hrith them, when masses of the enemy began to con- February^.^^'

jentrate opposite the extreme right and left of the

British position. Captain Gordon, whom we have knowu
as aide-de-camp to General Neill, and who was now on

the stafi*, noticed the movements of the enemy from No. 2

battery, and rode down to report the fact to the General,

Outram at once sent down the Assistant Adjutant-General,

Captain Dodgson, to turn out the left brigade, whilst the

batteries opened all along the line. For the enemy, originally

massing their forces on both flanks, had gradually extended

inwards, and were threatening the whole position. They had
advanced, in fact, to within five hundred yards of the British
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position "before the troops were turned out ready to receive him.

But then the old story was repeated. On the right the enemy,
advancing against Jalalabad, were checked by an artillery fire,

whilst Captain Barrow, with two hundred and fifty of the

volunteer cavalry and two guns, coming up from behind that

fort, dashed upon a party sent to turn the British position, and
drove them back to their main body. On the left, Olpherts and
a squadron of the Military Mounted Train, under Major Eobert-

son, carried out the same plan, with the same success. Forced
now to make a front attack, and threatened in turn on their

left, the enemy did not long persevere. Once indeed they
made as though they would try and overwhelm the left turning
party, but at the decisive moment some well-directed rounds of

shrapnel and round shot induced them to pause. " He who
hesitates is lost " is a truth more applicable even to warfare

than to the ordinary affairs of life. They did not
The rebels renew their design, but, at a quarter past 1 o'clock,

beaten? fell back, beaten, baffled, and humiliated, to the
city. They admitted to a loss of three hundred

and forty men killed and wounded. That of the British
amounted to nine men wounded.
The last, the most desperate, and the best-fought attack was

made on the 25th February. During the few days
Outram immediately preceding, troops from Kanhpur had
forcements. ' been gradually pouring in, and up to that date the

force under Outram's orders had been strengthened
by the arrival of Remmington's troop of horse artillery, of the
7th Hussars, of Hodson's Horse, and of the 1st Bengal Fusiliers.

Hence he was now able, should he think fit, to retaliate more
effectively on the enem}^ in the open plain.

The despairing attack of the rebels was made with all the
pomp and circumstance of war. For the first time

makfa final ^^^ rojal Begam, mounted on an elephant, attended

shS?
'''' ^^ ^^® Prime Minist^ and principal nobles, simi-

desperation. larly mounted, acconipanied the assailants. The
proceedings began by a violent cannonade directed

against the Alambagh at 7 o'clock in the morning. This
lasted an hour. A little later, about 10 o'clock, a strong
force was sent to threaten the British left, while the mrin
body began to march along the right front, to the right,
and out of the range of the guns. Of this force, which
consisted of between twenty and thirty thousand men, a
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moiety, after passing the extreme point of the British rio-ht,

made a sharp turn to the right again, and continued this until
they had gained a position, sheltered by trees, in the right
rear of the fort of Jalalabad. The other moiety, with which
was the Begam, halted at the turning angle, so as to support
the attack, or to maintain communications with the main
posts, as might be required. The advanced portion began at
once to shell the fort of Jalalabad.

The movement of the rebels to the right rear of the British
position had been so pronounced that, at last, Outram
thought he had them. Taking with him his right attSSsto
infantry brigade, four of Olpherts's guns, four of cut off the

Kemmington's, a squadron of the 7th Hussars, the thS bSe?
Military Train, and detachments of Hodson's Horse
and Graham's Horse, he started, a little before 10 o'clock, to the
right, to cut off the advanced moiety of the rebels, whilst
Barrow's Volunteers and Wale's Horse, making a detour, should
take them in rear.

The line taken by Outram naturally brought him in sharp
contact with the second or reserve moiety of the
rebel army. The cavalry with this reserve, num- drives back

bering nearly a thousand, supported by infantry,
suppo^g

came up to within seven hundred yards of Outram's
left flank, and threatened to come nearer. But the ubiquitous
Olpherts, always ready, at once wheeled his four guns to

the left, and, advancing a short distance, unlimbered and
opened fire. The effect was remarkable. The Begam left

the field, the Prime Minister followed in attendance, and the
courtiers accompanied to guard the Prime Minister. The
consternation caused by the fire of Olpherts's guns had not
abated—for the enemy had begun to fall back—when Eem-
mington came up at full gallop, and, taking ujd a position about
four hundred yards to the left and in advance of Olpherts,

opened fire on the retreating enemy; the squadron of the
7th Hussars and Brasyer's Sikhs advanced with them, and
kept the rebel cavalrj^ in check.

Made secure of his left by the action of these gallant men,
Outram pushed forward with the remainder

of his force to deal with the first or advanced
^j^J^f

^^ Campbell

moiety of the enemy's army. Acting under turertwo guSf

"

his orders. Brigadier Campbell of the Bays took

with him the Military Train and detachments of Hodson's
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Horse and Graham's Horse, and advanced beyond Jalalabad.

Turning then to the right, he came in full view of the

enemy. Alarmed by the sound of Olpherts's and Remming-
ton's guns, the rebels, sensible of the presence of danger, were

forming up hurriedly when they caught sight of Campbell's

horsemen. Campbell gave them no time for reflection, but at

once charged the two guns which had been playing on the fort.

The Sipahis, surprised as they were, did not flinch. They met
the charge with courage, and though, as its result, the two

guns remained in the hands of the Military Train, fifty corpses

about them testified to the desperate valour of the defenders.

The enemy's infantry meanwhile had fallen back on a tope

of trees, from the upper branches of which some of

The rebels their marksmen kept a constant fire on Outram's

fSung^bTck, force as it approached. The defence of this tope was
so sustained as to give time for the main body of the

rebels to fall back and recover their line of retreat. They even

once again threatened the fort, but gave way before the per-

suasive powers of Olpherts and Remmington.
It was now half-past 2. The fighting for the day was

apparently over. But the rebels were resolved to
and then make One final effort. Strengthening their right

effort,^ with the troops who had fought in the mijrning,

they made a desperate attack, about 5 o'clock, on
the village forming the left front of the British position. Never
had they fought with greater determination. They took pos-

session of the tope of trees in front of the village, and then

pressed on, encouraged by the fact that the British picket, just

then short of ammunition, was falling back. But their triumph
was short. A reinforcement came up, and forced them to

retire. All that night, however, they cc>ntinued

baffled!
their endeavours to take that village, threatening
at the same time the entire left front of the position.

Nor was it till the dawn of the following day that they gave up
the task as hopeless.

With this attack the defence of the Alambagh may be said to

merge into the more exciting drama of Lakhnao.

S'thecounttr^ It is, howcver, impossible to leave the gallant
by the successful defenders of that important position without endea-

thrifambagh. vouring, however inadequately, to indicate the
great service which their prolonged occupation of

it had rendered to the country. For more than three months
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Outram, with a force originally nearly four thousand strong
and siibsequently often smaller, had kept in check the mamarmy of the rebels. That army, known in November to
count thirty thousand men, most of them trained soldiers

^^']f^^^^
^^^^er^, had been gradually augmented after the

tail ot Dehh to more than treble that strength.* Between
that augmented army and the Ganges lay Outram and his four
thousand men—his right, his left, his rear, equally exposed.
His nearest base was the Ganges ; but between him and that
base lay forty miles of road, guarded only at one point, the
banni bridge, and which, if sometimes occupied by the British
was occupied only by long convoys. He was, so to speak, in
the air, liable to meet attacks on all sides. In point of fact he
was attacked on all sides—in front, on his flanks, and in 'his
rear. If there be any who might be inclined to make lio-ht of
the service rendered by his successful defence, I would ask
them to consider what the state of affairs would have been had
Outram succumbed to the attacks made upon him on all sides
He had no line of retreat but that leading to the Gauges. Driven
from theAlambagh, he would have fallen back, hotly pursued,
on that river. In the face of such pursuit, could he have crossed
by the frail bridge of boats ? No one will afiSrm that to have
been possible

; he would have been lost ; Kanhpiir would have
been reoccupied

; Sir Colin's communications would have been
severed

;
the_ rebels might have captured Allahabad, and—the

Azamgarh district and Bihar being in revolt—they could then
have penetrated to Calcutta. All this would have been possible,
but all this Out] am and his gallant followers prevented by their
gallant defence.

* Outram ascertained, on the 27tli January, that the strength of the
ciiemy on that date was as follows :—

37 trained regimeuts of sijaahis

14 regiments of new levies
106 Najib, or irregular regiments
26 regiments of cavalry
Camel corps

. 27,550
, 5,400
. 55,150
. 7,100

800

96,000

This computation did not include artillerymen, the number of whom was
unknown, nor the armed tbllowers of the talukdars, estimated at 20 000
Altogether there could not

. have been less than 120,000 armed men in
Lakhnao on that date.
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Of Outram himself I liave often spoken ; but who were his

followers ? First, deserving a large meed of praise,

The men comes Colonel Berkeley, of the 32nd Regiment,

Outramf occupying virtually the position of chief of his staff.

Than Berkeley it would have been difficult to find

a more competent officer. To great activity of body he joined a

head to devise the most complicated movements, and skill and

coolness to carry them into execution. " He possesses," wrote

Outram, after bearing testimony to his services, " to an extent

I have rarely seen equalled, the power of securing the confidence,

acquiring the respect, and winning the personal regard of those

Avith whom he is thrown in contact." He was, in very truth,

the right hand of his chief; and the relations between them,

founded on mutual respect, were of the most cordial character.*

Fit to be bracketed with Berkeley may be mentioned Vincent

Eyre, Brigadier of the artillery force, who sustained to the full

the reputation he had gained at Arab. In Olpherts and Maude
he had lieutenants of more than ordinary skill and daring, always

to the front, and always full of fight. Dodgson, the Assistant

Adjutant-General—the most modest, the least pushing, but the

bravest of men ; always cool, calm, self-possessed, and yet always

in the place where his services were most required ; Macbean,
the able and energetic commissariat officer, without whose
fertility of resource the army could not have been fed ; Moorsom,
the Assistant Quartermaster- General, uniting to the finest

qualities of a fighting soldier the skill of the accomplished

draughtsman ;—it was to his skill, indeed, that Outram and
Havelock were indebted for the plan which enabled them to

penetrate so skilfully to the Eesidency; Gould Weston, who
had served throughout the long defence of that Eesidency in

command of Fayrer's horse, and of whom, now attached to the
Intelligence Department, Outram wrote in the despatch he
penned after the capture of Lakhnao, that "he has signalized him-
self by the spirit and gallantry which he displayed on several

occasions, and has been of much use to me " ; Chamier and
Hargood, most efficient as staff officers; Alexander Orr and
Bun bury, useful from their knowedge of the country and the

people; Barrow and Wale, daring cavalry leaders; Brasyer, of

Brasyer's Sikhs—whose name in those stirring times was a

* This most gallant officer did not long survive the campaign in which he
was so gloriously engaged.
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household word; Nicholson, of the Eoyal Engineers, nnsur-
passed in his profession ;—these are but a few names amongst
the many of the gallant men who contributed to that splendid
defence.

But it has become a thing of the past. On the 1st March the
Commander-in-Chief visited the Alambagh, and on the 3rd his
troops were seen marching past that post. To the Commander-
in-Chief, then, I must now return.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE STORMING OF LAKHNAO.

The total force at the disposal of Sir Colin Campbell for tlie

^u .. . sie2:e of Lakhnao amounted to twenty thousand men
Theforceat '^ ^&

i • i , ttt-.i i

SirCoiin's and a hundred and eighty guns. With such an
disposal. army Sir Colin was able to act on a scientific plan,

at once effective and sparing of the lives of his soldiers.

The plan to be carried out had been the subject of many con-

versations between Sir Colin Campbell and the Chief

Campbeu Engineer, Brigadier Napier—now Lord Napier of
and Brigadier Magdala—who had been his guest for some time at

apier.

Kanhpur. From these conversations a thorough

understanding had been arrived at as to the general direction

of the attack.*

* The statement, in the text, made by me in the first edition of this

volume, regarding the part taken by Brigadier Napier in the plan for {he

attack on Lakhnao, having been taken objection to, I drew attention in the

second edition to the official papers on the subject extracted from Volume X.
of Professional Papers of the Corps of Royal Eiujineers. I now attach extract

from a letter, dated the 4tli of February, 1858, addressed by Brigadier Napier
to Sir Colin Campbell, containing his proposals for the attack—all of which
were accepted and carried out.

" My deak Sir Colix.—
" I am afraid you will be disappointed at not receiving the projects,

but our people have been bringing a considerable amount of intelligence to

fill lip our plans, which have tempted me to enter into details. I may, how-
ever, briefly state that, notwithstanding the enemy has made a good many
defences, and thrown up a ditcli and rampart round the north side of the

Kaisarbagh, and has endeavoured to cut away all the passages across the
canal, I do not apprehend any great difficulty.

" I would propose to encamp the force sufficiently far behind the Dilkusha
to be out of fire ; to establish a bridge on the Gumti to pass over artillery

and cavalry, to cut off the enemy's supplies, and to deter them from bringing

out guns on the north side of the river to annoy us.

" To cross the canal in the first instance at Banks'g house, undei' cover of our
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. ^^^, "^^V ""l J^^^^^,^^
stretclies in an irregular form on theright bank of the Giimti, for a length from east to

west of nearly five miles, and an extreme width at
^^^'^"^''«-

the west side of one and a half mile ; the east side diminishesm width to less than one mile.
Two bridges one of iron and the other of masonry, siDan theGumti, leading the traffic of the country from the north of the(rumti into the heart of the city.
A canal of deep and rugged section, enclosing the citv on the

east and south sides, bears away to the south-west
leaving the approach to the west side of the city ^^'^"^ ^^

open, but intersected with ravines; towards the
'^^''^°^'-

north-east, where the canal joins the Giimti, its banks are
naturally shelving and passable.

^

The important positions within the city at the time of the
siege were the Kaisarbagh, a palace about four
hundred yards square, containing several tombs or S'th^^t'loS.
ranges ot buildings; not originally fortified but pieces witwn
strengthened since the November preceding; the

"''"'^•

Farhatbaksh palace, and the palaces adjoining it ; the Residency •

the rums of the Machchi Bhawan, commanding the masonry
bridge and on the south side of it ; a series of strong buildin4
the Great Imambarah, the Jam'ania-bagh, the Shesh-Mahall,

fll'wf'
^'^ *° P^'''^^- %''°' in position to bear on the mass of buildings which

flank the European infantry ban-acks, the hospital, the Begam's house, and

tplwf'f^t77 ^ f^f'
which rendered the European barracks so barelytenable—and to take that mass of buildings with the barracks

'-This position takes in flank all the defences of the north side of the
Kaisai-l3agh and from them we may penetrate gradually to the KaisarbaghwitH the aid of the sapper and gunpowder, at the same time that we willoccupy your old ground

.
between the Kaisarbagh and the Gumti, to have

positions for our artillery of all kinds to play on the Kaisarbagh and itssurroundmg buildings. We shall, dnriug this time, be steadily penetrating
through the buildings on the left of the European barracks, making irresist-
ible progress until we reach the Kaisarbagh.

"Until we take that place we shall have as little street-fighting as is
possible, and I hardly expect they will await an assault. But if they shoulddo so, and defend the remainder of the city, we must advance, under cover ofouv mortars, until we occupy the bridges, which will certainly clear off the
remainder, or they will starve.

;' Jalalabad will be our depot, and when we have got the enemy's o-uns
driven off, we may bring our park up to the Dilkusha.

°

"I should have chosen your old passage across the canal, but the enemv
have cut a new one across the neck of a loop, and have put guns behind
It, so that, as far as the intelligence guides us, Banks's house will be easier "
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and All Naki Khan's house, extending to the west along the

banks of the river, and more or less surrounded by streets and

houses ; the Miisabagh, a mile and a half beyond it ; the

Imambarah and a range of palaces stretching from the Kaisar-

bagh towards the canal. Beyond the canal on the east side of

the city was the Martiniere, a fine range of buildings ; and

overlooking this and the eastern suburbs, on the brow of a table-

land, stood the Dilkusha.*

The enemy, profiting by experience, had strengthened their

defences by works exhibiting prodigious labour.

hads^tTeS2ti- Sir Colin Campbell's former route across the canal,

def nces'"^
where its banks shelved, w^as now intercepted by a

new line of canal of very formidable section, flanked

by strong bastions. This line of defence was continued up the

canal beyond the Charbagh bridge, more or less complete, and
the banks of the canal had been scarped and rendered impassable.

The enemy had three lines of defence. A strong battery of

Their three
"^hi'sc guns, resting against a mass of buildings

lines of called the Hazratganj, supported the outer line, at
defence.

^-j^^ junction of three main roads. A second line of

bastioned rampart and parapet rested with its right on the

Imambarah, a strong and lofty building; thence, embracing
the Mess House, it joined the river bank near the Moti Mahall.

A thii'd line covered the front of the Kaisarbagh.

These defences were protected by a hundred guns. In
addition, all the main streets were protected by bastions and
barricades, and every building of importance, besides being
loop-holed, had an outer work protecting its entrance.

Brigadier Napier recommended that the east side should be
attacked. His reasons were that that side offered

commends an the Smallest front, and would therefore be more

eastem°sw?^
easily enveloped by the attack; that it possessed
ground for j)lanting the artillery—a condition not

possessed by the western side ; that it gave the shortest

* Kaisarbagh, "the Imperial Garden." Jam'ania-bagh, "the garden of
meeting." Shesba-Mahall, " the palace of mirrors." Machclii-Bhawau, "the
house of fish." Imambarah, " the building of the Imams." Farhatbaksh
Palace was the royal palace till the last King of Oudh built the Kaisarbagh.
The Martiniere, a building 2500 yards S.S.E. of the Sikandarbagh, was built
and endowed by the famous Claude Martin. For a full description of these and
other places in Lakhnao, the reader is referred to the excellent description by
Captain Eastwick in Murray's Handhool: to Bengal.
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approacli to the Kaisarbagli ; and that the positions in it were
better known. The west side, moreover, presented a great
breadth of dense, almost impenetrable, city, resting on the
strong buildings on the river bank. Even were these obstacles

to be overcome, the Kaisarbagh and the principal defences
would still remain to be reduced.* This reasoning pre-

vailed, and it was decided to attack Lakhnao on the eastern
side.

I have not alluded to the northern side. Why the rebels

should have neglected to throw up defences on that „
•J J. ^^ n ± ^ ± ^ mi Reasons why-

Side seems, at the nrst glance, most strange. The the northern

real reason affords an additional proof to the many
Q^e^ieaed

already cited of the absence of original thinking
power from their ranks. The natives of India are essentially

creatures of habit, of custom. When set to repeat a task

already once accomplished, they follow implicitly the lines

previously trodden. So it was now. Havelock and Outram, in

their attempt to relieve Lakhnao, had advanced by the Char-
bagh bridge ; Sir Colin Campbell, in November, had crossed the
canal and attacked the Sikandarbagh. Neither the one nor the
other had approached the Giimti. Hence, drawing the con-

clusion that the courses pursued before would be followed
again, the rebels neglected the Giimti, and concentrated all

their energies on the lines previously attacked.

Sir Colin Campbell detected at a glance the error they had
committed, and he resolved to profit by it. He had g-j. q^jj^

men enough at his disposal to risk a division of his detects the

forces. He determined, then, to send across the
^^^'p°^^*-

Giimti a division of all arms, which, marching up that river,

should take the enemy's position in reverse, and, by the fire of

artillery, render it untenable. At the same time, advancing
with his main force across the canal, he would turn the enemy's
position, and move by the Hazratganj on the Kaisarbagh.

Whilst a strong force should hold the base of the

triangle, Outram's force would occupy one side of attack.^

it. Bather more than one half of the opposite

side would be held by the Alambagh force and the Nipalese,

* The foregoing—commencing from the paragraph headed " Lakhnao "—is

almost a literal transcript from the report of the Chief Engineer, Brigadier

Napier, dated 31st March, 1858—a report addressed to the Chief of the

Staff, but published by Lord Canning, Nov. 17th, 1858.

VOL. IV. S
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Neither the remaining part of that side nor the western side

coTild, with the troops at his disposal, be hemmed in, but it was

to be hoped that as Sir Colin advanced his base,^Outram might

move round the angle on one side, whilst the Alambagh force

and the Nipalese might close up round the corresponding angle

on the other. Should the execution equal the design, the entire

rebel force would be reduced to extremities.

Early on the morning of the 2nd March, Sir Colin Campbell

March 2 began to execute his plan. Taking with him the

Sir Colin headquarters of the Artillery Division (Sir A.
advances "Wilgon and Coloncl Wood, C.B.) and three troops of

horse artillery (D'Aguilar's, Tombs's, and Bishop's), two 24-

pounders and two 8-inch howitzers of the Xaval Brigade, and

two companies of sappers and miners ; the headquarters of the

Cavalry Division (Hope Grant), and Little's Cavalry Brigade

(9th Lancers, 2nd Panjab Cavalry, detachment 5th Panjab

Cavalry, 1st Sikh Irregulars) ; and the 2nd Division of

Infantry (Sir E. Lugard), comprising the 3rd and 4tli

Brigades; 3rd Brigade (Guy), 34th, 38th, and 53rd; 4th

Brigade (Adrian Hope), 42nd and 93rd Highlanders and 4tli

Panjab Eifles) ; he marched on the Dilkusha park. Passing

the fort of Jalalabad within sight of the Alambagh force. Sir

Colin drove in the advanced pickets of the enemy,

kusbl,
^' and captured a gun. The palace was then seized

which h^e ^j^^ occupied as an advanced j^icket on the right—

a

small garden, known as Muhammad-bagh, fulfilling

tbe same purpose on the left. It was found impossible to bring

up the main body of the infantry, for the enemy's guns, in

position along the canal, completely commanded the Dilkusha

plateau. Sir Colin therefore drew back his infantry as far as

and erects was practicable, while he issued orders to erect

^h"^"o kee
^^t^^^i^s with all convenient haste at the Dilkusha

down the fire and the Muhammad-bagh to play on the enemy and
of the rebels. ;^eep down their fire. Until the batteries could be

established—and they were not established till late on the

night of the 2nd—the British troops were greatly annoyed by
an unremitting fire, directed with precision on a point the

range to which, was thoroughly well known.
But when, on the morning of the 3rd, the batteries

established at the Dilkusha and Muhammad-bagh

Th*b^^
^: opened their fire, that of the rebels began perceptibly

^oi«nr^^ to slacken. They were, in fact, forced to withdraw
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their guns, and thougli, from the further distance whence they
directed a new fire, the shot occasionally ranged up and silence

to and into the British camp, it caused but a trifling the enemy's

loss. On that day and the day following, then, the ^"°^'

remainder of the siege-train, togethei' with the 3rd Division
(Walpole's), comprisiDg the 5th and 6th Brigades, 5th Brigade
(Douglas), 23rd Fusiliers, 79th Highlanders, 1st March 4.

Bengal Fusiliers ; 6th Brigade (Horsford), 2nd and More troops

3rd battalions Rifle Brigade, 2nd Panjab Infantry; onthewf-
closed up on the Dilkusha. kusha.

The line now occupied by the British force touched the
Gumti on its right at the village of Bibiapiir, then, j^gwiine
stretching towards the left, intersected the Dilkusha, occupied by

and, proceeding towards Jalalabad, stopped at a
*^^^"^^^^-

point about two miles from tbat fort. The interval was
occupied by one native regiment of cavalry, Hodson's Horse,
nearly sixteen hundred strong. Outram's force, from which
three regiments had been withdrawn, still occupied its old

position.

To complete the formation necessary if the complete success

at which Sir Colin Campbell aimed were to be insured, another
strong division of troops was yet required. This want was
supplied on the morning of the 5th by the arrival of

Brigadier-General Franks with the gallant force of ms^^Sopf
Europeans and Nipalese whose gallant deeds have arrive.

already been imperfectly recorded.

But before complete communication with Franks had been
established, that is, on the evening of the 4th, Sir sirCoiin

Colin had directed that two pontoon bridsies should orders the

1 .1 j-i, i^ ' x' TTi • ' tj_ conquerors to
be thrown across the (jrumti near Bibiapur. It was bridge the

across those bridges that he would despatch the ^^^'^ti-

division of the army intended to march up the Giimti and take

the enemy's position in reverse.

The engineers worked at the bridges all that night with so

much energy and effect, that before the morning of ^ ^^^-^^^

the 5th dawned they had completed one o*f them. is thrown

Across this was at once despatched a strong picket, Jne°of

which beo^an without a second's delay to throw
{^fg^J"

up a small earthwork to defend the bridge-heads.

As the enemy showed shortly in some force in a village

at a distance of about a thousand yards, some guns were

brought down to the river-bank close to the bridges to silence

s 2
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the enemy's fire whenever it should become annoying. The
precantion enabled the engineers to continue their work through-

out that day and during the following night.

By midnight on the 5th the two bridges and the embank-
ments connecting them with the level on both sides

pkted o^the were completed. Sir Colin, having counted on this,
night of the -j^^^^ directed Outram to cross to the left bank with a

strong division at 2 o'clock in the morning to carry

out the plan I have already detailed. Outram liad with him
Walpole's division of infantry, the 2nd Dragoon

Outram is
Guards, the 9th Lancers, the 2nd Panjab Cavalry,

ordered to detachments from the 1st and 5th Panjab Cavalry,

D'Aguilar's, Eemmington's, and Mackinnon's troops

of horse artillery, and Gibbons's light field battery. Hope
Grant accompanied him as second in command. It had been
intended that he should cross at 2 o'clock in the morning ; but
the night was dark, the ground was broken and full of water-
courses, and the troops had much difficulty in finding their

way. Outram, who had ridden on in front to the

cuitiesofthe bridges, dismounted, and, knowing that nothing
ground delay ^j^^t he could do would hastcu the arrival of his

corps, sat on the ground and lighted a cigar. It

was close upon 4 o'clock when the 2nd Panjab Cavalry, leading
the way, reached the ground. Then the crossing began. Sir

Colin, angry at the delay, anxious that the troops

anxiety for should cross bcforc the dawn should discover them

crosSnT^*^
to the enemy, came down to stimulate their move-
ments.* His presence, due to a natural anxiety,

really added nothing to the effect. The staff officers were in
their places, doing their work calmly and efficiently, and before
the day broke the whole force had completed the passage of the
Gumti. The place which it had left vacant on the right bank
was at once occupied by Franks's division, the fourth.

The reader will not fail to see that Outram, on the left bank

Importance
^^ ^^® rivcr, was in a position to execute the first

oftheposi- move in the game. He was to push up the left

£ba"n?of
^^iik of the Gumti, and turn and render untenable

the river. the strong positiou of the enemy on the other side

_

* " Sir Colin, being anxious to get his men across before the enemy could
discover our intention and open upon us, rode down to the river-side and
pitched into everybody most handsomely, I catching the principal share."

—

Hope Grant.
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of it. When it should become apparent that he had turned the
first line of those works, then, but not till then, would the
second move be made by Sir Colin himself with the troops
waiting for Outiam's success in the position of which the
Dilkusha may be called the centre.

In pursuance of this plan, Outram, drawing up his force in
three lines, marched up the left bank of the river for about a
mile. The river there made a turn ; so Outram, throwing
forward his right, and leaving the sinuosities of the river,
moved straight on in the direction of the citj. A outram
party of the enemy's cavalry which shortly after- pushes for-

wards appeared on his left was charged, routed, and Sziib^
pursued, though with the loss of Major Percy Smith ^°^'^-

of the Queen's Bays, described as an excellent ofiScer. No
further interruption to the progress of the force was offered,

and it encamped that evening about four miles from the cit;y,

which it faced, its loft resting on the Faizabad road, about half
a mile in advance of the village of Chinhat.
The following day and the 8th were spent mainly in

skirmishing—the enemy advancing and being
jyj^j.p}j ^_q

invariably repulsed. Outram, whilst maintaining He advances

his position, threw his pickets gradually much more
aJf^j^JoQ.®*^

forward. On the 8th, in obedience to instructions structs

from Sir Colin, he sent back D'Aguilar's troop of ''^"®™8-

horse artillery and the 9th Lancers, receiving in exchange
twenty-two siege guns. That night he constructed two
batteries, armed with heavy guns, within six hundred yards of

the enemy's works, on the old racecourse.

At daybreak the following morning, the 9th, he made his

attack. Preluding it with a heavy fire from the nispianof
newly constructed batteries, he detached a column attack on the

of infantry under Walpole to attack the enemy's ^^ '

left, and, after forcing it back, to wheel to the left and take

them in the rear. He designed, meanwhile, to lead in person

the left column across the Kokrail stream to a point whence, on
the success of the right column being pronounced, it could

attack and occupy a strong building known as the Yellow
House—the Chakar Kothi—the key of the position of the

rebels, and the occupation of which would turn and render

useless the strong line of intrenchments erected by them on the

right bank of the Gumti.

The result corresponded entirely to Outram's soundly based
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hopes. Walpole drove the enemy's left through the jungles

oie
^^^ villages covering their position, and, then

beats the "bringing his right forward, debouched on the Faiza-
enemy'eieffc, -^^^ road, in rear of their most efficient battery,

which, however, was found empty. The left column, meanwhile,

which had marched at 2 o'clock in the morning to take up the

position assigned to it, as soon as it learned that Walpole had
reached the Faizabad road, attacked the Yellow House. The

rebels were there in numbers, but, with the ex-

ttieir righ?
ccption of nine, they did not show fight, but made
so rapid a flight along the banks of the river that

before the guns could open upon them they were out of reach.

The " nine," however, clung to the building, and killed or

wounded more than their own number. Amongst them were
Anderson of the Sikhs, and St. George of the 1st Fusiliers. It

was only by firing salvoes from the horse-artillery guns that
they were eventually dislodged.* The success of the column
was notified to Sir Colin Campbell by the hoisting of the
colours of the 1st Fusiliers on the roof of a small room erected

on the second story of the Yellow House.
The column then pressed forward, following the rebels, and

drove them rapidly through the old irregular cavalry
^ssing the

j^j^gg ^^^ suburbs to the Badshah-bagh, and thence to
the river, where they efi*ected a junction with the

right wing. The whole line then halted, and, occupying the
houses and breastworks on the banks of the stream, opened and
maintained a heavy fire on the rebels who lined the walls and

Oatrames-
occupied the gardens. Under cover of this fire

tabiishesa three heavy guns and a howitzer were placed in

enfiSng position to enfilade the works in rear of the
^^e^enemy's Martiuierc. Another battery of two 24-pounder

guns and two 8-inch howitzers was likewise erected
near the river to keep down the fire from the town.
The first battery I have mentioned—that composed of three

The extreme ^^^^7 g^^^^ and a howitzer—occupied the extreme
left of left of Outram's line. It was commanded by Major
outram's

Nicholson, R.E., of whose services at the llambagh
I have already spoken, and protecting the gnns was

a party of the 1st Fusiliers under a very gallant and capable
officer, Captain Salusbury. The guns had been unlimbered

* Hope Grant. They killed or wounded three officers and nine men.
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when Nicholson remarked that the hostile lines seemed
abandoned by the rebels. Salusbmy proposed to cross with a
party of his men and ascertain the fact, but Kicholson
considered it would be too hazardous to leave the guns without
protection. At this conjecture a young lieutenant of the 1st
Fusiliers, named Thomas Butler, and four privates, volunteered
to go down to the river-bank and signal their presence to the
Highlanders of Adrian Hope's brigade, who were
discerned at a distance of about six hundred yards teers^to^^

"^"

on the other side of the river. They ran down fis^itothe
,. , 1, . 1 ,• n • *^iT Highlanders

accordingly ; but shouting and signalling were on the right

alike useless—they could attract no attention.
^^°^'

It was very important to open the communication, and, all

other means having failed, Butler did not hesitate an instant to
try the last and the most hazardous. It was about 3 o'clock in
the afternoon ; the river was some sixty yards wide, its depth
was considerable, the stream was strong. But Butler, caring
for no consequences, heedless of the chance that the unabieto

batteries on the other side might be occupied, took ^"''^^t their

off his coat and swam across. He landed in rear of Buiiersw'ims

the batteries, which he found unoccupied. Mounting ^^^ ''^^*^^'

the parapet of one of the works, he quickly attracted attention,

and after some delay, caused by the stupidity of a and attracts

staff officer, who considered it would not be correct the attention

to occupy the abandoned works without special ^^ '^'^'^ ^^^d.

orders, the Highlanders and the 4th Panjab Eifles relieved him.
During the time that Butler, wet, cold, and unarmed, occupied
the works, he was twice fired at by the distant enemy, but he
did not leave them to swim back until he had made them over
to the men of Adrian Hope's brigade. For his cool gallantry
on this occasion Butler received the Victoria Cross.

Outram's movement on the 9th had thus answered every
expect ition. He occupied the left bank of the Gumti as far as

the Badshah-bagh; the hostile batteries on the other side

of the river were enfiladed. The enemy were com-
pletely taken in reverse. I propose now to show outram's

how on that same day, the 9th, Sir Colin CamphJl
"Jg 'Jth^^^^

^"^

profited by Outram's manoeuvres.
The Commander-in-Chief had waited patiently in his position

at the Dilkusha whilst Outram, on the 6th, the 7th,

and the 8th, was executing the manoeuvres blsSS'^'^
which were the necessary preliminaries of the advances,
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attack on tlie 9tli, just described. Early on the morning of

that day, the guns and mortars, which, by Sir Colin's orders,

had been placed in position on the Dilkusha plateau during the

preceding night, opened a very heavy fire on the Martiniere.

This fire%\'as maintained until, about 2 p.m., the hoisting of the

British ensign on the roof of the little room on the second story

of the Yellow House, made it clear to Sir Colin that Outram's

attack had succeeded. Then, without the slightest delay, he

launched Adrian Hope's brigade (the 4th), supported by the

53rd and 90th Eegiments, the whole commanded by Lugard,

against the Martiniere. The effect of Outram's work that

afternoon then became quickly apparent. The
the Mar- enfilading fire from the iDatteries which he had
tiniere. erected had caused the abandonment of a post which

otherwise would have ofi'ered a strenunus resistance. It fell,

BO to speak, without a blow. The rebels, who had withdrawn

their guns, fled precipitately across the river. The British loss

was extremely small; and, but for the fact that the returns

record a dangerous wound inflicted by a musket ball on the

gallant William Peel,* they would be too slight to be specially

recorded.

Not content with the capture of the Martiniere, Adrian
. „ Hope's brigade pushed onwards. The 4th Panjab

occupies the Eiflcs, gallantly led by Wylde, supported by the 42nd
works Highlanders, climbed up the intienchiuent abutting

on the Gumti, and proceeded to sweep down the whole line of

hostile works till close to the vicinity of Banks's house. It

was to this brigade that the men belonged who occupied the

fortified place which the gallant Butler had stormed single-

handed. This and the works forming a line from
Giimtitothe the Gumti to a i3oint not far from Banks's house

BanS'I house.
^^^^ occupicd during the night by Adrian Hope's
brigade and the 53rd Regiment.

The work of the 9th had, then, resulted in success on both

^ ^ , ,
the lines of operation. Outram, establishino; himself

Total result • j r ^i n i ^ -, n -^
of the on one side or the parallelogram, had made it pos-

and this he had efi^ectively done.
The next day, the 10th, Outram intended to be a day of pre-

* "He went oiit with his usual nonchalance to find a suitable place for

Bome guns to be posted to breach the outer walls of the Martiniere, when he
was shot in the thigh by a musket ball."

—

TJie Shannon's Brigade in India.
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paration rather than of conflict. The rebels being in consider-

able force in the suburbs in his front, he wished to outram

strengthen the position he had already gained. But streugthens

the rebels, fully aware now of the danger threaten- durhlgVhT

ing them from across the Giimti, came on in ^^^^'

considerable force and attacked a picket held by the 79th
Highlanders. They were, however, repulsed with loss, and
the work designed by Outram proceeded thenceforward un-
disturbed. To ensure its rapid execution, the cavalry under
Hope Grant patrolled the vicinity of the camp. This patrolling

produced occasional conflicts with detached parties of the rebels,

and in one of these Major Sandford, of the 5th Irregular

Cavalry, an officer of much promise, was killed. Throughout
this day Outram's batteries at the mosque west of the Chakar
Kothi played on Hazratganj and the Kaisarbagh.

The same day the Commander-in-Chief was content to com-
plete the work of the previous evening by the

. ^ X- I' -o 1 ? 1 mi,- Sir Colin
storming and occupation oi lianks s house. 1 nis storms

was accomplished by Lugard with the troops already Banks's

indicated, and with but trifling loss.

By the evening of the 10th two sides of the parallelogram were
all but completely occupied. The attempt to pierce ^^^^ ^

its centre—to force the line stretching from Banks's of the

house to a point beyond the Kaisarbagh—was
fjfe^ioth.^'^

now to be made. Strong as were the buildings

which constituted the value of that inner line, the position of

Outram on the opposite bank of the Giimti, and of
^^^j prospects

Sir Colin Campbell now firmly established across of the

the canal, having in Banks's house a post strong for
^'^"°"^-

attack, caused the chances to be veiy much in favour of the

assailants. For, whilst Outram enfiladed the enemy's works on
one side, Sir Colin was now able to turn them on the other.

In pursuance of the plan already indicated, Outram was
directed to employ the evening and night of the March lo-ii.

10th in establishing batteries which should rake Outram is

the enemy's works, and annoy the defenders of the attack th^

Kaisarbagh with a fire vertical and direct. He was positions

also instructed to resume his off'eiisive movement on fronanf

the morning of the 11th by attacking the positions stone bridges.

covering the iron and stone bridges—the former leading to the

Kesidency, the latter to the Machchi Bhawan—and, \)j carrying

them, to command the iron bridge from the left bank of the river.
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Outram carried out these instructions to the letter. He
established, during the night, batteries which bore,

Se^Jsulons in the manner prescribed, on the Mess-house and on
lead'Dg to the

^;j3Lg Kaisarbagh. On the 11th, shortly after day-
iron bridge.

^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Walpolc's column—the right—(79th

Highlanders,'l^nd and 3rd battalions Eifle Brigade, 1st Bengal

Fusiliers, Gibbons's light field battery, and two 24-pounders) to

gain a position commanding the iron bridge. The column,

covered by the Kifles, worked its way through the suburbs till

it reached a mosque within an enclosure at the point where the

road from the Badshah-bagh joins the main road to cantonments,

about half a mile from the iron bridge. The place being very

defensible, Walpole left there the 1st Fusiliers, and proceeded

towards the stone bridge. On his way to this bridge he

surprised and captured the camp of Hashmat Ali, Chaudhari *

of Sandila, with that of the mutin(>us 15th Irregulars, took two

guns and their standards, and killed many of those soldiers

faithless to their salt. Sending Gould Weston with a troop of

the Bays to cut off the fugitives from Makhanganj—a service

which 'Weston performed veiy efficiently—Outram pushed on,

without serious opposition, to the head of the stone bridge.

Finding, however, that it was commanded by the enemy's

guns, as well as by musketry fire from several high and stone-

built houses from the opposite side of the river, he deemed it

more prudent to retire to the mosque at the cross roads, there to

remain till the operations I am about to record had been com-

pleted. He then fell back on his camp behind the Badshah-bagh.

Meanwhile the left column (23rd Fusilieis, 2nd Panjab

Pj.^tt
Infantry, two 24-pounder guns, and three field

estabiisiies battery guns), commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel

nel?the Pratt, starting twenty minutes after the right
iron bridge, columu, had met with considerable opposition, and,

being exposed to the fire of a hostile battery from the i ight side

of the river, had suffered considerable loss. It succeeded, how-
ever, in occupying all the houses down to the river's bank and
the head of t he iron bridge, to the right of which Pratt placed

in battery the two 24-pounder guns. It was a difficult and
dangerous operation, and, though it succeeded, it cost Outram
tlie lives of two of his most gallant officers, Captain Th^mne of

the Piifle Brigade, and Lieutenant Moorsom, Deputy Assistant

* Chaudhari, a village chief. Sandila is au important town in the Hardui
district, thirty-two miles north-west of Lakhuao.
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Quartermaster-General, a soldier of remarkable talent and
promise. He was guiding the column, and was killed while
reconnoitring in front of it.

It may be convenient, for the sake of clearness, here to add
that the positions taken up by Outram on the 11th continued
to be occupied by him on the 12th, 13th, 14th, and ^
15th. During those days he carried out, with
vigour and accuracy, the purpose he had in view—the mainten-
ance of an enfilading fii'e, raking the positions which the
Commander-in-Chief was assailing on the other side of the
river. Having been reinforced on the 12th by four 18-pounder
guns, two 10-inch howitzers, and fi.ve 10-inch and four 5j-inch

mortars, he erected, in addition to the batteries already

enumerated, three more to play on the Kaisarbagh ; and when
that strong place fell, as I am about to recount, on the morning
of the 14th, he turned the fire of those batteries against the

Kesidency and the buildings to the right of the bridge. It can
easily be conceived the enormous assistance rendered to the main
attack by this heavy enfilading fire, maintained without the

slightest intermission. It had been possible to do even more, but
Outram was hampered, as I shall show in its proper place, by
restrictions to action placed on him by the Commander-in-Chief.

I now return to Sir Colin. I left him, on the evening of the

10th, established on the city side of the canal on a
ji h lo

line stretching from the Giimti to Banks's house.

Whilst the Chief Engineer, Brigadier Robert Napier, main-

tained a heavy fire from Banks's house on the works in front

—

especially on the block of palaces known as the Begam Kothi

—

Lugard, bringing forward his right, occupied, witliout opposi-

tion, the Sikandarbagh—famous in Sir Colin's first ^he Sikandar-

advance for the splendid gallantry of Ewart, Cooper, Mgh
_

Lumsden, and their dozen followers, Highlanders
^^'^"p^^^-

and Sikhs—and then prepared to work his way to the Shah
Najaf. His operations were greatly facilitated by the noble

daring of three engineer officers attached to his column, Medley,

Lang, and Carnegy.
From three to four hundred yards to the right front of the

Sikandarbagh stood an isolated building high on a mound over-

looking the river, called the Kadam RasuL* Beyond this again,

"but in close vicinity to it, was the Shah Najaf, the building,

* Literally, " The foot of the Prophet."
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which, in Sir Colin's first advance, had almost made him
falter, and the capture of which was due to the

audacS^o^f keen observation and happy audacity of Sergeant
three engi- Paton* and Adrian Hope. Both these posts were
neerofficers

^jj^j^g^^jj^t^^ly outside the enemy's second line of

works, which ran in front of the Moti Mahall, the old Mess-

house, and the Tara Kothi. Lang, noticing that the two posts

I have referred to, the Kadam Kasul and the Shah Xajaf, were

very quiet, proposed to his companions that they should re-

connoitre, and possibly occupy, them. The three officers at once

set out, followed by four native sappers. Creeping quietly up to

,, the Kadam Easul, they found it abandoned. Enter-
gams tne '•^ !•! • T 1 •

Kadam ing it and ascending the little winding staircase,
^^^^ they looked dowm into the garden of the Shah Najaf.

This seemed also abandoned. But not liking to make, with
four men, an attack, which, if the interior of the place were
occupied, would certainly fail, the engineers, leaving the four

sappers to guard their conquest, returned to the Sikandarbagh
to ask for men to take the Shah Najaf. The officer commanding
at that post declined, however, to take upon himself a responsi-

bility not greater than that from which, in the case of the

Kadam Easiil, the engineers had not flinched, whereupon
Medley rode to Banks's house to obtain an order from Lugard.

Lugard gave it at once, and Medley, returning, had

ShlhN 'af
placed at his disposal one hundred men. With
these and fifty sappers, the engineers entered the

Shah Najaf and found it abandoned. As it was but two
hundred yards from the line of intrenchments already spoken
of, the engineers at once set to work to make it defensible on
the side nearest the enemy, and, at Medley's suggestion, a
hundred men were thrown into the place. "j*

Whilst this operation was successfully conducted on the
right, the guns from the heavy batteries on the left

etfS a were pouring shot and shell on the Begam Kothi.
breach in the The contiguous palaces known under this desia;-Begam Kothi, .

. i , t n •/? iination were extremely strong, capable, if well
defended, of resisting for a very long time even the fighting

* Vide p. 137.

t This deed of happy audacity was not mentioned in the despatches. It

was, however, well known in camp. My account of it is taken almost
verbatim from the statement of one of the actors, to whom it is unnecessary
further to refer.
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power sent against tliem by Sir Colin Campbell. But, in
warring against Asiatics, the immense moral superiority which
assault gives to an assaulting party is an element which no
general can leave out of consideration. The truth of the
maxim was well exemplified on this occasion. About half-past
3 o'clock in the afternoon, a breach was effected which opened
a way to stormers. The breach, indeed, was so narrow, and the
defences behind it were so strong, that, if the men who lined
theni had been animated by a spirit similar to that which
inspired the assailants, no general would have dared to attempt
an assault. But Lugard, believing in the overpowering
influence of an assault made by British troops on Asiatics, on
the breach being pronounced, gave, without hesitation, the
order to storm. It is possible that, had he been aware of the
extreme strength of the mine defences,* he might have held
back for a while, but even that is doubtful.
The storming party consisted of those companions in glory,

the 93rd Highlanders and the 4th Panjab Eifles. and sends
It was indeed fitting that to the men who, in the Adrian

previous November, had stormed the Sikandarbagh S^^Ide to
and carried the Shah Najaf, should be intrusted the storm it.

first difiicult enterjDrise of Sir Colin's second movement on
Lakhnao.

^
Fortunate in their splendid discipline, in their tried

comradeship, in their confidence each in the other, the 4th
Panjab Eifles and the 93rd Highlanders enjoyed the additional
privilege of having as their leader one of the noblest men who
ever wore the British uniform, the bravest of soldiers, and the
most gallant of gentlemen. Those who had the privilege of
intimate acquaintance with Adrian Hope will recognise the
accuracy of the description.

The block of buildings to be stormed consisted of a number
of palaces and courtyards, one within the other,

j^^^^^. ^j^^
surrounded by a breastwork and deep ditch. The o/the'jBegam

artillery fire had breached the breastwork and the
^''"''•

Avail of the outer courtyard, but some of the inner walls had not
been seriously injured. They were occupied by a considerable
body of Sipahis, probably exceeding five thousand in number.

* " At the Begam's palace the defences were found, after the capture of
the place, so much stronger tlian could be observed or had been believed,
that the General said that had he known what lay before the assaulting
column he should have hesitated to give the order for advance."

—

Twelve
Years of a Soldier's Life in India, p. 393, note.
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At 4 o'clock in the afternoon Adrian Hope led his men to the
assault, the 93rd leading, the 4th Panjab Eifles in

support. The Sipahis, not yet daunted, met their

assailants in the breach, and for a short time their greatly
superior number offered an obstacle difficult to overcome. But
individual valour, inspired b}" a determination to conquer, was
not to be withstood. The Adjutant of the 93rd, William
McBean, cut or shot down eleven of the enemy with his own
hand. Many of the men emulated, if they did not equal,

the example set them by their adjutant. The Panjabis,
pressing on from behind, added to the weight of the attack.

Their behaviour excited the admiration of every one. When a
Highlander chanced to fall, his native comrades rushed forward
to cover his body and avenge his death. The splendid rivalry
of the two soon made itself felt. Forced back from the breach,
the Sipahis scarcely attempted to defend the strong positions

The Begam J^^ remaining to them. They seemed to have but
Kothf is one object—to save themselves for a future occasion.
game

. -g^^ ^-j^^ Highlanders and the Panjabis pressed them
hard. Quarter was neither asked for nor given, and, when the
Begam Kothi was evacuated by the last survivor of the garrison,
be left behind him, within the space surrounded by the deep
ditch of which I have spoken, six hundred corpses of his
comrades! It was "the sternest struggle which occurred
during the siege."*

The capture of the Begam Kothi opened to the Chief
Robert Engineer, Brigadier Kapier, the means of dealing

«eS^by the'
^^^^^'''ictive blows against the remaining positions of

sap and the enemy. It brought him inside the enemy's
heavy guns, works, and the enclosuies the assailants had stormed

now served as a cover from the enemy's fire. " Thenceforward,"
says Sir Colin, in his report, " he pushed his approach, with
the greatest judgment, through the enclosures by the aid of the
sappers and of heavy guns, the troops immediately occupying
the ground as he adxanced, and the mortars being moved from
one position to another as ground was won on which they
could be placed."
The storming had been effected with comparatively small

Death of ^^^^ ^^ tlie side of the British. But amongst those
Hodson. who fell was one who had made a name for him-

* Sir Colin Campbell's Official Keport.
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self as a most daring and able soldier. Hodson, of Hodson's
Horse, was mortally wounded on this day. He had joined
the storming party, had entered the breach with Robert
Napier, and had been separated from him in the melee. He
was not wounded during the storm ; but, after the breach had
been gained, he rushed forward to hunt for Sipahis who might
Idc concealed in the dark rooms and recesses of the palace.
Coming suddenly upon a party of these, he was fired at and
mortally wounded. The Highlanders avenged his death, for
they bayoneted every man of the group which had fired at him.
My opinion of Hodson has been recorded in an early page of

this volume. I have little to add to it. His abilities were
great, his courage was undeniable, his brain was clear amid the
storm of battle, his coolness never left him on the most trying-

occasions. As a partisan soldier he was not to be surpassed.
But the brain which was clear was also calculating. The
needless slaughter of the princes of the House of Taimur would
seem to indicate that he was born more than a hundred years
after the era when all his qualities would have obtained
recognition. Trenck and his Pandours were too bloody and too
savage for the civilisation of 1756 ; and Trenck was never
accused of shooting unarmed prisoners.

The position of the assailing force on the evening of the 11th
was in considerable advance of that it had occupied
in the morning. It was now pushed forward to Seassaiiants

the Shah Najaf on the right, and it held the Begam t^^e evening

Kothi on the left. Before the Kaisarbagh could be ° ^

assailed, the Mess-house, the Hazratganj, and the Imambarah
had first to succumb.
On that day the Nipal troops, led by the Maharajah Jang

Bahadur, were brought into line. This reinforcement
enabled Sir Colin Campbell, as I shall show, to extend

troo\ Arrive
the plan of his operations on the succeeding days.

The following day, the 12th, was a day chiefly for the
engineers. Their work proceeded steadily and pranks's

surely. Some changes, however, were made in the division

disposition of the troops. Lugard's division, the 2nd, ^rm^onlht
which had hitherto been in the front, was relieved ^^th.

by Franks's, the 4th. The Nipal troops, too, were, as I have
said, brought into line, and ordered to advance on the British

left, so as to hold the line of the canal beyond Banks's liouse.

The 13th was likewise an engineers' day. Avoiding the
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main road, which was well defended by the enemy's batteries,

March 12-18. Napier pressed forward on a line about a hundred
Napier and twenty yards to its left and parallel to it,

fJrwa?dwitb sapping through the houses, out of the line of the
the sap. enemy's fire. When necessary, the heavy guns

opened breaches for his advance, and the sappers, supported by
the infantry, pushed on slowly but steadily, enlarging the

breaches communicating with the rear, so as to have a way
ready for supports, should they be required. The overwhelming
superiority of the British artillery fire, supported as it was by
Outram's enfilade, and cross fire from the other side of the

Gumti, effectually prevented any serious annoyance from the

enemy's guns. The rebels maintained, however, from ihe

neighbouring houses, a hot fire of musketry on the advance, to

which the men forming the latter replied effectively.*

This day, too, the Nipal force, crossing the canal, moved
against the suburb considerably to the left of Banks's

^^er^e^on^^^ house. We shall see that this operation drew the
the extreme attention of a portion of the rebel force to that

quarter.

By the evening of the 13th the task assigned to the engineers

had been completed. All the great buildings on the left up

Position on ^^ ^^^ Imambarah had been sapped through. The
the evening battery whicli had been plajdng on the massive
of the 13th.

^^Y[^ Qf ^]-j^^ building had effected a breach, and it

was hoped that it would be sufficiently practicable on the

morrow to permit an assault.

Early on the morning of the 14th, the heavy guns, at a

distance of thirty yards, were still pounding at the

Jfth^uth"^ breach—"the 8-iuch shot, at this short distance,

walking through three or four thick masonry walls

in succession as if they had been so much paper." j The enemy
were replying from the walls with musketry fire. At length,
about 9 o'clock in the morning, the breach was reported
practicable ; and the stormers, Avho had been drawn up, awaiting
the signal, received the order to assault.

The storming part}^ was composed of sixty men of Brasyer's

Sikhs and two companies of the 10th Foot, supported

rtoiTOs^the ^y ^^^ remainder of the two regiments. These
imimMiah. men, gallantly led, dashed at the breach with all

* A Tear's Campaigning in India.—Medley. f Medley.
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the imjoetuositj of their pent-up energies. The defenders
waited to receive them ; nor was it until after a very sharp
struggle that they were forced back in disorder. But, once
forced back, they fled as though panic-stricken, and in a few
minutes the Imambarah was in the possession of the stormers.
The support and reserve followed, completing the lodgment.
In the assault there fell a very gallant officer of the regiment of
Firuzpur, Captain Dacosta, who had volunteered for this special
service. He had lived a life which had brought him manv
enemies, but the hostility of the bitterest of them would have
changed to admiration had they witnessed the heroic manner
in which he led his men to the assault.

The gain of the Imambarah did not quench the zeal of the
stormers. The rebels were in such haste to save

^he storm
themselves that, emerging from the Imambarah gai.iaposi-

through the great gateway into the road, they ran mandhS'a
as fast as they could to the Kaisarbagh. Brasyer's portion of the

Sikhs, burning to avenge Dacosta's death, dashed ^^^'^'"^^s^-

after them as they fled, and a few men of the 10th joined in the pur-
suit. Following in a parallel line, a portion of the 90th, guided
by the Deputy Assistant Adjutant-General of the Division,
Henry Havelock, forced their way into a palace which com-
manded three bastions of the Kaisarbagh. Once in that position,

they brought to bear upon the enemy's gunners below them a

fire so withering that one by one these deserted their guns, the
last they discharged being an 8-inch howitzer, which was only
abandoned under pressure not to be withstood. This daring
advance made by Havelock had the most important consequences.
By it the second line of the enemy's defences, the line stretching

from the Giimti, in front of the Mess-house, to the Imambarah,
was turned. Its defenders, panic-stricken at seeing their

position thus taken in reverse, had no thought but to save
themselves. Abandoning, then, the second line, they ran into

the buildings yet intervening between the Imambarah and the
Kaisarbagh, and from behind the walls of these endeavoured to

stay the further progress of our troops. Then it was that the
engineers proposed to suspend operations for the day, and tc

l^roceed by the slower process of sap. But the men, the Sikhs
of Brasyer's regiment especially, were not to be Brasyer's

restrained. The joy of conquest had mastered every sikhsgaina

other feeling. Led by Brasyer and Havelock, they l°djSSng the

effected an entrance into a bastion by a vacant Kaisarbiigh.

VOL. IV. T
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embrasure, and forced tlieir way, cheering, under a terrible

lire, into a courtyard adjoining the Kaisarbagh, driving the

enemy before them.

Seeing the possibilities before him—the chance of gaining the

The'^ikbs
Kaisarbagh at a blow—Havelock ran back to the

and loth Foot detachment of the 10th Foot, commanded by Captain

thuViine of Anucsley, and ordered it to the front. Obeying with
the defences, alacrity, the 10th dashed to the front and joined the

Sikhs. A portion of these latter, led by Brasyer, diminishing

by casualties as they went, pushed daringly on, nor did they

halt until, expelling the enemy before them, they had penetrated

to the Chini * Bazaar, to the rear of the Tara Kothi and Mess-

honse, thus turning the third line of the enemy's works.

The enemy, congregated in numbers at not less than six

The rebels
thousand in the Tara Kothi and the Mess-house, now

evacuate that findino; thcmsclves taken in reverse, eva<,'uated these

buildings, and endeavoured to re-enter the city by
an opening in the further gateway of the Chini Bazaar. Had
they succeeded in so doing, they would have cut oif Brasyer
and his gallant band, which must then have been overwhelmed.
But Havelock, advancing with sixty Sikhs, in support of Brasyer,
proDiptly seized two adjoining bastions, and, turning the six

guns found there on the enemy, so plied their masses, issuing

from the positions above named, with round shot, grape, and
musketry, that he stopped their dangerous movement and
turned them back.

This action assured the posts won by the advanced party.

Gradually Havelock's small body was strengthened by a

company of the 90th, brought up by Colonel Purnell himself,
and from that moment success was certain.

By this time the fourth note sent by Havelock urging him to
come on reached Fi-anks, and that gallant officer at once pushed

forward with every available man to aid the ad-

afdve.'^^^
vanced parties. His arrival shortly after with his

supports, accompanied by the Chief Engineer, made
the position of the attacking party completely solid. The only
question now to be solved was, whether the advantages already
so wonderfully achieved should or should not be turned to
immediate account by the storming of the Kaisarbagh.

Chini, Anglice, " Chinese.'
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Every consideration seemed to urge the attempt. Although
that morning it had been intended to storm only the Imambarah,
events had moved so quickly, the assailants had ^i n .kdiT 1 TT. -1

bball the
ispiayed so much energy and daring, the enemy advantage be

had been so mastered by panic, that it seemed
p^'"^"^*^^

advisable to push on whilst the stormers were still eager, the
rebels still dejected.

Accordingly, after a brief consultation, Franks and Napier
resolved to push on. Eeinforcements were sent for from the
rear, and an order was despatched to the troops at the Sikandar-
bagh and the Shah Najaf on the right to push forward. The
reinforcements soon came up, and whilst the troops xheKaisar-
on the right advanced and occupied, with but little biigh is

resistance, the Moti Mahall, the Chatar Manzil, and
''*'™''^-

the Tara Kothi, Franks sent his men through the court of

Saadat All's mosque into the Kaisarbagh itself. The Kaisarbagh
is a rectangular enclosure, made up of a series of courts and
gardens, interspersed with marble summer-houses. These were
still full of Sipahis, who, from the roofs and from the summits
of the houses in the adjoining enclosure, poured a heavy
musketry fire on the invaders. But, the British once within
the garden, the game for which the rebels were struggling was
lost, and, in a comparatively short space, those of them who
had failed to escape lay dead or in death's agony.
Then began a scene of plunder, of which it is difficult to give

an adequate description. The glawing words of an
^j^^ plunder-

eye-witness, then in the zenith of a literary fame ina; which

which 8till lives, mellowed by time and increased by ° °^^ *

experience, brings it, however, as vividly before the reader as

words can bring a scene so rare and so terrible. " The scene of

plunder," wrote Dr. Eussell, "was indescribable. The soldiers

had broken up several of the store-rooms, and pitched the

contents into the court, which was lumbered with cases, with
embroidered cloths, gold and silver brocade, silver vessels, arms,

banners, drums, shawls, scarfs, musical instruments, mirrors,

pictures, books, accounts, medicine bottles, gorgeous standards,

shields, spears, and a heap of things which would make this

sheet of paper like a catalogue of a broker's sale. Through
these moved the men, wild with excitement, 'drunk with

plunder.' I had often heard the phrase, but never saw the

thing itself before. They smashed to pieces the fowling-pieces

and pistols to get at the gold mountings, and the stones set in

T 2
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the stocks. They burned in a fire, which they made in the

centre of the court, brocades and embroidered shawls for the

sake of the gold and silver. China, glass, and jade they dashed

to pieces in sheer wantonness
;
pictures they ripped up, or tossed

on the flames ; furniture shared the same fate. . . . Oh the toil

of that day ! Never had I felt such exhaustion. It was horrid

enough to have to stimible through endless courts which were
like vapour baths, amid dead bodies, through sights worthy of

the Infeino, by blazing walls which might be pregnant with
mines, over breaches, in and out of smouldering embrasures,

across frail ladders, suffocated by deadly smells of rotting

corpses, of rotten ghee, or vile native scents : but the seething

crowd of camp-followers into which we emerged in Hazratganj

was something worse. As ravenous, and almost as foul as

vultures, they were packed in a dense mass in the street, afraid

or unable to go into the palaces, and, like the birds they re-

sembled, waiting till the fight was done to prey on their

plunder."*

The day's work was over. A work great, unexpected, and,

in every sense of the word, magnificent. The line which in

the morning had stretched from the Shah Kajaf to

df^s^work^
Hazratganj now ran from the Chatar Manzil to the
Eesidenc}^ side of the Kaisarbagh. Two strong

defensive lines of works, garrisoned by thirty to forty thousand
men, had been turned, and the great citadel on which the
second of those two lines rested had itself been stormed !

It was, I repeat, a great, even a magnificent work, but it

might, and ought to, have been greater. Its greatness and
magnificence were due mainly to the Sikhs and the 10th Foot,
to the gallant leading of Havelock and Brasyer, the confident
daring of Franks, and the skill of Napier—its want of complete-
ness must be attributed solely to the Commander-in-Chief.
How this was so I shall explain in a few words.

In a previous page I have narrated how, on the 13th, 14th,

Outram
^^^ 15th, Outram continued to occupy his positions

proposes to ou the left bank of the Giimti commanding the

iroJ\ridg^^
direct approaches to the iron bridge, but restricted
from further movement in that direction by the

orders of the Commander-in-Chief. The iron bridge led across
the river to a point not far from the Residency. Now, when,

* 31y Diary in India.—W. H. Kussell.
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on tlie 14tli, the stormers under Franks attacked tlie Imambarah,
and, pushing onwards, dashed against the Kaisarbagh, the
enormous effect which would have been produced by the crossing

of the T^ivev and the penetrating into the very heart of the enemy
by Outram's division, may be imagined. Outram wished to

carry out such an operation, and applied to the Commander-in-
Chief for permission to do so. In reply he was informed by
the Chief of the Staff that he might cross by the iron bridge,

but " that he was not to do so if he thought he would lose a
single man.'' A more extraordinary proviso never unsatisfac-

accompanied a permission to advance granted to a tory reply of

general in the presence of the enemy. It was tanta- mandeMu-

mount to an absolute prohibition. Outram had ^'^^^^•

that afternoon reconnoitred the enemy's position across the

river. His plans were laid, his troops were ready to attack,

but he saw that there was at least one gun on the bridge
;

that the bridge itself was commanded by a large mosque and
by houses which had been loop-holed; and that the rebels,

in anticipation of a forward movement on his part, had laid

their batteries in such a manner as to render it difficult and
dangerous. Not only, then, would he have lost one man, but

probably very many. On the other hand, the passage of

the Gumti by Outram that afternoon would have been fatal

to the enemy, for it would have in a great measure cut off

their retreat. Their slain would have been counted by thou-

sands, and, in all probability, the province of Oudh would have

immediately succumbed. The rebels who escaped on the 14th

were the rebels who fell back on the forts and strong places of

the province, there to renew the resistance which had broken

down in the capital. Had they been cut off, that resistance

would not have been possible !

That they were not attacked in their retreat was due solely

to Sir Colin's order to Outram not to advance

if the advance would cost him the life of one single onThe c!.m-

man. Why the hands of a gallant soldier like
glfijf^,^'";^°]y

Outram were thus tied is a question which has

never been answered. True it is that Sir Colin had only con-

templated on the 14th an attack on the Imambarah. The
Kaisarbagh, in his programme, was reserved for the day follow-

ing. But he had sufficient experience of war to be aware that

the unexpected is always possible, and, knowing that, he com-

mitted a grave error when he restricted the action of a
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lieutenant, and such a lieutenant, occupying a position which,

under certain circumstances, could be made fatal to the enemy. In

the camp the order was attributed to the counsels of Mansfield

;

but the responsibility rested, and still rests, with Sir Colin.

To return. The 14th, as we have seen, had been a day devoted

entirely to work, and to little but work. It was necessary

to take early measures to consolidate the progress which had
then been made. To this end the 15th was devoted

on theSght —^^ *-^® right bank of the Gumti. Under the orders

bank of the of the Commander-in-Chief powder was removed,
river.

mines were destroyed, and mortars were fixed for

the further bombardment of the positions still held by the

rebels on the line of advance, up the right bank of the river,

and in the heart of the city.

On the left bank it was diffeient. Here two movements

15th
^6^'^ ordered, both of which would have been more

on the left clfective if directed the previous day. Sir Colin,
^^^* sensible now that the door of retreat had been left

too open to the enemy, despatched Hope Grant, with eleven

Hope Grant hundred cavalry and twelve horse artillery guns, to
and Campbell pursuc them along the Sitapur road. Brigadier

piu-suethe Campbell was likewise directed to move with his
rebels, infantry brigade, some guns, and fifteen hundred

cavalry from the Alambagh on the Sandila road. Neither

of these operations came to anything. The rebels had
taken neither the Sandila nor the Sitapur road, and the only

effect of the two movements, combined with a
who, how- ^-[^{j.^ Q^ ij^Q 15 th, to which I am about to refer,
over, escape. ' .,'

was to leave open to them the road to ± aizabad, by
which more than twenty thousand of them eventually escaped.

The third movement was made by Ontram. That general

March 16. was directed ou the 16th to cross the Giimti, near
Outram the Sikandarbagh, with Douglas's brigade, the 5th

crosTthe (23rd, 29th Highlanders, 1st Fusiliers), and join the
Giimti. Commander-in-Chief at the Kaisarbagh, leaving

Walpole's brigade still in its position on the left bank watching
the iron and stone bridges.

Outram crossed the Giimti by a bridge of casks, far removed

Hecros e
^^*^^ ^^® ^1'® of the enemy, near the Sikandarbagh,

near the and, joined by the 20th Eegiment and Brasyer's

bS*^^^'
Si^lis, marched towards the Kaisarbagh by a road
made the previous day by the sappers. On the way
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Sir Colin rode out to the force and gave his final instructions to
Outram. These were to push on through the Residency, take
the iron bridge in reverse, and then, advancing a
mile further, to storm the Machchi Bhawan and on the

the great Imambarah. Residency.

Outram pushed on at once, passed through the Kaisarbagh,
and then moved straight on the Residency. As his
little force neared the venerated and battered between the

defences of that monument of British valour, the ^"^ii^dian^
23rd leading, it was assailed by a fire of musketry defence of the

from the line of posts which Aitken and Anderson,
^^^^<^^''°^-

Sanders and Boileau, Graydon and Gould Weston, and many
noble men had defended so long and so bravely. But now the
positions were inverted. Then the assailants were Asiatics,
the defenders mostly Englishmen. Now Asiatics defended,
Englishmen assailed. The difference showed itself in a re-

markable manner. For, whereas, in the former case the
Englishmen defended themselves, unassisted, for eighty-four
days, in the latter the Asiatics were disposed of in less than
half an hour. One charge of Outram's division, and the
enemy fled, panic-stricken and panting, from the classic

ground.
The 23rd pursued the fleeing rebels, followed by Brasyer's

Sikhs and the 1st Fusiliers. Two companies of the outram
23rd under Lieutenant-Colonel Bell, guided* by pushing

Gould Weston, pressed rapidly forward, and, taking fo'^^^^rJ,

the enemy's defences in reverse, captured the gun of which I

have spoken as commanding the passage across the iron bridge.

The force then pushed on, taking in reverse the batteries

between the two bridges. Meanwhile Major Cotter crowned
the Residency height with a field battery of Madras Artillery,

and, opening a heavy fire on the Machchi Bhawan, maintained it

till he was relieved by two 65 cwt. 8-inch hollow- captures the

shot or shell guns of the Naval Brigade. After these

had played with effect for some time on the devoted MachchT

place, the 1st Fusiliers and Brasyer's Sikhs were sent ^J^awan.

forward to finish the work. This they did without difficulty, and
the Machchi Bhawan and great Imambarah fell into their hands,
the enemy abandoning seven guns. In this advance Captain

* Outram's despatch.—This was a duty often assigned to Captain Weston,
one for which his knowledge of the localities peculiarly fitted him.

reat Imam-
barah and the
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Salusbury ofthe 1st Fusiliers and Lieutenant MacGregor,* doing

duty with that regiment, greatly distinguished themselves.

Whilst these operations were successfully progressing on

The retreat- the right bank of the Giimti, a number of the
ing rebels enemy, driven from the Eesidency and other places,

pofe%utare poured over the stone bridge, and, the better
repulsed. -j-q covor their design of retreating on Faizabad,

made a strong attack on Walpole's pickets. The attack was
repulsed, but the rebels made good their retreat,

A more serious counterblow had been attempted in another

quarter.

The garrison of the Alambagh had been reduced by the

number of troops withdrawn by Sir Colin to less

^Sn of tl^an a thousand men of all arms. These were made
theAiam- up of about four hundred infantry, the Military
^° '

Train, a small detachment of the 7th Hussars, and
some artillery. The post was commanded by Brigadier

Franklyn.
At 9 o'clock on the morning of the 16th the rebels came down

in considerable masses of the three arms, Whilst their infantry

menaced the front of the British position their

attack u^^
cavalry and artillery endeavoured to force back the
left flank, and to get round it, with the view of

giving their infantry the opportunity they were awaiting.

To meet this movement FrankljTi ordered four guns and

They are met
*^® Military Train and cavalry, under Eobertson,

' to the village in the rear of his position, whilst to

Olpherts and the four guns which remained to him he entrusted
the defence of his left.

These arrangements were made just in time. The rebels had

and repulsed "been coming on boldly, but no sooner did Olpherts

^d^eir*^'
sweep the plain with his guns than their cavaky

by Eobertson first halted, and then began to retire. A few of
and Olpherts, them did indeed make a sudden dash at the left

front picket, and even entered the village in which it was;
but eventually these, too, followed the example of their
comrades.

Meanwhile the main body of the infantry attacked the front,
thi-OT\ing out skirmish ers, and advancing'' beyond the British

* The late General Sir Charles MacGregor, K.C.B., C.S.I., C.I.E.. one of
the ablest, most prescient, and energetic men of whom the Indian Army could
boast, I do not think there ever lived his superior.
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rifle-pits. But Vincent Eyre, who commanded the whole of
the artillery, aiTanged his guns in such a manner
as to rake their whole line from left to light, whilst jj^ *^?

*^^°*'"'''

the infantry brigade, commanded by Brigadier Eyre."^^°'

Stisted, waited for them to come on.

The fire of the guns first checked the rebels and then drove
them back ; but the fact that the attack began at 9 o'clock and
ceased only at half-past one will give some idea of its deter-
mined nature.

Two days previously, the 14th, the Commander-in-Chief had
requested Jang Bahadur and the Nipalese to move to j^^g B&udur
his left, up the canal, and take in reverse the positions covers the

which, for three months, the rebels had occupied in SSS?'^"
front of the Alambagh, the garrison of which was left.

now reduced to two regiments. Jang Bahadur carried out the
instructions conveyed to him with ability and success. One
after another the enemy's positions, from the Char-bagh brido-e

up to the Residency, with their guns, fell into his hands. This
operation, which effectually covered, as it was carried out, the
Commander-in-Chief's left, occupied several days. The losses
the Nipal chief experienced were inconsiderable.*

The 17th, Outram, pursuing his onward course, occupied,
without resistance, in the morning, the Huseni outram
Mosque and the Daulat Khana.f In the afternoon continues

he moved, with a brigade (Middleton's field battery, movements

two 8-inch howitzers, one company native sappers, ^^ the nth.

wing 20th Foot, wing 23rd Foot, wing 79th Highlanders
Brasyer's Sikhs), to occupy a block of buildings known as

* Jang Bahadur's successful advance was memorable for the recovery from
captivity of two English ladies—Miss Jackson and Mrs. Orr. In the third
volume of this history (note, p. 252-6) I have given a sketch of the adventures
of the Sftapur fugitives, and have told how it was that on the 17th March
only two of these, Mrs. Orr and Miss Jackson, survived. Ou the 20th
March two British officers attached to the Nipal troops, Captain McNeill
and Lieutenant Bogle, when exploring some deserted streets near the
Kaisarbagh, were informed by a friendly native of the place in which tlie

two ladies were confined. They at once procured the aid of a party of
fifty Nipalese, and after walking through narrow streets—about half a mile
—they reached a house occupied by one Wajid All, an officer of the old
Court. In a room within the house they found the two ladies, dressed in
Oriental costume. They at once procured a palanquin, and notwithstanding
the opposition threatened hj a body of ruffians, who would have prevented
the rescue, they conveyed the ladies in safety to the camp of Jang Bahddur.

t One of the royal palaces. Literally, " the house of happiness."
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Sharif-ud-Daula's house. Tlie enemy made no resistance, but

hastily evacuated the place. The success, however, was marred

by a deplorable accident. In the courtyard in rear of the

Jammi Masjid, impeding the progress of the troops, nine carts,

laden with gunpowder packed in tin cases and leather bags,

were found. Outram directed Captain Clarke and Lieutenant

Brownluw of the Engineers to remove the carts, and to dispose

of the powder by throwing it into a large and deep well. If

An ex lonon
"^^^'^ Order had becu carefully carried out, no accident

causes loss could possibly havc occurred. But it is supposed
of life.

^Yx^^ in the course of the operation a tin case struck

the side of the well near the surface and ignited. The fire

communicated itself to the powder in the carts, and caused an

explosion, which resulted in the death of the two officers and
about thirty men. Others were also injured, more or less

seriously.

On the 18th, Outram's advanced post (a picket of the 20th

Further ro-
"^^^l®^ Lieutenant Gordon) cleared the houses and

giess on the streets in front of it, though not without meeting a
^^*^' sharp opposition from the enemy. In carrjang out

this operation the men captured a very fine brass 9-pounder
gun, loaded to the muzzle with grape, and pointed down the

street which they had to clear. The demoralised state of the

enemy was made clear by the fact that they abandoned it on
the advance of the British without waiting to discharge it.

It had become known during these last two days, to the

Sir Colin
Commander-in-Chief, that the rebels had occupied,

learns that a to the number of from eight to nine thousand, the

of?ebeS'arr Musa-bagli, a large palace wdth gardens and en-
sjiii in tbe closures, Standing in the midst of an open country

filled with trees, about four miles to the north-west
of Lakhnao, near the right bank of the Giimti. These rebels

were believed to be animated by the presence of the Begam and
her son, and of the more desperate leaders of the revolt. Sir

Colin Campbell was resolved, now that all the strong points in

the city itself were in his hands, to expel them from this last

stronghold.

On the morning of the 19th, therefore, Outram, under in-

March 19
structious from Sir Colin, marched against the Miisa-

Outram bagh. His force consisted of two squadrons of the
J'^J^ches on 9th Lancers ; one company Eoj^al Artillery ; one
Ugh. ' company native sappers ; Middleton's field battery

;
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two IS-pounders, two 8-incli howitzers, four 8-inch mortars,

under Captain Carleton, E.A. ; three companies 20th Eegiment;
seven companies 23rd Eegiment; 79th Highlanders and 2nd
Panjcib Infantry. Whilst this force marched against the place

from the advanced positions in the city, Sir Hope Grant, still

on the left bank of the Gumti, was directed to cannonade it,

and, on the enemy being dislodged, to fall upon those of the
garrison who should attempt to cross the river; at the same
time Brigadier Campbell of the Bays was ordered to take up,

with a brigade of infantry, fifteen hundred cavalry, and a due
proportion of guns, a position on the left front of the Musa-
bagh, ready to pounce upon the rebels when Outram should
expel them from their stronghold. The Nipalese troops were
likewise directed to enter the city, from the Charbagh line of

road, towards the rear of the Hiiseni Mosque. This time it

was hoped and believed there would be no fugitives ; but again
expectation was baulked.

Between Outram's advanced posts and the Musa-bagh there

stood, near the Gao Ghat, on the Giimti, a house captures Aii

belonging to the last prime minister of Oudh, the Naki Khan's

Nawab All Naki Khan, at the time a prisoner in andThe

Calcutta. A company of the 79th, led by Lieutenant Miisii-bagh.

Evereth, attacked and drove the rebels from this place. Outram's
further advance was delayed nearly two hours by the necessity

of breaking through a thick wall. When at last this obstacle

was removed, the troops pushed on through the suburbs to the
Miisa-bagh. Here the enemy appeared in great strength, but
on Outram threatening their flanks, at the same time that his

guns opened fire on their front, they hastily abandoned the
place, leaving behind them two guns, which had been posted to

protect the approaches to it.

They fled by the line which Campbell should have com-
manded. But where was Campbell? " With his large force of

cavalry and artillery," writes Sir Hope Grant, " there was a
splendid opportunity for cutting off the large masses of fugitive

rebels, yet nearly all were allowed to escape." The gallantry

of Colonel Hagart, of Slade, Bankes, and Wilkin, all of the 7th
Hussars, splendid as it was, was far from atoning for the
mistakes of his chief. I proceed to show the manner in which
it was displayed.

Close to the position taken up by Campbell was a village

with a small mud fort, of which the enemy had taken possession.
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To dislodge them Campbell sent a troop of the 7th Hussars,

some of Hodson's Horse, a few of the 78th, and two of Tomhs'

guns, the whole under the command of Colonel James Hagart

Gallant of
^^ ^^^ ^*^ Hussars. A couplo of shells had been

Colonel'^
°

fired into the fort, when the rebels, to the number
Hagart.

^£ fifty, rushed out and made a dash at the guns.

Hagart ordered the 7th to charge ; but, before they could get

well in motion, Slade, who commanded the charging party, was
severely wounded, and Bankes and his charger were cut down.

Wilkin charged to his side, but, as he warded ofi" the blow
directed at his wounded comrade, his horse reared. This caused

him to miss his aim, and he received at the same moment a

severe wound on the foot. Wheeling again to the rescue, he

cut down the rebel who was on the point of killing Bankes.

The loss of their officers had somewhat disconcerted the men
;

but Wilkin, severely wounded as he was, eJQfectually rallied

them, and, joined hj Hagart, who came up opportunely,

once again charged the rebels, and cut down nearly all who
remained. These two officers particularly distinguished them-
selves.*

This was almost the solitary achievement of Campbell's fine

brigade. No attempt whatever was made by him
wnuam*'° to cut off the fleeing enemy. His conduct was
CampbeU's officially attributed to his having lost his way.

" But," records an officer who wrote of these occur-

rences the year following that in which they took place, " his

error appears to have partaken of ^vilfulness. He moved his

force in utter disregard of the statement of his guides, in

opposition to the protestations and explanations of all to whose

* Hope Grant's Incidents of the Sepoy War. Sir Hope Grant further adds
regarding Hagart's daring exploit :

" Everything about him bore traces of his

gallant struggle. His saddle and his horse were slashed about both in front

and behind, his martingale was divided, his sword-hilt dented in, the pocket-
handkerchief severed as clearly as with a razor, and a piece of the skin of his

right hand cutaway."—Sir Hope Grant recommended Hagart for the Victoria
Cross. Wilkin, now Major "NVilkin, was also t^iee recommended for the
Victoria Cross for his gallant conduct. Hagart received neither reward nor
recognition, but Wilkin eventually got a brevet majority. The reason why the
recommendation in the case of Hagart was not attended to is, to say the least,

curious. " Sir Colin Campbell," writes Sir Hope, " did not, however, forward
the recommendation, as he considered the reward an inappropriate one for an
officer of so high a rank as Hagart.'* The italics are my own. Bankes died
of his wounds.
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information and advice lie was "bound to listen."* Consequently
the greater number of the rebels escaped.

Not, however, all. Outram, keenly alive to the necessity of
following up a victory, no sooner noticed that the
rebels were abandoning the Mtisa-bagh, than he pureuit1)y

detached in pursuit two squadrons of the 9th t^iegth

Lancers, which he had, in anticipation, posted near
the enemy's left flank. For four miles the men of this splendid
regiment, despite of the obstacles offered by nullahs almost
impassable and ravines difficult for horsemen, pursued the
enemy, nor did they desist till they had captured six guns, and
killed about a hundred of the foe.

Nor were the 9th Lancers alone in the chase. The field

artillery and infantry followed them in support as

rapidly as possible, and captured the remaining four Xnm^r^
guns of the twelve possessed by the rebels that

morning.
After this decided success Outram left the 2nd Panjab In-

fantry in occupation of the Musa-bagh, and returned to his

positions of the previous day.

The following day copies ofLord Canning's Oudh proclamation
were received in camp. That proclamation professed ,, , „„
J. i:: 4. J.1 1,1 • X • -lj. • xi -1 March 20.

to contiscate the whole proprietary right m the soil L^rd Can-

of Oudh, save in the case of six comparatively in- king's Pro-

ferior chiefs. To rebel landowners who should at
^^"^^*'''°-

once surrender to the Government immunity from death and
imprisonment was promised, provided only that they could show
they were guiltless of unprovoked bloodshed. To those who
had protected British lives special consideration was promised.

Of the proclamation itself I shall speak in another place. I

will only refer here to the effect it produced in the camp. It

arrived just when the city of Lakhnao had been
gained, but when Oudh was still in insurrection, ^t?ecamp.^°
and when the rebel army, which had vainly defended
the city, had cast itselfon the districts, there to offer a fresh resist-

* Calcutta Beview, March 1859, Art. '*The Campaign of 1857-8.*' The
writer continues :

" But whatever may have been the cause of his erratic

proceedings, whether they were accidental or whether they were worthy of
blame, we believe that the mischief which resulted from them was incal-

culable ; that to them is attributable such organization as the enemy were
enabled to maintain, and the perseverance and pertinacity with which they
still carried on a guerilla warfare with the British."
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ance. Every leading man wlio had taken a part in the cam-

paign was struck with the impolicy, at such a moment, of dis-

inheriting a whole people, that people being still armed and in

the field. " I have not," wrote Dr. Russell,* who was attached

to the headquarter staff, " heard one voice raised in its defence
;

and even those who are habitually silent now open their

mouths to condemn the policy which must perpetuate the

A qualifying rebellion in Oudh." Owing to the urgent remon-
ciause added straucc of Sir Jamcs Outram, authority was given

suegestionof to insert in the proclamation a qualifying clause,
Outram.

^^j virtue of which a further indulgence was held

out to those who would throw themselves on British mere}", a

claim to which would be strengthened by aid which might be

given in the restoring of peace and order. But the other clauses

remained.
Something remained to be effected even in the city itself.

TheMaulavi—the most obstinate of the rebel leaders

ThTcity 13 —^^^ returned to Lakhnao ; he was still there, at
cleared 'of Shadatgauj, in its very heart, occupying, with two

guns, a strongly fortified building, whence he bade
defiance to the British. To dislodge him, Lugard was detached,

on the 21st, with a portion of the division which had conquered
the Begam Kothi, the first day of the attack. The troops em-

by the 93rd
plojed Were the 93rd Highlanders and the 4th

and 4th Pan- Paujab Eiflcs. Seldom did the rebels display so
jab ti es.

jjiuch pertinacity and resolution as on this occasion.

They defended themselves most bravely, and were not driven

out until they had killed several men and severely wounded
many others on our side. When at last they were dislodged,

they were met by Brigadier Campbell's brigade of cavalry, this

time on the spot, and were pursued, with considerable loss, for

six miles. The Maulavi, however, effected his escape.

The following night, that of the 22nd, Hope Grant was ordered

March 22. out at midnight with a strong force (two troops
Hope^Grant horse artillery, two 18-pounders, two howitzers, four

rebels at Cohom mortars, nine hundred cavalry, and four
Kursi. regiments of infantry) to attack the enemy, reported

to be four thousand strong, at Kursi, a small town twenty-five
miles from Lakhnao, on the Faizabad road. The mistake of a
guide delayed the march, but at 4 a.m. on the 23rd Kursi was

* My Diary in India, by William Howard Kussell.
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sighted. The enemy did not await an assault, but, on the
appearance of the British troops, began to evacuate the town.
Upon this Hope Grant sent his cavalry at them. Two squadrons
of the Panjab Cavalry under Captain Browne,* and a party of
Watson's Horse led by Captain Cosserat, dashed at them.
" Captain Browne, who commanded," wrote Sir Hope Grant, in
his diary, " seeing some guns moving off, charged the rebels in
the most magnificent style. Five times he rode clean through
them, killing about two hundred, and taking thirteen guns and
a mortar. His unfortunate adjutant. Lieutenant Macdonald,
was shot dead in the act of cutting down a Sipahi. Captain
Cosserat was shot through the face, and died shortly after."

The enemy having been pursued for some time, Hope Grant
returned to Lakhnao.
With this action the operations in Lakhnao and in its

immediate vicinity ended. The city was captured.
Remarks

It had been gained at a loss—from the 2nd to the on tie

21st March inclusive—of a hundred and twenty- ^^'^^''^''

seven officers and men killed, and five hundred and ninety-five
wounded. Notwithstanding two errors which I have indicated
—the one attributable to the Commander-in-Chief himself, the
other, in the first instance, to one of his brigadiers—it is

impossible to withhold admiration of the skill with which the
operations were planned, of the courage with which they were
carried out. The plans of the rebels, based on the conjecture
til at the British force would advance by the lines of the previous
November, were entirely baffled by the masterly movement
across the river. That movement, which placed an enemy on
their flank, raking their defences, completely cowed them. it

took all the heart out of them. Enfiladed from the opposite
bank of the river, they could not offer a stern or determined
resistance to the foe advancing on their front. The weakness of
their defence of the Imambarah and the Kaisarbagh was due in

a very great degree to the moral depression which the position
occupied by Outram had caused in their minds.

But if, as has been well asserted,f the strategy of Sir Colin
Campbell in his attack on Lakhnao " must ever be claims of

the subject of admiration on the part of the military f
i' ^^"^ *° *

student of this campaign," it is fit that history highest ranV
shouLl mark the blunder which prevented it from ^^ ^ general.

* Now Major-General Sir Sam Browne, V.C., K.O.B. f Medley.
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being decisive. Outram was a lieutenant to be trusted. He
was cool and daring in action, alwaj^s kept his troops well

in hand, and carefully guarded his communications. No living

man had a greater or more profound knowledge of the native

character. If any man, in the circumstances in which he
was placed, might have been trusted to act on his own

iudo-ment, that man was Outram. Yet when, at a

Avhich are critical period of the advance, Outram, firmly seated

againsThis °^ ^^^ ^^^* bank, proposcd to co-operate with the
claim to the Commander-in-Chief in a manner which would have
big est rank,

j-gj^^^gj^gj^^ ^|^g yictory of the latter absolutely decisive,

the proposal was refused in language totally unworthy of Sir

Colin Campbell. He was forbidden to cross "if he thought he
would lose a single man.'' The reasons for this jDrohibition have
never been published. Dr. Eussell, who was very much in the

confidence both of Sir Colin and of Outram, w^hilst admitting
the " blot " caused by Outram's compulsory inaction, does not
explain the motive b}- which Sir Colin was actuated to make it

compulsory.* Whether, as some assert, it was prompted by
Mansfield, or whether it was the emanation of his own mind,

bibi
^^^' Colin, as the issuer of the order, was responsible

lion to Out- for it, and he alone must bear the blame. That

tbraSmi?^ order derogates from his claim to be placed in the

rank of the greatest commanders. He must be
classed as a great general of the second rank, a general who
could skilfully plan, carefully carry out that plan, who could
achieve a victory, but who could not render it absolutely
decisive.

The second failure to pursue the beaten enemy is due like-

Tbe appoint-
'^ise, though in a lesser degree, to Sir Colin

mentof Campbell. For the delicate operation he w^as

CampiSiand l^o^ud to sclect an officer specially qualified, and, if

^Y,
approval not acquainted with the country, yet ready to listen

of bis failure. , .-i ^ . -, r^ . i • n . -t

to tne experienced oiiicers at his elbow or to under-
stand the language of the guides. He appointed, on the con-
trary, an officer new to the country, who would listen to nobody,

* "The relations between Sir Colin and General Outram, though not
unfriendly, are a little stiif, on account of past events, and Outram is not the
nmn to act in opposition to the commands of his superior oflScer. Had Sir
Culin not bound Outram's hands so tiglitl}', the advance would have taken
place, and a tremendous slaughter of the enemy must have followed."

—

My
Diary in India.—W. H. Ruhsell.
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who could not tincleistand the guides, and who, consequently,
let slip a golden opportunity. Yet this action, which allowed
thousands of rebels to escape, was justified by Sir Colin
Campbell.

*' Brigadier Campbell, in commaud of the cavalry on the
left," he writes, in his despatch, " performed his detached duty
with much vigilance and judgment. His march round the city
on the 19th inst., which was a running fight for the greater part
of the day, was a very difficult one." What it really was has
been recorded in these pages.

These errors, however, stood alone, and the capture of
Lakhnao in March 1858 will remain to all time a splendid
achievement of skill and daring.

VOL. IV.
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BOOK XII.—PEOGEESS OF EVENTS IN EASTEEN BENGAL,
ORlSl, BIHAE, OUDH, EOHILKHAND, AND RAJPtJTANl.

CHAPTEE L

EASTERN BENGAL, EASTERN BIHAR, ORISA, AND THE SOUTH WESTERN
FRONTIER.

It will be conducive to the clearness of the narrative if, before

recording the events in the North-west Provinces which,

immediately followed the capture of Lakhnao, I return for a
moment to Calcutta, record the progress made towards the

restoration of order in eastern Bengal and the
Bihars, and progress thence towards Allahabad by

way of Azamgarh and the adjacent districts. Then I propose
to trace the action of Carthew in guarding the important line

between Allahabad and Kanhpiir. Keturning north-westward,
I shall record the action of Seaton in the vicinity of Fathgarh,
of Walpole in Oudh, of Lugard, Eowcroft, and Douglas in the
Azamgarh, Ghazipiir, and Shahabad districts and in Bihar, of
Jones and Coke in Eohilkhand, and of Sir Colin Campbell in
Bareli. The book will close with an account in detail of the
progress of events in Eajputana.
When Sir Colin Campbell, on the 27th November, had left

Calcutta for Kanhpur, he carried with him the

CaStl^^^ power of the country. For the moment the civil

ceaseri, after authority, thougli nominally existing, was in

Ssifcoun"'' abeyance. The fate of India was in the hands, not
to exercise an of Lord Canning, but of Sir Colin Campbell ; and
fi^flSeSe on^ although, as I have noted on one imjDortant occasion,
the cam- the Opinions of the Governor-General in Council
F'gn

exercised a potential influence on the general plan
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of campaign of tlie Commander-in-Cliief, yet to the hands of
the latter functionary its execution was committed. From the
moment, then, when Sir Colin Campbell left Calcutta to direct
the military measures for which he had been preparing, he
became the chief centre of interest ; and the capital, giving
habitation though it did for a time to the Governor-General
and his Council, was proportionately shorn of its importance.
Thenceforward Calcutta deserves notice as the port for the re-

ception of the troops, and the depot of stores and supplies from
England ; the terminus whence the new arrivals started for
the seat of war, and the invalids and wounded for Europe.
The continuous attacks made upon the rebels satisfied the
longings even of those who had been the severest critics of
ilie tardy, the hesitating, and the half-hearted action of Lord
Canning and his councillors ; while the social tranquillity of

the capital, no longer in real danger, was but once disturbed,
and then by a panic which had for its foundation a want of
confidence in the firmness of the Government.

In the third week of January, 1858, Lord Canning quitted
Calcutta and proceeded to Allahabad. A few days
after his arrival at that place (9th February), he

^roc^geds^f^^
abolished the temporary office of Chief Commissioner AUatuiMd!

of Agra, till then held by Colonel Fraser, C.B., and
drew the whole of the north-west divisions, that of Dehli ex-
cepted, within one lieutenant-governorship. A few
days later, Mr. J. P. Grant, who at a tryina; and ctanpein

critical period had governed with marked ability tratiuu.

the Central Provinces, returned to Calcutta to take

up the office of President of the Council, the Governor-General
assuming the charge which Mr. Grant thus vacated.

It was after the return of Mr. Grant to Calcutta that the
panic of which I have spoken occurred. Nothing
happened, indeed, which ought to have alarmed

grd^MarcMn
men's minds, but in times of excitement the slightest Calcutta,

causes often produce the most startling effects. The
case was simply as follows. On the 3rd March, a telegraphic

message from Barrackpiir was received in Calcutta to the

effect that the Sipahis of two native regiments stationed there

were deserting in bodies of ten and twelve, and making their

way to the capital. People did not stay to reflect that the

Sipahis had been disarmed ; that in addition to regular troops

there was a fine volunteer regiment—horse, foot, and artillery

—

u 2
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in the city. The information conveyed by the telegram was-

circulated in exaggerating terms; and the inhabitants of the

suburbs, consisting mainl}^ of Eurasians, became much alarmed.

Pickets of the volunteer guards were promptly posted at the

points supposed to be threatened ; the streets were patrolled by
the volunteer cavalry ; the artillerymen took post at

it^p^es
their guns. But no enemj^ appeared. Some Sipahis

had indeed deserted, but with no intention of

attacking Calcutta. The panic passed away more quickly even

than it had been produced.*

In eastern Bengal there had been some cause for anxiety.

On the 18th Kovember, the detachments of the 34th

BengoL Eegimcut Native Infantry, stationed at Chitragaon,f

mutinied, plundered the treasury, released the

prisoners from the gaol, burnt down their own lines, fired the

magazine, and then left the station, carrying off

Mutiny of with them three elej^hants, the property of Govern-
the34that mcut, and the whole of the treasure they found in

itragaon.
^^^ collectoratc, with the exception of three hundred

and forty rupees in cash. These, as well as the stamps, the
Government securities and records, they left untouched. They
attacked none of the Europeans, and the only man who suffered

at their hands was a native gaoler who protested against their

preceedings. Him they killed. They then made off in the

direction of Tiparah, but at Sitakund they left the high road,

* Sir Orfeur Cavenagh writes me, on the subject of this panic, as follows :

—

" On the 2nd of Marcli, about 6 p.m., I received a note from General Ramsay-
stating that he bad received information that arms had been collected in the
suburbs of Calcutta for the purpose of being distributed amongst the men of
the Reserve guard, on their march down to the fort, to enable them to make
an attack on the European residents. The general begged me to be on the
alert, and to cause a search to be made for the arms. Mr. Dorin was then
President of the Council, and I rode over to his house and showed him the
note. He requested me to instruct the civil authorities to make the requisite
search for the arms, and to quietly intimate to commanding officers, including
Tumbull, who commanded the volunteers, that it was possible that the
services of the troops might be retiuired, so that they might be ready to turn
out if necessary. No orders were given for any pickets to be posted, nor was
the garrison guard under arms. It was late before I retm-ned to tlie fort, as
I had to ride over to Alipur to see F., who was the magistrate by whom
orders for the search had to be made. Only a few muskets were discovered.
This was the real cause of the alarm to' which you refer. I was rather
surprised at hearing of the excitement that had taken place at Calcutta."

t Vide short description of places, page xv.
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and, making for Hill Tiparah, endeavoured to find their waj-
along the hills in a north-westerly direction, avoiding British
territory.

Four days later an attempt was made by Lieutenant Lewis,
Indian Navy, to disarm the detachments of the 73rd
Native Infantry, and Native Artillery, stationed at ^*^^" ^^'

Dhakah, numbering about three hundred and fifty disarm^th?

Sipahis. Lewis had at his disposal four officers and
a^ii^^ikT^^

eighty-live men, English sailor.-, and two mountain-
train howitzers. He was aided likewise by some thirty volun-
teers, including Messrs. Carnac, Bainliridge, and Macpherson,
of the Civil Service, and Lieutenants Dowell and Hitchins of
the Bengal Army.
Lewis disarmed, without resistance, the detached guards at the

public offices. But, when he marched to the lines, he
found the Sipahis drawn up close to their magazine, ^^

^^^'^

'

with two 6-pounders in their centre. Parties of them also occupied
strongbrick-built buildings in the vicinity, the walls ofwhich had
been carefully loop-holed. Lewis deployed his force, but before
the movement was completed the Sipahis opened upon him with
canister and musketry, Eeplying with one volley, Lewis then
charged with his infantry, whilst the two mountain guns
opened on the left rear of the enemy. The charge was most
successful. The rebels were driven, one by one,

from their strong positions. They had lost one of bSten^;

their guns, but to preserve their second they made
a last desperate stand. A young midshipman, named Arthur
Mayo, charged it, however, at the head of twenty men, and,
aided by a flank attack made at the same time, captured it.*

The Sipahis then broke and fled. Forty-one dead
bodies were counted on the ground, eight men were SS*'^^
brought in desperately wounded, three were drowned
or shot in the river. This success v/as not attained without

some loss. The list of killed and wounded contained one man
killed, five dangerously, eight severely, and four slightly

wounded, in all eighteen. The Sipahis who escaped

at once went off in a north-westerly direction, escape^^^*^'^

making, it was believed, for Jalpaiguri, the head-

quarters of the regiment. Prevented from reaching that place,

they found a temporary refuge in Bhutan.

* For this act Mr. Mayo received the Victoria Cross.
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The action of tlie local autliorities at Chitragaon was prompt

and effective. Wliilst arrangements were made at
Chitragaon.

^^^ station for the security of European life in case

the Sipahis should return to it, the Commissioner communicated

at once with the Eajah of Tiparah. This loyal feu-

The Riijab datory at once directed his retainers and subjects to

eiSsIs his check the progress of the mutineers, and, if possible,.

influence in ^q glose the passcs against them. The Commissioner

bS.''^*^^ called likewise upon the two principal zamindars

occupying the hill districts which it was thought the

mutineers would traverse, to summon their men to arms and

follow them up, and either to attack them or to shut them up
in the defiles which lay before them. The manner in which

this appeal was responded to, and the results it produced, will

be related immediately.

Nor was the action of the Government at Calcutta less-

satisfactory. Dealing with the cases of Dhakah
Nov. 26-27.

^^^1^ Chitragaon as intimately connected the one

SSfthe with the other, they despatched, on the 26th No-
Go^™i^eii* vember, by river from Calcutta, three companies of

the 54th Kegiment, and a hundred seamen; on the

27th, by the same route, another party of sailors. It was the

intention of the Government, that whilst the detachment of the

54th should proceed at first to Dhakah, and thence pursue the

Chitragaon rebels in the direction it would be ascertained they

had taken, the Indian Naval Brigade should move
northwards to Eangpur and Dinajpur to protect

the country towards which it was believed the mutineers

from both stations were making their way. Their arrival

at their destination on the 10th December contributed

greatly to the preservation of order in the neighbouring

districts,

^ The Chitragaon mutineers were, meanwhile, beginning to

experience the drawbacks to a march across the
TheChitrf bills, pursucd and threatened by enemies. On
neers™^^" leaving Sitakund, they had followed a northerly

course, and, crossing the ferry at Ramgarh ghat, had
pushed on towards Udaipiir, fiience towards Agartalah, the

residence of the Rajah of Tiparah. That chief, hearing of their

approach, despatched a considerable body of men,
tigverse the ^^-ho stopped them at Sankhula on the 2nd December,

ranges
^Qi^j^iiig ^Jiei^ westward, they entered British terri-
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tory at or near Mugra, and made their way towards Singar
hill—about one and a half day's journey north of
Komila, and on the direct route to Silhat. In their *°d suffer

progress they had been much harassed; they lost S^*^'^'
the three elephants, and about ten thousand rupees
of the treasure they had stolen; of the prisoners they had
released from the gaol, many were daily being captured ; they
found the mountain paths difficult, and though the hillmer
were ready enough, for payment, to cut a way for them, their

progress was necessarily slow. But worse things were in store
for them.

Harassed by the opposition of the Eajah of Tiparah, and of
the zamindars of whom I have spoken, the mutineers
resolved to make their way to Manipiir. On their ^^10?^^^
way to that place, they descended from the hills, station in

attacked and plundered, on the 15th December, a fory!^'^

*^"*'

police-station in British territory. This attack gave
to the British the information they had desired as to their

position. Mr. Allen, the chief civil officer at Silhat, had the
capacity to discern that the Euroj^ean troops would arrive too

late to intercejot the rebels. He took upon himself, then, the
responsibility of ordering the Silhat Light Infantry, com-
manded by Major the Hon. E. B. Byng, into the field. That
regiment left Silhat in pursuit of the rebels that

very day, the 15th, and reached Partabgarh, a dis- Li^ifin!*

tance of eighty miles, by a forced march, in thirty- fantryare

six hours. At Partabgarh, Byng received informa- suit of them.

tion from Mr. Dodd, who had accom]3anied the force

for the special purjDOse of guiding it, that the rebels had
changed their route, and would be at Latii, a jDlace which they
had passed through on the night of that day, the 17th, or very
early the next morning. Latu was twenty-eight miles from Par-

tabgarh ; the men had made a forced march of eighty

miles,but with one voice they expressed their willing- maShesr^'^

ness to return. The road led through jungles and
swamps, but, setting out, they marched back cheerily. Dodd,

who had ridden on in advance, met the column as it was
entering the village of Latii at dawn on the 18th, with the

information that the rebels were close at hand.

Before line could be formed, they were seen ad- they en-

vancing in good order. The hostile parties saw at L^tu.
^^

each other simultaneously, but, before they could
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come to "blo^s, the rebels made many efforts to seduce tlie men

of the Silhat Light Infantry—one-half of whom were Hindu -

stanis to make common cause with them. But their per-

suasions were answered by the cold steel of the bayonet. Not-

withstanding their long march, the loyal soldiers of the Silhat

regim.ent displayed a vigour and an energy which

kmed'^ carried all before them. In the early part of the

action their gallant leader, Major Byng, was killed.

This occurrence only roused them to greater fury. The post

he had held was filled by Lieutenant Sherer, an

cS'^aJd' officer of rare merit—a son of the gallant soldier

drives the whosc Splendid audacity at Jalpaiguri I have de-

thelmgii scribed in the preceding volume—and Sherer gave

the rebels no breathing-time. After a fierce struggle,

in wMch the rebels lost twenty-six men killed and a still larger

number wounded, he forced them to abandon the field, and to

seek shelter in the close and difficult jungles which lie between

Latu and Manipur.
Into these jungles it was impossible to follow them. All

that Sherer could do was to send detachments to
where they watch the issues from the jungle into Manipui'.

foSowed? Having seen to this, he returned to Silhat. The
party of the 54th Eegiment, which had been sent

on to Silhat and had even marched towards Latu, was ordered

back, first to Dhakah, and a few weeks later to Calcutta.

After their defeat by Sherer, the Chitragaon mutineers

marched north-eastwards, and entered the Manipur

^on^muti^ territory. There they were joined by one of the
neers Manipur princes, with a few followers. The hopes

ManipS they might have conceived from this accession of

strength were, however, of short duration. On the

12th January they were attacked by a party of the Silhat

corps, under Captain Stevens, and, after a fight which lasted

two hours, they were driven into the jungles, with the loss of

twenty men killed. Ten days later, the same
are attacked officer, having learnt where they were encamped,

by*cSSn succeeded in surprising them while their arms were
Stevens, piled, and putting them to flight, with the loss of

Turpriffs^ all their arms and accoutrements. On this occasion
them. they lost ten men killed. Eight days later another

detachment of them was attacked and completely
defeated, with the loss of thirteen men, by a small party
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•of the Silhat regiment, led by a native officer, Jamadar
Jagatbir. This was the finishing stroke. Since their depar-

ture from Chitragaon, the rebels had lost two
hundred and six men in battle. Those who vh^or^I'ie

survived were now blocked up in hilly country, the blocked up ia

passes leading out of which were closed, and there tain™*''^"'

the greater number perished miserably.

Thus, by the firm attitude and the fearlessness of respon-

sibility on the part of the civil authorities, especially

of Mr. Allen, and by the daring leading of a few
fii!'^ne,g and

European officers and the gallantry of their native promptitude,

followers, order was re-established in the important

districts to the east of Calcutta. All this time Colonel Sherer

was nobly maintaining his position at Jalpaiguri, dominating,

by the force of his character, the armed native regiment which
he commanded.

I pass on now to eastern Bihar, the division under the control

•of Mr. George Yule. Although the relief of Arah
by Vincent Eyre, in the month of Auo;ust 1857, and 1?,^*^™ ^

the subsequent storming by that gallant soldier oi George Yuie.

the stronghold of Kiinwar Singh, had, for the

moment, averted danger from eastern Bihar, the elements of

revolt still continued to smoulder in that province.
^^^ _^^

These elements were fostered by scarcity, caused by The normal

lon2:-prevailin2: drought, and the temper of the difficulties
o 1 . , • • •. P TIT -p J. 1 m that

peoj)le m the vicinity oi Munger was maniiested as province

the year began to wane by an increased and in-

oreasing number of highway robberies and other crimes.

Under these circumstances the outbreaks at Dhakah and
Chitragaon assumed a very threatening character.

The station of Jalpaiguri belonged to the division b?theoi?r*^

ruled by Mr. Yule. The headquarters and main br^eaks at^

body of the 73rd Native Infantry, commanded by chitrtgaon.

Sherer, were at that station. The Sipahis who had

mutinied and resisted so stoutly at Dhakah belonged to that

regiment. It seemed only probable, then, that they would make
their way to Jalpaiguri, and incite their comrades to revolt.

The Government had despatched a body of British sailors to

Piirnia, midway between Bhagalpur and Jalpaiguri,

and these men were due at that station at the end Z"';' ,7,^,^^^^«
- , • T • T J. J.

NVllLl LI oops

of November. But this precaution did not seem to to Purnia.

Mr. Yule to be sufficient. With the concurrence of
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the Government, then, he moved, on the 27th November, the

small detachment of the 5th Fusiliers, then at Hunger, to

Piirnia, accompanying them himself. He arrived there on the

1st December, and, finding all quiet, marched on the next day

towards Kishnganj, thirty-one miles distant.

He was not a moment too soon. On the nights of the 4th

and 5th December the detachments of the 11th

Itlif^^tZ"'" Irregular Cavalry at Madariganj and Jalpaiguri

and Jalpaiguri mutinied, and went off, spreading alarm throughout
mu iny.

^^^ district.

The conduct of the civil ofiScers in the district at this crisis-

was worthy of all praise. At many of the stations

Thrcwu"* t^ey ^^^ nought to depend upon but their own
officers of the brave hearts. Not for a moment did their courage
district.

falter or their presence of mind fail them. Mac-

donald, the Collector of Kangpiir, placed all the moneys in the

Government Treasury upon elephants, and moved
Macdonaid. ^.^^^ .^ .^^^ ^^^ jimgle, hoping that the rebels,

finding Kangpiir evacuated, would be too hardly pressed to

search him out. The rebels, however, never went near

Eangpur, but made straight for Dinajpiir. The Collector of
this place was Sir. Francis Anstruther Elphinstone-

Srather Dalrymplc, one of the ablest men in the Civil
Eiphinstone- gervicc, but whoso prospccts had been ruined by
L»a rymp e,

^^^^ years of persecution on purely private grounds

by those wielding authority in Bengal. But, if Dairymple's

worldly fortunes stood low, his courage was as high, and his

determination was as unshaken, as they were when, a young;

civilian, he volunteered for and served in the first China war.*

He had upwards of a hundred thousand pounds in his treasury,

and he determined to fight for it. He packed off, then, by
water, to Calcutta, the solitary missionary of the station and
his wife. Then summoning Grant the judge, Drummond

* Mr. F. A. Elpbiustone-Dalrymple accompanied a party of soldiers sent

during that war from the Rustornjee transport to attack a battery. As there

appeared some chance that the party would arrive late, Dalrymple persuaded

the mate to beach the boat at once in the centre of the battery, thus taking

the lead of the whole force. He himself was the first man in the battery.

At Chusan he accompanied the 55th Regiment in the storm of the steep hill

and the intrenched camp. At Chinghai he was on the deck of H.M.S.
Nemesis with Captain Hall, afterwards an admiral, better known as Nemesia
Hall, fighting the batteries, and subsequently at the taking of Ningpo. He
carried Sir Henry Pottinger's despatches to Lord Aucklaud.
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the magistrate, Brown the assistant, Harold Holm, a Dane^
connected with indigo and well known and much
liked in those parts, and a few other Europeans rSoiuUon*'^
and Eurasians, he posted them, with their rifles and
ammunition, in his official court, and, at their head, awaited
there the coming of the rebels. Their arrival within twelve
miles of the station was announced. Any moment, then, they
might appear. But amongst Dalrymple and his companions
there was^ but one thought— to defend the station to the very
last, to die rather than abandon the trust confided to them.
Fortunately for them, the rebels, when within a
short distance of the place, received intelligence of The rebels

the movements of the British seamen previously pSmil
referred to. Instead, then, of marching on Dinajpiir,

they hurried off to Piirnia, there to fall into the clutches of
Yule. Dalrymple and his companions were not attacked. Not
the less, however, did they deserve for their splendid resolution
the praise and the credit which were never officially awarded to
them!

Yule meanwhile, marching northwards, had reached Kishan-
ganj. There he heard of the revolt at Madariganj
and Jalpaiguri, and that the revolters had taken the to^amS,^^^
road leading to Piirnia. No time was to be lost. He
set out at once to return to Piirnia, and, marching all day,
accomplished the distance, with the aid of his elephants, by
sunset. He arrived in good time. The mutineers, ignorant of
Yule's rapid march, were entering the town early the following
morning with a view to plunder it, when they
found themselves face to face with the Europeans, the rebeij

After an exchange of shots, they fell back a few
miles, halted, and encamped. It was difficult for Yule, who
had only infantry, to bring mounted men to action, but he
resolved to try. That night he marched out his men, and at

daylight came up with the enemy, just as they were preparing

to set out. The rebels, putting on a bold facQ, charged, but
were beaten back with the loss of thirteen of their number.
They then fled to the north. Yule had saved Piirnia by his

prompt action. He did more. Pushing on rapidlj^
^^^^^ Tumi^

the morning of the 12th, with his party, he

succeeded, notwithstanding the obstructions offered by the

numerous and extensive quicksands of the Kusi, in crossing that

river, and reaching Nathpiir before the rebels. Finding their
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onward progress thus checked, and cut off, by movements
of which I shall speak immediately, from a retro-

and drives grade movemcnt, the mutineers took refuge for

into^KipIi. the moment in Nipal, only, however, to meet their

fate at a later period.

Meanwhile, on the first news of the mutiny of the irregular

cavalry, all the available troops, European and
jaip igun.

Q.-^j.]j]^^^ amounting to a hundred of the former and

three hundred of the latter, had been' sent down from Darjiling

to Pankibari, and thence on to Jalpaiguri. They served to

strengthen the hands of Sherer. Acting on the principle that

boldness is prudence, this firm and resolute of&cer had blown
from the guns, m the presence of his armed native regiment,

i:wo troopers caught in the act of revolt.

Four days later the seamen of whom I have spoken as having
been detached from Calcutta, on the news of the

The seamen Dbakah mutiny, to protect the districts of Eangpiir
reac ang-

^^^ Dinajpur, arrived at Bagwah, thirty miles east

of the former, and, pushing on quickly, reached their

destination on the loth December.
Yule, I have said, had, by his prompt and vigorous movements,

saved the British districts on the right bank of the
The rebels in Kusi from invasion, and forced the rebels to seek

teniio^. refuge in Nipal territoiy. There, at a place thirty-

six miles from the British frontier, they were de-

tained by the Nipalese authorities, pending instructions from
Jang Bahadur. It was useless for Yule to wait any longer on
the frontier, or to disquiet himself regarding the fate of men no
longer able to plunder and destroy. And it happened that just

at the moment his energies were required in another part of his

division. In a previous page I have recorded how
rebels

" ^ the Dhakah mutineers, resisting the attempt made

jarXuri *^ disarm them, had set off from that station for

Jalpaiguri, but, finding it impossible to traverse the
intervening country, had been forced to take refuge in Bliutan.

Yule, as he lay with his small force at Xathpiir, received an
express informing him that the Dhakah rebels were threatening
Jalpaiguri from the north-east, and urging him to march to

that place.

Yule at once set out, and, marching sixty-four miles in thirty-

six hours, reached Kishanganj, thirty-one miles north-east of

Piirnia. Another long march of thirty miles brought him, on
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tlie 22nd, to Titalia. Here lie received a dispatch from Jalpai-

guri recommending liim to take up a position

between Siliguri and Pankabari, on the road to
^^^^e™^'^^^^^^

Darjiling, there to await further intelligence. Yule them;

complied, waited patiently till the 26th; but, as

the promised intelligence was still withheld, he determined to

act on his own responsibility. The ideas he had formed on the

subject were singularly clear and correct. Granted, he argued,

that the rebels intended 'to move on Dariilina: or on
r 1 /•• r .1 . \p 'j_ j_i • forms correct
Jalpaiguri, they must oi necessity cross the river ideas as to

Tista. The Tista is a river sjradually increasiup; on tbeh- move-

the plains to a width of from seven to eight hundred
yards, deep, rapid, and difficult. To the rebels scarcely any
other option was offered than to cross at the Chawa Ghat, where
facilities for such a purpose existed. Now, Chawa
Ghat had not been occupied, and Yule, tired of cMwrGMt'!
waiting, resolved to act ujoon his own instincts, and
occupy it. But the delay caused by waiting for intelligence

which did not come had been fatal. As he approached the ghat
through the jungle, his advanced parties discovered the enemy
on the left bank of the river, occupying a position so strong and
so favourable for defence, that it would have been madness for

him, with his small force, to attack it. But there was still one

way open to him to bar their progress. That was to

occupy the only practicable road by which they
^nd occupies

could advance, and give them battle when they the road.

should attempt to move forward.

Yule accordingly occupied that road. But the rebels, more
wily than he believed them to be, broke up their

camp that night, and marching by an unfrequented
^^^J^^J^?^^

by-path, turned his position, crossed the Mahananda position,

river, and made for the Darjiling road. Yule

discovered, early on the morning of the 28th, that he had been

thus out-manoeuvred. Promptly did he repair his error. Leaving

his camp standing, he took up a position on the Darjiling road,

and awaited the approach of the enemy. He waited in vain all

that day. As evening approached, there being no signs of the

rebels, he determined to move back to the camp to allow his

men to break their fast. But they had scarcely left the road

when the enemy were seen emerging from the jungle

by a path some little distance from the position he ^°^<

had held during the day. Yule at once sent hip

and eventu-
escape.
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advanced party in piirsnit. But so rapidly did the rebels rush

across the road and the open country between the place of their

issue and the next thick jungle, that the British had only time

to fire one volley, and, although Captain Burbank and his

sailors continued the pursuit for two or three hours, they failed

to come up with the enemy.
The Jalpaiguri party, consisting of Europeans and Gurkhas,

commanded by Captain Curzou, 52nd Light Infantry, had been

equally unsuccessful. False information had sent them to one

ford of the Tista whilst the rebels crossed by another.

But the failure he had encountered made Yule only the more
resolved to follow the Dhakah mutineers to the

But Yule bitter end. Occupying as he did the inner line of

them up, communication, whereas the rebels, by their flight,

had gained the outer line, it was still possible for

him, by marching along the edge of the forests which skirt the

Nipal frontier, to guard the British territories from incursion.

This course he adopted. Marching westward, in
and marches parallel lines with the rebels, he having the inner

them.^ ^ line, he forced them to cross the Nipal frontier.

Continuing within the British territory this jtarallel

inarch, he again, on the 3rd January, crossed the Kusi at

Nathpiir. On that day the rebels were distant from him
between forty and fifty miles, at a place called Chatra, at the

foot of the hills at the point where the Kusi issues from
them, thirty-six miles within the Nipal frontier—the whole
intervening space being jungle.

On the 11th Yule's party was strengthened by the arrival

of Major Eichardson, with the Bengal Yeomanry
Eichardson* Cavalry. It was a great accession. Major Eichard-

son was one of the most gallant men living. He
ad distinguished himself at the storming of Multan in a

raanner which would have procured for him the Victoria Cross

had that symbol of distinction then existed. As it was, his

conduct in leading the stormers elicited an expression of marked
admiration from the then Commander-in-Chief, Lord Grough,

and proved the stepping-stone to advancement in his profession.

The Bengal Yeomanry Cavalry was composed of men, many of

them Eurasians, some Europeans and well bom,
^dthe -^jjQ iiad enlisted for that special service, on special

Ca^vairy terms, to aid in suppressing the mutiny in July and
August 1857. When the corps was first raised Lord
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Canning was very anxious to select as its commandant an
officer who should possess alike the power of attraction and the
power of command, who could rule as well as dominate, and
inspire affection as well as fear. At the moment Richardson
landed from furlough to Europe in Calcutta. He was at once
recognised as the man for tbe situation. The choice was in all

respects pre-eminently good.

Richardson joined Yule on the 11th January. The rebels
were still at Chatra. Just about the same time the . .

practical reply of Jang Bahadur to Yule's repre-
^^^^

sentations regarding the mutineers of the 11th Irregulars was
received. That reply took the shape of an order to

his lieutenant on the spot, Ratan Man Singh, to l^^sB^hi.

attack the mutineers, in co-operation with the
English. It unfortunately happened that the force at the
-disposal of Ratan Man Singh consisted mostly of
untrained infantry militia, and only a few trained lieutenant to

artillerymen with their guns. The Nipalese com- attack the

mander was therefore unwilling to assent to any
manoeuvre which would necessitate division of his own force.

After some discussion, then, it was agreed between himself on
the one side, and Mr. Yule and Major Richardson on the other,
that whilst the Nipal troops should guard the roads
leading eastward, and Richardson with his cavalry rmr/forces
should watch the right bank of the Kusi, Yule's to hem

infantry should attack Chatra. Yule and Richard- ^ ^°*

son were aware that it would have been far better that the
Nipal commander should watch the left as well as the right
bank of the river, for the upper part of the left

bank could not, from the nature of the country, be ^xeJJtion*^
effectually guarded by cavalry. But, under the
circumstances, it was the best thing to be done, and, after all,

they both believed that the rebels would fight. To give time
to the Nipal commander to make his arrangements, the 21st
was fixed upon as the day for the attack.

This delay proved fatal to the success of the plan. Yule
crossed the Nipal frontier on the 14th, and on the
19th reached Pirara, about ten miles from Chatra. Ks^succeL
Richardson meanwhile had advanced to Chauria, a
place which commanded the only path by which he believed
the mutineers could possibly proceed westward, should they
cross the river above it. But whether the mutineers had been
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warned, or wliether they gained information from tlieir scouts,

it is certain that as soon as they heard that Yule had reached

Pirara, they crossed the river, and marched westward. Yule
and Eichardson jDushed after them ; but, as it was

and the rebels gggj^ ^]^g^^ -j^]^^ rebels were following a line of country
totally impracticable for cavalry, Eichardson pro-

ceeded by rapid marches to Darbangah to cover Tirhut, whilst

Yule * returned to his division—which was not sub-

sequently disturbed. The mutineers succeeded in

making their way into north-eastern Oudh, only eventually to

fall by the bullet and the sword.

Before proceeding to western Bihar, I propose to say a few
words regarding the extensive district on the south-

N^'^^lr after
^^^^^'^'^ frontier, known as Chutia Kagpiir. In a

0ct^^i857. preceding page of this volume f I have briefly re-

corded how Major English had, on the 2nd October,

inflicted a severe defeat upon the rebels at Chatra.J But this

victory, important as it was in eifecting the security of the

grand trunk road, was far from restoring order to the country.

From that period, and for several months following, the

energies of Captain Dalton, Major Simpson, Lieutenant Graham,
Lieutenant Stanton, of Colonel Forster and the Shekawati
battalion, and other excellent officers, were devoted to the

arduous task of rejDelling attack, of checking pettj^ risings, of

suppressing pretenders to power, of hunting down armed
freebooters, of recovering places which had been surprised, and
of avenging the injuries, in some cases amounting to death,

inflicted upon the unarmed and unoffending.

To enter into full detail of the various marches and counter-

marches of the companies and small detachments

uTuSne^S engaged for months in this desultory warfare, would
sary to enter require far more space than could be fairly allotted

detail? ^^ ^ subject which, however important in itself,

forms only an adjunct to the main story. No
officers deserved better of their country than those who served

in Chutia Nagpur : none exhibited greater zeal, greater energy,

again thrown the affairs of western Bihar into confusion, Mr. Yule offered

to the Government the services of himself and twenty well-mounted gentle-

men to act against the rebels in that province. The offer was declined.

t Page 100.

X Not to be confounded with the Chatra within the Nipal frontier.
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greater self-reliance, greater devotion ; but, after the defeat of
the rebels by English at Chatra, their action aiFected the
course of events, not generally throughout Hindustan, but in
Chutia Nagpur alone. For this reason I shall be justified, I
believe, if I recount in less detail than I have given to the
actions of Sir Colin Campbell and his lieutenants, and to oc-

currences bearing directly on the main story, the principal
events which marked the period of disturba.nce in the country
forming the south-west frontier of Bengal.

In the district called Palamau, affairs seemed, so late as
November 1857, to be very critical. There Lieu-
tenant Graham, with a handful of men, occupied a November
large house containing from three to four hundred
native women and children. The house belonged to a loyal

Thakur,* and was encircled by a strong wall. In this Graham
was besieged by a body of rebels, whose numbers, amounting
at first to two thousand, gradually rose to six thousand. Whilst
a portion of these blockaded Graham, without daring to assault

him, the remainder plundered the country all about.

To relieve Graham two companies of the 13th Light Infantry^

under Major Colter, were despatched from Sasaram
on the 27th November, Thither also was directed

J^pJ^if^^^"^
the Shekawati battalion under Major Forster. Colter collapses.

relieved Graham on the 8th December, but, though
the presence of two companies of English troops in the re-

bellious district would have been invaluable, the necessity of

guarding the grand trunk road was paramount, and Colter was
ordered to lead back his men to Sasaram. But, though he was
forced to leave, the good he had effected remained behind him.

Graham had enaployed the first hours after his relief in seizing

the person of Debi Bakkas Eai, a man suspected of being the

real prompter of the rebellion. This bold action led to proof

that the suspicion was well founded, for the rebellion in

Palamau at once collapsed. Then, too, did well-disposed chiefs,

previously held in check by fear of the rebels, declare them-
selves in favour of the British ; and Graham, though not strong

enough without reinforcements to assume the offensive, was
confident, notwithstanding the departure of Colter, to be able

to hold his own.
The wave of insurrection passed then into the district of

* Thakur, a land-owner : in Kajputana, a small chief or baron.

VOL. IV. X
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Singhbhum. A large party, composed of the representatives

of no less tlian three tribes, assembled at a place
singbbhum.

^^-yied Ayudhya, and proclaimed the brother of one

of the local rajahs, the Eajah of Purahat, to be their ruler.

Fortunately a party of Eattray's Sikhs, commanded by Captain

Hale, was in the neighbourhood. Hale, supported by the

followers of one of the local chieftains, attacked and dispersed

the followers of the pretender. But for some time the insurrec-

tion remained uuhubdued.
This victory was succeeded by a multitude of small affairs in

the several distiicts, in most of which the advantage

S^Sof inclined to the side of authority. It was not,

Mr. Lushing- however, always so. On one occasion the Commis-

fouowers!^ sioucr of the Manbhum and Singhbhum divisions,

Mr. Lushington, attended by Di". Haj^es and accom-
panied by Captain I 'ale, Lieutenant Birch, and fifty Sikhs, who
had been engaged in seizing men convicted of murder, found
themselves suddenly surrounded by not less than three to four

thousand infuriated Kols, armed with an'ows, who had stolen,

up unperceived. Nothing but the steady gallantry
He is extri- of the Sikhs extricated the party from their perilous

vSur'o/the positiou. They had to fight their way through
Sikhs. their numerous opponents, and it was only by great

perseverance, and at the expense of a large casualty

roll, that they ultimately sucjeeded. Twenty-five Sikhs
were wounded, one moitall}*; one was killed. Captain Hale
was wounded in four places; Lieutenant Birch had his arm
pinned to his side by an aiTow ; Mr. Lushington and Dr.
Hayes were also wounded. Of the enemy a hundred and
fifty are said to have fallen. The British party was, however,
forced to abandon its camp equipage in order to effect a secure
retreat.

Some time before this the spirit of insurrection had travelled

Sambaiptir. **^ ^^^ Southerly district of Sambalpiir. Up to the
month of September that district had been guarded

by two companies of the Eamgarh battalion, and a sergeant's
party of Eamgarh Horse. But no sooner had the

foSdnW-^ nien composing this small force heard of the mutiny
ments, of their Comrades at Hazaribagh than they dis-

played a disposition to follow their example. In
this emergency Captain Leigh, who represented the civil

authority of the government in the district, applied to
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Katak* for, and obtained the assistance of, two companies of
tlie 40t]i Madras Native Infantry. In October, findiug these
troops insufficient to repress the disorder caused by mutinous
Sipahis and the followers of the rebel landowners, Leigh again
applied to Katak for aid. His demand was complied
with—Lieutenant Hadow, Madras Artillery, being TuppUeT
sent with two mountain guns, escorted by another
company of the 40th Madras Native Infantry, to reinforce him.
Hadow reached SambaljDiir on the 4th of November. The

next morning he marched out with a small party,

c<)mmanded by Captain Knocker of the 40th, to Operations in

storm the pass of Shergati. This was effected puVdSrict'

AN ithout much loss. The small column then scoured
the district, destroying the villages and mud forts belonging to

the disaffected. In these operations, and in those of a similar
nature which followed, fever was more fatal to the British
officers than was the enemy's fire. At one time all the officers

in the district, Captain Leigh and Lieutenant Hadow excepted,
were prostrated by this disease.

In spite of the efforts of the authorities the rebellioa in Orisa

showed no signs of abating. In December, Dr. Moore, on his

way to Sambalpiir, was intercepted and murdered by the rebels.

Apothecary Hanson, who was Ibllowiug him, had a narrow
escape. Captain Leigh, hearing of his approach, sent

a party of native police on an elephant to bring him
"^'^V^.^-n'

in. This party started from the one side about the gaiu ground.

same time as a parly of the rebels set out on the

other—the distances being nearly equal, and the objects identical

—to obtain possession of the person of Hanson. The race was
very exciting : but the British just won it.

The excesses committed by the rebels reached so great a

height at this period that Captain Leigh applied to

the Commissioner, Captain Dalton, for further
^q^^i^^Jq

assistance. Such was the demand, however, for furnish aid;

troops elsewhere that Captain Dalton was unable to

comply with his request. Captain Leigh was in despair. More
than half the troops at his disposal were prostrated by sick-

ness, and but one officer, Lieutenant Hadow, was fit for

duty.

* Katak, incorrectly spelt Cuttack, is the chief town of one of the three

districts of Orisa. It lies on the right bank of the Mahanadi.

X 2
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At this conjuncture, Mr. Cockburn, of the Civil Service,.

Commissioner of Katak, taking a clear view of the

snp^iS^it!^'^'^ situation, resolved, at all hazards, to support British

authority in Sambalpur. Not only did he write tO'

the Madras Government to transfer a body of its local troops

for special service in that district, but he took upon himself the

responsibilit}' of ordering thither the remaining wing of the

40th Madras Native Infantry. At the same time he directed

the enlistment at Katak, for the same service, of two companies-

of local Sipahis. With a view to ensure prompt action, the

district was temporarily transferred to the zealous and watchful
superintendence of Mr. Cockburn. Mr. Cockburn assumed
charge on the I9th of December.

Before the wing of the 40th could reach Sambalpur Captain
Leigh was strengthened by the arrival on the 29th

dSsthe^*^
of December of a squadron of the Nagpiir Irregular

rebels, Cavalry, under Captain Wood. Drawing to himself
one hundred and fifty men of the 40th Madras Native

Infantry and fifty of the Eamgarh Infantry, Wood attacked the
main body of the rebels the following morning. Not only did

he defeat them and slay three of their chiefs, but he surrounded!
the village in which the principal leader of the insurrection^

Siirandar Sahi, lay concealed. This fact having been ascer-

tained, the men began searching the houses for him.
Then occurred one of those untoward events wrongly called

accidents, which spoil the best laid plans. The
the main Capture of this chief would have probably caused

vfctoV^^^^
the rebellion in the district to cease, and half an
hour's further search would have ensured his capture.

But Captain Wood had been wounded, and just as the search
promised to be successful the bugle sounded the recall. The
bugle-sound was not only a reprieve to Siirandar Sahi ; it gave
fresh life to the rebellion.

But, notwithstanding this, affairs throughout Chutia Nagpur
began to mend with the da\vning year. On the

i^gS""// ^^^ January Major Bates forced the Shergati pass ;

restored. two days later Captain Shakespear stormed the
Singhura pass and o\er-ran the country with hi&

cavalry; on the 21st January Captain Dalton and L^'eutenant
Graham completely defeated the rebels near the PaLaraau fort;

and about the same time Colonel Forster, with the Shekawati
battalion, restored order in Singhbhiim. These successes were-
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followed by others of a similar cliaraoter. Captain Dalton
pursued the rebels from place to place. Ably seconded by
Mr. Cockburn—who had strengthened the disposable force by
the addition of a wing of the 5th Madras Native Infantry—and
assisted by Colonel Forster, by Ensign Wardlaw, by Captain
Moncrieff, and by other officers placed at his disposal, he
gradually re-established everywhere British authority. The
ambers of disaffection continued, indeed, to smoulder long after
every enemy had disappeared from the field, and it was not
before the close of 1858 that perfect tranquillity could be said

to reign in every corner of Chutia Nagpiir.
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CHAPTER IT.

KUNWAR SINGH AND LORD MARK KERR.

Taking the reader with me north-westward. I jDropose to nari'ate

now the state of affairs in western Bihar ; to explain
Retrospect j^qw the Communications between Kanhpiir and
BiMr. Allahabad had been jDreserved ; then, proceeding to

the Azamgarh districts, to show how insurrection

triumi)hed there for a moment, only to be driven back to seek

a refuge, destined to be of long duration, in the districts and
jungles which owned the authority of the remarkable landowner,

Kiinwar Singh.

I have told in the third volume how the important division of

western Bihar, saved by Mr. William Tayler during the dark

and terrible days of June and July 1857, then exposed, by the

wilful blindness of the Government, to dangers more acute,^

more vivid, more active than those which he, single-handed,

had overcome, had been preserved from immediate destruction

by the gallantry of Yicars Boyle, of Wake, of Colvin, and their

companions, and, finally, completel}- rescued by the splendid

daring of Vincent Eyre. I have recorded the ingratitude with
which one of these gentlemen, Mr. William Tayler, had been
treated by the Government he had served Avith an energy all-

absorbing and a success most signal, and how the other princij)al

actor in the drama, Vincent Eyre, after storming the stronghold

of Kunwar Singh, had been ordered to join the avenging army
of Outram. From the hour of their departure a new era was
inaugurated in western Bihar—an era in which truckling took

the place of independence, and a desire to discover mistakes in

3[r. Tajler's administration superseded the determination to

suppress, before all, the dangers threatening the State.
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For some weeks after his departure the effect of Eyre's
victories continued to be felt in western Bihar. The
Government, alive at last, after one revolt liad been Patn^ under

quelled, to the advisability of preventing anotliei-, succcs^m?'^
**

liad placed under the orders of Mr. Samuells, the
successor of Mr. Tayler, twu hundred Europeans, for the safe-

guard of Patna, and had despatched a gun-boat, under the orders
of tlie Magibtrate of Chapra, to patrol the banks of the Ghaghra.
But, as time went on, the misguided spirits in the province
began to be sensible that Eyre had left them, and that the spirit

of William Tayler no longer inspired the adiuinistration.

Though Patna, thanks to the presence of British troops, was
reported to be quiet, strong precautionarj' measures were not
the less taken. The opium gcjdown was fortified, six guns were
placed in position bearing on the town, and the most stringent
measures were taken to avert a collision between the towns-
people and the Europeans.

Ti e aspect in the district was even less assuiing. Kiinwar
Singh, with a thousand men, had taken up a jDOsition on the Son
river, and it became known that dangerous and discontented cha-

racters, such men as his brother A mar Singh, Nisban Singh, and
Juban Singh, were flocking to his standard. At the same time,

ilie 5th Irregular Cavalry, whose disarming Mr. Tayler had
before ineffectually recommended, and whose mutiny in eastern

Bihar I have already recorded,* were allowed to spread over

the districts in the western province, and to plunder with
impunity.
The difficulties of the position in western Bihar were greatly

aggravated by the evacuation of Gorakhpur by the

British civil authorities, one alone excepted,t on the Tiiedifficui-

j3th August, and subsequently by all; by the con- eniShlr"**"

sequent pressure of rebels into British districts from aggravated

Oudh ; and b}^ the exposure of the districts of Chapra, eiJwhere.

Champaran, and Muzaffarpur to the incursions of the

leader of the Oudh rebels, Mehndi Husen.
These, difficulties soon came to a head. The mutinous 5th

Irregulars, finding no one to oppose their
,^,^,,,,„,^,,,^^^^

COUr&e, destroyed the public buildings at regulars approach Oaya.

* Vide pagH 94.

t The exception was Mr. F. M. Bird, the joint magistrate. The circum-

stances connected with the stay of this gentleman in Gorakhpur will be

recorded in the sixth volume.
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Nawada, and marched in the direction of Gay a. Rattray,

with a small force of Sikhs and Euroi^eans, numbering about

two hundred, had been posted to protect Gaya. But, learning

that the rebels were approaching that place, be, acting on the

strongly pressed advice of Mr. Alonzo Money,

mSes to
inarched out on the 8th September to attack them.

meet them, But the rebcls, almost all mounted,* took advantage

feated.*^^ of Eattray's ad7ance from his base to go round his

position—inflicting upon him, in his vain attempts

to hinder them, a loss of twenty wounded—and to reach Gaya
some hours before he could fall back. Arrived at Gaya, they

liberated four hundred prisoners from the gaol, and attacked the

fortified house which the residents had prepared as a place of

refuge. But in this attempt they were repulsed, owing mainly

to the spirited conduct of Mr. Skipwith Tayler, son of the late

Commissioner of Patna.

The disorder was subsequently further aggravated by the

mutiny, on the 9th October, of two companies of the
Two a)mpa- 32nd Native Infantry at Deogarh and by threatened

32nd Infantry, movcmcuts on the part of Klinwar Singh. The
Commissioner had at his disposal Eattray's Sikhs, a

portion of the Naval Brigade, under Captain Sotheby. Colonel
Fischer's brigade of Madras troops entered the western

disposal of
^ Biliar districts early in October. Besides which

the commis- Lieutenant Stanton of the Engineers was at Sasaram
and its vicinity, and the energy, the zeal, and the

activity of this officer compensated to a very great extent for the

paucity of fighting men.
Eattray was the first to come in contact with the rebellious

Sipahis. This officer had avenged his disaster of the 8th Sep-
tember by defeating a body of rebels on the 7th of the following
month at Akbarpiir, and he now went in pursuit of the mutinous
32nd. On the 6th November he caught them at the village of
Danchua. The numbers on both sides were equal, and the con-
test was severe. Night fell whilst the combat was raging : then
covered by darkness, the rebels effected a retreat.

The events which followed each other in western Bihar until

the formation of Colonel Eowcroft's force in November, present

* They consisted of the 5th Irregulars and other horsemen who had
mutinied, amouuting to six hundred. Acconjpauying them was a large

fparty of marauders, some mounted on ponies, some on foot.
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a constant succession of skirmishes, of movements against petty-
forts, and similar occurrences of a purelj^ local character. To
Eowcroft I shall return shortly. But before doing
so it seems incumbent upon me, for the clearness of Sleen'^
the subsequent narrative, to describe, as concisely Kiinhpuraud

as may be, the occurrences in the districts and on
^"^^^^^•

the grand trunk road between Allahabad and Kanhpiir during
the period intervening between Sir Colin Campbell's battle of
Kanhpur and the final fall of Lakhnao.

After the battle of Kanhpur, Brigadier Carthew was detached,
with the Madras Brigade, to command at Fathpiir.
The command was an important one, as Fathpiir was FathJS^.*'
•exposed to attacks from the districts south-west of
Kanhpur—from Kalpi, from Jhansi, from Bundelkhand. Fath-
piir, moreover, faced—a narrow strip of lane on the right bank
•of the Ganges alone intervening—the south-western frontier of
•Oudh, and was at any moment liable to incursions from flying
parties of rebels. It devolved, therefore, upon Carthew, not
-only to thrust back attacks from these opposite quarters, but to
guard intact the trunk road—the line of communication between
Kanhpur and Allahabad. The fact that troops and
well-guarded convoys were constantly marching wp The task

the road doubtless facilitated his task, and enabled Je^vohred

him to employ advantageously such passing troops "P^n him.

to aid him in clearing the districts lining the road.
The duties devolving upon the officer commanding at the

south-eastern end of the line of which I am writing
—the station of Allahabad— were of not less impor- AikhSbid*'
tance. Situated at the confluence of the great rivers

the Jamnah and the Ganges, abutting alike on Bundelkhand, on
Oudh, and on the disturbed districts of Azamgarh and Jaunpur,
Allahabad was a place always threatened, and yet to be pre-
served at all risks. Allahabad was, in fact, at once the
outlying frontier fortress of the province of Bihar and its

key.

At the time of which I am writing, December 1857 and
January 1858, the officer commanding at Allahabad was Brigadier
Campbell.
Carthew took up his command at Fathpiir on the 19th

December. Just before he arrived (11th December)
a small party under Colonel Barker, E.A., had made ^

^^^'

a raid amongst the disafiected villages in the district, had
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bnrned some, and had expelled the turbulent villagers from

others. In this way the district had been purged of its disloyal

citizens. The revenue returns and the supply of provisions to

the headquarters proved, almost at once, how very beneficial

had been these domiciliar}^ visits.

The expelled villagers had fled acro.'-s the Jamnah, and it was
on the right bank of this river, from Kalpi down to

Jiembie^on Bandah, that mutineers from Gwaliar, Jharisi, and
the right Bundclkhand , even fugitives from Fathgarh, now
jamnaL*

^ began to assemble. Amongst them wei-e the Eajah
of Charkhciri and a brother and nephew of Nana Sahib;

some accounts even spoke of Nana Sahib himself. Certain it is

that the rebel leaders who had their headquarters at Jalalpur

on the Betwah, near Kalpi, exercised the right of sovereigntj- hj
calling upon the landowners west of the Jamnah to furnisli

money and recruits for the service of the representative of the

Peshwa.
Across the Jamnah it was not possible to act. The Com-

mander-in-Chief, however, deemed it especially

ciear?the advisable that the districts to the east of that river
f»iii^try on should be kept clear of the mutineers. In accord-

ance, then, with instructions which he issued,

Carthew marched on the 10th January with a small force (two
horse artillery guns, four companies Eifle Brigade, two hundred
17th Madras Native Infantry) along the Kanhpur road. On
reaching Jahanabad, he turned westward towards Kalpi,

communicated with the 34th Regiment, sent from Kanhpur to

co-operate with him, and then moverl on to Bhog!;i[»ur. The
occupation of this place, the locality of which has already been
indicated,* forced the several rebel parties who had C'>me over
from Kalpi to recross the Jamnah. Carthew then in compli-

ance with an order received from Brigadier Inglis. pushed on to

Sikandra, and then returned leisurely, via Kanhpur, to Fathpiir.

He had thoroughly purged the district of rebels.

About the same time (5th January) Brigadier Campbell, with,
a brigade composed of the 79th Highlanders, a regi-

CaS^beU
i^^^^t of the Eifle Brigade, some foot and horse

clears the artillery, and a newly-raised cavalry levy, the

aCToithe
Banaras Horse, effectually cleared the districts near

Ganges. Allahabad, on the left bank of the Ganges. His.

* Vide page 160.
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operations were in every respect successful, and in three en
counters which he had with the rebels the latter admitted a
con.'^iderable loss.

But the efforts of these columns occasionally despatched into
the districts could not prev ent a fresh appearance of
the enemy after their departure. It was natural ^Zmnl
that so long as the Lakhnao question remained un- patrol the

solved, the delta west of Kauhpiir, that is the narrow '^^^'"*^*'

strip lying between the two great arteries the Ganges and the
Jamnah, should be constantly threatened, and almost as con-
stantly invaded. It was necessary, therefore, to patrol the entire
district. In March a movable column,* commanded by Lieu-
tenant- Colontd Christie, engaged in this work, moved down to the
village of Dhana, near the left bank of the Jamnah, to prevent
a threatened passage of the river at that point. Christie found
the enemy occupying Sirauh', a town in the Hamirpiir district,

on the right bank opposite Dhana, and engaged in firing on that
village. By a judicious advance of his artillery, he drove the
enemy from Sirauli, and set fire to the town, but the want of
boats prevented him from crossing in pursuit.

Occasional raids still continued. On the 26th March a corps
of rebels crossed the Jamnah near Hamirpiir, plun-
dered and burned the village of Ghatampur, and futvLZ'^^
then returned. But this was an expiring effort. \^^ ^^'^^ ^^

The fall of Lakhnao placed an overwhelming force

at the disposal of the Commander-in-Chief, whilst, on the
western side of the Jamnah, another active leader, whose name
will occupy a most pronnnent part in the succeeding volume,
was pressing, with ail the decision and enterprise of a great
commander, the chiefs and leaders whose troops had so long
been attempting to harass the British line of communications.
It was just after the fall of Lakhnao that the action of Sir Hugh
Rose and General Whitlock began to make itself felt. Ji;st

then, too. Sir Colin Campbell despatched a small force, under
Colonel Maxwell, to Kalpi. The proceedings of these several

forces will be narrated in their due course. Meanwhile it may
be stated that the work of supervision and control exercised

by Brigadier Carthew had been eminently useful to the Com-
mander-in-Chief.

* One 12-pounder howitzer, one 6-i3ounder gun ; seventy men, 8th.

Irregular Cavalry ; two hundred and forty-four men, 80th Foot ; two huntlred
and fifty-iseven, 17th Madras Native Infantry.
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AVhat Eowcroft and Sotheby had efifected with their brigades

up to the time of their occupation of Gorakhpur, I

Sthebj?
*°**

hsiYe already narrated.* I propose now to take up
the story of their action from the point where I left

them, and to show how it was that the Azamgarh and Jaunpur

districts fell again into extraordinary confusion.

Eowcroft, arriving at Gorakhpur on the 19th February, had
defeated the rebels on the 20th, and on the 2oth had

Samhe heen left, by the departure towards Lakhnao of the
rebels at Nipalcsc, in commaud at Gorakhpur. Two days

'*^ ^^^'
prior to his arrival, Caj^tain Sotheby, E.N., of the

^aval Brigade, who was escorting boats up the river Gaghra
with a force of a hundred and thirty men of that brigade,

thirty-five Sikhs, and sixty Nipalese, had attacked and captured

the fort of Chandipur,-]- garrisoned by three hundred men.

This fort was situated on the left bank of the river, in the midst

of a dense bamboo jungle. Yet so well planned was Captain

Sotheby's attack, that the capture of the fort and the guns and
the property it contained cost his force a loss of only four

woimded ! Amongst these was Captain Charles Weston, of the

36th Native Infantry, a very gallant officer. It is due to add
that the attack was most efficiently aided by the guns of a river

steamer—the JamnaJi.

Within the British district of Gorakhpur, sixty-eight miles

to the west of it, and nine miles east of Faizabad in

Senched Oudh, is the toT^Ti of Amorha. Thither Eowcroft
camp of the now marched, and on the 4th March took up a

BetffL position not far from the intrenched camp of Belwa,
then occupied by a large rebel force. The rebel

force alluded to was composed of upwards of fourteen thousand
men, led by the pseudo-Nazim Mehndi Husen, the Eajahs of

Gondah and Chardah, and other disaffected chiefs. Included in

their ranks were two thousand five hundred trained Sipahis,

composed of the 1st, 10th, and 53rd Native Infantry, recently
completed to five hundred men each, seven hundred men of the
2nd Oudh Police, and about three hundred of the 5th Eegiment
Gwaliar contingent.

The approach of Eowcroft disconcerted the hopes which
these rebel chieftains had entertained of taking advantage

* Pages 225-8.

f Chandipur is forty miles to the south-€ast of Faizabad.
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of tlie concentration of tlie main British, army before Lakhnao
to make a raid down into Azamgarh and Jannpur
districts, and possibly to reach Banaras. But there

J.^aftac^^'^
was, it seemed to them, one mode—and a very Row croft,

certain mode—whereby to rid themselves of Eow-
croft and his following, and then to prosecute their intentions.

This was to attack him, with the vastly superior force at

their disposal, as he lay at Amorha.
Thus thinking, they acted. Early on the morning of the

5th March they marched towards the British camp,
distant from them some seven miles. They had

JJJ'^j^^®

appioached at half-past 8 within a mile of it when defeated.

they were met by Rowcroft and Sotheby and
Eichardson. A. severe contest ensued. The trained Sipahis of

the rebel force fought with great courage and determination,

but they lacked the cool leading of the European officer, which,
under other circumstances, had so often gained them victory.

Sotheby's Naval Brigade greatly distinguished itself. The
enemy were already shaken when Eichardson
ordered the Yeomanry Cavaliy to charge. The oftheYeo-

first charge caused the enemy to waver, the second ^^^^
compelled them to give ground, a third drove them
in headlong flight from the field. They were then pursued to

their intrenchments at Belwa, losing between four and five

hundred killed and wounded, and abandoning eight guns on

the field. The intrenchments at Belwa gave them a safe refuge,

for the cavalry could not penetrate within them.

Eowcroft remained at Amorha, waiting for reinforcements

to enable him to attack the strong position of the

rebels. Subsequently, on the 1 7th April, and again
J^^^^i^f'^^

on the 25th, he met and defeated them in the plain Amorha.

between the two positions ; but before this had
happened events had occurred in the districts to his left rear

—

the districts of Azamgarh and Jaunpur—which compel me to

return thither.

I have already related how Kimwar Singh, after his ex-

pulsion by Vincent Eyre from Jagdispur, had hung
j.^^^^^^.

about the districts of western Bihar to the terror of singh in

the successor of Mr. William Tayler and of the ^^
Government of Bengal. One of the three natives of

India thrown up to the surface by the mutiny, who showed
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any pretensions to the character of a strategist—the others

being Tantia Topi and the Oudh Maulavi—Kunwar Singh had
carefullj" forborne to risk the fortunes of his diminished party
by engaging in a conflict which, however favourable might be
its commencement, must ceitainly end in his complete defeat.

Shahal)ad, though the region of his birth, the
district in which lay his confiscated estates, was too

carefully watched, he felt, to present the chances which would

His force
^lone justify in his eyes a departure from his

system of reserve. His actual force was small. He
had with him about twelve hundred Sipahis, trained in the
Indian army, and a few hundreds of untrained adherents,

dependents of himself, his brother, and other discontented

landowners of the province. With such a force he could not
hope to make a serious impressiou. But when he

S*mak°er^ saw how British troops were being hurried up from
diversion in every quarter to take part in the attack on Lakhnao,

^dh™ when he heard that the Nipalese and Franks had
pushed on for that city, leaving the western frontier

of the British provinces bordering Oudh comparatively de-

nuded of troops, then he saw his opportunity, then he resolved

to make a push for eastern Oudh, and, combining with the
numberless rebels still at large in that part, to make a dash
on Azamgarh, and, if successful there, to avenge the storming
of Jagdispur by a dash on Allahabad or Banaras.

Fortune greatly favoured him. At the moment when he
crossed into Oudh, Eowcroft at Amorha was confronting the
intrenched camp of the rebels at Belwa. His inability to storm
that position had singularly encouraged the enemy. They,
too, like Kiinwar Singh, had designs on Azamgarh, and, though
their main plan had been for the moment baffled by the defeat
inflicted upon their attacking columns on the 5th March, yet
Ects^oroft's inability to follow up his victory had incited them
to pursue their original design by other means. Still holding
the camp at Belwa, they detached then a considerable force to

the south-east, and this force, during its march, attracted to

itself many detachments which had escaped the bayonets and
horsemen of the victorious Franks. With these troops, Kunwar
Singh succeeded in effecting a junction at Atraulia on the 17th
or 18th March.

The Azamgarh district was then guarded by a small British

force consisting of two hundred and six men of the 37th
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Eegiment; sixty Madras Cavalry, tlie 4tli; and two li^ht guns,
tinder the command of Colonel Milman of the 37th. At the
time when Kiinwar Singh and his rebel allies took np their

position at Atraulia, Milman was encamped in the district at
Koilsa, not far from Azamgarh. The distance ,

between Azamgarh and Atraulia is twenty-five
miles. The reader will recollf^ct that Atraulia is the fortress

which, on the 9th November preceding, had been captured by
Colonel Longden, and by him partial!}^ Imrnt and destroyed.
Dependent upon it was a small fort, comparatively insignificant.

The fortress itself covered a number of strong buildings, all

loop-holed. The outer wall was fifteen feet high.

On the afternoon of the 21st March, Milman received from
Mr. Davies, magistrate of Azamgarh, the intelligence

of the vicinit}" of the rebels. He at once broke up beLt^tSe

his camp, marched all night, and, at daybreak on enemy near

the 22ncl, came upon the advanced guard of the

enemy's force, not occupying the forts, but posted in three or

four mango-groves, contiguous to each other. Without giving
them time to recover from their surj)rise, he attacked

and defeated them, the 4th Madras Cavalry behaving breakfast^
'"^

with great dash and resolution. The enemy being
dispersed, Milman determined, before advancing further, to give

the men their breakfasts. He accordingly halted

in the mango-groves whence he had expelled the
J^be"s march

rebels, and his men, piling their arms, prepared to ou Mm.

enjoy the matutinal meal. But the cup was
dashed to the ground just as the hand was about to raise it to

the lips. The breakfast was almost ready when information

was suddenty brought to Milman that the enemy were advancing

in great force

!

It was too true. At last the opportunity for which Kiinwar
Singh had longed through so many dreary months
had come to him. An enemy, though European, poSnas
yet vastly inferior in numbers; an enemy worn out

J^""^^'!
by a long march, by deprivation of sleep, by fasting ; ti^ed it.

'

an enemy twenty-five miles from his base and with

no supports! A\ hat more could a general long for? Every-

thing was in his favour. Kimwar Singh, then, marched to a

victory which he deemed assured. The imagination can almost

picture him making to the confidant by his side an exclamation

near akin to that which burst from the lips of Wellington when
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he noticed the false movement of Marmont which brought on.

the battle of Salamanca !

*

Yes, Milman was lost. Galloping forward, followed by som&
skirmishers, as soon as he received the news of

feavwsTo' which I havc spoken, the English leader beheld the
dieck the enemy in great strength, some covered by a mnd
thlrebeif wall, others in fields of sugar-cane and in topes of

trees. Still, hoping that a daring movement on

his part would check their further progress, he ordered an

advance. But the numbers of the enemy exceeded his in the

proportion of eight to one. Outflanked, it was impossible ta

advance. Forced back, he at least maintained a bold front.

The enemy, never attempting to charge, contented themselves

with a steady advance and a steady musketry fire. Once, indeed^

as the British troops neared the camp at Koilsa,

STkoUssJ!^^^ which they had quitted the previous evening, the
rebels made a desperate effort to outflank them.

But a timely charge of the 4th Madras Cavalry, which had
shown remarkable steadiness, frustrated this movement. Then
it was that, tired, worn out, wearied, having lost many men in

killed and wounded, the survivors found their way into the

encamping ground of Koilsa.

Not, however, to discover a refuge there. The rumour of

their mishap had preceded them. A panic had seized the
camp-followers, most of whom had fled, taking their

Thence on bullocks with them. The foe was still near ; the

wEofhe' camp was not defensible ; there was no food. Milman,
despaches then, abandoning the camp equipage, continued his

for afd.^^^" retreat to Azamgarh. He reached that place the same
day, and, whilst making every preparation to defend

it in case it should be attacked, sent off expresses to Banaras,

Allahabad, and Lakhnao for assistance.

The express despatched to Banaras reached that station on
the 24th March. Forty-six men of^the Madras Eifles

forcements wcre instantly despatched to Azamgarh. The
reach following day a hundred and fifty men of the 37th
zamgar

. j^egi^^ent from Ghazipur, and two davs later a

hundred and thirty of the same regiment, reached Azamgarh,
and penetrated within the intrenchment before it had been

attacked by the rebels. Colonel Dames of the 37th then

* " Mou cher Alava, Marmont est perdu."
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assumed the command. On the 27th he attempted a sortie with
two hundred Europeans, two guns, and sixty Madras Cavalry,
and, though successful at first, was repulsed with the loss of one
officer and eleven men killed and wounded. He then re-

treated into the intrenchment, and thenceforward acted on the
defensive.

The express despatched to Allahabad reached that place on
the 27th. Lord Canning was at Allahabad. The
news caused him anxiety. Knowing what sort of a heTre?f°'''°^

man Kunwar Singh was, that he possessed audacity Oilman's

and courage, and that he knew the value of time in
^^^^^^'

military operations, he realised at once the danger of the
situation. He saw how possible it was for the
Jagdispur chieftain, reinforced as he daily was by and at once

troops who had escaped from Lakhnao, to overwhelm magmtude.

Milman at Azamgarh, and then, rapidly traversing
the eighty-one miles which separated that place from Banaras
then almost ungarrisoned, to seize that important city, and thus
sever the communications between Calcutta on the one side and
the Governor-General of India at Allahabad and the Com-
mander-in-Chief of the army at Lakhnao on the other.

Just then the headquarters and right wing of the 13th Light
Infantry happened to be at Allahabad. The officer

commanding that regiment was Colonel Lord Mark Lord'^Mark

Kerr. For the moment that officer and the wing he ^err to push

commanded constituted the only means upon which garh!
^^^™"

Lord Canning could depend to conjure away the

danger. Lord Canning sent for Lord Mark, and explained to

him the position. Lord Mark comprehended it on the instant.

That same evening he set off for Banaras with the wing of his

regiment, and, having full powers to pick up and take with him
whatever troops he might meet, to push on with all speed to

Azamgarh.
For the required service there was not in the British army

an officer better qualified than Lord Mark Kerr. Spare of body,

active, a splendid horseman, inured to fatigue, endowed with a

courage and coolness which shone with greater lustre in the

presence of danger, he was the type of the daring and resolute

British officer. He had commanded his regiment in the Crimea.

In India he had excited the wonder of his comrades, those

especially of the Indian service, by the immunity with which,

bareheaded, he was able to dare the rays of the powerful Indian

VOL. IV. Y
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sun. A stern disciplinarian, he was just, and, being just as

well as stern, lie was beloved by his men. He appreciated

even the many good qualities of the natives of India whom he

was combating, and advocated the policy of mercy after repres-

sion. But that he was resolved to repress he showed by the

eagerness with which he set out on the mission confided to him
by the Governor-General.

Lord Mark Kerr, and the wing of his regiment, three hundred
and ninety-one strong, including nineteen officers, then set out

that same evening, reached Banaras on the 31st March, picked

up there a troop—fifty-five men and two officers—of the Queen's

Bays, seventeen gunners and one officer, with two 6-pounder

guns and two 5J-inch mortars, and started thence for Azamgarh
at ten o'clock on the night of the 2nd April. His entire force

consisted, then, of twenty-two officers and four hundred and
forty-four men.

Marching with all speed. Lord Mark Kerr reached Sarsana,

eight miles from Azamgarh, the evening of the 5th.

KerrSves There he received, and during the night continued
within eight to reccivc, most pressing letters from the stafi" officer

Azamgarh, at Azamgarh, begging him to push on without

the dawn
^*^^ a moment's delay. But hurriedly to march a force

of four hundred and forty-four men, tired from a
long journey, across a country utterly unknown to any of them,
to relieve a place besieged by an army whose numbers certainly

exceeded five thousand, and might amount to fifteen thousand,
was an idea not to be entertained by a prudent commander.
Defeat would but precipitate the evil he had been sent to avert.

Lord Mark Kerr, then, wisely resolved to defer his march till

the dawn of day should approach.

He set out at 4 o'clock on the morning of the 6th—Good
Friday—a reconnoitring party of the Bays, with whom was

marches
"^^^^^ Mark, leading the way. After a march of two

on the 6th hours, onc of the Queen's Bays pointed out to Lord

the^ebds!''"
^^^^'^ *^^* *^® banked ditches to the right and left

were crowded with armed men, lying in ambush
and evidently on the look-out for him. His mind was instantly
made up. Pretending not to observe these, he dismounted
himself and made his cavalry dismount, and kept them halted
till his train of elephants, camels, and carts, two miles in length,
should close up. This continued for an hour or more, the
enemy thinking aU the time that he had the British relieving
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force secure in his grasp. As soon as they arrived on the spot,

he despatched a company of the 13th to the right front to clear
the ditches of the enemy. In this he so far succeeded, that
the rebels fell back on their left, but almost at the same time
a heavy fire opened from the buildings and the
mango groves of which I have spoken, and which, S^qJ^^^^
on the left of the road from the British advancing
line, constituted the enemy's right. Lord Mark threw out
his men in skirmishing order and brought up the guns, which,
at a distance of five hundred yards, began to throw shrapnel
on to the enemy's threatening left, where Kiinwar Singh was
conspicuous on a white charger. The enemy's infantry, how-
ever, were so numerous that they were able to spread out all

round him, on his rear as well as on his fianks, and it required
all the soldierly skill of the British leader to keep them at

a distance. Lord Mark's position was complicated Great diffi.

by the necessity of defending the large train of cuitiesofMs

animals accompanying the force, and the capture
^^^^

of which would, naturally, be a special object of the rebels.

These animals, when the action had begun, had turned round
with fright and bolted to the rear, the mahouts clinging to

the elephants, whilst the drivers, descending from the carts,

had run off, calling upon the trees and bushes to cover them.
Everything now depended upon Lord Mark's ability to make
head against the enemy. Up to this time, when the fight

had lasted an hour, though he still held the position he had
taken up, he had made no impression upon them ; and just at

the moment he could discern in rear of their skirmishers their

reserves forming uj) in quarter-distance column, whilst a large

body was being detached with the evident purpose of penetrat-

ing between him and the baggage animals. In this, before long,

the rebels partly succeeded ; for they set fire to many of the

carts.

The situation was now very critical. Lord Mark, whilst

trying to defend his flanks and his rear, had
^^.j^.^^j

gradually pushed on the two 6-pounders ah-eady situation

mentioned to within sixty yards of the main build- ^^°^'^ ^^'"^

ing, but their fire still produced but little effect on

its walls. He had been anxious to try the effect of shelling, but

the two mortars had been halted in a ybyj disadvantageous

position for that purpose, and to move them, so that they

would be brought to bear with effect it was now necessary to draw
Y 2
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them back a short distance. But this could not be

he^sltatfon*^^* donB. The movement to the rear was interpreted
would have ^s a retreat, and the enemy advanced with loud

shouts. He felt the main building was the key of

the enemy's position, and must be earned at any price. At
last the two 6-pounders succeeded in effecting a small breach

in its outer wall, and, the volunteers being called for, some

thirty or forty men rushed to the storm. The}- found the

breach not quite practicable ; but, far from falling back, they

set to work vigorously to enlarge it. Their labours disclosed

an inner wall as yet uninjured. Upon this Lord Mark ordered

them to set fire to the roof and wooden portions of

^rsl?Sife the building, then to fall back. They obeyed this

order with alacrity and effect. It was a splendid

piece of work, for, shortly after they had fallen back, and the

firing had recommenced from one gun—the other

with°s^cess. being used to prevent the enemy from pressing too

closely on the British rear—the flames from the fire

the stormers had kindled forced the enemy to evacuate the

building. Instantly, Lord Mark, who had just organised a

second assault, sent the Bays to the fiK)nt. The rebels did not
await the shock of their charge, and space was at once cleared

for a further advance.

But, while the position of the enemy in front was being thus
forced, they had completed the circle, and were now

The^rebeis attacking the rear of Lord Mark's small force. In
fnln attack this part of the field a high embankment crossed
made, mean- h^q j-Qad. TMs embankment the enemy now seized
wnue, on the ^ t p • i t r. /-n •

baggage. and Opened irom it a heavy musketry fire. Captain
Wilson Jones of the 13th, commanding the company

of that regiment which formed the rear guard, at once faced
about and charged them. He drove the enemy back, but lost

his own life.

Lord Mark's position was now pecuKar. He had pierced the

Lord Mark
^^^^y'^ Centre ; the way to Azamgarh lay open to

leaves the him ; ou his left, the rebels, terrified by the defeat

M^STyTer!" ^^^ *^® Centre, were rapidly falling back ; but, on the
right, they still menaced him, whilst in his rear the

flight of the carmen and drivers had left the baggage exposed.
Under these circumstances, Lord Mark, bearing in mind the
great object of his expedition, resolved to leave a sufficient force
to hold front to the right, whilst he should push on with the
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main body to Azamgarh, rally to himself, and return with any
loyal sipahis he might find there, believing that these, on a
pinch, would drive the carts. He probably calculated that the
enemy, believing themselves threatened by the
the movement, would be glad to retreat while they fimgTrh

''''

could. Sending, then, Major Tyler of the 13th, a
cool and capable officer, to command the rear and baggage
guards, he pushed forward on the Azamgarh road.

His anticipations were almost immediately realised. The
enemy's left wing, frightened by his forward
movement, beat a hasty retreat. Then, as if by fnl'out'''"^
magic, many of the carters and drivers and mahouts by Major

reappeared, and Major Tyler pushed on rapidly after
^^^^^'

his chief. No further opposition was offered to Lord Mark. A
village which had to be traversed, and which might have been
easily defended with a few men, was abandoned. The stone
bridge across the river leading to the intrenchment
was reached at 11 o'clock. This bridge had been SmgS.
rendered impassable by the rebels, and after their

flight they still continued to maintain a heavy fire on it. It

was repaired under this fire by Lieutenant Colonib, E.A.,
acting under the orders of Lord Mark. As soon as it had been
rendered serviceable. Lord Mark sent for the Madras Eifles from
the intrenchment, and despatched them to aid in escorting the
carts and elephants. They accomplished this task without
opposition, and the baggage was brought in in safety.

This gallant action reflects the greatest credit on the troops
and the commander. Lord Mark was accom-
panied by Lieutenant-Colonel Longden of the 10th

JJj'Lord'^^

Foot and Mr. Yenables, the daring indigo-planter, M<.rk Ken-,

whose previous gallant achievements have brought
him more than once before the reader ; and no doubt the previous
experience of these two gallant men was useful to him. But
he was the leader ; upon him it depended whether to advance
against numbers or to retreat before numbers. Upon his

shoulders rested the responsibility, and to him must be accorded

the praise. When it was urged upon him by these brave men to

abandon the convoy and to make for the intrenchment, he merely
replied " Wait a bit : we'll win yet," and persevered. The
number against whom he contended did not, at the lowest compu-
tation, fall short of four thousand men, and probably greatly

exceeded it. Against these, deducting his baggage guards, he
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could not put in line more than three hundred men. In the

daring, the conduct, and the success of the achievement, Lord
Mark Kerr's relief of Azamgarh may be clai<sed with Vincent
Eyre's relief of Arah.

Nor, whilst awarding Lord Mark Kerr this high praise for

his daring, can History deny him the not inferior
His prudence merit of military prudence. The imploring letters

dariig! he received for immediate aid on his ariival at

Sarsana might have induced a less prudent com-

mander to start that night on an errand, the accomplishment of

which successfully might well be supposed to depend on the

most absolute promptitude. There can be no more tormenting

pressure on the mind of a commander than the knowledge that

his countrymen within a few miles of him may perish for want
of immediate relief; that the few hours of the night, well

employed, would bring them that relief; but that prudential

considerations compel him not to use those hours. Lord Mark
Kerr felt that pressure, and yet had the wisdom to resist

The state of affairs at Azamgarh was bad indeed. Milman's
force, after its precipitate and disastrous retreat,

state of }iad marched straight into the intrenchments within

zamgarh. the gaol, leaving the town to the mercy of the rebels.

But these moved so cautiously that the reinforce-

ments of which I have spoken * were able to enter. Two days

later, the rebels occupied the town and beleagured the gaol.

Fortunately, this was surrounded by a deep ditch, and Kimwar
Singh did not care to risk an assault. He invested the place,

and trusted to the effects of famine and an unremitting fire.

He even had it in contemplation to blockade the gaol and to

march on Banaras, and there can be no doubt that this

programme would have been carried out but for the splendid

achievement of Lord Mark Kerr.

The action fought by Lord Mark had cost the British a

casualty list large in proportion to the number en-

Kfinwar^° g^gcd, eight officcrs and men being killed and

See* thirty-four severely or dangerously wounded. At
such a price the defeat of Kiinwar Singh was cheaply

purchased. That leader had showed himself greater as a

strategist than a tactician. His plan of campaign was ad-

Fide page 320-1.
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mirable, but in carrying it into execution he committed many
serious errors. Milman gave him a great, an unexpected
opportunity. He had that officer at his mercy. When Milman's
men were waiting for their breakfast in the mango grove near
Atraulia, it was in the power of Kunwar Singh to cut them off

from Azamgarh. He preferred to attack them in front. Then,
when he had forced him to fall back, he did not press the

pursuit with sufficient vigour. A capable commander would
still have cut them off. Once having seen them housed in

Azamgarh, he should have left a portion of his force

to blockade them, pressed on with the remainder
causTof^is

towards Banaras, and occupied a position in which false tactics.

he could have engaged Lord Mark Kerr with
advantage. He had at his disposal, it subsequently transpired,

about twelve thousand men. To oppose these the few men led

by Lord Mark were alone available. Everything was within

his grasp had he dared to stretch out his hand. The chances

are that, capable man as he was, he saw all this. But he was
not supreme master of the situation. Every petty leader who
had brought his contingent to serve under him wished to

dictate a programme. The counsels of the rebels tended, then,

almost always to a compromise.
I have now recorded the result of the message sent from

Azamgarh to Banaras and Allahabad. Another result was
produced by the message despatched to Lakhnao. What that

was will be narrated when 1 return to the army still massed
in the conquered city.
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CHAPTEK III.

KUNWAR SINGH AT BAT IN WESTERN BIHAR.

I LEFT Sir Colin Campbell master, on the 21st March, of Laklinao.

T propose to narrate now tlie measures whicli he adopted to reap

every possihle advantage from his conquest.

Three main objects first presented themselves to his attention.

The first was the strengthening of the weak places

stuireSn- wMch had been threatened during his advance; the

"^m%^eT second, the formation of a movable column for the
comp s,

. j^e.conquest of western and north-western Oudh ; the

third, the re-conquest of Eohilkhand. Combined with this last

was the necessity of holding out a hand to the brigade of Seaton,

left at Fathgarh, and to the columns of Jones and Penny still

accomplishing, or about to accomplish, the work which had
remained to be carried out for the complete pacification of the

North-western provinces.

On the 24th March Sir Colin detailed a considerable force to

constitute, for the moment, the gan'ison of Lakhnao.* The
command of this force was intrusted to Sir Hope Grant.

On the 28th the Military Train, the 10th Regiment, and a

^ggg^
field battery left for Allahabad. The same day Sir

jyiarch.
Colin received information of Milman's disaster near

Sir E. Lugard Azamgarh, narrated in the previous chapter. His
Is ordered to movement to repair the misfortune was as prompt as
Azamgar

. qq^^i^ ]^q desircd. On the 29th Sir E. Lugard was
despatched, with a brigade of infantry (10th,t 34th, 84th),

seven hundred Sikh sabres, and eighteen pieces of artillery, by
the direct road to Azamgarh, taking Atraulia en route. Whilst

* Two troops horse artillery ; two field batteries ; four garrison batteries

one company engineers ; three companies pioneers.

The 2nd Dragoon Guards; the Labor Ligbt Horse; 1st Sikh Cavalry;
Hodson's Horse ; the 20th, 23rd, 38tb, 53rd, 90tb, 97th Kegiments, and 1st

Madras Fusiliers ; Headquarters 27th Madras Native Infantry ; 5th Panjab
Infantry.

t The 10th had started on the 28th en route to England, but were recalled

by an express that night.
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Lugard would thus relieve Azamgarh, the advance of Jang
Bahadur's force towards Faizabad, on their return to Nipal,
would, it was hoped, relieve Kowcroft, whom I left encamped
at Amorah.

I propose, in the first instance, to follow the course of Sir
E. Lugard. But before setting out with him I may state that
there still remained at Lakhnao four regiments of cavalry and
eight of infantry, with artillery in proportion, to be accounted
for. These were constituted as a movable column, at the head
of which was placed Brigadier-General Walpole. To him I
shall revert in due course.

Lugard left Lakhnao on the 29th March. The distance to
Azamgarh was fifteen marches. Pushing on as Mar.—Apru.
rapidly as possible, he reached Sultanpur the 5th April. He sets out

It had been his intention to cross the Gumti at this ^^*^ March,

place, and march direct on Azamgarh. But to carry out this

plan would have necessitated a week's delay. The bridge had
been destroyed by fire, and there were no boats. Under these
circumstances he resolved to continue his march down the right
bank, and to make, in the first instance, for Jaunpur.
A few miles only from Jaunpur, to the north-west of it, and

on the direct road from Sultanpor, lies the village of ^^^j defeats

Tigra. Within four miles of this village a rebel force the reijeis

of three thousand men, one third of whom were "^*^'^^sra.

trained sipahis, and two guns, under the command of Ghulam
Husen, had appeared on the 10th April, threatening Jaunpur.
The following day this rebel force attacked and burnt a con-

siderable village within six miles of Tigra. The afternoon of

that day Lugard reached Tigra, and heard of the vicinity of the
rebels. He had made a sixteen- mile march, his troops were
exhausted, the heat of the day was excessive. He therefore

resolved to remain where he was till his men should have rested

and the sun be less oppressive. Towards evening, however, he
received information that the rebels were on the move. He at

once turned out his men, dashed after them, caught and attacked

them. The rebels attempted for a moment to stand, but they
could not resist the terrible onslaught of the cavalry. After a

short resistance, they turned and fled, leaving eighty killed and
their two guns on the field. On the side of the

victors six sawars were wounded. There was but -^i^^^'

one killed—but the loss was the loss of a most Peathof

gallant officer, who had rendered excellent service Haverik.
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during the mutiny. He wlio fell was Lieutenant Charles

Havelock, a nef)hew of the renowned general.

Lugard marched on the next day to Didarganj, relieved the

Gurkhas at Jaunpur by three companies of the 37th Eegiment,
and then pushed on for Azamgarh. On the 14th he

amgar
. ^^^ within scvcn miles of that place. Azamgarh

was still invested by the force under Kunwar Singh, computed
to be thirteen thousand strong ; but, if that leader had been
unable to force his way into the British intrenchment when it

was occupied by Milman's small force, still less was he capable

of making an impression upon it after the reinforcements from

Plans of the
^-hazipur and Banaras had reached the place. Indeed,

British gar- the British gaiTison had been so greatly increased
nson.

that, had it taken the field, it might have ended the

campaign at a blow. Colonel Dames, who commanded, was,
however, restrained from action by the express orders of Sir

Colin, and directed to await in his intrenched position the

arrival of Sir E. Lugard. The rebels, therefore, still occupied

the town, and still threatened the intrencliment. On the

approach of Lugard, on the 15th, Kunwar Singh drew up his

forces along the banks of the little river Tons,* commanding
the bridge of boats across it, and resolved to dispute the passage.

But the wily chieftain had matured plans far deeper than even

April 15. those about him could fathom. He knew very well

Plans of
' that the soldiers who had failed to stop the small

Kunwar force of Lord Mark Kerr would have no chance
^^ '

against the more considerable brigade of Sir E.

Lugard. He therefore so arranged his forces that, whilst those

upon whom he could most depend should defend the passage of

the Tons as long as possible, the great bulk, traversing the

town, should march with all speed to the Ganges, and, crossing

that river at or near Ghazipiir, should endeavour to reach his

native jungles at Jagdispur, there to renew the war.
Lugard attacked the rebels with great vigour. But for some

Lugard forces
time he failed to make any impression upon them,

the passage Thc}^ held the bridge of boats with a resolution and
of the Tons.

'^

xi r- j i • ^ xperseverance worthy of veterans, and it was not
until they had by their long resistance ensured the safety of

their comrades that they fell back. Lugard then crossed the

There are three rivers of this name. That mentioned in the text is

known as the North-eastern Tone. It is an ofif'shoot from the Gh^hra.
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Tons, and at once detached half a troop of horse artillery, the
Military Train, and two squadrons 3rd Sikh Cavalry in pursuit.
In this action Mr. Venables, the indigo-planter, always to the
front, always daring, and always, from his intimate acquaintance
with the country, eminently useful, was severely wounded. To
the regret of every soldier, he died of his wounds.
He had rendered splendid and unpaid service to his Mr!venlbies.
country. In the earlier days of the mutiny, when
all had been clouded and gloomy, he had set a noble example to
everybody, and, when his station had been abandoned by the
civilians, had shown the power of preserving order which even
one resolute Englishman can wield in India. Honour be to his
memory.
The rebels had taken every advantage of the firm resistance

made by their comrades at the Tons, and the pursuers
had a gallop of twelve miles before they caught rekea?but

sight of them. And when they did see them the ^^l^^
sight was far from reassuring. Instead of a defeated
and scattered host seeking safety in flight, they came upon a
body of men retiring unbroken and in good order. There were
the men of the old Danapur brigade, of the 7th, 8th, and 40th
Native Infantry covering the retreat of a large body of followers.
But the pursuers did not hesitate. They charged—to make,
however, no impression. " It was all we could do," wrote one
of the officers engaged, "to hold our own against such odds.

Immediately our cavalry charged they stood and formed square,
and used to abuse and tell us to come on." The loss

of the British was considerable. Hamilton of the make mt?e^^^

3rd Sikhs, a very gallant officer, was wounded and
u°^JJ''the°^

unhorsed when charging the squares. As he lay on
the ground, the rebels cutting at him, Middleton of the 29th
Foot and Farrier Murphy rushed to his assistance, and succeeded
in rescuing his body, which otherwise would have been cut to

pieces. The wounds Hamilton received were, however, mortal.

Ultimately, by great daring, the British forced the enemy to

fall back; but they fell back in perfect order, leaving only
three of their guns in the hands of the assailants, who had com-
pletely failed to break them.* The British, therefore, halted

A little after the rescue of Hamilton, a body of rebels dashed forward,

with talwars drawn, to cut down a wounded and dismounted trooper of the
military tram. A^ain did Middleton dash forward, drive them back, and,
dismountiBg, place the wounded trooper on his horse.
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at Nathupur, where they liad fought, watched the enemy dis-

appear in the direction of the Ganges, then sent their killed

and wounded into Azamgarh, with a request for reinforce-

ments.

Lugard, after crossing the Tons, had pitched his camp, and,

ds ds
drawing to himself the garrison of Azamgarh, was

Douglas in preparing to move actively against two rajahs, allies
pursuit.

^£ Kunwar Singh—who, after the battle, had taken a

northerly direction towards Oudh—and to watch the reuniting

portions of Ghulam Husen's force. But, the moment
Apni 16-17.

-j^^ received the report of the pursuing column halted

at Nathupur, he detached Brigadier Douglas at the head of a

wing of the 37th, the 84th, one company Madras Rifles, four guns

Major Cotter's battery Madras Artillery, two 5^-inch mortars, to

reinforce them. Douglas started at once, and reached Nathupur
that night (16th April).

Meanwhile Kunwar Singh had halted at the village of

Kunwar
Naghai, about fourteen miles from Nathupur. The

Singh halts rcasons which influenced Kunwar Singh, at so
at Naghai.

critical a conjuncture, to discontinue his retreat,

cannot be divined. It is fair to believe, however, that know-

ing, from the custom of his enemy, he would be pursued, he

hoped to be able to strike that enemy a blow so disabling as to

permit him to continue his retreat without further molesta-

tion. Certain it is that he had occupied a strong position, and
arranged his forces with considerable skill. Occupying guoves

of large trees, he had covered his front with breastworks, and

had disposed his guns so as to reap the greatest possible advan-

n u las
tage from their working. Here Douglas found him

attacks him on the moming of the 17th, and here he attacked
there.

-j^^j^^ -g^^ again did Kunwar Singh display great

tactical ability. He kept Douglas at bay till he had secured

two lines of retreat for his main columns, which he had divided.

He then fell back leisurely, and, though many of his

Singh falls men were cut up, they maintained to the end of the

fu?
^^^^* ^^y their determined and orderly attitude. As soon

^'
as Douglas's pursuit—continued for four or five

Apnii7-20.
^^Yqs—relaxed, the two divided columns reunited,

and took up a position for the night.

Douglas lay that night at Ahusi, within six miles of the
rebels. Early next morning he started again in

pur'SS, pursuit. But the rebels had been equally prompt,
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and marclied tliat day without molestation to Nagra,* eighteen
miles distant. They were followed all day by the British
cavalry and horse artillery, but the infantry did not come
up in time to permit Douglas to engage. He encamped that
night within three or four miles of the enemy's position.

But Kunwar Singh was well served by his spies. No sooner
had he heard that the British had halted for the night than he
broke up his camp, marched to Sikandarpur, crossed

the Ghagra by the ford near that place, and pushed Kfinwar
on to Manohar, in the Ghazipur district. There he Singh

and his followers halted, wearied and hungry, '^*'''®^*

hoping they might have time for sleep and food before their

pursuers should appear.

But Douglas was determined to allow them little time for

either. At midnight on the 18th he heard of their

move towards Sikandarpur. At 2 o'clock in the tracks^and at

morning he was on their track, and marching all last reaches

day, picking up many stragglers as he proceeded, he ™'

bivouacked that night within four miles of Kunwar Singh's

position. He did not rest there long. Hoping to catch the

enemy, he turned out his men at a very early hour on the 20th,

and, marching rapidly, found himself at daylight in front of his

still resting enemy.
That position was neither so strong nor so well chosen as

that at Naghai. The defence consequently was less

determined, and the disaster was greater. Douglas ^" ^°'

advanced his infantry under cover of a fire from his
^o"ipieteiy

guns, at the same time that he threatened the defeats the

enemy's right with his cavalry. The rebels made Manohar.

no stand, but fled in disorder, leaving on the field a

brass 9-pounder gun, several limbers and waggons, an immense
quantity of ammunition, a large amount of treasure, a number
of carts and bullocks, four elephants, and the colours of the

28th Regiment Native Infantry, which were found wrapped

round the body of a Subahdar who was shot. The rebels were

pursued for six miles, but, in pursuance of a preconceived plan,

their several columns took difi'erent routes, to reunite again at a

given hour of the night at some settled spot. Where this spot

was Douglas found it impossible to discover. Accordingly,

* Nagra is a town in the Xzamgarh district. It lies forty-five miles to the

east of the town of that name on the road to Chapra.
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wlien darkness set in, he bivouacked, prepared to move early on

tlie morrow.
But Kunwar Singh had displayed his customary subtlety.

His object was to cross the Ganges. He had im-
Kunwar prcsscd on the country people and on many of his
Singh eludes A „ ,, . - -. - -u • ^ x. ± '4. tt ^
Cumberiege own following, that having no boats it would be

the GaJ^es
necessaiy to cross the river on elephants, of which a

intoBihlr. certain number still remained. By this report he

hoped to deceive the English general. But, mean-
while, he had, by means of his agents, collected a sufficient

number of boats at Seopur Ghat, seven miles below Ballia.

"When, therefore, night fell, he marched off to this point, and
outwitting Colonel Cumberiege, who, with two regiments of

Madras cavalry, was waiting to pounce upon him at Ballia,

succeeded in embarking all his men except two hundred before

the British appeared on the scene. Douglas, indeed,
^" ~ ' had started in pursuit at 2 o'clock in the morning,

but, misled by the false information circulated by Kunwar Singh,

he only reached the right track in time to cut off the two hun-
dred men of whom I have spoken, to capture some elephants

and another brass gun, and to sink one—the last—of the enemy's
boats.

Kunwar Singh thus crossed the Ganges in safety. He made
his way without delay to his ancestral domain at

JagdispS.*° Jagdispur. Here he found his brother, Amar Singh,
with several thousand armed villagers ready to sup-

port him. Kunwar Singh posted these and the few men who,
after crossing the Ganges, had adhered to his fortunes, in the
jungles covering his cas-tle—the same thick jungles which Vin-
cent Eyi'e had forced on the 12th August of the preceding year.

But if, as I have already had occasion to remark, there was
no William Tayler to exercise a vigilant supervision over the
several districts of western Bihar, neither was there a Vincent
Eyre to retrieve the errors of the Bengal Government. It

happened that Arah was at this time occupied by a party of

a hundred and fifty men of the 35th Regiment, a hundred and
fifty of Eattray's Sikhs, and fifty sailors of the Naval Brigade,
the whole under the command of Captain Le Grand of the

* The town which gives its name to this ghat, Seopur Diar, is two miles
from the northern bank of the Ganges, and five miles north-east from Ballia.
which is a flourishing town with a municipality.
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35tli. Le Grand, knowing well what Yincent Eyre Captain Le

had accomplished in the same locality; how, with re^so^vesto

a smaller force at his disposal, he had beaten an attack him.

enemy certainly not less numerous, and far better armed and
disciplined than the enemy now occupying the same position,

determined, if possible, to emulate his example. Accordingly,
on the 23rd April, he marched from Arah with the
force I have mentioned, and two 12-pounder howit-

^^^ ^^'

zers. Early on the morning of the 23rd he came upon the little

army of Kunwar Singh. It consisted of about two
thousand men, dispirited, badly armed, and without He^^ttacks

guns. It occupied the thick jungle, about a mile
and a half in depth. Le Grand began the action with a fire

from his two howitzers. These, however, seemed to make no
impression on the enemy, and the infantry were then brought
up to make the charge which, when they are well led, has never
failed against Asiatics. The exact course of the events which
followed has never been clearly explained. But this is certain,

that at a critical moment of the advance into the thick jungle,

when the men in extended order were about to rush forward
with a cheer, the bugler sounded the retreat. By ^^^ jg ^q^,

whom the order to sound was given, or whether it pieteiy

was intended to sound the retreat, is not known. ^^^^**®^-

The effect of it on a scattered body of men unable to see each
other was to cause irretrievable cou fusion. To repair it Le
Grand used every means in his power, but in vain. The evil

had been done. The men fell back in disorder, followed by the

enemy, and, abandoning the howitzers, fled to Arah. The 35th
suffered very severely. Two-thirds of their number, amongst
them Le Grand and two officers, were either killed * or died

from heat-apoplexy on the retreat. The gunners, refusing to

retire, were killed at their guns. The disaster was complete.

This disaster threw the district once more into disorder. A
panic ensued at the station of Chapra, and expresses

were sent from Danapur to Brigadier Douglas, pougfas'^

urging him to cross the river without delay. Doug-
gJJJ^^.llj*'^

las, whose incessant pursuit of Kunwar Singh with-

out tents had tried his men to the utmost, had been inclined,

when the rebel chief had escaped his clutches, to wait till his

* The casualties were in killed : 35tli, a hundred and two men ; eaUors,

nineteen ; Sikhs, nine ; officers, three.
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heavy baggage should arrive. But, on receipt of the expresses

from Danapur, he crossed the Ganges, 25th April, at Sina Ghat,

pushed on the 84th Foot and two guns to Arah on the 29th, and
followed himself two days later.

But, before Douglas could act against the rebels, a material

Death of change had taken place in the conduct of their

Kunwar affairs. Whether Kiinwar Singh was wounded at
Singh.

^1^^ action fought at Manohar, or, whether, as some
of his followers aver, as he was crossing the Ganges, this is

certain, that immediately on his arrival at Jagdispur he under-

went amputation of the wrist. He was an old man, and the

shock was too much for him. He died three days after he had
defeated Le Grand.
Kunwar Singh was succeeded by his brother Amar Singh.

Amar Though hardly the equal of his brother in military
Singh 8UC- skill, Aoiar Singh was not one whit behind him in
ceeds him.

energy and resolution, and the manner in which he
conducted the operations which followed left little to be desired

in a partisan leader.

The rebels, after defeating Le Grand, had followed up their

victory by an attack on Arah. Though repulsed,
*^' they still continued to threaten it, and, as their num-

wSfthe ^OTS were daily augmenting, Douglas thought it

arrival of advisable to await the arrival of Lugard, who had
"^^

' warned him of his approach.

Lugard, who, since I last spoke of him, had remained at

Azamgarh, occupied in clearing the surrounding

eariVS^May. districts, had no sooner heard of Kunwar Singh's

successful passage of the Ganges and the disaster of

Le Grand, than he set off with a portion of his brigade, crossed

the sacred stream on the 3rd and two following days of May,
and marched at once to the neighbourhood of Arah.
The news he received there led Lugard to believe that the

rebels, who were reported to number eight thousand,

Lugar? were intrenching themselves in the jungle between
Bihiya and Jagdispur. He resolved, therefore, to

occupy with his main body a position in front of the western
face of the jungle, guarding Arah with a detachment, whilst

Colonel Corfield, commanding a small force at Sasaram, should

march from that quarter to his aid.

Lugard reached Bihiya on the 8th, sent back thence the

detachment to guard Arah, and then marched on the 9th to a
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plain a little to the west of JagdisiDur. Here he intended Lugard

to halt to await the arrival of Corfield. But the jagdispir.

enemy's action forced him to change his plan. On the
afternoon of that day Amar Singh, covering his movement by a
threatened attack on Lugard's camp, marched from the jungles
with the bulk of his following in the direction of Arah. Forced,
then, to attack at once, Lugard checked the advance on Arah
with his cavalry and guns ; then, dividing his force into three
columns, he drove the enemy before him, and occupied Jagdis-
piir. In this operation he did not lose a single man killed, and
only a few were wounded. The rebels fell back on Satwarpiir,

a village in the jungle district.

The day following, Lugard, sensible of the necessity of fol-

lowing up his advantage, set out in pursuit. On Progress of

the 11th he was joined at Piru, seven miles south- the cam-

west of Jagdispiir, by Corfield, who, fighting almost ^''^^"*

daily and always successfully, had made his way from Sasaram.
That same day he surprised and defeated the rebels at Hatampiir.

From this date, skirmishes were of daily occurrence. On the
12th, Lugard beat the rebels at Jathin, whilst Corfield drove
them from Duvim. On the 20th they were again beaten, though
they managed to kill an ofiicer, Dawson, of the Military Train.

Lugard, however, avenged his death on the 27th by intlicting a
crushing defeat upon them at Dalilpur, recapturi-g the two
howitzers they had taken from Le Grand. On this occasion he
did not lose a single man.
But these victories did not crush the rebellion in the district.

On each occasion the rebels, knowing every inch of xheper-

the country, dispersed to reunite in nearly the same sistentdis-

strength as before. Dividing themselves into small Rebels"
°

parties, they organised a system of freebooting,

dangerous to life and property, and threatening to
^"^Jjjg

the stations, the peaceful villages, and the isolated

posts all over the country. It was impossible to wage a war of

extermination. Yet the jungles offered the rebels a means of

defying for a series of months disciplined soldiers led by skilled

and capable generals. In vain were their positions

marked, encircled, and then marched upon from
^J^^^f^^^^^

different quarters. The smallest delay on the part a new scheme

of one of the converging columns gave the rebels the ^ staff officer

opportunity, of which they were ever prompt to avail with the

themselves, to escape. Nor was it until the genius

VOL. IV. z
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of a staff officer serving under Douglas devised a plan, based

upon his experience of its efficiency elsewhere, that a certain

means was attained for the extermination or expulsion of the

persistent rebels. The nature of that plan will be developed in

the pages which follow.

After the defeat at Dalilpur on the 27th, the rebels broke up
into small parties, and commenced their new trade of marauding

on a large scale. One party attacked and destroyed

tti^Tistricf.
^^ indigo factory near Dumraun, another plundered

the village of Eajpur near Baksar, a third threatened

the railway works on the Karamnasa. These proceedings spread

dismay and disorder throughout the Shahabad district.

In the campaign up to the point which I have now reached,

the British troops had suffered greatly from the heat and ex-

posure to the sun. But, in the presence of the occurreuces just

recorded, Lugard was compelled lo keep them

defeatsth^-nT
actively employed. To facilitate their movements
and to lessen the chances of the escape of the enemy,

he set to work to intersect the jungles by roads. On the 2nd
June, he divided his force into two parts, the one at

June.
Keshwa, the other at Dalilpur, opposite points on

the edge of the jungle. Between these he cut a broad road.

Occupying this with a line of posts as a base, he

S^e!"'' attacked the rebels from the outside on the 4th, and
defeated them with great slaughter, the 10th and

84th showing great dash and daring. But still many managed
to escape.

It would be tedious to follow the course of every skirmish

;

to show how Douglas pursued the rebels with energy

rSfgns his ^^^ vigour towards Baksar, and how the main body
command yet managed to elude his pursuit ; how they again

Leaftb. and again baffled Lugard. He could beat but could
not crush them. He had not, in fact, the means of

maintaining a continuous and crushing pursuit. The rebels,

therefore, though repeatedly beaten, were able to rally at a
distance and return by a circuitous route to the corner of the
jungle. But, by the loth June, Lugard had so far succeeded
that the rebels had been expelled to a further distance from the
jungles than had ever been the case previously, and he was able

to report that the task entrusted to him had been practically

completed. Wearied and broken down by the unparalleled
hardships of the contest, Lugard was in fact forced by the state
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of Ms health to resign his command and proceed to England.
The troops were then ordered into quarters. But they had
scarcely retired from the field, when the rebels, strong in a con-
viction of real success in the past, and confident that the rainy
season would secure them immunity for the four months to
come, reoccupied their old positions, their numbers daily in-

creased by recruits from all parts of the country.
It was under these circumstances that Brigadier Douglas, C.B.,

was appointed to succeed Lugard. He had no sine- june—Se t

cure. He had not even assumed command when he Douglas suc-

heard that, owing to the manoeuvres and intrigues of ^^'^^ ^™-

Amar Singh, the rebel prisoners in the gaol at Gaya had been
released, and, joined by the police and the convicts, had driven
the English into their intrenchment. This outrage
—which was speedily repaired—was followed up by Do^gSfon^*
a raid into the station of Arab, the garrison of first assuming

which had been cunningly enticed away, and by the
^^'^o'^^^^^ •

burning of a gentleman's bungalow. The civil authority had,

in fact, everywhere disappeared.

Under these circumstances, the British authorities resorted to

stronger measures. First they placed Douglas in

command of the whole of the disturbed districts as dSiSsmeana
far as Danapiir. Then they au2;mented the troops to baffle and

T-i- ^
J . ' ^ 2. ±1 c subdue the

under nis command to a numerical strength or seven rebels.

thousand. Douglas began at once to work on a

system. He organised strong posts at easy distances from each

other in all directions. He located his troops in such a manner
that it would be easy to mass them at short notice on one
particular point. He sent out trusted Sipahis in disguise to

penetrate the designs of the mutineers, and even to bring in

their leaders, alive or dead. He continued with great effect the

practice, initiated by his predecessor, of covering the jungles

with roads. Finally, as a supreme remedy, he elaborated a plan

for driving the rebels into Jagdispur, as a common centre, and
for there finishing the campaign—as he had every right to

expect—by the assault and capture of that stronghold.

This plan, it will be observed, involved the deferring of

larger operations until October or November. Mean-
while it was necessary to secure the grand trunk

^f^^^^^^
road. On this road, which traverses the lower portion sariiy de-

of the district from east to west, and the safety of
after'oie

which was of vital importance to Sir Colin Campbell rains.
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and Hs army, large bodies of troops under Colonel Turner, C.B.,

97tli Eegiment, were constantly employed. For the four months
that followed Turner was unremittingly engaged on this arduous

but necessaiy service.

The rebels on their side were very persevering. Amar Singh
reoccupied Jasrdispur, and his adherents, in small

1 he rebels -i o ^.'.. . ti',i
continue parties, kept the districts m continued disturbance
active, throughout July, August, and September. They

seemed to be ubiquitous. Many places in opposite directions

were attacked about the same time. Their principal depreda-

tions, however, were confined to the country south of the

Ganges and west of the Son river.

It is true they met several reverses. On the 9th September,

ins iteof
Colonel Walters defeated them at Eampur ; on the

frequent 20th, Captain French and a party of the 35th de-
defeats,

stroyed their boats on the Son ; on the 14th October,

Mr. Probyn, of the <'ivil Service, and twenty Sikhs, ran up a

creek on the Shahabad side of the river and destroyed four large

boats defended by three hundred and seventy-five Sipahis and a

hundred hor.<emen—a most gallant performance. Not the less,

^ ^ however, did the rebels continue to threaten Arah :
October

they even attacked the cavaliy picket at that station.

But the end was now approaching. The rainy season was

Reasons for
Passing away. In one point of view it would have been

beginning advisable to defer serious operations until it had actually

i3th^0ctober!
P^ssed. It was feared, however, and not without reason,

that on the complete cessation of the rains, the rebels,

thoroughly aware of the preparations made against them, would
cross the Son and carry rapine and the sword into the districts

which had up to the time been free from their presence. Conse-
quently Douglas resolved to begin operations on the 13th October.

On the 9th of that month he set out from Danapiir to carry

On the 13th ^^^^ execution the plan he had carefully and elabor-
October ately devised. The ground was still swampy, and

causes^seven ^his was likely to prove a material disadvantage in
columns to a Campaign the success of which depended 'upon the
converge near .j^t^ /• • -, .

^ - •, <»

jagdispur. cxact punctuality 01 arrival at a given point oi

several converging columns.* But Douglas had

* It may be convenient to state that the district in question may be roughly
described as a triangle, each side of which measured fifty miles. It was
bounded on the north by the Gauges, on the east by the Son, and on the
west and south transversely by the hilly districts of Mirzapur.
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taken his measures with precision. Erom several points he set
in motion, on the 13th October, seven different columns, the
object of all being to drive the rebels before them to the common
centre, Jagdispiir, there to fall upon them and finish the cam-
paign at one stroke.

Success crowned his earlier combats. On the 14th
Douglas drove the rebels out of Karisat. On the SVresSd
16th, Durnford, leading the Baksar column, defeated witiimthe

them, though after a determined resistance, at Kamp- /uugies.^"^

sagar. On the 17th Turner's column headed and
defeated them at Piru, and followed hotly in j^ursuit. These
movements had been so thoroughly executed that the rebels,

numbering four thousand five hundred, were pressed in on all

sides towards the centre, and it was known on the evening of
the 17th that they were all within the circle, the outlets on the
outer ring of which were watched by the seven converging
columns.

Douglas believed that he had them, and he had a right to

believe it. Nothing but a mistake on the part of

one of the leaders of the seven columns could save SdeS^the
them, and he had impressed his orders so strongly columns to

on those leaders, and had made them see so clearly jagdispL*!^

the issue at stake, that he had every reason to feel

confident. He fixed the assault for noon of the following day.

The result showed the mistake of reckoning with absolute

certainty on the success of a manoeuvre, the threads of which
are in the bands of seven men, the failure of any one of whom,
whether from accident or stupidity, would ispoil the combina-
tion. The failure of one man out of the seven effectively

ruined Douglas's well-thougnt-out plan. Six of the

columns converged punctually to the common centre, c^onei*'^

only to find the place evacuated. The seventh Waiters'

column, commanded by Colonel Walters of the 53rd, rebels escape.

had been delayed five hours by an inundation con-

sequent on the cutting of embankments, and the rebels had
escaped by the outlet he had left them

!

It was at this period that the staff officer to whom I have
alluded in a preceding page submitted to the general

a plan which he believed would meet the difficulties pi^^*^

of the case. The staff officer, who was no other

than IVIajor Sir Henry Havelock, Deputy Assistant Adjutant-

General of the force, had, in his experience of Franks's advance
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without cavalry from the eastern frontier of Ondh to Lakhnao,

noticed the enormous service which a few mounted soldiers of

the 10th Foot, carrying rifles on horseback, had been able to

render. Conceiving the idea, some time before Douglas had set

out from Danapiir, that the services of a few men might be

advantageously utilised in a similar manner, he had caused forty

riflemen of the 10th Foot to be hastily trained by Captain

Bartholomew of that regiment. He now proposed
approv^'ia^*^

to Douglas, to employ the men so trained as mounted
°^ ^ * infantry—as men, that is to say, who could pursue

and overtake the enemy, then, dismounting, hold them in check

tiU the main force should arrive. Douglas gave his cordial

assent. Whereupon Havelock, first increasing the

SoJ?^ forty men to sixty by volunteers from the 10th, set out

to head the rebels, who, he learned, were marching

towards the Son. He took with him three troops of the

Military Train and sixty cavalry as supports.

The orders given to Havelock were to endeavour, by a forced

The Ian of
i^aich, to interpose between the rebels and the Son,

his^cam- whilst two columns of infantry should be despatched
paign.

1^ ^Yie same direction, one to the north, the other to

the south, of their line of flight, so that, should he succeed in

turning them, they would find themselves surrounded.

Havelock set out from his post near Jagdispiir at a little past

Havelock
^ o'clock on the night of the 18th ; he reached Arab

heads the at 1 o'clock in the morning of the 19th, halted thei-e
rebels

;

^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ -|^^l£ hoiirs, and, starting again at half-

past 7, reached the Son before the rebels. The latter, finding

themselves headed, halted, remained irresolute for twelve hours,

and then retraced their steps south-westward.

Havelock's mounted column followed, maintaining by patrols

a constant communication with the infantry detach-

TscapJby mcnts, and guiding their movements. The mutinied
P^^i°s^ Sipahis, now fairly aroused to a sense of their danger,

put forth their best efibrts to out-march their pur-

suers, and, after an inefiectual attempt to re-enter the Jagdispiir

jungle, pushed directly westward. The pursuing mounted
riflemen were sadly embarrassed by rice-fields, inundated to a

depth of from one to two feet, making one continuous swamp for

miles. These the rebels on foot avoided by moving along the
* bandhs," or ridges used to confine the water. Still Havelock
gradually gained on them. On the afternoon of the 29th of
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October he overtook their rear-guard of four hundred T^® mounted

infantry near Nonadi, and succeeded, by a rifle-fire oVe^rS
maintained by dismounted men on two faces, one di- ^^^^'

rected on the main body, the other on the rear-guard,
in cutting off the latter from the former, and hemming it into
the village till Colonel Turner's infantry column should arrive.
Turner then stormed the village, and slew three
hundred rebels. About a hundred, the balance, Sp^«^'*i^«°»

dashed out in sheer desperation, but they were at once
"ringed" in an adjoining field by Havelock's mounted riflemen,

who shot them down till their numbers were so reduced that the
supporting cavalry, bursting in on them, sword in hand, sabred
almost every man. Only three or four, amongst whom was
Amar Singh himself, disguised, found safety in a neighbouring
cane-crop. This was the most effective blow that had been
struck against the Shahabad rebels. Its success is to be attri-

buted solely to the use of the new mounted riflemen, without
whose presence the enemy would, as on every former occasion,

have escaped unscathed through their superior speed.

The main body of rebels had meanwhile continued its flight,

after several doubles, finally due west. Following on its track,

Havelock again overtook it after a forty miles' march, on the
afternoon of the 21st. The infantry column, under
Brigadier Douglas's personal command, guided by J^gumespur-

reports from the mounted rifles, had been able to suit, and

follow the foe in straight lines from point to point of rebels,

^^

his numerous twistings and doublings, so that, when
the Sipahis, thoroughly fagged, halted that afreinoon to cook, it

was sufficiently near to be expected to take part in the combat.

Havelock's column approached the rebels while they were thus

employed ; but, instead of dashing at them at once, Havelock,

very wisely, made a circuit, so as to head them towards Douglas's

infantry. As soon as he had reached the proper point he charged,

drove them from their cooking, and, circling them in on three

sides with skirmishers, kept them in check for three hours in

the plain, waiting for the infantry to come up. There was now
every hope that the success of the previous day

would be repeated, but this expectation was not who escape,

realised. By a mistake of the person guiding {ak?o?a™^"

Douglas's infantry, his column was brought up in the
^'J'^^*"'^

^^'

rear of Havelock's force instead of behind that of the start.

rebels, who at once availed themselves of this error,
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and slipped out of tlie opening left for them. Evening, setting

in at the same time, gave them ten hours' darkness to cover their

flight. But, thoroughly terrified now at finding that they could

not shake off their pursuers, they abandoned all attempt to do

mischief in the district, and confined all their efforts to the one

object of escape. Favoured by the long hours of darkness, and

by the whole population of the district, who constantly and
systematically misled the pursuers by false information, they

marched in the next forty hours sixty-three mil» s further with-

out being overtaken, making for a range of hiUs which bound
the south-west of the district, and are accessible from the plain

only by three difficult passes.

But Havelock's mounted riflemen, not to be shaken off, again

overtook the enemy on the evening of the 23rd.

Haveiocka The horscs wcrc by this time so exhausted that it

oven akTs" the ^^s impossible either to head or to charge the rebels,

rebels and who, drawing up in two solid squares flanking each

them!^^^ other, steadily continued their way to the hills.

But at every step men and horses fell in their very
midst under the long-range rifles of the pursuers, who, while

thus inflicting a severe punishment, were themselves beyond
reach of the enemy's muskets. Not a minute but witnessed the

capture of baggage-animals, including Amar Singh's elephant,

carrying a howdah containing his suit of chain armour. The
rebels continued, nevertheless, their hurried flight to

reiSrau?e^ the Kaimur hills.* But so great had been the terror
practice of ins|'ired by the new arm, now for the first time in

Enfieirrifle. India employed against them, and from which escape
seemed impossible, that even the telegraph wire,

which it had always been their main object to destroy, remained
uncut along the trunk road which they crossed in their flight

;

and the whole of the British depot establishments there—of
vital importance to the regular supply of troops and stores to

the army under Lord Clyde—remained uninjured. Havelock's
loss in this singular pursuit, which covered two hundred and
one miles in five days and nights, was only three men killed and
eighteen wounded. But forty-three horses died of fatigue.

The rebel loss in the three actions of the 19th, 20th, and 21st

* The Kaimur rano:e extends south-west from latitude 24= 40', longitude
82°, for about 70 or 80 miles. It has an elevation of about 2000 feet. It
divides the valley of the south-western Tons, Jabalpiir district, from that of
the Son, Shahabad di^^trict.
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October was not less than five hundred killed, inclnding those
hemmed in and subsequently destroyed by Colonel Turner's
column at Nonadi.
Thus sixty men, organised on a novel plan, and aided by a

handful of cavalry, had effected, with almost nominal
loss, in five days, what three thousand regular troops Success of

had for six months failed to accomplish—viz. the piSro?
complete expulsion of four thousand five hundred ^^^^
rebels from the province, and the infliction on them
of a punishment the impression of which has not to Oct.—Nov.
this day been effaced. When once the inhabitants of
the district became aware that the enemy was opposed by troops
against whom they could not only hope for no success in the
field, but whom it was impossible for them to shake off in flight,

their confidence in British power returned, and the restoration

of order became an easy task.

Meanwhile, the Jagdispiir jungle had been cut down and
cleared away. The rebels were gradually driven complete

from place to place, their hiding-places being occu- collapse of

pied as the pursuers advanced. It is true that in the
long pursuit the rebels managed once or twice to pounce upon
the baggage of their enemies. But, in its results, the plan
inaugurated by Havelock was most successful. On the 24th
November Douglas surprised, by a night march, the main body
of the rebels at Salia Dahar, in the Kaimiir hills, killed many
of them, and took all their arms and ammunition. Before

the year ended he could boast that the districts under his com-
mand had been completely cleared. The campaign had been
more trying, more fatiguing than many which are counted
more glorious in their results. Never had troops in India made
longer, or more continuously long, marches. On one occasion, I

may repeat, the British infantry marched twenty-six miles a

day for five days ; and the average daily march of Havelock's

cavalry was scarcely less than forty miles.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE PROGRESS IN OUDH AND ROHILKHAND. HOPE GRANT : PENNY :

WALPOLE AT RUIYA : COKE : JOHN JONES : SAM BROWNE :

WILLIAM PEEL : VENABLES.

I RETURN once more to Lakhnao. Of the army which conquered

that city, one division, that commanded by Sir E. Lngard, has

been disposed of in the precediug pages. There remain still the

cor^s cVarmee under Hope Grant, and the division under Walpole.

I shall deal first with the former.

On the 9th April, Sir Hope Grant, commanding the force

Ho e Grant already noted,* received instructions in person from
is ordered to the Commandcr-in-Chief, to march at once with a
the districts,

(jq]^^^^^^ ^q ;g^pf^ twenty-nine miles from Lakhnao, to

drive thence a body of rebels who had collected there under the

famous Maulavi ; then marching eastwards to Muhammadabad,
and following the course of the Ghagra, to reconnoitre a place

called Bitauli, where it was rumoured the Begam of Lakhnao
with six thousand followers had taken post ; thence to march to

Eamnagar to cover the march of the Nipalese troops on their

return to Nipal.

To carry out these instructions, Hope Grant marched from
Lakhnao on the morning of the 11th April. He

Sforce'*.''
^^o^ ^^^^ ^^^ Middleton's battery, Mackinnon's troop

of horse artillery, two 18-pounders, two 8-inch how-
itzers, two 5J-inch Cohorn mortars, the 7th Hussars, one squadron
2nd Dragoon Guards, Wale's Panjab Horse, the 2nd battalion

Eifle Brigade, the 38th Foot, the 1st Bengal Fusiliers, five

hundred men of Yaughan's Panjab Corps (the 5th), one hun-
dred sappers and miners with a proportion of engineer officers

—

in all, about three thousand men.

A curious incident, emblematic of the progress made by the

Vide page 328, note.
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rebels in the art of daring yet crafty reconnoitring, d '.ring '•econ-

occurred on the night of the following day. Hope the rebels*^

Grant had encamped about three parts of the way
between Lakhnao and Bari. As he lay there that night, a troop
of irregular cavalry penetrated within the line of pickets,
which at that point were drawn from Wale's Horse. When
challenged, they replied, with the most absolute truth, that
they belonged to the 12th Irregulars. They did not add that
their regiment had mutinied so far back as July of the previous
year, and murdered their commandant.* The pickets, replied
to in this confident manner, suspected nothing, and allowed the
new-comers to pass on. The mutineers, having seen all they
cared to see, quietly slij)ped out and returned to Bari.

The plan which the rebel leader, who was no other than the
Maulavi, adopted on receiving the information which
the men of the 12th had acquired, did credit to his

The^^auiavf's

tactical skill. He at once occupied a village about
four miles on the Bari side of the British encampment with his

whole force. This village was covered all along its front by a
stream, the banks of which on the side nearest to it were high,

and the ground leading up to which was honeycombed. It v/as

a very strong position. The idea of the Maulavi was to hold
the village with his infantry, whilst he sent his cavalry by a
circuitous route to fall on the flanks of the attacking force. It

was really a brilliant idea ; for the British force, he
was aware, would march at daybreak, entirely un- Jjlf^

^^^^^

suspicious of his presence, and, could he but conceal

his infantry from view till the British were well within range,

and restrain his cavalry till the resistance from the side of the
village had begun, the chances of success seemed to be all in his

favour.

But the brilliant idea was spoilt by the mode in which it was
executed. Hope Grant did indeed march at day- His cavalry

break, unsuspicious of danger. The bulk of the are tempted

enemy's cavalry, avoiding the line of march, was
^^^p*^'^'*-

rapidly gaining a position on his rear, there to fall upon the

six thousand carts which were carrying the baggage of the

force, when their leaders were tempted by the sight of two
guns in the British advance, lightly guarded by Wale's Horse,

to throw to the winds the plan of their general and attempt to

* Vol. III. cage 47.
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capture the guns. For a moment fortune seemed to favour

them. They surrounded the picket, wounded the
Their easy officer commanding it, Lieutenant Prendergast, and

had the guns in their power. Just as they were

about to carry them off, however, they caught sight of a troop

of the 7th Hussars, led by Captain Topham, on the point of

charging them. Without awaiting the charge, they

£t?delat. abandoned their prey, galloped off, and endeavour to

recur to the original plan. But they had spoilt it.

The British were now thoroughly awake. Hope Grant made
prompt arrangements for the protection of his rear guard, and,

though the eremy made two considerable efforts to capture the

baggage, they were baffled, first by a splendid chaige of the

7th Hussars troop under Topham, and secondly by a volley,

The rebels
delivered within thirty yards of them, by two corn-

are forced to pauics of the 1st Bengal Fusiliers. Completely baffled
retreat,

^^^ their plans, they then retreated.

Meanwhile, Hope Grant pushed forward with his infantry to

the village. He noticed the strength of the position, the dif-

ficulty it might give him were it well defended. But the pre-

mature action of the cavalry, while it had ruined the plan of

the Maulavi, had taken all the heart out of his followers. Pre-

pared to surprise the British force and even to resist should the

cavalry charge throw it into disorder, they did not

SSg?.*^ care to meet the assault of the troops which had
already repulsed the cavalry. Under the circum-

stances they preferred to Avait for a more favourable opportunity,

and evacuated the village without firing a shot.

Pushing on to Bari and eastward from that place, Hope Grant

Hope Grant reached Muhammadabad on the 15th, and Eamnagar
rushes on on the 19th. Piamnagar was but six miles from
toEdmnagar.

g^^g^-^jf^ ^^^^ gp^^ M^here it was rumoured the Begam
and her followers had taken post. But the Begam, wise in her
generation, had not awaited the arrival of the English general,

and Bitauli was found evacuated.

Bitauli evacuated, Hope Grant proceeded to look after Jang

jungBab^ Bahadur's Nipalese. He found them at MasauH,
dar'sNipa- midway between Eamnagar and Nawabganj. In
^^^®*

his journal, the general gives a vivid description of
the condition of our allies. " The European officer in command,"
he writes, " had great difficulties to contend with in marching
through a country so filled with rebels. His force consisted of
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eight thousand men with twenty guns
; yet he could xheir condi-

only reckon on two thousand men for actual fighting tion described

purposes. He had two thousand sick and four orant.^^

thousand carts ; and each of the latter being filled

with tents, private property, and loot, required, according to

the usages of these troops, a man to guard it."* From this

place Hope Grant marched southwards to protect the road
between Kanhpiir and Lakhnao, then threatened at Unao. After
some skirmishes of no great moment, in which the

jyi^y.

rebels were invariably dispersed, he reached the fort „
of Jalalabad, near LakLnao, on the 16th May. Here, returns to

for the present, I must leave him, to follow the plans ^^^^i^^o.

of the Commander-in-Chief with respect to Eohilkhand.

It had been determined by the Governor-General, the reader
will recollect, tbat the re-conquest of this province
should follow the re-capture of Lakhnao, and Sir plans for the

CoKn Campbell found Lord Canning still firm in this Skhand?^
respect. He himself would have preferred to wait
till the hot season had passed. But Lord Canning, with a clear

idea of the necessities of the situation, insisted on immediate
action. The rebels who, by Sir Colin's own carelessness, had been
allowed to escape from Lakhnao, had fled into Eohilkhand.
Thence at all costs they must be expelled, with promptitude
and energy.

In accordance with this view, Sir Colin arranged to converge
three columns, starting from different points, on the doomed
province. One of these, commanded by General Penny, was
directed to cross the Ganges at ^iadauli and join Walpole's

division, marching from Lakhnao, at Miranpiir Katra, twenty
miles to the west of Shahjahanpur. Another, starting from
Eiirki, would penetrate into the province from the north-west.

Connected, to a certain extent, with these operations was a third

at Fathgarh under Seaton, guarding the south-eastern entrance

* Hope Grant's Incidents of the Sepoy War.
As these troops took no further part in the war, it may be convenient to

state here that they continued their retreat from Masauh' towards their own
country, and etf. cted it without molestation. They reached Gorakhpur early

in May, and resumed their march thence on the 17th idem. In consequence

of the number of their carts they experienced some diflBculty in crossing the

Gandak at Bagaha, in the Champarau district. Marching thence by way of

Bhetia and Sigauli, they crossed the Nipal frontier early in June.
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into RoMlkliaiid on the one side, and the districts between the
Ganges and the Jamnah on the other.

Seaton, left by Sir Colin Campbell, at the end of January,
in command of the Fathgarh district, had employed

lUhgarh. ^^^ ti^^® which passed till the fall of Lakhnao in

strengthening the fort of Fathgarh, in removing
the bridge of boats to a point under the walls of the fort, and
in practising his artilleiy at marks on the other side of the river

near the positions which an advancing enemy would be likely

to take up. The rebels meanwhile continued to threaten him
from the Rohilkhand side of the Eamganga, though they took

care to keep out of the range of his guns.

But, as time went on, and Seaton made no move, whilst re-

inforcements flocked into the rebel camp, the situa-

think o/
* tion became critical. It became still more so when

offenTil"^*^^
the rebel Eajah of Mainpiiri, Tej Singh, entered theii*

camp, and incited them to profit by the supineness

of the British at Fathgarh to cross the Ganges and raise the

Duab.
But Seaton, supine as apparently had been his action, had

Seaton
been neither blind nor indifferent to the proceedings

watches their of the enemy. He had held his hand so long as it
proceedings,

g^g^^^j^j probable that they would remain on the left

bank of the river ; but the moment they showed a disposition

to attempt to burst the door of the Duab, he resolved to attack

them.
Hazardous as it was, with his slender force, to assault a

powerful enemy, Seaton could not really act other-
donsequences ^ . t-, .i ,• r. , i -r\ ^i i ^

iiadhe wisc. J^ or the occupation oi the Duab loy a large

supiie.^*^
rebel force would close the grand trunk road, and
cause the preparations, now about to be set in action,

against Eohilkhand, to be indefinitely delayed.

Seaton ascertained that the rebels occupied three strong posi-

tions : one at Ah'ganj, seven miles from Fathgarh,

t^Vtuck the
^^ *^® further bank of the Eamganga ; a second at

central posi- Bangaun, three miles from a ferry on the Ganges,

JSTeis!*^^
twenty-four miles above Fathgarh; and a third at
Kankar, in the same direction, twenty-two miles

distant. Now, in the opinion of Seaton, Aliganj was so strong
as to be proof against attack; Bangaun was too far off for a
night's march. He resolved, then, to attack Kankar. Kankar
being situated between Aliganj and Bangaun, he believed, to
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use his own expression, that " if he knocked out the middle
post the upper one would collapse on the lower."

So, indeed, it proved. Leaving Fathgarh with his small
force (a thousand infantry, three hundred cavalry,

and five guns) at 11 o'clock on the night of the 6th
April, Seaton reached Kankar by daylight, drove back
the enemy's cavalry, and then stormed the villages occupied by
the infantry, inflicting upon them a loss of two hundred and
fifty killed and wounded, and taking three guns. In this action

Lieutenant de Kantzow greatly distinguished him- and baffles

self. Seaton had only five men killed and seventeen their main

wounded. The immediate effect of his victory was ^'^"^'

very important. The rebels renounced their idea of invading
the Duab, and the division at Aliganj was so affected by it that

its leader broke down the bridge across the Eamganga.

Whilst Seaton was thus keeping fast the door of the province,

Penny was moving down from Balandshahr to join

in the operations contemplated by the Commander- p|nny^^

in-Chief in Rohilkhand. His force consisted of two
hundred of the Carabineers, three hundred and fifty- three of the
64th, three hundred and sixty of the Baluch Battalion, two
hundred and fifty Multani Horse, three hundred and twenty
2nd Panjabis, and six heavy and six light guns. Penny met
Sir Colin Campbell at Fathgarh on the 24th, then crossed the
Ganges, and pushed on to Usehat, a town on the

further side of one of the confluents of the main tiTeiSr

stream. Usehat was found deserted, and Cracroft

Wilson, the political officer with the column, brought the general
information that the enemy had fled into Oudh, and that his

march to Budaun would not be opposed. Penny accordingly
started on the night of the 30th April to make a

night march of upwards of twenty miles to that ?o BuSu'nr
place. He had reached Kakrala, riding with Cracroft

Wilson at the head of the advanced guard, commanded by Cap-
tain Curtis, when some dusky forms and some lights were
noticed a short distance ahead. It was quite dark,

and before the nature of these appearances could be at^cked by
^

ascertained, a discharge of grape came into their
ku^ie?'^^^

^°*^

midst. Penny was never seen again alive, and it

was supposed that his horse, frightened by the sudden discharge,

started off, and carried him into the ranks of the enemy.
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May. Certain it is that his body was found there after the

fight, shot, stripped, and sabred. When the discharge^

occnrred the infantry were some distance in the rear. The
Carabineers at once charged, took the gun, and then, it being-

dark, dashed forward into a trench full of Ghazis (fanatics). A
desperate contest ensued, many of the officers being cut down.
As soon as they could extricate themselves, the village, which

The rebels the enemy occupicd in forcc, was shelled. When the
are eventu- guns had done their work, the infantry charged and
aUy eaten.

Qg^j.j^[Q^ {^—-fcl^e enemy retreating with but small

loss. The column, falling under the command of Colonel Jones
of the Carabineers, then continued its march, and joined the

Commander-in-Chief at Miranpiir Katra on the 3rd May.

Walpole's division had left Lakhnao for that place on the
7th April. He had with him the 9th Lancers, the

Son.'' 2nd Panjab Cavalry, the 42nd, 79th, and 93rd High-
landers, the 4th Panjab Eifles, two troops of horse

artillery, two 18-pounders, two 8-inch howitzers, some mortars,

and a few engieenrs and sappers.

The name of General AYalpole has been mentioned more than

Nature of the
^^^® ^^ these pages, but once only as an officer hold-

task en- ing iiidependent command. The expedition upon

Waipoie?
which he was now about to enter was not one likely

to test the qualities of a commander. It offered no
diflSculties. A fort here or there might require to be taken, a
disorganised band of rebels to be dispersed. To carry it to a
successful issue, then, demanded no more than the exercise of
vigilance, of energy, of daring—qualities the absence of which
from a man's character would stamp him as unfit to be a soldier.

Walpole, unhappily, possessed none of these qualities. Of

Character of
^^^ personal courage no one ever doubted, but as a

Walpole as a Commander he was slow, hesitating, and timid,
general. With some men the power to command an army is

innate. Others can never gain it. To this last class belonged
Walpole. He never was, he never could have been, a general
more than in name. Kot understanding war, and yet having
to wage it, he carried it on in a blundering and hap-hazard
manner, galling to the real soldiers who served under him,
detrimental to the interests committed to his charge.

It may be remarked that this censure, however justly appli-
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cable, is out of place as a preface to a short campaign possible
conducted by the commander in question—a cam- objections to

paign which I have already described as " offering f^atatlo*?.'

no difficulties." If the campaign offered no dif-

ficulties, it may be urged, surely any man, even a Walpole,
might have carried it to a successful issue. Thus to brand a
commander with incapacity when the occasion did not require
capacity, is as unnecessary as ungenerous

!

It would be so, indeed, if the campaign, devoid of difficulty
as it was, had not been productive of disaster. But
the course of this history will show that, though tiJns'^J'ipiied

there ought to have been no difficulties, Walpole, by *^-

his blundering and obstinacy, created them, and, worse than
all, he, by a most unnecessary—I might justly say by a wanton—display of those qualities, sacrificed the life of one of the
noblest soldiers in the British army—sent to his last home, in
the pride of his splendid manhood, in the enjoyment of the
devotion of his men, of the love of his friends, of the admiration
and well-placed confidence of the army serving in India, the
noble, the chivalrous, the high-minded Adrian Hope.

Walpole, I have said, set out from Lakhnao on the 7th ApriL
His orders were to advance up the left bank of the ,„

j

Ganges, and so to penetrate into Eohilkhand. For marches to

the first week the march was uneventful. But on ^^'^'^•

the morning of the 15th, after a march of nine miles, Walpole
found himself in close vicinity to Ruiya, a small fort

fifty-one miles west by north from Lakhnao, and ^"
'

ten miles east of the Ganges. The fort was enclosed by a mud
wall high on its northern and eastern faces, loop-

holed for musketry, defended on those sides by oSiyi"'^
a broad and deep ditch, and covered by a thick

jungle. It was provided with irregular bastions at the angles,

and had one gate on the western, another on the southern

face. It belonged to a petty landowner named Nirpat Singh, a
man who was a rebel as long as rebellion seemed profitable,

but who had not the smallest inclination to run his head again s.t

a British force. Walpole had received information the previous

day that Euiya was occupied by rebels, and there can be no
doubt that their number was, as usual, greatly exaggerated.

The two or three hundred men who followed Nirpat Singh had
been increased by report to fifteen hundred.

It happened that one of the troopers of Hodson's Horse, who,
VOL. IV. 2 A
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taken prisoner in some previous encounter, had been
Information confined within tlie fort of Euiya, found means that

SJ^per of\he moming to escape, and to penetrate into the British

^i^siithin camp. Taken to the general, he informed him of

Ki^yl-^^
^^

the state of affairs within the fort, and that Nirpat

Singh was prepared, after making a show of resist-

ance, sufficient to save his honour, to evacuate it that afternoon,

leaving one gate open for the British to walk in.

Walpole gave no credit to the man's story. What was worse,

Waipoiedis- ^® would not even reconnoitre. He clung to the
beUeves the belief that the fort was garrisoned by fifteen hundred
^^^^' men, and, it would seem, he was anxious to win his

spurs by driving them out of it.

He did not, I have said, take the trouble to reconnoitre. The
slightest examination would have shown him that,

tfS^\luth- 'whilst the northern and eastern faces were strong,
em and covercd bv dense underwood and trees, the western

o?Kuiy^.^'^^^ and southern were weak, and incapable of offering

defence. These faces were approached by a large

sheet of water, everywhere very shallow, and in many places

dried into the ground, and the walls there were so low that an

H ta k -t

^^'^^^^ ™^^ could jump over them. But, I repeat,

"Walpole made no reconnaissance. Without examining
the fort at all, he sent his men in a blundering, hap-hazard
manner against its strongest face !

The rebels were prepared to evacaate the fort, and they had
intended to fire a few rounds and retreat. But,

^iveto when they saw the British general sending his
defend it. infantry in skirmishing order against the face which

April 15. could be defended, they changed their minds, and
determined to show fight. Meanwhile Walpole had

ridden up to a company of the 42nd that was in advance, com-
manded by Captain Eoss Grove,* and bad directed that officer

to extend and pass through the wooded ground in his front

;

then to close on the fort, hold the gate, and prevent the enemy
from escaping. Another company of the same regiment, led by
Captain Green, was to move in support.
Pushing through the forest before them, the 42nd dashed

across the open space between the trees and the fort, and lay
down on the edge of the counterscarp of the ditch, which had

Now Major Eos3 retired.
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till then been invisible. During their advance the The attack on

enemy had poured upon them a continuous fire, repulsed.

That fire now became increasingly hot, and, as the
men had no cover, many of them were shot down, killed or
wounded. After waiting here for some time, Grove sent a
bugler to the general to toll him that there was no gate, but that
if he would send scaling-ladders he would escalade the place. It

was evident by this time to Grove that no other attack was
being made.
To bis message to Walpole Grove received no answer. Then,

as the casualties were becoming serious—there being only a few
paces between his men and the enemy—he sent another message
asking for a reinforcement as well as ladders, and pointing out
that it was impossible to cross the ditch without the latter.

Presently, Captain Cafe came down with his Sikhs, the
4th Panjiib Kifles. Without communicating with Grove, Cafe
dashed into the ditch a little to the left of the 42nd. There
his men, having no ladders, were shot down like dogs. It was
marvellous that any escaped. Amongst the officers killed was
Edward Willougliby, a young officer of the 10th Bombay Native
Infantry, who, though on the sick-list, had left his dooly to join

in the fight. Of the hundred and twenty men Cafe had brought
with him, forty-six men were killed and two wounded. Finding
it useless t(j persoxere. Cafe drew back the remnant of his men,
and asked the 42nd to help him to recover Willoughby's body.

Grove, unable to go himself, being in command, gave him
two privates, Thomson and Spence. With those men Cafe

returned to the ditch and brought back the body. Cafe being

wounded. He received the Victoria Cross for his gallantry ; so,

likewise, did Thtmison. Spence died two days later from a

wound he received in carrying out his splendid deed.

No orders had reached Grove, who, with his men, remained
still exposed to the enemy's fire, when, a short time afterwards,

Adrian i I ope came up, accomjianiod only by his aide-de-camp,

Butler. It would seem that, whilst the troops I have mentioned
were acting in the manner there described on one face of the

fort, Walpole, alarmed at the consequences of his own rashness,

had caused the heavy guns to open on the walls from the side

opposite to that on which the skirmishers still were. Soon after

the}' had opened fire, a report was made to Adrian Hope that

the balls from the heavy guns were going over the fort and
dropping amongst the skirmishers. He at once rode up to Wal-

2 A 2
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pole. Wliat passed between them cannot with any certainty be
known, but it seems probable that Walpole doubted the truth

of the report, for, on his return from the conversation, Hope
declared to Butler that he would go and see for himself. The
moment Grove saw him he sprang to his feet, and, rushing to

him, said, " Good God, general ! this is no place for you
;
you

must lie down." But it was too late. Even at the moment his

immense frame had become a target to the enemy, not to be
missed. He was shot thi'ough the chest, and died almost imme-
diately in Grove's arms. Whilst holding him. Grove's own
bonnet and kilt were shot through.

Grove then told Butler that he could not and would not retire

without orders, and that scaling-ladders were the things he
wanted. Butler went back to report to Walpole. Meanwhile,
in the hope of finding some means of entering the fort, Grove
crawled round the edge of the ditch, followed by two men, to
keep down, as far as they could, the enemy's fire. He perse-

vered till one of the two men was killed by a round shot from
the British guns discharged from the other side, when, finding
his effort fruitless of results, he returned. A few minutes later
the Brigade-Major, Cox, came up with the order to retire. This
order the two companies of the 42nd obeyed in as strict order
and steadiness, by alternate files, as if they had been on a parade
ground.

Their losses had been heavy. Lieutenants Douglas and
Bramley and fifty-five of their followers were killed ; two other
officers were wounded. The bodies of the dead officers were not
allowed to remain where they fell. Quarter-master Sergeant
Simpson, Privates Douglas and Davi^ especially distinguished
themselves in the dangerous and heroicwork of recovering them.*
Lieutenant Harington of the Artillery was also killed.
Adrian Hope had fallen. Then, the retreat having been

Nirpat Singh
Ordered in the manner I have described, Brigadier

evaluates Hagart was directed to bring off the dead. Walpole
""'^ • rode back to camp. That same night the rebels

evacuated the fort. Nirpat Singh kept his word. He marched
out after vindicating his honour ! But, thanks to Walpole, at
what a cost to us !

The loss the country sustained by the deaths of Willoughby,
of Douglas, of Bramley, of Harington, and of the hundred and

* They all received the Victoria Cross.
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odd men uselessly sacrificed before Riiiya was great—but the
loss of Adrian Hope was a cause for national sorrow,

jj^^j.
.

His death was mourned on the spot by every man in Adrian Hope

the camp. Loud and deep were the invectives
'^t^^camp.

against the obstinate stupidity which had caused it. Nor,
though thirty years have since passed away, is he yet for-
gotten.*

Adrian Hope was indeed a man to be loved. "A gentler,
braver spirit never breathed—a true soldier, a kind, ^ ^^^ ^j^j.^

courteous, noble gentleman, in word and deed ; and by the

devoted to his profession, beloved by his men, adored ^"^^^"ties.

by his friends—this indeed is a sad loss to the British army."
So wrote on the spot William Howard Russell. Nor was the
testimony of the Governor-General and the Commander-in-Chief
less genuine. "No more mournful duty has fallen upon the
Governor-General in the course of the present contest," wrote
Lord Canning, " than that of recording the premature death of
this gallant young commander." " The death of this most
distinguished and gallant officer," wrote Sir Colin Campbell,
" causes the deepest grief to the Commander-in-Chief.
Still young in years, he had risen to high command

;

^"

and by his undaunted courage, combined as it was with extreme
kindness and charm of manner, had secured the confidence of

the brigade in no ordinary degree."

Walpole pushed on the following day, and on the 22nd
reached the village of Sirsa, forty miles beyond the

fatal Euiya. Sirsa is a strong village on the right SpSs toe

bank of the Ramganga, not far from Aliganj, the rebels from

place occupied by the rebels who had so long annoyed
Seaton. And, in fact, they were the same rebels who had now
crossed the river. The experience he had gained at Riiiya had
made Walpole careful of his infantry. This time he brought

his artillery to bear on the village in front, whilst he sent his

cavalry to turn their flank. The mancBuvre was so far success-

ful that the enemy were driven out of the village, leaving their

four guns behind them, and forced to cross the river in such

* It is a curious commentary on the principle, then, as now, in fashion, of

conferring honours on men, not for the deeds they achieve, but for the high

positions they occupy, that tlie general who lost more than one hundred men
and Adrian Hope, in failing to take this petty fort, was made a K.C.B.

Though he failed to take the fort, he was yet a divisional commander.
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but the bvdk disorder that they did not destroy the bridge which

SclpT spanned it. But no proper arrangements had been

made for following up the victory, and the great

bulk of the rebels escaped.

Five days later, 27th April, Walpole was joined by the

The Com Commander-in-Chief on the Eohilkhand side of

mander-in- Fathgarh. The force then marched on Shahjahan-
Chief joins.

^^^.^ which the enemy had evacuated. It then pushed

on without opposition to Miranpiir Katra, where it united with

the troops lately commanded by Penny, on the 3rd May.

I proceed now to trace the course of the Eiirki column, com-

mandod by Brigadier-General Jones of the 60th Eifles.

Sir Colin Campbell had, in the first instance, decided that the

Abri-ade fo^cc forming at Eiirki to march thence across

formed at Eohilkhand to Bareli should be merely a brigade
Rurki.

force, and he had appointed Colonel John Coke, com-
manding the 1st Panjab Infantry, to lead it.

Colonel Coke was one of the best known and most distin-

guished officers of the Panjab Frontier Force. To a

thorough knowledge of his profession he added an
acquaintance with the natives of India not to be surpassed, and
a rare power of bending them to his will. He had seen much

service. He had been with Sir Charles Napier in

SSdcS'^'*'''
Upper Sindh, with Gough at Chilianwala and Giijrat,

with Gilbert in pursuit of the Sikhs. After the con-

clusion of the second Sikh war, he served continuously, up t)

the outbreak of the mutiny, on the frontier. There his name
became a household word. Scarcely an expedition was under-
taken against the wild border tribes but Coke bore a part in it.

Twice was he wounded; but his unflinching demeanour, his

power of leadership, whilst it gained the supreme confidence of

his men, extorted respect and admiration from his enemies.
Wherever he might be, his presence was a power.
Summoned to Dehli early in August, Coke brought to the

part assigned him in the siege all the qualities which had made
his name on the frontier. He was always prominent in the
fight, always daring and self-reliant.*

* I may be pardoned if I relate here one special act, amongst many, which
illustrated his conduct at this period. On the 12th August Coke received
instructions from Brigadier Showers to turn out the European picket at the
Metcalfe stables, and, taking the men composing it with him, to proceed
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The force into command of which he suddenly fell was such
as might well have inspired him with the hope of rj,^^

^^^^
gaining distinction as an independent commander, composmg

It was composed of a troop of the 9th Lancers, of ^'^ ^"^'''^^•

Cureton's Multani Cavalry, of a wing of the 60th Rifles, of the
1st Panjab Infantry, of the 1st Sikhs, and of the 17th Panjab
Infantry. The artillery portion of it was formed of Austin's
light field battery and two 18-pounders.

Coke had arrived at Riirki on the 22nd February, but April
was approaching, before, with the assistance of Baird
Smith, who was then at that station, he had been canSgl''^
able to complete his commissariat arrangements.
The country, in fact, had been so thoroughly exhausted that
but little carriage was procurable. In this dilemma Coke's
practical knowledge and fertility of resource came
into play. He had read how, in the olden days of knowiedge^^
Indian warfare, the Brinjaris—dealers who carry causes the

their grain on pack cattle—had made themselves Kuppiied,^
eminently serviceable. Calling to mind, then, that
at the actual season these men were accustomed to pasture their

through the Metcalfe gardens and attack the guns which had been firing on
the picket the preceding day. No information was given him as to the locality

of the guns ; but, having been quartered at Dehli before the outbreak, Coke
imagined that he would find them in tlie vicinity of Ludlow Castle, He
directed, then, the officer commanding the picket to extend the men on his
right, and to follow the direction he should take. At the same time he
ordered Lieutenant Lumsden, commanding his own regiment, to skirmish
through the gardens on his left—the direction in which he expected to find

the enemy in force. He then rode through the gardens towards Ludlow
Castle. On reaching the boundary wall of the gardens on the main road
leading to the city, he found that an embrasure had been made in the wall
of the garden. At the same moment he saw the enemy's guns—two nine-
pounder brass guns—in the road with horses attached, but no one with them,
the enemy having apparently taken refuge in Ludlow Castle when driven
out of the Metcalfe gardens by Lumsden. The horses' heads were turned
towards the city. An alarm—a stray bullet—a discharge close to them

—

might start them off at any moment. Quick as lightning the idea flashed

into Coke's brain that, if he could but turn the horses' heads towards the
camp, it would little signify how soon the horses might be alarmed ; they
would, of themselves, capture the guns for the British. On the instant he
alighted from his horse, got down through the embrasure into the road, ran
to the horses of the leading gun, and turned them up the road towards can-
tonments. Whilst doing this he was shot in the thigh by the enemy in Ludlow
Castle, but the guns were captured. He had done his self-allotted task, and
reaped his only reward in the admiration of all who witnessed his splendid
daring.
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cattle in the Tarai,* he sent thither, found them, and made
such arrangements with their head men as enabled him to

conquer a difficulty which many another man would have found

insurmountable.

The carriage had been supplied, all the arrangements for the

march of the force had been completed, the force was

Generar" about to march, when Coke was suddenly superseded.

leaSSm^' ^* seemed good to Sir Colin Cam^Dbell to make the

command of the field force a divisional command.
The other wing of the 60th Rifles was accordingly added to it,

and with that wing came Colonel John Jones, with the rank of

Brigadier-General, to command the whole. Coke acted as

brigadier and second in command under Jones.

In reality the change was onl^^ in name. General Jones was

The real
^ very brave man, but he was unwieldy in body,

command of and incapable of very great activity. But he had
the force ^^ jealousy, and he was gifted with rare common

sense. He saw at a glance that Coke was the man for the work,
and he was content to leave it in his hands. In the campaign

is stm with that followed, then, and of which he reaped all the
Coke. credit, he never once interfered with Coke's arrange-

ments. That officer continued to be supreme—in all but name.
General Jones—nicknamed at the time, from his habit of

denouncing vengeance against the rebels, " The
Jrosses'^the Avenger "—^joined the force early in April. On the
Ganges^at 17th of that month he opened the campaign by

crossing, unopposed, the Ganges at Hardwar.
The rebel troops were occupying the thick forest on the left

The position
^^nk of the river in considerable force. They were

and hopes of awarc that the British would be compelled to march
the rebels.

through this forest, and, as it was traversed in many
places by deep canals, they hoped to find opportunities for

attacking them at advantage.
Jones had learned fi'om Coke the general position of the

enemy, and he had authorised that officer, as brigadier com-
manding the advance, to make the necessary arrangements for

* Tarai ; literally, low gi-ound flooded with water. In Eohilkhand " the
Tarai " forms a district with an area of 938 square miles. It is bounded on
the north by Kumaun, on the east by Nipal and Pilibhit, on the south by
Bareli, Muradabad, and the state of Eampur. It consists of a narrow strip of
land, about ninety miles long by twelve broad, lying at the foot of the hills

where the springs burst from under the bhabar forests of Kumaun.
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forcing it. When, then, he had crossed the Ganges, Coke
pushed on rapidly with the advance in the direction of the town
of Nagal, near which it was known the enemy's main force was
located. But he had marched only four miles when
he fell in with a considerable body of rebels posted Coke pushes

in a thick jungle, and their front covered by a canal, finds^the

at a place called Bhogniwala. They had six guns, Bho^w^ia.
which at once opened on the British. But Austin,
bringing up his field battery, promptly replied to Hecom-

them, whilst the infantry, in skirmishing order, defeat^ them.
steadily advanced. When they reached the canal,

the bed of which was nearly dry, they had a fair view of the
rebels. At that moment Lieutenant Gostling, commanding a
troop of the Multani Horse, let loose his men, and forced them
back. This was the decisive moment. Coke, bringing the
bulk of Cureton's regiment (the Multani Horse), and Austin's
battery well to the front, charged the rebels whenever they
attempted to form. This action, constantly repeated, produced
the desired result. The rebels gave way under the pressure,
abandoning their camp equipage and guns, casting away their
arms, and even throwing off" their clothes to facilitate escape.

The Multanis followed them for some miles, cutting up a large
number of them, and capturing four guns. On this occasion
Lieutenant Gostling killed eight men with his revolver. The
loss of the victors was small, amounting to one man killed and
sixteen wounded. That of the conquered was considerable.*

The following morning a very brilliant and very daring feat

of arms was accomplished, under the inspiration of
Brilliant feat

Cureton, by a native officer of the Multani Horse, of arms by a

Jamadar Iman Bakhsh Khan. Conceiving that the
°^*^^^ officer,

rebels defeated on the previous day might have taken refuge in

the thick jungle to the north of Najibabad, Cureton despached
the Jamadar mentioned and forty troopers to patrol in that

direction. The Jamadar, in carrying out this duty, received

information from villagers that a rebel Nawab with five hundred
followers was in occupation of a fort called Khot, a few miles
distant. With happy audacity, Imam Bakhsh Khan proceeded

* That it was very great may be inferred from the saying of the natives,
*' that the spirits of the dead still haunt the scene, and that their groans may
be heard in the night."

—

Vide Cornhill Magazine for January 1863, article

^'Indian Cossacks," containing a spirited account of this little campaign by
an actor in it.
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at once to the fort, and summoned the garrison to surrender.

He so imposed on them by his bearing and threats that they

yielded unconditionally. Imam Bakhsh disarmed and dismissed

the garrison, made prisoner of the Nawab, and then returned to

camp to report his brilliant exploit.*

That day, the 18th, Jones pushed on, first to Najibabad, then,

finding that place abandoned, to the fort of Fath-

piSiS^onto garh,t also deserted by the enemy. In these two
NagMna. places he captured eight guns besides ammunition

and grain. On the 21st, having in the interval been joined by

four heavy guns and a squadron of the Carabineers, he marched

to Naghina, where, he had been informed, the rebels, numbering

ten thousand infantry and two thousand cavalry, with fifteen

guns, had taken up a strong position.

He found their position strong indeed. Its front was covered

April 21, hy the canal, guarded by ten guns ; a battery

Position of the rebels of five guns protected a bridge on their left,

near Naghina. whilst a tope of trees covered the right.

The British force marched directly on to the canal. Whilst

They are
'^^^ guns on the right attacked the enemy's battery

completely on the bridge, the 60th Kifles and the 1st Panjab
defeated.

Infantry, with the Multanis on the left, crossed the

canal and formed up to the right—the 1st Sikhs, under Gordon,

clearing, meanwhile, its banks. By the time the canal nad been

cleared, the force which had crossed it had gained a position

completely turning the enemy's right. The order was then

given to charge. Never was a charge more successful. The
rebels, panic-stricken, made no attempt to defend their guns,

but fled in wild confusion. On this day Cureton rendered

splendid service with his Multanis. He pursued the enemy for

five miles, and, notwithstanding the resistance of despair which
he and his followers encountered, he did not rest until he had
slain their chiefs and captured their elephants and guns. It

was a greater glory for him to rescue an unfortunate

Cureton7°^ English telegraph signaller, who, previously taken
prisoner by the rebels, had been brought into the

field that he might witness the defeat of his countrymen I

* He received the third class of the Order of Merit—an insufficient

acknowledgment of such a deed.

t In the Bijnaur district, not to be confounded with the Fathgarh in the

Farrukhabad division.
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Cureton rescued this man at great personal danger to him
self.*

But the toil of the day was not yet over. On returning from
the slaughter of the chiefs with his two hundred
mounted followers, Cureton descried, approaching the defeatTthe

main body of the defeated enemy, a compact force of
Ja^ggca *^d

^

eight hundred infantry, five hundred cavalry, and
some guns. The presence with him of the captured elephants
of the Naw^abs made it probable, he thought, that the rebels

would regard the Multanis as a party of their own friends. He
accordingly drew up into a grove by the roadside to await their

approach. On they come, and the grove containing their

supposed friends is almost reached. " Still not a sound issues

from the trees, not a greeting strikes the ear, not a signal meets
the eye. Suddenly a clear English voice rings out the word
* Charge !

' and in an instant the Multanis are in the midst of

the panic-stricken foe. Taken by surprise, daunted by the fury
of the onset, the rebels do not resist long, but flee in all direc-

tions, leaving upwards of one hundred dead on the ground, and
a green standard and several guns as trophies." "j*

In the combat of Naghina the British loss was small in com-
parison with that of the rebels. The army had to

regret, however, the death of Lieutenant Gostling, a £?ath of

gallant and meritorious officer, who fell in the final Gostun^g^.

charge of which I have spoken. Where all so dis-

tinguished themselves it is difficult to single out any officer for

special notice, but I cannot omit to record that the
^^^

cavalry leading of Cureton was talked of in camp at ton's feat of

the time, and has been handed down to the new
J™,.,J5^

generation as a most brilliant example of the com-
bination of skill, daring, readiness of resource, and practical

ability.

* "Indian Cossacks."

—

Vide, note below.

t The Cornliill Magazine, January 1863, Art. "Indian Cossacks." The
author of this article, who is believed to be a distinguished officer of the

British army, thus proceeds: "With this feat of arms end the gallant deeds

of Cureton and his Multanis in the action of Naghiua. They may well be

proud of that day ; for to defeat cavalry and artillery, then infantry, then

again cavalry, artillery, and infantry combined, in the latter case contending

against enormous odds, were exploits of which even a veteran corps might

boast. How much more, then, a young regiment only three months raised^

and engaged that day in its second action
!

"
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Amongst the voluiiteers present whose gallantry was marked

was a young student of the Eiirki Civil Engineer
Mr. Hanna.

Q^^^gg named Hanna. The desperate gallantry of

this gentleman, who accompanied Cureton, procured him two

serious wuunds. It was then believed that he was a young

officer, nor was it till after the tight was over that his real

calling was discovered. Thanks to the strong recommendation

of Cureton and his own intrepid spirit, Mr. Hanna obtained an

unattached commission in the Indian army.

The victory was decisive. Thenceforward the progress of

The force
^^® columu was not scriously opposed. Bijnaur was

reaches reoccupicd without opposition. Jones did not delay
MurMdbdd.

^-^^^^^ ^^^ pushed on rapidly to Muradabad.

The course of affairs at this station had not impressed the

state of
inhabitants with the advantage of the native rule of

afifairs^ia Khan Bahadur Khan,* and they had heard with
Mur^ddbM.

g^j^xious and beating hearts of the progress of the

columns of the Avenger. The pent-up longings of their hearts had

been confirmed and strengthened by the loyal attitude of a neigh-

Theio aity
bouriug native chieftain, the Nawab of Eampur,f

oftheinha- who had from the first exerted himself to maintain
bitantsis ^-^q authority of the British. As Jones advanced

nearer and nearer, these feelings displayed themselves in action.

It happened on the 21st April, that Firuzshah, a prince of the

royal house of Dehli, who had cast in his lot with the Eohilk-

hand revolters, marched upon Muradabad, and demanded money
and supplies. The townspeople refused, whereupon the prince,

after some negotiation, endeavoured to help himself

expulsion of^ by forcc. The townspeople were still resisting when
P/^ceFirux- Firuzshah received information that the avenging

columns of the British were approaching. Instantly

he desisted and beat an ignominious retreat. But the following-

day he returned secretly into the native part of the town.

Jones arrived in the vicinity of Muradabad on the 26th April.

His camp was there joined by Mr. Inglis, C.S., a
^"

* gentlemanthoroughly at^^uainted with the characters

* Vol. ni. pages 222-3.

+ An Indian Gazetteer will show the student nearly forty places called

Raimpur or Eampura. The Eampur mentioned in the text is bounded on the

north by the Tarai district ; on the east and south by the Bareli district ; ou

the west by the Muradabdd district. The upper classes of the inhabitants

are mostly Rohila Afghans.
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and doings of the rebel chiefs then figuring in Rohilkhand.
Inglis informed Brigadier Coke that many prominent q^^^ captures

leaders of the revolt were at the moment hiding several rebel

in the city of Muradabad, and that it would not be
^^^^^^'

impossible, by the exercise of daring and prudence, to seize

them. These two qualities shone conspicuously in the character
of Coke. He at once made arrangements to effect the capture
of these men. Posting the Multani cavalry so as to guard the
outlets of the city, he entered with a body of infantry and pro-
ceeded to the houses indicated to him. The task was difficult

and dangerous, but it resulted in success. Twenty-one notorious
ringleaders of the revolt were actually taken. Others were
slain defending themselves. In this affair Lieutenant Angelo
greatly distinguished himself. Bursting open the door of one
of the houses, he seized a prominent rebel leader and one of his

sons. Whilst engaged in this work he was fired at from one of

the upper rooms of the house. He at once rushed upstairs,

forced the door of the room whence the firing had proceeded,

and found himself face to face with seven armed men. Nothing
daunted, he shot three of them with his revolver, and kept the
remainder at bay with his sword till reinforced from below.

Firuzshah, unhappily, escaped.

A few days later Jones again started to take part in the
operations which the Commander-in-Chief was The force

directing against Bareli, and to which I must now moves on

return.

I have already stated that the Commander-in-Chief, with the

force from Fathgarh joined to that of AValpole, had
reached Shahjahanpur on the 30th April, and had evacuate

found it evacuated. It was not so much the evacu- Shahjahiin-

ation of this important place as the escape of the

rebel army which had held it, commanded by the notorious

Maulavi, accompanied, it was believed, by Nana ^
^.^ ^^

Sahib * and his followers, in the direction of Oudh,
'^^

which caused vexation to Sir Colin. It was a proof that, not-

withstanding his great efforts, the campaign had failed in one

important particular. Though he had planned that
^^^ ^^^^^_

four army-corps, starting from different points, quent failure,

* Before evacuating Shalyahanpiir, Nana Sahib is said to have caused all

the official buildings to be destroyed, in order that the Europeans, on their

arrival, might find no shelter.
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to a great should converge on Bareli and Shahjalianpur, en-
degree, of the closing the rebels on four sides, their most formid-

Jj^^-J^® ahle enemy had managed to break through the

meshes, and to break through them, too, on the side

for which he and Walpole were mainly responsible ! However,

there was no help for it. The Eohilkhand rebels were still in

Bareli. They, at all events, he was resolved, should not escape

him.
Leaving at Shahjahanpur five hundred men of the 82nd

SirCoUn uudcr Colouel Hale, De Kantzow's Irregular Horse,

moves on and four guns. Sir Colin pushed on, picked up Penny's
Bareli. column—commanded by Jones of the Carabineers

—

at Miranpur Katra on the 3rd May, and on the 4th arrived at

Faridpur, a day's march from Bareli.

Khan Bahadur Khan was still holding sway in the capital of

stj^^g ^^
Eohilkhand. The exact amount of his force cannot

affairs in be stated with certainty. Spies had rated it at
^^^'

thirty thousand infantry, six thousand horse, and
forty guns, but it certainly did not reach anything like that

number. The feeling that animated leader and men
^^ ' was the reverse of sanguine, for they knew that the

town was threatened on both sides. Nevertheless there were
amongst them a certain number of fanatics (Ghazis) who were
resolved to sell their lives dearly, neither to give nor to accept
quarter.

Bareli itself did not offer a strong defensible position. The
Defensive town cousists of a main street, about two miles long,
position of having occasionally narrow offshoots on both sides.
Bareli.

Qutside thcsc streets were large suburbs formed of
detached houses, walled gardens, and enclosures ; outside these
again were wide plains intersected by nullahs. One of these,

called the Natia Nadi, covered the town on the south side. Its

banks were steep, and, if well protected, it was capable of pre-

senting an obstacle to an advancing enemy. But it was bridged,
and the bridges had not been broken.

Khan Bahadur Khan heard on the 5th of the arrival of the
Commander-in-Chief at Faridpur. He was likewise

f^'^S'w^^" aware that Jones was advancing: from Muradabad.
dur Khan ,^, „ o
resolves to 1 here was yet a way oi escape open to him—the way
Silnthe ^^ subsequently followed—in the direction of Pili-

face. bhit. But the hot Eohila blood of the descendant of
Hafiz.Eahmat forbade him to flee without striking a
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blow for his cause. He determined to meet the British force in
the open plain outside the town.
On the evening of the 4th May he took up his position.

Crossing the Natia Nadi, he placed his guns on some
rising ground—sand-hills—which commanded the fposufon':'^

line by which the British must advance, covered by
bis first line of infantry, whilst he guarded both his flanks with
his cavalry. His second line occupied the old cantonment
nearer to the town.
To force this position Sir Colin Campbell had under his orders

a very considerable force. He had two brigades of composition
cavalry,* the first commanded by Brigadier Jones, ofSirCoiin's

6th Dragoon Guards, the second by Brigadier Hagart, ^'^'^^®*

7th Hussars ; Tombs's and Eemmington's troops of horse artil-

lery, Hammond's light field battery ; two heavy field batteries

under Francis ; and the siege-train with Le Mesurier's company
and Cookworthy's detachment, the whole commanded by Lieu-
tenant-Colonel Brind ; some sapjDcrs and miners under Colonel
Harness; the Highland brigade under Leith Hay, consisting of

the 93rd, 42nd, 79th, 4th Panjab Eifles, and the Baliich batta-

lion ; Brigadier Stisted's brigade, consisting of seven companies
64th Foot, 78th Highlanders, four companies 82nd, 2nd Panjab
Infantry, 22nd Panjab Infantry.

Yery early on the morning of the 5th Sir Colin broke up
from Faridpiir and marched on Bareli. As he ap- sirCoiin

preached the place the vedettes reported the presence marcbes on

of the enemy. It was 6 o'clock. Sir Colin halted
^^^^^^'

his troops and formed them in two lines. In the first line he
placed the Highland regiments, supported by the
4th Panjab Eifles and the Balucli battalion, with a

^"'^ '

'

heavy field battery in the centre, and horse artillery [?™ps^J^^
and cavalry on both flanks. The second line, con- order of

sisting of the remainder of his force, he disposed to

protect the baggage and siege-train. The numerous cavalry
displayed by the enemy seemed, in the opinion of Sir Colin, to

render this precaution necessary.

It was striking 7 o'clock just as these dispositions were com-

* The first cavalry brigade was composed of two squadrons Gth Dragoon
Guards and Lind's Multani Horse; tlie second, 9th Lancers, 2nd Panjab
Cavalry, detachments Lahor Light Horse, 1st Panjab Cavalry, 5th Panjab
Cavahy, and 15th Irregular Cavalry.
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The rebels pleted. Sir Colin then moved forward. He had not

before him. marched a hundred yards before the enemy's guns
opened upon him. But the British force advanced

with so much steadiness and precision that the rebels promptly
abandoned their first line, and made no attempt to defend the

stream. Their infantry fell back on the old cantonment,

covered by their cavalry and horse artillery, both of which
occasionally made as though they would charge the British line.

Nothing came of it, however. The British force still continued

to press on, capturing as they reached the rivulet the guns which
the rebels bad failed to remove.
The rivulet, not defended, offered but a slight obstacle to the

Sir Colin advance of the British army. Whilst the left of
crosses the their first line held the bridge, the right crossed it.

let,

^* "^^" '^^® ^^^^ ^^^® then advanced about three-quarters of a

, . , „ mile towards the town. The heavy oruns were then
and takes up . .

«^ &
afreshposi- rapidly passed over m succession, and were placed m
*^°°- a position to rake the enemy's second line. The troops

then halted to allow time for the siege-train and baggage to

close up.

Whilst the troops formed up thus halted, the 4th Panjab
Eifles occupying some old cavalry lines on the left, the enemy
made a desperate effort to change the fortunes of the day.

In my description of the troops led by Khan Bahadur Khan I

The rebels
stated that there were amongst them a certain

make a number who were resolved to sell their lives dearly,

atS.'^
and neither to give nor accept quarter. I alluded to

the Ghazis, men who believed that the taking the
life of an infidel opened to the slayer the gate of Paradise, and
who were thus impelled by the most self-interested of all motives
to court, sword in band and desperation in every act, the death
which was to give them a glorious immortality.
The line, formed up, was halting, when a considerable body

The on- ^f these fanatics, "fine fellows, grizzly-bearded

^e&?s ^^^®^'^y ^"^^^ ^"^^ ^"^^ i^ost part, with green turbans
and kamarbands,* every one of them wearing a silver

signet-ring, a long text of the Koran engraved on it,t rushed out
from the right, and dashed at the village held by the 4th
Panjabis. "They came on," wrote the eye-witness I have

* " Kamar-band "
: a girdle, a long piece of cloth girt round the loins,

t Dr. W. H. Kussell.
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already quoted, "with their heads down below their shields*

their talwars flashing as they waved them over their heads'
shouting ' Din, Din !

'

" * dashed at the village, swept the sur-
prised Sikhs out of it with the elan of their rush, and then hurled
themselves against the 42nd Highlanders, who were moving to
the support, and to cover the re-formation of the Panjabis.
Fortunately Sir Colin happened to be close to the 42nd. He had
just time to call out " Stand firm, 42nd ; bayonet them as they
come on !

" The 42nd did stand firm. The Ghazis could make
no impression upon their serried ranks. They killed some of
them indeed ; and they acted up to their professions. Not one
of them went back. Killing, wounding, or failing to kill or to
wound, every man of them who had flung himself against the
Highland wall was bayoneted where he had fought.

But a portion of them had swept past the 42nd and had dashed
to the rear, where were Cameron commanding that

regiment, and, a little further back, Walpole, of Euiya cameron/
renown. Three of the Ghazis dashed at Cameron,
pulled him ofi" his horse, and were about to despatch him, when
Colour-Sergeant Gardner of the 42nd dashed out of the ranks-

and bayoneted two of them, whilst a private shot the

third.* Walpole narrowly escaped death from a and of

similar cause ; he was saved by men of the same ^^*ip<^^®-

regiment.
This attack repulsed, the 42nd, supported by the 4th Sikhs

and a part of the 79th, advanced, sweeping through
the empty lines and pushing forward for about a mile The British

and a half into the old cantonment. The heat was advance,

intense; the men had sufiered so greatly from the

heat, from thirst, and even from sunstroke, that Sir when Sir

Colin thought it advisable to sound the halt for the Jeni^'^tts

day, even at the risk of leaving a door of escape to them,

the enemy—for Bareli had not been entered.

Another reason weighed to a certain extent with him in

arriving at this conclusion. During the attack of

the Ghazis, the enemy's cavalry, skilfully handled, ^ack^h^
had galloped round the British left, with a view to baggage, but

plunder the baggage. The amount of alarm, con-
^rerepuifled,

* Meaning : " For our faith, our religion."

t Gardner received the Victoria Cross. I regret to be unable to record

here the name of the private.

VOL. IV. 2 B
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fusion, and panic created by this movement amongst the drivers

and camp-followers is not to be described. A few rounds from
Tombs's guns, and a threatened counter-attack from the Carabi-

neers and the Mnltani Horse succeeded, indeed, in

oJde^?the soon dispersing the enemy. But Sir Colin deemed
baggage it, nevertheless, desirable that the impedimenta should

cio8e*up.° close up with the main force. Directing, then, a

portion of the 79th and 93rd to seize all the suburbs

in their front, he placed the troops as far as possible in the shade,

and halted for the day.

The attack thus made on the suburbs led to fresh encounters

with the Ghazis. One company of the 93rd—led by
encounter Lieutenant Cooper, whose gallant bearing at the
with the Sikandarbagh had been the theme of admirina: com-

ment*—sent on this duty, arrived at a spot near the

suburbs where some artillery guns under Lieutenant-Colonel

Brind were posted. Brind pointed out to Cooper the position

which he believed the Ghazis were occupying. That officer,

carefully noting the place, posted his men in some ruined houses
and under cover of some walls to the left and left front of it.

The guns then opened fire. After a few rounds the buildings

occupied by the Ghazis caught fire. The Ghazis rushed out.

Some five or six made a dash at Cooper. Two of these he shot

dead, a third he killed after a brisk pursuit ; with a fourth he
then engaged in a sword fight, when the Ghazi was shot dead
by a private. The others were disposed of by the men.
The halt ordered by Sir Colin, desirable as it was for the

health of the troops, was, in a military point of view,

Slbks^* fatal. It gave Khan Bahadur Khan a chance which

SSfSJ
he eagerly seized. No sooner had the shades of dark-

withdraw, ness fallen than the wily Eohila quietly withdrew
the bulk of his trained forces from the town and stole

away to Pilibhit, thirty-three miles north-east of Bareli, leaving
only a rabble to maintain a show of resistance.

When, then, the following morning, the guns of Sir Colin

and the city
Campbell began to play upon the city, they met with

is virtually no reply. The sonnd of artillery fire was indeed
heard on the opposite side, but that fire proceeded

^^y ^- from the guns of Brigadier General Jones.
I left that officer marching from Muradabad towards Bareh' to

* Vide Dasre 129.
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attack fhat city on tlie side opposite to that by which General

Sir Colin Campbell had approached. The march was /n on'the'""
one ioug-contmued skirmish. At Nurganj, twenty- other side,

one miles from Bareli, the Multani cavalry and Pathan
horse again did admirable service, completely defeating the
rebels, and capturing several guns. As he approached with the
leading division of the f )rce to Bareli, Coke could
obtain no tidings of Sir Colin or his movements; but, ^*^ ^'

whilst waiting for information, some Hindu retail dealers
announced to him that the rebels had deserted their guns placed
at the entrance to the city. With a combined caution and
daring adapted to the circumstances, Coke determined

^^^^
to proceed himself, and, should the story prove true, ou with the

to take possession of the guns. He took with him a ^*^^^°<*'

detachment of the Pathan cavalry. But he had hardly come
within sight of the guns, barely within range, when the false-

hood of the traders' tale became apparent—for the guns at once
opened fired on his party. Fortunately the rebels were unable
to control their impatience, or the consequences might have been
disastrous. As it happened, one trooper only was killed. Coke
at once sent back for the heavy guns and the infantry ; then,

placing a company of the 60th Rifles in a walled garden com-
manding the entrance to the city, ordered the guns to open fire.

Ten minutes later the enemy's guns were silenced. Coke then
led the Panjab infantry regiments into the city and penetrated

as far as the great mosque. Cureton's cavalry had meanwhile
been sent to operate outside with the double view to cut off the

rebels from their line of retreat to the north and to ^nd effects a

open out communication with Sir Colin. The action junction with

of the cavalry outside sjicedily made itself felt within

the city, for the rebels, fearing for their line of retreat, evacuated

the place with so much haste, that when Coke proceeded to make
arrangements to force his way further, he discovered

that none were required, as the city liad been deserted.

The next day, the 7th May, a junction was effected with Sir

Colin.

The town had indeed been conquered, but the bulk of the

rebel army had escaped. This was the second occa-

sion in this short Rohilkhand campaign in which the
J^'^^^e^'*

rebel leaders had outmanoeuvred the British com- rebels had

mander : on the first, the Maulavi had doubled back q^^^
^^'

from Shahjahanpur into Gudh ; on the second, Khan
2 B 2
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Bahadur Khan had succeeded in escaping to a point not far from.

theNipal frontier, along which it would not be difficult to pene-

trate into the same kingdom.
But the Maulavi %vas influenced by motives nobler than those

Skilful
indicated by a mere avoidance of his powerful

strategy of enemies. With the prescience of a capable general
he had counted on the probability that Bareli would

offer to the British army a certain resistance ; and he had
resolved to avail himself of the opportunity thus offered to make
a raid upon Shahjahanpiir and overpower the small garrison

which he hoped would be left there.

Sir Colin Campbell had left in Shahjahanpiir a wing of the

82nd, a detachment of artillery with two 24-poun

sSjahtin-"^ ders and tw^o 9-poundeis, and De Kantzow's Irregular
pur under Horsc—the wholc Under the command of Lieutenant-
CoioneiHaie.

Q^j^nel Hale, C.B., of the 82nd. The habitable

houses in Shahjahanpur having been unroofed, by order, it

was stated, of Nana Sahib, Hale bad pitched his camp in a tope

of trees near the gaol, indicated to him by Sir Colin as the place

to be held should he be attacked. The enclosure
*^ round the gaol he at once proceeded to make de-

fensible, placing in it his guns and as large a stock of provisions

as he could procure. Working with great zeal and energy,

Hale completed his preparations in one day—the day on which
the Commander-in-Chief left hi in to proceed to Bareli—the

2nd May.
Meanwhile the Maulavi and his army had reached Muhamdi.

There he found, eager to join him in any attack on

resoives^to^^ the British, the Eajah of that place, and one Mian
surprise Sahib, One of the old Lakhnao chiefs, each at the

head of a considerable body of armed men, most of

them mounted. Their plans w^ere quickly formed. Learning
that the bulk of the British force would leave Shahjahanpur for

Bareli on the morning of the 2nd, they resolved to attempt to

surprise the place and cut up the detachment left to guard it

the following morning.

They marched that day and part of the night of the 2nd to

carry out this resolve. But again an excellent }tlan

ru?ne/by a was Spoiled by inefficient execution. Had the

?o\V°*^^
Maulavi pushed on, he would have reached the town
in the dead of night, and it is possible that he might

have reaped all the advantage of a complete surprise. But,
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-when within four miles of the place, he halted to
formed ^f'h

rest his men. The halt was fatal to his complete approach,

success. Native spies employed by the British were
on the alert, and one of these flew with the intelligence of his
dangerous vicinity to Colonel Hale.

Hale acted at once with the prudence which the circumstances
required. He had been ordered to remain on the

defensive. Instantly, then, he moved his stores and *^ *

camp equipage into the gaol, covering the transfer with four

companies of the 82nd. He then went forward with
De Kantzow's Horse to reconnoitre. The sudden noltjes!^"

apparition of vast bodies of cavalry, numbering
about eight thousand, covering the plain, proved the truth of

the spy's story. De Kantzow,* truly one of the heroes of the

mutiny, always ready for action, always cool and
andthen

resolute, was for a charge to check their advance, fails back on

Hale, mindful of his orders, would not permit it, but, *^® ^^'^^

falling back, brought all his men within the gaol enclosure,

thence to bid defiance to the enemy.
Meanwhile the Maulavi and his allies, pressing on, speedily

mastered the undefended town, seized the old fort,

and then imposed a money requisition upon the occupieTan?

wealthier inhabitants. In acting thus he simply plunders the

conformed to the customs of war as practised in

Europe. Simultaneously he placed his guns, eight in number,
in position against the gaol. From this day, the 3rd, till the
morning of the 11th, he bombarded the British position inces-

santly, without, however, producing any other effect upon Hale
and his comrades than increasing their resolve to hold out until

assistance should arrive.

Intelligence of the state of things at Shahjahanpiir first

reached iSir Colin Campbell on the 7th. On that

very day he had become master of Bareli, and had sir Coiin

effected a junction with the Kiirki column under etotJof'^*^^

Jones. The news was like a message from heaven, aifairs at^

Fortune gave him a chance to repair the error by p^ir.^

which the Maulavi had been allowed to escape him
on his march, and this time he was determined that there should

be no mistake. He at once sent for Brigadier John
jia , ,,

Jones, and directed him to march the following
^

* Vide Vol. III. pages 104-6 ; and page 351 of this yolume.
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morning with a brigade, tlie nature and composition of which

He orders ^® indicated, to Shahjahanpiir, there to deal with the
Jones to Maulavi. He gave him further discretionary power
SMi^JatL- to pursue his success, and, should he think it ad-
P^r- visable, to attack Muhamdi.
The troops composing the brigade ordered on this duty were

Composition *^® ^^^^ Eiflcs, the 79th Highlanders, a wing of the
of Jones's 82nd, the 22nd Paojab Infantry, two squadrons of

Carabineers, the Multani Horce, with some heavy
guns and some horse artillery. With this little force Jones
marched on the morning of the 8th. Shortly after sunrise on the
11th he reached a point close to Shahjahanpiir, where the road

He advances branches out to the city and cantonments. Imme-
onshdhja- diately afterwards the advance guard reported the

^^^'
presence of the enemy. Jones at once drew up his

men, the heavy guns in the centre, and then moved forward.
He soon came in sight of the enemy, huge masses of horsemen^
formed up and ready, apparently, to dispute the further progress
of the British. A few shots from the heavy guns checked them,
and, the Highlanders and Eifles pushing on in front whilst the
horse artillery guns opened on their flanks, the hesitation which
had been gradually creeping on them developed into retreat,

and, very soon after—the British continuing the same tactics

—

retreat into flight. Their detachments still, however, held the
old fort, the bridge of boats over the river, the stone
bridge over the Kanarat Nadi, the houses in the

town, all loop-holed, and the position was in all respects for-

midable. But Jones was too quick for them. Pushing forward

and presses
^^^ skirmishers and horse artillery, he drove th&

back the enemy to the banks of the river opposite to the
enemy,

entrance to the city, and by a heavy and continuous
fire forced them to abandon the idea they had attempted to put
into execution of destroying the bridge of boats, and drove
them within the city. Bringing up then his heavy guns and
mortars, he compelled them to abandon, one after the other, the
old fort, the stone bridge, and other commanding positions. He
had now only the town to deal with. Made aware, by the
reports which reached him, that all the houses in the main
street had been loop-holed, and that the enemy counted upon
Jones traverses liis forcing an entrance through that street, Jones
the suburbs resolved to baffle the rebels by avoiding the route

indicated, and by taking the road which led through the eastern
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suburbs. He met with no opposition as lie traversed the suburbs,
but no sooner did he emerge into a space near the new school-
house, than he discovered a body of rebel cavalry. He at once
attacked them, drove them back, and then quickened their
movements by a few rounds of shrapnel. The Carabineers, who
came up in the nick of time, were at once sent in pursuit. At
first tlie rebels seemed inclined to measure swords
with that gallant regiment, but second thoughts and drives the

prevailed, and they fled, leaving a gun and ammu- ^m!^^^*^"^®

nition waggon in the hands of their pursuers. Jones Mayii-i4.
halted for a quarter of an hour in the open space I
have mentioned, to allow his men to form up, and then pushed
on by the church and across the parade ground to the gaol, still

held by the gallant Hale and his comrades. But He effects a
there commenced the difficulties of the relieving jimctiouwith

force. The main body of the enemy was heie found ^^^^'

assembled. Their advanced positions— leading through the
main street, and which could only have been forced at great
risk and with enormous loss—had been turned by the skilful

manoeuvre of Jones. But in this open plain, where the masses
of their cavalry could act freely, they were too strong ^^^ ^^j^g ^^^

to be attacked with any hope of success. Jones, reinforce-

therefore, was forced to maintain himself on the ™^'^*^-

defensive until reinforcements should reach him from Bareli.

To wait fur these he established himself in a strong position,

flanked on one side by the gaol.

So passed the 11th. The 12th, loth, and 14th were spent iu
preparations for the encounter looming in a very near future,

Jones engaged in increasing his means of resistance, the Maulavi
in welcoming fresh allies. And, indeed, those allies

poured in with an alarming celerity. It was not meuts'lToo,

alone the rabble escaped from previous fights, the
Jiauilvf^^

disc aitented landsmen, the fieebooters by profession,

who flocked to his standard. There came, likewise, one after

another, tlie Begaiu of Oudh, the prince Firuzshah, and, although
Nana Sahib did not himself appear, he sent a body of his fol-

lowers, wlii.se piesence gave colour to the rumour that he too
was not afraid to meet in fair fight the countrymen
of those whom he had murdered. Eumour lied.

^^

Nana Sahib loved his life too well to risk it in a battle with the
English.

By the evening of the 14th all these reinforcoments had
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TheMauiavf poured into tlie Maulavi's camp. On the 15th he

jone? struck his great blow. He attacked Jones with his

whole force. But the troops led by Jones were men
unaccustomed to show their backs to a foe. Charged and
charged again, they repelled every assault. Jones's deficiency

in cavalry would not permit him to retaliate, to carry the war
into the enemy's camp. But at least the enemy gained no
ground fr(»m him. His men clung, then, with all the stubborn-

ness of their natures, to the positions which they had been

ordered to defend ; and w^hen evening fell, and the baffled

enemy ceased their attack, they could boast that they had not

lost so much as an inch. They could make the same boast

when, three days later, the Commander-in-Chief appeared in

person on the scene. To him I must now return.

"When Sir Colin Campbell had despatched Jones to Shahja-
hanpiir on the 8th, he imagined that he had certainly

deta^hi°g°'^ disposed of the Manlavi and had cleared the country
Jones 10^ as far as Muhamdi in Oudh. Regarding, then, the

pur.S.tri- Eohilkhand campaign as virtually settled, he had
buteshis be2;un at once to distribute his forces. He had

nominated General Walpole as divisional commander
of the troops in Rohiikhand. He had indicated the regiments

which were to remain at Bareli itself; those to proceed to

Lakhnao ; and the one or two which were to march to Mirath.

He had ordered likewise Brigadier Coke to proceed on the 12th

with a column, consisting of a wing of the 42nd Highlanders,

the 4th Panjab Eifles, the 1st Sikh Infantry, a portion of the

_ 24th Panjab Infantry, a squadron of the Carabineers,
*^^~

' a detachment of the 17th Irregular Cavalry, and a

considerable force of artillery, with three weeks' supplies for the

Europeans and four weeks' for the natives, towards Pilibhit, the

line of retreat taken by Khan Bahadur Khan.
Having made these arrangements, Sir Colin had deemed that

he might safely return himself to some central station

for^Fatbgarh ^^ ^^^ great line of communication, whence he could

more easily direct the general campaign. Taking
with him, then, his headquarter staff, the 64th Foot, two troops

of the 9th Lancers, the Baliich Battalion, Tombs's troop of horse,

and Le Mesurier's company of foot, artillery, he had started

from Bareli in the direction of Fathgarh on the 15th.

On the 16th, at Faridpur, he received Jones's message. Sir

Colin at once sent to Bareli for the remainder of the 9 th Lancers,
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and the next day moved cantionsly forward to Hearing, on

Tilhar.* That evening he received information jon^waf'
that the Maulavi, whilst still pressing Shahjahanpiir, tion, he turns

had withdrawn the bulk of his troops in the direction ISjahan-
of Muhamdi, the entire length of the road to which piir.

he commanded.
The next morning, the 18th, Sir Colin marched towards

Shahjahanpiir. As he approached the place, a strong ^g ^^^^^ ^
force of the enemy's cavalry, calculated to number junction with

fifteen hundred men, with five guns, threatened to
^^^^'

attack him. But it was little more than a demonstration, and
Sir Colin, passing the ground on which he had previously
encamped, made a partial circuit of the city to the
bridge of boats. Crossing this, unopposed, he

*^^^'

traversed the city, and effected a junction with Brigadier-
General Jones.

But even then the British force was too weak in cavalry to
encounter the enemy with any hope of a decisive

result—a result, that is to say, fraught not only with skh-SIh

defeat but with an annihilating pursuit. The truth ^'^i*^®

of this presumption was fully shown that very day.
Sir Colin had no intention whatever to engage the enemy. It
happened, however, that a reconnoitring party of horse was
fired on by the enemy from four guns posted in a fortified

village called Panhat ; the sound of the guns brought out the
masses of the enemy's cavalry ; and these again attracted to the
field the Commander-in-Chief and his whole force. The battle
then partially engaged. The 82nd, pushed forward,

occupied the village of Panhat, on the right front,
^n a^ac^l^

They were followed by the horse artillery, and a
field battery, and part of the 9th Lancers and the Irregulars.
The 79th then took possession of a grove of trees in the centre
of the position, near a small rising ground, on which were
posted a couple of heavy guns ; whilst a heavy field battery,
supported by a wing of the Rifles, with parties of
the Carabineers and Baluchis, covered the left flank, want o/**''

It was a strong defensive position, on which the cavalry, is

enemy could make no impression. In the artillery
^^ ^^ ^^^®'

and cavalry skirmish which followed, the rebels displayed more
than ordinary skill and courage, and, although in the end they

* Tilhar lies fourteen miles to the west of Shahjahanpiir.
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gave ground, no attempt was made to pursue
May 18-24.

^-j^gj^^

Sir Colin, in fact, was quite satisfied with the repulse of the

enemy. He preferred to defer a decisive battle till

senS'fS he should have more troops, especially more cavalry.
Coke's jje gent off, then, a despatch to Brigadier Coke,
"^^ ^'

directing him to bring down his brigade with all

possible speed.

Coke at once turned back, and joined the Commander-in-Chief
on the 22nd. On the 24th the whole force marched

marches to to attack the euemv. But again the Maulavi baffled
attack the Sir Coliu. Whilst Ms light cavalry did their utiuost

to hinder the British advance on Muhamdi, retiring

the moment the pursuers halted to discharge their guns, the

Maulavi and his allies evacuated that place, after

SSoudh*^'' destroying the defences, and fell back into Oudh.
They had similarly treated Kachiani, the mud fort

which had previously given shelter to European fugitives. The
expulsion of the rebels from Eohilkhand was the one result of

the campaign.
How they were followed up and hunted down in Oudh I shall

aoseofthe ^^^^ ^^ another chapter. The occurrences in Eaj-
summer cam- putana, long neglected, demand immediate attention,
paign.

j^ ^-j^l suffice here to state that, on the expulsion of

the Maulavi from Eohilkhand, the Eohilkhand and Eiirki field

forces were broken up, the regiments of which they were com-

posed being detailed for other duties. The Commander-in-Chief

himself, accompanied by the headquarter staff, resumed his

journey to Fathgarh (Farrukhabad) ; Brigadier Seaton, relieved

by Colonel M'Causland in his command at that place, was ap-

pointed to Shahjahanpiir, having under him the 60th Eifles,

the 82nd, the 22nd Panjab Infantry, the Multani Horse, two
squadrons of the Carabineers, and some artillery. Coke turned

with his force to Muradabad, to act as Brigadier commanding
the district; the 64th went to Mirath; the 9th Lancers to

Ambala ; the 79th to Fathgarh. The army was broken up. In

north-eastern India, Oudh alone remained to be thoroughly

subjugated.

But I cannot leave the scene of so many combats without

recording events which, either from their historical
The Maulavi.

jj^-j.g^,^g^ qj. f^-om the deep personal sympathy they

excited, demand special notice. The first of these, not in date^
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not in importance, not in the sympathy it excited, but in the
connection which it bears to the contents of this chapter, is the
death of the Maulavi of Faizabad. The Maulavi was a very
remarkable man. Sir Thomas Seaton, who had many oppor-

tunities for arriving at a just opinion, has described him as " a
; man of great abilities, of undaunted courage, of stern determina-

\
tion, and by far the best soldier among the rebels." It has been

I

surmised, and with great reason, that before the mutiny occurred
the Maulavi was travelling through India on a roving commis-
sion, to excite the minds of his compatriots to the step then
contemplated by the master-spirits of the plot. This at least i&

known : that such a commission was undertaken ; that the

Maulavi travelled to the parts of India which subsequently
proved the most susceptible to the revolt ; that he was the con-

fidential friend and adviser of a very prominent member of the

deposed royal family of Lakhnao. If, as I believe, the mutiny
was in a great measure determined not less by the annexation of
Oudh than by the sudden and treacherous manner in which that

annexation was carried into effect—that the greased cartridges

were simply a means used by the higher conspirators to force to

revolt men who could be moved only by violence to their faith

—

the story of the action of the Maulavi only seems natural.

Certain it is that in April 1857 he circulated seditious papers
throughout Oudh ; that the police did not arrest him ; and that

to obtain that end armed force was required. He was then tried

and condemned to death. But, before the sentence could be
executed, Oudh broke into revolt, and, like many a political

criminal in Europe, he stepped at once from the floor of a dungeon
to the footsteps of a throne. He became the confidential friend

and adviser of the Begam of Lakhnao, the trusted leader of the

rebels.

In person the Maulavi was tall, lean, and muscular, with large

deep-set eyes, beetle brows, a high aquiline nose, and ^.^^
lantern jaws. Of his capacity as a military leader ance and

many proofs were given during the revolt, but none lelaS^^
more decisive than those recorded in this chaiDter.

No other man could boast that he had twice foiled Sir Colin
Campbell in the field !

His death he owed, strange to say, not to his enemies, but to
his quondam allies. After his retreat from Muhamdi, ^jg ^g^^j^

determined to use every means in his power to hinder follows im-

th© complete success of the British, the Maulavi "^^'^^'^^y
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the close of stalled off, armed with the authority and money of

campSn- the Begam, for Powain, a town on the frontiers of

Oudh and Eohilkhand, eighteen miles north-east of

Shahjahaupiir. The Rajah of this place was supposed to

possess a certain amount of influence, and it was the Maulavi's

object to induce him and others to join in a new league against

the British.

The Maulavi started for Powain, with a small following, on
the 5th June, having previously sent forward a

The manner messenger to make known his wishes to the Eajah.

The Eajah, Jagan-nath Singh by name, was a fat

unwieldy man, not given to martial feats, desirous to sit at

home at ease, and particularly anxious to avoid giving offence

to the British in the hour of their triumph. He, however, con-

sented to grant the Maulavi a conference. Upon this the

Maulavi pushed on to Powain.

On reaching that place he found, to his surprise, that the

gates were closed, the walls manned, and the Eajah,

^^i^ts uT^'
^^^ brother, and his armed retainers, were lining the

foreman ramparts which overlooked the gateway. Amid

into^o^w^in these unpromising appearances the conference began.
But the Maulavi soon satisfied himself that unless he

oould overawe the Eajah his eloquence would be wasted. To
overawe him, then, he made the driver of the elephant upon
which he was mounted urge the animal forward to burst open

the gate. The elephant advanced, and applied his head with

such force to the barrier, that in a second or two it must inevit-

ably have yielded. In this crisis the Eajah's brother, inspired

by the urgency of the occasion, seized a gun and shot the

Maulavi dead. His followers at once turned and fled,
andisshot rpj^^ Eajah and his brother then and there cut off the

Maulavi's head, and, wrapping it in a cloth, drove to

Shahjahanpiir, thirteen miles distant. Arrived at the magis-

trate's house, they entered, and found that official and his

friends at dinner. They immediately produced the
Hishe^is "bundle, and rolled the bloody head at the feet of the

Englishmen. The day following it was exposed to

view in a conspicuous part of the town, " for the information

and encouragement of all concerned." *

The Government paid the Rdjah a reward of five thousand pounds far

killing the Maulavi.
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Thus died the Moulvi Ahmad 'allah of Faizabad. If a patriot

is a man who plots and fights for the independence,
Tribute due

wrongfully destroyed, of his native country, then to the

most certainly the Maulavi was a true patriot. He ^"lavi.

had not stained his sword by assassination ; he had connived at

no murders ; he had fought manfully, honourably, and stub-

bornly in the field against the strangers who had seized his

country : and his memory is entitled to the respect of the brave
and the true-hearted of all nations.

Naturally enough, the British Government rejoiced to be rid

of a formidable enemy. But another death, occurring a few
weeks earlier, caused an outburst of the deepest sorrow in the
heart of every Englishman serving in India—throughout the
homes and the hearths of England. The reader who
has accompanied me so far will have marked with ^

'^™

pride and pleasure the record of the splendid achievements of
the Naval Brigade under its gallant and accomplished leader,

William Peel ; they will remember that on the 9th March,
when seeking a suitable place for the posting of some guns to

breach the outer wall of the Martiniere, William Peel was shot
in the thigh by a musket-ball. The ball, however, was ex-

tracted, and the progress to convalescence after tbe extraction,

if slow, was solid and hopeful.

With the capture of Lakhnao the work of the Naval Brigade
was regarded as completed. On the 1st April, then, ^ jj

the sailors struck their tents, and started for Kanhpiir
on their way to Calcutta. Great preparations were Reception

made to receive them in that city. The Government himTnd hS
had decided to notify their sense of their splendid brigade in

services by giving them a public reception, and the

Calcutta people, for once in accord with the Government, were
resolved that the reception should yield, in heartiness, in sin-

cerity, and in splendour, to none by which a body of public

men had ever been greeted in their palatial city. No one fore-

saw that the daring leader, for whom the greatest ovation was
reserved, would be called to his last home too soon to witness
the admiration of his non-combatant countrymen.
One gratification, indeed, had been reserved for William Peel.

On the 2nd March he had received the mark of the
approval of his Gracious Soverei2;n, intimated by his ^*'°*\"'"f

,

^"^
, •

o ' «/ awarded, to
nomination to be an Aide-de-Camp to the Queen, and wiinam Peei

by the bestowal of the Knight Commandership of ^y the Grown.
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the Batli. They were fit honours for his noble service, rewards
of the nature he would prize the most, as constitutino^ spon-
taneous testimony from his Sovereign of the efforts he had made
to suppress the rebellion, the possible mischief of which, if

unchecked, no one had recognised more clearly than had the
First Lady in the Eealm.*

William Peel reached Kanhpiir in safety. Though still weak,

He is attacked ^® ^^^ ^^^^^ slowly gaining strenth, when, on the
by small-pox, 20th April, he was attacked by confluent small-pox.

dies.
-jj-g frame had been too much weakened to bear the

shock. On the 27th he succumbed to the disease.

In him England lost one of the worthiest, of the noblest of

Universal
^^^ SOUS. How thoroughly he had ^mpress^^d his

grief at his Spirit ou the men whom he led may be gathered
death. from the journal of one of the n. "I cannot say,"

wrote Lieutenant Verney, on the 30th April, " what a sad loss

we all feel this to be, and how deeply his death is felt and
regretted by every officer and man; the mainspring that worked
the machinery is gone. We never felt ourselves to be the
Shannon^s Naval Brigade, or even the Admiralty Naval Brigade,

but always PeeVs Naval Brigade." But the grief was not con-

fined to the gallant men who had followed him. It was over-

powering ; it was universal ; it was realised that England had
lost a king of men.
The Government were not slow in giving expression to the

universal feeling. On the 30th April Lord Canning
isBoed^onthe issucd a general order, in which, after notifying the

LOTd^Canni^
sad fact and recapitulating his services, he thus
eloquently recorded his sense of the extent of the

catastrophe, of the greatness of the man :
—" The lo>s of his

daring but thoughtful courage, joined with eminent abilities, is

a heavy one to this country ; but it is not more to be deplored

than the loss of that influence which his earnest character,

admirable temper, and gentle kindly bearing exercised on all

Avithin his reach—an influence which was exerted unceasingly
for the public good, and of which the Governor- General believes

it may with truth be said, that there is not a man of anv rank or

profession who, having been associated with Sir William Peel
in these times of anxiety and danger, has not felt and acknow-
ledged it."

* Life of the Prince Consort, vol. iv, chapter 78.
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The memory of Ms great name and his great deeds still sur-

vives. In the Eden Gardens of Calcutta a statue Marble

in white marble recalls to the citizens, by whom statue of him

those gardens are nightly thronged, the form and
fashion of him who was indeed the noblest volunteer of this

or any age, who was successful because he was really great,

and who, dying early, left a reputation without spot, the best

inheritance he could bequeath to bis countrymen.*
I have already recorded the death of Venables. This gentle-

man, an indigo-planter, had, by his unflinching
dariug, saved the district of Azamgarh in June 1857,
when its natural guardians had withdrawn from it. Subse-
quently he had struggled bravely against the invaders from
Oudh, and had ridden with Franks, as a volunteer, in his

glorious march from the eastern frontier of Oudh to Lakhnao.
Withdrawing thence to Allahabad, " broken in health and spirits,

anxious for rest, looking forward eagerly to his return to Eng-
land,"! he was persuaded by the Governor-General to return to

Azamgarh, once again seriously threatened. The reader will

* The death of Williara Peel was a double misfortune to the officers of the
Shannon brijj;ade. He had been very sparing of praise in his (iespntches. It
had been his intention personally to press the claims of the officers whom he
knew to be deserving. His premature death frustrated this idea.

t Letter from Lord Canning to the Committee of tlie Calcutta Chamber of
Commerce, assembled in June 1858, to devise a fitting monument to Mr.
Venables. The letter ran thus :—" It will be a satisfaction to me to join in
this good work, not only on account of the admiration which I feel for the
high qualities which Mr. Venables devoted to the public service, his intre-

pidity in the field, his entjrgy and calm temper in upholding the civil authority,
and his thoroughly just appreciation of the people and circumstances with
which he had to deal, but also, and especially, on account of circumstances
attending the last service which Mr. Venables rendered to his country. After
the capture of Lakhnao, where he was attached to Brigadier- General Franks's
column, Mr. Venables came to Allahabad. He was broken in health and
spirits, anxious for rest, and looking forward eagerly to his return to England,
for which his preparations were made. At that time the af)pearance of
affairs near Azamgarh was threatening; and I asked Mr. Venables to forego
his departure from India, and return to that district, with which he was
intimately acquainted, there to assist in preserving order until danger should
have passed away. He at once consented cheerfully; and that consent cost
him his life. I am certain that the Court of Directors, who are fully informed
of all particulars of Mr. Venables' great services and untimely death, will be
eager to mark, in such manner as shall seem best to them, their appreciation
of the character of this brave, self-denying English gentleman ; and I am
truly glad to have an opportunity of joining with his fellow-countrymen iu
India in testifying the sincere respect which 1 feel for his memory."
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recollect how useful were the services he then rendered to the
gallant Lord Mark Kerr. Nor were those subse-

Bervice he quently givon to Sir E. Lugard less remarkable. It
rendered to -^3,8 in the performance of "these great services,"

inspired by the highest sense of duty, that, on the I
" 'J16th April, he was struck down. The wound was mortal.

*' A few days afterwards," wrote in eloquent language some
years ago an able and conscientious historian,* " death, result-

ing from the wound, cut short the sufferings and belied the

hopes of this * brave, self-denying English gentleman,' one
among many such who in those days of sharp trial proved their

right to be held in equal honour with the best-rewarded officers

of the East India Company and the Crown."

* Trotter's History of the British Empire in India.
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CHAPTER y.

GEORGE ST. PATRICK LAWRENCE IN RAJPUTANA.

I HAVE brought the history of events in Rajputana up to the
end of June 1857, and have shown how the foresight

and energy of General G. St. P. Lawrence had till ''^^^
'^^

then baffled all the efforts of the mutinous soldiers who had
been located in that extensive country to support British

authority.

The tranquillity restored in June continued throughout July.
General Lawrence maintained his headquarters at

Ajmir, but he moved thence occasionally, as his S-anquU?
military and political duties required, to Biaur and
Nasirc4bad. To show his confidence in the Mairs, he would have
no other guard but a native officer's party of the Mairwara
battalion, and it is only fair to those loyal men to add that the

events which followed, many of them peculiarly trying, fully

justified that confidence.

It v/as a considerable evidence of the satisfaction felt by the

princes and people of Eajpiltana with the mild but
effective suzerainty of the British that they showed

^j'^nces'and^

no sympathy with the revolted Sipahis. The ex- people of th^

actions of Amir Khan and the grinding tyranny of
JJe BrS.^^

the Marathas were not so remote that the recollec-

tion of them could be entirely forgotten. The forty succeeding

years of peace and prosperity, of protection against outer enemies,

had been a proof of the advantage of the British connection too

practical to allow the existence of a wish that the connection

should be severed. The native princes of Rajputana felt keenly,

that whatever might be the result of such severance, even were
it to be effected, it would not be to their advantage ; and they

knew from the experience of the past that complete success in

the field of military hordes was the certain prelude to unbridled

licence, to a condition of rule without law.

VOL. IV. 2 c
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These sentiments of the people were fully displayed on more
than one occasion during tbe months that followed

The confi- the Outbreaks at Ximach and Nasinibad. The air was

bestowed by iufccted with panic ; the movement of a corporal's
tiiem in guard was magnified into a great military demonstra-

Lawrence. "tion ; rumours, slight in their origin, were multiiDlied

by every mouth that repeated them, until the resem-
blance to the original disappeared altogether. In this state of

affairs the merchants, the bankers, the trading communit}^ in

the great centres of Rajpiitana, terrified by the reports, would
send away their families for security, and then come to " their

father," the Governor-General's agent, for advice and protection.

In every instance General Lawrence succeeded in
General

^
calming their fears, and in inducing them to recall

de^meanour. their families. His own example tended not a little

to inspire them with confidence. When at Ajmir he
never once allowed the routine of civil duties to be interrujDted,

but he held open court, almost daily visiting the city, where,
in spite of the fierce and sullen looks of the disaffected, he was
always regarded with respect. Treating the people with a

generous confidence, General Lawrence was nevertheless stern,

even severe towards all wrong-doers, and never once relaxed

the reins of strict and efficient discipline.

I have spoken of " the fierce and sullen looks of the dis-

afiected." In all great cities, in all large countries,

affe^cfed'few.
there must be some who hate restriction. The
criminal class, the men who, having nothing, would

live by other means than by honest industrj^ and toil, answer
to this description. But, above all, in the circumstances of

1857, towered the fact that the leaders of the disaffection were
the soldiery. Throughout this period there was, there could

not help being, a considerable amount of sjnnpathy between the

native soldiers of the Company and the native soldiers of the
indigenous princes. They were of the same caste and the same
class ; they often came from the same recruiting-ground. The
causes which impelled the British Sipahis to mutiny could not

fail to influence greatly their comrades in other services. These
were the men whose looks were fierce and sullen, these the

classes from whom danger was to be apprehended.
From these classes the danger came. On the 9th August an

. , ^ . outbreak took place in the Aimir praol, and fifty
An emeute in . -i -r\ r^ -i -P
theAjmfr prisoners escaped. But General Lawrence was

I
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prompt. He rode out himself with a detachment gaoHssup-

of the mounted police, previously warned by him to
^'^^^^ '

he in readiness, to pursue the escaped convicts, caught them,
and, when they turned to resist, attacked and recaptured all who
were not slain. It was a sign of the good feeling of the

respectable classes, that when Lawrence set out on this pursuit

many leading Muhammadans of the city volunteered to ac-

company him.
On the day following, one of the other classes referred to—the

military class—showed its teeth. One of the regi-

ments accompanying the force for which Lawrence Slight out-

had made a requisition on Lisa, and which had NairaMd
reached Nasirabad on the 12th June, was the 12th
Bombay Native Infantry. A trooper of the 1st Bombay Lancers,

suddenly mounting his charger, had galloped in front of the
lines of his regiment, endeavouring bj'- cries and threats to

induce his comrades to mutiny. The Bombay Lancers, how-
ever, were staunch, and some of them mounted their horses to

pursue the rebel. Noting this, the trooper discharged his

carbine at the native officer superintending the mount, and fled

to the lines of the 12th, where he was received and sheltered.

Meanwhile the Brigadier, Henry Macan, had come on to the
parade ground. He at once ordered the men of the 12th to

turn out. Only forty obeyed. Upon this the Brigadier called

out the guns, and, bringing up a company of the 83rd, proceeded
to the lines of the 12th. The original mutineer, the

ti^ooper of the 1st Cavalry, fired at him but missed. guppreLd
The rebel himself was then shot by an artillery by Brigadier

officer. The men of the 12th were paraded, and all

who had disobeyed the order to turn out were disarmed Their
muskets were found loaded. The ringleaders were then tried

by court-martial, five were hanged and three sentenced to

imprisonment for life. Twenty-five had previously deserted.

To the remainder, their arms, on their expression of contri-

tion, were restored, and they behaved well in the field ever

afterwards.

A similar feeling displayed itself about the same time at

another station. I have already stated * that, after .

I the revolt of the native troops at Nimach, General occurrence at

'Lawrence, having no other soldiers at his disposal, ^^^^ch

* Vol. m. p. 171.
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had caused that place to he occupied hy detachments from
Mewar, Kota, and Bundi. Suhsequently, placing little trust

in the men of these detachments, he had ordered up a force

composed of one squadron of the 2nd Bombay Light CaA^alry,

one hundred men of the 83rd, and two hundred of the 12th
Bombay Native Infantry, to relieve them. But some of the

relievers were as bad as the relieved. About the 12th August
some disaffected men of the 2nd Light Cavalry and the 12th

Native Infantry endeavoured to promote a disturb-

fuUy'^S'by ancc. But Colonel Jackson, the commanding of&cer,

?\"on acted with great promptitude. Before the mutiny
had actually declared itself, he brought up the 83rd,

and seized the ringleaders. Some of these were arrested, eight

escaped, one man of the 83rd was killed, an of&cer and two men
were wounded, but the mutiny was nipped in the bud.

But the mutinous feeling had been too widely spread over
the province to be checked by one or two failures on the part

of its promoters, nor had the officers at the out-stations the

same means of repression at hand as those possessed by the com-
mandants at Ximoch and^Nasirabad.

The station of Mount Abu, in the native state of Sirohi, was
the summer residence of the Govemor-G-eneral's

the^mmer' agent, and generally of the wives and families of the

Kl-%Sr officers serving under him. There, at this time,.

were congregated the wife and two daughters of

General Lawrence, and the wives and families of many officers

serving in the field. In the European barracks were likewise

thirty convalescent soldiers of the 83rd. To protect the station

was a detachment of from sixty to seventy men of the Jodhpur
legion—whose headquarters were at Erinpuram*—under the
command of Captain Hall.

The Jodhpiir legion consisted of artillery, cavalry, and in-

fantry. The guns—two 9-pounders—were drawn
Composition by camels and manned from the infantry. The
ptir legion." cavalry consisted of three troops, each having two

native officers, eight non-commissioned officers,

seventy-two troopers, and a trumpeter. The infantry was
formed of eight companies of Hindustanis, each having two

* Erinpuram, from which tlie final letter is generally but incorrectly .

excised, lies one hundred and thirty-five miles south-west of Nasirabad and
Beventy-eight miles south of Jodhpur.
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native officers, twelve non-commissioned officers, and eighty
privates ; and three companies of Bhils, each counting seventy
•men besides native officers. The legion, especially the cavalry
portion of it, had a good reputation for efficiency.

On the 19th August a company of the infantry portion of the
legion, which had been sent with the view of holding
in check a rebel chief in the neighbourhood, arrived

^J^^+^J"^
at a place called Anadra, two miles from the foot of of the legion

the mountain pass leading to Abu. A troop of ^^^^^l
cavalry of the same legion had arrived there a few
days pi-eviously, and had been distributed in small parties in

the different villages to protect the road from Disa to Abu.
The following afternoon Captain Hall arrived at Anadra to

give orders for the occupation by the detachment of

certain villages. The Sipahis and their baggage captain Haii

had been soaked by heavy rain, but the men seemed tbem and

cheery and well-disposed. Having given the ne-
chee^ry^^"^

cessary orders, he returned to Abu. But on his way
he met a hawaldar belonging to the detachment at that place,

who, in reply to his question, said that he was going to see his

newly arrived friends. This was true so far as it went : but
the hawaldar deemed it unnecessary to add—what, nevertheless,

was proved from subsequent inquiry to be the fajt—that " he
had been deputed to manage the attack which was to come off

the following morning." *

The morning of the 21st was thick and hazy, and the people
residing at Abu, under the influence of murky
atmosphere, kept their beds late. Not so the men T'^^ P,?"^

^^

of the Jodhpur legion at Anadra. They rose very mutiny,

early, climbed the hill, and, under the cover of the climb the hiu,

dense tog, crept unseen to the door ot the barracks, the barracks.

in which lay, buried in sleep, the thirty sick and
invalid British soldiers. The native assassins then peeped
through the window and saw their intended victims sleeping.

Then raising their muskets, they poked the muzzles through
the windows—and fired.

They aimed too high ! The British soldiers starting from
sleep at that sound, unwonted at Abu, divine the

cause, seize their muskets, and begin to load. But Failure of the
' n . I'll • mutineers.

then another volley is poured m, harmless as its pre-

* Pilchard's Mutinies in Bdjputdnd.
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decessor. By this time the muskets of the British soldiers are

loaded, they rush out, they reply. The result is " singular but
satisfactory ; one mutineer fell—the rest ran away." *

While the main body was thus engaged at the barracks,

another party of mutineers had crept round to
They fail also Captain Hall's house, to dispose, if possible, of a

Captain Hail, i^^an whom they knew to be capable and resolute,

and whose influence they dreaded. Arrived in front

of the house, they became aware that Captain Hall was asleep.

They at once extended in line in front of it, and by word of

command fired a volley within. Again was the result futile.

Hall, awakened by the noise, managed to escape by a back door

with his family into the schoolhouse, which had been fortified

as a place of refuge. Leaving his family there, he took with
him a small guard of four men of the 83rd, and, charging the

assailants, drove them off. He was speedily joined by the re-

maining men of the 83rd, and the mutineers were driven from
the hilL The murky fog which still prevailed rendered pursuit

impossible.

Only one European was wounded, and that was Mr. Alex-
ander Lawrence, son of the General. Hearing the

but wound firing, he had started for Captain Hall's house,

rence.^^" when the Sipahis noted and shot him—in the thigh.

The wound was severe, but he recovered, f

The mutineers, baffled first by their own clumsiness, and
secondly by the spirit of the men they had tried to

Themuti- murder, made at once for the headquarters of the

fo?ErS°^* regiment—the station of Erinpuram. The onlj-

puram. Europeans at this station at the time were the ad-

jutant. Lieutenant Conolly, two sergeants and their

families. Earlj^ on the morning of the 22nd, a letter from
one of the baffled mutineers was brought to Conolly by his

orderly, Makhdum Bakhsh by name. This letter, addressed to

the men at headquarters, called upon them to revolt and join

their comrades " who had been to Abu, fought with

kgfon*''^^^''"
tlie Europeans, and taken all precautions." Conolly

mutinies at immediately mounted his horse and rode down to
that place.

^-^^ parade ground. A glance showed him that the

* Prichard.

t He fortunately survives to reply to the calumnies directed against hii

fatlier, after that father's death, of General Showers.— Vide Vol, III.

i
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spirit of mutiny had infected the troops. The gunners were
running to their guns, shouting to Conolly, as they ran, to

keep off. Conolly then determined to ajDpeal to the

Bhils, who had no sympathies of caste, of kindred, poTiUmi of

or even of common origin, with the men of the Lieutenant

other branches of the legion. But to reach the Bhils °
^*

he was forced to pass the lines of the cavalry. These, too, he
saw were mutinying, and though he stopped to order them to
turn out under arms, but not to stir from their

lines, his orders were not attended to. At last he SeKf^*'^
reached the Bhils. He found them loyal and ready
to obey him, except so far as to march against the loaded guns
and muskets of their more numerous comrades. As a last

resource, Conolly rode back to make an appeal to

the infantr3^ He found them mad with excitement,
[nfentry,^^

and refusing to hear a word. He then tried the

gunners. But, as he neared the guns, the men shouted to

him to keep off; as he persisted in advancing, they
wheeled their guns round, and pointed the muzzles g^J^ners*^^

at him, holding the portfires ready. Conolly then
turned his horse's head, and, changing his direction, rode again

at the guns, taking them in flank. Upon this several troopers

rode at him, between him and the guns, and, pointing their

carbines at him, exclaimed, "Go back, or we will

fire." Conolly then called out with a loud voice ^j^^
fails with

that those on his side should join him. A few
troopers only rode to his side.

Meanwhile the Sipahis had begun the work of plunder. The
two EnHish sergeants with their wives and families, ^

. The small
two men, two women, and five children, unable to English

stem the tide, had abandoned their houses, and were
^ reat^traifs •

seeking refuge in vain flight. Conolly sent for

them to join him in the cavalry lines. They came. "Here,
then," writes the chronicler of the story of the mutinies in

Eajputana,* " the little band of Englishmen and women were
collected, utterly helpless, surrounded by bloodthirsty villains,

* Lieutenant Iltudus Tliomas Prichard, of the 15th Regiment Native
Infantry, a soldier and a scholar of no mean capacity. Tlie mutiny of his
regiment disgusted Mr. Prichard with military service. He left the army
after 1858, and devoted himself to literature, in which he played, in India, a
conspicuous and honourable part. His work on the mutiny is styled The
Mutinies in Bdjputdnd : a Fersonal Narrative.
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every instant plunging deeper and deeper into tlieir career of

crime, from which there was no drawing back, and becoming

more and more intoxicated with the unbridled indulgence of

their passion for plunder, lust, and rapine."

It was indeed a terrible and a trying position. It was soon

to become worse. Gradually many of the men
soon to who had responded to Conolly's call began to

grSterV*^^^ show a disposition to desert him. Amongst them,
however, were a few noble and loyal spirits, who

in this dark hour dared to show that they preferred honour to

life. A risaldar,* Abbas Ali by name, came forward, and, taking

off his turban in a solemn manner before the more infuriated

of the rebels, declared to them that, before they
when a slight should offer violence to the English, they would

occurT have to pass over his body. His example was
followed by another native oflScer, Abdul Ali. The

orderly, too, Makhdiun Bakhsh, the recipient of the letter re-

ferred to in a previous page, exerted himself to save his officer.

L'ltimately forty-five troopers swore to stand by Conolly or to

die in his defence.

"With a strange inconsistency, however, they would not ride

off ^dth Conolly and the sergeants and sergeants'

rebels'arJ* families : they would not allow them to depart alone.
wiiiingto They offered to allow Conolly to ride away, taking
spare Conolly J -^

^ +1, x -x
and the charge 01 the children ; but, as lor the parents, it

butnoTt'he ^^^ impossible, they said, to save them. With a
sergeants and spirit becoming a British officer, Conolly under those
their wives,

circuiustances declined to leave. He resolved to

save his comrades with himself, or to share their fate.

Meanwhile the rebels had brought their guns to bear upon
the cavalry lines. To prevent the escape of the

JonUnuls^
Europeans and the loyal troopers, they then insisted

that all the cavalry horses should be picketed close

to the guns, and that the Europeans, now their captives,

should be sent to occupy a small tent on the parade ground,

carefully guarded.

So that long night passed. The next morning tbe Anadra
, mutineers, fresh from their baffled attempt on Abu,

mutineers'' marchcd into the station with a swagger scarcely
"^^®- consistent with their actual performances. However

* A native cavalry officer— a squadron commander.

i
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much minded they may have been to avenge their defeat on
the prisoners, they were unable to do so without a fight with
their own brethren. For the faithful " forty-five " still kept
jealous guard. They contented themselves, then, with an out-
pouring of abuse.

The ways of the mutineers throughout the mutiny were in-

scrutable. They were so specially on this occasion.

We have seen that, on the day of the revolt of Erin- The rebels

puram, ihe revolters were willing to allow Conolly sergeants^lnd

to go, but not the sergeants and their wives. On their families,

the evening of the second day they came to a reso- awayConoiiy.

lution to permit the two sergeants, their wives and
children, to depart, but to retain Conolly. Conolly, careless

regarding himself, intent only on saving the lives of the men
and women under his charge, made no objection. The sergeants
and their families were then allowed to quit the station. The
mutineers then marched from the station in the direction of
Ajmir, taking Conolly with them, a prisoner, mounted but
carefully guarded.

Conolly had given up all hope of life. But never was he in
outward appearance more cheery. He has left in a
letter to a friend a vivid account of the occurrences The rebels

of that and the following day. On the third day tfrparT"^
he was allowed to depart, and he rode into Erin-
puram, followed by three faithful troopers.* The risaldar who
had first proved his loyalty, then wrote to Captain Monck-Mason,
the political agent at Jodhpiir, offering to desert with a large
body of the cavalry, and the guns, provided he and
his comrades should be pardoned and reinstated in The "loyai"

the service of the Government. It may be conve- to submit^n

nient to state here that Monck-Mason was anxious ^aX'^^^*
to accept the offer, but his hands were tied by the
order of Government, which prohibited all ofiicers from making-
terms with rebels while they had arms in their hands. Monck-
Mason therefore replied that, though he was precluded by
recent orders from accepting the terms offered, yet that if

Abbas All would act as a faithful soldier and servant of the
British Government, and weaken the cause of the rebels by
deserting in the manner he proposed, there was no doubt but

Vide Appendix 0.
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that liis case would be leniently dealt with by the Government,
and he would probably receive an unconditional

which the pardon and a suitable reward. Abbils Ali, regarding

SgenSasno this reply as a refusal, became an active leader of

^°^t^^ the rebel cause. The results were serious to the
British cause, and especially serious to Captain

Monck-Mason himself.

The rebels, after dismissing Conolly, pushed on towards
Ajmir with the intention of taking it. Their line

The E^jah of of march lay through the Jodhpur country. To stop

sendfan them, and, if possible, to annihilate them, the Eajah,
army against acting; in Conformity with the advice of Monck-
the rebels. -.r ^ -, tti- itii-

Mason, despatched ms own army, commanded by ms
favourite officer, a very daring and a very gallant man, who
had given several instances of his courage—Anar Singh—to

Pali,* a place on the high road to his capital. To aid Anar
Singh with his counsels, a British officer. Lieutenant Heathcote,

was, by order of General Lawrence, despatched from the

Eajputana field force, of which he was Deputy-Assistant

Quartermaster-General. The Jodhpur troops intrenched them-

selves at Pali.

Meanwhile the rebels, advancing towards that place, had
arrived at Awah. The Thakur or baron of this

3?iwah^^ stronghold was in rebellion against his liege lord,

the Eajah of Jodhpur. A man of a long and proud

lineage, of great repute throughout the country, the Thakur
was naturally unwilling to enter into any bond of alliance with

men whom he regarded as the revolted hirelings of the

European. But revenge is sweet. And he, probably the second

man in importance in Marwar, believing that his wrongs cried

out for vengeance, persuaded himself that all means were fair

in war. A rebel against his Eajah, he was likewise to that

extent a rebel against the British suzerain of that Eajah.

Before, however, he would consent to the terms which the

rebel Sipahis, in their anxiety to gain him, pressed upon him
with urgency, he despatched a messenger to the

SSm^sion British agent, Monck-Mason, to tell him that if the
to Monck- British Government would accord him certain con-
^°°'

ditions, which he named, he would return to his

allegiance, would keep the gates of his fort closed against the

Pall is one hundred and eight miles to the south-west of Nasirabdd.
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mutineers, and, if co-operated with, either by a British force

or by the troops of the Eajah, would open fire upon their

camp, which was within gunshot of his walls.

Again was Monck-Mason tempted. Sound policy would have
induced him to accept the Thakur's offer. The
conditions named were of no great practical import- ^cer has no

ance, relating as they did more to sentimental power to

than to real grievances. But his hands were tied.

He had no authority to treat with rebels still in arms. He
had no authority at all to treat with this Thakur, whose first

complaint lay against the Eajah, and he was not the man, able

as he was in many respects, to assume responsibility, even in
the hour of danger. He replied, then, to the effect that, so

long as the Thakur was in rebellion, he could not treat with
him. He added that the Thakur's quarrel was with his own
Eajah, and that the Eajah had frequently expressed his deter-

mination to hold no communication with him unless he should
confess his error, throw himself upon his mercy,
and pay up his arrears of revenue. The result of coakscef^'^^

this reply was that the Thakur and the rebel Sipahis ^vHf^^
came to terms, and together marched towards Pali.

They marched towards Pali; but, when they saw the in-

trenched position of the Jodhpur troops, they did
not care to attack it. The delay which ensued, try- The rebels

ing as it was to men situated as were the Jodhpur pSf^^
°°

troops, might have been endured but for the evil

effect it was sure to produce on the native courts and the
native troops of Eajputana. These could not understand the
utility of a Torres Yedras. In their eyes, royal ^ .,

troops who would not advance were half beaten. tionswMca

The moment was especially full of anxiety for the ™oXpu?^
officer responsible for the security of this important troops not to

part of India, and General Lawrence was justified in
^^^^^^ ^"'^*-

the desire he expressed to the Eajah that some more active

measures should be taken by his troops than those involved " in

dancing attendance on the rebels, like orderlies."

But, before General Lawrence's letter reached Jodhpur, the
commander of the royal troops, Anar Singh, had
left his strong position and encamped in close

^.J^^^^^^*
proximity to the rebels. Here, on the earl^- morning defeat the

of September 8th, his camp was surprised by the f '

^^'^P"""

TT- ^ xl 1 1 •j.-L
troops.

enemy. His men gave way, and though he, with, a
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few, a very few, kindred spirits, fouglit bravely to the last,

giving their lives for their Eajah, the valcur of a few men
could not redeem the day. His camp, his guns, his military

stores fell into the hands of the rebels. Heathcote, after using

€very effort to induce the men to stand, mounted his horse

and galloped from the iield.

General Lawrence was at Ajmir when the events I have
recorded occurred. From the 21st to the 26th

Lawmice August he received no intelligence from Abu, but
on the 22nd a letter had reached him from Conolly

at Erinpuram, telling him of the anticipations he entertained

of an outbreak at that station. Five days later he received the

bare outline of the occurrences at both places ; of the mutiny
at the one, and the attack on the sleeping Europeans at the

other.

We have seen that the European forces at the disposal of

Lawrence were all required for the maintenance of order at the

great military centres in Eajputana, and that few men, if any,

could reall}^ be spared for service in the field. Xo one can
wonder, then, at the anxiety expressed by the Governor-General's

agent for the prompt and energetic action on the part

smau firee^ of the Jodhpur troops. But, after the defeat of those
to coerce the troops at Pall, Lawrcncc, considering, and rightly

considering, that the effect on the country would
be very injurious if the course of the rebels were not promptly
checked, assembled as soon as possible a small force at Biaur

for the purpose of co-operating with the Jodhpur troops. This
force was composed of a hundred and fifty men of the 83rd, a

portion of the Mairwara battalion, the 1st Bombay Lancers,

two 12-pounders, three 6-pounders, and two mortars.

The rebels, after their victory over the Eajah's troops, had
fallen back on Awah, the fortifications of which

The rebels they proceeded to strengthen. Awah is surrounded

Awah.^
'^^ by a high wall, and can be appioachud only through

a dense jungle. Being well supplied with guns, it

could claim to be defensible against the small force which
Lawrence was marching against it.

He arrived before it on the 18th, and proceeded at once to

make a reconnaisance in force. This had the effect

Licence ^^ causing the enemy to bring a strong fire to bear
arrives before upon his men from every gun on their walls. It
^'^*^*

was seen that the place was strong and could scarcely
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be carried by an assault. Lawrence, then, hoping that the
enemy would come out and attack him, fell back on the village

of Chulawas, about three and a half miles distant. Here he
was to have been joined b}^ Monck-Mason, "but that officer, on
arriving within three hundred yards of the place where the
General was standing, was decoyed by the enemy's bugle-sound
—similar to that of the British—and was shot

dead. He was a man of many and varied accomplish-
J{^"^^".

ments, and his sudden death was felt severely by kiued.

all who knew and loved him.
Lawrence remained three days at Awah. The rebels left

him in peace, busily occupied in strengthening their

position. Unable with his actual force to take the Lawrence

place, and having to a certain extent impressed the Ajmfr^'^^
^^

people of the country through which he marched,
Lawrence then fell back leisurely on Ajmir and Nasirabad.
Awah had, indeed, defied him, and Kota was in a state of
rebellion, but, with those exceptions, Eajputana remained for

the three months that followed loyal and submissive. It may
be convenient to add a w^ord here regarding the proceedings at

Awah. Not many days elapsed before the proud Thakur and his

rebel allies quarrelled. Instead of coming to blows,
however, they sensibly agreed to separate. The Ultimate fate

Thakur remained at Awah; the Sipahis took their piiJiegioB."

way towards Dehli. They w^ere encountered,
completely defeated, and many of them cut up by a British
force under Gerrard at Narnul on the 16th October fol-

lowing.*
The State called Kota, an offshoot from the more ancient

principality of Bundi, borders on the south-west
frontier of Sindhia's dominions, and has an area of Kot^.

five thousand square miles, and a population of four

hundred and thirty-three thousand souls. In 1857 the ruling
chief was Maharao Eani Singh. An auxiliary force of the three

arms, commanded by European officers, had been maintained in

the State since 1838. The entire cost of this force was main-
tained by the Maharao. The political agent, representing the
British Government, was Major Burton.

* Pages 78-82. I may add that the Eisaklar, Abbas Ali,^was ultimately
pardoned by Lord Canning.
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The reader is aware that, when the troops of the regular

army revolted at Nimach, Lawrence had caused that

KoK^empo^ station to be reoccupied by detachments from the
rariiy occupy contino;ents of Mewar, Kota, and Biindi, until such

time as the Europeans he had sent from Disa should

arrive.* Major Burton had accompanied the Kota troops on
that expedition. He did not, however, return with them,
General Lawrence having requested him to remain at Nimach
for some three weeks, as "in those unsettled times he could not

have confidence in his troops."

Major Burton, consequently, remained at Nimach. But, after

the occurrences at Awah to which I have adverted,

and his 8ons° deeming his presence at the capital of the State to

kST***
which he was accredited necessary for the assurance

of the policy of the Maharao, he set out to return to

Kota, accompanied by two of his sons, the one aged twenty-one,

the other sixteen, but leaving behind him, under the safeguard

of the British troops at Nimach, his wife and four remaining
children. He reached Kota on the 12th October, was visited

by the Maharao in state the following morning, and returned

the visit on the 14th. The Maharao subsequently stated that

at the return visit Burton gave him the names of some of his

officers whom he knew to be disafi'ected, and impressed upon
him the advisability of punishing or at least dismissing them.

TheMahitr^ Whether Burton gave this advice can never be
betrays certainly known ; but this is certain, that that

^en°wh*om^^ Same day the Maharao caused the officers and men
he had of the contin&'ent to be informed that he had
denounced, . ... °

given it

!

Officers and men were, in very truth, alike disaffected,

and, being so, the communication made to them by order

of the Maharao determined them to take the law into

their own hands. Accordingly they assembled the following

morning, killed Mr. Salder, the Residency surgeon,
who attack and Mr. Saviell, the doctor of the dispensary in the

dency!^^" city, who resided in a house in the Eesidency
grounds, and then attacked the Eesidency itself.

The guards and servants fled from the premises and hid them-
selves in the ravines close by. Major Burton and his two sons,

left with a single servant, a camel-driver, took refuge in a room

Vol. in. p. 171.
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on the roof of the house. The revolters then fired round shot

into the Residenc3\ " For four hours," writes General Lawrence
in his graphic account of the mournful transaction,* " these

four brave men defended themselves, till at length the Resi-

dency was set on fire, and Major Burton, feeling the case

desperate, proposed to surrender on condition of the mob sparing
his sons' lives. The young men at once rejected the

offer, saying they would all die together. They knelt g"^ ™"^uf
down and prayed for the last time, and then calmly sons, and

and heroically met their fate. The mob had by Europeans
this time procured scaling-ladders, and, thus gaining
the roof, rushed in and despatched their victims, the servant
alone escaping. Major Burton's head was cut off and paraded
through the town, and then fired from a gun, but the three

bodies were by the Maharajah's order interred that evening."
The Maharao at once communicated the occurrence to

General Lawrence, accompanying the communication
with the expression of his regret and with the The Mahanio

excuse that the troops had taken the law into their umseif.

own hands and that he was powerless. He may
have been powerless, but he had, perhaps, unwittingly, set the
troops on. The Government of India subsequently intimated
their opinion that, though innocent of fore-knowledge, the
Mabarao had not wholly performed his duty, and reduced the
i-alute due to him as Maharao of Kota from seventeen to

thirteen guns.

The tragedy at Kota was not the only outrage which dis-

turbed the peace of the country during the month of October.
About the same time that Burton was being besieged
in the Residency of the former place, a party of near^N^mS
rebels from Mandesar, led by a chief who pretended
relationship to the royal house of Dehli, marched on and seized

Jiran, a fortified town with a very strong defence, within twelve
miles of the cantonment of Nimach. It was impossible to allow
such an outrage to pass unnoticed. On the 23rd October there
was sent from Nimach to attack the rebels a force of four hundred
men, with two guns and a mortar. The men were chiefly

Bombay native troops, cavalry and infantry, but they were

* Reminiscences of Forty-three Years' Service in India, by Lieut.-General
Sir George Lawrence, K.C.S.I., C.B.
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headed by fifty men of the SSrd, the whole commanded by
Captain Tucker. They found the enemy still at

JuJiran!^^^^ Jiran. Tucker at once opened fire with his guns,

and when these had played some time upon the

defences he sent his infantrj' to attack the town. But the

rebels sallied out in overwhelming numbers, drove back the

infantr}-, and, pushing on, captured the mortar. Upon this

the cavalry charged, recovered the mortar, compelled the enemy
to re-enter the town, and silenced their fire. But the place

itself was too strong for the efforts of a force so small and so

lightly provided ; the loss already incurred had been heavy,

two officers, Tucker and Eead, having been killed, and three

wounded ; a retreat was therefore ordered. Strange to say, the

enemy evacuated Jiran that night.

Their retreat, however, was only the prelude to an advance
in larger numbers. On the 8th November a body

The rebels of them, numbering four thousand, advanced on
advance Kimach, occupicd the station, and forced the

ureafer^ European and native troops to take refuge within

and'Sck *^® fortified i-quare. This they attempted, but
Ni'mach, Vainly, to escalade; then, after a siege of fifteen

days' duration, hearing that reinforcements were
advancing to the aid of the British, they fell back.

On receiving intelligence of the murder of Major Burton and
his sons, General Lawrence had made an urgent re-

applies for quisition to Bombay for troops. The first and

ments'^^^'
Smaller detachments of these began to arrive in

1858. Eajpiitana in January 1858, but it was not until
January.

]\Xarch that the reinforcements assumed a sufficient

strength to justify decisive action on a larger scale.

The detachments which arrived in January, however, enabled

General Lawrence to throw off the quiescent attitude

?r?i!af of which he had till then deemed it politic to assume.
eome of them In January he was able to detach a force of eleven
he besieges

]-^^j^(]j.g^-[ men, with a due proportion of guns, under

Colonel Holmes, 12th Bombay Native Infantry, against Awah.
Holmes invested the place on the 19th, and the same day his

guns opened fire. At the end of five daj^s a practicable breach had
been made, and the assault was ordered for the follow-

and captures j^™ niomino;. The garrison, perfectly cognisant of all

that was going on m the British camp, resolved not

to await it. Fortunately for them there raged that night a storm

I
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so fearful, and there ruled a darkness so intense, that sentries
only a few paces apart could neither see nor hear each other.
Under cover of these portents the rebels evacuated the place in
the night.

The strength of the fortifications of Awah, when it was
occupied next morning by the British troops, were
such as to justify to the full General Lawrence's Thefortm-

determination regarding it in the previous Sep- AwaT""^
tember. It had a double line of defences, the inner
of strong masonry, the outer of earthwork, both being loop-
holed. Thirteen guns, three tons of powder, and three thousand
rounds of small arms ammunition were found in the place.
The keep, the bastions, and all the masonry works
were blown up and destroyed, so as effectually to S™ce'8
prevent the stronghold becoming: a nucleus of re- pievious

bellion for the future.*
retirement.

This^ act of vigour had a very salutary effect. Order was
maintained in the country ; and in March, when the reinforce-
ments from Bombay poured in, the difficulty of the task for
which troops had been required in the previous November had
in no way increased.

The reinforcements numbered five thousand five hundred
men of all arms. They were composed of the 72nd,
83rd, and 95th regiments, the 10th Bombay Native The main

Infantry, the 8th Hussars, the 1st Bombay Lancers, Sm/amve
the Sindh Horse, Brown's battery of artillery,

eighteen field-pieces, of which ten were 8-inch mortars and
howitzers, and a corps of sappers and miners. They were
commanded by Major-General H. G. Roberts of the Bombay
army.
On the arrival of General Eoberts in March, General Lawrence

resigned the military command into his hands, and
:everted to his civil and political functions as agent ^^^^^

to the Governor-General. In this capacity he Roberts.

accompanied the force.

The first operation to be attempted was the recovery of
Kota. Ever since the murder of Major Burton
disorder had prevailed in that State. The Sipahis, Kot/lfter**^

having tasted the pleasure of revolt, drained the themurderof

cup to the very dregs. They imprisoned the
Burton.

* Forty-three Years in India, Sir G. Lawrence.
VOL. IV. 2 D
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Maharao in his palace. They then forced him to sign a paper
consisting of nine articles, one of which was to the effect that

he had ordered the murder of Major Burton. The Maharao
endeavoured by compliance to keep the rebels in good humour,
but meanwhile he despatched secretly messengers to the Eajah
of Karauli, begging him to send troops to his aid. The Eajah
complied, and his troops, faithful to their liege lord, drove the

rebels from the part of the town of Kota in which the palace

was situated, and released the Maharao. They were still

occupying it, for the defence of that prince, when Eoberts
arrived in Eajputana. The rebels, however, continued to hold

the other parts of the town, the inhabitants of which had
been reduced already by pillage and other excesses to extreme
misery.

A military march from Nasirabad, the head-quarters of

Eoberts's force, to Kota, was not a march which a

betwem general could regard as being necessarily a pleasure

and K^^l*^
trip. Not Only did the town of Kota occupy a

formidable position, covered by the river Chambal
on one side, and by a large and deep lake on the other, but the
approach to it offered many positions capable of easy defence

by a small force against one much larger. Chief amongst these

was the Mukandara j)ass—a long and narrow valley between
two ranges of hills.*

But once more the rebels displayed a marked deficiency of

true military instinct. They made not the smallest
Roberts attempt to defend even one of the difficult positions.

kS'^^*^
^ Eoberts, marching from Xasirabad on the 10th,

encamped on the north bank of the Chambal, opposite

Kota, on the 22nd March. He found the rebels in complete
possession of the south bank, on which they had planted their

guns, many in number, and some of them large in calibre.

Eoberts ascertained at the same time that the fort, the palace,

half the city, and the ferry over the river were held by the
Maharao with the Karauli troops.

Early on the morning of the 25th, information reached him

He attacks
^^^^ *^^ rebels were making an assault on the palace

and com- with a view to seize the ferry. Eoberts instantly sent

defeats the
across three hundred men of the 83rd, under Major

rebels. Heath, to aid the Maharao. The attack of the rebels

• Famous in Anglo-Indian story for Monson's retreat through it.
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"was repulsed. On the 27th, Eoberts crossed over himself with
six hundred of the 95th, and two 9-pounders, and, having placed

the heavy guns in the fort in position to bear on the enemy's
camp, he opened upon it on the 29th a heav}^ fire of shot and
shell. On the 30th, whilst the remainder of the force cannon-
aded the rebels' position from the north bank, Roberts, marching
from the fort in three columns, moved on it on the south bank,
and gained it with very small loss. By this brilliant manoeuvre
he not only completely defeated the enemy, but captured fifty

guns ! The cavalry, however, failed to intercept the rebels,

and they almost all escaped.

The British troops occupied Kota for three weeks. At the
end of that time, the authority of the Maharao
having been completely re-established. General oftht"

°"^

Roberts evacuated it and returned to Nasirabad, Mahfirdois

despatching a portion of his force to garrison Nimach.
With the fall of Kota, peace and order had been completely
restored throughout Rajpiitana, and, although two months later

both were broken by Tantia Topi, the action of this famous
leader was strictly an invasion. Tantia induced neither prince
nor peasant to join his standard.

Of all the large tracts of territory inhabited mainly by a people
boasting a common origin, not one passed through the
trying period of 1857-8 with smaller injury to itself, ^ty Rdjpa-

with less infliction of suffering and bloodshed, than tJ^n^i was, by

the territory of Rajpiitana. Parcelled out as it is iSaffected

into eighteen sovereign States, each ruled by its by the

own independent chief, the circumstance may seem
surprising. But the causes of it are not far to seek. I attribute

the result mainly to the fact that no people in India had
suffered so much or so recently as the Rajputs from the law-
lessness which characterised the sway immediately preceding
the suzerainty of the British—the sway of the Maratlias. When
the policy of Marquess Wellesley towards the Rajptit States

was reversed in 1805 by Lord Cornwal lis and Sir George
Barlow, a system of oppression and misrule was inaugurated,
under which the buffalo was to the man who held the bludgeon,
and the fair daughters of the land were to the strong arm of
the marauder. For twelve years the sufferings of Rajputana
cried to Heaven for redress. That redress came only when, in

1817, the Marquis of Hastings reverted to the policy of his

great predecessor. "Under that policy the princes of Rajputana
2 D 2
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"have been secured against invaders from outside and against

each other. Since that period every man has been able to lie

down in his own mano;o-oTove, and to eat of his own date-tree.

Security has prevailed throughout the land. The honour of

every man and of every woman has been secured. It was the

sense of this security, enjoyed under British suzerainty, that

ensured the loyalty of the great bulk of the Eajputs during the

troublous times of the Mutiny.
It is proper to add that this i ecollection of past and present

benefits was stimulated and enforced by the choice
George

^ made by the Government of India of the agents

Lawrence.' to Carry out their policy. Foremost among these

was George St. Patrick Lawrence. His tact, his

energy, his fearlessness, his readiness of resource, when he
had not a single European soldier at his disposal, stamped
him as a man eminently fitted to rule in troublous times. The
display of these qualities begat confidence in the minds of the
native princes, fear and dismay among the adventurers who
welcomed turmoil. His presence, thus, proved itself to be
worth an army. But for his promptitude, Ajmir would have
fallen, and, with Ajmir occupied by two or three regiments of

rebellious Sipahis, British authority would have disappeared.

The preservation of Eajputana, then, will ever be connected
vdth the name of this gallant and distinguished officer.*

The inroad of Tantia Topi into Eajputana, and the campaign
in pursuit of that famous leader, will be treated of

The story jn its proper place in the next volume. Before

Bombay.^ dealing with him it will be my pleasing duty
to record the statesmanlike measures by which

Lord Elphinstone caused Bombay to become a strong wall
of support to the threatened edifice of British rule in India,

and to narrate how Sir Hugh Eose illustrated the highest
genius of the inspired warrior by his daring and successful

campaign in Central India.

* Since these lines were first published the illustrious man to whom they
refer has been carried to his last Lome. Those who had the privilege of
knowing Mm will never forget the straightforward manliness which charac-
terised all his thouglits and all his actions. The opportunities which were
granted to his brothers, Henry and John, were never vouchsafed to him.
But this may at least be said of him, that in no conjuncture of life was he
ever baffled : to every trial he rose superior. He left a reputation without
pot, and many loving friends to mourn him.
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APPENDIX A.

^Vide note to page 60.)

With reference to the common saying that Lord Lawrence saved the
Panjab, and thereby saved India, it may be fair to remark that this

opinion was not supported by many of the officers who served with the
Dehli Field Force during the siege : their views may be shown by the
following extracts taken from a letter written by Lieut.-Colonel Turnbull
(who served throughout the siege on the personal staff of Sir Henry
Burnard, General Reed, and Sir Archdale Wilson) to Mr. Bosworth
Smith, with reference to Lord Lawrence's share of credit for the work
done at Dehli, as described in that Author's book :

—

" The one figure which stan'ls pre-eminently forward in this narrative"
(Mr. Bosworth Smith's ' Life of I^ord Lawrence ')

" of the siege of Dehli, is

that of Sir John Lawrence. All others sink into insignificance. The
terrible anxiety of our generals, receiving constant entreaties (if not more)
from Labor to do something ; to take active measures to push on, &c.,

when it would have been ruinous, if not practically impossible, to do so;
the iearful prostration of mind and body by such a strain in a climate
reaching sometimes 133 degrees in a headquarters tent, the perpetual
knowledge that if nothing were done they might be blamed, and, if any-
thing were done and failed, the blame would be theirs also ; more
especially as the consequence of any such failure would be the rising of
the Panjab; all this does not seem to have been sufficiently taken into

account. It was Sir John Lawrence who urged our instant move on
Dehli. When we got there we found ourselves checked, surrounded, and
outnumbered. He denuded the Panjab of troops, and setit them to us,

thus enabling us to hold our own, and thus to save the Panjab, and India.

It is hard to see how, with the original responsibility resting on him, he
could have done anything less.

" The siege of Dehli lias never been sufficiently estimated in England,
and for several reasons. No one can know what really went en there
except those who were there. The fall of Dehli took place in September.
Sir Colin Campbell had arrived in Calcutta the 13th August. From that
moment all attention was riveted on him; and, soon after, on Lakhnao.
Troops arrived from the Cape by October; the China expedition was
directed to India; troops and officers, whose numbers and names had
already become well known during the Crimean War, came out ; full bat-
talions, one thousand strong, took the place of attenuated regiments of
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two hundred and fifty; and last, not least, war-correspondents kept the

English public well up in all the minor details of what was then occurring.

The natural consequence was, that the recollection of things done at

Dehli faded away. The terrible anxieties of the commanders, the gal-

lantry and sufferings of the officers and men, were either passed over, or,

if remembered, were soon obliterated by the newspaper descriptions of

what was even then going on. One person could not be passed over, and
that was Sir John Lawrence. From his constant correspondence with the

Government at the Presidency, his work could not be forgotten. The
centre of the work above the zone of the Mutiny was the taking of Dehli,

so that his name was, in England, more immediately connected with it

;

and, in the opinion of some, he never used such opportunities as came to

his lot afterwards as fully as he might have done in remembering those

who were one of the stepping-stones to his advancement."

Colonel TurnbuU was a most gallant officer. In his despatch after the

battle of Badli-ki-Sarai, Sir Henry Barnard specially mentioned the

"daring devotion" of his two aides-de-camp. Captain TurnbuU and his

own son. The praise was well merited, for both were to the front when-
ever service was to be rendered and danger to be encountered.

APPENDIX B.

(Page 117 of text.)

From Sir James Outram to the Officer commanding the Reliev-
ing Force.

[Along with the following important and deeply interesting letter, Sir

James Outram forwarded a plan of the ground intervening between the

Xlambagh and the Eesidency, together with minute descriptions of every

position and building capable of being held by the enemy. The plan was
based on the surveys made by the late Captain Morrison prior to the out-

break, ihe only surveys that had been made of Lakhnao. The copy of

tbis plan, which will be found at the end of the volume, should be con-

sulted in the perusal of the foUowmg letter. It is Plan No. I.]

My communication of the 14th instant informed you I consider your

first operation should be the occupation of the " Dilkusha " house and

park, by a direct movement to that place from the Alambagh. The fort

of Jalalabad, which is situated a mile or a mile and a half to the right of

that route, is said to be occupied by the enemy, with two guns; but it is

too distant to interrupt that line of communication, and it is not likely to

be maintained after the Dilkusha, in addition to Alambagh, has been

occupied in its rear. I think it hardly worth while, therefore, to waste
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time against that place, which at the commencement of the outbreak
was Httle capable of defence, and is not likely since to have been repaired

or stored sufficiently to admit of its retention. The guns now there ap-

pear to have been sent merely to interrupt the forage parties from Alam-
bagh. (A description of Jaldldbad, as it was just before the outbreak, is

fi)3pended.) Yet it will be prudent, in afterwards communicating with
Alambagh, to afford a strong escort until it is known whether or not
Jalalabad is evacuated.

The direct advance from Alambagh via Charbd-gh, and the main street

marked (1) (1) (1) on the plan, should 7iot be attempted, very formidable
opposition being prepared on the opposite side of the Chaibagh bridge, the
bridge itself being destroyed, and the passage strongly fortified ; besides

which, there are two miles of street to pass through, in which every means
of obstruction has been prepared, the houses loopholed, and guns in

position at various points, with ditches, mines, and other obstacles. For
the same reason I would deprecate any attempt to force the street which
runs from the junctiuu of the Dilkusha and Martiniere roads to the Kaisar-
bagh, marked (2) (2) (2).

At Dilkusha, it is stated, there are at present only some Kajwdra match-
lockmen, with cavalry at Bibipur village perhaps, and at the Martiniere

;

but these are almost certain to decamp when you approach, and may
perhaps suffer considerably ere they get across the canal, if followed up
sharply by cavalry and horse artillery. Two guns were said to be at Dil-

kusha some days ago, probably those now at Jalalabad. If still there,

they would have to be abandoned ere they could be crossed over the canal,

if followed up.

It is possible that some of the so-called Eegular Infantry may be sent
over to the Dilkusha when they hear of your approach. If so, they will

but add to their own confusion and panic flight when you attack, for

never by any chance do they stand in the open. Two regiments of in-

fantry and one of cavalry, sent out to oppose Major Barston's convoy, fled

at his approach without firing a shot ; and on every occasion where whole
hosts of them were opposed to ourselves it was just the same. The Dil-
kusha palace cannot be maintained under fire of our artillery, having
large windows on every side. If any force of the enemy is assembled
there, they must suffer awfully from your guns in escaping across the canal

;

Or, should they fly to the Martiniere, they will be in a similar predicament
when you follow them up.

On seeing the Dilkusha occupied by your troops, the enemy would most
probably occupy the Martiniere. After lodging your baggage in the
garden to the rear of, and commanded by, the Dilkusha house (and sur-
rounded by walls without houses, something like Alambagh, and easily

defensible), you would proceed against the Martiniere through the road
marked (3) (3) (3). But it would be well, ere getting within musket-
range of the building, to throw a few shells and round shot into it, in case
it should be occupied by the enemy, whose flre from the terraced roof
might cause much loss ere you get near enough to rush up and blow open
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doors for entry. It would be well for you to have some one with you

well acquainted with the Martini^re building. And it may be a matter for

your consideration whether it would not be better, if the place appears

strongly fortified, to mask it by encamping your troops between the road

(3) (3) and the canal, contenting yom'self by bombarding the Martiniere

dm-ing the day and nigut, which will almost ensure its evacuation before

mornmg. The mound marked (4)* would be a favourable site for a

24:-pounder battery, which would command the opposite bank of the canal,

where you purpose effecting your passage to protect the sappers in making

a road for your guns.

It is possible the bridge leading to the Martiniere may not be destroyed,

and that you may prefer advancing over it. But, on reconnoitring, you

will, I believe, find places where the canal may be crossed without much
difficulty further down, towards (6), which would enable you to turn any

defensive works the enemy may prepare on the main road (2) (2) (2).

If you cross the bridge, therefore, I would recommend you turning to the

right after passing it, and making your way through the mud huts (iadi-

cated bv the brown colour on the plan) until you get into the road running

from (6) to (W) (W) (W)—W denotes some deserted and destroyed

infantry lines—leaving tue houses, marked D D D, on your left, and thus

making your way into the road (7) (7), which passes the open front of the

enclosure in which the barracks are situated. Should the baiTack build-

ings be occupied (they were precipitately abandoned when we advanced

from the same quarter), it may be prudent to throw a few shot and shell

«re the infantry advances to the attack. Having large doors, open on

both sides, as is customary in European barracks in India, I anticipate

httle difficulty in your effecting an entry. Staircases lead to the terraced

roof from the interior of the centre room. The terrace is considerablv

raised above, and therefore commands the houses of the Hazratganj),

and a few rifles placed there could keep down any musketry fire from

thence (Hazratganj), which alone could disturb the party left in occupa-

tion of the barracks when you advance further. But it would be neces-

saiy to throw up a parapet of sand-bags, or screens of shutters, to protect

the riflemen on the roof, as it has no parai-et. The south wall of the

enclosure is, however, sufficiently high to aflbrd some protection against

direct fire.

Should you cross by the bridge, your whole force would, I presume,

come that way. And your next operation, after leaving an adequate

guard for the barracks (say 300 or 400 infantry, some cavalry, and a

couple of guns ; or, probably, you might secure a gun, or two guns, which

the enemy are said to have there), would be to proceed by the road (7) (7)

to the Sikandrabagh (G), which, if held, could easily be breached by 24-

* Su* J. Outram afterwards availed himself of this mound to plant a 24-

pounder battery of the Shannon Brigade, which effectually kept down the

enemy's fire opened on the rear division under his command, when he finally

retired to the Alambagh.
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or 18-pounders—tlie wall being only about 2^ feet tbick

—

vide encloscl

description.* It is said to be occupied by Man Singb, with some 200 or

300 Rajwaras and two guns ; the former are pretty sure to bolt when
your guns open upon the place, and two or three shells are thrown

into it.

If you cross the canal at (6), the main body of your force should pro-

ceed by the road from (6) to (W). A regiment and portion of artillery

might, perhaps, make their way by the road which leads direct to the

Sikaudrabagh (8) (8); but as it is not well defined, it may be more
prudent to kee]:) all together till you occupy the barracks.f

Should you have met with opposition, or been delayed much in cross-

ing the canal, the day will be ]iretty far advanced ere you have occupied

the barracks and Sikandrabagh. These might be the limit of your

operation that day—encamping your force between, and a little in advance

of, those two points, with its right rear on Sikandrabagh, and the barracks

on its left rear—thus obtaining a tolerably open plain to encamp on, with

almost clear space in front, from which your guns would play upon the

buildings which still intervene between your camp and our position,

namely, the Shah Nuja (H), Moti Mahall (K), Mess-house (M), and
Tara Kothi (N), which, if held, might be bombarded from both our

positions prior to commencing combined operations next morning. You
would then decide on the garrisons to occupy the barracks and Sikandra-

bagh, to maintain communication with Dilkusha, where your baggage

would, I trust, be secure in the garden, protected by 200 men occupying

the house, and a couple of guns. About the same strength (with conva-

lescents) would suffice for Alambagh, aided by the enemy's guns we have

there. And, perhaps, two of our own guns, supported by 100 riflemen,

would hold the Maitiniere, with a small body of cavalry to command the

plain down to the canal. A strong picquet also should be placed in the

nearest huts to the road by which you cross the canal. You would,

perhaps, occupy the houses D D also, as further security for your commu-
nications.J Another point to which you should turn your attention while

* The Commander-in-Chief's force met with serious opposition at the
Sikandrubagh, owing to their having approached it by a cross-road from the

rear, whence their breaciiing guns could not be brought up until the troops

had been exposed for some time to a heavy fire. Had they come by the

broad palilca (macadamised) road leading from the barrucks, as suggested, their

heavy guns could have opened upon the place while the infantry remained out

of musketry fire. A practicable breach would then have been made, or the

shelling would have driven the enemy out. As it was, however, the occu-

pants, greatly more numerous than reported, had no means of egress, and
were destroyed to a man; but our own troops alto sufi^cred severely in taking

the place.

t Neither the roads (7) (7) or (8) (8) were followed by Sir Colin Campbell's

force, which was taken by a more circuitous and intricate road than either,

^and suffered greatly before its guns could be brought to the front.

X AH this was carried out, with the exception that the barracks and the
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delayed in breaclimg the Sikandrabagh is the destruction of the bridge

of boats some few hundred yards thence.* If a troop of horse artillery

and cavalry are sent off raj^dly to any point commanding the boats, many
men would be destroyed with the boats that would be sunk by your guns

;

and the destruction of the boats will prevent the enemy's force on the

other side of the Giimti coming over to molest you at night.

The signal that you are crossing the canal will be my notice to spring

certain mines, and storm the posts now held by the enemy in my imme-
diate front (9) (9) ; and, once in possession of these, I shall open my guns

on the buildings above mentioned, and endeavour also to silence the fire

of the Kaisarhagh, which commands the open space between us, to favour

our junction next morning f when our united batteries could be turned

upon the Kaisarbagh. And they would, I hope, in a day or two, effect its

capture, which is necessary to ensure th entire submission of the city.

IN GTE BY THE AuTHOR.

—

TMs extract has heen taken from Sir James

Outram's General Orders, Despatches, and Correspondence, puUished in

1860 {Smith, Elder, and Co.). All the notes attached to it were made by

the editor of that volume.—G. B. M.

APPENDIX 0.

(Page 393.)

LiEUTENAKT CoNOLLY thus wrotc to Captain Black, regarding his escape :

•' Such a scene of confusion I never saw ; some Sipahis firing at Bhils, they

shot seven poor wretches on the parade-ground, who, I declare were only

looking at the novel scene. During the day we halted. The first day we
marched to , and a greater rabble never crossed country than our

once smart legion : not a Sipahi hardly saluted me. I was taKen to Abbas

houses D D were refused in the advance to the Sikandrabagh, and had
therefore, to be taken afterwards, and (it is believed) at a greater loss than

had they been assailed in the first instance.
* The enemy's leaders themselves caused the bridge to be broken up to

prevent the flight of their followers.

t This was done. Sir James Outram's troops stormed and took the build-

ings (9) (9) on the day Sir Colin took the Siiandrabc4gh. Sir -Tames then

opened his batteries on the Mess-house, Kaisarbagh, &c., exactly as here

proposed, until the junction was effected ; and the Kaisarbagh could have

soon after been taken, had it not been determined to withdraw our forces

for a time.

—

{See the despatches of General Haveloch, Brigadier Eyre, Colonel

Napiert &c., in reference to these operations.)
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All's tent at , and the infantry were a little behind, when a tremen-

dous row commenced. Some Minas made a rush at the carts; the

infantry thought it was an attack ; away went the cavalry to see to

matters, cut up a few Bhils, and, seeing no one else, pulled up to look

about them. Another row, and rush towards where I was standing near

my saddled horse. I can't say I was desperately alarmed, for all hope of

life I had cast aside some hours before, whea we marched. The rush

towards me was caused by some amiable Sipahis taking the opportunity

to make a run at me. Abbas Ali and his men saw it, and were soon

between us ; but I cannot enter into details of self; once again they at-

tempted to get at me at Dula. What made them so mad was, that my
strenuous attempts to seduce the cavalry had been made known to Mihrwdn
Singh, and he swore I should die. At Duld they had three or four rows—
councils they called them—about me. At last, Mihrwan Singh and the

other beauties, seeing Abbas Ali would not give me up, said I might go

solus. Next morning, they sent again to say, No, I should not go. How-
ever, Abbas Ali and his men surrounded my chdrpcU* all night ; we none
of us slept, and on the morning of the 27th, when the force was ready,

the guns were loaded, the infantry shouldered arms, and I was brought

up. I was told to ride to the front
;
poor Dokal Singh the hawalddr-

major, and some others, ran out blubbering ; Abbas All and Abdul
All rode up on each side, made me low salaams, and told me to ride for

it ; that not a sawar should be allowed to interfere with my retreat. My
three sawars, who, I have forgotten to say, had stuck to me as if I had
been their brother since the very beginning, by a preconcerted plan, were
ordered to see me off a little way. I could not help giving a farewell

wave of the hand to the infantry in irony ; they shouted and laughed,

the band struck up, and that is the last I saw of the legion. I rode right

into Erinpuram with three sawars ; I came straight here, and the people

seemed ready to eat me with joy. The names of the three sawars are,

Nasir-ud-din, second troop ; Ilahi Bakhsh, third troop (the man who used

to ride my grey) ; and Momin Khan, first troop. They left everything

behind, and, I must say, are three as fine fellows as I wish to see. By
the bye, the cavalry said, if I would agree to turn Musalman, to a man
they would follow me. Very kind of them. They offered me money
when I was coming away, and also on the march. I took twenty rupees

from Abbas Ali ; now I wish I had taken my pay ; they twice offered it.

Now is our time, the legion is divided. Jawan Singh f golandaz, and his

party, about seven other golandaz (gunners), will play the infantry a trick

if they can. I have told Jawan Singh I will myself give him five hundred
rupees if he breaks with the infantry. Abbas Ali, the hawaldar-major,

and Abdul Ali, are in danger on my account, and they are kept with
their men under the guns night and day. I feel most glad to think I did

* Charpai, a bedstead; literally, "of four feet."

t Golandaz, a gunner ; literally, " a thrower of balls.'*
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them as much harm as T could. Makhdiim Bakhsh had a musket put to

his breast for letting me ride with my sword on. I was a hone of con-

tention. I hare this morning sent a sharp hdsid to Abbas All, telling

him, for his own sake, to try and communicate with Mason, who, I

believe, is at Pali, and to whom I have written to try and communicate
with Abbas Ali."

* Kdsid—a courier.

END OF VOL. lY.
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